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Page  xiii PREFACE. AMONG the remarkable phenomena of modern times, Chicago occupies a 

leading place. Richard Cobden, the English statesman, charged Goldwin Smith on the eve of his 

departure for America: "See two things in the United States, if nothing else-Niagara and 

Chicago," intimating thus that these were the two principal wonders of the New World to a 

stranger. Since our Great Conflagi-ation, it has occurred simultaneously to many that the 

ambitious young city, always aspiring to lead, wished also to surpass the world in the way of a 
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fire. And now, certainly, her fortunes attract and interest millions of mankind as never before. To 

satisfy this interest in part, many have undertaken to write up the city and its vicissitudes. 

Believing that the story of its changes, prosperity and calamity, of its help and hope, will be 

eagerly read by millions, we offer this contribution, gathered from many sources and carefully 

prepared, to the generous public, who have already signalized their interest in our welfare by the 

most magnificent bounty to our suffering thousands. Let the poet no longer sing "Oh, the rarity 

Of Christian charity!" but rather celebrate " The quality of mercy, Which droppeth like the gentle 

rain from Hieaven." 

Page  xiv PREFACE. Our parched soil, after fourteen weeks of drought, did not rejoice in the 

showers that fell from God, as we exulted in the beneficence that poured forth upon us in our 

extremity of need. "The Lord loveth a cheerful giver!" Chicago is great in its ruins and hopeful in 

its prostra. tion. The record of its herculean energy and manly heroism, and the outlook for its 

future, must animate and encourage the world, now smitten in every part by our misfortune. We 

send forth this venture in humble gratitude to the Almighty for such a past, in submission to His 

providence, confidence for the future, and trust in the charitable generosity of the people, to 

whom it is boldly submitted for their patronage. We have faithfully sought to arrange all the 

lights needed for a complete illustration of the stupendous events recorded. In the full 

illumination afforded by these various torch-bearers, many of them brilliant and glowing, the 

reader may expect to see and appreciate, as no one eye-witness could, what must ever be 

considered marvellous among the marvels of time! E. J. G. CHICAGO. x-v 

Page  xv "Hear the loud alarum bells Brazen bells I What a tale of terror, now, their turbulency 

teli! In the startled ear of night How they scream out their affright I Too much horrified to speak, 

They can only shriek, shriek, Out of tune, In a clamorous appealing to the mercy of the fire, In a 

mad expostulation with the deaf and frantic fire Leaping higher, higher, higher, With a desperate 

desire And a resolute endeavor, Now-now to sit or never, By the side of the pale-faced moon. 

Oh, the bells, bells, bells, What a tale their terror tells Of despair I How they clang, and clash, 

and roar, What a horror they outpour On the bosom of the palpitating airl" 

Page  xvi NOTICE. TiHE PUBLISHERS purpose, after defraying the expenses of publishing 

and selling this book, to devote a portion of the profits which may arise from the sale thereof to 

the aid of deserving mechanics, working-women, etc., who have suffered by the fires. Having 

already made several instalments, the following letters are appended to show the manner in 

which aid is proposed to be rendered. THE PUBLISHERS. CHICAGO, November 25, 1871. H. 

S. GOODSPEED & Co.: Gentlemen-I have received the elegant sewing-machine sent by you to 

me, to be given to the most deserving person of my acquaintance who suffered in the late terrible 

fire here. May God bless you in your endeavors to help our suffering people, so many of whom 

will have a hard struggle to live through the cold winter. I am very truly yours, MRS. LIZZIE 

AIKEN, MsioAnary. $100. CHICAGO, 27th November, 1871. Received from J. W. 

GOODSPEED, of Chicago, One Hundred Dollars, for the Chicago Relief and Aid Society. 

GEORGE M. PULLMAN, Tq-easug-er. Per W. C. NICHOLS, Cashier. FREE READING-

ROOMS AND LIBRARY OF THE) YOUNG MIEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, 97 W. 

RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, gV. 28, 1871. Mr. J. W. GOODSPEED, Publisher, 51 S. 

Carpenter street, Chicago: Dear Sir-On behalf of the Young Men's Christian Association of 

Chicago, I would gratefully acknowledge the receipt of your order upon Lyon & Healy for a 
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Burdett Organ for the use of the devotional meetings, upon account of Dr. Goodspeed's " History 

of Chicago and the Great Fire." May all the other results of that wonderful visitation in like 

manner tend to promote the praise of God and the edification of his Church. Yours in Christ, 

ROBERT PATERSON. ROOMS LADIES' CHRISTIAN UNION, } COR. PEORIA AND 

JACKSON STREETS. Mr. J. W. GOODSPEED, Publisher: Dear Sir-The Ladies' Christian 

Union do most gratefully acknowledge the receipt of a Home Shuttle Sewing-Machine from you, 

as publisher of Dr. Goodspeed's " History of Chicago and Great Fires." It is a most timely and 

acceptable gift, and our prayers are that "He who loveth a cheerful giver" may reward you, who, 

in giving to the poor in time of their utmost need, but lend to Him. Yours truly, MRS. 0. P. 

KNOX, Pres't Ladies' CTristian Union,. 

Page  R16A 0 
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Page  17 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES CHICAGO AND THE WAVEST. L-ITHE 

INFANT. OHAPTER I. CrrmIEs, which are but an aggregation of individuals, have their periods 

of development, changes, growth, checks, prosperity and adversity, sickness and recovery, and 

alas! of decline and dissolution, like men. The proudest of earth's great gatherings of human 

beings had their origin in some accident, or, we may better say, some providential circumstance 

or course of events, and their progress from humble beginnings has been slow. As rivers rise in 

some small obscure fountain in the depth of the forest, or upon the mountain side, and wind 

onward for long, distances, fed by other streams till they become like the foaming Rhine or the 

majestic Father of Waters, so the metropolis now teeming with vast multitudes of busy men, 

began in a group of lowly huts or cabins, and increased by degrees from within and from 

without, by births and immigration, till it reached 2 I N I 

Page  18 EHISTORY OF TItE GREAT FIRES greatness and became a power in the earth. We 

may compare it to the snowball which boys roll along the whitened field till it becomes an 

immense mass. It was at first just a handful of white crystals massed together; it ends by 

assuming gigantic proportions. Our Londons and other capitals grew up in this manner, and had 

in their history all the elements of crudeness and feebleness which marked Chicago's infantcy. 

Thle age of fable has G)assed, and in telling the story of Chicago awe have no Romulus and 

Remus suclled by a wolf to adorn our tale. Yet if all that was experienced by the first white 

people who settled the shores of this magnificent lake could be described withI graphic pien, the 

story would be full of romance. We cannot point to such an origin as Venice had, which was thie 

retreat of robber bands who built among the shallow waters and upoln the mud a nest for 

themselves, to which they might bring their plunder. Yet upon these sands, and beside the river 

that winds along the prairie as if loth to leave the Lake, savages roamied or built their widgwams 

for temporary residence. And these waters echoed to the war-whoop, and the shriek of the 

despairing was heard in uniison with the mnoan of the waves along the beach. But the white 

people who camne to this Far West were men of adventurous, but not bloodthirsty natures, who 

sought for themselves a fortune in these untrodden virgin regions of the New World. These 

hlardy pioneers were tired of restraint in older countries, and pined for the freedom of the wild 

prairies, where the winds were no freer than the spirits of the hunter. Woman, ever clinging 

fondly to man, accompanied the bold adventurer to cheer and bless him in his wanderings, and to 
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help him sustain the hardships of frontier life. In the fearful Indian massacre whichl early stained 

these shores with blood, there shone forth the heroism and fidelity of the female charaeter-even 

as sixty years afterwards, in the horrors of the furious assault of murderous flames, woman 

exhibited heroism and is 

Page  19 I CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. nobleness, and proved herself worthy to be termed 

man's "help meet." 0 woman, in our hours of ease Uncertain, coy, and hard to please, And 

variable as the shade By the light, quivering aspen made; W'hen pain and anguish wring the 

brow, A ministering angel thou I CHAPTER IL IN the alternation ot victory and defeat during 

the wars of France and England, the native people, the aborigines, were sometiimes on the side 

of the colonists and sometimes against them. It was natural for them to incline to the dominant 

party, and they became the prey of intriguers who bought their treacherous aid with presents. It 

was needful to protect outlying settlements, where trade was carried on by adventurous white 

men, by means of forts and garrisons. Chicago, a term said to have denoted a king or deity, a 

skunk or a wild onion, was much haunted by the Indians, and a fort there arose to give the shelter 

of its guns to the whites. Often had it been marked for assault, but always escaped, till the period 

of the last war with Great Britain, when certain circumstances conspired to prepare the way for 

the great tragedy described by the historian Brown. INDIAN MASSACRE. When war was 

declared in 1812, the little garrison at Chicago, consisting of a single company, was commanded 

by Captain IJeald; Lieutenant Helm and Ensign PRonan were officers under him, and Dr. Van 

Voorhes its surgeon. On the 7th] of Autgust, 1812, in the afternoon, Winnemeg, or Catfish, a 

firiendly Indian of the Pottawatomie tribe, arrived at Chlicago, and l)roiught dispatches firom 

General Hull, containilg, 19 

Page  20 HISTORY OF THiE GREAT FIRES the first intelligence of the declaration of war. 

General ilull's letter announced the capture of Mackinaw, and directed Captain Heald " to 

evacuate the fort at Chicago if practicable, and in that event to distribute all of the United States 

property contained in the fort, and the United States factory, or agency, among the Indians in the 

neighborhood, and repair to Fort Wayne." Winnemeg urged upon Captain Hieald the policy of 

remaining in the fort, being supplied as they were with ammunition and provisions for a 

considerable time. In case, however, Captain Hieald thought proper to evacuate the place, he 

urged upon him the propriety of doing so immediately, before the Pottawatomies (through whose 

country they must pass, and who were as yet ignorant of the subject of his mission) could collect 

a force sufficient to oppose them. This advice, though given in great earnestness, was not 

sufficiently regarded by Captain Heald; who observed, that he should evacuate the fort, but 

having received orders to distribute the public property among the Indians, he did not feel 

justified in leaving it until he had collected the Pottawatomies in its vicinity, and made an 

equitable distribution among them. Winnemeg then suggested the expediency of marching out, 

and leaving everything standing; "while the Indians," said he, " are dividing the spoils, the troops 

will be able to retreat without molestation." This advice was also unheeded, and an order for 

evacuating the fort was read next morning on parade. Captain IIeald, in issuing it, had neglected 

to consult his junior officers, as it would have been natural for him to do in such an emergency, 

and as he probably would have done, had there not been some coolness between him and Ensign 

Ronan. The lieutenant and ensign waited on Captain Ileald to learn his intentions, and being 

apprised for the first time of the course he intended to pursue, they remonstrated against it. "We 

do not," said they to Captain Heald, "believe that our troops can 20 
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Page  21 rIN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. pass in safety thlrough the country of the 

Pottawatomies to Fort Wayne. Although a part of their chiefs were opposed to an at tack upon us 

last autumn, they were actuated by motives of pri vate friendship for some parricuniar 

individuals, and not from a regard to the Americans in general; and it can hardly be sup posed 

that, in the present excited state of feeling among the In dians, those chiefs will be able to 

influence the whole tribe, now thirsting for vengeance. Besides," said they, "our march must be 

slow, on account of the women and children. Our force, too, is small. Some of our soldiers are 

superannuated, and some of them are invalids. We think, therefore, as your orders are 

discretionary, that we had better fortify ourselves as strongly as possible, and remain where we 

are. Sn4cor may reach us before we shall be attacked from Mackinaw; and, in case of such an 

event, we had better fall into the hands of the English than become victims of the savages." 

Captain Ileald replied that his force was inadequate to contend with the Indians, and that hle 

should be censured were hlie to continue in garrison when the prospect of a safe retreat to Fort 

Wayne was so apparent. He therefore deemed it advisable to assemble the Indians and distribute 

the public property among them, and ask of them an escort thither, with the promise of a 

considerable sum of money to be paid on their safe arrival; adding that he had perfect confidence 

in the friendly professions of the Indclians, from whom, as well as from the soldiers, the capture 

of Mackinaw had studiously been concealed. From this time forward the junior officers stood 

aloof from their commander, and, considering his project as little short of mnadness, conversed 

as little upon the subject as possible. Dissatisfaction, however, soon filled the camp; the soldiers 

began to murmur, and insubordination assumed a threatening aspect. The savages, in the mean 

time, became more and more troublesome, entered the fort occasionally in defiance of the 

sentinels 21 

Page  22 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and even made their way, without ceremony, into 

the quarters of its commanding officer. On one occasion an Indian, taking up a rifle, fired it in 

the parlor of Captain Hieald. Some wvere of opinion that this was intended as the signal for an 

attack. The old chiefs at this time passed back and forth among the assembled groups, apparently 

agitated; and the squaws seemed much excited, as though some terrible calamity was impending. 

No further manifestations, however, of ill feeling were exhibited, and the day passed without 

bloodshed. So infatuated, at this time, was Captain Heald, that he supposed he had wrought a 

favorable impression upon the savages, and that the little garrison could now march forth in 

safety. From the Sth to the 12th of August the hostility of the Indians was more and more 

apparent; and the feelings of the garrison, and of those connected with, and dependent upon it for 

their safety, more and more intense. Distrust everywhere at length prevailed, and the want of 

unanimity amnong the officers was appalling. Every innate retired to rest, expecting to be roused 

by the warwhoop; and each returning day was regarded by all as another step on the road to 

massacre. The Indians from the adjacent villages having at length arrived, a council was held on 

the 12th of Aug,ust. It was attended only by Captain Heald on the part of the military-the other 

officers refused to attend, having previously learned that a massacre was intended. This fact was 

communicated to Captain HIeald; he insisted, however, on their going, and they resolutely 

persisted in their refusal. When Captain Hieald left the fort they repaired to the blocklhouLse 

which overlooked the ground where the council was in session, and opening the port-holes, 

pointed their cannon in its direction. This circumstance, and their absence, it is slipposed, saved 

the whites from massacre. Captain ieald informed the Indians in council, that he would, next day, 

distribute amonog them all the goods in the United 22 
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Page  23 I CHIICAGO ANXI) THE WEST. States factory, together with the ammunition and 

provisions with which the garrison was supplied; and desired of them an escort to Fort Wayne, 

promising them a reward on their arrival thither, in addition to the presents they were about to 

receive. The savages assented, with professions of friendship, to all he proposed, and promised 

all he required. The council was no sooner dismissed, than several waited on Captain lIeald in 

order to open his eyes, if possible, to their condition. The impolicy of furnishing the Indians with 

arms and ammnnition, to be used against themselves, struck Captain Ileald with so much force 

that he resolved, without consulting his officers, to destroy all not required for immediate use. 

On the next day (August 13th), the goods in the factory store were distributed among, the 

Indians; and in the evening the ammunition, and also the liquors belonging to the garrison, were 

carried, the former into the sally-port and thrown into the well, and the latter through the south 

gate, as silently as possible, to the river bank, where the heads of the barrels were knocked in, 

and their contents discharged into the stream. The Indians, suspecting the game, approached as 

near as possible, and witnessed the vwhlole scene. The spare muskets were broken up, and 

thrown into the well, togethier with bags of shot, flints, and gun-screws, and other things; all of 

little value. On the 14th the des,,ndency of the garrison was for a while dispelled by the arrival of 

Captain Wells and fifteen friendly Miamies. Having heard at Fort Wayne of the order to evacuate 

Chicago, and knowving the hostile intentions of the Pottawatomies, he hastened thither in order 

to save, if possible, the little garrison from its doom. I-e was the brother of Alrs. Ileald, and 

having been reared from childhood among the savages, knew their character; and something 

whispered him "that all was not w ell." He was the son of General Wells of ecntuclky, who, in 23 

Page  24 [ISTORY OF THiE GREAT FIRES the defeat of St. Clair, commanded three hundred 

savage war riors posted in front of the artillery, who caused extraordinary carnage among those 

who served it; and, uninjured himself picked off the artillerists, until "their bodies were heaped 

up almost to the height of their pieces." Supposing that the whites, roused by their reverses, 

would eventually prevail, he resolved to abandon the savages and rejoin his countrymen. This 

intrepid warrior of the woods, hearing that his friends at Chicago were in danger, and chagrined 

at the obstinacy of Captain Heald, who was thus hazarding their safety, came thither to save his 

friends, or participate in their fate. He arrived, however, too late to effect the former, but just in 

time to effect the latter. Having, on his arrival, learned that the ammunition had been destroyed, 

and the provisions distributed among the Indians, he saw there was no alternative. Preparations 

were therefore made for marching on the morrow. In the afternoon a second council was held 

with the Indians, at which they expressed their resentment at the destruction of the ammunition 

and liquor in the severest terms. Notwithstanding the precautions which had been observed, the 

knocking in of the heads of the whiskey-barrels had been heard by the Indians, and the river next 

morning tasted, as some of them expressed it, "like strong grog." Mlurmurs and threats were 

everywhere heard; and nothing, apparently, was wanting but an opportunity for some public 

manifestation of their resentment. Among the chiefs there were several whlo participated in the 

general hostility of their tribe, and retained, at the same time, a regard for the few white 

inhabitants of the place. It was impossible, however, even for them to allay the angry feelings of 

the savage warriors, when provocation after provocation had thus been given; and their 

exertions, therefore, were ifutile. Among, this class was Black Partridge, a chief of some renown 

24 
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Page  25 IN CHICAGO ANi) TIIE WEST. Soon after the council had adjourned, this 

magnanimous warrior repaired to the quarters of Captain HIeald, and taking off a meda he had 

long worn, said: "Father, I have come to deliver up to you the medal I wear. It was given me by 

your countryman, and I have long worn it as a token of our friendship. Our young men are 

resolved to imbrue their hands in the blood of the whites. I cannot restrain them, and will not 

wear a token of peace when compelled to act as an enemy." Had doubts previously existed, they 

were now at an end. The devoted garrison continued, however, their preparations as before; and 

amid the surrounding gloom a few gallant spirits still chelered their companions with hopes of 

security. The ammunition reserved, twenty-five rounds to each soldier, was now distributed. The 

baggage-wagons designed for the sick, the women, and the children, containing also a box of 

cartridges, were now made ready, and the whole party, anticipating a fatiguing, if not a 

disastrous, march on the inorrow, retired to enjoy a few moments of precarious repose. On the 

morning of the 15th the sun rose with uncommon splendor, and Lake Michigan "was a sheet of 

burnished gold." Early in the day a message was received in the American camp, from To-pee-

na-bee, a chief of the St. Joseph's band, informing them that mischief was brewing among the 

Pottawatomies, who had promised them protection. About nine o'clock the troops left the fort 

with martial music, and in military array. Captain Wells, at the head of the Miamies, led the van, 

his face blackened after the manner of the Indians. The garrison, with loaded arms, followed, and 

the wagons with the baggage, the women and children, the sick and the lame, closed the rear. 

The Pottawatomies, about five hundred in number, who had proiuised to escort tlhem in safbty to 

Fort Wayne, leaving a little space, afterward followed. The party in advance took the beach road. 

They had no sooner ar 25 

Page  26 HISTORY OF THE GRE AT FIRE8 rived at the sand-hills, which separate the prairie 

from the beach, about a mile and a half from the fort, than the Pottawatomniesi instead of 

continuing in rear of the Americans, left the beach and took to the prairie. The sand-hills, of 

course, intervened, and pre. sented a barrier between the Pottawatomnies and the American and 

MAliami line of march. This divergence had scarcely been effected, when Captain Wells, who 

with the MIiamies was considerably in advance, rode back and exclaimed: "They are about to 

attack us; form instantly and charge upon them." The word had scarcely been uttered, before a 

volley of musketry from behind the sand-hills was poured in upon them. The troops were 

brought immediately into a line, and charged up the bank. One man, a veteran of seventy, fell as 

they ascended. The battle at once became general. The Miamies fled at the outset; their chief 

rode up -to the Pottawatomies, charged them with duplicity, and brandishing his tomahawk, said, 

"he would be the first to head a party of Americans, and return to punish them for their 

treachery." iHe then turned his horse and galloped off inpursuit of his companions, who were 

then scouring across the prairie, and nothing was seen or heard of them more. The American 

troops behaved gallantly. Though few in num ber, they sold their lives as dearly as possible. 

They felt, how. ever, as if their time had come, and sought to forget all that was dear on earth. 

While the battle was raging the surgeon, Doctor Voorhes, who was badly wounded, and whose 

horse had been shot firom under him, approaching Mirs. Helm, the wife of Lieutenant Helm 

(who was in action, participating in all its vicissitudes), observed: Do youl tliink," said hle, "they 

will take our lives? I am badly wounded, bIut I think not mortally. Perhaps we can purchase 

safety by offering a-large reward. Do you think," continued hlie, ' there is any chance ",Doctor 

Yoorhes," replied Mrs. Hielm, -let us not waste the few moments, which yet remain, in idle 26 
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Page  27 IN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. or ill-founded hopes. Our fate is inevitable. We must 

soon appear at the bar of God. Let us make such preparations as are yet in our power." " Oh!" 

said he, "I cannot die. I am unfit to die I If I had a short time to prepare! Death!-oh, how awfill! " 

At this moment Ensign Ronan was fighting at a little distance with a tall and portly Indian; the 

former, mortally wounded, was nearly down, and struggling desperately upon one knee. Ars. 

Iheln, pointing her finger, and directing the attention of Dr. Voorhes thither, observed: "Look," 

said she, "at that young man; he dies like a soldier." " -Yes," said Doctor Voorhes, "but he has no 

terrors of the fiuture; lie is an unbeliever." A yoiung savage immediately raised his tomahawk to 

strike MIrs. IHelm. She sprang instantly aside, and the blow intended for hei head fell upon her 

shoulder. She thereupon seized him around his inecK, aidil while exerting all her efforts to get 

possession of his scalping-lnife, was seized by another Indian, and dragged forcibly firom his 

grasp. The latter bore her, struggling and resisting, towards the lake. Notwithlstanding, however, 

tihe rapidity wvith which she was hurried along, she recognized, as she passed, the remains of 

the unfortunate surgeon stretched lifeless on the prairie. She was plunged immediately into the 

water and held there, notwith standing her resistance, with a forcible hand. She shortly, how 

ever, perceived that the intention of her captor was not to drown her, as he held her in a position 

to keep her head above the water. Thus reassured she looked at him attentively, and in spite of 

his disguise recognized the "white man's friend." It was Black Partridge. When the firingo had 

ceased, her preserver bore her firom the water and conducted her up the sand-bank. It was a 

beautiful day in August. The heat, however, of the sun was oppressive; and wvalking thlrough 

the sand, exposed to its burniing 27 

Page  28 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES rays in her drenched condition, weary, and 

exhausted by efforts beyond her strength, anxious beyond mneasure to learn the fate ol her 

friends, and alarmed for her own, her situation was one of agony. The troops having fought with 

desperation till two-thirds of their number were slain, the remainder, twenty-seven in all, borne 

down by an overwhelming force, and exhausted by efforts hitherito unequalled, at length 

surrendered. They stipulated, however, for their own safety and for the safety of their remaining 

women and children. The wounded prisoners, however, in the hurry of the moment, were 

unfortunately omitted, or rather, not particularly mentioned, and were therefore regarded by the 

Indians as having been excluded. One of the soldiers' wives, having frequently been told that 

prisoners taken by the indians were subjected to tortures worse than death, had from the first 

expressed a resolutioni never to be taklen, and when a party of savages approached to make her 

their prisoner she fought with desperation, and though assured of kind treatment and protection, 

refused to surrender, and was literally cut in pieces, and her mangled remains left on the field. 

After the surrender, one of the bargage-wagons, containing twelve children, was assailed by a 

single savage, and the whole number were massacred. All, without distinction of age or sex, fell 

at once beneath his murderous tomahawk. Captain Wells, vwho had as yet escaped unharmed, 

saw front a diktance the whole of this murderous scene, and being apprised of the stipulation, 

and on seeing it thus violated, exclaimed aloud so as to be heard by the Pottawatomies around 
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hlim, whose pilisoner he then was: " If this be your game I will kill too! " and turninga his 

horse's head, instantly started for the Pottawatomie camp, which was near what is now the corner 

of State and Lake, where the squaws and Indian children had been left ere tlle btttle began. Ile 

had no sooner started than several Indians 28 

Page  29 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. followed in his rear and discharged their rifles at him 

as he gal loped the prairie. I-e laid himself flat on the neck of his horses and was apparently out 

of their reach, when the ball of one of his pursuers took effect, killing his horse and wounding, 

him, severely. Hle was again a prisoner-as the savages came up, Winnemeg and Wa-ban-see, two 

of their number and both his fiends, used all their endeavors in order to save hin; they had 

disengaged him already from his horse, and were supporting him along, when Pee-so-tum a 

Pottawatomie Indian, drawing his scalping-knife, stabbed him in the back, and thus inflicted a 

mortal wound. After struggling for a moment he fell and breathed his last in the arms of his 

friends, a victim for those he had sought to save-a sacrifice to his own rash, presumptuous, and 

perhaps indiscreet intentions. The battle having ended and the prisoners being secured, the latter 

were conducted to the Pottawatomie camp near the fort. Here the wife of Waw-bee-wee-nalih, an 

Illinois chief, perceiving the exhausted condition of MIrs. IIelm, took a kettle and dipping up 

some water from the stream which flowed sluggishly by them, threw into it some maple sugar, 

and stirring it up with her hand gave her to drink. "It was," says Alrs. Ielm, "the most delicious 

draiiglht I had ever taken, and her kindness of manner, amid so much atrocity, touchled my 

heart." Her attention, however, was soon directed to other objects. The fort, after the troops had 

marched out, became a scene of plunder. The cattle were shot down as they ran at large, and lay 

dead or were dying around her. It called up afresh a remark of Ensign Iona1a's made before: " 

Such," said he, "is to be our own fate —to be shot down like brutes." The wounded prisoners, we 

have already remarked, were not included in the stipulation made on the battle-field, as the 

Indians understood it. On reaching, therefore, the Pottawatomie camp, a scene followed which 

beggars description. 29 

Page  30 HIiSTORY OF TRE GREAT FIRES A wounded soldier lying on the ground was 

violently assaulted by an old squaw, infuriated by the loss of friends, or excited by tlhe 

murderous scenes around her, who, seizing a pitchfork, attacked with demoniac ferocity and 

deliberately murdered, in cold blood, the wretched victim now helpless and exposed to the 

burning rays of the sun, his wounds already aggravated by its heat, and he writhing in torture. 

Dturing ttle succeeding night five other wounded prisoners were tomahawked. Those wounded 

remained in the wigwams of their captors. The worlk c" plunder being now completed, the fort 

next day was set on fire. A fair and equal distribution of all the finery belonging to the garrison 

had apparently been made, and shawls and ribbons and feathers wvere scattered about the camp 

in great profusion. The family of the principal Indian trader having been moved across the river, 

Black Partridge and Wa-bau-see, with three other friendly Indians, stood sentinels at his door. 

Everything was now tranquil. Even savage ferocity appeared to be gorged. Soon, however, a 

party of Indians frinom the Wabash arrived, the most implacable of all the Pottawatomies. 

Runners had been sent to all their villages, and information transmitted thither that the fort was 

to be evacuated, that its spoils were to be divided among the savages, and its garrison to be 

massacred; they had therefore hurried on with their utmnost speed to participate in the 

exhilarating and- awful scene. On arriving at the Aux Plains they were met by a party returning 

fiom Chlicago bearing a wounded chief along. Informed by these firiends that a battle had been 
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fought and a victory won, that its sl)oils had been divided among the conquerors, and the 

prisoners scalped and slain (and they not present), their rage was unbounded. They therefore 

accelerated their march, and on reaching Chicago blackened their faces in token of their 

intentions, and entered the parlor of the Indian trader before referred to where the family 30 

Page  31 IN CHICAGO AND TIUE WEST. were assembled with their faithful protectors 

around, and seated themselves without ceremony in silence upon the floor. Black Partridge, 

perceiving in their looks what was passing in their minds, and not daring to remonstrate, 

observed in an under tone to Wa-bau-see, "We have endeavored to save our firiends, but all is in 

vain-nothing will save them now." At this moment another party of Indians arrived, and a 

firiendly whoop was heard firom the opposite shore. Black Partridge sprung upon his feet, and 

advancing to the river's bank, met their chief as he landed. "Who," said Black Partridge, " are 

you?" "A man," replied the chief; "who are you?" "A man like yourself." "But tell me," said 

Black Partridge, "who are you for? " "I am," said he, " the San-ga-nash." "Then make all speed to 

the house," replied the formner; "your friends are in danger, and you only can save them." Billy 

Caldwell, the newly arrived chief (for it was he), thereupon hurried immediately thither, entered 

the parlor with a calm deliberate step, and without the least agitation in his mnanner, took off his 

accoutrements, and placing his rifle behind the door, saluted the hostile savages. " How now, my 

friends? " said he, "a good day to you. I was told there were enemies here; but I am glad to find 

none but friends. Why have you blackened your faces? Are you mourning for the friends you 

have lost in the battle (purposely mistaking the token of their evil intentions), or are you fasting? 

If so, ask our friend here and he will give you to eat. He is the Indians' friend, and never refused 

them what they had need of." Taken thus by surprise, the savages were ashamed to acknowl edge 

their bloody purpose; and in a subdued and modest tone said they had come to beg of their friend 

some white cotton, in which to wrap their dead before interring them. This was given them, with 

other presents, and they quietly departed. Captain and Mrs. Ileald were sent across the lake to St. 

31 

Page  32 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Josel)lph's after the battle; the former was twice, 

and the latter seven times wounded in the engagement. The horse rode -y Alrs. Hieald was a fine 

spirited animal, and the Indians wecre anxious to obtain it uninjured. Their shots were therefore 

principally aimed at the rider. Her captor being about to tear (ff her bonnet, in order to scalp her, 

young Chaudonnaire, an Indian of the St. Joseph's tribe, knowing her personally, came to her 

rescue, and offered a mule he had just taken for her ransom; to this he added a promise of ten 

bottles of whiskey. The latter was a strong temptation. Her captor, perceiving that she was badly 

wounded, observed that she might die, and asked him if he would give him the whiskey at all 

events; he promised to do so, and the bargain was concluded. Mrs. TIeald was afterward put into 

a boat in company with others, including her children, and a buffalo robe thrown over them. She 

was then enjoined to be silent, as she valued her life. In this situation she remained, without 

uttering a sound that could betray her to the savages, who camne fiequently to the boat in search 

of prisoners. Captain Heald was captured by an Indian from the Kiankakee, who, having a strong 

personal regard for him, and seeing the wounded and enfeebled condition of his wife, released 

him without ransom, in order that he might accompany Mrs. Heald to St. Joseph's. To the latter 

place Mr. and Mrs. Ileald were conveyed by Chaudonnaire and his party. Tihe Indian who had so 

nobly released his prisoner, on returning to his tribe, found them dissatisfied; and their 

displeasure became so manifest that he resolved to make a journey to St. Joseph's, to reclaim his 
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prisoner. News, however, of his intention preceding him, Mr. and Mrs. Heald, by the aid and 

influence of To-pa-nabee and lKee-po-tahf were put into a bark canoe, and paddled by a chief of 

the Pottwswatomies and his wife to Mfackinaw, three hundred miles distant along the eastern 

coast of Lake Michigan, and delivered to the British commander. They were kindly re 32 
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Page  35 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ceived, and sent afterward as prisoners to Detroit, 

where they were finally exchanged. Lieutenant IIelmn was wounded in the action, and taken 

prisoner; he wasg afterward removed by some friendly Indians to the Au Sable, and from thence 

to St. Louis, and liberated from captivity thlrougho the intervention of Mr. Thomas Forsythe, an 

Indian trader. Mrs. IHlelm was wounded slightly in the ankle, had her horse shot from under her, 

and after passing through several agonizing scenes, was talken to Detroit. The soldiers, with their 

wives and children, were dispersed among the Pottawatomies on the Illinois, the Wabash, and 

PRock rivers, and some were taken to Milwaukie. In the followirno spring they were principally 

collected at Detroit, and ransomed. A part of them, however, remained in captivity another year, 

and during that period experienced more kindness than they or their friends had anticipated. 

CHAPTER III. The indolent, debauched barbarians were among the most serious obstructions to 

the progress of the infant town, as their bloody and vengeful ancestors had hindered the early 

settlement. Men were ulnwilling to hazard their scalps in unequal contests with thesc wild 

savages unless there was some prize to be gained worthy tlhe dangerous venture; and when they 

had become tamed they were still animals, corrupt and corrrupting. The condition of the muddy 

banks of Chicago river and the outlaying prairie was not particularly inviting to persons of 

intelligence, who had been accustomed to the comparative civilization and improvements of the 

East. But one by one these obstacles disappeared. 3 35 

Page  36 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES The inferior race, made so by ag,es of ignorance 

and superstition, maust inevitably go downvi before the superior, exalted by centuries of 

education and Christian influences. Once, indeed, Teuton and Saxon and Celt were low down in 

the scale of humanity, scarcely equalling the North American Indian in his best estate; and long 

periods of revolution and elevation preceded the present high position they occupy in the New 

World. And now, placed on the borders of civilization, exposed to the low and debasing 

influences of barbarism, they are liable to descend to a depth of degradation scarcely 

conceivable. In 1827 an agent of the Government reported Chicago as having no dwellings 

above kennels and pens, and described the squatters as "a miserable race of men, hardly equal to 

the Indians." It was therefore a policy of wisdom in the United States, and even of humanity, to 

remove the savag,es to a distance from the whites, between whom a mutual degradation was 

exerted. We submit Parton's description, which graphically tells the story and justifies the action 

of the authiorities, while it enables us to realize some of the gigantic difficulties under which our 

infant city labored: "On a day in September, 1S833, seven tlhousand of them gathered at the 

village to meet Commissioners of the United States for the purpose of selling their lands in 

Illinois and Wisconsin. In a large tent on the bank of the river the clih'efs siugned a treaty which 

ceded to the United States the best twenty million acres of the Northwest, and agreed to remove 

twenty days' journey west of the Mississippi. A year later four thlou sand of the dusky nuisances 
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assembled in Chicago to receive their first annual annuity. The goods to be distributed were 

heaped upon the prairie, and the Indians were made to sit down around the pile in circles, the 

squaws sitting demnurely in the outer ring. Those who were selected to distribute the mner 

ianllise took armfuls firom the heap, and tossed the articles to favorites seated on the ground. 

Those who were overlooked 36 

Page  37 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. soon grew impatient, rose to their feet, pressed 

forward, and at last rushed upon the pile, each struggling to seize something from it. So severe 

was the scramble, that those whlo had secured an armful could not get away, and the greater 

number of emptyhanded could not get near the heap. Then those on the outside began to lhurl 

heavy articles at the crowd, to clear the way for themselves, and the scramble ended in a fight, in 

which severl of the Indians were killed and a large number wvounded. Niglit closed in on a wild 

debauch, and when the next morning arrived few of the Indians were the better off for the thirty 

thousand dollars' worth of goods which had been given them. Similar scenes, with similar bloody 

results, were enacted in tlhec fall of 1835; but that was the last Indian payment Chicago ever 

saw. "In September, 1835, a long, train of forty wagons, each drawn by four oxen, conveyed 

away, across the prairies, the children and effects of the Pottawatomies, the men and ablebodied 

women walking alongside. In twenty days they crossed the MIississippi, and for twenty days 

longer continued their westward march, and Chlicago was troubled withl tlhemin' no more. 

Walking in the imposing, streets of the Chlicago of to-day, lhowv difficult it is to realize that 

thirty-two years have not elapsed since the red men were dispossessed of the very site on which 

the city stands, and were'toted' off in forty days to a point now reached in fifteen hours." Were 

there space to insert here, after the above interesting exit of "poor Lo," Judge Ruger's poem 

nailed to the walls of the Old Block Ilonse which was threatened with demolition, we should 

perceive how fondly the early settlers clung to the relic whose reminiscences were full of painful 

interest. Tlhe Fort was abandoned in consequence of the unsettled state of affairs in the country; 

but as men would congregate here, it was rebuilt in 1816, and(f finally demolislhed in 1856. Our 

people scarcely have time or space to devote to what is not strictly practicable 37 

Page  38 HIISTORY OF TIIE GREAT FIRES for present uses, and hence the relics of other days 

soon fade and perish from neglect or actual violence. She boldly faced the daring foe, She did 

her duty well. She kept the white men's foes at bay The savage hounds of hell! CHAPTER IV. 

ANOTTEuR difficulty which oppressed the early settlers wvas the muid, whlich at times seemed 

bottomless. Where the city lately prospered in all its glory and grandeur, with clean streets, deep 

basements and dry cellars, and buildings rising in towered majesty, thie water stood a portion of 

the year, or teamns strug,gled, helplessly "slewed" in the deep black ooze of the streets and 

prairies. Often a wagon would sinkl so far that little but the tongue appeared to indicate where 

the remainder lay. Or a board was set up with a rude inscription, evidently facetious, "No bottom 

here." The water was surface water, and little better than if dipped out of a pool by the road-side. 

The river's mouth was choked by a bar of sand which destroyed the harbor, and communication 

with the better portions of the country was extremely precarious. More than two centuries after 

the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth all this vast prairie region was, as it were, a wilderness occupied 

by wild beasts and still wilder men, and the metropolis of the Northwest yet laiy flouindering 

like an infant in swaddling clothes-so slowly does the Creator evolve His plans, and leave 

something ever fresh and rich for human enterprise to discover and possess. The bold fatihers of 

New England wriing from nature's bosom scanty nourishimoent; and her cities grew slowly-far 
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more slowly than the western HIercules. When the East had become established in wealth, and 

38 

Page  39 IN CHICAGO AM) THE WEST. overflowed with brains and energy, here was the 

natural outlet and place for expansion and investment. God had made the flattest spot on the 

continent the fit location for that "city set on a hill which cannot be hid." For, singularly enough, 

the rain that fills in this spot finds its way by natural courses partly to the Atlantic by the St. 

Lawrence and partly to the Gulf of Mexico by the Miississippi. There is Lake Michigan 

connecting us with the northern seas, and the Illinois river bearing our sewerage to the southern 

ocean. A few men were gifted with that far-sighlitedness that enabled them to see how the 

young, child must grow. They had even seen his star in the East, and they came with their gifts of 

courage, talent, hope, and industry to lay them at his feet, and swear allegiance to the destiny of 

the promising Infant. 39 

Page  40 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES II. TiE YOUTH. CIIAPTER V. 1IEN early 

undervalued land without trees, and often chose the openiings, or groves, tlhe sheltered banks of 

streams, or hilly locations, in preference to these naked prairies. All lived to regret t!lcir choice 

who saw the development of these portions of the soil lwhichll contain the largest and best 

accumulations of fertility, and offer the easiest opportunities for cultivation. At certain seasons 

they seem barren and gloomy in their nakedness, but at most periods tlhere is somethingr, 

beautiful in tlheir boundlessness, l ike the ocean's expanse; and their undulating bosom, like the 

sea i] a storm, is covered with a green spray, or lit up with the golden glory of abundant harvests. 

It,was doubtless a blessing to our country tlhat the Pilgrims did not, like the early Spaniards, 

light upon these rich parts of the country, or discover the mineral resources of the Pacific coast. 

They grew a nobler race in consequence of their tough encounters with savage men, and the 

rugged shores and lills of New England. We had a basis of moral and mental stability, and 

political prosperity, whenll the gates were flllunlg wide and the world invited to pour their 

masses fortlh upon these virgin treasures. The Illinois river flows into the \lississilppi, and is 

connected with Lake AIichiigan by a canal at La Salle, nincty-six miles fioiu Chlicago. This 

great workl was begun in 183i, and completed in 1S48, and many thousands were already 

awaiting, its benefits ill tihe young, city, where the transshipment of the produce of the Southern 

counties must furnish employment and create business. to 

Page  41 IN CIOAGO AND THE WEST. This enterprise gave Chicago its first strong push 

upward. In later days the ditch has been so deepened that the amber-colored waters of our lake 

flow thllroiugh the Chlicago river and cleanse out its filth, so long an offence whose rankness 

smelled to lheaven Until last spring, or the early sumInel of 1871, at all seasons, except when the 

ice shut down the foul odors, there rose from the bayou or lagoon lying stagnant along its twelve 

or fifteen miles, unless stirred by the pumps, the vilest stench, which not only disgutsted the 

senises, but attaclkecd the health of our citizens. To strangers it was a perpetual source of 

raillery. A story is told of a citizen who made a visit in June to the country, and was so 

overpowered by the fresh air that hlie fainiited, and was revived only upon the application to his 

nose of a decayed fish. As ho rallied, and speech returned, hlie asked, "Where am I? It smells so 

much like home." The canal has, therefore, proved a double advantage, never to be 

overestimated, in bringing us into contact and relations with the wealthy heart of our State, and 

bearing away from us the sewerage of a populous city. CHAPTER VI. IN 1832 there was a tax 
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of one hundred and fifty dollars levied on the eight hundred people then dwelling on the banks of 

Cllicago river, and the first public building consumed oiie-twelfth of the levy-" a pound for stray 

cattle." The population multiplied from 1833, though in 1837 there were but 4,470 persons here. 

Government began to dredge out the river, and Nature helped with a freshet that swept away the 

bar, and made a harbor accessible to the largest vessels. The Infant then became the Youth, and 

people were wild with excited hopes of sudden riches. 41 

Page  42 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRFS Ford's History of Illinois says: In the spring and 

summer of 1S36 the great land and town-lot speculation of those times had fitirly reacheld and 

sp)read over llinois. It commenced in the State first at Cllicago, and was the means of building 

up that )lace, ill a.)'cai' or two, froml a village of a few houses to be a city ot' seveIral tllousalld 

illiab,itallts. The story of the sudden fortunes IIiade tlhere excited at first wonder and 

amazement, next a gamblilg sp)irit of adventure, and lastly an all-absorbing desire for sudden adl 

sl)lelldid wealth. Chicago had been for some time only a great town ilarket. The plots of towns 

for a hundred miles around were carried there to be disposed of at auction. Tlhe eastern l)Ceople 

had caught the mania. Every vessel comling, west was loaded with them, their money, and 

means, bound for Chicago, the great fairyland of fortunes. But, as enoulgh did not come to 

satisfy the insatiable greediness of Chicag,o sharpers and speculators, they frequently consigned 

their wares to eastern markets. Thus, a vessel would be freighted with land and town lots, bound 

for New York and Boston markets, at less cost than a barrel of flour. In fact, lands and town-lots 

were the staple of the country, and were the only article of export. Outside the little town 

floundering in the mud, there were sturdy farmers wresting from the black and fertile soil their 

hidden treasures. These men had Chicago for their chief market, and contributed to raise it from 

the revulsions which cast it down in 1836 and 1837. It is interesting to notice how the country 

made the city, and this reacted upon the country, so that the whole Northwest is vitally concerned 

in the prosperity of her metropolis. We turn again to Parton's description of this period, and of 

the progress in business now steadily observable. "A little beef had already been salted and sent 

across the lake; but in 1839 the business began to assume promising proportions, 3,000 cattle 

having been driven in from the prairies, barrelled, and exported. In 1838 a venturesome trader 

shipped thirty-nine 42 

Page  43 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. tr,o-bushel bags of wheat. Next year, nearly 4,000 

bushels were exported; the next, 10,000; the next, 40,000. IIl 1842 the amount rose, all at once, 

from 40,000 to nearly 600,000, and amnnounced to parties interested that the "hard times" were 

corn ing to an end in Chicago. But the soft timues were not. That mountain of grain was brought 

into this quagmire of a town from far back in the prairies,-twenty, fifty, one hundred, and Ceve 

one hundred and fifty miles! The season for carrying grain to market is also the season of rain, 

and many a farmer in those times has seen his load hopelessly "slewed" within what is now 

Chicago. The streets used often to be utterly choked and iiipassable from the concourse of 

wagons, which ground the roads in~, long vats of blackingi And yet, before there was a railroad 

begun or a canal finished, Chicago exported two and a quarter millions of bushels of grain in a 

year, and sent back on the most of the wagons that brought it, part of a load of merchandise." In 

1849 the first locomotive halted ten miles below the city, and heralded the coming of the tide that 

rolled across the prairies, as the Nile freshets enrich its banks. The immigrants were usually of 

the better class, and made communities which have no superiors in the civilized world. 

CHAPTER VIL DRxrG these years, between 1833 and 1850, men came here who have made the 
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city great by their labors. Many of these noble spirits lived only long enough to see the name of 

Chicago respected and honored, and escaped the sorrow of witnessing her proud career so 

cruelly arrested. Others still survive the conflagrati(on, who have lost much of their 

accumulations; perhaps all 43 

Page  44 HISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES is consumed; they are left to an old age of 

disappointment and want. Of the prominent citizens whose brain and energy gave the city its 

present )pre-eminence, some are yet in the prime of vigorous manhood, and will rally to rebuild 

and restore that which wvas at once their pride and joy. They are crippled in resources, but 

undaunted in spirit. We can gire a view of the youth of this region and city with increased 

vividness by sketching briefly the career of some of these publie-spirited men, who became early 

identified with the fortunes of Chicago. One, of whom all persons familiar with our affairs would 

be quick to speak and glad to hear, is a gentleman who has experienced very severe losses both 

here and in the States devastated at the same time. Wm. E. Ogden, the Railway King of the West, 

still towers among us, a strong refuge and help in our time of need. From a faithful notice in 

Biographical Sketches, we glean these items: "Ile arrived at Chicago in June, 1835, having then 

recently united with friends in the purchase of real estate in this city. Iie and they foresaw that 

Chicago was to be a good town, and they purchased largely, including Wolcott's addition, and 

nearly the half of Kinzie's addition, and the block of land upon which the freight-houses of the 

Galena and Chicago Union Railroad now stand. Mr. Ogden was very successful in his operations 

in 1835-6; but he became embarrassed in 1837-8, by assuming liabilities for friends, se-veral of 

whom he endeavored to aid, with but partial success. IIe struggled on with these 

emnbarrassmients for several years. Finally, in 1842-3, Mr. Ogden escaped from the 1l(t of them; 

and since then his career of pecuniary success has been unclouded. They were gloomy days for 

Chicago whenii the old internal improvement system went by the board, and the canal drew its 

slow length along, and operations upon it were finally suspend !t4 

Page  45 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ed, leaving the State comparatively nothing to show 

for the millions squandered in " internal improvements." Ilis operations in real estate have been 

immense. He has sold real estate for himself and others to an amount exceeding ten millions of 

dollars, requiring many thousand deeds and contracts which have been signed by him. The fact 

that the sales of his house have, for some years past, equalled nearly one million of dollars per 

annum, will give some idea of the extent of his business. He has literally made the rough places 

smooth and the crooked ways straight, in Chicago. More than one hundred miles of streets, and 

hundreds of bridges at street corners, besides several other bridges, including, two over the 

Chicago river, have been made by him, at the private expense of himself and clients, and at a 

cost of probably hundreds of thousands of dollars. Mr. Ogden's mind is of a very practical 

character. The first floating swving bridge over the Chicago river was built by him for the city, 

on Clark street; (before lie ever saw one elsewhere), and answered well its designed purpose. ie 

was early engaged in introducing into extensive use in the West McCormick's reaping and 

mowiing machines, and building up the first large factory for their mnanutfacture-that now 

owned by the lecCormlicks. In this manufactory, during Mr. Ogden's connection with it, and at 

his suggestion,. was built the first reaper sent to England, and which at the great Exhibition of 

1851, in London, did so much for the credit of American manufactures there. Hie wvas a 

contractor upon the Illinois and Michigan canal, and his efforts to prevent its suspension, and to 

resuscitate and complete it, were untiring. Mr. Ogden is a man of great public spirit, and in 
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enterprise unsurpassed. To recapitulate the public undertakings which have commanded his 

attention and received his countenance and support, would be to catalogue most of those in this 

section of the Northwest. 45 

Page  46 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Mr. ()gden has never married. In 1837 he built a 

delightful resi dence ill the centre of a beautiful lot, thickly covered with fine native growth 

forest trees, and surrounded by four streets, in that part of the city called North Chicago; and 

there, when not absent from home, he indulg,es in that hospitality which is at the same time so 

cheering to his firiends and so agreeable to himself. What the presence of a man, born like him to 

command, and organize action, might have done for our stricken city we now know not. As soon 

as the dreadful tidings reached him, as will be seen from his letter inserted below, hlie flew to the 

rescue. Thirty-five years ago Mayor Ogden forecast the future, as men of judgment may do, but 

this vision did not rush red on his sight Nevertheless, hlie rallies in youthful zeal, his eye not 

dimmed nor his natural force abated, to gather up the fragments, and reconstrucet out of these 

shattered remains a city that shall be worthy of the lavish gifts of nature, and the splendid 

endowments of capital. Hiis words, spoken to the citizens amidst the ruins, and in their 

exchlanges, have all been hopeful, conciliatory, and wise. May Heaven grant him years to see a 

rehabilitation of our dismantled town, so that, like the patriarch, his last days may be his best. 

His letter must strike every mind and touch the heart with the sense of the pathos of human life; 

for, like many others, he had doubtless come to feel that " nothing can stop Chicago now." A 

change of wind for a few hours on Monday would have fairly blotted us out, and scattered our 

three hundred thousand people to the four winds of Heaven. in his sublime faith, he says: The 

Northwest, which made Chicago, and forces her on more and more rapidly, is not, except in her 

sympathies for our great loss, affected by the Chicago fire, and her borders were never being 

extended so fast, so broadly, or so far, by railways, by settlements, improvements, and added 

people and wealth, as now; and Chicago's future and "manifest destiny" as a great metropolitan 

Western city was never so assured. t6 

Page  47 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. "CJDICAG(O October 11, 1871. " I left New York 

on Monday morning last, and reached this utterly indescribable scene of destruction and ruin on 

Tuesday evening after dark. "On the cars I kept hearing of more and more dreadful things until I 

reached here. The truth cannot well be exceeded by report or imagination. Hilow it could be that 

neither buildings, men, nor anything, could encounter or withstand the torrent of fire without 

uitter destruction is explained by the fact that the fire was accompanied by the fiercest tornado of 

wind ever known to blow here, and it acted like a perfect blow-pipe, driving the brilliant blaze 

hundreds of feet with so perfect a combustion that it consumed the smoke, and its heat was so 

great that fireproof buildings sank before it almost as readily as wood-nothing but earth could 

withstand it; consequently my brother Mahlon's house is the only unburned dwelling on the 

North Side, from the river to Lincoln Park, within half or three-quarters of a mile of the lake 

shore; and the only other unburnt buildings were two down at the end of our north pier. On the 

South Side, east of the South Branch and north of Harrison street, but two buildings are left. 

"The fire advanced almost as fast as you could escape before it, and in a very few hours about 

one hundred thousand people had to leave their houses and flee for their lives, carrying but little, 

often nothing, with them. "When I reached the depot on my arrival here it was quite dark. The 

burning district had no lamp. Thousands of smouldering fires were all that could be seen, and 

they added to the mournful gloom of all around you, and do so yet. I saw no one that I knew at 
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the depot, and had as yet no definite knowledge of the extent and details of the ruin. I hired a 

hack and started for my own house, directing the hackman-who was a stranger-as weL 47 b 

Page  48 ISTaRTY OF THE GREAT FIRE as I could. Often, however, I was lost among the 

unrecognizable ruins, and could not tell where I was. Not a living thing was to be seen. At 

length, however, more by the burnt trees than anything else, I threaded my way over the fallen 

debris, and past the pale blue flames of the winter's stock of anthracite coal burning in almost 

every cellar, until I came to the ruined trees and broken basement walls-all that remained of my 

more than thirty years' pleasant home. All was blackened, solitary, smouldering ruins around, 

gloomy beyond description, and telling a tale of woe that words cannot. "I proceeded to learn the 

fate of Mahlon's and Caroline's beautiful places. Near the ruined water-works on Chicago avenue 

I saw a lantern; stopped the carriage, got out and made my way, over fallen walls that blocked 

the street in many places, to it, and there met the engineer of the waterworlks, whom I knew, and 

from whom I first learned that .Ialilon's house, through the efforts of General Strong, Charley, 

and others, was the only one unburned in all that region, and I gladly made my way to it. Found 

AIahlon, General Strong, and Charley there, all the rest of the family having fled to Riverside. 

"The wind at the time of the fire was firom the southwest, and Mahlon's house being some six 

hundred to eight hundred feet distant firom others across the park in that direction, the flames 

could not reach it so directly, and the air mingled with them more, and made it possible to live 

and breathe there while the fiery torrent which so filled the air passed. Everything but the two 

buildings mentioned is swept from our dock and canal property, and the new piers are 

considerably injured. "Aid and sympathy come to us from all quarters with a will that touches 

our heart to the core, and serves us wonderfully in our hour of need; but the great loss and ruin 

remain. "Worse than all here, so far as it goes, is the utter destruction 4:8 0 

Page  49 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. of Peshtego village, with all its houses, factories, 

mills, stores, machine-shops, horses, cattle, and, sad to say, seventy-five to one hundred or more 

people. They buried yesterday twio hundred and fifty of the farming people around our mills, 

burned by the tornado on their farms or on their way to the village for safety, and seventy-five 

more from the village; and it is said others are drowned in the pond. "ly large mills and buildings 

at the mouth of the river escaped entirely. One of my large barge-vessels was burned, and two 

others and the steamer that towed them are missing as yet, Eince the storm, with a million of 

lumber on them. "I have been two days, by snatches of time, writing this, with much difficulty. " 

W. B. OGDEN." CHAPTER VIII. ONE of the sadder features of the conflagration was tlhe loss 

of property by men who have grown gray in the service of their fellow-men, and whose 

competence seemed assured. Especially painful was this aspect of the case when men were 

sorely wounded, whose fortunes have been sacredly held as a legacy fromn God for the 

promulgation of truth and the amelioration of human sorrow. Hon. Samuel Hioard belonged to 

this privileged class whose delight is in promoting the welfare of mankind and the glory of God. 

Hie wears the hoary head which is a crown of glory, and has felt the truth of that scriptural 

sayingt that riches take to themselves wings and fly away. What he has given hlie has as an 

everlasting treasure laid up with ilim who loveth a cheerful giver. Hiis life is inseparably bound 

up with young Chicago, and we take pleasure in reproducing a brief view of his history here, and 

his 49 
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Page  50 HISTORY OF THE GREAt FIRES general character and influence, for it should be 

known that the men who did most for the rising West were generally men of in. tegrity and 

Christian virtue. We have been cursed with many bad men, and blessed with many whose names 

shine on the scroll of the wise and good. Becoming infected with the Western fever, he migrated 

to IllinIois, and commenced life in Cook County, upon a prairie farmn. In that early day the 

farmer paid great prices for oxen and seed, and obtained small prices for beef and grain, so that 

the prospects of sudden wealth vanished, or were dashed with disappointment. One of Atr. 

IHoard's neighbors spent two days in marketing a load of potatoes, and then, not finding a 

purchaser who would offer more than ten cents a bushel, he drove to the wharf, dumped his load 

into the stream, and vowed that he would never bring anotlher potato to that market. Tempora 

mutantur! In 1840 he was appointed to take the State census for the County of Cook. Chicago 

was then ambitious to be considered a large town. But neither he nor Sheriff Sherman, who took 

the United States cen811ss, could find five thousand persons in that infant city. In 1842 lhe was 

elected State Senator, and served in the sessions of 1842-3. Being soon after appointed clerk of 

the Circuit Court, he removed to the city, and engaged in public affairs and the real estate 

bulsiness until 1845, when he formed a partnership with J. T. Edwards in a jewelry house, where 

he continued until the first year of the war. The love of country burned in his bosom, and he 

threw his whole soul into the work of saving the nation from dismemberment and overthrow. He 

was an indefatigable member of the Union Defence Committee, and gave one year's gratuitous 

service, as secretary, to the patriotic labors in which they were absorbed. IIe was appointed by 

President Lincoln postmaster of Chicago, and retained his position, filling it with emninent sue. 

cess, until M,r. Johnson's general proscription cut him of,', with so many others, firom the public 

service. His last official position 50 
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Page  53 IN CHICAGO AN) THE WEST. has been in connection with the Board of Health, 

where he has rendered the public invaluable benefits in warding off the scourge of cholera, the 

attack of which was universally dreaded. lie has passed through an eventful experience, and in 

his old age has amnple means, abundant honors, and hosts of friends. In personal appearaLnce 

large and well-fornied, with a broad and high forehead, and a dignified yet graceful carriage, Mr. 

Hoard would be a no ticeable gentleman in any company, and command instant respect. In 

society he is affable and courteous to all classes, and diffuses an agreeable atmosphere and 

influence wherever he mingles. lHe exhibits the effect of his association with meni of talent and 

varied culture. Throulgh his countenance and address shines also his kind and unselfislhi nature. 

tie is a man who possesses a warmn, generous soul, that throbs in sympathy with human 

experiences, and opens his ear and his hiand to every call for attention and succor. Eternity only 

will reveal the instances of personal kindness, the timely gifts, the encouraging words, the 

helpful visits, the cordial greeting, which have made him beloved and honored. It would scarcely 

be possible to do justice to the Youth of this proud munieipality without introducing "Long 

John," who shipped his trunk by the brig Manhattan from Detroit, and set out on foot to reach the 

new town then clustering oni this spot. Ile was a New Hallmpshire boy, and his legs were long, 

and he soon made his way along the beach front Michigan City-this being the only road at that 
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primitive epoch-and arrived upon the scene of his exploits and triumphs October 25, 1836. The 

railroad had progressed from Schenectady as far as Utica at that date, and Illinois was farther 

from the Yankees than Rome or Athens is fromn us, and almost as mythical a region as these 

places are now to many. " John Wentworth is one of the very few men now living who attended 

the meetings called in the winter of 1836-7, to consider 4 53 

Page  54 H5ISTORY OF THEE GREAT FIRES the expediency of applying to the Legislature, 

in session at Vandalia, for a city charter. I-e was secretary of the first political meeting ever 

called in the First Ward to make nominations preliminary to the first municipal election, and at 

whlich meeting Hon. Francis C. Sherman was one of the nominees for alderman. In August, 

1837, he was secretary of a convention held at Brush Hill (now of Du Page County), to nominate 

officers for the then county of Cook, and at which Walter IKimball was nomninated for Judge of 

Probate. In 1S3S he was appointed sclhool inspector; and he held the same office, under the new 

name of Member of the Board of Education, when he was last elected to Congress. TIe has met 

among the slcholars, whlilst making his official visits, the gralidchildren of those hlie met as 

scholars in his first year of service HIe was the first corporation printer in Chlicago, elected in 

1837, and he held the position for about three-fourths of the period of the twenlty-five years that 

he was sole editor, publisher, and proprietor of the Chicago Dernocrat. lIe commenced mnaking 

public speeches at our first municipal election, when lIon. AV. B. Ogden was elected'l1ayor." 

Often MIayor of Chicago, hle always gave satisfaction and proved himself an energetic 

executive officer. To have seen him at the head of police and firemen during the Great Fire 

would have been a source of joy to the good citi zens, and gallant little Phil. Sheridan would 

have earned no laurels, for AIr. Wentworth would have had no need of military, and would have 

fired his own powder in arresting the fl:ames. As it was, all thlings were ready, except our 

leaders, for the confla gration, and't took its own resistless course, and won its awful victory. 54 

Page  55 IN CICAGO AND TUHE WEST. CHAPTER IX. AMONG our most influential men, 

and, alas! heavy losers by the fire, is Governor Bross, wAhose outline we borrow from a full por 

trait in the "Western AIontlly"' In October, 1846, Mtr. Bross started out West, and visited 

Chlicag,o, St. Louis, and other Western cities. Chllicag,o, tlhoughl then an apparently 

unimportant town-not a commercial empo rium, but literally a "Garden City"-was recognized hv 

his cultivated eye as the fixture focus of the great Northwest. He decided to imakle it his home. 

tIe returned to the East, closed his school, and moved to Clicago, arriving here on the 12th of 

May, 184S, as the active partner in the booksellincg firm of Grig,gs, Bross & Co. In the fall of 

1849, Afr. Bross commenced the publication of the " Prairie I-Ierald," and two years afterwards 

the "Democratic Press." The paper was " started" with a definite object-not as a mere shift. The 

proprietors had carefully canvassed the situation, and come to the conclusion that Chicago and 

the West were about to enter on a rapid and tremendous growth. They saw that this was 

inevitable; but they also recotgnized that the extent of that growth would largely depend upon 

tlhe impression which Chicago should make abroad. Air. Bross at once bent himself to a study of 

the resources of this region, and then set about with equal diligence to let the world know their 

character and extent. He felt that all that was necessary was to exhibit the facts; that the inference 

wouild be irresistible; that the brain and muscle, the energy, enterprise, and capital needed to 

develop this fruitful scene would roll in like the tide of ocean, if the world was posted in regard 

to whlat was being done here and what could be donTe. That year was really an epoch in the 

history of Chicag,o; it marked the beginning of her real prosperity. In 1852 the city 55 
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Page  56 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES was opened np to direct relatiornship with the East 

by the tw~ g.reat iron arteries known as the Miichigan Southern and the M[ichigan Central 

Railroads. The roads now leading westward from Chicago were also all projected, and some of 

them begun; the Galena road l)ein(g pushed as far as El,gin, and the Roek Island road to Joliet, 

lwhile workmen were busy on the track of the Illinois Central. Our city was emerging from the 

lethargy which h.ad weilghed her down since the panic of 1S37, and was asserting her claim to 

be the great railroad and commercial focus of the Northwest. MIr. Bross loved to write of 

Chicago in the then present; l)ut he also delighted to sketch its inevitable fuiture as it appeared to 

him. Mlany even among those who believed that Chicago would be a great city, regarded him as 

a visionary; but the most skleptical have since confessed that he saw and tlhought accurately, 

jidginglo of the future from the causes then operating around lim, and not fondly guessing or 

lazily dreaming out visions of grandeur. Our subsequent history has realized almost all that bie 

dared to predict. In his pamphlet of 1854 we find such words is these: "We are now in direct 

railroad connection with all the Atlantic cities friom Portland to Baltimore. Five, and at most 

eight years, will extend the circle to New Orleans. By that time also, we shall shake hands with 

the rich copper and iron mines of Lake Superior, both by canal and railroad, and long ere another 

seventeen years have passed away, we shall have a great national railroad from Chicago to 

PugTet's Sound, with a branch to San Francisco." On another page of the same pamI)ilet, after 

speaking of the advantages of the situation, glancing at the liylit death-rates, and alluding 

comprehensively to the position of Clicago at the head of the grea,t chain of lakes, as 

guaranteeing, to her a focal point from and to which sholuld flow for all time the articles 

consumed by, and productions raised in, that immense region of country lying to the westward, 

he points confil. 56 

Page  57 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. dently t) the " free navigation of the St. Lawrence, 

by which means vessels loaded at our docks will be able to make their way to tile ocean, and 

thence direct to the docks of Liverpool." Lookling around on the great coal-fields of Illinois, the 

lead mines of G(alena, and the grand copper mines of Lake Superior, he wrote, that they all 

"point to Chicago as the ultimate seat of extensive ianufactures."' In thelig,it of our present 

klnowledge we miight almost be temnpted to think that these expressions were mere antedated 

history. Our railroad system now connects Chlicag,o with everyv part of the Continent. Lozng 

before the seventeen years have passed over his head, hlie has lived to see the great Pacific 

Railroad coimpleted, and ship navigation around niagara Falls almost a fixed fact. We are 

already manufacturing Lake Superior iron in our city, and our vessels carry its copper to the 

East; while our grain and pork trade have loing since mounted far up into the millions. It is 

difficult to conceive how the burning of his fondly-cherished city must have crushed the heart of 

one who had done so mnuch to raise it to its late eminenlce. larder still to realize his feelings as 

hle saw his owin home and property melting and smoking before his eyes, and lie powerless to 

save theml! Let us listen to himn as he tells the story of his experience in the night of gloom and 

on the following day: "A)out 2 o'clock on iaIonday morning, my family and I were aroused by 

Sirs. Samuel Bowles, the wife of the proprietor of the Splringfeldc -Bepublican, who happened 

to be a guest in our house. We had all gone to bed very tired the night before, and had slept so 

soundly that we were unaware of the conflagration till it had assumed terrible force. f{v family 

were all very much alarmed at the glare which illuminated the sky and lakle. I saw at once that a 

fearful disaster was impending over Chicago, and immedistely left the house to determine the 

locality and extent of the fire. I found that it was then a good deal south of my house and 51 
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Page  58 rISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES west of the Michigan Southern and Rockl Island 

Railroad depots. I went home considerably reassured in half an hour, and finding my family 

packing things up, told them that I did not anticipate danger, and requested them to leave off l 

paclking. But I said: " The result of this night's workl will be awful. At least 10,000 people will 

want breakfast in the morning; you prepare breakfast for 100." This they proceeded to do, but 

soon becamle again alarmed and recommenced packing. Soon after 21 o'clock I started for The 

Tribune office, to see if it was in any danger. By this time the fire had crossed the river, and that 

portion of the city south of Harrison street and between Third avenue and the river, seemed in a 

blaze of fire, as well as on the west side. I reached The Tribune office, and seeing no cause for 

any apprehension as to its safety, I did not remain there more than twenty minutes. On leaving 

the office I proceeded to the Nevada Hotel (which is my property), at Washlington and Franklin 

streets. I remained there for an hour watchling the progress of the flames and contemplating the 

ruinous destruction of property going on around. The fire had passed east of the hotel, and I 

hoped that the building was safe; but it soon began to extend in a westerly direction, and the 

hotel was quickly enveloped in flames. I became seriously alarmed and ran round North street to 

Randolpl-h street, so as to head off the flames and get back to my house, which was on Michigan 

avenue, on the shore of the Lake. My house was a part of almost the last block burned. At this 

time the fire was the most grandly-mag,nificent scene that one can conceive. The Court-lHouse, 

Post-Office, Farwell Hall, the Tremont House, Sherman House, and all the splendid buildings on 

La Salle and Wells streets, were burning with a sublimity of effect which astounded me. All the 

adjectives ini the language would fail to convey the intensity of its wonders. Crowds of men, 

women, and children were hurrying away, running first in one direction, then in another, 

shouting and crying iii their terror, and 53 0 

Page  59 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. trying to save anything they could lay their hands 

(n, no matter how trivial in value; while every now and then explosions, whicli seemed almost to 

shake the solid earth, reverberated throughl the air and added to the terrors of the poolr people. I 

crossed Lake street bridge to the west, rani nortl to lKinzie street bridge, and crossed over east to 

the North Side, hloping to ]ead off the fire. It had, however, already swept north of me, and was 

travelling faster than I could go, and I so.n camne to the conclusion that it would be implossiblel 

fobr me to get east in that direction. I accordingly recrossed lKinzie street bridg,e and went west 

as far as Desplaines street, where I fortunately met a gentleman in a btuggy, who very kindly 

drove me over Twelfth street bridg,e to nmy house on Michig,an aven ue. It was,by this time 

getting on toward 5 o'clock, and the day was beginning to break. On my arrival home I found my 

horses already harnessed and my ridinog-horse saddled for inc. MAy famiilv and sOimie f'iends 

were all butsily engaged in packing up and in distributing sandwichl-es and coffee to all who 

wanted them or could spare a minute to partake of theim. "I immediately jumped on my horse 

and rode as fast as I could go to The -ribt,.e oflice. I found everythling safe; the men were all 

there, and we fondly hoped that all danger was passed as far as we were concerned, and for this 

reason: the blocks in fi'ont of /Ite Tribune building on Dearborn street, and north on Madison 

street, had both beec burned; the only damage accruing to us being confined to a cracking of 

some of the plateglass windows from the lheat. Btut a somewhat curious incidelt soon set us all 

in a state of excitement. The fire had unknown to us crawNled under the sidewalkl firom the 

wooden pavement, and had catuglt the wood-work of the barber's shop which comprises a 

portion of our basement. As soon as we ascertained the extent of the miselief we no longer 
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apprehended any special danger, believing, as we did, that the building was fire-proof. MAy 

associates, Mr. Medill and Mr. White, were present; and, with the 59 

Page  60 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES help of some of our employes, we went to work 

with water and one of Babcock's Fire Extinguishers. The fire was soon put out, and we onec 

more returned to business. The forms had been sent down stairs, and I ordered our foreman, Mr. 

Keiler, to get all the pressmen together, in order to issue the papers as soon as a paragraphi 

showing how far the fire had then extended could be pirepared and inserted. Many kind friends 

gatheied round the office and warmly expressed their gratification at the preservation of our 

building. Believing all things safe, I again mounted my horse and rode south on State street to 

see what progress the fire was making, and if it was moving eastward on Dearborn street. To my 

great surprise and horror, I found that its current had taken an easterly direction, nearly as far as 

State street, and that it was also advancing in a northlely direction with terrible swiftness and 

power. I at once saw the danger so imminently threateiing, us, and with some fiiends endeavored 

to obtain some powder for the purpose of blowing up some buildings south of the Palmer House. 

Failing in finding any powder, I proposed to tear them down. I proceeded to Chi'clh's hardware 

store, and sueceeded in procurin,g about a dozen heavy axes, and handing them to my friends, 

requested them to mount the buildings with me, and literally'chop tlhem down.' All but two or 

three seemed utterly paralyzed at this unexpected change in the course of the fire; and even 

these, seeing the others stand back, were unwilling to make the effort alone. At this moment I 

saw that somne wooden buildings and a new brick house west of the Palmer Hlouse had already 

caught fire. I saw at a glance that TSte Tribzune building was doomed, and I rode back to the 

office and told them that nothing more could be done to save the building, MeViceker's Theatre, 

or anything else in that vicinity. In this hopeless frame e)f mind I rode homne to look after mv 

residence and family, intently watching, thie ominous eastward movement of the flames. I at 

once set to work with my family and friends to move as 60 

Page  61 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. much of liy furniture as possible across the narrow 

park east of :Michigan avenue on to the shore of the lake, a distance of about three hundred feet. 

At the same timne I sent my family to the house of some friends i]n the south part of the city for 

safety; imy daughter, Miss Jessie Bross, was the last to leave us. The work of carrying our 

furniture across the avelnue to the shore was liost difficult and even dangerous. For six or eigllt 

hours Micllhigan avenue was jammed with every description of vehicle colitaining families 

escaping from the city, or baggage wagons laden with goods and furniture. The sidewalkls were 

crowded withl men, wvomen and children, all carrying soiietliing. Some of the things saved and 

carried away were valueless. One vwoman carried an emipty bird-cage; another, an old vwor-I-

box; another, some dirty empty baskets, old, useless bedding,, an-ythling that could be huriledly 

snatched up, seemed to have been carried away wiNtllout judmnent or forethoulght. In the mean 

time thle fire had lapped up the Palmer House, the theatres, and T/le Tribut2ne building; and, 

contrary to our expectation, for wve thought tlhe current of the fire would pass my residence, 

judging by the direction of the wind, we saw by the advancing clouds of denue blackl smoke, 

and the riapidly-approaelhiii, flames, that we were in imminent peril. The fire had already 

workled so far south and east as to attack the stables in the rear of the Terrace Block, between 

Van Buren and Congress streets. Many friends rushed into the h-ouses in the block and helped to 

carry out heavy furniture, such as pianos and book-cases. WAVe succeeded in carrying the bulk 

of it to the shlore, where it now lies stored; much of it, however, is seriously damaged. There I 
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and a few others sat by our housel-iold gods, alilnly awaiting the contemplation of the coming 

destruction of ouir property- one of the most splendid blocks in Chicago. The eleven fine houses 

which compose the block were occupied by Denton Gurney, Peter L. Yoe, Mrs. Ilumphreys 

(owned by Mrs. Walker), William Bross, P. F. W. Peck, S. C. Griggs, Tuthill 4 ol 

Page  62 IIISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES King, Judge U. T. Dickey, Gen. Cook, John L. 

Clarke, and tho UonI. J. Y. Scaramon. "The next mnorning, I was of course out early, and found 

the streets thronged with crowds of people moviigr ini all directions. To me the silght of the ruin, 

tllhough so sad, was wonderful to a degree, and especially being, wrought in so sllort a space of 

time. It was the destruction of the entire business portion of one of the greatest cities in the 

world! Every bank and insurance office, law, offices, hotels, thleatres, railroad depots, most of 

the churches, and many of the principal residences of tlhe city a chlarred mass, and property 

without estimiate gone! " Mr. White, my associate, like imyself, had been burned out of house 

and home. Ile had removed his family to a place of safety, and I had no idea where l4e or aly one 

else connected with T/te Tribu(ne office mighlt be found. My first point to make was natnrally 

the site of our late office; but before I reacled it I met two former tenants of our building, who 

told me that tlhere was a jolb printing office on Randolph street that could plobal)ly be boughlt. I 

immediately started for RPandolpll street. While imak,ing my wvay west througlh the crowds of 

people, over the Madison street bridge, desolation stared me iii tlhe face at every step. And yet I 

was nmuchl struck with the tone and temper of the people. On all sides I saw evidences of true 

Chicago spirit. On all sides men said to one another:' Cheer up; we'll be all right ag,ain before 

lonIg;' and many other plucky things. Tlheir pluck and courag,e wvere wonderiful. Every one 

was bright, cheerful, pleasant, lopefil, and even inclined to be jolly in spite of the misery and 

destitution which surrounded them and which they slhared. One and all said Chicago must and 

should be rebuilt at once. On reaching Canal street, on my way to piurchlase the printing office I 

had heard of, I was informed that, wlhile Mr. Wlhite and I were saving our families and as mu(el 

otf' our filrniture as we could on Monday afternoon, Mr. Medill, seeing that Tlze Tribune 62 
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purcllhased Ed ward's job printing office, No. 15 Canal street, had got out a small paper in the 

morning. and was then busy organizing tlsings. One after another all hands turned up, and by the 

afternoon we had impriovised the back part of the room into our editorial department, whlile an 

old wooden box did duty as a business counter in the front window. We were soon busy as bees, 

writing editorials and paragraphs, and taking, in any number of advertisements. By evening 

several orders for type and fixtures were made out, and things were generally so far advanced 

that I left for the depot at Twenity-second street with the intention of coming on to New York. 

Unfortunately, I missed the train and had to wait till Wednesday nIorninlg. We shall get along as 

best we can till the rebuilding of our office is finished. Going down to the ruins, I found a large 

section thrown out of the north wall on Madison street. The other three walls are standing; but 

the east and west walls are so seriously injured that they must be pulled down. The south wall is 

in good condition. More of our office and the Post Office remains standing than any other 

buildings that I saw. Our building was put up to stand a. thousand years, and it would havedone 

so buit for thaft awfil furnace of fire, fanned by an intense gale on the windward side, literally 

melting it up where it stood." CHAPTER X. IT was once said by Sir Astley Cooper, to his 

graduating class of medical students: "Now, gentlemen, give me leave to tell you on what your 

success in life will depend. Firstly, upon a good and constantly increasing knowledge of your 
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profession; secondly, on an industrious discharge of your duties; tlirdly, upon the preservation of 

your moral character. Unless you possess the first-knowledge-you ought not to succeed, and no 

honest man 63 

Page  64 H[ISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES can wish you success. Without the second-

industry-no one will ever succeed. And unless you preserve your moral character, even if it were 

possible that you could succeed, it would be impossible you could be happy." The career of Hon. 

Charles N. Holden furnishes a practical illustration of the great surgeon's wisdom and 

correctness in this advice, and a healthful example for the young men of our country. His 

parents, William C. Holden and Sarah Braynard, emigrated, soon after the war of 1812, friom 

New Jiampshire to Fort Covington, in Northern New York, where he was born May 13, 1816. 

Hiis father was an industrious farmer, and his mother an energetic lhelpmeet, whose life was 

given to the welfare of her family. The necessities of that early day prevented him from devoting 

more than a few nmonths yearly to the district school or village academy, T)ut hlie progressed so 

well in his education that at the age of twenty he himself wielded the pedagogue's birch. After 

spending a year as clerk in a store, where he acquired a taste for business, he left home, with 

forty dollars in his purse, to make a home in Chicago. July 5, 1837, he landed here with ten 

dollars in his pocket, and found none of his friends, the Woodburys, who preceded him, and no 

opening for a young man but the open country. With a brave heart in his bosom, and his clean 

linen in a bundle, he started to find his uncle, a farmer in Will County. Two days of wandering 

took him thither and introduced him to Western hospitality. I-e immediately located a claim, 

hired a breaking team of five yoke of oxen, with his cousin, a lad of ten, as driver, and 

commenced life on the prairie. That youthful driver is now President of the Common Council of 

this city, one of thle most prosperous, respected, and noble amnong, the prominent citizens of 

Chicago-I-Ion. C. C. P. HIolden. From Fort Covington, Mrs. Woodbury, subsequently Charles' 

tiother-in-law, removed with her mother to Chicago. She was 64 

Page  65 IN ClICAGO AND THE WEST. the widow of Major Jesse Woodbury, who was the 

cousin and associate of United States Senator Levi Woodbury, Johnson's and Van Luren's 

Secretary of the Treasury, and uncle of Mrs. Montgomery Blair. This accession to Chicago 

proved a magnet to draw the young farmer to the city, where he was clerk in the lumber office of 

John II. Kinzie, Esq., whose magnanimity lhe recollects with gratitude. His leisure hours were 

spent in reading upon various subjects, which made him a carefill observer, and a man of wide 

general intelligence. In the spring of 1837, with three hundred dollars which he had saved, he 

commenced business in a log store, near Lake street bridge. Tlhree years afterwards he made 

another venture, the most successful of his life, and was married to Miss Frances Woodbury. 

From his father he derived a sturdy constitution, a full muscnlar frame, and vigorous health. He 

seems to have but entered upon the prime of his manhood and powers of usefulness. He has 

probably been the counsellor and friendly adviser of more persons than any other man in his 

position, on account of the trust he inspires in the coolness and judicial weight of his opinions. 

IHis taciturn and abstract manner sometimes leads to the idea that he is cold, distant, and 

haughlty. But nothing is less true. A tender heart beats in his breast, and he weighs men in the 

scale of manhood, and delights in doing good. ie has given his time and means to education with 

generous enthusiasm. lHe was chosen President of the Board of Education, and after his 

retirement, one of the new school buildings was named in honor of him. He had also manifested 

profound interest in the higher grade of culture provided for in the University and Baptist 
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Theological Seminary founded in this city. Writing thus of Mr. Hlolden years ago, the author is 

nowv compelled to add that the blow which sent the Young Giant reeling, also smote heavily 

upon him and his family. It remains also to be said that he stands erect in his sterling manhood to 

renew the conflict; and to C!) 

Page  66 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES his co-laborers in the church his language is,'"We 

must not begin to retrench with the Lord's cause." CHAPTER XI. THE administration of justice 

in that early day was often exceedingly rude, on account of the dissipated habits of the 

magistrates and lawyers, whose great talents were often marred and wasted by the excesses of 

frontier life. Judge Spring was one of those brilliant men whose passions were in the ascendancy, 

and brought him to a premature grave with the delirium-tremens. It was peculiarly unfortunate 

that the Judge had his high-times of spreeing just at the busiest season, when court was in session 

and matters were most urgent. It was at such a time that his career came to a tragical end, and 

under the following circumstances: At the opening of the afternoon court the Judge appeared in 

the door of the room very promptly, for it was his pride to be prompt, and on each side of him 

was a lawyer-Ballingall and Phillips. They walked to their places, and the Judge crept up into his 

seat, and showed to the spectators that hle was very drunk. The court was opened in due form, 

and ]allingall arose, and leaning against a post, turned to the Judge and said, "May it please your 

honor," and then facing the assemblvy, whom he imagina ed to be a jury, he added, "and 

gentlemen of the jury." Thereupon there was a general smile; and Tracy, also very tight, arose 

and protested that the lawyer was drunk, and appealed to the Judge to stop him. Mr. B., taken 

aback by this interruption, ventured an argument. Some gentleman of the bar suggested that the 

Judge and counsel looked sick, and moved an adjournment of the court until the next day at two. 

This was assented to, and the proceed 66 

Page  67 LN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. ings came to an end. The Judge was talken home, 

and his wife sent for Captain PRuger, of the police, to come in and quiet her husband IKnowing 

whlat was going on, he quietly dropped in, and found the J'nlge sitting in his dining-roomn, with 

his feet perched upon the table, and his hand on the coat-ollar of ]is son, a lad ten years old. The 

Judge spoke to the Captain, and said hlie was very glad he had conme in, as lie held a prisoner 

whom he wished to have locked Lp. "On what charge? " asked the Captain. "Contempt of court." 

I-Te promised to have the matter at once attended to, but inquired about a case that had interested 

the Court in the morning, and fonnd the Judge clear and collected in his judgment. AIeanwhile 

AIrs. Spring is drawing near her son, and watchling, her opportunlity to rescue him. The drunken 

imanI commenced an abusive assault upon her, in profane and-obscene lang,uage. The Captain 

again provoked a discussion upon that morning's case, and diverted his attention, so that the 

mother seized her boy and drew him away, and thrust him out of the open door, and the little 

fellow improved his opportunity to put plenty of distance bteween hinself and home. The Judge 

demanded her arrest for rescuing a l)risoner. Thie Captain said he had his eye on her, and would 

see that she did not leave the house. The Judge then began to speak of his own situation, and to 

give the most solemn assurances that if he recovered f-om this attack le would never be guilty of 

touching another drop of liquor, and would die a sober man. The Captain left the house, and, 

returning at ten, he found the poor manl a corpse. And such was the end of nearly all the 

prominent men of that early time, whose brains and culture gave assurance of distinction, 

honor,and usefulness, while animalism drew them into shame, ignominy, and death In refreshing 

contrast were the examples of many who lived Christian lives, and did not lose their religion on 
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the Lakes, as they sailed to the Far West. There were godly preachers of the Gospel,. whose 

labors have helped to lay the foundations of the 67 
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uses as the ma. chinery of its advancement in the elevation of man's desires, and the purification 

of his character. There is something pathetic in the subjoined words, spoken b', an old 

Mlethlodist minister, in 1837, at "Lake Michigan Huddle," then the nucleus of what was but 

recently the "unrivalled metropolis of Chicago." Hie was a venerable person of seventy years, 

with profuse hair as white as snow. His face, however, was without a wrinkle; and, what was 

very remarkable, his skin was as fair and smooth as that of a young man of five-and-twenty. The 

building in which he spoke was constructed of rough pine boards, but it was crowded by devout 

and not irresponsive or silent listeners. The only thing about the speaker that was at all weak or 

fal tering was his voice. It was sufficiently distinct, yet it trembled, and if anything, rather added 

to the effect of the ending sentences which he uttered. In closing a brief description of the 

dangers that had beset him in the Far West, and of the benignity of the power which had 

sustained him through every trial, he said: "flow often-how often have I swam my horse across 

miidni,ght rivers, carrying the glad tidings of salvation to settlements in the wilderness, when the 

fearful cry of the wolves rang in my ears, and the watch-fires of the hostile Indians blazed 

beneath the giant pines! Hfow often have I wandered through thIe tall grass of the prairies, day 

after day, and night after night, with my overcoat for my evening pillow, and the star-gemmed 

vault of heaven for the curtains of my rest! I was sad, but I was comforted. I was thirsty, but my 

spirit had refreshment. I was weary, but the arm of the Omnipotent sustained my fainting 

footsteps, and I laid my head upon the bosom of Peace. I was far from man-in silence-alone; and 

yet not alone, for my God was with me-the Saviour was by my side.. " This is the last time, dear 

friends, that my circuit will bring 68 
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IN 1836 —INZIE'S HOUSE. 
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Page  71 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST.'1 mne before you. In a little while I shall depart 

hence, and be no more seen." Hiere the speaker clasped his hands, looked upward through Iis 

tearful eyes, and closed with the verse "Then in a nobler, sweeter song, I'll sing thy power to 

save, When this poor lisping, stammering tongue Lies silent in the grave 1" 5 

Page  72 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRFE III.-THE YOUNG GIANT I CHAPTER XII. THE 

infant, conceived by Providence in the womb of Time, came to birth amidst the pangs and throes 

of travail, grew feebly and discouragingly, and even had no special promise of greatness to 

ordinary eyes, until it sprang into sudden manhood and girded its loins for a great destiny. In 

1850 there were less than thirty thousand people here; in 1851 the increase had been six 

thou.sand; and from that time the Young Giant advanced with amazing strides, distancing all 

competitors, and hastening to overtake the oldest and most prosperous cities of the Union. In 

1857 there were gathered beside the offensive waters of this stagnant stream 100,000 human 

souls. In 1871, by census returns carefully made out, and giving the names and local habitations, 

there had congregated on this level plain 334,000 persons, and Chicago was the fourth city of 
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this country. When was there such a growth in so short a period, and a progress so real and 

substantial? People who immigrated hither to make money and return to their Eastern homes to 

enjoy their fortunes, came to regard this city as the most desirable home, for themselves and their 

children, to be found on the green earth. The East was flooding in upon us to admire, and praise, 

and covet our situation, privileges, and opportunities. Nature had been improved by art. Chicago 

no longer lay deeply engulplied in water half the year. Her citizens were not compelled to drink 

water pumped from the edge 72 

Page  73 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. of the Lake and half filled with little fish, or particles 

of earth and filth. The smell of "Bridgeport" was a painfutl memory only, and the river itself had 

become sweet and clear. Common schools, academies, colleges, seminaries, universities, 

societies for the encouragement of art, and science, and history; churches and missions foi the 

extension of religion and morality; galleries, opera-houses, theatres, libraries, and every luxury 

and appointiment of modern times for the cultivation and entertainment of men, had here their 

best representatives and specimens, or the beginnings that gave noblest promise. The progress of 

improvements, partially arrested by the war, received new impulse when the cloud rolled over 

our heads, and the sky again beamed with the radiance of peace. The following is a summary of 

the various branches of trade which have ministered to the city's wealth and population. The total 

exhibits the receipts and shipments of the articles named, for the year 1870, together with the 

total valuation of receipts. The estimated value of the receipts of the articles named for the year 

1871 is as follows: ARTICLE. Flour................................ Wheat................................ 

Coan................................. Oats................................. Pork................................. Dressed 

IHogs......................... Live Ilogs............................ Tobacco.............................. 

Cattle................................ Coal................................. Lumber......................... a... Iron 

Ore............................. Shingles.............................. Lath.............................. 73 VALUE. 

$8,000,000 1S,000,000 13,000,000 4,000,000 2,000,000 6,000,000 45,000,000 6,000,000 

22,000,000 8,000,000 16,000,000 15,000,000 2,500,000 1)000,000 

Page  74 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Hligliwines............................ Boots and 

Shoes....................... Drugs and Chlemicals.................. Hardware............................. 

Jewelry............................... Dry Goods............................ Groceries............................. The total 

trade is estimated at $400,000,000, showing an increase of some nine per cent. on a gold basis 

over that of the previous year. We had before the fire seventeen large grain elevators, having an 

aggregate capacity of 11,580,000 bushels, the largest accommodating 1,700,000 bushels. To 

carry on this immense traffic, eighteen banks were in operation, with an aggregate capital of 

nearly $10,000,000, with nearly $17,000,000 of deposits. The total amount of checks passing 

through the Clearing House during the year 1870 was $810,000 000. To accommodate this traffic 

and the vast travel, not less than 100 passenger trains and 120 freight trains arrive and depart 

daily, while full seventy-five vessels load and unload every day at our wharves. For the 

municipal year of 1870-71, the total assessed valuation of the city was $277,000,000, of which 

$224,000,000 was real and $53,000,()00 personal. This, however, represents scarcely more than 

half of the actual value, which was in excess of $500,000,000. The taxes collected for that year 

were $3,000,000, besides nearly an equal amount for special improvements, grading, paving, and 

curbing. The personal property was classed as follows: Individual personal property, 

$43,647,920; bank personal property, $7,511,600; vessels, $1,183,430. The whole number of 

persons assessed for taxes on personal property was 14,633. The area of the city, according to the 
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last arrangement of 74 ARTICLE. ~ALUE. $6.000,000 8,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 

6,000,000 35,000,000 531000000 

Page  75 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. boundaries, includirng parks, public squares, etc., 

was about 35 square miles, or 22,400 acres. The number of dwellings, according to the last 

enumeration, was nearly 60,000, of which about 40,000 were wood. CHAPTER XIII. WAR 

came upon our country, bringing terror and agony to the hearts of all good men; but its results, 

under Abraham Lincoln's wise and honest administration, were so beneficent and sublime. that 

we cheerfully bear our losses and burdens, and feel that the sacrifices so freely and grandly 

offered on the altar of patriotismn, were a sweet savor to God and an honor to this century of 

progress. Chicago gave to the army thirty thousand brave men, immense treasures, and a 

perpetual benefit. In our midst was established, wsith perfect confidence in the people's loyalty, a 

camp for rebel prisoners, named, in honor of our great fellowcitizen, the lamented Stephen A. 

Douglas, Camp Douglas. Unlike the Ark of God in the house of Obed-Edom, which brought a 

blessing, this establishment came near proving, like the wooden horse with which the Greeks 

captured Troy, our destrmtion and the loss of the Union. The story is told by Eddy, in "The 

Patriotism of Illinois." CONSPIRACY. Tidings of a great organization, opposed to the Republic 

and friendly to the Confederacy, with officers and five hundred thousand enrolled members, 

were floating about. Tlheirobject was to rise together in various States of the Northwest, and 

cooperate with the Rebel armies from the South. "The first objective point was Camp Douglas, 

the real strategic importance of which la 

Page  76 HIISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES was in the twofold fact that it was the place where 

eight thou sand rebel prisoners were held in durance, and that the abolition city of Chicago 

would afford admirable foraging ground. The prisoners were to be liberated and joined by 

Canadian refugees, Missouri bushwhackers, and the five thousand members of the order in 

Chicago-in all a force of nearly twenty thousand menwhich would be a nucleus for the 

conspirators in other parts of Illinois; these being joined by the prisoners liberated from other 

camps, and members of the order from other States, would form an army a hundred thousand 

strong. So fully had everything been foreseen and provided for, that the leaders expected to 

gather and organize this vast body of men within the space of a fortnight! The United States 

could bring into the field no force capable of withstanding the progress of such an army. The 

consequences would be that the whole character of the war would be changed-its theatre would 

be shifted firom the border to the heart of the Free States; and Southern independence, and the 

beginnTing at the North of that process of disintegration so confidently counted on by the rebel 

leaders at the outbreak of hostilities, would have followed. It was a bold scheme, and might have 

wrought mischief. "General Orme had been succeeded in command of Camp Douglas by 

Colonel Sweet, of Wisconsin, a gallant officer, who had been severely wounded in the shoulder 

at Perryville, and disabled for field duty. The camp, which included about sixty acres of sandy 

soil, was inclosed by a board fence an inch thick, and fourteen feet high. The garrison ostensibly 

consisted of two regiments of Veteran Reserves, but could not muster more than seven hundred 

men fit for the duty of guarding eight thousand prisoners Among these were men of noted daring 

and ferocity-Morgan's fi'eebooters, Texan rangers, guerillas-reckless, and ready for adventure. 

Many of the minor offices of the camp were performed by prisoners, who were thus in 

possession of the resources 76 
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Page  77 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. of the commandant. Letters passing through the 

camp post-office, enigmatically worded, first roused his suspicions. Subsequently he became 

convinced that it wvas designed to take advantage of a great convention to be held in the city, 

and convene the outside allies, who might at that time come to the city without suspicion, and 

carry out the plan. Prompt measures were taken, such as convinced the leaders that an attempt 

would be dangerous, as it was supposed. The Presidential election was approaching, and the 

commandant prepared to go home to take part in the canvass, when he felt, he knew not why, 

that hle must stay at his post, and did so. The next day showed why he was needed. Another 

writer makes this statement:'On the 2d of November, a wellknown citizen of St. Louis, openly a 

secessionist, but secretly a loyal man, acting as a detective for the Government, left that city in 

pursuit of a criminal. iHe followed him to Springfield, traced him from there to Chicago, and on 

the morning of November 4th, about the hour the commandant had the singular impression I 

have spoken of, arrived in the latter city. lie soon learned that the bird had again flown. "' While 

passing along the street (I now quote from his report to the Provost-Marshal General of 

Missouri), and trying to decide what course to pursue-whether to follow this man to New York, 

or to return to St. Louis-I met an old acquaintance, a member of the order of American Knights, 

who informed me that Marmaduke was in Chicago. After conversing with him a while I started 

up the street, and about one block further on met Dr. E. W. Edwards, a practising physician in 

Chlicago (another old acquaintance), who asked me if I knew of Southerni soldiers being in 

town. I told him I did; that Marmaduke was there. IHe seemed very much astonished, and asked 

how I knew. I told him. Ile laughed, and then said that Marmaduke was at his house, under the 

assumed name of Burling, and mentioned, as a good joke, that he had a British passport, vised by 

the United States Consul, un 

Page  78 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES der that name. I gave Edwards my card to hand to 

Marrnaduke (who was another old acquaintance), and told him I was stopping at the Briggs I-

ouse. "'Th at same evening I again met Dr. Edwards on the street, going to my hotel. le said 

liarmaduke desired to see me, and I accompanied him to his house. There, in tlhe course of a 

conversation, -MAarmaduke told me that he and several rebel officers were in Chlicago to co-

operate with other parties in relieving the prisoners of Camp Douglas and other prisoners, and in 

inaugurating a rebellion at the North. HIe said the movement was under the auspices of the order 

of American Knights (to which order the society of the Illini belonged), and was to begin 

operations by an attack on Camp Douglas on election day.' "The detective did not know the 

commandant, but he soon made his acquaintance, and told him the story.' Thle young man,' he 

says,' rested his head upon his hand, and looked as if he had lost his mother,' and well he might! 

A mine had opened at his feet; with but eight hundred men in the garrison, it was to be spruing 

upon him. Only seventy hours were left! What would he not give for twice as many? Then he 

might secure reinforcements. Hle walked the room for a time in silence; then, turning to the 

detective, said,'Do you know where the other leaders are?''I do not.''Can't you find out from 

Marmaduke?''I tliink not. He said what he did say voluntarily. If I were to question him he would 

suspect me.' That was true, and Marmaduke was not of the stuff that betrays a comrade on 

compulsion. His arrest, therefore, would profit nothing, and might hasten the attack for which the 

commandant was so poorly prepared. Ile sat down and wrote a hurried dispatch to his general. 

Troops! troops! for God's sake, troops! was its burden. Sending it off by a courier -the telegraph 

told tales-lhe rose, and again walked the room in silence. After a while, with a heavy heart, the 

detective said. Go )d night,' and left him.'" 78 
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Page  79 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. From another quarter he obtained a full statement of 

the scheme, which was gigantic in detail, and contemplated a general uprising through the North, 

while IHood should move upon Nash ville, Buckner upon Louisville, and Price upon St. Lollis, 

and the blow was to be struck in Chicago on the night of the 8th of November. The commandant 

took prompt measures, secured the police, and arranged his plans, and at two in the morning 

made his descent. When daylight came a hundred of the suspected leaders were in custody. The 

official report of the commandant says: "JIave made during the night the following arrests of 

rebel officers, escaped prisoners of war, and citizens in connection with them: "MIorgan's 

Adjutant-General, Colonel G. St. Leger Grenfell, in company with J. T. Shanks (the Texan), an 

escaped prisoner of war, at Richmond House; Colonel Vincent Marmaduke, brother of General 

Mlarmaduke; Brigadier-General Charles Walsh, of the Sons of Liberty; Captain Cantrill, of 

MAorgan's command; Charles Traverse (Butternut). Cantrill and Traverse were arrested in 

Walsll's house, in which were found two cartloads of larg,e-size revolvers loaded and capped, 

200 stand of loaded muskets and ammunition. Also seized two boxes of guns concealed in a 

room in the city. Also arrested Buck Morris, Treasurer of the Sons of Liberty, having complete 

proof of his assisting Shanks to escape, and plotting to release prisoners at this camp. "Most of 

these rebel officers were in the city on the same errand in AuguLst last, their plan being to raise 

an insurrection and release the prisoners of war at this camp. There are many strangers and 

suspicious persons in this city, believed to be guerrillas and rebel soldiers. Their plan was to 

attack the camp an election night. All prisoners arrested are in camp. Captains Nelson and A. C. 

Coventry, of the police, rendered very efficient service. B. J. SWEET, Colonel Commanding. 

"CAMr DOUGLASS, No. 7thl, 4 A.M." 79 

Page  80 -HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES The city was horrified, and none knew certainly 

that the stormn would not yet burst. Husbands and fathers shuddered at the though,lt of the city 

given up to the brutal control of that mob of eight thousand prisoners, and their more brutal 

allies. Never were so many citizens armed in Chicago as that day. Patrols rode to and fro, and the 

city wore the appearance of a military camp. The election progressed peacefully, additional 

arrests were made, and arms seized; but the life was gone, and the conspiracy collapsed. The 

sealed findings of the Court which tried the prisoners arrested for conspiracy, were as follows: 

"Charles Walsh, Brigadier-General of the Sons of Liberty, guilty, and sentenced to three years' 

imprisonment with hard labor in the Ohio State Penitentiary; Bueckner L. Alorris, not guilty; 

Vincent Marmaduke, not guilty; G. St. Leger Grenfell, guilty of both charges and specifications, 

and sentenced to the extremest penalty, death; Raphael S. Semmes, guilty, and sentenced to two 

years' imprison ment. The prisoner Anderson, on the 19th of February, committed suicide by 

shooting himself while confined in McLeai Barracks; and on the 16thl of the same month, 

Traverse, alias Daniels, escaped from the custody of a careless guard, during a momentary recess 

of the Court, in the Court lHoLse." Thus another of the city's vicissitudes was safely passed, and 

the way was open to swift and sure prosperity. CHAPTER XIV. Among the first necessities 

recognized by the Creator in providing a home for His creatures upon the globe, is an abundant 

supply of pure water, which flows from myriads of fountains, sparkles in runnilng brooks, rushes 

in rivers, tosses in lakes, and so 

Page  81 IN CHICAGO AND TIlE WEST. lies in the bosom of the earth everywhere under their 

feet, ready to bubble up at their stroke. There is danger in some new countries, or sections of 

primitive regions, that settlers rely on the first basin below the surface for their drinking water, 
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and hence imbibe slow but certain poison fiom the vegetable matter accumulated through ages. 

This often accounts for the sickness which attacks persons in becoming acclimated in the West. 

When the city of Chicago began its rapid growth it was felt that a prime necessity was good 

water, and the subject received careful attention, which resulted in the use of the Lake water, 

which is clear and healthful in the highest degree, and cool enough for use as a beverage in the 

heat of summer. It was at first pumped from wells at the shlore; but inipurities unavoidably 

filtered in from the wash of the shore, the fish that swarmed in millions, and the sewerage of the 

river. Then the gigantic plan was conceived and executed of drawing the water from the bosom 

of the Lake through a tunnel, connecting with a well two miles out from shore, and directly east 

of the old works, by which arrangement boundless supplies of the crystal fluid would be 

accessible. Other cities bring the water of rivers and lakes for many miles through pipes into 

reservoirs, from whence distribution is made to the population; but this plan superseded any such 

necessity, and gave us an element of health and power which must forever contribute to the 

advancement of this city. Her Young Giant can never drink up the contents of Lake Michigan, 

however vast his wants become in the great future. It must be a sourep of interest to the public to 

follow the progress of this new enterprise, and see the mode by which so many million gallons of 

this fluid are furnished daily to our people for the innumerable purposes of life. And while the 

reader wonders at the boldness and energy, skill and success of the projectors and contractors, he 

will also perceive how futile were all the efforts of mnan to provide against such a catastrophe as 

that which prostrat 81 

Page  82 H9ISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES ed us into the dust, and left us dependent-

helpless in the h(our of direst extremnity, when fires were raging and human mouths were 

thirsting. The worlks were commenced in 1852. In 1863 the dlaily average consumption of water 

was 6,500,000 gallons, and it had immensely increased in 1871, when a new and more powerful 

engine was in process of erection within the buildings vlwhere the fire wrought such 

mischievous effects on the morning of October 9th. A description of these works is given us by 

Engineer Cregier, who has been in charge from the beginning, or since the old Jlydraulic works 

at the foot of Lake street were abandoned. They are situated on the North Side, and bounded by 

Chicago avenue, Pine street, Pearson street, and the Lake. They have a frontage on Pine street of 

218 feet, and extend from the Lakle west a distance of 571 feet. They are connected with 

reservoirs, throughout all divisions of the city, by immense iron pipes laid below the frost and 

under the river, and through those the engines propel streams of water day and night; and under 

the pressure of the column in the water towler, it rises to the upper stories and becomes one of 

the conteniences of city life, the loss of which was keenly felt during the week after the fire. " 

The style of architecture is castellated Gothic. The dimensions of the engine-room are one 

hundred and forty-two feet long, sixty feet wide, and thirty-six feet in the clear from the main 

floor to ceiling,. A projection of twenty-foutr by fifty-six feet forms the centre of the main front. 

This portion is divided into two stories. The upper part is devoted to drawing-rooms and 

sleeping, apartments for the engineers. The lower part is divided by the main entrance, the floor 

of which is tiled. On the south side of the vestibule is a lar,ge room designed for commissioner's 

or reception room. On the north side are offices and other conveniences for engineers. All the 

walls are two feet thick. The walls of the interior of the main building are roughl cast, blocked 

off representing cut-stone work. The ceiling is divided into square 82 
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Page  83 IN CHIICAGO AND THIE WEST. panels, formed by projecting mnoulded purlins, 

supported by large Gothic brackets resting on heavy corbels built in the wall. The roof of the 

main building is constructed of massive timbers, cov. ered with slate and pierced with the 

necessary ventilators, etc. .IidNway l)etween floor and ceiling, and extending around the entire 

interior space of the building, there is a handsome and substantial gallery or balcony, protected 

by fancy Gothic iron railing, the whlole resting upon brackets of like style built into the walls. 

From this point a pleasing view of the operations of the engines is obtained. This gallery is 

reached by two flights of spiral stairways constructed entirely of iron. Below the main floor of 

the principal building there is a space extending over the whole area, and nine feet high in the 

clear. I-erie are located the pumps, delivery mains, stop-valves, etc., of the several engines, also 

storerooms and other conveniences. From the floor of this large room the pump-wells connected 

with the Lake Tunnel descend. The south well, intended for additional engines, was suink to 

place in October last. The form and constructions of this curb, as well as the manode of siring it 

to its place, is similar to that adopted for the north well; it is, however, larger. The outside 

diameter is forty-four and one-third feet at the bottom, forty-three and onethird feet at the top, 

and twenty-two feet from the top of the cast-ironi shoe to the top of the coping. The outside has a 

batter of six inches. The vertical bond consisted of forty-eig,ht one-anlda-half-inch bolts. The 

boiler-roomns are placed nineteen feet apart, and are located in the rear of the main building. 

They are forty-six and a half feet long, thirty-six feet wide, and twenty-five feet from the floor to 

the ceiling. The floor is of stone, and the roof is wholly of iron and slate, thus rendering them 

fire-proof." If so, bfr. Cregier, why did they stuccumb so readily wheni they were most needed? 

The answer mi,ght be returned, that this extraordinary conflagration melted iron into shapeless 

masses, and 83 

Page  84 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES consumed stones into dust, and mocked at fire-

proofs. The facts, probably, are these. The ventilators in the roof were left open, and the raging 

shower of sparks, cinders, and flames poured down these inlets into the engine-room, where vast 

timbers were built into stagings for the accommodation of mechanics in placing the new engine, 

drove out the workmen and watchmen, and con — signed everything to speedy destruction. 

There should have been no wood in the construction of the interior; the windows should have 

had iron shutters, though they be unsightly; and the ventilators and all openings in the roof 

should have been covered with wire screens, impervious to fire, and the men in charge should 

have been early reinforced with ample resources for their entire safety amidst all possible 

contingencies and exigencies. How clear all this becomes after the event! THE WATER-

TOWER "Is the most imnposing feature among the whole mass of buildings comprising the 

works, and is without doubt the most substantial and elaborate structure of the kind on this 

continent. Its centre is 106 feet west of the main buildings, upon ground purchased for the 

purpose in 1865; 168 piles, capped with 12-inch oak timbers, the spaces filled with concrete, 

constitute the foundation up to the surface of the water; from thence to a point six feet below 

grade, solid, massive dimension-stones laid in cement intervene. At this point the gate, pit, and 

arched ways on each corner for mains (large pipes of iron), are formed. The base of the tower is 

22 feet square. The exterior of the shaft is octagonal, and rises 151 feet firom the ground to the 

top of the stone-work, which terminates in a battlemented cornice. The whole is sur. mounted by 

an iron cupola (not yet finished), pierced with numero0is windows, from whence may be 

obtained a magnificent view of the lake, the city, and surrounding country. The exterior of the 

tower is divided into five sections. The first section is 40 84 
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Page  85 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. feet square, exclusive of battlements, turrets, etc., 

and surrounds the base of the shlaft, forming a continuous vestibule nine feet wide on the four 

sides, with a grand entrance on each side. The floor and roof of this portion is of massive stone. 

The roof forms a balcony. The walls are plastered and blocked off like those of the engine-room. 

The ceiling is groined and corniced, and the sides are ornamented with tablet drinking fountains, 

etc. The othier sections of the exterior recede from each other in graceful proportion, each having 

turreted cornice, battlements, etc. The bottom of the exterior is hexagonal; here the base-piece of 

stand-pipe (a casting weighing six tons) is placed, having six openings, supplied with 30-inch 

gates, to which the water mains are connected. From this base, a 36-inch wrought-iron stand-pipe 

ascends to a height of 138 feet. Around this pipe is an easy and substantial spiral stairway 

leading to the cupola on the top, and lighted tlroughout with alternating windows. The whole 

structure is thoroulghly fire-proof, being constructed wholly of stone, brick, and iron. THE 

LAKE TUNNEL. The work was commenced at the land-shaft on the 17th of March, 1864, the 

delay since the date of the contract having been caused by waiting for the cast-iron cylinders for 

the first 30 feet. These cylinders are nine feet internal diameter, 11 inches thick, and in three 

sections, each ten feet long. The bottom of the lowest section has a cutting edge. The sections 

were united by internal flanges, bolts, and rust-joints. The top flange of the cylinder was fitted to 

receive an air lock, in case that should have proved necessary in the prosecution of the work. It 

was intended originally to make the lining of the land-shaft of brick, clear to the top, but the 

Board feared trouble from the qr.icksand which extended down about 14 feet firom the surface, 

85 

Page  86 .HISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES and p)articularly as the inlet through which the 

city was supplied was not only in this quicksand, but very near the shaft. Owing to the want of 

suitable pumps, there was unexpected delay in sinking the cylinders, but as soon as the clay had 

been penetrated a few feet all serious difficulty ended, and the remainder of the shaft was sunk to 

its proper depth, through clay of various degrees of tenacity, fi'om very soft near the top to 

indurated near the bottom. The shaft was walled up eight feet in diameter, with masonry 12 

inches thick, to the bottom of the cast-iron, the inside of which was laid with masonry to the top 

of the lowest section. At the bottom of the shaft there was a sump six feet deep, below the 

bottom of the tunnel. This had to be emptied generally twice a day during the whole progress of 

the work, as the quantity of water discharged fromn a spring there continued very uni form. 

F'rom the bottom of the shaft a drift, at first only intended to be temporary, was made about 50 

feet long westward, with a chamber at the end, with fixtures for mounting a transit. The regular 

tunnel work eastward was commenced May 26th, 1864. Here much pains were taken to 

introduce a curved surface in the masonry, between the shaft and upper side of the tunnel, and it 

was satisfactorily accomplished. The entrance to the tunnel was made six fcet in diameter, and 

tapered down to five feet in a distance of twenty feet. The masonry on this portion was made of 

three shells of brick-work, each four inches thick, with cement joints half an inch thick between. 

The rest of the tunnel proper was lined with two shells of brick-work. It was intended at first to 

fill the cavities around the outside of the brick-work with welltamped earth, but it was soon 

found impossible to get this done in a satisfactory manner. For this reason, solid masonry was 

almost immediately substituted for the tamped earth. The upper arch was built on a ribbed centre 

of boiler iron, which diminished the open space inside of the tunnel only 4i inches, and thus 86 
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Page  89 IN CHICAGO AND TIIE WEST. allowed the cars which conveyed away the earth to 

go up to the face of the excavation, usually kept from ten to tweety feet ahead of the masonry. 

The iron centre was 30 inches long, in the direction of the tunnel. About two feet in length of 

masonry was usually made at a time, and, as a rule, it was found safe to strike the centre within 

fifteen minutes after the arch was keyed. At first it was supposed necessary to excayate nearly a 

foot above the top of the brick-work, in order to give the masons room to build the upper archl; 

but very soon it was found that they could build it perfectly well, generally, without mnaking the 

excavation any larger than the space required for the brick-work. This was done by driving the 

last four or five top courses of brick into well-temnpered cemeit mortar first thrown into the 

cavity. The driving of the bricks effectually filled up the spaces which could not otherwise have 

been reached by hand. The enlds of the masonry were left " toothing," and thus furnished a guide 

in driving the bricks on the upper arch. The lower arch was built by templets or patterns, as 

ordinary sewers are, and usually kept somne six feet in advance of the upper arch, to allow of 

greater convenience in loading the cars with earth, which the miners had to keep at some 

distance behind them, and which the shovellers, could not throw into the cars very well, when 

they stood under the brick-work. The excavation was generally thlrouglh stiff, blue clay, but with 

the irregularities of character peculiar to the drift. It very seldom required bracing when not left 

to support itself more thlian thirty-six hours. Sometimes sanct-pockets were met, and when those 

were over the upper arch they would empty themselves partly, leaving cavities to be filled with 

masonry, but these were seldom of much importance. Sometimes small bodies of quicksand were 

encountered, but they occurred only in. pockets,, and not in strata, and therefore gave no serious 

trouble. Sometimes the clay would be soft enough for a miner to run, his. 6 89 

Page  90 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES arm into it, but with the exception of requiring a 

little more "trimrnming," for the masonry, this gave no trouble. Sometimes boulders weighing 

several ht-Indred pounds were met, and interfered a little with the regular progress of the work, 

but seldom more than a little. The greatest and most dangerous difficulty met with was one that 

was not anticipated at first, and that was inflammable and explosive gas. Early in the progress of 

the work several accidents occurred from this cause, but fortunately without fatal results to the 

workmen, though there were several narrow escapes. Very soon the miners learned to detect the 

proximity of cavities containing this gas from the sound produced by striking over them witlh 

their picks. When a cavity was thus detected, it was bored into with a small auger, and the gas 

ignited as soon as it began to escape. In this way explosions were prevented which otherwise 

took place whenl large bodies of gas were suddenly allowed to mix with the air. The explosions 

that did occur were slilght in character, but left a body of flame in the upper part of the tunnel. At 

such times the miners fell with their faces to the ground, and thus escaped without any greater 

injury than singed beards and eyelashes and blistered faces, except in the first severe case, wllei a 

miner was badly burnt. At this time the gas kept the miners out of the tunnel three days. 

CIIA'IERS. With trifling exceptions, this work was prosecuted day and night by means of two 

sets of miners and one of masons, working eight hours eachl in every twenty-four, for six days in 

the week, till the 16thll of October, when a point about 750 feet from the centre of tl)e shaft was 
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reached. Here it was determined to make two temporary chambers, one on each side of the 

tunnel, with which they were to be connected by small and short openings. It took about one 

week to construct these chambers and connections, all 90 

Page  91 IN CI-IICAGO AND TIIE WEST. of which were supported by timbers and planks. In 

the tunnel, and at the connection between tthe c(auibers, a turn-table was placed. This 

arrangement permitted not only the passage of cars by eaclt other, but also niaking up of trains, 

wvhich soon be came an absolute necessity for the economical and rapid execu tion of the work. 

By means of such cllalnbers it was practicable to carry on the work a mile or more out under the 

lake as fast as could be done near the bottom of the land shlaft; in fact, the prog(ress upwards of 

a mnile out wNas really greater than it was near the shore, owing to tlhe greater sklill and 

experience acquired on the way. A gap of about six feet in the masonry of tlhe tun nel was left at 

the connection between tliese, the first clhamnbers to be buiilt in after the completion of the rest 

of the wvork. After two or three weeks several cracks, entirely around the tunnel, were 

discovered in tlhe brick work witliin a distance of about twelve feet on each side of the turn-

talble. There were various conjectures as to thle cause of these cracks, for lup to this time re 

peated careful observations had shown no indications whatever of any movement in the masonry 

after the keying of the upper arch. Occasionally, in soft ground, the sides of the lower arch had 

been pressed in an inch or two before the upper arch was built, but no transverse crack was ever 

discovered except those near thle ellambers. The conclusion was that they were probably caused 

by tlhe yielding of the earth in a pit of the turn-table; yet no settlement in the masonry was 

observed. The second set of chambers was made one thousand feet beyond the first, and the 

clharacter of the wor-l, as well as the mode of carryling it on, continued the same, except that the 

use of intules was substituted for mnen in the transportation of earthl aiid materials for the 

masonry. Stout abutments were built on each side of this turn-table to prevent the crackling of 

the brick work, observed on each side of the first, but just the same number and character of 

cracks occurred, notwithstandini. 91 

Page  92 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES It then became evident that these cracks were 

owing to a tendency in clay to move, or " creep," as it is sometimes expressed, towards any 

cavity made in it. The gap left at the connection between the chambers being only temporarily 

supported with wood, could not wholly prevent this creeping movement. It was therefore 

determined afterwards to continue the brick work ovei and around the next turn-table, and to 

brick around the connections between the chambers, groining carefully in their intersections with 

the tunnel. After this method of constructing the chamber connections was carried out, all trouble 

from cracks ceased. In this manner, placing the sets of chambers about a thousand feet apart, the 

work was continued to about a mile and a half from the land shaft. The character of the work 

continued throughout very much the same. The greatest progress made during any one week was 

ninetythree feet. Only once was a boulder so large as to require blasting met with. There was a 

little nervousness as to the effect of a blast under the Lake, but it caused no serious disturbance 

either of the ground or the masonry. VENTILATION. The ventilation of the tunnel was effected 

by means of tin pipes, through which the foul air was drawn out and fresh air consequently 

drawn in through the main opening. At first a six-iinch pipe was used, and this was connected 

with the furnace of the hoisting engine. Later it became necessary to provide an engine and fan 

expressly for the purpose, and to put in larger pipes. Eight-inch ones were introduced. It was 

difficult to keep the joints of the pipes, which were only of ordinary tin, very tight, especially 
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near the chambers, where the mules struck them with their heads in turning. Still they answered a 

very 92 

Page  93 IN CHICAGO AND) THE WEST. good purpose, and the air, a mile and a half out, was 

about as good as it was much nearer to the land shaft. Ordinarily there was so nmuchl smoke 

from the miner's lamps and vapor from the heat of the workmen, as to make it impossible to see 

distinctly enough to run the lines and levels required to keep the tunnel in the right direction. On 

Sunday nights, however, and on other holidays, the air became so clear as to cause sperm candles 

to burn withl a beautiful silver brilghtness, visible sometimes two thousand feet. ALIGNMENT. 

To determine the position of the lake shaft and the line of the tunnel, much painis were taken to 

establish an accurate base on the shore for the purpose of triangulation. Owing to the buildings in 

the way, this was no easy task. For the alignment of the tunnel, an astromonical transit of four-

inch aperture, by Pike, of New York, was mounted on a tower built for the purpose, 166 feet 

westward of the land-shaft, and sometimes used in the chamber below already described. To aid 

in placing the lakeshaft beyond all doubt in the line of the tunnel, a six-inchl tube was sunk 280 

feet eastward of the land shaft, after the masonry had been carried beyond that point. By 

plumbing up through this tube, a "range" of great accuracy for such a purpose was obtained. The 

astromonical transit could only be used on the tower above, or in the chamber below. As soon as 

the work had been carried so far that the sperm candles used in the alignment could not be seen 

at "the face " of the work, the centre line was produced from point to point by means of a 

goniometer with two telescopes, which, when in perfect adjustment, could be made to "reverse" 

on the same point, which was thus proved to be in a strailght line with the instrument and the ': 

back-sight." ,Mr. Kroeschell, an educated and experienced mining engineer, 93. 

Page  94 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES was principal inspector of mnining, and directed 

the "brimming" shift, -whichll worked thl)e eight hours immediately before the masons 

commenced. ile set the "patterns" by which the masonry was built, producing for this purpose the 

lines and levels given by the engineer in charge, by means of plummets, ranges witlh sperm 

candles, and spirit levels. Ihis shift consisted usually of four miners and four other men, who at 

first pushed the loaded cars to and from the slaft, but afterwards to and from the nearest 

chambers, from whlichl tl)ey were hauled by mules to the shaft and back again, either empty or 

loaded with brick, cement, or sand. Only two of the miners usually were retgularly trained men, 

the others being but picked laborers, who soon learned to use mining tools in the clay. The 

general custom was for two miners to work together for ten or fifteen minutes at a time with 

more than common vigor, and then rest. The pushers loaded the excavated earth into the cars, 

brought as near the face as possible on a movable truck. This shift, besides fire(lequently 

carrying the face of the excavation five feet ahead, did all the trimming necessary to form the 

interior of the excavation as nearly as possible to the exact outside shape of the masonry. The 

next or mason's shift usually consisted of three masons, one mortar mixer, and four to six 

helpers, according to the distance between the chamber and the work. The water for mixing the 

cement mortar was all brought from the top of the land shaft in tank-cars, made especially for the 

purpose. The average length of masonry laid by this shift was twelve feet a day for the entire 

distance, but for the first 2,000 feet the greatest progress scarcely equalled this rate. Afterwards it 

sometimes reached 15* feet a day; but this latter rate could only be attained by putting on a 

couple of miners during the shift; but this course enabled the contractors to advance the 94 
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Page  95 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. whose work two feet more a day than they could 

lhave donlo without it. PLAN AND CONSTRUCTION OF TIIE CRIB. Preparations for 

commnencinig operations at the outer end of the tunnel were early made, but owing to 

disappointments of the contractors in getting the necessary timber for the crib, and other delays, 

the foundations of the outer, and only one it was found necessary to build, were inot laid till 

Mlay, 1864. This was done on the north side of the river, about 800 feet west of the LilghtHollse. 

The dimensions of the crib, as required by the specifications, are fifty-eight feet horizontal 

measurement on each of the five sides, and forty feet high. The inner portion, or well, lhas sides 

parallel with the outer ones, and twenty-two feet long each, leaving the distance between the 

inner and outer faces of tlec crib, or thickness of the breakwater, twenty-five feet. Tlhis 

breakwater was built on a flooring of twelve-inch white pine timber laid close tog,ethler. The 

outer and inner vertical faces and the middle wall between them were all of solid twelve-inch 

white pine tinmber, except the upper ten feet of the outside, whichl was of white oak, to 

withstand better the action of ice. Across the angles of the outer and middle walls were placed 

brace walls about ten feet long, of solid twelve-inchl timber. The middle wall on each side of the 

crib was continued straight through to the outside wall. Connecting, the outer and inner walls, 

and passing througlh tile middle wall, were cross-ties of twelve-inchl timber, placed horizontally 

about nine feet, and vertically one foot apart. The ends of the timbers, where they passed 

thllrough the outer and inner walls, were dovetailed, and notched half and half into the timbers of 

the middle wall. All of the timbers used were carefillly inspected and well jointed, which was 

mostly done by hewing, though nearly all of ox 

Page  96 nIS ro0Y OF THE GREAT FIRES it was first sawed. It was found impossible, 

however, to get sawed timber of perfectly uniform dimensions. The floor timbers were laid onil 

ground timbers placed directly under uLe outer, middle and inner walls of the crib. Round one 

and a half inch bolts, thirty-six inches long, with large washers at the bottom, wvere placed 

vertically, four feet apart, to hold the ground and floor timl)ers firmly to the first two courses of 

wall timbers above the flooring. All of the wall timbers were fastened to each other by one and a 

quarter square inch bolts thirty-bur inches long, pointed and driven somewhat slanting into one 

and a quarter inch auger-holes about five feet apart. The slant was given in opposite directions to 

the bolts nearest each other, to avoid the possibility of their being drawn out by the buoyancy of 

the timber, an accident which once occurred to a somewhat similar structure in the West. Three 

rectangular openings, each four feet wide and five feet high,l were made through the breakwater 

at different depthls below the surface of the Lake, so that the water could be drawn firom near 

the bottom, middle or top, as future experience might show to be best. These openings, and wells 

four feet square from them to the top of the breakwater, were timbered around in the same 

careful manner as the rest of the crib. Each well was provided on its inner face with slides for a 

temporary gate to cut off the water whenever thou,ghlt necessary. The floor and walls of the crib 

were all carefully calked. The interior of the breakwater was divided into seven water-tight 

compartments, made so by the calking already mentioned, and "matchled sheathing" between the 

walls. The object of these water-tig,lht compartments was to make it easy to build solid 

mnasonry in the whole of the breakwater at any time within the course of a few years, if it should 

be thoughlt best. The whole of the outside surfaces of the outer and inner walls were sheeted 

with two-inch pine plank carefully jointed, placed 96 
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Page  97 IN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. vertically, and spiked on. Instead of pine, thlree-inch 

white oak was used for the upper portion of the outside, to resist the ice, The upper ten feet of 

each outside corner was protected by angle irons, extending each way two feet, and firmly 

fastened by two-inch round bolts. Froni the bottom to the top of the crib, and into which the ends 

of the angle irons were let, there were ten pieces of white oak, 5 x 14 inches, fastened every two 

feet to the middle wall with two-inch round bolts. Similar pieces, 3 x 12 inches, thirty-nine feet 

long,, reaching from the top of the crib to thie flooring, were fastened by the same bolts to the 

inside of the middle wall. It will thus be seen that apparently excessive care was taken to make 

the crib strong, but subsequent experience showed that this care was none too great. The crib, 

when built, was in a horizontal position. In order to launch it, it was raised by screws, and 

inclined at an angle of one in twelve towards the water. Seven ways were placed under it, and 

extended out sixty-four feet into the river on trestle work. The river portion of the ways gave a 

great deal of trouble, on account of the uneven and stony character of the bottom, and accidents 

caused by passing vessels. Everything being ready, the launch took place on the 24th day of July, 

1865, when the crib glided without accident or delay gracefully into the water in tlhe presence of 

a large number of spectators. Immediately after the launchl, the contractors towed the crib out to 

its position in the Lake. As soon as the bar was passed, three small gates near the bottom of the 

crib were opened, and the draft of water, which at first was but a little over eight feet, increased 

soon after reaching the anchloring ground to twenty-one feet. A mooring Screw, opposite the 

intended position of each angle of the crib, had been placed under the direction of Mr. Clarke. To 

each mooring screw a one and a half inch chain cable was attached, and the loose end of the 

chain fastened to a buoy. Unfortunately, lake propellers had destroyed three of these 97 
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substitute for the sunken chains ordinary anchors and lhemip cables. As soon as tlhe crib was 

brought near its position, the work of filling with loose rubble was commenced. Very soon the 

crib got " out of trim,'and one corner of it rested on one of the low bars, peculiar to the Lake at 

this distance from the shore. After some time had been lost in vain efforts to get the crib ri,ghted, 

and into its exact position, the Board became alarmed for its safety, in case a severe storm should 

arise, and directed that no expense be spared that milght seem necessary to the engineers to 

secure it with the utmost despatch. A wrecking pump was at once employed. By means of this, 

snfficient water was pumped into or out of the crib, as occasion required, to right it. The 

partitions between the compartments failed, and it was a mattelr of rejoicing that they did, for 

otherwise the removal of the wrecking pump from one compartment to another could not have 

been made in time. Three powerful tugs were hired, which, by the aid of sufficient tackle, finally 

towed the crib to its exact position. Immediately the contractors resumed the operation of filling 

the crib with stone, but very soon after a violent storm set in, and drove the vessels loaded with 

stone into the harbor. This storm continued for three days, and threatened, before it abated, to do 

serious, if not fatal, injury to the crib. In order to hold it in its position as firnmly as possible, the 

wreckling pump was kept at work to fill it with water, the stone thrown in previously not being 

sufficient to hold it down. During the hei,ght of the storm, every wave caused a perceptible 

rocking of the crib. The angle joints of the inner and middle walls began to separate, and for a 

time caused intense anxiety. AVWhen the storm was over, two of the inner angle joints had 

parted an inch on top, and the entire crib had worked against wind and waves thirteen feet, and 

the northwest angle was three and a half feet lower than the southeast. 98 
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Page  99 IN CHICAGO AND THIE WEST. The great difficulty. there would have been in 

restoring the crib to its exact position, and the fear there migliLt be another storm in the 

meantime, prevented any attempt of the kind from being made. The very sli,ght deflection this 

rendered necessary in the line of the tunnel, was of no practical importance whatever, tllhoughl 

regretted, and the variations of the si,des of the crib from perpendicular, though a constant 

eyesore. did not affct its stability. The filling of the crib withl stones was proceeded with as fast 

as the contractors could, and since it was completed, about the middle of August, no variation 

whlatever in the position of this structure has ever been perceived. A slight tremor is sometimes 

felt during, severe storms, and when large fields of ice are passing. The rubbing of the field-ice 

against the crib is occasionally accompanied with a fearful noise. At such times the crib appears 

to a spectator on it to be an immense plough moving through the ice. On several occasions the 

broken masses lodged on the south side of the crib, forming banks several hundred feet long, and 

reaching from the bottom of the Lake to ten or fifteen feet above the surface. The breakwater 

portion of the crib being filled with stone, the contractors erected over it a temporary wooden 

covering, with a ]ight-house on top, and rooms above and below for the accommodation of their 

own men, as well as the inspectors employed by the Board. It may be said, in passing, that the air 

was so pure at this dwelling-place as to cause complaints, at first, friom the cook of the voracious 

appetites of the men. ThIe reputation of the crib for healthfulness is still maintained, the present 

keeper being now quite vigorous and hearty, although apparently a feeble consumptive when he 

went there to live, about eighteen months ago. CYLINDER AND LAKE SHIIAFT. The cast-iron 

cylinder for the lake shaft was made in Pittsbuig; by Messrs. James Marsislhall & Co., who also 

made the one for the 99 

Page  100 HISTOR Y OF THE GREAT FIRES land shaft. It consists of seven sections, each 

nine feet in length, nine feet internal diameter, two and a quarter inches thick, and in all other 

respects like the one for the land shaft, except that the lowest section was turned on the outside, 

to mnake it penetrate the clay more easily, and the upper end was provided with two gateways, 

for the introduction or exclusion of the lake water. The gateways are each fifty-four inches high 

by thirty-two inches wide, and placed withl their tops below the lowest known level of the lake. 

Each gateway was provided with a sliding gate on the outside of the cylinder, raised by a screw 

worked at the top of the cylinder. Provisional arrangements were made at each gateopening, for 

forming chambers on each side, in ease it should ever be necessary to repair either gate, by 

simply sliding ill temporary gates. The sliding faces for those temporary gates, as well as of the 

permanent ones, were made of "composition." Inclined ways were placed inside of the crib 

during its construction, to aid in lowering the cylinder to its place, but the storm already 

mentioned destroyed them. The lowest and next cvlinder-sections were put together on an 

incline. They were held in place, when required, by chains on the outside, secured to the lower 

end of the bottom section, and a brake over the upper side of the cylinder. They were lowered 

gradually on the incline by means of screws attached to the upper flange. These screws had to be 

removed, of course, for every new section put on. Care was taken to have sections enoughl 

together before removing the chains firom the bottom of the cylinder, to reach above the water. 

This required five, or forty-five feet altogether, to be sure. A false bottom of wood was put into 

the cylinder at its lowest section, to keep out as mluch water as practicable. This gave the 

cylinder great buoyancy when sunk to a depth of thirty feet, and made it very easy to handle with 

blocks and falls placed overhlea(d. On being lowered the cylinder sunk by its own weight two oI 

three feet into the clay, when the false bottomi stopped it. A 100 
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Page  101 IN CHICAGO AND) THE WEST. hole was then bored throughl the false bottom, and 

the cylinder went down several feet further by its own weight. After the sixth or gate-section was 

put on, and the false bottom removed, and excavation made within, the cylinder continued to 

sink by its own weight. After the top section was put on a moderate force only was necessary to 

push the cylinder down twenty-thlree feet b)elow the bottom of the Lake. Below this point the 

work of sinking the shaft was substantially a repetition of that at the shore end of the tunnel, 

except that no water was met with, and no pump ever put in or required. The little leakage that 

occurred was easily removed in buckets. An extension eastward, about fifty feet, was made, in 

anticipation of the possible extension of the tunnel, at some future day, still further out into the 

Lake. This was provided with the necessary sump and bottom on which to place another iron 

cylinder. The extension was of great service during the construction of the work as a turn out of 

the ears, and afforded, by means of a sixinch tube, sunk perpendicular from above the surface of 

the Lake to its outer end, an excellent opportunity to start the line of the tunnel below with great 

accuracy towards the deflecting point in the middle. TUNNELLING FROM LAKE SHAFT. 

THE work of tunnelling was carried on from this end in very much the same manner, and about 

as rapidly as it was on the first 2,000 feet fiom the land shaft. The average progress made was 9, 

feet a day till a point 2,290 feet from the lake shaft was reached, when operations in this 

direction ceased. When the work fiom the land shaft was within 100 feet of the same point, it 

was thought best to stop the masonry there and run a small timbered drift thlrough to the east 

face to be certain as to how the lines were going to meet. The two faces were brought to gether 

on the 30th of November, 1866, when it was found that 101 

Page  102 HISTORY OF TIIE GREAT FIRES the masonry at the east face was only about 71 

inches out of the line from the west end. The horizontal measurements were only three inches 

longer than was estimated by triangulation. This re sult, considering the great difficulty of getting 

a clear atmosphere in the tunnel, was deemed very good, and much better than was generally 

expected. The last of the masonry in the regular tunnel, when the two faces were brought 

togethler, was completed on the 6th of December, and a stone commemorative of the event 

placed there by the Mayor of the city, in the presence of the City Council and Board of Public 

Works, both of which bodies, together with a number of citizens, passed from the shore throug,h 

the tunnel to the crib, and then by a tug to the city on that day. The ventilation of the east end of 

the tunnel was effected by means of six-inch tin pipes, connecting with the furnace of the 

hloisting engine. The pipes extended to the end of the masonry. Occasionally, ashes from the 

furnace would stop the ventilation, which would soon be discovered at the face. GATE-CHA-

NIBER, CONNECTIONS, AND COMPLETION. IN December the work of filling up the 

chambers was commnenced, and also that of connecting the tunnel with the pumping wells. 

Much had been done previously towards constructing a gate-chamber between the land shaft and 

the pumiping wells. This was made nineteen and a third feet exterior, and sixteen feet interior 

diameter, and divided into five compartments, separated by walls twenty inches thick. The outer 

walls were first built on a boileriron shloe, or curb, and then sunk by excavating within. An old 

abandoned inlet gave a great deal of trouble by letting in water; and the boiler-iron shoe, which 

was adopted for the sake of economy, proved more expensive in the end than a cast-iron one 

would have been. The foundations were on a bed of concrete twentyfour inches thick, on which 

the footings of the exterior and division 102 
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Page  103 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. walls all of brilck, were built. Through the bottom 

of each divi sion wall there were left rectantgular gate opl)enings, three feet wide and five feet 

high. The tops of these openings are 23-1 feet below low-water in the Lakle. In each opening a 

cast-iron gate frame was built. Thle gates themselves are tapering. The frames were fitted with 

wedging grooves or ways projectilig beyond the walls, just suflicient to free the gates when 

raised or lowered. It was hoped that the wedging grooves would allow the gates to be screwed 

down perfectly tight; but in practice they have given more trouble than was anticipated, and it is 

believed now that in making future structures of the kind for the city, if any should be required, it 

would be safer and better to put a gate on each side of the wall, so that the pressure of the water 

could always be used to keep the gate tight. The gates are operated by means of rods, stayed at 

intervals, and by screws with hland-wheels at the top of the walls. The connection between the 

land shaft and the gate chamber was of precisely the same size and formn as the main tunnel. 

The connections with the old and new pumping wells, and a partial one with the provisional or 

south pumping well, as also about 180 feet of a provisional connection with the Lake shore, are 

all four and a half feet interior diameter, and were tunnelled through soft clay without any 

difficulty, except a little trouble in working under and thlrough the piling beneath the old 

pumping well. The connection with the Lake shore, or rather the old inlet basin, is to be used, in 

case it should ever be necessary to suspend the supply through the main tunnel, either to 

examine, cleanse, or repair it. A temporary connection between the land shaft and the mnouth of 

the old inlet was made by means of a timbered drift tlhrou,gh the elay, and a brick well four feet 

interior diameter and thirty feet deep, provided with a curb built above the water on an iron shoe, 

held together by iron rods, and sunk by means of the same 103 

Page  104 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES dredging apparatus that was used for sinking, the 

curb of the inew pumping well. Two wooden gates were left in the top of the curb, just below the 

surface of the water. A small area, enclosing, the well and the inlet, were coffer-danimed around 

as far as necessary to cut them off firom the flow of the Lake whenever desired. The work of 

filling the chambers of the main tunnel, and the cleansing of that structure having been 

completed, water was first let into it on the 8thl of March, 1867, when only the horizontal portion 

was filled, this precaution being taken to avoid too sudden a pressure on the masonry. By the 

morning of the 11thl, the shafts were filled to the level of the Lake. For the purpose of 

ascertaining if any defective workmanship existed where cavities on the outside of thle masonry 

had been filled in, the water was pumped out of the tunnel sufficiently to permit the engineer and 

three representatives of the city press to go upwards of half way through the tunnel. Not a brick 

was observed to be out of its place or to have started. The party not being able to push their boat 

any further without great discomfort, returned, but were upset and left in total darkness about 

600 feet from the Lake shaft, to which they walked. Had this accident occurred a mile out, it 

would have proved very serious, if not fatal, to most of the party, as the water was too cold to be 

endured long. After the examination the tunnel was again filled, and on the 24th, about 4 P.M., 

the mouth of the old inlet was cut off from the Lake. Immediately the pumps, which were not 

stopped at all, drew down the surface of the water at the mouth of the inlet upwards of a foot. For 

a moment it seemed to some of the bystanders as if the tunnel would not perform its intended 

office, but the next instant the water began to bubble up beautiful and clear at the top of the well, 

and continued to do so till the temporary connection was no longer needed; when this most 

pleasing and unexpected feature of the works ceased to delight the public. 104 
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Page  107 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. The formal celebration of the completion of the 

tlunnel and introduction of pure Lake water, by appropriate public ceremonies, took place 

M1arch 25, 1867. From that time to this there has been no cessation in the supply except three 

times, when stop pages of a few hours by anchor ice occurred. The experience thus far gained in 

this respect is believed to be sufficient to show how to prevent the recurrence of such accidents. 

Careful observations have frequently been made to ascertain the head required to deliver given 

quantities of water through the tunnel, and it is found to exceed in capacity the original estimates. 

No indications whatever of internal injury to the structure have yet been observed. The original 

estimate of the probable cost of the work was $307,552. The actual cost, including all 

preliminary and other expenses of whatever nature chargeable to the Lake tunnel, up to April, 

1867, was $457,844.95. Thus was completed this important series of works which deliver to us 

the pure crystal contents of our mighty inland seas. What man's forethought could devise was 

here planned and prepared to guard against the possibility of failure to supply the city in its 

largest need. But the fire, which tried every man's work of what sort it was, could be stayed by 

nothing human. IIow needful that every man keep in his own place of humble dependence on the 

Almighty. "Blessed is every one who trusteth in Him I" CHAPTER XV. THE river makes the 

harbor, and the harbor determines the location and greatness of the city. This cut into the shore, 

or bayou, first extends west about one mile, and then forks north and south, dividing the place 

naturally into three sides, north, south, 7 107 

Page  108 IHISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and west. The first lies between the Lake, the 

north branch and the main river. The West comprises all west of the two forks or branches, and 

the South is bounded by the Lake, the river, and the South Branch. The great ships and propellers 

sail grandly into the harbor, and float away inland, yet remain ever in close proximity to the 

business and the people. This gives peculiar facilities for commerce, but impedes intercourse 

between the three sections, because the river is crossed by swinging bridges which whirl upon a 

table in the centre of the stream. When the bridges are "open" the people must wait till they shut. 

Tugboats draw fleets of vessels through the sluggish water while the impatient multitudes gather, 

and long lines of teams stand waiting, each eager to be on the move. We have sometimes 

considered this enforced delay a blessing, inasmuch as it gave the hurrying Chicagoans a 

breathing spell and moment to collect their thoughts. It is to be feared that the majority do not 

indulge pious thoughts, or confine themselves to words of gentleness, while they fnne and fret 

over the impediment to their onward pursuit after money or pleasure. To obviate this difficulty 

and facilitate the necessary interchange between the three great divisions, tunnels have been 

constructed underneathl the river and South Branch, both for vehicles and foot-passengers. They 

were finished none too soon, for in our present distress they have paid for themselves. Business 

was mainly in the South Division till that was ravaged by destruction, and people were 

compelled to transfor the chief portion of it to the West Side, where also the large majority of 

dwellings stood and still remain. In the time of the conflagration, when bridges fell into the river 

smouldering masses, these became necessary for the escape of those who were driven before the 
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fire. They were the scenes of some peculiar experiences on that dreadful night. When the gas 

works let off the gas t6 prevent explosion after midnight, tile Washington street tunnel was full 

of vehicles, and the footway crowded with fugitives bearing 108 

Page  109 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. away their families:rd possessions to a place of 

reftige. This being illuminated by gas wvas light and safe, even with a dense throng pressing 

excitedly through it. But in an instant the flickering flames were extinguished, and the place was 

dark as midnig,lt without a star. One shriek of anguish rang out along the arches, and then the 

voices of men were heard quieting the people. "Be still," "move slow," " there is no danger," "do 

not push or crowd," were some of the directions given and carried out, so that the whole 

procession felt their way composedly eo the farther end, and not a person was trodden down or 

injured. Reports went over the land by telegraph that hundreds of people were smothered in the 

tunnels and fearful deeds were perpetrated in their darkened passages; all of which proved false, 

and these excavations were coverts from the storm of flame, and by their means many escaped 

who otherwise must have become victims of the fiery demon. Those who sought exit from the 

furnace by the La Salle street tunnel were less fortunate, according to the succeeding description, 

for which, however, we do not vouch, although every word is possibly true: "One of the most 

dramatic and impressive scenes of the fire not yet recorded, was the flight through the new La 

Salle street tunnel, under the river, during Sunday night. It was about 2 o'clock when this strange 

hegira began, and in ten minutes it became a furious rout. The bridges on both sides were on fire, 

and the flames were writhing over the decks of the brigs in the river, and winding their fierce 

arms of flame around the masts and through the rigging like a monstrous luminous devilfish. The 

awful canopy of fire drew down and closed over Water street as the shrieking multitude rushed 

for the tunnel, the only avenue of escape. There was no light in any house, save the illumination 

which lighted up only to destroy. But into the darkened cave rushed pell-mell, from all 

directions, the frenzied crowd - bankers, 109 

Page  110 IIISTORY OF THlE GREAT F RES thieves, draymen, wives, children-in every stage 

of undress, as they had leaped from burning lodgings, a howling, imploring, cursing, praying, 

waiting mob, making their desperate dive under the river. It was as dark in the tunnel as it is in 

the centre of the earth, perhaps darker. Hundreds of the fugitives were laden with fiurniture, 

household goods, utensils, loaves of bread, and pieces of mIeat, and their rush through the almost 

suffocating tunnel was fearful in the extreme. They knocked each other down, and the strong 

trod on the helpless. Nothing was heard at the mouth of the cavernous prison but a muffled howl 

of rage and anrguish. Several came forth with broken limbs and terrible bruises, as they scattered 

and resumed their flight under the blazing sky to the North." The tunnels having become an 

established institution, will be multiplied as the necessities of the future require, till the river 

shall become no barrier to the intercourse of the inhabitants in every part of the city. They exist 

as a monument of the unconquerable energy of the people under whose patronage they have been 

constructed. CHAPTER XVI. OuR city has enjoyed an unenviable reputation abroad for 

wickedness. Doubtless the sins of our people are a cause of reproach, weakness, and shame. 

"Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people." We have had all the vices 

of large populations, both open and secret. The divorce business is especially a crying evil of the 

time, and our foreign element have been peculiarly given to disregard of the marriage tie. It was 

said of us that the newsboys cried at the approach of railway trains: "Chicago, fifteen minutes for 

divor 110 
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Page  111 IN CiICAGO AND THE WVEST. ces!" The annals of crime have been full and red. 

Only the week preceding the fire a mysterious murder occurred which sent a thrill throughout the 

community. Drinking was carried to excess, even Sunday dram-selling being tolerated by the 

executive to an alarming and shamefuil extent. Covetousness also prevailed under the forms of 

prodigality and avarice. The Sabbath was terribly profaned by our foreign population, and the 

demoralization ran along all orders of society. Sinful or doubtful amiusements received the 

devotion of multitudes. At an expense of ,ighty thousand dollars Crosby's Opera House had been 

refitted, and the winter was expected to be one of unusual gayety and excitement. Mloney was to 

have flowed like water fiom the rich and the poor alike. We had our low resorts in great 

numbers. The harlot plied her trade with success and profit. Blocks of buildings were occupied 

by young men who'iad their orgies and debauches, where young women were we come visitors. 

The secret immnoralities of a great city are innumerable and shocking. None but the Omniscient 

can spy them out. Occasional revelations are like flashes of lightning upon a stormy sea, 

disclosing the rush of black billows and the seething of bottomless eddies of corruption. Alas for 

our city! Pompeii could scarcely excel the madness of its passion, though law gives no sanction 

to iniquity, as it did in that vile nest of heathen immorality. While we thus glance at the darker 

aspect of life here, in order to be just and true to facts, we turn gladly and boldly to another side 

of the picture, and hold up a people whose liberality, generosity, piety, and morals will compare 

in their fruit-their actual outworkings-with those of any other people under the sun. It must be 

remembered that in the new West everything has had to be done, as it were, at once-every 

necessity to be provided for within a generation. We have not had two and a half centuries to 

grow all these institutions and make the improvements needful to our comfort. True, we have 

had the benefits of other men's ill 

Page  112 HISTORY OF THaE GREAT FIRES capital and culture, and used them well. We 

claim nothing more, and demand the recognition of this frinom our fellow-citizens in older and 

well-regulated communities. The "almighty dollar" has not absorbed attention and made us 

forgetful of the higher interests, nor have we failed to recognize the immutable principles of 

justice and honesty in our political or commercial relations. Some of the best church edifices in 

the country were and are still standing in our city, and these were and are carefully attended and 

liberally supported. In mission work among the poor and neglected we have not fallen behind our 

brethren elsewhere. The names of our workers and their labors have become famous not only in 

America, but abroad; and the good report has had no small share of influence in bringing to our 

city a better class of people, and inspiring confidence. D. L. Moody's enterprise as a missionary 

and a leader in the Young Men's Christian Associaticn had so widely ah'bcted the public mind, 

that contributions to rebuild his burned edifice come pouring in upon him from all quarters. The 

various churches have been awake and earnest in their fields, to gather the harvest for God's 

kingdomn. The North Star Mission found friends familiar with its holy fame, who generously 

came forward to restore it upon a good foundation of usefulness. On a late Sunday in October, 

the Sabbath preceding the catastrophe, in the Second Baptist Church audience-room were 

collected a vast number of children. First came the infant class of the IHome School to the front, 

and took their places; then the middle classes followed, and lastly the Bible Classes filed into the 

centre of the house. Upon the one side marched in 600 German youth and infants; upon the 

other, Danish, Swedish, and others, from one mission. A company clean and bright came from 

IBridgeport, and another from the Union Stock Yards. It was a gallant array, of whose conduct 
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and appearance the eanifst, selfsacrificing workers were justly proud. These were allowed to 

sing, and, after listening to the speeches, to depart. Carriages 112 

Page  113 IN CHICAGO AND THiE WEST. and cars had been provided, and great pains taken 

to make all comfortable and happy, that they might join in a welcome to the pastor, who had just 

returned from a long absence. This is a specimen of the manner in which Christians in Chicago 

have labored and sacrificed to build up the youth into a maturity of knowledge, religion, and 

virtue. The inner life of the churches is sweet and vigorous, and their beneficence has begun to 

bear golden fruit. They have given their energies, talents, and money to found and endow 

institutions of learning. The Methodists have a University, Female College, and Seminary in one 

of our beautiful suburbs, Evanstoll; the Congregationalists have a noble Seminary for the 

education of Ministers; the Presbyterians, also, have the same; the Baptists have a University and 

Seminary in the city, at Cottage Grove, already educating hundreds; the Catholics had several 

institutions, and all Christians had their organs of the press, their organizations and associations 

for disseminating their views and evangelizing the world. There is a pleasant fraternity of feeling 

manifesting itself in a variety of forms, and especially through the Young Men's Christian 

Association. There are many living, devoted men of God, laborious, prayerful servants of Christ, 

benevolent, helpful followers of Hiim who went about doing good. If the devil is active, his 

opponents are thoroughly awake and ready to give him battle on every side. Since the disaster 

which destroyed so many sanctuaries and crippled the benevolent, one of the first thoughts has 

been to re-establish these institutions of religion and save the seats of learning. This fact speaks 

volumes for the character of our people, showing, their appreciation of the value of Christianity 

and their profound interest in its progress. Many of them, though burned out or injured, sought 

out the Lord's treasury and divided their little remnant of money for the care of their church 

servants and services. Besides all this, they have manifested great kindness and honor in the hour 

of mutual adversity, and are seeking to do the thing 113 

Page  114 ISTORY OF THE GREAT FIREE that is right between man and man. There is much 

reason tX take pride ill such a people, who have gathered here from all quarters, and scarcely 

learned to know and appreciate one another. It was but simple justice which led an eminent 

writer to say: " I is my impression that human nature there is subject to influences as favorable to 

its health and progress as in any city of the world, and that a family going to reside in Chicago 

from one of our older cities will be likely to find itself in a better place than that from which it 

came." A gentleman lwho spent a Sabbath here and spoke in the evening at Farwell Hall, in 

giving an account of what occurred, said that he thought, as he saw the liquor saloons open and 

thronged, that Chicago was the worst place he was ever in. But before he reached the Hall 

several young men met him, and invited him to go to church, and addressed him and others with 

great courtesy and earnestness. Ile said he concluded that if the devil was well served, certainly 

the Lord's people were the most devoted workers he had ever met. CHAPTER XVIL OUR 

Republic has become an asylum for strangers from all nations. Ancient Rome drew to itself, by 

conquest, representatives of many countries, and trade attracted others, so that it became a Babel. 

Chicago has been the star in the West by whose beams multitudes have been guided to the 

Valley of the Mississippi, from almost every nation under the whole heaven. It has offered a 

home to many, and a market to others. The country makes the city, and the city develops the 

country. Thus they act and react perpetually upon each other in respect to all the various interests 

and concerns of life. It was a hazardous thing in the 114 
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Page  115 IN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. eyes of some persons to encourage railroads, lest 

they should divert and scatter trade from Chicag,o all along their lines. It took but a slight 

experience tc demonstrate that if ever the city attained greatness, steam must have the glory of it. 

Railroad therefore followed railroad, till now, from having forty miles in 1850, this metropolis 

has already grown to be a chief railway centre of the world. More than 8,000 miles of rail centre 

here, and fifteen trunk lines radiate every way, each from three hundred to one thousand miles in 

length, and still they come. These marvellous facilities make us the focal point of the great West, 

and bring to our doors all peoples, languages, and colors. The grain trade, as we have shown, is 

very great, and our advantages for handling it are unsurpassed. All persons have heard of the 

elevators, and we subjoin an account of one lately built. "The building is 312 feet long, 84 feet 

wide, and 130 feet higlh; machinery is driven by a 400 horse-power engine. It is divided into 150 

bins 65 feet deep, with a storage capacity of 1,250,000 bushels. The yard will hold 300 or 400 

cars. "'Two switch engines, when in full operation, are required to put in and take out cars. " Two 

tracks receive each ten cars, unloaded at once, in six to eight minutes, each car having its 

elevator, conveying the grain to its large hopper scale in the top of the building. There weighed, 

it is spouted to the bin appropriated to that kind and quality. To carry grain to the several bins 

renders the elevation necessary. Allowing fifteen minutes to unload each set of ten cars, four 

hundred are unloaded in ten hours, about 140,000 bushels. " Shlipping facilities equal receiving, 

there being six elevators for that work, each handling 300 bushels per hour, or 180,000 bushels 

in ten hours. The grain is run out of the bins to another set of elevators, which throw it into large 

hoppers at the top of the building, in which it is weighed, and sent down in spouts into the hold 

of the vessel. 115 

Page  116 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES "The same company have another elevator on the 

opposite side of the slip-for a slip at right angles to the South Branch is cut to lay vessels 

alongside the warehouse-and ten other large elevators and five smaller, afford the same facilities. 

Any one of thirteen of them, too, will unload a canal-boat of 5,000 or of 6,000 bushels, in an 

hour and a half to two hours; an aggregate from 65 canal boats alone of 357,000 bushels in ten 

hours." Modern invention economizes the results of industry and the productions of the earth, as 

well as human muscle and time. Many are not aware of the process by which corn can be stored 

and preserved, with an immense saving from waste and deterioration. The subjoined brief picture 

of the dryer and its operations may interest a large class of readers: "A tower seventy-five feet 

high, built of brick and iron, fireproof, receives the grain at the bottom, where it is elevated to the 

top, and passes slowly down over perforated iron plates, the motion of the falling grain being 

constant and uniform, regulated by slides or valves at the bottom. "The grain in motion forms a 

solid column seven feet wide and three inches deep. There are two columns of grain, and a 

furnace at the bottom supplies hot air, which is evenly distributed by suction-fans, so as to pass 

constantly and equally through the grain the entire height of the kiln. Temperature is regulated by 

thermometers set in the walls at several points, avoiding all danger of over-heating. Impurities or 

foreign substances are passed off in vapor or steam. Then it is thoroughly cooled before being 

passed to the bins in the elevator by the same process, except cold air instead of hot is used, 

which contributes further to dry as well as cool." It is a marvel to many how drainage has been 

secured upon so flat a plain, the highest point of the city being but twenty-five feet above the 

surface of the river. This important and essential 116 
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Page  117 IN OHICAGO AND ThE WEST. end has been achieved by raising the whole land 

some fourteen feet. High stone walls are built, the interior is filled with earth, and the pavement 

laid upon that. The sidewalks are built from each wall to the yards or fronts of the lots, and the 

houses are raised up to grade. This gigantic operation is still going forward, and miles of wooden 

streets offer their noiseless surfaces to the wheel of the vehicle. This elevation of grade has made 

the ways of our city rather uneven, and suggested forcibly the ups and downs of Chicago. A man 

in New York, arrested for drunkenness, pleaded not guity, and said that being just from Chicago, 

where the sidewalks were so uneven, his gait was mistaken for that of an intoxicated mnan. 

Gradually men are bringing themselves up to level, mending their ways, and making 

pedestrianism less dangerous and more agreeable. We lost in the fire one hundred and twenty-

two miles of sidewalk, which gives some idea of the extent of territory it traversed, and the 

amount of labor required to remove the traces of its progress. Among modern precautions against 

fire, the fire-alarm telegraph occupies a conspicuous place, and has been for some years in full 

operation in Chicago. Wires are stretched over house-tops throughout the city, and boxes placed 

at frequent intervals for the use of these wires by citizens, who wish to call the attention of the 

Fire Department to any outbreak of fire in their vicinity. The turning of the handle in the box is 

felt at the rooms in the Court-House, and the number of the district indicated to the operator, who 

sends it to the engine houses, where horses are standing harnessed day and night, ready to speed 

the steam-engine to the point of attack. There is also a watchman in the cupola of the Court-

House, who sends word to the operator of any fire he may see, and rings the great bell (now, 

alas! forever silent), to warn the firemen and people of the location of the fire. Suppose the 

conflagration is in district one hundred and twenty-three; he strikes the bell once, then rests a 

moment, strikes it twice. 117 

Page  118 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES then rests again, strikes it three times, and then, 

after a longel interval, repeats this process, till the city is made fully aware of the situation of the 

danger, nearly every house having a printed list of the fire districts. In this connection, the 

following statement of one of the operators on duty the night and morning of the Great Fire, is 

full of interest: " I arrived at the office 12.30, A. M. While I was on duty, Stations 19, 13, and 10 

were turned in, and struck by me in rapid succession. About this time some man came into the 

office and notified me that the fire had crossed to the south side of the river. At the same time the 

watchman in the tower told me that the wooden ventilators on the west wing were on fire. I then 

asked the man on duty in the Central Station (Policeman Vesey) to send me a fire-extinguisher, 

which he did. With the aid of the extinguisher and the assistance of the two watchmen in the 

tower, I managed to keep down the small fires which were constantly appearing on the wooden 

tower and ventilators, until about half-past 1 o'clock A.M., when a ball of tar, or a piece of tarred 

paper, came through the windows under the balcony of the donme, and fell on the stairs, just 

where some plastering had been pulled off. I started up the stairs to put it out, but before I could 

reach it, the lathing and some dry material under the roof had ignited. I then called loudly for Mr. 

Deneson, the watchman, to come down from the tower, which he did, making a narrow escape 

with his life. Knowing by the appearance of things that the building was doomed, I returned to 

the office and struck my electric repeater, striking upwards of seventy blows on the outside bells, 

thinking that, perhaps, the noise would awaken some of the many sleepers with whom I knew 

many of the blocks were filled. Previous to this, I caused the Court-IHouse bell to be rung by 

hand. As the office was by this time full of smoke, and the hleat was becoming intense, I was 
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obliged to switch off my repeaters and leave the office, whiclh [ did, with one or two others, by 

way of the west wing, stopping 118 

Page  119 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. to close the fire-doors between the two buildings. 

Once out of the building, I procured a fire-hat, and worked until 3 o'clock on Monday afternoon, 

at the south end of the fire, when I went home to get some sleep." Brave fellow! he had earned 

his coveted repose, and we do well to honor the men who keep watch and ward over our 

dwellings and lives, while we sleep and while we wake. His ingenious mechanism, and all the 

appurtenances of his lepartment, must be renewed, and even upon a grander scale, in the Chicago 

of the future. Recognizing the value of universal education, our city has pro vided, partly through 

State liberality, a splendid system of com mon-school instruction free to every child, of every 

nationality, religion, and condition among us. The officers and teachers of these schools are 

persons, many of them, of the highest intelligence, culture, and skill, and generally we are 

admirably served. A vast throng of children gather in the buildings devoted to this purpose, 

which are, almost all of them, noble, commanding, commodious edifices, capable of providing 

room for all the youth who choose these facilities. In addition, there are numerous private 

schools and academies, both for primary and higher education, which find ample patronage from 

a people wvho prize the power of knowledge and despise ignorance as weakness. It has been the 

honorable aim of our city to place the highest objects of ambition among men upon a footing 

worthy their preeminence. Religion, morality, knowledge, culture, and social enjoyment have 

their temples and seats, paraphernalia and apparatus, in as advanced a state of perfection as in 

any community under the sun. And all this, be it ever remembered, has been the growth of a 

heterogeneous people, upon a new soil, within the period of a generation. Their enterprise and its 

results constitute a fitting symbol and monument of the age. Want of space must prevent an 

elaborate account of those 119 

Page  120 HISTORY OF TtIE GREAT FIRES splendid blocks which had sprung up on every 

hand, built both by homne and foreign capital, many of them ri-alling in beauty the finest models 

of architecture in the Old World; those grand hotels, both old and new, which had a national 

reputation and a promise of eclipsing the world; those beautiful homes, where taste and wealth 

combined their resources to provide elegance and comfort; those public buildings, stored with 

the trophies of genius and the results of scientific research; those sanctuaries, proclaiming the 

purpose of the people to give God the best; together with a myriad tokens of prosperity, so many 

of which are now level with the ground, or stand in unsightliness and ruin to mock the pride of 

man. At the height of a proud and princely position the Young Giant stood erect, beckoning the 

world to his arms, when the fatal decree went forth, and his might, touch ed by the flaming 

breath of Omnipotence, shrivelled and shrunk, and he lay prone like a tree, storm-bent and fire-

scathed. 120 

Page  121 GREAT FIRES IN CHICAGO AND THE EST. IV.-THROUGH FIRE. CHAPTER 

XVIII. THE churches were just dismissing their devout worshippers after evening service, when 

the fire-bells rang their loud alarum. The evening before, a fire had raged of unparalleled 

violence, and the embers still glared in the darkness, and people were easily roused to intense 

alarm. Many hastened from the House of God to the scene of the fire, fearing that the high wind 

might imperil even larger districts of the city, None dared to dread any such devastation as that 

which followed. It was a period of peculiar drought in the whole western country, and the 
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dryness of the atmosphere was so remarkable that an intelligent physician, observing that his 

plants became desiccated in a few hours after the most profuse watering from the hydrant, 

trembled all day Sunday lest a spark of fire should drop near his dwelling. There was a strange 

lack of moisture in the air, which condition did not clange until Monday afternoon. On Saturday 

evening, October 7, about 11 o'clock, a fire caught in a planing-mill, west of the river and within 

a block of it, in the neighborhood of a wooden district full of frame-houses, lumber, and coal-

yards, and every kind of combustible material. Some contend that it originated in a beer saloon, 

and thence was communicated to the planing-mill. In the almost inflammable state of the 

atmosphere, and under the propulsion of a strong wind, the tinder-boxes on every side ignited, 

and ruin rioted for hours over a space of twenty acres, and destroyed a million dollars' worth of 

property. Grand and awful as this conflagration seemed to the thronging thousands, 121 

Page  122 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES who crowded every approach and standpoint 

where a view c(,uld be obtained, it paled and faded away in comparison with that of the 

following night; but, as the event proved, this first fire saved the remainder of the West Division 

of the city, for when the raging element camne leaping and roaring onward it found nothing to 

burn, and then paused and was stayed, while it rushed across the river, and satiated itself upon 

the noblest and best portion of the town, east and north. Of this eventful period so many writers 

have wrought out descriptions which are unapproachable in graphic delineation and powerful 

word-painting, that simple justice to our readers demnands that we collate from these all that is 

necessary to present the whole mournful subject in its many-sided aspects. Like a great battle, 

with its multitudinous features unobservable by any combatant or spectator, this conflagration 

presented so many phases that each was absorbed in what he saw, while matters of unspeakable 

interest were occurring on every side beyond his ken. Let, then, many testimonies combine to set 

forth to the gaze of mankind what has perhaps never been equalled, and certainly never 

surpassed in the checkered experience of humanity. We bring together around this terrific scene 

the sketches of the press published in Chicago and elsewhere, and individual experiences. 

THATr KICKING COW. The reporters gave the world to understand that a woman named 

Scully had gone to milk her cow or tend a sick calf in her stable-a crazy wooden shanty filled 

with loose hay-bearing a candle or lamnp in her hand. Stories varied as to these details, but all 

agreed that the light had been overturned, and that the building had on the instant burst into 

flames. So rapid was the progress of the fire that in less than ten minutes two blocks be tween 

Jefferson and Clinton streets were all ablaze. 122 

Page  123 VIEW FROM THE COURT-HOUSE, LOOKING SOUTRH. VIEW FROM THE 

COURT-HOUSE, ILOOKING SOUTH-EAST. 

Page  124 I. -_ ~Iw2Yh UN I-1Y (MR. COLI.YER'S ANI) NFIW iiNiLANI-I k~fUKCIII. 

Page  125 IN CHICAGO Am) THE WEST. Upon this report the London Punch becomes funiiy, 

and kindiy too: "We suppose that the most costly pail of milk ever heard of in the world was the 

pail which burned Chicago. The gallant Americans are the last people to cry over spilt milk or 

burned cities. Chicago will quickly be -Rediviva. She has very likely accepted the omen that she 

will soon be flowing again with milk -and honey —has elected in her cheery way to call herself 

the Cow City. Therefore, Bull, evince the affection of a relative; show that you have what 

Benedick calls "an Amiable Low" (needless to say that we do not allude to any keeper of the pub 
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lic purse), and that you come of the stock of the Golden Bull. With which sweet, choice, and 

dainty conceits to lighten the way, let the pensive public be off to the Mansion Ioulse with their 

help for the homeless by Lake Michigan. The Americans remembered us ill the time of Ireland's 

hunger and of the cotton famine, and must now allow us to remember them. And let's be quick 

about it, or the city will be rebuilt before the money gets there.'IRight away-this very now,' as 

they say." We thank Mr. Puitce/ for his generous confidence and witty appeal, and assure him 

that this is our purpose, to revive in more than former splendor and power, that our city may be 

able to help the poor, and empty its cornucopia into the lap of the world. The story of this origin 

of the disaster may be true, in spite of affidavits to the contrary, or may have but a spark of truth 

in its fabric; at all events, the fire commenced at the barn, and grew into THE GREAT 

CONFLAGRATION. Before we summon our eye-witnesses, we are willing to allow the 

inveterate joker of the Ifartord Post to have his bit of fun at their expense, since he is a 

newspaper man and cannot be expeeted to "set down aught in malice" against his brethren. "The 

reporters and correspondents did try to'do the sabject 8 125 

Page  126 IISTORY OF THlE GREAT FIRES justice' in writing Lp the Chicago fire. We can 

imagine them looking on the roaring sea of flames and the crazed multitudes seeking refuge from 

them, and making up their minds deliberately that in the matter of describing the fury of the fire 

and the wild tumult c.' the crowd, nothing was left to exaggeration; they must climb up by dizzy 

successions of polysyllabic adjectives as nearly as possible to the heights of the great occasion, 

and feel then that words were unequal to it; that they had not and could not exaggerate it. Of 

course it piqued their ambitious pens. It occurred at length to one of them that it was an 

exceedingly proper time for bloodshed, that in all this chaos there was a lack-to the reporter a 

painful lack-of devilishness. It was a horrible picture, but it lacked murder to make it complete. 

What so good time as this for hangings and lynchings, and other such bloody carryings on. It was 

such a happy thought, that the first reporter interpolated forthwith into his account the shooting 

down of an incendiary. It took. The reading public licked its intellectual chops and said:'Ah, now 

it begins to be congruous and coherent-like. This is something likeit.' And the reporter thereupon, 

after the manner of the menagerie man tossing raw beef to the tigers, jerked into his account the 

sweet little sentence:'Seven men have just been shot down in the act of kindling incendiary fires.' 

"' Only seven,' growled the public.' There must be more than that; the fire was a very large one.' 

"The reporter was equal to the occasion.'Forty-seven men have already been shot,' he 

telegraphed;'no arrests are made. Incendiaries are shot down wherever taken.' He had kindled to 

it. The raging public wanted blood. He could furnish it. Then it occurred to him to heighten the 

interest by giving names it wanted local and personal color. So with a dash of the pen he strung 

Barney Aaron, the pugilist, to a lamp-post, and shot another notoriety named Tracy, with a file of 

muskets. IIe was 126 

Page  127 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. doing well. The fire was subsiding, but there never 

was such an opportunity for murderers, never a man so handy at inventing them. But the fire was 

the biggest thing the world ever saw, and these were only ordinary murders. Hle had not worked 

brutality enough into the picture. And so, to finish and crown all, he strung up a boy by the heels, 

head downward, and described, with horrible minuteness, how the crowd amused itself by 

stoning him to death. And then that reporter retired from business. Next day General Sheridan, 

who was in command, in reply to some sort of a telegram, possibly asking him if it was not 

feasible to quench the flames with the human gore this sanguinary reporter had set running, said 
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it was very quiet there, and no disturbance of any account. But a blood-thirsty public was not to 

be so deceived.'Ah!' they said,'Sheridan is so used to blood! This is nothing to him. To a man 

who has swam his horse through it in the Shenandoah a mere streetful of blood is nothing. Ah, 

ah! Oh, yes! "very quiet "-that's good; but of course, as a matter of fact, they have shot 

incendiaries, and hung thieves to lamp-posts and stoned them to death, and there is no doubt that 

Barney Aaron and Tracy were killed, for the telegraph has distinctly said so.'" And yet, ten days 

after the event, it turns out that the boy was not inverted and hung and stoned to death, and that 

the soldiers did not shoot anybody, and that nothing of the sort happened. And Barney Aaron, 

who was hung to a lamp-post, sits on the steps of a New York gambling-house, and asseverates 

that he was not killed. That reporter rose to the occasion. He writes with a harrow. Had this hard 

joker, who rightly takes off sensational writing, been a spectator and sufferer on that woful night, 

doubtless he would have felt that a pen dipped in Tartarean flames would have been needed to 

adequately depict the scenes that transpired. "None but an eye-witness can form an idea of the 

fairy and 12 i' 

Page  128 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES power of the fire among the buildings and 

warehouses on the South Side, with the wind blowing a hurricane. At times it seemed but the 

work of a moment for the fire to enter the south ends of buildings, fronting on Randolph, Lake, 

and Water streets, and reappear at the north doors and windows, belching forth in fierce flames 

which often reached the opposite buildings, and then the flames, issuing forth from the buildings 

on both sides of the street, would unite, and present a solid mass of fire, completely filling the 

street from side to side, and shooting upward a hundred feet into the air. Thus was street after 

street filled with flame. Huge walls would topple and fall into the sea of fire, without apparently 

giving a sound, as the roar of the fierce element was so great that all minor sounds were 

swallowed up, and the fall of walls was only perceptible to the eyes. Many of the buildings 

situated along South Water street buried their red-hot rear walls in the water of the river, into 

which they plunged with a hiss. The heat was so intense at times from some of the burning 

buildings that they could not be approached within 150 feet, which accounts for the manner in 

whichl the fire worked back and often against tile wind. Thefire, after reaching the business 

portion of Randol~lh and South Water streets, leaped the river to the North Side in an incredibly 

short space of time, and thence among the wooden buildings on that side, reached the lake shore 

after destroying block after block of happy dwellings. A scene of such utter powerlessness in the 

face of an enemy was never presented as that of this people trying to combat the flames. "Now 

was to be seen the most remarkable sight ever beheld in this or any country. There were from 

50,000 to 75,000 men, women, and children fleeing, by every available street and alley, to the 

southward and westward, attempting to save their clotlhing and their lives. Every available 

vehicle was brought into requisition for use, for which enormous prices were paid. Thousands of 

persons inextricably commingled with horses aid 128 

Page  129 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. vehicles, poor people of all colors and shades, and 

of every nation ality-fi'om Europe, China, and Africa-n-mad with excitement, struggled with 

each other to get away. Many were trampled under foot. Me-n and women were loaded with 

bundles, to whose skirts children were clinging, half-dressed and barefooted, all seeking, a place 

of safbty. hlours afterwards, these people might have been seen in vacant lots, or on the streets 

far out in the sub urbs, stretched in the dust. These are the homeless and destitute, who now call 

on the rich world for food and clothing. One of the most pitiful sights was that of a middle-aged 
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woman on State street, loaded with bundles, struggling through a crowd, singing the Mother 

Goose melody, 'Chickery, Chickery, Crany Crow, I went to the well to wash my toe I' "There 

were hundreds of others likewise distracted, and many, made desperate by whiskey and beer, 

which, firom excess of thirst and in the absence of water, they drank in great quantities, spread 

themselves in every direction, a terror to all they met." Instead, therefore, of considering these 

descriptions which follow as exaoggerations, we do well to remember that all concur in declaring 

that language fails to do justice to the roar and rush of the elemental forces, combining to 

demolish the proudest monument of American enterprise, the glory and boast of our country, and 

the wonder of the world. All things concurred to make this the climax of triumph for the fire-

fiend. Sunday evening seemed to have been designed purposely for a repetition of the horrors of 

Moscow, or the "calamitous and piteous spectacle" of old London. A strong wind, rising at times 

to a hurricane, blew across the city. Every roof was baked dry as tinder by fourteen rainless 

weeks. The power to disseminate and the readiness to receive were there, and but one spark was 

needed to blot out a city and blacken the prairie with houseiess heads. 129 

Page  130 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES CHAPTER XIX. Every thinking man inquires for 

a philosophy of the fire, and the world wishes to guard itself from a recurrence of the calamity 

that has fallen like a thunderblast on the Great West. Mr. Charles Barnard thus writes of THE 

REMOTE CAUSE OF THE WESTERN FIRES. Chicago has burned down, and whole square 

miles of western land are burned up. That misguided cow and unhappy lamp have been berated 

enough. If the barn had been damp with recent rains perhaps the fire had gone no farther. Certain 

is it that if the roof-tops had not been baked dry by a summer's drought Chicag,o would not have 

mourned her lost children and ruined homes. Had not those Wisconsin fields been as ashes in the 

dry wind, had plentiful rains drenched the Michigan woods, the country would have been happier 

to-day. Everything there was as dry as tinder, say all the papers. Now whose fault was it? People 

with more piety than wisdom may say, in a horrified way: "What a question! Do you arraign the 

acts of Providence?" No. There has been blame somewhere. We are not inclined to shift it upon 

heaven. Men, not Providence, brought this calamity upon us. It is we who have created these dry 

summers. Hiad there been no drought there had been no such wide ruin. The time was when such 

long-continued dry seasons were not known. Men can and do change the character of climates. 

We can cause the rain to fall, or drive away the clouds. Men have altered the temperature and 

moved the dew-point. The farmers of the lNorthern States are, in a measure, responsible for the 

series of dry summers that have prevailed for the last ten years. Meteorology is beginning to take 

a high position. We have alapped the winds, and can signal the coming storm to the sailor and 
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matter of guesswork. Cause and effect are as sure in the clouds as on the ground. Observing the 

effect, we can trace the cause. Given this series of dry summers, science points to the cause-our 

denuded forests. In our foolish American haste we have wastefully cut down the trees, dried up 

the springs, raised the temperature, so that precipitation of moisture is reduced, and have driven 

the rain away in useless clouds or invisible vapor over the Atlantic. Chicago is burned down, and 

we are solemnly saying, " How heavy is the hand of heaven upon us!" We have prayed for rain 

one day of the week, and driven it away with an axe on six. The mischief is done, and the best 

thing we can now do is to examine the matter with a view to future prevention. How shall we 

bring back the rain? How restore our forests? Simply by planting our woods anew. This is not a 
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new or untried idea. Artificial woods are no longer a novelty in Europe. There this whole matter 

is well understood. In parts of the Continent foresters are appointed by government. It is their 

duty to inspect all standing forests. Schools of arboriculture are established. The habits of the 

trees are considered, the soil examined, and tree-plantinig carried on over hundreds of square 

miles. For every tree cut down one or more new ones must be set. Nurseries, producing millions 

of young trees, do thriving business in supplying this material. Under the advice of the foresters 

the new forests extend year by year. On the rocky hills of Scotland the oak, maple, and chestnut 

are planted; the willow is set out by the million on the marsh-like "polders" of Holland; about 

Utrecht, and on the sandy plains of Zelderland, near Arnhlicim, the traveller passes artificial 

pinie-forests by the hour. In view of these western fires it is high time we prepared to imitate our 

transatlantic friends. At once the great cost of such an undertaking comes up. Now we think it 

can be shown that 131 
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will get itself done fast enough. The land used for such forest is generally fit for nothing else. We 

have millions of acres that are barren wastes-an eyesore and a tax on the owners. By examining 

the most flourishing trees growing in similar soil in the neighborhood, we can decide what to 

plant. By sowing the seed or buying young trees a year old, we can soon start a forest that in 

twenty years will bring a cash return that will cover the cost of planting, interest, and taxes, and 

leave a margin of profit besides. To come down to details, let me present an estimate prepared 

for a gentleman who had a hundred acres of nearly valueless land in Eastern Massachusetts. It 

was a continual tax-bill, and brought no return whatever. The land was valued at fifty dollars an 

acre. The interest for twenty years would be $6,000; the taxes, $5,000. If hlie did nothing to the 

land hlie would be $6,000 out of pocket at the end of that time. There was a fence round the 

whole lot that it was estimated would cost twenty dollars a year to maintain. Each acre would 

hold five hundred trees, or fifty thousand in all. The trees could be bought for $1,500. The 

planting would cost about $600. The trees, at the present price of posts and sleepers, would be 

worth at least seventy-five cents each. To sum up: Interest.................................. $6,000 

Taxes..................................... 5,000 Fencing................................... 400 Oversight, at $50 per 

year................... 1,000 Fifty thousand trees......................... 1,500 Planting.................................. 

600 $14,500 Fifty thousand trees at 75 cts................ 37,500 Five per cent. loss.......................... 

7,360 $30,200 Cost...................................... 14,500 $15,700 132 

Page  133 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. The care would be slight, as there is no culture of 

any kind. Certainly this would be a nice little piece of property to leave tc the children, or set 

them up in life with. Were the trees cut down, the place could be replanted. With better kinds of 

trees and more time, a greater price could be obtained. The trees to be used were maples and 

chestnuts. The Scotch are noted for minding the "mickle" that brings the "muckle," and the 

Zelderlanders are the closest-fisted people in Europe. That they plant trees in countless thousands 

proves they have an eye on the above chleerful pennies. CHAPTER XX. Whatever the indirect 

cause of the fire, it is plain that the immediate aggravating conditions were such as rarely occur. 

Long-continued positive drought, peculiar dryness of the atmosphere, a heavy wind that 

increased to a tornado, vast l masses of pine wood and coal, weary firemen, and finally utter loss 

of water to feed the engines, account for what followed, and prepare us to accept the glowing 

paragraphs and solemn lines which tell the tale of general and individual woe. THE POST' S 

VERSION. At 9.32 an alarm was sounded, summoning the brigade to the corner of Jefferson and 
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DeKoven streets. Ere the first engine was on the ground, the flame had enveloped half a dozen 

outbuildings, and was pouring its columns upon the city to the southward and eastward with the 

resistless grandeur and celerity of a barbaric invasion. The firemen, convinced of the 

impossibility of saving anything in the district now attacked, confined their efforts to checking 

the northward march of the fire. Heroic as these efforts were, they were in vain. The flames ran 

along the wooden sidewalks, and wb)le tenements would burst into flames as simultaneously as 

if 133 
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narrow streets were crowded with appalled spectators, half-dressed women with aprons thrown 

over their heads running distractedly hither and thither, and men tearing furniture to pieces in the 

furious haste with which they flung it out of doors or dragged it through the crowd. The element 

had the best of the battle so far. Engine No. 14, driven back foot by foot, was penned in a narrow 

alley; in another moment a gush of flame came from the rear, and the firemen could only cover 

their eyes from the blinding heat and stagger desperately to safety through the burning belt that 

fringed them round, abandoning the engine. Still they fought on gallantly. The advance of the 

fire was strongly defined in two great columns running north, one between Jefferson and Clinton 

streets, the other between Clinton and Canal streets. The latter led the way, and as one o'clock 

struck, had seized the buildings on Van Buren street, while the other was spreading more slowly 

along West Hlarrison. One o'clock had just struck, and a sudden puff of the variable wind blew 

down a curved wing of the great golden-red cloud above our heads. It fell like the sheer of a 

sabre, and in a second a red glare shot up on the South Side, as if the blow had fallen on a helmet 

and sent up a glitter of sparks and a spurt of blood. The fire had overleaped the narrow river and 

lodged itself in the very heart of the South Division. The angry bell tolled out, and in a moment 

the bridges were choked with a roaring, struggling crowd, through which the engines cleft a 

difficult way toward the new peril. The wind had piled up a pyramid of rustling flame and smoke 

into the mid-air. Lower currents at times varied and drove tides of fire athwart the great roaring 

stream. When these met, eddies that made the eye dizzy were formed, which sucked up blazing 

brands and embers into their momentary whirl, and then flung them earthward. In such a fiery 

maelstrom had a shower of sparks and large fragments of detached roofing been hurled into the 

neighborhood of the old Armory. The skirmish 134: 

Page  135 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ing was over, and man and fire were now grappling 

in earnest where the prize was millions of money and hundreds of lives. When once the fire had 

established itself in the South Division the task of following the course or describing its ravages 

in detail became an utter impossibility. As well might a private soldier endeavor to paint 

Waterloo, Sedan, or Gravelotte. All that the writer can say is that everybody was mad, and 

everything was hell. The earth and sky were fire and flames; the atmosphere was smoke. A 

perfect hurricane was blowing, and drew the fiery billows with a screech through the narrow 

alleys between the tall buildings as if it were sucking them through a tube; great sheets of flames 

literally flapped in the air like sails on shipboard. The sidewalks were all ablaze, and the fire ran 

along them almost as rapidly as a man could walk. The wooden block pavements, filled with an 

inflammable composition, were burning in parallel lines like a gridiron. Showers of sparks, 

intermingled with blaz ing brands, were borne aloft by one eddy of the breeze, and rained down 

into the street by the next, while each glowed a moment and was gone, or burned sullenly, like 

the glare of an angry eye. Roofing became detached in great sheets, and drove down the sky like 
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huge blazing arrows. The dust and smoke filled one's eyes and nostrils with bitter and irritating 

clouds. There was fire everywhere, under foot, overhead, around. It ran alcng tindery roofs, it 

sent out curling wisps of blue smoke from under eaves, it smashed glass with an angry crackle, 

and gushed out in a torrent of red and black; it climbed in delicate tracery up the fronts of 

buildings, licking up with a serpent tongue little bits of woodwork; it burst through roofs with a 

rattling rush, and hung out towering blood-red signals of victory. The flames were of all colors, 

pale pink, gold, scarlet, crimson, blood-hued, amber. In one place, on a tower covered with 

galvanized iron sheets, the whole roof burned of a light green, while the copper nails were of a 

beautiful sparkling ruby. Over all was the frowning sky, covered with clouds varied by an 

occasional undazzled star. 135 
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maddened by heat and noise, and irritated by falling sparks, neighlied and screamed with 

affrighlt and anger, and reared, and kicked, and bit each other, or stood with drooping tails and 

rigid legs, ears laid back, and eyes wild with amazement, shivering as if with cold. The dogs ran 

wildly hither and thither, snufflng, eagerly at every one, and occasionally sitting down on their 

haunches to howl dismally. When there was a lull in the fire, far-away dogs could be heard 

barking, and cocks crowing at the unwonted light. Cats ran along ridge-poles in the bright glare, 

and came pattering into the street with dropsical tails. Great brown rats with bead-like eyes were 

ferreted out from under the sidewalks by the flames, and scurried hither and thither along the 

streets, kicked at, trampled upon, hunted down. Flocks of beautiful pigeons, so plentiful in the 

city, wheeled into the air aimlessly, circled blindly once or twice, and were drawn into the maw 

of the fiery hell raging beneath. At one bird-fancier's store on Madison street, near La Salle, the 

wails of the scorched birds, as the fire caught them, were piteous as those of children. The 

firemen labored like heroes. Grimy, dusty, hoarse, soaked with water, time after time they 

chairged up to the blazing foe only to be driven back to another position by its increasing fierce 

ness or to abandon as hopeless their task. Or, while hard at work, suddenly the wind would shift, 

a puff of smoke would come from a building behind them, followed by belching flames, and then 

they would see that they were far outflanked. There was nothing for it then but to gather up the 

hlose, pull helmets down on their heads, and with voice and lash to urge the snorting horses 

through the flame to safety beyond. The people were mad. Despite the police-indeed the police 

were powerless-they crowded upon frail cogns of vantage, as fences, and high sidewalks propped 

on rotten piles, which fell b,eneath their weight and hurled them, bruised and bleeding, into t36 

Page  137 IN CHICAGO AID THE WEST. the dust. They stumbled over broken furniture a d 

fell, and were trampled under foot. Seized with wild and causeless panics they surged together 

backwards and forwards in the narrow streets, cursiig, threatening, imploring, fighting to get 

free. Liquor flowed like water, for the saloons were broken open and despoiled, and imen on all 

sides were to be seen fi'enzied with drink. Fourth avenue and Griswold street had emptied their 

denizens into the throng. Ill-omened and obscene birds of night were they. Villanous, haggard 

with debauch, and pinched with misery, flitted through the crowd, collarless, ragged, dirty, 

unkempt, these negroes with stolid faces, and white men who fatten on the wages of shame; 

glided through the mass like vultures in search of prey. They smashed winlows reckless of the 

severe wounds inflicted on their naked hands, and with bloody fingers rifled impartially till, 

shelf, and cellar, fighting viciously for the spoils of their forays. Women, hollow-eyed and 

brazen-faced, with foul drapery tied over their heads, their dresses half torn firomn their skinny 
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bosoms, and their feet thrust into trodden-down slippers, moved here and there, stealing, 

scolding shrilly, and laughing, with one another at some particularly "splendid" gush of flame, or 

"beautiful" falling-in of a roof. One woman on Adams street was drawn out of a burning house 

three times, and rushed back wildly into the blazing ruin each time, insane for the moment. 

Everywhere dust, smoke, flame, heat, thunder of falling walls, crackle of fire, hissing of water, 

panting of engines, shouts, braying of trumpets, roar of wind, tumult, confusion, and uproar. 

From the roof of a tall stable and warehouse to which the writer clambered the sight was one of 

unparalleled sublimity and terror. He was above almost the whole fire, for the buildings in the 

locality were all small wooden structures. The crowds directly under him could not be 

distinguished because of the curling volumes of crimsoned smoke through which an occasional 

scarlet lift could be seen. He could feel the heat and smoke, and heal 137 
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but little imagi nation to believe one's self looking over the adamantine balwarks of hell into the 

bottomless pit. On the left, where two tall b-ildings were in a blaze, the flame piled up high over 

our heads, making a lurid background against which were limned in strong relief the people on 

the roofs between. Fire was a strong painter and dealt in weird effects, using only black and red, 

and laying them boldly on. We could note the very smallest actions ot these figures-a branch-

man wiping the sweat from his brow with his cuff and resetting his helmet, a spectator shading 

his eyes with his hand to peer into the fiery sea. Another gesticulating wildly with clenched fist 

brought down on the palm of his hand, as he pointed toward some unseen thing. To the right the 

faces of the crowd in the street could be seen, but not their bodies. All were white and upturned, 

and every feature was as strongly marked as if it had been part of an alabaster mask. Far away, 

indeed for miles around, could be seen, ringed by a circle of red light, the sea of housetops 

broken by spires and tall chimneys, and the black and angry lake on which were a few pale, 

white sails. As many as a dozen different fires were raging at once; the flames on Wells, 

Franklin, and Market streets marched steadily toward the north-east, crossing Madison street, 

below Wells. But before they had reached this point, the Union Bank and Oriental Building were 

on fire, the Chamber of Commerce was seamed with thin wreaths of smoke, the low brick block 

opposite the Sherman House was ablaze, and the roof of the Court iouse was strewn with embers, 

each of which sank out of sight to be succeeded by ominous puffs of pale-blue smoke, slowly 

reddening. It was this peculiar progress of the flames which lent to the great fire a distinctive and 

terrible cl aracter. The flames advanced like the advance of an army. Single Uhlans skirmished 

here and there far in front, then small detachments 138 

Page  139 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. cut off the weaker and outlying forces, then well 

developed battles took place around the stout buildings, which stood firm like the squares of the 

Old Guard amid the rout at Waterloo, and finally the main body of fire came up and swept these 

solitary resisting eddies into the great general tide of ruin. So while the scenes in one street and 

at one hour might stand for those in the city generally and through the whole night, yet around 

each of the great buildings, as the Court House and the gigantic hotels, episodes of peculiar and 

thrilling interest took place. At the Court House the fire had comm,nic.+td with the roof and 

dome several times, only to be extinguished. Finally it caught such a hold that the tower had to 

be abandoned. The great bell, which had been clanging fitfully all night, now kept up one 

incessant rattle, the machinery having been set by the keeper as he descended. The buildings on 

all sides were in flames, and the streets filled with the ruins of fallen walls. The prisoners in the 
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County Jail, almost suffocated with smoke, ran to the doors of their cells and shook the iron bars 

with the strength of frenzy, uttering dreadful yells and imprecations of despair, as a horrid fear 

that they were to be burnt alive possessed them. Captain Hickey, seeing that there was no hope 

of saving the building, ordered the cells to be unlocked, and in a moment the released prisoners, 

all bareheaded, many barefooted, rushed into the street, yelling like demons. A large truck, 

loaded with ready-made clothing, was passing the corner of Randolph street at the time, and in a 

moment the convicts swarmed upon it, emptied it of the contents, and fled to remoter alleys and 

dark passages to don their plunder and disguise themselves. Not all, however, escaped. Those 

charged with murder, except Nealy, accused of murdering a man on Canal street, were securely 

handcuffed and led away between guards, scowling and downcast. Meanwhile the bell still 

jangled, the flames lit up the faces of the great clock with more than noontide light, the building 

glowed without and within like a furnace. 139 
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3.10, the dome sank a little, rocked, then fell with a tremendous crash and clang while a pyramid 

of red fire and black cloud towered up for a mo. ment and then melted into the general blaze. The 

Sherman HIouse, with its hundreds of windows, resisted stoutly. The flames were around it and 

beyond, but it stood ul majestic, its white walls rosy and its windows bright with the reflected 

glare. The roof and woodwork were smoking in places, but for nearly an hour the house held 

good. Suddenly a spurt of flame came from a window in the third story on the southern face, 

another and another followed, and in twenty minutes, from every window hung out a red festoon, 

while great coils of black smoke twisted around the eaves and met above the roof with the flames 

already bursting through. Then all was over, and people could only watch it burn. It was broad 

day now, and the sun was up. At least asmall crimson ball hung in a pall of smoke, and people 

said that was the sun. For the rest, all consciousness of the hour and date was lost. The wind had 

freshened, and the tumult increased The fire had pursued its inexorable march in the van of the 

south-west wind across the south side of the river. Toward the west it had burned more slowly, 

and it was nearly noon before the distilleries at Madison street bridge yielded. The north side was 

already attacked in a dozen places. Of the south division, between State street and the river, all 

the slighter buildings had been wiped out, many of the larger edifices were in ruins, and a few of 

the stoutest were still ablaze, islands of fire. Streets and blocks were no longer distin guishable. 

The gap beween the ruins were, it is true, still filled with people, but they were not working to 

save anything. There was nothing to save, no place whence to escape. The tumnult was still loud, 

but it was changed in its character. It was now the wailing of children seeking their parents, of 

mothers seeking their families, of men maudlin with liquor and stupefied with 140 
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Page  143 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. grief bewailing their losses. The curious now 

pressed forward to see, and the dishonest to steal. These comning from the west and extreme 

south, met the throngs flying fiom the north, and made human eddies in every street. But the fire 
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was practically over, the battle had rolled away to the northward, leaving, behind it its ruins, 

tl:lroughl which poured the fugitive and the wounded, those who canme on errands of curiosity 

or mercy, and those who prowled about to pillage and destroy. ON THE EXTREME SOUTH. 

That a fire of considerable proportions was raging on the West Side was known at ten o'clock on 

Sunday night to persons resid ing on the South Side, but the fact created so little apprehension 

that people sought their beds, and many never knew of the awful destruction until their usual 

rising hour in the morning. This, however, was not true of people living north of Twelfth street, 

for long before daybreak they were fully warned of the destruction which came upon most and 

threatened all. At two o'clock a reporter of The Post ran from his residence to Polk street bridge. 

The fire at that time had not crossed the river so far south, but to those residing between the river 

and the lake it seemed, from the flamnes, that the fire was immediately upon them. No one knew 

the extent the disaster had attained even at that hour; none would have believed it. From the 

bridge the West Side seemed all in flames. The crowd cried, Is the river a barrier? Will it stay the 

stalking fiend? The answer came from the flame itself It did not cross the bridge, for that had 

been swung open, it leaped the river at a single leap, and caught in a hot and destructive embrace 

the lumber yard lying south of Polk street. So sudden was its crossing that numbers of persons 

standing upon the approach to the bridge narrowly escaped suffocation, and saved themselves 

only by a hasty retreat through the hot, black smoke that already swept across the street. On the 

north side were the old Bridewell buildings, which were being, used as 9 143 
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buildings were of wood. In a moment they were in flames. In the lockup were twenty-five 

prisoners. The keeper opened the door and bid them run for their lives. They leaped from the 

crackling ruin and ran from death withl a fleetness that they never displayed with a policeman 

pursuing. One prisoner was lying upon the floor stupidly drunk. The keeper could not rouse him. 

To Sherman street and Clark, to Fourth and Third avenues, to State street and Wabash avenue 

ran backl the cry, " The flames are upon us! God alone can stop theIn!" That cry of horror woke 

every one to frenzied exertions, and, for blocks and blockls, the people who inhabited the houses 

did nothing but throw out furniture from the homes that they felt were certain to be doomned. 

The gas ceased to burn, but the fierce fire furnished a ghastly light by which every one could 

work. The streets were crowded bvy halfclad multitudes. Frightened horses were hastily 

harnessed into wagons, and every one who could command a vehicle commenced to move. 

Hurried on by the hlowling wind, the flames spread northward and swept away block upon block 

of the wooden tenements which were crowded into that quarter of the city; but though the 

general direction of the fire was northward, yet the fierce heat fought in the face of the blast, and 

though slowly, yet surely, gained in the south. Running down Clark to Taylor, and onI Taylor to 

the river, the writer found himself south of the fire. From Polk street the flame had eaten back 

until it had found Gurney's tannery, which, with its cords upon cords of dry bark, miade a morsel 

that was soon devoured. On the West Side, the immense brick walls of the Chicago Dock 

Company's storehouse presented a formidable barrier to the further southward progress of the 

flames, but along the dock the sheds were burning. The framework seemed of harder wood than 

the cov erinlgs, for while the boards were rapidly consumed the beams 144 

Page  145 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. were but slowly devoured. The framework fretted 

with fire looked like a golden grapery. Upon the building a stream from a single engine was 

pouring, but as well might one oppose the straw of a pigmy to the sword of a giant. Looking, 
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down the river, Polk street bridge was seen tumbling into the stream that quenched its burning 

timbers. Burning rafts floated upon the water. Tugs with steam up essayed to reach the brig 

Fontinella, which was lying at the dock near the burning tannery. Twice they made the attempt 

and twice fell back. A third was useless. The flames boarded her, ran up her rigging, cut her 

loose to float from the dock, and left her a blackened hull. The stone-yard of the Illinois Stone 

Company prevented the fire running southward on the river side, but the wooden houses on 

Wells street were quickly in flames. Looking northward, the street was a fiery vista. A lot of 

Norwegian emigrants were grouped about. They were stupid with fear, and had to be almnost 

forced from the street. IReturning as he went the writer reached the corner of Clark and Polk 

streets, awhere St. Peter's German Catholic Church is located. To it as to the sanctuaries in the 

old feudal times the people had crowded for safety. Its portals were piled up with the Lares and 

Penates of many a burning home. A block across, the flame was seen running up the golden 

cross that topped St. Louis Church. A moment later the church was in ashes. On the west of 

Sherman street, running from Taylor to Polk, from Polk to Harrison, and terminating on Van 

Buren street in the nmagnificent passenger depot, were the long freight houses of the Michigan 

Southern Railroad. Those who had the coolness to think thought that these would save the 

district east of them, a hope that could hardly be entertained in the face of the fact that the 

massive stone passenger depot was toppling into ruin; and yet these brick depots did save 

everything between them and the lake. A portion of the massive walls of the Pacific Hotel was 

seen to tumble, and to the East and North 145 
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heaid but the roar of the flames which sounded just like the roar of the sea. It was nearly 

daylight. The water supply had given out, but no one in the south part of the city dreamed that 

the water had ceased because a mile and a half away the walls of the Water Workls had tumbled 

upon the engines. People merely supposed that the fire engines had exhausted the supply. Even 

then the man who would have predicted the burning of the North Side would have been 

considered a madman. Anxious to see the situation down town, the writer essayed to proceed 

thither by Clark street. Hle could not reach Van Buren. State was open as far as Madison. Potter 

Palmer's buildings were tumbling in. Hissing and hurrying on came the flames. They laughed 

and crackled and roared with demoniac humor. Darting at huge piles of masonry they kissed 

them with fatal fervor, and rushing on with hellish appetite they embraced whole blocks of brick 

and marble, leaving them dust and ashes. Driven back on State street, the writer reached the 

Palmer House. Porters stationed at the doors refused entrance to any but recognized reporters. 

The Sherman was gone, the Tremont was in ashes, the Briggs had shared the common ruin, the 

massive Pacific was a red-hot ruin, the Bigelow in the next block was crackling; the question 

was, Shall we have a hotel left? And the people in the Palmer had the madness to believe that the 

Palmer would be saved. In half an hour it too was a shapeless mass of stone and mortar. It was 

broad day. The wind had niot lulled nor the fire ceased. On and on sped the flames in their 

hurried and horrible march of death and desolation. Strong men who loved Chicago better than 

they loved many a friecnd, bowed their heads and wept at her destruction. Terror was written 

upon the face of some; despair stared from the countenance of others. BMany for the moment 

believed the last day had come. People prayed, and cursed, and hurried on, and at their backs was 

the ever-con suming, horrid hell of flame 146 
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Page  147 IN CHICAGO AD THE WEST. It is proper to narrate how the flames were stayed in 

their progress southward. At the corner of Clark and Harrison streets the Jones school was 

burned. A wooden primary on the same lot escaped destruction. Why it escaped would be 

curious to know. The flames, as if weary of the awful race they had run, did not cross the street. 

At the corner of Fourth avenue and Harrison street the Jewish Synagogue burned fiercely, but the 

Otis block of brick buildings, on the northeast corner of the street, did not burn. At the corner of 

Third avenue and Harrison, men with chains pulled down a wooden residence which, though it 

was consumed, did not burn fiercely. At the corner of State and IHarrison, O'Neil's brick block 

was blown up by powder, and prevented the further spread in that direction. At the corner of 

Harrison and Wabash avenue the Methodist Church stood as if defying the flames, and as though 

it uttered with the voice of authority, "Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther." The flames did not 

cross Wabash avenue south of Congress street, one block north of Harrison; and the south side of 

Congress was saved, the Michigan Avenue Hotel standing upon the corner like the huge 

battlement of a fortress that had withstood a siege. By noon the fire had ceased in its progress 

southward, and, except by uncertain rumor (and during all the fire mnany-tongued rumnor spread 

its baleful tales more rapidly than ran the wild fire), no one south of Harrison street knew the 

desolation which reigned in the North Division. Nor was it known that the city's situation had 

excited the active sympathy of its neighbors, and that steam engines had upon the wings of steam 

flown to our rescue. The lake front was filled with household goods piled in the utmost 

confusion. Weary watchers stood guard about their little all; and hundreds of people, homeless 

and without property of any kind, were lying about exhausted. The last was a grievous 

%inoyance, but the roar of the fire was a positive terror which 147 

Page  148 HISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES drove minor considerations from the mind. From 

the lake firont, the destruction of the palatial block of residences known as Ter- race Row was 

watched with intense interest. Its burning, although occurring in the day-time, when the 

spectacular effect of fire is greatly lost, was one of the remarkable scenes of the great tragedy. If 

it alone had burned, all the rhetoric at the cor.manld of the writers on the press would have been 

used in its d scription. IN THIE NORTH DIVISION. The citizens of the North Division, up to 

three o'clock on that terrible Monday morning, put their trust in the river and Providence, hoping 

that their side of the city, at least, would escape. This was not to be. The rolling ludson itself 

could hardly have stayed that temnpest-driven tide of flame which was hurled irresistibly to the 

main branch of the Chicago river. Already, at three o'clock, the court-house bell had tolled the 

funeral requiem of Chicago, the gas-works had exploded, the hotels had succumbed. The air was 

hot with the breath of fiends, and the fiery brands that crossed the city on the wings of the storm 

obscured the stars above, and rendered blood-red the flood beneath, while they rained a lava-

shower on the roofs of dwellings, factories, and storehouse -a shower that to describe would need 

the pen of the great novelist who has chronicled the desolation of Pomnpeii. Ere yet the bridge-

railings on the south side of the river had ignited, North Water street was blazing, almost along 

the entire line. The terror on the North Side now became a panic. The thousands who had crossed 

the river to see the fire in the West and South Divisions, came pouring back over the bridges and 

through the tunnel, all hurrying to their homes and friends-all flying from the furious enemy that 

roared and howled behind them. The noise of the exploding material used in blowing up houses 

in the track of the flames reminded one of the booming of 148 
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Page  149 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. heavy siege guns, and the commune and the reign 

of terror were being realized in the very heart of the Garden City of the West. Wells and State 

street bridges were caught by the flames, and wvere soon enveloped by them from one end to the 

other. La Salle street tunnel drew in the mi,ghty volume of flame from the southl, and became a 

submarine hell. With electric velocity the flames seized upon the frame blocks fronting the river 

on the north, and leaped from square to square faster than an Arab steed could gallop. The brands 

formed a kind of infernal skirmish line, feeling the way for the grand attack. The storm howled 

with the fuiry of a maniac, the flames raged and roared with the un chained malice of a million 

fiends. Nothing human could stand before, or check these combined elements of annihilation. 

They defied man's greatest efforts, and appeared to be kindled and fed by the arch-demon 

himself. When the fire had passed Kinzie street the terror was something indescribable. Every 

available means of conveyancewagons, buggies, drays, carriages, hacks, and even hearses-were 

used to convey from danger the terror-stricken people and such household goods as they could 

bear away. Thousands, hastily summoned from their beds, escaped from their already burning 

homes in tlieir nighlt-garments. The Nicholson pavement in the streets was on fire in every 

direction. The flames did not advance in a solid column as on the south side, but brokle into 

sections, starting Conflagrations here and there, while the great main fire rushed upon what was 

left, and made havoc of the whole. The fire spared one corner of Kinzie street, a few houses 

between AMarket street and the bridge, one elevator (Newberry's) a fewv lumber yards, and a 

coal yard or two. With this exception it swept along the North Branch to the gas-works, taking 

every stick and stone that lay in its line. If it forgot anything, by accident, it would return like an 

unsated hyena, and lick up the miserable remains. It did not take a regular course on the 149 

Page  150 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES north side. Some streets were ablaze half a dozen 

squares ahead of the big fire. It worked with the wind and against it, with a frightful impartiality. 

It held a direct northward course to Division street bridge, near the gas-works, where there are 

some large vacant lots, rather damnp, and without any combustible surroundings. At this point it 

took an oblique turn eastward, toward Lincoln Park, leaving the Ne6wberry School on North 

avenue, and sweeping along to Lincoln avenue to Dr. Dver's new house, where, on that side, it 

halted, haviong burned itself out. It left a couple of frame buildings in front of the park entrance, 

sparing the fine park itself, hardly a shrub being injmured. Not so with the old cemeteries, 

Protestant and Catholic. The grass on the graves was burned, the wooden crosses were 

consumed, and the gravestones were splintered into dust. The trees were withered like dry 

leaves, hardly a skeleton remaining, while furniture piled there for safety by the earlier fugitives 

only served to make a funeral pyre. The very pest-house, down on the lake shore, was burned to 

the ground, the miserable patients being obliged to seek in the water the fate from which they 

fled. The afrighlted fugitives in the cemeteries fled madly towards the park, while the air 

resounded with their cries and lamentations. Aieanwhile the conflagration swept eastward to the 

lake, takling everything that lay before it. By this time daylight was beginning to dawn, and with 

it the great water works, the pride of the citet were discovered to be charred and unrecognizable 

ruins. To describe this fire in its details through the North Division would be utterly impossible. 

It was like a battle, where all was din, smoke, confusion, and turmoil. Each individual of the 

vast, fleeing tide can tell a different story of peril and escape. Before that awfuil front of flame 

the streets yet unburned were packed and jammed with myriads of human beings of every age, 

sex, and condition. It reminded one of a disastrous retreat, the baggage blocking up the 

highways, while the very horses were burned to 150 
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Page  151 IN CHICAGO A'D THE WEST. death beneath the loads of household goods crowded 

upon their wagons. HIundreds of the affrighted animals ran away, mad with paini and terror, 

crushing in their flight men, women, and children. The principal lines of retreat for the north side 

community living west of Clark street and north of Oak street were over Erie and Indiana street, 

Chicago avenue, and North avenue bridges. They retired to the prairie in the neighborhood of the 

rolling mills, or else took refiuge with their terrified and trembling friends in the West Division. 

The North Side, taking a line from Canal street north, was completely annihilated. The little 

portion that escaped belonged more properly to the north-western section. On Erie street and 

Chicago avenue the loss of life was fearful. The bridges were choked with fugitives and baggage. 

The wagons became entangled, and the frightened people either plunged into the river and were 

drowned, or else fell down never to rise, suffocated by the frighltful smoke. The scene was 

enough to unnerve the stoutest heart. Through the hlellish splendor of mingled gloom and fire 

thle tall church steeples loomed proudly against the fiery firmament. The first spire that went 

down was that of the IIoly NameRPoman Catholic-Churlch, on State street. The crash was 

fearful, and was only exceeded by the terrific noise produced by the falling of the North 

Presbyterian Church, on Cass street, a moment later. It was a sad sighlt to see the beautiful little 

church of Robert Collyer succumb to the pitiless enemy; and the hardly less beautiful German 

Catholic Church of St. Joseph met the same untimely doom. And sad was it to see the fine rows 

of stately trees, which formed the shade of the North Side streets, go down like grass, withered 

and blackened. The marble can be replaced and the stone can be laid afresh, but many a long 

year must pass ere we shall see again the maples and poplars and elms. Those of the North Side 

inhabitants who lived in that section lying between Clark street on the west and Lake on the east, 

and 151 

Page  152 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES between Chicago avenue on the north and the 

river on the south, were the last to suffer. They expected that the flames would pass by them, as 

they had already burned up to the Newberry school before Rush street was engulphed. This hope, 

like so many others, was doomed to be of short duration. Very soon the cry arose that Rtusli 

street bridge was burning, while the arge reap ing machine factory of C. II. IcCormiick was 

discovered to be a blazing ruin. Presently the old Lake IHIouse, built in 1837, and situated on 

MAlichigan, near the corner of Rush street, shot up a column of flame, which proclaimed that 

the fiend had seized upon it. This was the signal for a general stampede. The roughlis that 

infested the lower streets, near the river, broke into the saloons and drank what liquor they could 

find. Many of these ruffians were draymen and wharf-rats, and their conduct was ruffianly in the 

extreme. Hiell seemed to have vomited these wretches forth as fitting denizens of the fiery ail 

around them. The robbers broke into and sacked many houses, the inhabitants thereof being only 

too glad to get away at any price. Retreat to the north was cut off, for already the flames had 

fired the water works and were burning the pier at the foot of Superior street. The destruction of 

Rush street bridge precluded a southward flight, and, besides, the South Side was one ocean of 

fire. Everything, was burned on a line with Rush street, and that was already beginning to go. 

Language cannot portray the scenes that ensued. Everything was placed on some kind of vehicle, 

horses were let loose from their stables, children were flung into carts with their half crazy 

mothers, the lower orders were raging drunk, while the respectable people were wholly 

demoralized. For a time it looked as if the final day had come for all these thousands, for the fire 

was rushing down upon them like an avenging spirit. On most faces was depicted terror; on the 
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fewer calm indifference or detestable brutality. Women cried out for aid to save their little ones. 
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Page  153 IN CHICAGO AND TIIE WVEST. entreaties were disregarded, or else were made the 

theme for ri bald jokes by the inebriated ruffians from the purlieus of North Water and Kinzie 

streets. Hlappy were those women and chil dren who had husbands and father to protect them. 

Where were all these affrighted beings tending to? The cry of "To the sands! To the sands!" was 

heard on every side, and to the sands everybody fled as by common intuition. The "Sands" have 

long been notorious in the annals of the city. They used to be infested with the vilest of vile 

rookeries until long John Wentworth, when he was Mayor of Chicago, became a justifiable 

incendiary and burned them all out. Since then they have been almost deserted. They are that 

portion ot the lake shore lying between St. Clair street and Lake Michigan, and between the 

North Pier and the Water Works. A more desolate place could hardly be imagined. The sand 

there has been drifted into small mountains, which half conceal knots of miserable shanties, 

wherein the Arabs of the North Side used to dwell. In most parts these houses reached nearly to 

the water's edge. In a few places there was an extent of some hundred yards in width. The place 

might have been comparatively safe firom the fire, only that at the foot of Erie street was the 

large wooden bath house, dry as tinder, and along the southern section, toward the pier, stretched 

an immense varnish factory, an oil refinery, and a long range of sheds in which pitch and tar 

were stored in large barrels. All this made the situation anything but pleasant, and very far from 

secure. All the space unoccupied by houses and lumber was, on that eventful morning, crowded 

with trunks, bedsteads, mattrasses, pianos, chairs, tables, bundles of clothing, feather-beds, 

people, horses, wagons, and almost everything that goes to make up a large city; besides there 

were numerous barrels of whiskey which had been rolled down from the hell shops further up by 

the dissolute wretches. Day wasjust breaking when the conflagration had reached the 153 

Page  154 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES edge of the sands. The gale continued to drive 

with fury, and the sand and smoke combined to pelt the very eyes out of the wretched thousands 

crowded on that desolate place. Soon the smoke became so dense that the sands were dark as at 

midnight. The strongest constitution could not look that wind in the teeth and remain alive. The 

people fled down to the very water, while the flames burst through the dense smoke and leaped 

after them. The fiery brands fell amid the furniture and bed clothing, soon setting the entire shore 

in a blaze. Hundreds of horses broke from their owners and ran into the lake; the wagons, which 

were run into the water for safety, took fire where they stood, and burned to the water's edge. 

Scores of horses perished in the waves, which, even against the wind, leaped upon the shore like 

mad things of life. At nine o'clock on Monday morning, sixteen hours after the breaking out of 

the conflagration, the varnish factory and the rest took fire, raising a wall of flame between the 

people and the west. All nowv gave themselves up for lost. The brands camne down by 

thousands, causing the water to hiss where they fell. The clothes of women canght fire from this 

fatal shower, and one old woman, named McAvoy, w-as burned to death before she could be 

rescued. The smoke grew more dense every moment, and the sense of suffocation was dreadful. 

Women screamed in utter despair, while the poor children were stricken mute with terror. A 

number of people were smothered at the bath house. Thousands threw themselves on their faces 

in the hot sand, while hundreds rushed into the lake up to their necks. The final day could not 

have brought more terror with its dawn. The great fear was that the north pier itself would go, in 

which event hundreds, if not thousands, of people must have perished. Fortunately, between the 
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varnish factory and the foot of the pier there lay a broad expanse of sand, and the people on the 

pier used their hats and a few buckets to extinguish the brands that continued to fall 154 

Page  155 IN CHffICAGO AND THE WEST. upon the structure. At eleven o'clock that morning 

the factory was burned out, the pier was saved, and the people began to hope. There was no food 

and no prospect of any. Five large steainers-Goodrich's-were standing out near the crib in the 

lake, and a score of steamers were lying to, under bare poles, watching the tableau on shore. Not 

a sail ventured to approach the sands. The afternoon wore away and the evening shadows were 

coming to lend a deeper gloom to the smoke-wreaths when a fleet of tug-boats, sent down by the 

Mayor, came to the relief of the unfortunates. Mlost of them were taken off and landed, up 

through the heated river, at Kinzie street bridge, while the others slept that night on the shore, 

guarding the few household articles that remained to them. The wreck of home comnforts lay 

along that sorrow-laden beach, and some human beings lay there dead. When the sun went down 

that Monday night, the 10th of October, 1871, he set upon a waste of ruined homes, the lost 

treasures of grief-wrung hearts, all that remained of worldrenowed Chicago. CHAPTER XXII. 

1MIEN are always anxious to search out the origin of things that interest and concern them. 

They spend their energies in the investigation of the origin of the human species, and some are 

even willing to trace their ancestry back to the monkey, or to lower animals. The old Scripture 

remark is verified once more-" I-Iow great a matter a little fire kindleth!" and we are reminded of 

the indefinite influence of trifles upon human destiny. To a very humble and mean source must 

we trace the fire that consumed the great city; and we confess that if God had any retributive 

design, He employed an instrument well calculated to humble 15  

Page  156 ISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES our pride. The reporters are doubtless disposed to 

throw an ail of tragedy around what is commonplace, or to set forth by ludicrous description the 

comedy of the CRADLE OF THE FIRE. The Times said:-Flames were discovered in a small 

stable in the rear of a house on the corner of De IKoven and Jefferson streets Liviing at the place 

indicated was an old Iiishwoman, who had for many years been a pensioner on the county. It was 

her weekly custom to apply to the county agent for relief, which in all cases was fi'eely granted 

her. Her very appearance indicated great poverty. She was apparently about seventy years of age, 

and was bent almost double with the weight of many years of toil, and trouble, and privation. IIer 

dress corresponded with her demands, being ragged and dirty in the extreme. One day an old 

man entered the county agent's office and asked that a load of wood be sent to his house, on the 

West side. On being questioned, hle acknowledged the ownership of considerable property, but 

said he wvas no better off than l3rs. So and so, referring to the old woman. This remark led to 

further inquiries, when the agent learned to his astonishment that his supposed pauper owned the 

ground and the house in whichli she lived, and was besides the proprietor of a famous milch 

cow, which furnished enough of the lacteal fluid to supply innumerable neighbors. As a matter of 

course the agent at once cut off her supplies, and lwhen he took her to task for having deceived 

him, the old hag swore she would be revenged on a city that would deny her a bit of wood or a 

pound of bacon. How well she kept her word is not known, but there are those who insist the 

womnan set the barn on fire, and thus inaugurated the most terrible calamity in the history of 

nations. In justice, however, to the old lady, her own story is given. On the morning of the fire 

she was found sitting on the front 156 
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Page  157 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. steps of her own house. I]er attenuated form was 

bent formard, her head resting on her hands. She was rocking to and fro, moaning and groaning, 

and crying aloud after the manner of her countrywomen when in great trouble. At first she 

refused to speak one word about the fire, but only screamed at the top of her voice, "My poor 

cow; my poor cow. She is gone, and I have nothing left in the world." Finally she was induced to 

talk, and this is what she said: It had been her regular nightly habit to visit the stable and see if 

her cow was all right. On Sunday nilght, about hlalf-past nine o'clock, she took a lamp in her 

hands, and went out to have a look at her pet. Then she took a notion the cow must have some 

salt, and she set down the lamp and wEent in the house for some. In a moment the cow had 

accidentally klickled over the lamp, an explosion followed, and in an instant the structure was 

enveloped in flames. The house on the corner, owned by the old hag who had caused all the 

desolation, was untouched. It stood there yesterday, and it stands there to-day, a sad monument 

of the past. It rears its lowly front on the borders of an almost destroyed city, and is the only 

slirvivor of hundreds of neighbors like itself, lowly in app)earance, but the all of many a 

workingi man. Alas! how miserable a monument it is, and how sickening the thought that it 

alone should escape the sea of fire! The New Fork TY,ibune's correspondent thus immortalizes 

the humble scene: I have here before me six miles, more or less, of the finest conflagration ever 

seen, I have smoking ruins and ruins whichl have b)roken theImselves of smoking; churches as 

romantic in their dilapidation as Melrose by moonlight; mountains of brick and mortar, and 

forests of springing chimneys; but I turned fi'om them all this morning to hunt for the spot where 

the fire started. It is the greatest and most brilliant apparition of the nineteenth century-more 

reckless than Fisk, more remorseless than Bismarck. Some details of its early life might not be 

157 

Page  158 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES without edification. There may be lessons in its 

cradle and its grave. These were the thoughts that justified me in going to De Koven street, 

though the real reason was that I was curious to see the first footprint of the monster who had 

trampled a grea city out of existence in a day. Nothing could be more ignoble and commonplace 

than this quarter of Chicago. I reached it by crossing over the long drawbridge at Twelfth street, 

which wvas swinging gracefully on its pivot as I came. The streets were all filled with wagons 

loaded down with furniture, which exposed to the gaze of the loungers the broken life of the 

family. The air of the quarter was wholly foreign, and not quite reputable. Even the little church 

of St. Wenzel added to the Bohemian air of the district. German volunteers were guarding the 

relief stores from hungry Czechs, who would make irregular forays on the provisions. Both sides 

thought their dignity required they should speak English instead of their native tongue. "Keep 

your fingers von dem pretzels off; or you'll git a het on you." "Yes! I bet you got a heap o' style, 

don't it." These colloquies sometimes give us moments of colnjecture as to the final doom of our 

language. I found De Koven street at ]ast, a mean little street of shabby wooden houses, with 

dirty door-yards and unpainted fences falling to decay. It had no look of Chicago about it. Take it 

up bodily and drop it out on the prairie, and its name might be Lickskillet Station as well as 

anything else. The street was unpaved and littered with old boxes and mildewed papers, and a 

dozen absurd geese wandered about with rustic familiarity. Slatternly women lounged at the 

gates, and bare-legged children kept up an evidently traditional warfare of skirmishing with the 

geese. On the south side of the street not a house was touched. On the north only one remained. 

All the rest were simply ashes. There were no piles of ruin here. The wooden hovels left no 
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landmarks except here and there a stunted chimney too squat to fall. The grade had been raised 
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Page  161 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. in places and left untouched in others, so that now, 

as in the North Division, the roads seemed like viaducts, and scorched and blackened trees 

seemed growing out of sodded cellars. But of all the miserable plain stretching out before me to 

the burning coal-heaps in the northern distance, I was only interested in the narrow block 

between De Koven and Taylor streets, now quite flat and cool, with small gutter-boys marching 

thiroughl the lots, some kicking with bare feet in the light ashes for suspected and sporadic coals, 

and others prudently mounted on stilts, which sunk from time to time in the spongy soil and 

caused the young acrobats to descend ignominiously and pull them out. This was the Mecca of 

my pilgrimage, for here the fire began. One squalid little hovel alone remained intact in all that 

vast expanse. A warped and weather-beaten shanty of two rooms, perched on thin piles, with tin 

plates nailed half way down them like dirty pantalets. There was no shabbier hut in Chicango nor 

in Tipperary. But it stood there safe, while a city had perished before it and around it. It was 

preserved by its own destructive significance. It was made sacred by the curse that rested on it-a 

curse more deadly than that which darkened the lintels of the house of Thyestes. For out of that 

house, last Sunday nilght, came a woman with a lamp to the barn behind the house, to milk the 

cow with the crumpled temper, that kicked the lamp, that spilled the kerosene, that fired the 

straw, that burned Chicago. And there to this hour stands that craven little house, holding on 

tightly to its miserable existence. I stood on the sidewalk opposite, as in duty bouind, calling up 

the appropriate emotions. A strange, wrinkled face on a dwarfish body came up and said, " That's 

a dhreadful sirghlt." I assented, and he continued in a melancholy croon: "Forty year I've lived 

here-and there wasn't a brick house but wan, and that was tlhe Lakeside House, and it's gone 

now; an' av ye'll belave ale, Soor, I niver see a fire loike that." I believed him thoroughly, 10 161 

Page  162 HISTORY OF TIHE GREAT FIRES and he wenlt away. My emotions not being 

satisfactory from a front view of the shanty, I went around to the rear, and there found the man of 

the house sitting with two of his friends. His wife, Our Lady of the Lamnp-fi'eighlited with 

heavier disaster than that which Psyche carried to the bed-side of Eros-sat at the window, 

knitting. I approached the man of the house and gave hilmi good-day. Ile glanced up with sleepy, 

furtive eyes. I asked him what he knew about the origin of the fire. He glanced at his friends and 

said, civillvy, he knew very little; he was waked up about 9 o'clock by the alarm, and foulght 

from that time to save his house; at every sentence he turned to his friends and said, "I can prove 

it by them," to which they nodded assent. Ile seemed fearful that all Chicago was coming down 

upon him for prompt and integral payment of that $200,000,000 his cow had kicked over. His 

neighbors say this story is an invention dating from the second day of the fire. CHAPTER XXII. 

A City Sovereign in the golden West, But yesterday magnificent in pride, To-day the wail of 

anguish from her breast Wakes echoes to each mighty ocean's tide. A wail of anguish, rung out 

by the flames That licked her splendors level to the dust, Aad blazoned hers the chief of ill-
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starred names That history holds in melancholy trust. Her matchless miracle of sudden rise, That 

mocked at fable and enchantment's ar Is peerless now no more in our sad eyes, That see her 

glories like a dream depart 162 

Page  163 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Her palaces were poems wrought in stone Her 

marts, like Egypt's, for the world poured grain. Her prairies girt her with a golden zone: Her 

fame seemed that of Carthage come again. But Roman legions at Chicago's breast Hurled no red 

bolts that hapless Carthage rent; In peace the hot cup to her lips was prest, And shrieking to her 

funeral pyre she went. O day of horror! day of ruthless woe, That stripped the West's young 

queen of all her pride; Her stately domes and lofty towers laid low, And'whelmed her homes in 

terror's crimson tide. Checked are the currents of her boundless trade, Her giant granaries smoke 

with smoldering wheat; Her daughters, in her silks no more arrayed, Half clad and homeless, 

shiver on the street. If of her magic growth her heart beat proud, And in her stones and stocks she 

took delight,If rivals lightly called her fast and load, None grudge her tears of pity in her plight 

Proud, but beneficent, and fast to spend The easy gold her skill was swift to make; Of arts and 

toil at royal rate the friend, And wisdom's lover for its own sweet sake. Ah, luckless queen-her 

strength and beauty scarred She lies to-day on ashes for her bed; And all the land in her despoil 

is marred, And all its joy in her despair is dead. The East and West their eager hands stretch 

forth, To pour their wine and oil at her scorched feet, Iu love and largess blend the South and 

North A people's pain and pity swift to meet. Her sons her crumbled greatness will rebuild, 

When the blanched terror flies their kindling lips, And the glad glow of pride again shall gild 

Their Queen's fair face, now prone in foul eclipse. W. C. RICHARDL 163 

Page  164 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES In accordance with our purpose to allow the 

reader to see this terrible panorama in all its length and breadth, under the best lights available, 

we place at this point THilE TIMES' REPORT. Hardly had the first alarm sounded than it was 

followed by another from the same box, and this in turn by a third, or general alarm, which 

summoned to that vicinity every available steam-engine in the city. But all the engines in the 

country were powerless to have pre'ented the disaster which already seemed inevitable. The wind 

was blowing a perfect gale from the south-southwest. With terrible effect the flames leaped 

around in mnad delight, and seized upon everything combustible. Shled after shed went down, 

and dwellingi,-ouses followed in rapid succession. With a fierceness perfectly indescribable the 

fiery fiend reached out its red-hot tongue and licked up the dry material. Block after block gave 

way, and family after family were driven from their homes. The fire department were powerless 

to prevent the spreading of the calamity. The red demon of destruction was let loose, and in all 

his fierceness increased by a long restraint, it seized upon every destructible object and blotted it 

from the face of the earth. At first it was one structure on fire; then another and another were 

swallowed up in a whirlpool of flames. The wind continued its roaring, driving fierceness, and 

house after house was burned. To the left the fire spread forth its heat like the leaves of a fan 

until all of the eastern side of Jefferson street was enveloped in the furnace. To the right it had 

been driven with great fierceness, and Clinton street and Canal street, and Beach street, and then 

the railroads which run along the western shore of the south branch were in its grasp. Now was 

the fire at its fiercest. Upward of twenty blocks were burn 164 

Page  165 IN CHICAGO AND T'.E WEST. ing. Upward of 1,500 buildings, including or 

thouses, were on fire. Upward of 500 families were fleeing fiom the seeming wrath to come. The 
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streets were almost impassable. Carriages and wagons, and drays, and carts, and all sorts of 

vehicles were brougho,lt into requisition, and were speedily loaded with household goods. 

Empty wagons were filled with freight, and where there were no beasts of burden to draw the 

load human hands sprang to the rescue and dragged the property toward the north. Then the fire 

reached over the street, and while that terrible southwestern wind howled in nead delight, it 

forced its way into the planing-mills, and the chair-factories, and all the other shops which 

skirted the creek in that portion of West Chicago. Then it got into the lumber-yards, and into the 

railroad shops, and the round houses were soon wrapped in its dead embrace. The bricks 

themselves seemed only additional fiuel. The rolling-stock in the railroad yards seemed but a bit 

of kindling which helped along a fire already fiercely intense. But, worst of all, the elevators 

were next in danger. For a few momnents it seemed as though one or two of the largest ones 

would resist the flames and pass through the fire ordeal unscathed. But this thought was not of 

long duration, for an instant later and. the immense piles were in flames fiom top to bottom. Like 

the advance of a great army the fire MOVED FORWARD IN SEVERAL COLUMNS, and like a 

well-whipped, but unconquered foe, the fire department slowly retreated. But they stubbornly 

contested every foot of ground, however, and would not surrender, although. often almost 

entirely surrounded by the dread enemy. Thlen they would cut their way out and retreat for a 

short distance, only to turni again and hurl their charges of thousands of gallons of water full into 

the face of the enemy. But no power on earth could. ~teni the torrent. Never did firemen fight 

more fiercely to con 165 

Page  166 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES quer, and never before did their heroic efforts 

seem so utterly in vain. Polk street was reached, and here a desperate stand was made. One 

steamer, the Frank Sherman, stood at the plug on the corner of Polk and Clinton streets until the 

heat had scorched hair from the impatient horses' limbs, and the brave engineer and the plucky 

stoker had almost lost all their whiskers. Then the word was given to retreat and run. As they 

went the pipemnen faced the foe and shouted to the driver to stop at the first plug and let them at 

it again. Hope strieet proved a sad misnomer for the firemen, and the poor folks who lived 

thereon, like those entering Dante's hell, were forced to leave all hope bellind. And now to add to 

the terrible reality of the dread scene it was discovered that a building was on fire away to the 

rear. Between Gurley and Ilarrison streets a barn was all ablaze, and before a steamer could reach 

the spot other barns innumerable were fiercely burning. It was the onslaught of a cavalry corps 

on the retreating army's rear, and all seemed hopeless. There was one thing noticeable, however, 

and worthy of special mention. The fierce wind had veered around toward the west somewhat, 

and now the fire was skipping some houses on the western outskirts of the block bounded by 

Jefferson and Clinton streets. To he sijre there were not many of these escapes, but the fact was 

apparent, and it cheered the soul of every one. Every one seemed to think it would surely stop at 

the river, so far as the eastern wing of the advancing flame was concerned, and now that the 

western wing seemed willing to be lenient, it only depended on its front when a permanent check 

would be placed upon it. It was only about three blocks to Van Buren street, and here 

commenced the burnt district of the nilght before. No one supposed it would be able to go farther 

in that direction. There was nothing for it to feed upon. The four blocks of fire which had raged 

with su(h fierce ness on Saturday night had left no supplies for the invaders, and its further mare 

-w.oul.d either have to stop or continue over a 166 
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Page  167 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. barren d, sert. This latter could not be, and more 

and more hopeful grew the immniiense concourse of citizens. Acro;ss Hlarrison street and Tyler 

street and along Van Buren street the monster ran, carrying destruction in its fiery course. At the 

approach toVan Buren street bridge stood the steamer, Fred GunTd, a first-class Amioskeag 

engine, with a complement of oneers and men in skill and daring second to none in the land. The 

steamer was completely surrounded by fire, and for their very lives the boys were forced to fly. 

They left their engine, but they have the proud consciousness of knowing she went down in a sea 

of fire with steam up and whlile fiercely fighting the advancing foe. Hcere and there, and almost 

everywhere, lay thousands of feet of hose stretched to its utmost tension with watery 

ammunition, which the powerful engines were constantly throwing on the blaze. The fire had 

now reached what was supposed its limits. TO TH E NORTH, illuminated by the great lilght of 

thousands of burning buildings, lay stretched out those four or five immense blocks of blackened 

ruins. It was not possible for the fire to continue further in that direction. It seemed hardly 

possible for it to reach across the river at this point. The width of the stream precluded such a 

thought. The wind was blowing the sparks and large firebrands toward the north and east, but, 

while all feared for them, no one supposed for an instant thle sequel. The newspaper reporters, 

who had been from the first alarm fighting with fire and witlh human beings in the endeavor to 

obtain authentic information as to losses and insurance, and, failing in that, were only dealing in 

general results, hastened to their respective offices to " write up" the grandest blaze they had ever 

seen. Only one man was left to watch the final result and take to the office, as was then 

supposed, tile going down of the fire. Blackened with smoke, with hair 167 

Page  168 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and clothing scorched, tired and thirsty, the 

weary reporters for The Times sought their carriages and were driven ever so fast to the office on 

Dearborn street, South Side. Hardly had they started, however, than away to the north and east, 

fully five blocks distant, a small flame broke forth and lighted up the already brilliant heavens. 

The sight sent an awful shudder to the soul of every man, woman, and child who saw it. Fo, a 

moment every one was spell-bound and speechless. Just where it was, was as yet unknown; but it 

seemed to be in the neighborhood of the South Side gas works, and there was no one in all that 

vast concourse of people but who knew the great danger which was already threatening the other 

side of the river. Every moment witnessed an increase in the blaze, and presently the outlines of 

the immense reservoir told the story of its immediate vicinity. Fire-Marshal Williams at once 

sent every available engine to the South Side, and prepared to follow with the remainder 

immediately. But the flames mounted higher, and the fire grew fiercer, and spread itself out in all 

directions, until it was impossible to stay its further progress. In the South Division as early as 

twelve o'clock the air was hot with the fierce breath of the conflagration. The gale blew savagely, 

and upon its wings were borne pelting cinders, black driving smoke, blazing bits of timber, and 

glowing coals. These swept in a torrid rain over the river, drifting upon housetops and drying the 

wooden buildings along the southern terminus of Market, Franklin, Adams, Monroe, and 

Madison streets, still closer to the combustion point for which they were already too well 

prepared. The housetops were covered with anxious workers, and cistern streams, tubs, and 

buckets were in constant use to subdue tho flying bits of fire that were constantly clinging to 

shingles and cornices. Passing eastward over the Madison street bridge, at this hour, 168 

Page  169 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. was an undertaking accompanied with the risk of 

suffo(,aition, while once across, the hot wind tore so fiercely along the thor o01ghifare in 
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question, as to wrench off signs and topple over shleds. The streets were now swarning in this 

portion of the city with the wretched people who had been driven from their homes by the fire in 

the West Division. A large portion of these were directing their way toward the North Side, and 

one of the most pitiable sequences of the continued conflagration was that hundreds of poor 

families were forced, on several occasions, from the places where they had vainly hoped to find 

rest, after having been burnt out before. The writer, near the corner of Madison and Wells streets, 

aided a Swede in extinguishing a blazing pile of bed clothing which had ignited, as he was 

rushing along with his burden, from a brand of burning wood that mighlt have been whirled 

thlroulgh the air a mile or more. Several simnilar incidents were noted, and, in the frightful 

rapidity with which the clothes of the hurrying pedestrians and the more exposed portions of the 

smnaller build ings took fire, a terrible premonition was afforded of what would be the fate of 

this portion of the city if the conflagration should but once obtain a hold within its precincts. Van 

Buren street was soon crossed; the gale continued to increase; the air was flecked with burning 

cinders as high as the eye could reach; immense firebrands were carried for a distance of more 

than a mile, dropping them all over the eastern portion of the South Side, and then were the first 

misgivings felt that the destruction would not stop at the river-apprehensions destined but too 

soon to be fully realized. The first foothold obtained by the destroying angel in the South 

Division was in the tar works adjacent to the gas works, just southl of Adams street, and nearly 

opposite the armory. Alinost instantaneously the structure was one livid sheet of flame, emitting 

a dense volume of thirk black smoke that curtained this 169 

Page  170 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES portion of the city as with the pall of doomn. 

Faster than a nlan could walk the flames leaped from house to house until Fifth avenue (Wells 

street) was reached. A steamer or two were sent around, but tlheir previous experiences were 

only repeated, and no perceptible check was given to the onward progress of the flames. From 

the gas works to the point it had now reached, nearly the entire space was filled with small 

wooden structures, and their demolition was the work of but a few minutes. Apparently but a few 

minutes subsequent to the ignition of the gas works the wooden buildings south of the armory 

were found to be on fire, forming the apex of another widening track of desolation, and very 

soon joining with the other, the two uniting like twin demons of destruction, the armory helping 

to glut their fiendish cravings. Its massive walls soon yielded, and were tumbled into a shapeless 

mass. It might be of interest here to note the peculiarities of the wind currents and their effects, 

which were such as could only have been produced by such a conflagration as is being described. 

During all this time, as during the entire continuance of the fire, the wind was blowing a gale 

from a southwesterly direction; and above the tops of the buildings its course from midnight until 

four or five o'clock varied but little, not veering more than one or two points of the compass. To 

the observer on the street, however, traversing the main thoroughfares and the alleys, the wind 

would seem to come from every direction. This is easily explained. New centres of intense heat 

were being continually formed; and the sudden rarefication of the air in the different localities, 

and its consequent displacement, caused continually artificial currents, which swept around the 

corners and through the alleys in every direction, often with the fiury of a tornado. This will 

account partly for the rapid widening of the tracks of devas tation from their apex to the Lake, as 

well as the phenomenon of fire —to use a nautical phrase" eating into the wijad." 170 
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bult just been placed, and which, like the still-born child, was created only for the grave, was 
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among the first of the better class of structures assaulted by the fire. Angered at its imposing 

firont, and scorn ing the implied durability of its superb dimensions, the flames stormed 

relentlessly in, above and around it, until, assured that it was at their absolute mercy, they left it 

tottering to the earth, and crawled luridly along the street in search of further prey. It was now 

that the waves of fire began to take upon themselves the mightiest of proportions. How it was 

that while even a hundred buildings might be blazing, others, far in advance of the track of the 

storm, could not be protected, has not been understood by those who were not de spairingly 

following the course of destruction. It was partly on account of the artificial currents already 

mentioned, and because the lthuge tonogues of flame actually stretched themselves out upon the 

pinions of the wind for acres. Sheets of fire would reach over entire blocks, wrapping in every 

building inclosed by the four streets bounding them, and scarcely allowing, the dwellers in the 

houses time to dash away unscorchled. IHardly twenty minutes had elapsed from the burning of 

the Pacific Hotel before the fire had cut its hot swathe through every one of the magnificent 

buildings intervening upon La Salle street, and had fallen mercilessly upon the Chamber of 

Commerce. The few heroic workers of the police and fire department who had not already 

dropped out of the ranks of fighters from sheer exhaustion, sought to once more check the 

progress of devastation by the aid of powder. A number of kegs were thrown into the basement 

of the grand business palace of the Merchants' Insurance Company. A slow match was applied, 

and as the crowd drew back the exilosion ensued. A broad, black chasm was opened in thle face 

of the street; but with as little attention to the space intervening as though it had only been across 

an ordinary alley, the arms of 171 

Page  172 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES flame swung over the gap, and tore lustily at the 

rows ()f banking hlouses and insurance structures beyond. The Court-House was now faced with 

a swaying front of fire on the southl and west sides. But as the building, was in the centre of an 

open square, and solidly constructed, it was taken as a mnattei' of course that it would be able to 

survive, if nothing else should be left standing around it. "Talk about the Court-House," said a 

leading banker, among the spectators, whose own establishment had already been melted to the 

very foundations, " it will show to be about the only sound building on the South Side to 

morrow." And yet, in another five minutes, a great burning timber, wrenched from the tumbling 

ruins of a La Salle street edifice, had been hurled in wild fury at the wooden dome of the Court-

House. As if a thousand slaves of the fire-king had hidden within the fatal structure awaiting this 

signal, the flames seemed to leap to simultaneous life in every part of the building, and soon the 

hot, smirched walls alone remained. The course of the fire was now directed almost due east for 

a few minutes, and Hooley's Opera House, the llepublican office, and the whole of Washington 

street to Dearborn, was consumed. Crosby's Opera House came next in order. Renovations to the 

extent of $80,000 had just been instituted in this edifice, and the place was to have been re-

dedicated that same night by the Thomas Orchestra. The combustible nature of the building 

caused it to burn with astonisliing rapidity, and soon its walls surged in, carrying with them, 

among other treasures, the contents of three mammoth piano houses and a number of art 

treasures, including paintings by some of the leading masters of the Old and New Worlds. The 

St. James Hotel was next fired, and here, at the corner of State and Madison streets, the two 

savage currents of fire that had parted company near the Chamber of Commerce joined hideous 

issue once more. The course of one of the(se currents has been indicated. The other had swept 

down Franklin. 172 
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Page  173 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Wells, and La Salle streets to the main banks e(f the 

river, swal lowing elevators, banks, trade palaces, the Briggs, Sherman, Tremont, and other large 

hotels, Wood's Museum, the beautiful structures of Lake and Randolph streets, and the entire 

surface comprised between Market, South WVater, Washington, and State streets. Many lives 

were known to have been lost uip to this time. But in the infernal furnace into which Chlicago 

had been turned, it was impossible to conjecture or dare to imagine how many. The hleat, more 

intense than anythling that had ever been recorded in the annals of broad-spread conflagrations in 

the past, had fairly crumbled to hot dust and ashes the heaviest of building stone. What chance 

was there then of ever finding the remains of lost humanity by those who were already inquiring 

with mad anxiety for the missing ones? But all thoughts of others soon began to vanish in fears 

for the safety of the living. Tlle stoutest of masonry and thickest of iron had disappeared like wax 

before the blast. FIELD & LEITER'S MAGNIFICENT STORE, second only in size and value of 

contents to one dry-goods house in the land, was already in flames. The streets were fast 

becoming crammed with vehicles conveying valuables, and the sidewalks were running over 

with jostling men and women, all in a dazed, wild strife for the salvation of self, friends. and 

property. The thieving horror had not yet broken out, and up to this time there had been a 

common, noble striving to aid the sufferers and stay the march of the demoniacal fire. But now 

the sensation of weary despair. mingled with a grim acceptance of crushing fate, began to be 

noticed in the tones and doings of the populace. Liquor had flown freely, and from its primal 

nerving to heroism had passed to the usual incitiing tc recklessness and indifference. Thieves 

were beginning to ply their 173 

Page  174 H[ISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES trade, and for once found more to steal than they 

could carry away; and express drivers and hacknen were charging atrocious prices ere they 

would consent to aid in removing goods from buildings thus far unconsumned. Hundreds of poor 

families were beiong rendered homeless, presenting pictures of squalid misery most pitiable. 

This was the first path that, like an immense windfall, mowed its way through the heart of the 

city to the North Division on the one hand and to the Lake on the other. Crackling, and laughing 

demnoniacally at the ruin and misery left behind, eager for more valuable prey, the flames sped 

on, taking in their course-the track continually widening from the causes mentioned above-

Farwell Hall and the elegant stone structures surrounding it, and all the newspaper offices except 

that of the Tribune, leaving nothing behind but the grandest ruins the world ever saw. The 

reporters continued their work until what had been probable became a certainty-that Tlbe Tinmes 

was doomed. It was then resolved to go to press at once, and, if possible, serve a portion of the 

subscribers, at least, with an account of the fearful calatnity. The last words written were in the 

shape of a postscript, as follows: ,' TjE VERY LATEST-The entire business portion of the city is 

burning up, and The Times building is doomed." The fire had already crossed Madison street, 

and it soon became apparent that the idea of issuing any copies of the paper must be abandoned. 

All efforts to that end ceased, and all endeavors were directed to the saving of as much as 

possible. It was too late, however, and comparatively little excepting the files were saved. The 

building caught fire in the upper story at about three o'clock, and faiily melted away under the 

intense heat to which it was subject. In half an hour nothing remained but a pile of smoking, 

smouldering d6bris. The block bounded by Dearborn, Washington, State, and Madison streets 

was some little time in burning. Indeed, aftei iT4 
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Page  175 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. the corner occupied by the Union Trust and Savings 

Institution had burned, it was believed that the vacant 150 feet firont lot, cre ated a short time 

before by the tearing down of the old Dearborn school, would save Mayo's corner and the St. 

Denis Hote]. But the fire, in spite of the terrible strength of the wind in the other direction, 

eventually contrived to beat up against the gale, and, by devouring the stores of Gossage and 

others, on the west side of State, and the book-houses of Griggs, Keene & Cooke, and the 

Western News Company, on the east side, to blister the St. Denis to the igniting point, and then 

MeVicker's Theatre and the Tribune building formed the northern boundary of the South 

Division. It was here that the few workers now left with courage enough to contest with 

miserable fortune made their final stand. The Tribune building was believed to be fire-proof, if 

any structure devised by man could be proof against such a combination of the elements as was 

now raging. The Post-office had yielded to the assault and was only a smoldering ruin, and firom 

away down to the devastated depot of the Illinois Central the flames had pushed back until they 

interlocked once more at the Custornm-House with the fire that had torn its way from the 

Michigan Central Depot. Surrounded by the enemy on every quarter, and having held proudly up 

against the attack till long after daybreak, there was the same sad capitulations enacted here that 

had been the story of the entire night. McVickler's yielded first, and was instantly a heap of brick 

and ashes, and the Tribune structure was not long in following, the walls of this latter structure, 

with those of the Custom-IIouse, First National Bank, and Court-HIouse, proving, the most 

stubborn evidences of the worth of the architect's skill remainiiig in Chicago. Up to this lime the 

elegant and costly row of buildings on 175 

Page  176 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Dearborn street, north of the Post-Office, had 

escaped. They included the two Honore structures, the Big,elow House, which was soon to have 

been opened, and the De Haven block, the latter extending from Quincy to Jackson street. The 

two blocks bounded by Monroe, State, Jackson, and Dearborn streets, that resting on Jackson 

street, including the Palmer IHouse and the Academy of Design, were also intact. A new line of 

flame, however, had been formed some distance to the southward of the Armory and west of the 

Micligan Southern Depot, and was sweeping on in its mad, resistless career, and it was felt that 

the above-mentioned property was in the greatest peril. The depot, a noble stone structure, upon 

which great reliance was placed for the safety of the adjacent property to the eastward, made but 

a feeble resistance, and soon, with a large number of passeng,er-cars inside, was in ruins. The 

large row of wooden tenements on Griswold street, fironting the depot on the east, succurmbed 

at once, presenting a wall of fire of the length of the depot. It burned rapidly through to Third 

avenue, but at that point the wind, which had begun to show a changeableness it had not 

previously exhibited, veered to a point considerably east of southl, in which quarter it remained 

for some time. Encouraged by this, a desperate fight was made on Third avenue, and for some 

minutes-minutes that seemed hours in the torturing alternations of hope and fear-the fiery 

monster was held at bay. The stone-yards on La Salle street also temporarily checked the 

progress of the fire south. Thousands of people occupying the large tract from Thlird avenue and 

Dearborn street to the Lake, watclhed the result of the battle that was to decide the fate of their 

homes with anxious countenances and bated breath. The wind benignly continued to blow from 

the same quarter, and the hopes that had been raised, slight at first, grew stronger. It was an 

awiful crisis. At no period in the history of that terrible day were more mo 176 I. 
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Page  179 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. I,entous interests trembling in the balance. The 

ceupants of the MIichigan-avenue palaces and the humble cottagers iwere there side by side, 

breathing supplications and agonizing prayers that their hearthstones mi,ght be spared. lManyl 

who read this were there; how futile the attempt to portray their feelings to those who were not. 

Making a clean skip over the De Haven block, a shower of fire brands, hurled thither by a 

treacherous gust of wind, alighted on the roof of the Bigelo-w House, and that mnagnificent 

buildinrg was soon a seething furnace of flame, quickly followed by the two HIonore buildings. 

The one nearest the Bigelow Hotel was unfinished, but was rap idly approachling completion, 

and as a model of architectural beauty was hardly rivalled in the city. From these buildings, as if 

maddened at their slight detention, the flames spread to the standing buildings west and 

southwest, with redoubled fury, enwrapping the block containing the Palmner house and 

Academy of Design, and that directly north, in an in conceivably short time. The Palmer IIouse 

was the tallest building in the city, being eighit stories, three of which were comprised in its 

Manasard roof; and the scene of its demolition, which was more rapid than the account can be 

transmitted to paper, was inexpressibly grand. The march of the devouring element from this 

point to the Lake was uninterrupted, the intervening buildings, including many of the finest 

private residences in the city, melting away like the dry stubble of the prairie. For some time 

after the ignition of the Bigelow House, the De hlaven blockl stood unscathed, but, at last it, too, 

was forced to yield to the inevitable. It was a long three-story building, the opposite side of 

Dearborn street being occupied by a row of small wooden tenements. A stream was brought to 

bear upon these, and in the blistering heat three firemen, heroes every one, 11 179 
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committed to them stood mnanfully at their posts. They did their work nobly and successfully. 

The De T-lavel block wvas levelled to the ground, and the whole row of wooden buildings had 

been perfectly protected. From a thousand parceled throats the thalnkful ejaculatior went ulp: 

"We are saved!" Delusive hope! One danger was averted only to be succeeded by others beyond 

the power of man to avert. The wind again suddenly turned to the soiuthwest, carrying with it a 

baptism of fire which made t apparent that the whole remaining portion of the city north of H-

arrison street was doomed. Churches, palatial residences, everything was swept by the besom of 

destruction, an irresistible avalanche of flame. In concert with the work of devastation just 

described, firom the track of flame several blockls below, which had long before cut its way to 

the Lake, as if executing a well-devised military manceuvre, the fire had been steadily eating its 

way against the wind, the point of junction being at or near Adams street. From this it was 

evident that, even with the wind blowing a gale from the south, unless checked, the entire South 

Division was in dangcer. The sup ply of wvater had long before failed except finom the basin, 

and more heroic treatment alone could save what remained of the city. It was at once and 

unhesitatingly determined upon, and then commenced the first systematic and thoroughll use of 

gun powder as the only means of preventiing the continuance of the work of ruin. It was 

conducted under the personal supervision of General Sheridan. Building, after building was 

demolished, the reports of the successive explosions comning at intervals of a very few 

moments, and being plainly audible above the continu ous din, each discharge announcing that at 
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last the battle was being foi)ught and won. The great fire which was to render Chicago forever 

memorable in the annals of history was ended in the South Divis'on. 180 
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row," a palatial block of private residences on Michigan avenue, extending northward firom 

IJIarrison street. Its destruction required two or three hours, as nothing remained in its rear to 

accelerate the work. About eighteen hours from the first discovery of the fire on De Koven street, 

the last wall of "' Terrace row" fell. In the South Division, north of a diagonal line, reaching from 

the east end of Harrison street to Polk street bridge, there remained two buildings unharmied-one 

the large business block immediately north of Randolph street bridge, and the other an 

unfinished stoneC structure at the corner of Monroe and La Salle streets. The entire business 

portion of the city was obliterated. Two-thirds of the territorial area of the city was unscathed, 

but Chlicago as a great business mart, the proud commercial centre of the growing West, was no 

more. Was ever devastation more complete? Immense as is the burnt district in the South 

Division, for a single fortunate circumstance it mighlt, and probably would, have been doubled. 

Immediately south of the Michig,an Southern passenger depot was a long fire-proof warehouse; 

on the side fronting the fire there were but two windows, which afforded the only possible 

opportunity for the fire-fiend to effect a lodgment. These were successfully guarded by a small 

corps of men with pails. The building was saved, and with it undoubtedly the entire tract north of 

Twelfth street. To complete the picture of ruin so vigorously painted already, we drop the 

Tirmes' report here for a moment, and let another add a few touches with his gorgeous brush. 

The V. Y. Trzibune's correspondent says: How can I give you an adequate conception of the vast 

and awful ruin which now occupies the entire site of the Chicago of a few years since? Standing 

at the Michigan Avenue IIotel, at the northeast corner of that avenue and Congress street 181 
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nothing but ruins as far as the city extended in that direction, a distance of some six miles. A 

solitary grain elevator out on the pier at the mouth of the river is the only monument which 

remains on the Lake front. The eye utterly fails to take in the sweep of this field of ruini, even 

whenl you recall familiar knowledge of every foot of the ground. How can you make real 

hundreds upon two or three thousand acres of ashes, limne, and broken brick, w'here stood a day 

since a great city! Come back, then, to my spot of observation, the uninjured hotel just named. 

Directly before you was the large and elegant garden of J. Y. Scammon, and north of it a terrace 

of fine residences, among which were those of ex-Gov. Bross and 1r. Griggs, the well-known 

bookseller. All these went down before noon of yesterday, the fire spitefully beating back against 

a fll'ious south wind, with a fierceness which made all South Chicago as fearful as if the hour of 

final doom had indeed struck. In several quarters during the morning there were amazing 

instances of this beating back of the fire, in consequence of the gustiness of the wind, and the 

ease with which the fire caughit in all directions, in consequence of the excessive dryness of 

everytling. The large empty corner occupied by MAr. Scammon's garden proved an opportunity 

to stop this on the Lake fiont; so Congress street became the southerly limit- of the fire at the 

Lake front. This means a Lake front of ten blocks southi of the river destroyed. Back from this 

front the solid business quarter of the city was built, eight blocks deep, every foot of which is 

down, with one or two slight exceptions on the extreme west of the district at the river bank. This 

is not all, either, that is down on the Soutl Side. Going west from Mlichligan avenue, the 

southerly fire limit drops one block south to Harrison street, on Wabash avenue, and runs west 
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on Harrison several blocks, and then on a diagonal southwest to the river and across, where, on 

the west side, in a tinder-field of dry lumber and exceedingly combustible buildings, an 

irresponsible IS2 
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all this disas ter. That unconcerned cow could not have chosen a point more admii rably to the 

windward of the most Solid and superb part of the city. It was at the close of a day of violent and 

really hot southwest wind, and that, too, after a month of most unusual dryness, when 

everythiing of wood, and especially everythlling of half-rotted wood, which abounds 

everywhere, was so perfectly dried that not petro leum itself could have made more entirely 

ready the destined vic tim of the fire-fiend. The danger, too, had come by stealth. The end of 

summer was really cold, though there was but little rain; but the latter half of September and the 

fatal first week of October brought constant, warm winds, under the pleasant softness of which 

field and forest and city became literally as dry as tinder. Chicago deceives any but a cautious 

eye. The ruin vwhichl defied the sea of fire most successfully is that of the First National Bank. 

On the site of this bank, less than four years ago, stood an old wooden house, so decayed as to be 

well-nigh ready to crumb,le into ruins. There is still a world of old pine in this condition in 

Chicago, vllwhere the original cheap structures are waiting until the lots are wanted at fancy 

prices, to cover with Athens marble, brick and iron. These vistas of decayed pine, dried to the 

condition of tinder, were the trains which fate had laid for firing our city. And every roof of the 

whole city, that even of the Water Works, which caught and burned before the great brewery 

near by was touched, had been put in perfect order for the swiftest and surest sweep of universal 

conflagration by the day and night steadiness of the southwest wind, and fairly heated for the 

match and the spark by the hot breath of Sunday's steady gale. And when the night of Sunday 

had closed in, without a vestige of moisture in the air, and fire broke out a little distance to 

windward of the costliest and closest square mile of Chicago, the end 183 
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of the devourer'i )ath. Ilalf a dozen engines together, near the Conrt-Ilouse, had to be abandoned 

because of the rapidity with which the flames flew fromn point to point, minding no more about 

open spaces, streets, or squares than if they were carried over the distances between by so many 

trains of powder. One of the finest structures on State street, a great dry-goods house, seized in 

the rear, wvas seen to go down ini barely fifteen minutes. The large hotels were bright spots in 

the burning, which raged from midnight to morning, and from morning to noon. The great book-

stores, three standing side by side on State street, the finest single haunt of average book-buying 

in the country, and the store of S.C. Griggs & Co., exceptionally rich in all America in rare stock, 

were lapped by tongues of heat as many as the innumerable pages which shrivelled under the 

quick destruction, and all was gone. North and east of this point one solid mass of wvlolesale 

stocks, reaching to the depot and warehouses at the mouth of the river, crumbled into the maw of 

the easily-conquering doom. Taking in what lies outside of the district, ten blocks north and 

south by eight blocks east and west, a mile square of the very best of the city lies in ruins south 

of the short main trunk of the river, and between the Lake and the South Branch. This does not 

include the comparat,vely small district west of the South Branch, where the fire origin.ated, and 

just north of which several blockls had been burned over on Saturday night. Thie day of the fire 

was one of the worst which a dry and dusty city could experience. Beyond the limits of the fire 

was a firightful storm of dust and sand, blinding to the straining eyes of the hurrying throngs 
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which filled the streets. It was a trifle of course compared with the other miseries, but it gave a 

dreadful added sense of the malignant character of the day. And now every wind that blows stirs 

a waste of ashes and lime, across which Iq-1 
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in and out among the remnants of brave buildings, over the lchar'ed pave ments-never satisfied 

with gazing on a sight which perhaps may never be repeated. All accounts increase more and 

more the evidence of the mlost terrible intensity in the progress of the fire. The case of the Court-

IHouse, with the whole front of the block open on the south and the same on the north, suddenly 

bursting into a li,lght flame, as if from oil easily ignited by intense heat, is as much in point as 

any. The fact was that the burning heat, which chipped the heaviest stone to such a singular 

extent, caused simultaneous combustion of larg,e areas of exposed surface before an)y flames 

were actually communicated, or upon the first touch of flame at any one point. Among the 

tindery wooden buildings, which abounded especially on the north side, a rush of hot air-air that 

was almnost red hot-would iiielt roof or walls as if they had been the lightest flummery. And 

these jets of heat went spitting about in the most capricious fashion, somnetimnes inexplicably 

avoiding an exposed corner, then returnling to glean what remained. It was this in part whlichl 

made so useless all efforts to head off or to stop the conflagration, though uiidoubtedly a more 

dreadful perplexity was to meet the shlower of firebrands which were sweeping along onil the 

heated gales. It was remarked on Sunday that pieces of burning pine fell onl Saturday ni,lght two 

miles, or nearly that, firom the fire of that night, and set fire to where they fell; and it was then 

said that it would seem as if a fire once under way in thie city must sweep everything before it. 

The next twenty-four hours proved the justice of this apprehension. The powers of the air defied 

interference, as soon as a sea of intense heat was created. On the south line of the burnt district 

the evidence is conclusive that the fire took all that was in its path, and took no more only from 

circumstances very little influenced bv human intervention. The original fire burned east 185 
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limit to the build ings of the Michigan Southern Railway, where the immensely long fireight-

houses, with the breadth of tracks west of them, proved a barrier which saved a large section of 

the city. 3eliind, or east of these fieight-hlouses, is a row of peculiarly inlflammable low houses. 

Happily the railroad buildings which were burned furnished less flying fire than that elsewhere, 

or the wind may have favored at thie critical moment. At any rate, no fire took east of these 

freiglit-houses, while round the north end of the north one the line of conflagration went directly 

east along Harrison street to within one block of the Lake. On this block you still see where the 

work of demolition was commenced, but was suspended because the fire did not take hold of 

either the west or south sides of it. Along the line of IHarrison street, mentioned just now, are 

two or three structures saved just as they stood, because the fire chanced to go round'them. The 

easternmost of these is a church, north of which there was considerable vacant space, and west of 

which the houses were of brick, kindled from the rear and top, and burned out without very great 

intensity of conflagration. It becomes plain, therefore, that so much backing up of the fire as took 

place on Michlligan avenue was only in conjunction with conflagration west of those blocks, 

which brought them under currents of fierce hleat, and finally helped to destroy them. IIe]re we 

resume the thread of our former spectator's description of the fire in the North Division. The four 

bridges on the main trunk of Chicago river fell an easy prey, but they were not needed to conduct 

the conflagration across, and speed it on its destroying way. The greatest nulnber of easily 
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combustible structures invited its progress in all directions, and so easily were new fires lighted 

far in advance of the general marlch of the destruction, that no re,gular line of fire front was 

preserved, nor did separate tongues of fiery advance, four or five 186 
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their relative position. Now the burning terror would dart ahead a block or two in one place, and 

now ill another, firequently giving less than time enough to the escaping population to put on 

necessary clothling. Great numbers, of course, were advised of the danger, and hurried their 

goods into the streets, to open squares, to the Lake shore, to any supposed place of safety-tlihere 

to be burned, nevertheless, in the far greater number of cases. In all Chicago there were no finer 

private houses than gieat numbers of those here destroyed. The North Side was the earlier 

aristroeratic quarter, and numerous elegant residences, with a rare chlarmn of spacious grounds 

and fine shrubbery, maintained for this part of the city a New-England sort of charm not 

elsewhere to be found. All this was swept as if it had been a litter heap of tow and shavings. The 

commencement of the fire on the North Side seems to have been at the Galena elevator, which is 

located on the north side of the main branch between State street and Rush street, the time whenI 

it first crossed over being about twenty minutes to six o'clock in the morning. Having once got a 

start to the north of the river, the fire rapidly progressed north, east, and west, the back fire west 

being unusually rapid. The corner of Rush and Illinois streets, three blocks beyond the elevator, 

where Judge Grant Goodrich resided, was soon reached. The fire, then, as above intimated, 

progressed rapidly west, as well as north and east, first burning down the old Lake House, one of 

the oldest, if not the oldest brick hotel in Chicago. In its course west it also burned down, in 

addition to the other buildings, old St. James' Church, the oldest brick church in Chicago, which 

was occupied as a store-house. About this time, other portions of the North Side adjoining the 

river eaiilit fire, and soon all North Water street, which was occupied by wholesale stores and 

large meat establishments, was in flames, the Galena IST 
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Wheelei elevator west of Wells street, being, also burned dowvn. The bridges also were rapidly 

burned up, the flames fi'om them hlelp ing to communicate the fire rapidly all along, the north 

shore of the main branch. Not a bridge connecting tlhe North Side with the Soutlh Side was left; 

Wells street bridge, Clark street bridge, State street bridge, Rush street bridge, all being burned. 

The La Salle street tunnel also became impassable, the fire firom tle South Side rutshiing 

tlirough it along the pedestrian walk, which was soon consumed, and filling the tunnel with 

smokle. At the mouth of the tunnel at the southl end was found a dead dog,, which had evidently 

met its death between a sheet of flame and a cloud of snmokle issuing, fiom the tunnel. The solid 

stone walls of the tunnel itself were cracked and chipped with the intense hleat of the fire, the 

iron railings which protect the carriage approaches at each end being literally torn off firom the 

walls and curved and bent into innumerable fantastic shapes by the fiery demon. Between Kinzie 

street and the river all was laid lowv and buried in a mass of undistinguishable ruins-lwholesale 

houses, Uhlich's Hall, the Ewiing block, the Galena depot, the offices of the Northwestern 

Company, at the corner of Wells and Kinzie streets, the Galena elevator, all were burned down in 

a miraculously short space of time. Between Klinzie and Illinois streets, firom the North Branch 

to the Lakle, nearly all was burned; among the prominent buildings conslimed being the Revere 

House, on the northeast corner of Kinzie and Clark, the North Market Hiall, one of the oldest 

buildings in Chiicago, the Lakle IIouse, one of the oldest brick structures in the city, the 
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mammoth reaper factory of McCormack & Co., a large sugar refinery, and an extensive coal 

yard; the last three establishments being located east of IRush street. The splendid new block, 

owned by McGee, on the corner of Mlichigan and Clark, was also burned down. A few fortunate 

buildings were left iss 
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ruins around them. These exceptions were about a block of buildings extending west firoi Market 

street to the North Branch, on the north side of IKinzie street, and a large brick building, 

occupied as a stove warehouse by Ratlibonre & Co., located to the south of Ogden slip, on the 

land wrich has been made between it and the slip, and whichl extends out into the Lake several 

hurndred feet. A little to the east of the Rathbone building were several large piles of coal, which 

were burned up. Between Illinois street and Chicago avenue the fire progressed with irrepressible 

fury and rapidity, soon enveloping the whole section, including in it both the most beautiful and 

the most forbidding portions of the North Division. On the west of Clark street and south of 

Chicago avenue was a section of the city densely populated; filled with buildinus occupied, 

many of them by two and three families; a region which in years gone by was noted for the 

disorderly character of its elections. Its only prominent features were a few churches, including 

the German Lu theran church, on the corner of La Sal]e and Ohio streets, and a Norwegianil 

Lutheran chirch, built in 1855, on the corner of Superior and Franklin streets; the Kinzie school, 

a four-story brick butilding on Ohio street, between La Salle and Wells; the fine large structure 

known as the German House, dedicated last year, and containing one of the finest and best 

proportioned halls in the city. This portion of the city had, in fact, just begun to renovate itself; 

its streets were being raised and graded, and new buildings erected. East of Clark street to the 

Lake, between Illinois street and Chicago avenue,was the pride of the North Division. Its streets 

were bordered with rows of magnificent trees, beautiful gardens, elegant mansions, noble 

churches, all of which fell before the destroyer. Among the churches were the North Presbyterian 

church, an immense brick structure, on the corner of Indiana and Cass streets; a couple of frame 

churches on Dearborn street; the 189 
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structure, on tihe corne' of Huiron and Cass streets; and the vast structure of the Cathedral of the 

IHoly Name, on the cornetr of State and Superior streets. Among, the other prominent public 

buildings were the Catholic College of St. 3Mary of the Lake, occupying the whole block north 

of the Cathledral of the Holy Nlame; the Orphan's Home, conducted by Sisters of Mercy; the 

Historical Society's building on Ontario street, east of Clark, in which were kept, among many 

other valuable historical records, the original proclaInation of emancipation by President 

Lincoln; and the North-side police station on Huron street, between Clark and Dearborn streets, a 

substantial and well-arranged building. Among the prominent residences were those of Mrs. 

Walter L. Newberry, whose grounds occupied the whole block bounded by Ontario, Ruslh, Pine, 

and Erie streets; that of Isaac N. Arnold, occupying the block north; that of McGee, occupying 

the block southwest of the OgdenT block, etc. In short, this section of the North Division was 

full of beautiful residences and gardens. Before tracing the progress of the fire further northward 

we may mention the burning of the water-works, and the curious, or rather incomprehensible 

manner in which it caught fire almnost two hours before the time that the fire first reached the 

North Division across'tlle mnain branch. As stated above, the Galena elevator at the edge of the 

main branch cat,ught fire fiom the South Side at about 20 minutes to 6 o'clock. At about 20 
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minutes before 4 o'clojk, a fire was' discovered in the carpenter shop of Mfr. Lill, built un piles 

above the shallow water of the Lake. The employds at the brewery immediately endeavored to 

extinguish the flames; but it was found impossible, and all the efforts of the men were confined 

to prevent their extension. Standing between the burning carpenter-shop and the water-works, 

extending northwest of the shop, stood one of Mr. Lill's book-keepers. Turning round toward the 

water-works, he exclaimed: "My God, the 190 
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positively that the flames from the water-works, when hlie first saw them, were issuing from the 

western portion of the pumping works, no flames being seen from the eastern portion of the 

grounds, which were occupied with coal sheds, etc. On the other hand, ithe cmployes at the 

water-works say that the fire commenced about hlialf-past 3 o'clock in the morning; that it 

commenced in the eastern part of the water-wvorks, and that it took fire from the shled. Another 

gentleman testifies that the carpenter-shlop, or the cooper-shop, as lie called it, was burned down 

before the fire commenced in the water-works, and that when the water-works were in full flame, 

the main body of Lill's brewery, with the exception of the carpenter-shlop, was intact. The time 

of the commencement of the fire in Lill's carpenter-shop and the water-works, however, differs 

one hour; the last-named witness asserting that the water-works commenced burning at about 

half-past 2 or 3 o'clock. Thie gentleman referred to states that he had been to the Commissioners 

of Public Worls several times to induce them to take precautions. But whatever may have been 

the origin of the fire at the waterworks, it is certain that when it did commence the lwhole 

building was soon in flames, and in a few minutes the engineers ]lad to rush out of the building, 

to save their lives. The machinery was very considerably injured. The water-tower, however, to 

the west of the pumping workls, was almost entirely uninjured. Before relating the further 

progress of the flames northward, we must also notice the mingled scenes of sorrow and 

laughter, or tragedy and comedy, which were presented on what were once known as the sands-

that part of the Lake shore which lies east of that portion of the North Side which has been 

described above. This sandy waste varies in width between one and two blocks, being the widest 

at the southern end near the river, where a firame building stood here and there before the fire. 

As soon as the fire broke out along the north side of the main river, and the rapidity 191 
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North Side or s considerable portion of it, all the inhabitants of the district described, lying east 

of State street-bothi rich and poor, both the tenants of the shanties and cottages which occupied 

North Water street, Alichigan street, Illinois street, and the south end of St. Clair street, and the 

tenants of the aristocratic mansions north of this locality-fled to the Lake shiore, carrying with 

them whatever they were able to carry in their hands, but little and but short opportunity being 

offered to do more. The scene was one of indescribable confusion, of horror and dismay, 

intermingled to the mere spectator with laughable incidents, which were, however, quickly 

drowned in the overwhelming horror which surrounded them all. Where the Lake shore or sands 

were narrow, and the burning buildings approached close to the Lake shore, despair reigned. The 

water was the apparent boundary of the place of refuge. The intense heat firom the burning 

buildings, even the flames from them, reached the water and even stretched out over it, and the 

flying men, women, and children rushed into the Lake till nothing but their heads appeared 

above the surface of the water; but the fiery fiend was not satisfied. The hair was burned off the 

heads of many, while not a few never camne out of the water alive. hIany who stayed on the 
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shore, where the space between the fire and water was a little wider, had the clothes burned from 

off their backs. The remnants of the sad scene presented a curious appearance on M1onday. 

Scattered over the sands were broken chairs, shattered mirrors, drenched clothes without their 

owners, dresses, pants, coats, a motley array of clothing disowned. Boys wandered around 

picking out of the pockets of the deserted garments knives, change, etc. Those again who lived 

west of Clark street in the district named, as soon as they saw that they must succumb to the 

advancing flames, after flying and moving north their goods from block to block, rushed across 

the bridges which, with one excep 192 
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standing There was a grand emigration to the West Side of people and goods; of little children 

and big,; of crying women and excited men; of broken furniture and cracked crockery; of 

wheelbarrows, buggties, one-horse teams, two-horse teams, heavy wagons, and light wag,ons-

everytling) that could be saved. But there wvas one bridge which proved unfaithful to its trust. 

Chicago avenue bridge appears to leave caugh,llt fire from sparks before the main fire reached it. 

Thlinkling to be able to cross over this bridge, many people delayed their flight, hoping to save 

at least a part of their furniture before the flames reached their houses. But the delay was too 

long and the advance of the flames too rapid, and when they finally fled to the bridge it was too 

late. It was in flames. Under the approaches to the bridge the exhausted people tried to hide 

themselves from the flames, the stronger and less exhausted flying to the next bridge north-thlat 

at Division street. But the refilge under the bridge soon became a burning, furnace. Those 

gathered under it soon saw t]e mistake they had made. The despairing ones stolidly stayed where 

they were, and were suffocated or burned to death. Those with hope still left ran out and 

attempted to fly north throiughl the flames which where crossing the avenue. A few escaped, but 

with many it was only a death postponed for the space of a few minutesburning garments, 

tottering footsteps, and then a fall to rise no more. BORN ON THE STREET As the fierce 

flamnes ran along the avenue, a woman ran out into the street, fell down, and gave birth to a 

child, but the birth soon became a death, and thie mother and babe were soon lifeless bodies. In 

the mad hurry after each one's self, the mother and the child were deserted and left to their fate. 

From the observation of many it would seem that the terror 193 
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were aggravated by a fresh fire breaking, out just north of Chicago avenue bridge at a time when 

the fire from the south had not advanced to within three or four blocks of Chicag(o avenue. It 

was this fire{ to the north that undoubtedly induced the weak and exhausted to take refuge under 

the approaches to the bridge, being unable to run around the fire to the north of the avenue, 

which was rapidly progressing both north and east. Ilow many threw themselves into the river, 

with the vain hope of being able to cross the river or of being picked up, it is impossible to tell, 

but it is to be feared that in their mad and hopeless desperation many people in their fli,lght from 

a death by fire, found a death by water. SIXTEEN BURNED TO DEATH OR KILLED. In a 

large blacksmith-shop, just south of the bridge, a number of workmen-stated to be sixteen-rushed 

into their burnIing building to save their tools, but the fire proved too much even for the sons of 

Yulcan. While catching up their tools, the walls of the b)uilding, fell in and buried them in its 

burning(r ruins. Perhaps the finest street running east and west in the North Division was 

Chicago avenue. Along its entire lengthll, east of the river, it was filled with fine and costly 

buildings. During, the present season alone several splendid buildings had been erected or were 
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in process of erection. Among these were the building which was known, or to be known, as the 

Norwegian HIall, which contained, besides fifteen or sixteen stores, a large hall. The building 

had a marble front, and was nearly completed. To the east of this about two blocks, on the 

northwest corner of Clark street and Chicago avenue, was another fine marble front building 

almost completed.' To the east of Clark street the avenue was filled with fine frame and brick 

residences. Among the residences on this street was that of the late Michael Diversey, the former 

partner of William Lill, and one of the earliest residents of 194 
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Page  197 mI CHICAGO An THE WEST. Chicago, his house being perhlaps the oldest 

residence of its size in the city. All these were burned from one end of the avenue to the othler. 

Nothling, was left but the water-works,'themselves battered and torn by thle devouring flames. 

The surroundings of the wlater-vworkls even were not without their tragedies. One of the 

firemen thinking, perhaps, that the heat of the approaching fire would not prove to be so intense 

and destructive as it actually was, crawled into a large water-pipe lyiing, on the ground and was 

roasted to death. When fiilly awake to his mistake, probably all he saw at either end of his last 

refuge was a flame of fire. North along Clark street,and on the branch tracks along Cliicago 

avenue, Division street, Larrabee street, Sedgwick street, and Clybourne avenue, the horse-tracks 

were more or less injured; the tracks in some places being doubled up to a height of three feet. 

The tracks of the Northl-western road along North Water street, and extending between the 

government pier and the Ogden slip, were still more damaged, many of the ends of the rails 

being thrown eight or ten feet from their original position. In many sections of thle traLck the 

rails have assumed a zigzag, course. At this time, between five and half-past five, the line of the 

fire as it progressed north was about a mile in width. Along the entire line the fire appeared as if 

attempting to see which portion could suri'pass the other in its march of destruction. To the east, 

near the Lake shore, were the large ale and lager-beer breweries of Sands, Ilnckls, Brandt, 

Bowman, Schmidt, Busch, Doyle, etc.; to the west, near the North Branch, was a densely 

inhabited district filled with wooden houses as dry as tinder. From the three, four, and five 

stories' height of the one, the sparks and burning charcoal fromn the wooden cupolas of the 

breweries were blown blockls northward, setting fire to the buildings on which they fell. On the 

west, the closely built wooden frame buildings, having no brick walls to temporarily stay 12 197 
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instantaneously to the ragig, fire-fiend that did not crawl, bult seemed to rush upon them with 

unlestraiiiable fury. A TERRIBLE SCENE. All seemed to be immersed in a hell of flame. No 

attempts were made to steni the progress of the fire. All that thIe tenants of the lhouses could do 

was to save a few of their household goods, andr thlis, too, at the riskl of their lives. The scene 

was rendered stili morel terrible and despairing by the fact that during the earlier stag,es of the 

fire thousands of the able-bodied men had rushed to thle South Side to witness the fire tilere, not 

then drean:itm that it would reachl their own homles. Before tlhe fire onl the South Side, these 
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fathers, brothers, and sons were gradually driven across tlhec river, until tile rapidity of the 

progress of the flames convinced them that their own families were in danger. Being at last 

convinced, they rushed in frantic haste to save whlat little they could. But they arrived at their 

homes, most of them, in an exhausted condition. They did tlheir best, but the l)est was but little. 

All that mnany could do was to aid( in saving, the lives of their w-ives and children. Withl their 

all standing in their houses, many attempted impossible things, and rushed into burningr 

buildings never to come out alive; for the wvilnd rushed on in horrible filry, and seemed to 

envelop three or four houses at once in one fell swoop. BETWEEN CHICAGO AVENUE AND 

NORTHIT AVENUE. Until this densely populated district to the west of La Salle street, and 

between Chicago avenue and North avenue, had been wasted, there was no stay to the rapid 

progress of tlhec fire. All that many people could do was to save themselves, and perhaps a few 

valuables that they could carry in their hands. A few, indeedl, of those who saw beforehand that 

their homes would be 198 
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mile off, saved, perhaps, half of their furniture; but many of these even were able to save but 

little. No conveyance could be found, in many cases, and piles of furniture were only saved from 

the house to be burned in the street. East of Dearborn street the scene was a parallel one; the 

homeless occupants of the ]louses in many cases rushed to the narrow beach which bounds this 

portion of tne North Division on the east, and the same sufferings that occurred on the portion of 

the beach referred to south of this were repeated and aggravated by the narrowness of the beach. 

How many were killed, how many dangerously burned, it will be impossible to find out. 

Relatives and friends have not waited for the coroner, but have buried their own dead on their 

own responsibility, and no one person will ever know the names, or even the number, of the 

victims of the fire in the North Division. In the district men tioned, with the exception of La Salle 

street, Clark street, and Dearborn street, the population was densely packed. In many of the 

houses lived two or three families. To the east of it were large breweries, where till the last 

moment, the eluplove's worked to save the buildings, at last rushing to their own already burning 

buildings to save their families. Children. as is usual in poor districts, seemed to swarm around 

every building, and how many of these, left to their own care, infants, toddling children, little 

boys and girls, sank before the fire, it is impossible to estimate. Suffice it to say that hundreds 

have been missed who were seen at the fire, but never since. The beautiful New England church 

went early in the day. Robert Collyer's stood defiant with its sturdy breadth and bigness, while 

behind and beyond it the conflagration did its will with everything else. There was some attempt 

to bring water in buckets from an open place, but it was not long before the vengeance which 

smote so mercilessly all around struck this noble monument also, and soon left the front and 

towers bereaved of all 116) 9 
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spots in the whole city. In front of these two churches was Dearborn Park. North of this park a 

single residence was spared, almost capriciously and insolently. But from the wide scene of.ruin, 

extending all the way across North Chicago, firom the east bank of the North Branch to the Lake, 

the fury raged on to Lincoln Park, and far on between the park and the North Branch until North 

Chicago was almost completely blotted out. On Dearborn street, diagonally opposite to the 

southwestern corner of Washington Park, was burned the New England Congregational church, 

one of the finest buildings of its kind in Cliicago, and the most elaborately constructed of any 
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ecclesiastical edifice in the city. The walls of the building stand. On the corner of Whiting and 

Dearborn streets, nearly opposite Washington Park, a block north of the last-named building, 

stood the beautifiil edifice of Unity Unitarian church, of which Rev. Robert Collyer was pastor. 

The walls of this building also bravely withstood the advance of the flames; but it is to be feared 

that they will have to be rebuilt in order to secure a perfectly safe new structure. The whole 

length of Dearborn and La Salle streets; which from Chicago avenue to North avenue were two 

of the finest streets in the North Division, being lined with beautiful trees and splendid marble-

front residences, were totally destroyed, not a house being left with the exception of that of 

Mahlon D. Ogden. LINCOLN PARK AND OLD CITY CEMETERY. These deserve spec'ial 

mention. Lincoln Parkl —thle glory of the North Division-has been almost entirely preserved. 

But few trees have been injured except in the southeastern portion of the park, where the dead-

house stood, and where a few trees are burned; the small-pox hospital to the east, on the Lake 

shore, being also destroyed. The grave-stone, or rather board memorials of the dead poor are 

many of them destroyed, and their relatives 200 
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The fences around the graves, the boards which have told to the wanderer their names, are all 

destroyed in the southern portion of the old cemetery. In the park itself many took refuge, though 

the great majority, as hereafter stated, fled to the prairies on the northwest. North of North 

avenue no efforts whatever were made to stop the progress of the flames, with one exception, 

which will be hereafter mentioned. They followed out their course, the only means that 

prevented their progress both north and west being stretches of bare prairie, on which there was 

nothing to burn. Excepting on Clark and Wells streets, the houses were more or less separated 

firom each other, occupying or being separated from each other by two or three lots, and often 

more. A small portion of the district north of North avenue and west of Wells street was thickly 

settled. At the corner of Linden and lurlbut street stood the vast edifice of St. Michael's church. 

Its walls were left standing, :ut that was all. Its splendor is gone. A little church on the corner of 

Centre avenue and Church street, a branch of the New England church, was also burned, as also 

a German Methodist church on the corner of Sedgwick and Wisconsin streets; a little church on 

the corner of Clark and Menomonee, also the sub-police station on the corner of North avenue 

and Larrabee street. At Fullerton avenue, a little over two and a half miles north of the river, the 

progress of the fire was finally stopped. A lull of the wind, between 2 and 4 o'clock on Tuesday 

morning, aided in the work of preventing the further progress of the flames northward; the only 

houses burned north of Fullerton avenue being Mr. John Huck's residence, and a building 

occupied by a Mr. Falk. Between the hours named, Mr. luck's men turned out and beat out the 

sparks that came from the south as they fell on the ground. A slight rain falling at the same time, 

aided in the work. 201 
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been raging in the North Division, sometimes advancing directly northeast, some times 

progressing, westward with a terrible back fire, people had been flying north and northwest until 

the few houses within reach in Lake View and beyond the limits were crowded fuill of refugees, 

and the flying population were compelled to take refuge on the open prairie. Here were gathered 

thousands of peopletired men, delicate women, children in arms without coverwithout shelter of 

any kind; many indeed without clothes on their backs. Worse than all, here too were compelled 

to rest from their long-continued flight, the sick and the wounded. The North-side horse-railroad 
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stables were entirely consumed, and it is stated that over forty head of stock were burned up. The 

boundaries of the fire in the North Division were as follows: With the exception of the few 

buildings mentioned above, the fire extended over all the North Division from the main branch to 

Division street, and from the North Branch to the Lake; very nearly seven hundred acres of 

territory. The fire left the North Branch at Division street, where it left a few houses standing 

along the side of the river. The balck fire then extended to the river again, or to what is known as 

the North Branch canal, which connects the ends of a semnicircle in the river, which bends over 

to the west. Following the canal or new channel of the river for a short distance, the fire then 

tended a little to the east as far as Halsted street, up which it extended to Clybourne avenue, the 

back fire extending along the avenue northwest to Blackhawk street and a little west until it 

reached Orchard street-a north and south street, excepting at its junction with the avenue, where 

it runs for about a block in a northeast direction. After reaching Orchard street, the fire proceeded 

north to Willard street, where it proceeded east along Howe street to Hllurlbutt street, across a 

couple of undivided blocks. Along Hurlbut stieet the fire proceeded north to Centre avenue, on 

which 202 - 
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around being nearly vacant. It then advanced up Ilurlbut street to withiln about one hundred feet 

south of Fullerton avenue. In the meanwhile the fire had taken all east of this, with the exception 

of Lincoln Park. Nolrth of Fullerton avenue, the fire burned up only two houses; these being 

located east of Clark street. iere the progress of the fire was stayed in the manner stated above. C. 

Ra,ggio's and two other houses on North Clark street, opposite the park, escaped destruction. 

Ihere we part company with our guides, who have led us along the paths pursued by the hydra-

headed monster, and turn again to hear the account of the GRAVE OF THE FIRE, from him who 

described to us its cradle. Having seen the beginning, of the fire, we thought it wortli while to 

track it through its rise and its grandeur to its inagnificent end after a glorious day's life. There is 

a very singular caprice of the fire in the NXorth Division, equally remarkable with that in De 

Koven street. The house of MIr. Mahlon Ogden, a large fraiame building standing very near the 

street, is entirely uintouched, vlwhile the entire region around it is laid bare. Even the church 

across the street, whichl stands entirely detached, is destroyed. The escape of the Ogden mansion 

is as complete and as mysterious as if it had worn an invisible coat of asbestos. The fire was no 

less singular in what it attacked than in what it spared. Just beyond this house, whilch would 

seem with its dry seasoned pine a most appetizing morsel for the fire-devil, there lies a green and 

tranquil grave-yard, with nothing in it which could attract a well-regulated fire. But this fiery 

tempest has swept in among these graves and tombstones, has sought out with an apparent 

disregard of conducting material, the humble wooden head-boards, and has even gnawed the 

marble in many 203 
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were in the quiet German cemetery at the gate of Lincoln Park, by the shining beach of the Lake. 

It is here that hundreds of the hunted fugitives of the North Division, hotly chased by the fire, 

came tc pass that first miserable night of hunger and cold. Loads oi household goods were 

broughlt here, and dashed carelessly upon the ground. As the hard night wore on, and the cold 

wind came blowing in from the "unsalted sea," chilling the blood after the fever of the day, these 

unhappy people began to break up and burn the furniture they had saved, and brought so far with 

labor and pain. Everywhere you may see the traces of that wretched vigil of heart-brealking 
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desperation. At one point there is a pile ot half-burned picture-frames profusely gilded and 

elaborately carved, and at another there lie the scattered fragments of a richly inlaid cabinet. A 

library-chair has its back burned away and its upholstery wrinkled and singed with the watch-

fire. But there are other and more revolting evidences of the misery which on that night gave 

many over into infernal guidance. I passed oie modest grave, near the scene of a niglt-canip. A 

heart was carved upon the wooden tombstone by pious hands, and into this touching' emblem a 

steel fork had been driven by some brutal fist. Above the outraged blazon were the tender words, 

lPu/ze Sauof (" Sleep Softly"). The scenes witnessed in that quiet grave-yard during that night of 

horror were enoughll to appal the stoutest temperamnents. A throng of hlalf-maddened sufferers 

straggled through the grove looking for their friends and finding no one, oppressed by a weight 

of anxiety that caused them to neglect their physical discomforts. Delicate womnen came as they 

had escaped from death in thin fluttering night-clothes, blown about by the surly Autmiinn wind. 

Several were in a state which demanded the gentlest care and sympathy. Many little children 

were thrown into the crowd too young to speak their parents' names. And upon all, the 204 
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disaster had fallen, and rendered them for the moment incapable of and rational judgment. I 

heard of one company of German singers from a low concert saloon who flew out into the night 

wAith nothing but their tawdry evening dresses, who sat shivering and silent in a huddled group 

in the lee of a tombstone, their bare arms and shoulders blue and pinched, and the tinsel flowvers 

in their hair shining with frost. They talked little, but sometimes they chleated their misery with 

songs, and it had a strange effect to hear in that gloomy and sorrow-stricken place the soft 

impurities of the Vienna muse, and the ringing and joyous joclel of the Tyrol. Near by, the 

firagments -f a Methlodist congregation had improvised a prayer-meeting, and the sound of 

psalms and supplication went up mingled with that worldly music to the deep and toler ant 

heavens. The fire could get no hold on the green wood of Lincoln Park, and so gave it up and 

went furiously off to the left, and ate up all the pretty suburban houses on that side, and ended 

only when the wide prairie lay before it, with nothing more to burn. At the corner of Willow and 

OreharJ streets the noble outline of the Newberry school bounds the line of devastation, as if to 

say that the fiuture hope of Chlicago, the power that shall yet rise superior to calamity, is 

Intelligence. CHtAPTER XXIIL THUs ended what must be considered one of the,most 

stupondous events of history, and the gorgeous descriptions above carry the reader, in 

imagination, onward from street to street, till darkness gathers upon the desolate scene, and the 

more desolate myriads who had been chased from their dwellings, and left roof 205 
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than beg,gars, or cause saddled with debts for property now hopelessly lost, and all securities 

utterly ruined. That night was the saddest ever experienced in our city-terribly gloomy for those 

who had not been burned out, and infinitely darker to the unfortunate. Everybody was thrown out 

of business, or had friends cast upon them for support or aid. The hungry were fed, the 

shelterless welcomed to a refuge, the naked clothed, and a general sharing of everything-an equal 

division-seemed going forward in every part of the saved district. ifany people packed their 

goods and made arrangements to fly at the first alarm of new fires. Few slept soundly, even of 

the worn and weary. Children were in great distress, through the excitement of the day and the 

rumors that spread in wild profilsion. The rain that fell was soothing to the mind and grateful to 

the eyes of those Mwho were compelled to venture out the next day. Such dust had scarcely ever 
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afflicted a people, and the smoke aggravated the visitation. The presses were all lost, and there 

was an absence of any mediumn of reliable news. Correspondents are right in saying that "the 

wildest rumors were,float, and people on the South Side were perfectly beside themselves with 

fear. The dead were multiplied into thousands; the fire was attributed to incendiaries; forty 

people had been burned in the Court-Hloutse; incendiaries had been caught in the act and thrown 

into the fire; vigilance Committees had lynched others; men were dangling from lamlpposts 

everywhere; all the bank vaults had been burned out; the rest of the city was to be burned at 

night. The boldest robbery was still going on; organized gangs of thieves prowled through the 

streets laden with plunder. The police were worn out, and were worse than useless. Citizen 

patrols of the most ferocious character were firing off pistols everywhere. All along the 

northward progress of the fire there had whirled in uttermost confusion a throng of hurrying 

people, and of carts, wagons, carriages 206 
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remove goods; and when night fell 75,000 to 100,000 people-north, west, and south-had either 

sought refuge with friends or were refugeless iu the streets; and, added to all this, the city was 

wild with fear of what the night might bring forth; torches said to be ready to finish the 

destruction of the city; 1,500 thieves said to be organized for a raid of pillage upon the bank 

vaults, and whispers hoarsely breathed everywhere of fever and pestilence ready to fall upon a 

population left without water, with but short rations of food, with most insufficient shelter, and in 

the midst of loosened spirits of noxious evil stalking through the wide ruin; monsters of 

imagination evidently enough, and yet amply real to minds that could not possibly imagine a few 

hours before that any combination of effort could have burned to the ground the half that has 

fallen before the tumbling of one lamp into the litter of a stable." If we dreaded the night, 

morning was, if possible, more dreadful still, for there lay the remnants of our lost city, and all 

around us were multitudes of dependent people and of wicked desperadoes. But the ground 

looked damp and the air was soft and mnild, and thle sun still shone in the heavens, reminding us 

of the ever-during mercy of Hlim in whose hands we were-" The Father of lights, with whom is 

no variableness or shadow of turning." It was well for us that our hands were so full of work for 

the miserable victims, for thus our own griefs were forgotten in the humane labors of relief, and 

our attention was diverted from those sickening ruins where lay the dead undiscovered, and the 

unopened smoking safes, and the wreck of all our city's greatness. A ride over the burnt district 

from the little shanty to Lincoln Park, was more dismal than a walk through Pompeii, or an 

excursion among the wrecks of Parns, wrought by Communists from within, and Prussians from 

without. We 207 
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such a tramp. Thursday, the third day after the fire, was clear, bright, and cloudless. The wind 

had died away, and I rode over the whole area of the disaster. There was no smoke or sign of 

remnainiing fire save in the great burning coal heaps along the river, or where mountains of 

smouldering grain were all that remained of the distroyed elevators. The fierceness of the flame 

had burned up everytiling combustible, and swept away the ashes as fast as coii sumed. The piles 

of crumbled masonry, hundreds of acres in extent, were even free from smoke stains. The streets 

were free enough to allow me to drive unimpeded. The Court-House is the most imposing ruin. 

Generally the larger structures are fiat with the ground. The Sherman House ddbris are 

shapelessalmost level. So is all that remains of Field & Leiter's white marble store. The Pacific 
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Ihotel walls are one-third down, the interior totally burned out. The following costly buildings 

were designed to be fire-proof:-The Republic Life Insurance Coinpany's building, lNixon's 

adjoining unfinished building, First National Bank, the Safe Depository, the Tribune building. 

Only Nixon's remains, it having been exposed to far less heat than the others. The rest are ruined. 

The late busy corners are almost undistinguishable, and old citizens contest the point as to 

whether this is Lake or IRandolph, that Clark or Dearborn, until some familiar recovered 

landmark decides it. The only route to the North Division is across Lake street to the West Side, 

where we cross the North Branch at Indiana street, and drive northward three miles. We ride the 

whole distance on the raised grade of the Nicolson pavement, across a bare, treeless, vacant 

plain, and as we near Wright's Grove, we look southward and see firom where we stand in our 

vehicle, the first and nearest unharmed structure, the Wabash avenue Methodist church at 

Harrison street, nearly four miles away. The elegant frame villa 208 
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entire square, its graperies and wooden out-houses, is alone unharmed, an oasis in a wide desert. 

From the burned tract of nearly two hundred squares, every trace of combustion and combustible 

has dis appeared. Even the turf burned up and its ashes blew away, leaving the naked soil. The 

city will be rebuilt better than before. It will be a handsomer and a safer city than it could ever 

have been without this fire, but its purchase money strikes at the money centres of the world. 

Recuperation has already commenced, but it began in Chicago on Tuesday, in a city from which 

every public building, every newspaper, every power-press, all leading hotels, all but onre 

wholesale store, eighteen churches, two great railway depot structures, six of its bridges, six 

large elevators, fifty vessels, and sixteen thousand dwellings had disappeared totally. Using 

again the pen of the correspondent of the NYew York fr',~Une, we show what was transpiring by 

day, and how the scene appeared by night, as the time passed on. lie is writing October 14thl:-

The town is beginning to fill with esthetic sight-seers. The artists of the illustrated papers are 

seated at every coign of Yantage, sketching for dear life against the closing of the mail. 

Photogralphers, alarmed by the prospect of speedy reconstruction, are training their cameras 

upon every unprotected point of picturesque ruin. They are sure of a ready sale of all the 

shadows they seize in these days. There has rarely been offered to the pitying admiration of men 

a collection of pictures of more poignant beauty. If one could divest himself of all feelings of 

sympathy and pain he could gain from these smoking squares the finest intellectual enjoyment. 

Monotonous as the gray stretch of desolation appears at first, the longer you look and linger the 

more this uniformity of character and color breaks up and reveals to you an infinite study of lines 

and forms. Of course, these ruins lack the consecration which has come with the course of ages 

to 209 
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gnawed plintks of Pmstum. But is there not an equal if not greater human interest in surveying 

these brand-new shards of a great city, and reflecting that the builders do not hide from our 

sympathies in the mists of immemorial time, but to-day live and breathe, think the same thoughts 

which found expression in these broken walls and melted columns, eat and drink and love and 

grieve and hope, and go on with work kindred to that which now has suddenly taken its place in 

the Past? Every one who has looked upon ruins has felt the keen, imperious desire to know what 

manner of men it was that built them and lookled upon them when they were fresh in the 

sunshine of those older days. Half the joy and half the pain of travel is in this vain imagining. 
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But here you look at these imposing wrecks, still Titanic and most impressive in a decay that 

already seems historical, and you reflect with a sudden feeling of surprise that you know by heart 

the sermon they are preachiing. You are yourself a part of the life they symbolize, of the 

civilization which they express. You have heard the prayers and the oaths, the laughter and the 

cries, to the sound of whicli those wal!s went uip. There is no unknown quantity in the problem 

they present. There it is —make of it what you will. If you come to nothing, do not blame time or 

history for the dust that is in your eyes. Strolling through the town in the day-time, you see that it 

must have been a heat of singular intensity that melted down six miles of brick and mortar so 

soon into one undistinguishable mass. It took only about twelve hours to virtually finish the 

work; all that was done after that, was the after-wrath of the flame gleaning about the edges of 

the field it had reaped. But there has never been a fire which so completely attended to its 

business and slighted no part of its work. It seems like a mere figure of speech to speak of a 

quarter utterly destroyed. The phrase is always used about great fires, but usually means that all 

the houses are more or less damaged. In this case it is literally true. 210 

Page  211 IN CItICAGO MAD ToE WEST. Most of the houses are level heaps of calcined 

building material. The walls of the Custom-Houtse are still standing; tile Court House wings 

refuse to fall. The fire-proof Tritb6ne disdains surrender, tlhough only a phantom house. A few 

heavily buttressed church towers wait also for the hammer of demo lition. But with these 

exceptions, the central region of Chli cago has ceased to exist. You can look through it to the far 

off waste of the North Division. In many places the solid granite has cracked and peeled in great 

flakes, like stucco in the firost. The iron castings are partly melted and partly twisted into forms 

of startling grotesqueness. I h]lave seen fluted columns, bell wires, gas and water pipes, 

wreathled and twisted among the smoulder ing ashes of a cellar like a coil of snakes of assorted 

sizes. Even the pretty gratings of the Safe Deposit Company, the best pre served of all, are 

fearfully warped and bent, like a character which has resisted temptation with a wofuil loss of 

temper. These details we have been permitted to see for some days; for although the proprietors 

are eager to begin their work of reconstruction, the lack of water has tlhus far made it impossible 

to quenchl the smouldering flames. So that the light shimmer of the brooding heat hangs all day 

above the rubbish, and the air is fill of the pungent odor of coals. When night comnes a strange 

and beautiful transformation is wrought in the scene. Every evening since I have been here I 

have watched with increasing interest this marvellous and fascinating change. As the sun goes 

down in the prairie, and the night wind comes in from the Lake, this sleeping fire rouses and stirs 

in its slumber like a woman who shakes off the day's decorum, and flushes at the coming of her 

lover. Thie vast ignited coal-beds on the shore of the river throw red greetings to each other 

through the gathering shadows. The darkness slowly veils the lines of shattered walls, and one by 

one through the gloom twinkle out the delicate blue flames that spring from the anthracite coal-

boxes of the burned mansions. They are so blue, and fine, and fragile, that they seem 211 

Page  212 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES like forget-me-nots gemming the dusky field. 

They are very per. sistent though. They have been pouring tuns of water through the sidewalk 

upon one small deposit in front of Gov. Bross's resi dence, and yet at night it blooms as bluely 

and vigorously as if i were refireshed by the wvatering. As the darkness deepens, the show 

increases in brilliancy, until, by a most lovely effect of reflection, the blaze from the 

unqutenched fires strikes the clouds of smoke that hang over the city, and turns them a brilliant 

rose. The pillar of cloud becomes a pillar of fire, and all at once the dead lustre of this reflected 
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light falls back upon the ruins and brings them out into pale and singular distinctness. It is not 

possible to imagine anything more terribly beautiful than this wild commerce of the fire and the 

darkness. From my window I see the whole sweep of the vast illumination. On the left a coal 

heap stretches beyond the river like a shore of fire; a boat on this side is blackly painted athwart 

the blaze. The sky is flushed with the flame and mottled with driving clouds, and against it loom 

the ragged and torn walls of the Pacific Hotel, the sturdy arch of the First Presbyterian Church, 

and further to the ri,glt the broken outlines of the Court-Ifouse, far more reverend and graceful 

than ever in their forlorn incompleteness. All along the red horizon the coal heaps blaze and the 

sky is on fire, and the sharp angles of broken walls and the slim stems of black chimneys like 

minarets are drawn sharply on the crimson background. I do not know if it could he within the 

reach of painting to give any hint of the unutterable magic of this spectacle. No sunset was ever 

so rosy as that smoky sky. No frost-castle built on a window-pane out of a child's breath was 

ever more delicate than those fantastic ruins, flung like tattered lace against the drifting clouds. 

On the extreme right, just within the yellow blaze of the light that guards the breakwater, the 

great Central Elevator towers above the shore, shrugging its vast shoulders over the desolation, 

contenm 212 
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Page  215 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. plating its mirrored bulk by the flickering blaze of 

its fallen companlaion. After all this revel of form and color it is a relief to look to the east, 

where Lake Mlichioan lies in his night-dress of mnist, and whispers as peacefully to the sandy 

beach as he did in the days before Columbus, and as he will in the days after Jonatlian. The 

crowniing evil of all times of tumnult and disaster is sus picionI. We cannot burn witches now, 

nor tear out the tongues of Jews for imaginary crimes. But we can shoot old women for 

pumnping petroleum if we are Parisians, and we can resurrect them in back alleys if we live in 

Chicago. That famous South westcen verdict, which attributed a suicide to " accidence, inci 

dence, and the acts of the inceinduary,"' seems to have possessed the Chicago fancy; and though 

they do not positively hang or shoot their petroleum population, they say they do in their news 

papers, and occasionally seize a shivering vagabond whom they find skulking on the sunny side 

of a barn, and drag him before General Sheridan for trial. Luckily this sagacious soldier has a 

cool head and an honest judgment, and insists on l)etter evidence than poverty and dirt to hang a 

man, and the consequence is that not one case of iincendiaiism has been shown at headquarters. 

There have been two or three fires in regard to which the cry of incendiarism was promptly 

raised, but investigation at once made evident their accidental character. This general suspicion, 

however, has resulted in the establishlment of an institution which is altogether laudable as long 

as the embers of the conflagiatioii remain alive. A patrol of citizens has been formed in every 

block, and they all do sentry duty at stated hours. Everv man out at nighlt without cause finds it a 

little inconvenient to give repeated accounts of hinmself, and tl-is of itself is promotive of the 

domestic virtues. The rule is certainly adinirable in its application to that portion of the twililght 

populationI whichl always comes to the surface at such hours. In the 13 215 
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Page  216 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES day-time you may see them slouching about 

Wabash avenue, vlwhere their rascal faces and lang-dog air are never seen in ordin]ry times. It -

would certainly not be prudent to give the city up to them, and so at iiigh,t they arc kept in their 

own haunts. It is astonislhing to see how simple and provincial Chicago has become. Standing 

sentry is positively the only recreation of men of the world. There are no clubs, no restaurants, no 

theatres, no libraries. There is no need of going out-if you go, a wall falls on you by way of 

warning. A little while ago, as I sat here writing, I heard a loud crash, and looking out, I saw that 

the high wall of lvri. Scaminon's house had fallen. A furious gale was blowing, fromn the south 

and roaring among, the ruins. As I looked another wall came sl)prawling over the sidewalk. As 

the whlite dust rose and fled away withl the wind, I heard a pitiful cry, " Ilelp over dere! A man's 

got his leg brokle." A dozen persons ran fiom the hotel and brquglit in a poor German whvlo was 

watching tihe building, and had imprudenitly taken shelter fromn the wind under the wall. After 

lie was safely bestowed I stood for a mom-ent at the window looking westward at the fine archl 

of the Presbyterian Clhuchl, clearly and richlly defined a,gailist the red glow of the sky. Full in 

my si,ght it tottered, parted with a dull report, and tumbled forward into the street. The 

galeincreased in violence; the pale, shladowless lilght ifaded friom the city as the wind drove 

away the illuminated clouds. The blackiiess of nighlt, which had been hanging in the eastern 

horizon, swept in over the Lake to the town. The whistling wind was thllickl with lime-duat and 

sparks of fire. The l)lue flanes of the anthracite burned more gayly, lookling now like the 

wvitechl watch fires on some unusually tempestuous Walpurgois-niighlt. A enltle man with a 

white cravat and a black face knocks, and requests, wvithl the compliments of the authlorities, 

that lighlts may be put out and wiindows closed. And so to bed, with a gale lasliing tlhe calmi 

Lake into discontent, and the intermnittent rattle of falling, 0,16 

Page  217 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ruins, reminding one of an artillery battle between 

two absent minded armies. CIIAPTER =IV. IN the Sacred Volume, the same incidents, scenes, 

and narra tives are repeated under various forms, in order to give all shlades of the important 

truths recorded, and impress all minds accord ing to their different constitutions and conditions. 

It is necessary to read many histories in order to obtain just and adequate views of the course of 

events. One corrects another, or supplies what seems deficient in his story or estimate of thlings 

and men. In the accounts of some writers, the gas.ork-s on the South Side ex ploded with noise 

and ftury. VWhereas the facts are these: When the fire seriously menaced the gas-worls, to avoid 

an explosion, a sixteen-iinchll pipe was opened and thle whole dischargod into the air. The wind 

carried it swiftly over the buildings, and the in cendiary spalrkls set it afire, and in five minutes 

three squares were wrapped in a blaze. Thus everythlling conspired to give impetus to thle workl 

of destruction firoom first to last. All thlinTgs seemed leag,ued in a fell conspiracy, and the 

efforts of man were almost powerless against the combined forces of nature, which wrought so 

eagerly together. The STew i7rko Iqclepegident said "the great fire at Chlicago need not have 

occurred if the firemen had been sober:" a staterment either grossly uiijust or fi'ightfully 

significant. In order to do justice to the Department, we must let them be heard, and the verdict, 

based upoin such evidence, will be more likely to accord with truth. Like the humnan face in its 

infinite variety of iormn and expression, every individual cxl)erience has some chla.racteristic 

peculiarities. A gentlelmani telling his story, said to the 217 

Page  218 HLISTORY OF THE GRF,AT FIRES writer: My house was as far firom the fire, 

when I got home, as yonder brick building, a block away, one-twelfth of a mile, and yet I could 
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not stand in the doorway, such was the violence of the heat at that distance. In speaking of his 

light insurance, he explained it, by observing that he did not conisider his stock combustible, 

viz., marble for tombstones, mantels, and buildings; yet scarcely a whole piece survived the 

fierce heat, and his warehouse stood on the edge of the north side at the river bank. A lovely 

Christian woman, who was in the heart of the burning fiery furnace, evidently realized the 

situation, at least in spirit, of the three worthies in Nebuchadnezzar's seven times hot oven, who 

had the form of the fourth with them, and so perished not, but triumphed through His grace. In 

describing her feelings as she fled, she said, she turned fiom flight and looked back upon the vast 

column of fire that swept adown the street burying all in destruction, and she thought of Paul's 

words -" as having nothing, yet possessing all things," and she seemed to herself, though stripped 

of everything and destitute at midnight, to be rich, because God was hlers. My Father is better 

than His gifts, and HIe is still mine, blessed be His nrame! Her grief, thou1gh real, found its 

sanctifying grace, and out of all that burning she comes, as gold refined, shining and pure as a 

saint of God. Many such true hearts were strengthened in their attachment to God. As a godly 

deacon said, I have my papers and my children-I am thankful. To him there was no such thing as 

despondency or gloom, for his treasures were laid up above the reach of the flames, and his hope 

did not consist in earthly prosperity, but in the niercy of Jesus Christ. In sad contrast was the first 

utterance of a liberal minister as he opened his sermon among the ruins of his church edifice: I 

have nothing to thank God for. There can never occur such a crisis in any Christian's career, 

however dark; and adversity is the 218 

Page  219 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. blessing most approved in the New Testament. 

Such seemed the prevalent view of the Christian people of Chicago. Mfr. Moody, who saved 

firom his library nothing except his Bible, not a scrap nor a book besides, was unchanged in the 

cheerful tone and tem per which characterize his buoyant, believing heart. Said he, I asked 

myself, whlat shall I take? and I grabbed my Bible and ran out of my house. Many men had their 

hair-breadth'scapes and peculiar perils to encounter, either in rescuing their property, families, or 

neigh bors. M3r. George J. Read got together the firm's books and papers and put them in a bag 

to remove them to his own residence oTn the West Side, and offered men large suins to convey 

him and his valuables across the bridge. Finding time short and no one wil ling to aid him, he 

boldly proceeded to drag his load from the alley between Lake and Water streets; and, the fire 

drawing near, hlie chose Water street, and was making what haste he could, when a large mass of 

felt roofing came whirling down all ablaze and struck him fairly upon the chest. Quicker than 

thought he turned so as to give the wind a chance to catch the burning mass, and send it flying 

away over the tops of the buildings across the street. By this sudden detaching of the incendiary 

felting from his person, he has no doubt he saved his life, as, in that hurricane, hle would have 

been set on fire in an instant and perished there. lie pursued his way amidst showers of fire and 

secured his precious treasure and reached his home in safety. AMr. J. W. Goodspeed, the 

publisher, found himself encompassed with flames, in trying, to get away from the store with his 

papers, which he fortunately took from the worthless safe, and, making a rLush to break through, 

he was compelled to retire. Placilig a handkerchief over his head and face, and measuring his 

distance, he leaped forward and reached a place of safety. 219 

Page  220 IHISTORY OF TIllE GREAT FIRES lIe tells how the wind poured the sparks down 

into the streets and narrow passages by lwhich he and his father soulght to make their vway 

lhomeward fiom Lake near ILa Salle street, and whirled his cliromos out of his arms tlirougll the 
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air, almlost )prostrating them. Tllhey found an old cart back of their building, and loaded it 

wvithl what few articles they could snatlch firom the clutches of the fire, and drew it some two 

miles in the night amidst the thronged avenues. Mlrs. Ilobson, the milliner, carefully placed in a 

wagon her choicest goods, as many as she could collect at such a time, and, putting herself in the 

thlills, drew her load down toward the Lake, where slhe hoped for safety. Stoppingr a moment to 

rest, she turned to her load-and it was gone; all had beeii stolen on tlhe way, after her elldeavor 

to save them. The powers of darkness seemed to be let loose to prey upon the people and turn 

human crealtures into fiends. A gei;tleman, whlo succeeded in gettilng a new carpet out of his 

dwelling,, and removing it to a basement where lie and his famiily took refuge, looked in vain f)r 

it the next morning. It was stolen. There was no mercy in the ihearts of these plunderers. A good 

deacon, trying to carry away his goods in waTgons, saw a woman take up) a valuable p)ackage 

and start off with her plunder, when lie called to her aind she laid it down. A moment after she 

repeated her attelmplt, and hle laid hands on her. Ag,ain she took advantae of his m: -meutary 

absence, to steal, and hlie, findii)g her obstinate, deliberately smote lit her with his fist, and she 

fell to the earth. Tlhis put an cnd to her depredations, and the chulrch militaut became the chureli 

triumphant. A portionl of the North Division was saved by -Ir. Davis, who early saw ti-at all was 

gone in the business portion of the town; and returned home to protect lwhat little remained, his 

house, the shelter of his family. Procuring help, he dug three wells, and 220 

Page  221 IN CHICAGO AM) THE WEST. obtained water enourghl to wet thle roof of his 

house and to keep carpets iand blanklets wet, by whihel all incipient fires fiom sparks were put 

out at olnce. HIe took a pail of water and a shovel and stationed himself wlhele he could prevent 

thle sidewalkl and fenee from burning,. Being, far out, thle fire came to himn late in the day. As 

flames would creep along the walkl, le used sand and quenclhed thllem. Often the heat was so 

intense tlhat he was obliged to wet his handlkrchlief fiom the pail, and breathe thrllougll that. I-e 

felt several times as if lhe must abandon his post, and allow hlis home to go down with the rest; 

but renew ]ng l]is couirage and moistening his face and hands, lie continued to fight the fire till 

darkness set in on Monday nilght. Wlhile lhe still strugg(,led withl the devouring elemaent, lhe 

felt a drop of rain fall on his cheek, the forerunner of the shlower, and his grateftil hleart poured 

foibtli a slhowner of tears from his eyes. I-e could then retire and sleel) with a sense of repose, 

and a consciousness that God lhad apl)eared for his deliverance. Mr. Kimball, of the Miclhigan 

Central Railroad, was driven fiom his lhouse towards morning, and fled to the beach, leaving 

clhoice imemientos and collections. Many years ago, probably twentytwo, hle was in India, and 

procured for a favorite aunt, who liked good coffee, a parcel of peculiar excellence. On a recent 

visit she gave him two pounds or more of tlhis paclkage of coffee, and lie lhad determined that 

thley would use it olnly on Sundty muornings for a luxuiry, as coffee like wine improves with 

age. rThlat wvas burned too brownI-probably scorched and spoiled. The birds were let out of 

tlieir cages, and the books left to consume, and tlhey seized what few things tliey could carry in 

bundles, and ran for dear lifc, to the edge of the Lake. IHere they stayed in a prison of fire and 

water, alternately wetting their faces and their hlanldkerclhiefs, tllhrougl wvlich alone thlley 

could breathe at times, and putting out fires that caughlt in their bundles fiom flying spairks. 

Seeinig no other hope of rescue, Mr. K. and his wife, I 221 

Page  222 IIISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES made their way to the river, and stepped aboard 

the Alpena, which was in tow of another propeller, and rode out into the Lake three miles, where 

the boats anchored. There were sixty persons on board, and not a mouthful of food. The Lake 
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was very rough, and, as a matter ot course, it set them all cascading violently; from which 

condition they did not recover till an engineer came aboard and got up steam, and they were 

transferred to a large propeller that lay in the basin inside the dock by the light-house. Here they 

were generously provided with supper, at 11 o'clock at night, and tasted food for the first time 

since three the day before. They could not determine during that day, while they were riding at 

anchor, whether the whole city was burnt or not. They did see Terrace row on Michigan avenue 

in its conflagration, but the smoke was too dense and blinding over the water to allow any true 

knowledge of the extent of the destruction. Hundreds, and perhaps thousands, were similarly 

tortured by anxiety and doubt, until Tuesday morning, or late Monday evening. A North-sider, 

worth a quarter of a million at the time of the fire, was glad to accept two pairs of blankets, as he 

said, "to keep the family warm." He had seven dollars in his pocket Saturday night, and spent 

two of that amount to pay a man for setting an article of furniture into the street, which was 

afterwards burned. His wife's and daughter's clothing on their wagon took fire and had to be 

abandoned. The latter became a mother that night in the basement to which they fled. His work-

people clamored for their week's wages, cr wished his assistance, ae they were ennriiess His safe 

was entirely lost. There was no bank open, and he was in straits such as press the life out of a 

proud man. Uow they sui-vivpd t;Il bo coulld Rend into the country and make collections, and 

what they suffered, it were hard to tell. A mother got separated from her two boys, and such 

agony ai she experienced only mothers can realize. Through the bulletin 222 

Page  223 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. in the church where the bureau of missing and 

found ones was kept, she learned that her jewels were safe in the little town of Austin, a few 

miles distant. Some farmer had picked them up, given them shelter, and reported them for the 

benefit of their mother if she were alive. Mr. Holden reports, that when the throng was greatest 

about the First Congregational Church he saw a woman at a window beckoning earnestly to be 

admitted. Something in her appearance arrested himn strongly, and he sent a policeman to bring 

her in through the crowd. In an hour from that time, perhaps, she stood by his side and explained 

that her husband, a Germani, was badly cut firom his shoulder down to his waist, anid had no 

attention. While she was telling her pitiful story, the poor woman fainted and fell to the floor, 

and was removed and cared for. Some of the scenes that transpired about and in the fire were 

disgraceful beyond measure. The saloons were, many of them, thrown open, and men exhorted to 

free drinking needed but one invitation. Handreds were soon dead drunk, or fighting and 

screaming; many thus fell victims to the flames, and some were dragged away by main force and 

rescued from roasting. Even respectable men, seeing that all was lost, sought to drown their 

misery by intoxication. Would that more had been able to answer according to the hero of the 

following Chicago dialogue: " Well, Jim, are you burnt out 2." Jim: "Not I; I don't drink." We 

have too many whose very manhood is consumed by the "hot damrnation," and stand like somne 

of oui blackiened ruins, a mockery of poor humanity. Di Goodwin tells us how the streets were 

here and there lhoked with the whiskey barrels rolled out of their hilding-places, and how they 

fairly ran, and were flooded with the infernal stuff. Why, there were quarters where, because of 

burst barrels and )broken demijohns, the very air was drunk a square away. I remember down onl 

Van Buren street, in 223 

Page  224 MISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES one of the carly hours of the fire, that while two 

or three of us were trying, to lhelp a poor widow save her little handful of stuff, we ran against a 

saloon-lkeeper hamnmering, away furiously to tigltcn the hloops on a cask that had sprung a 
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leak, arnd calling vigorously on the bystanders to help save his treasures; whereupon one of our 

Sutnday-schlool boys mounted on a pile of barrels, and wvithl a sly nod to me, set the spigot of a 

cider brandy-cask rutnning,; and I did not turn the spigot back, nor scold the boyI But worse than 

tlhis were the instances of theft and coldblooded avarice whielh occurred and have come to light. 

One person was trying to remove valuable papers from an office and askled two fireminen to 

help him, but they refused unless he paid them $50; tile papers were destroyed. Drivers of 

express wagons have taklen $100 alnd even $500 for an hlour's use of their vehicles, in getting 

distressed people awvay fioni danger. A bookk-eeper, engaged in conveying away the firm's 

records, fell fainting in the alley behinid the store, overcomie by exertion and suffocated by the 

smokle and dust. The shock restored himn to consciousness, and upon attempting to rise he 

found hi,nself unalble to stand. Just then a man was passing, and he hlailed him withl a request 

for help. The wretchl offered to assist for a hundred dollars. The fillen man said, "'I have but ten, 

and I will give you that." Fior this amount he gave his arm to the poor slfferer, and saved his life. 

A girl carried her sewing-macltime to four different points, and was forced from each by tlheo 

advancing, fiend. At last an expressman seized her treasure, and in spite of all her efforts drove 

away with it. Said the impoverisled girl, "Do you wonder Chlicago burned " In front of a 

whlolesale lhouse the sidewalk was bloody firom tlhe pmiisliment inflicted by the police upon 

sneak-tlhieves. Trunks were rifled after their owners had placed them out of reach of fire. They 

were broken open by dozens on the Lake slhore, an(i the emnpty trunks tossed into the water. 

Pieees of broadt(loth were 224 

Page  225 IN CHICAGO AND THI WEST. torn into strips three yards long and distributed 

among a party who said, " These will make us eachl a good suit." Persons who saw and heard 

these things were powerless, and the confusion was so terrible that 110no one could look out for 

any one but himself, or interfere for the protectien of otliers' property. It was a time when the 

worst forces of society weree jubilant, and all the villains had free course. The Court-House jail 

had one hundred and sixty prisoners, and these were let loose to )prey upon the people in the 

time of their hellplessness and extremity. Suchll an event was a pul)lic calamity; but ihumaniity 

would not permit the poor vwretclhes to perishl there, and no imeans were at hand to convey 

them to any other place of confinement. One of our city papers tlitus deals withl the oil-stone 

story: The Newv Yo'rk Jouri,al of Uonmer2ce has swallowed tlhe oil stone story; and assumingii 

it as a fact that Chllicago was built of stone heavily charged with petroleum, thus describes the 

process of destruction "An eye-wvitness of tlhe process says he saw the flames cross streets and 

lick withl long tongues at the stone buildings opposite. The latter, as they became intensely 

heated, emitted jets of gas, upon whllichl the flames would catelI and then go out again, 

repeating, the operatioli a numIber of times, wheln-presto-tlhe stone would apparently be in 

flames. Tlhis is precisely the action of fire on anltliracite, as any one may see by watchlling a 

large lump of coal in his grate. Like coal, these stonies were red tuced to ashles."' That eye-

witness had a lively inagin~tion. We repeat that the only building in this city of any size built of 

the suplposed oilstone vwas the Second Pie',byteria Cllhurchl, and the walls of that building 

were not reduced to ashles, but stand conspicuously elect alliong tlhe ruins of a lhundired otlher 

buiildings utterly destroyed. Tle founldation for tlhis oil-stone theory is the following from a 

,iinumber of C/a7iber?s' Journal: 6 225 
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enormous deposits of this oil-bearing limestone; some of the houses in the city are built of it, and 
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after a while present a smeary appearance fromn exudation of the oil. The least thickness of the 

mass is thirtyfive feet, and it has been estimated from experiment that each square mile of it 

contains seven and three-quarter million barrels, each of forty gallons, of petroleum." Some 

years ago, when the oil-fever was at its height, and men were making fortunes in a week, some 

persons conceived the idea that the stone in an old quarry northwest of the city gave evidence of 

oil. If we mistake not, certain disembodied spirits encouraged the idea, and boiing was begun. 

The oil-rock was perforated without getting a drop of oil; but the boring went on until at last they 

struckl a vein of water in no wise tinctured with petroleum. A countryman with a carpet-bag 

appeared the second week after the fire, and told his errand. Hie had a debt of five hundred 

dollars on his farm, and having heard of the great liberality of the Chicago people, how thev took 

up collections of many thousands on a single Sabbath morning, he thought that they would be 

willing to pay off that mortgage for hinm, and thus enable him and his wife, as they were 

growing old, to live easy and take comfort the rest of their days. I suggested to him that the fire 

had impoverished us. Well, he said, he had thought of that, and had made up his mind, as hlie 

had some good apples, that he would donate to every person who gave him five dollars, a barrel 

of apples. Thus they would be helping him, and get something for themselves. Dinner was ready, 

and he sat down to a good mieal; and after dining he entered into some account of his 

experience, and asked earnestly my opinion of certain heresies that were being proinulgated in 

his nieighborhood. Ilaving run through all the subjects hlie could think of, he suggested that he 

should have to stay all night, and p)elhaps I could 226 
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people for a night's lodging. I intimated to him that every body was full, on account of the 

exodus of so many thousands from the burnt district to our quarter. Bethinking himself of 

another pastor, lihe started off to try and interest him, as I could give himn little or no 

encouragement. It was doubtful whether he found the doctor in a mood to entertain his appeal for 

charity at that juncture. For charming simplicity and cool audacity this surpassed anything in my 

former experience. How different the case of a noble man who came to his pastor for comnfort 

and for nothing more: although he had been ruined, and his son had been driven away to another 

city for employment as an engraver, and his wife was in a distant city, he would not allow any 

appeal for assistance, as he had gone to work, though not a carpenter, as a foreman in re-erecting 

buildings on the desolated grounds. Won't you have a pair of boots? No; I can buy some. 

Nothing would he receive. He had been formerly burned out in Wisconsin, and had many times 

aided his unfortunate neighbors in similar troubles. lHe told how he had, early in Chicago's 

history, refused to invest his money in a block now worth half a million, and gone away up into 

Wisconsin, and there struggled and toiled, and finally lost everything. A gentleman relates the 

following case of selfish, brutal meanness: In a church some blocks away, quite on the northwest 

verge of population, I found other examples of suffering. The first to greet me was a bright and 

brave German fellow, also a dry-goods clerk, who had rescued his wife and five children, and 

had saved plenty of good clothing and household stuff enough for tolerable comfort, only that he 

had no money and no chance of securing a house. HIe took little thought for himself, however, 

but showed me a family of ten-eight small children-the father and mother workers with the 

sewing-machine. They had owned a house and 227 
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The hlalf-weekly payments for makling up clothlling, had been their living. When' the fire came, 
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the two Singer sewing,-machines were saved by buryiii( tihemi in the garden behind the hlouse. 

Tuesday mornilg, on goil(l to inspect, the man found lioutls just ready to make off w ithl them. 

One of these saved appearances for the moment by offering to carry them to the owner's place of 

refuge, but on reaching this demanded $10, and took one of the $85 machlines in lieu of 

payment. I am happy to say that two of Sheridan's bayonets are after that fellow, and that we 

have stern law for these extortions if the perpetrators are caughlt. Another, a stffeiler, states his 

bitter experience, and adds several interlesting incidents: His residence was situated in the centre 

of the burnt district, and at an early hour wa,s consumed. One of the first places to wlichll lie 

repaired was the Sherman IHouse, in which he had firiends. Ile found it onl his arrival still 

untouched, but the guests were passing out in all directions. Amongi other incidents he witnessed 

is one not the least strange of the many which hlave been told. A guest of thle house, on his ,ay 

fiom thlle West, had withl him his invalid wife and children. In the llhurry of the moment they 

were overlooked, and as the fire was rapidly encroachingli on the building,, lie became fiantic in 

his efforts to save his flamily. The conveyances around the hotel were all engaged, but by paying 

$1,000 lhe managed to secure an express vwagon and thlus escaped. On Wabash avenue the 

owner of one of its mir.rble houses had his carriage and colored coachman driawn ullp at lhis 

door, preparatory to conveying his family to a place of refluge. Three rutffians on the look-out 

for plunder approaclhed the carriange, and, juinping on to the seat, threw a sack over the head 

and slioilders of the coachman and hauled himn to the ground. They rapidly drove away in the 

vehicle, leaving its owner to shift as well as he could without it. 228 
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many livery stables. The horses were taken out at the first alarm and b)roulght to what was 

thought to be a place of safety. Iunndreds of tlhen were gathered togetler in one inclosure. When 

tile fire appreached them they became strangely agitated, and thleir terror finally became so great 

that they broke from their fastenings, causing a general stampede. The scene was a friihltful one. 

in their madness they trampled each other to deatli, and breaking loose among the crowds of 

fugitives, added not a little to the general alarm. Going along Madison street, our informant was 

met by an cxcited individual, who was wildly shouting, "I knew they would do it!-I knew they 

would do it!" On being asked to explain, he exclaimed, "The bloody KuKlux have done this, 

knowing us to have been extra loyal. They have burned our city, and it is useless for 1us to 

attempt to escape, for they will burnI us up too!" On lower Clark street, just below the Coutrt-

Houise, were some rows of splendid business houses. The upper portions were fitted up in 

furnished rooms, and, sad to say, were let to the less disreputable portion of the demi-monde. 

Being steeped in the heavy slumber of vice, the fire had reached the lower part of the building 

belore they were apprised of their awfiul danger. When they were roused fromn their letlhar y, 

their terror was fearful. Appearing at the upper windows of tle biurlning blocks, they found their 

communication almost cut off, and their screams were terrific. The staircases were still partly 

standing, and after great difficulty the girls were rescued fiom their perilous position. One young, 

girl, an Italian, attracted the attention of all by her picturesque beauty, which was leilght ened by 

the tragic situation in which she was placed. He1r hlair, wildly flowing, reached almost to her 

feet, while the foreign expression of her features and the tragicpose of her attitude made 2 2') 
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illustration of the line, Beauty unadorned, adorned the most Poor unfortunate! She looked fitter 

fori a better life than the awful one she was pursuing. Who can say what treatment had driven her 
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from her own sunny clime to our colder climate? Her looks were noble and striking, her bearing 

patient and courageous, and a feeling of intense relief was experienced by the spectators when 

she was rescued firom the jaws of death. Immediately before this incident occurred, a fearfuill 

scene was to be witnessed at the corner of Sherman street, about half a block west of La Salle, 

near the Michigan Southern Railroad depot The street (which was a small one) was entirely 

occupied by bagnios, conspicuous among which was the corner one, run by a courtesan well 

known in Chicago as one of the worst characters that ever disgraced a city. Her name was ielly 

Grant, otherwise known as Tipperary Nell, as that historic county had the honor of giving her 

birth. As usual the inmates on that fatal Sunday night were in a beastly state of intoxication. The 

fire crept upon them unperceived, and had it not been for a burly driver, the bully of Nelly, the 

inmates would have been burned in their beds. As it was the house had caught before any of 

them got out, and the screams, curses, and lamentations of the unfortunates were terrible to hear. 

" Nelly" herself was insensible from the effects of her potations, and her lover had to carry her 

outno easy job, for she was not by any means what you would call a "light weight." He 

succeeded, however, in carrying her to a place of safety, and the remainder of the wretches were 

rescued without harm. Going down Dearborn street our informant came to a gents' furnishing 

and jewelry store, which the fire was rapidly approach ing. A crowd had gathered around, and 

the proprietor, unable to save his goods, said to them, "Take all you can, boys, for I can't 230 
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Page  233 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. save anything." Several took wallets and flled them 

with valuables, but the police outside caused them to be delivered up, doubtless for the benefit of 

the relief fund. A MUSEUM. At Colonel Wood's Museum great preparations had been made -or 

the production of "Divorce," but it has been indefinitely shelved till a new building is erected. 

The drama was one which would have exactly suited Chicago, as the city is celebrated for the 

ease and celerity by which the marriage tie can there be cut isunder. The greatest contrasts were 

presented on all sides during the burning. Brave men were endeavoring to cheer downcast 

women with an appearance of lightheartedness which was far from real. Individual instances of 

gallantry on the part of women were not wanting, and our informant is in rapture with the 

coolness displayed by a widow, whose bravery extorted the admiration of all who beheld her. 

She had to cheer the spirits of some half dozen drooping maidens and guide them to a place of 

safety, which she did with perfect success. She was none of your "fair, fat, and forty" ones, but 

instead a young and pretty woman, and from all we can learn she will not long live in widowed 

blessedness, if any of her numerous admirers on the trying Monday can trace her. The most 

ridiculous scenes ever mingled with the most terrible ones, and the spectacle of the effects that 

were being carried away was in mniany instances extremely amusing. A lady who kept a 

boarding-house on Adams street struggled hard to get her stoves out at the risk of her life, and 

firantically abused her lodgers for defacing the walls of her house in carrying out their trunks. 

The flames were only half a block away at the time, and before she had ceased scolding her 

house had fallen in, nearly burying her in the ruins. By some the most selfish 14 233 
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Page  234 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES spirit was displayed. Next-door neighbors in 

many instances re. fused each other the slightest assistance, and much valuable property was thus 

lost that would otherwise have been saved. On the other hand, many whose homes escaped the 

conflagration acted with a large-hearted generosity, and freely shared their homes with all the 

sufferers they could accommodate. This spirit was particularly manifested by those whose losses 

had been greatest, and too much praise cannot be bestowed on conduct so noble. The sights to be 

witnessed on Tuesday were of the most heartrending description, but as our correspondents have 

already narrated thle most of the incidents seen by our informant we need not recapitulate them. 

One of them is, however, new. A mother who had lost her only child was wandering frantically 

among the ruins in search of her darling, and when she could discover no traces of it her reason 

fled, and she became a raving maniac. On Tuesday night the gentleman left the city for New 

York, and he presents a graphic picture of the excitement and suspense all along the line of the 

railroads. The train on leaving the depot was densely crowded, the aisles of the cars were filled 

with passengers, so that the wheels pounded with the weight, and two powerful engines were 

scarce sufficient to carry the convoy along. When it had got about three miles from the city a cry 

arose in the cars that the South Side was on fire, and a rush was made for the windows, from 

which a lurid glare could be perceived in the heavens over the lower part of Cottage Grove 

avenue. A NEWSPAPER EXPLOIT. The pluckiest thing we have heard of in connection with 

the conflagration is connected with the persistent issue of the Chicago Evening Post. That 

journal, like the others, and even more completely than the others, lost everything-building, 

presses, type, paper, material, and even the books. Two of the Post compositors, driven to the 

West District by the fire, found a little _7 — 934 

Page  235 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. job-office, about Monday noon, open and 

completely deserted, the eoccupants having rushed to the fire then raging and seething like a hell 

across the city. One instantly wrote out an accotunt of the fire as far as it had progressed, and the 

other put it in type, and they clapped above it the old familiar words, "The EvIening Post," made 

it up in a page about six by eight inches, and exult antly printed it. So not one issue of that paper 

has failed. It being announced that Rev. T. W. Goodspeed, of Quincy, Illinois, of the Vermont 

Street Church, who was present in Chicago at the time of the fire, and had witnessed many of its 

scenes and incidents, would give a narrative thereof at his church, an im mense crowd was early 

in attendance, filling all the space in the building, while hundreds of others were unable to gain 

admit tance. Mr. Goodspeed took no text, giving simply a narrative of what he saw. Hie 

commenced by saying: It was my fortune to be in Chicago when it was destroyed. I do not 

propose to give you a complete history of the conflagration. You are getting that from day to. 

day through the newspapers. Many have said to me, " Tell us all you saw." This great calamity is 

in all hearts. We are not prepared to speak of or listen to anything else; and I have thought there 

was a sufficient reason fo)r giving up this service to telling my congregation what I saw of this 

unparalleled conflagration. Sympathizing with this feeling, Mr. Priest has given up his service to 

be with us, as has also the congregation of the First Church. I fear you will be disappointed in 

listening to me, as I design to tell you only what came under my observation, and there were a 

thousand things I did not see. The Chicago river runs directly west from the Lake almost a mile. 

It then branches north and south. That part of the city lying south of the main river, and east of 

the South Branch, is called the South Side. That part lying north of the main river, and east of the 

North Branch, is the North Side; and all west of 4 235 
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Page  236 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the two branches the West Side. Each of these 

divisions is about one-third of the city. You are aware that the great fire of Saturday night, which 

destroyed several blocks, w-as on the West Side, near the South Branch of the river. The fire of 

Sunday night and Monday began also on the West Side, near the scene of the other, destroying, 

with that, forty blocks on the West Side; swept across the South Branch, destroying a mile square 

of the South Side-the entire business portion of the city-crossed the river and laid in ruins almost 

the whole of the North Side, about 400 blocks. Sunday evening I preached in the Second Baptist 

Church, which is nearly amile west of the South Branch. We stopped in the study about half an 

hour after service, and started for my brotlher's home a few minutes after nine. It was then that 

we first saw the fire, a mile to the south-east. We continued to watch it from time to time till 

eleven o'clock, when, supposing it under control, we retired. We were aroused a little before four 

in the morning. Hurrying on my clothes, I went out. The fire had got far up on the West Side of 

the South Branch, and had evidently crossed the river to the South Side, and was beyond all 

control. The wind was blowing fiercely from the south-west. The whole city was lighted up by 

the flames almost like day. As I hastened toward the river I noticed that the stars were all 

obscured as effectually as if the sun were shining, and the moon gave a feeble, sickly light. It 

was almost gray, altogether unlike itself. As I proceeded the streets became more and more 

crowded. The whole West Side was gathlering and crowding toward the river. I stopped to rouse 

my brother, but he had long been gone. A woman stopped me on Washington street and said: 

"My hlusband's place of business is destroyed, and we are ruined." Reaching the river, I found 

that a large part of the South Side 236 

Page  237 IN CHLICAGO AND THE WEST. was still unharmed. Here I saw the massive blocks 

of the South Side in flames, and saw vessels being towed north to escape the fire. I followed the 

South Branch up to where it joined the North Branch and the main river, and looked down the 

latter to the Lake. Three or four blocks away the fire had crossed the river. Wells street bridge 

was burning. The spectacle was grand and awful beyond description. Great billows of flame 

swept clear across the river, while countless myriads of sparks and burning brands filled the air. 

Proceeding, I crossed the Kinzie street bridge to the North Side. Hiere I met the fugitives-

thousands of people, indeed, were going both ways -spectators to see, fugitives to escape. The 

streets were filled with merchandise and furniture. Women were everywhere guarding their 

household goods. The air was filled with a thousand noises. The screaming of the steamers, the 

whistle of the tugs, the cries of children, the shouting of men, the howling of the wind, the roar 

of the flamres, the crash of falling buildings. I went on as far as Wells street, and the wind was 

here a hurricane. The buildings on Water street and the south bank of the river caught, and 

almnost instantly they were one vast volcano, throwing up great volumes of flame that were 

caught up and carried bodily across the stream. The river seemed a boiling caldron. We stood 

under the great elevator at the Wells street depot and saw on one of themn a man wetting the 

roof: Hie had hose, and muast have saturated the entire building withl water, yet within fifteen 

minutes the building was aflame. I returned to the West Side. The fleeing people were carrying 

off articles of every description. Two men were wheeling away the Indian figure that had stood 

before their cigar store. One man was hurrying off with two whiskey bottles. I stopped again to 

look down the main river toward the Lake. The scene was even more magnificent and awful than 

before. This was 23,7 
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Page  238 HISTORY OF TIIE GREAT FIRES indeed the grandest spectacle of all. Thle whole 

length of the river was then one broad sheet of fire. With every firesh blast of wind great billows 

of fire would roll across toward thie doomed North Side, as if filled with a mad desire to sweep it 

away in ruin. Then for a iloinent they would subside and show the three bridges wreathed in 

flames (the water apparently boiling underneath them), thie black walls of the butildings on 

either side, and here and there tongues of flame shooting out from doors and windows and roofs. 

Then again two walls of fire, extending a mile away to the Lake, would flame up toward heaven 

for a moment, to be caught by the gale and tunmbled in fiery ruin to the ground, or carried in 

great masses of fire to spread the conflagration. Going on firom here I took my stand on Lake 

street bridge. The line of fire extended a mile or more down the South Branch. Several bridges 

had already been consumed. The great coal-yards were beginning to burn, and almost all the 

magnificent blocks of the South Side were in flames. From the slight elevation of the bridge, I 

could see almost two square miles of fire. Looking toward the north-west, and seeing how 

directly toward the water-works the flames were ruLshing,, it crossed my mind that they would 

be destroyed. I turned and hastened to my friend's house, a mile on the West Side, and 

immediately tried the water. I was too late, it would not run, and the great city of 300,000 people 

was without water. Before seven o'clock I went to another firiend's house and found him just 

returned fromn saving his books, and what merchandise he could. Hie had got into his place of 

business by the back way, and had been driven away by the swift demon of destruction. I went to 

another friend's house to inquire if his store was safe. He had visited the fire at half-past ten, and 

gone home confident it was under control. At three hlie had tried to reach his business place, and 

been driven back by the filre .2'0',-S 

Page  239 IN CHICAGO AND TiEE WEST. that raged between himry and it. I got into his 

buggy with him and we started to find it. R'eachling Twelfth street, which rurni across the South 

Branch, a mile and a quarter south of the Court lHouse, we found the street crowded with 

peop)le and vehicles, and all pressing toward the South Side. It was a little after seven o'clock, 

and of course daylight. We made our way to Wells or La Salle street, and tried to go up, but the 

flames stopped us. We went on to Wabash avenue, and found it to be so crowded as to be utterly 

impassable. We crossed to Michigan avenue, ifell into the stream of travel, and worked our way 

up to the Michigan Avenue Hotel. My friend asked nme to hold his horse five minutes, while he 

went to see what he could find. Left to myself, I had time to look about ime. I despair of 

describing the scene to you. It beggars description. It was here that my friiend Sawyer, who is 

with me in the desk, joined me; his clothes cov ered with dust, his hair filled with dust and 

cinders, his eyes red from smoke, his face black, so unlike himself that I hardly knew him. 

Michigan avenue was burning from within a block of where we stood a mile away to the river. 

The magnificent residences and great business houses were going up in flames and down in 

black ness before our eyes. Great volumes of smoke rolling away before the gale, concealed the 

North Side from view. But at every break or lift of the smoke, the great Central Depot could be 

seen all in flames. The fire was creeping away out on the piers, and had reached one of the 

inmmense elevators that stood near its end, and the flames were soon reaching up one hundred 

and fifty feet into the air. Every moment we expected to see the great Central Elevator, standing 

very near the burning one, fall before the conflagration that had devoured everything else in its 

patb But the wind seemed to veer suddenly to the south, and remained there an hour, and the 

great elevator was saved; withl one exception, the only one on the South Side north of the line of 

fire. A Lteamer had reached the mouth of the river, but here 239 
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Page  240 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the fire caught her, and I saw it run from one end 

to the other iz little lines of light, and so over the rigging till the ship was all ablaze. Meantime I 

was in the midst of the wildest confusion I had ever witnessed. The open space between 

Michigan avenue and the Lake was filled with every variety of household goods and 

merchandise. There must have been the furniture of a thousand families crowded into this narrow 

space. Rich and poor, white and black, were together. Over every pile of goods stood some one 

to guard it. Meantime other fugitives were every moment crowding into the already overcrowded 

space, and seeking room ifor their goods as well. Thousands of people pressed along the walks 

and filled the open spaces-some corning to see and others fleeing. The avenue was for hours one 

solid mass of teams. Up and down tile street they pressed endlessly, going up empty and 

returning full. At length the press became so great that the street was completely blockaded, and 

the police began to turn the still on-coming multitude of vehicles backward. They chose the spot 

where I stood to accomplish this. Then began cursing and shouting; the teamsters insisting that 

they must go onl, every one of them having valuable property just ahead; and the police insisting 

that to save men's lives they must turn back. The more determined teamsters went through in 

spite of the police, who were strangely inefficient. The more timid or reasonable tried to turn 

back in a street where there was hardly room to move forward. One backed into my buggy 

wheels as I crowded the sidewalk and waited; another ran into one of the shafts. Twenty feet 

ahead of me a horse tried to run away, starting directly toward me. TIe ran about ten feet and 

smashed two buggies. A rod to my left a driver ran against a buggy wheel and crushed it, 

regardless of the other's load. I grew more and more nervous, expecting every Alo iiierit to 

}havk' the horse and buggy ruined. Two hours and a 240 

Page  241 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. half passed, and still I waited. I had plenty of time 

to look about me. Every variety of vehicle passed me, loaded with every variety of article. I saw 

one of our iformer citizens, Mr. Pearson, carryimg one end of a long glass case filled with his 

goods-hair done up in many forimns. A dozen or twenty cows picked their way among the 

wagons. A woman found her way across the street, when there ehaneed to be an opening, leading 

a great black dog. The conifusion was beyond all description. Up and down the Michigan Central 

track locomotives were constantly moving, drawing heavy trains, or alone, and, it seemed to me, 

blowing their unearthly whistles all the time. The fire-engines, a block away, added theirs, which 

were worse still. The voices of the police calling to thie teamsters, the responses and often curses 

of the drivers, their impatient yells to one another, the cry of distressed citizens to the 

expressmen, the voices of the crowd, the roaring of the gale, the howling of the conlflagration, 

the crackling of burning houses, the crash of falling walls, thle ringing of bells, the shouts that 

greeted some new freak of the flames, and suddenly the sullen thunder that told us buildings 

were being blown up only a block away. The conflagration of the great day will hardly bring a 

confusion worse confounded. The fire still made progress towards me, until the people in all the 

houses above and below me removed their goods and fled. Again came the thundering and 

shaking of the earth that acconipanied the blowing up of a building. It seemed ominously near; I 

could see the fire on the Wabash Avenue Methodist Clurcih, and was sure it was going, and that 

was behind me. At length the vast crowd, men and teamns, precip-.tated themselves down the 

avenue like a falling avalanchle, and the cry went up that tlhe Building on the corner just above 

us was to be blown up. Waiting no longer, I joined the fleeing multitude and made my way 241 
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Page  242 HISTORY OF TEE GREAT FIRES as fast as possible a block farther away. After 

three houLrs my friend returned; his coat gone; his face so black and his eyes sa nearly put out, 

that for a moment I did not know him. He took his horse, to my great relief, and I proceeded up 

the avenue toward the Central Depot, to see what good I could do. On beyond Terrace row I 

went, and had the whole horrible scene before me. Not long, however, could I see it. The 

magnificent Terrace row was in flames, and the air was filled with smoke, and dust, and cinders, 

and live coals, and fag,ots of fire. The middle of this great row fell first, the ends following, 

covered in one black cloud of smoke, and ashes, and dust. It was almost past endurance. 

Meanwhile the inflammable material in this narrow space caught fire in a hundred places. Beds, 

pillows, quilts, carpets sofas, pianos, furniture, and it seemed to me that everything must be 

burned. With a small tea-chest I spent hours bringing water from the Lake, helping to extinguish 

numberless incipient fires which broke out continually among the heaps of goods. I returned 

home at three P.M., having had nothing to eat since six o'clock Sunday evening. Helping to carry 

a mirror up-stairs, I asked a woman onl the way down to give me a drink fromn a full pail she 

carried, and she refused. In the evening, Monday evening, I took my station in the cupola of a 

four-story building to view the fire and watch, and for hours witnessed a scene which no 

language can describe. In contrast with this calm and clear sketch of that memorable day by the 

young clergyman providentially in the city, we preserve A WOMAN S STORY OF THE FIRE. 

Where shall I begin? Ilow shall I tell the story that I have been living during these dreadful days? 

It's a dream, a nightmare, only so real that I tremble as I write, as though the whole thing might 

be brought to nme again by merely telling of it. 242 

Page  243 IN CIICAGO AND THE WEST. We lived on the North Side, six blocks from the 

river-the new]y-regenerated river, which used to be at once the riches and the despair of our0 

city, but which had just been turned back by the splendid energy of the people to carry the sweet 

waters of Lake Michigan through all its noisome recesses. We were quiet people, like most of the 

North-siders, flattering ourselves that our comfortable wooden houses and sober, cheery, New 

England looking streets were far preferable to the more rapid, blatant life of the South Side. 

Well, on Sunday morning, October 8, Robert Collyer gave his people what we all felt to be a 

wonderful sermon on the text, "Think ye that those upon whom the tower of Siloam fell were 

sinners above all those who dwelt at Jerusalem." and illustrated it by a picture of the present life, 

and our great cities, their grandeur, their wickedness, and the awful though strictly natural 

consequences of our insatiable pursuit of worldly prosperity, too often unchecked by principle; 

and instanced the many recent dreadful catastrophes as signs that not the Erie speculators alone, 

nor the contractors alone, nor the recognized sinners alone, but we, every man and woman of the 

United States, were responsible for these horrors, inasmuch as we did not work, fight, bleed, and 

die, if necessary, to establish such public opinion as should make them impossible. I came out 

gazing about on our beautiful church, and hoping that not one stone of the dear church at home 

had been set or paid for by the rascality which our1' preacher so eloquently depicted as certain to 

bring ruin, material as well as spiritual; and so we pass the pleasant, briglht day; some of us 

going down to the scene of the West Side fire of Saturday night, and espying, fi'om a good 

distance, the unhappy losers of so much property. About hlalf-past five in the evening our 

neighboring fire telegraph .ent forth some little tintinnabulations, and we lazily wondered, as D- 

-played the piano, and I watered my ivy, what they 243 
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Page  244 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES were burning up now. At ten o'clock the fire bells 

were rinOng constantly, and we went to bed regretting that there must be more property burning 

up on the West Side. Eleven o'clocktwelve o'clock-and I woke my sister, saying, "It's very 

singular; I never heard anything like the fires to-night. It seems as if the whole West Side must 

be afire. Poor people! I wonder whose carelessness set this agoing?." One o'clock-two o'clock -

we get up and look out. "Great God! the fire has crossed the river from the south. Can there be 

any danger here? " And we looked out to see men hurrying by screaming and swearing, and the 

whole city to the southtl and west of us one vivid glare. "Where are the engines? Why don't we 

hear them as usual? "' we asked each other, thoroughly puzzled, but even yet hardly perFonally 

frightened by the strange aspect of the brilliant and surging streets below. Then came a loud 

knocking at the back door, on Erie street-" Ladies, ladies, get up! Pack your trunks and prepare 

to leave your house; it may not be necessary, but it's well to be prepared!" It was a firiend who 

had fought his way through the La Salle street tunnel to warn us that the city is on lire. We 

looked at each other with white faces. Well we might. In an inner roomn slept an invalid relative, 

the object of our ceaseless care and love, the victim of a terrible and recurring ilmental nalady, 

which had already sapped -muchl of his strength and life, and rendered quiet and absence of 

excitement the first prescription of his physicians. Must we call the invalid? and if we did, in the 

midst of this fearful glare and turmoil, what would be the result? We determined to wait till the 

last minute, and threw some valuables into a truilnk, while we anxiously watched the ever-

approacling, flame and tumult. Then there came a strange sound in the air, which stilled, or 

seemed to still for a moment, the surging, crowd. "Was it thunder?" we asked. No, the sky was 

clear and full of stars, and we shuddered as we filt, bult did not say, it was a tremendous 244 

Page  245 TN TI-TC A GOA AT)']I'HF WEST. explosion of gunpowder. By this time the 

blaziing sparks and bits of biirninig wood, which we had been fearfully watching, were fast 

becomiing an unintermitting fire of burning hail, and another shlower of blows on the door 

warned us that there was not a moment to be lost. "Call E. "(the invalid); "do not let him stay a 

minute, and I will try to save our poor little birds!" My sister flew to wake up our precious 

charge, and I ran down stairs, repeating to myself to make me remember, "birds, deeds, silver, 

jewelry, silk dresses," as the order in which we would try to save our property, if it came to the 

worst. As I passed through our pretty parlors, how my heart ached. Here the remnant of my 

father's library, a copy of a Bible printed in 1637, on one table; on another, my dear Mrs. 

Browning, in five volumes, the gift of a lost friend. What should I take? What should I leave? I 

alternately loaded myself with gift after gift, and dashed them down in despair. Lovely pic,tures 

and statuettes, left by a kind friend for the embellishment of our little rooms, and which had 

turned them into a bower of beauty-must they be left? At last I stopped before our darling, a 

sweet and tender picture of Beatrice Cenci going to execution, which looked down at me, 

through the dismal red glare which was already filling the ro)oms, with a saintly and weird 

sweetness that seemed to have something wistful in it. I thought, "I will save this, if I die for it;" 

but my poor parrot called my name and asked for a peanut, and I could no more have left him 

than if he had been a baby. But, could I carry that huge cage? No, indeed; so I reluctantly took 

my poor little canary, who was painfully fluttering about and wondering at the disturbance, and, 

kissing him, opened the firont door and set him free-only to smother, I fear. But it was the best I 

could do for him if I wished to save my parrot, who had a prior right to be considered one of the 

family, if sixteen years of incessant chatter may be supposed to establish such a right. 1245 
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Page  246 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES What a sight our usually pretty quiet street 

presented! As far as I could see, a horrible wall-a surging, struggling, encroaching wall-like a 

vast surface of grimacing demons, came pressing up the street-a wall of fire, ever nearer and 

nearer, steadily advancing upon our midnight helplessness. Was there no wagon, no carriage, in 

which we could coax our poor E,and take him away firom these maddening sights? Truck after 

truck, indeed, passed by, but filled with loads of people and goods. Carriages rushed past drawn 

by struggling and foaming horses, and lined with white, scared faces. A truck loaded with goods 

dashed up the street, and, as I looked, flames burst out from the sides, and it burned to ashes in 

firont of our door. No hope, no help for property; what we could not carry in our hands we must 

lose. So, forcing my reluctant parrot into the canary bird's cage, I took the cage under one arm 

and a little bag, hurriedly prepared, under the other, just as my sister appeared with E, who, thank 

God, was calm and self-possessed. At last the good firiend who had warned us appeared, and, 

leaving all his own things, insisted on helping my sister to save ours, and hlie and she started on, 

dragging a Saratoga trunk. They were obliged to abandon it at the second corner, however, and 

walk on, leaving me to follow with E. " Come, E, let us go," said I. "Go where? I am not going. 

What is the use?" he answered, and hlie stood with his arms folded as if he were interested 

merely as a curious spectator. I urged, I begged, I cried, I went on my knees. He would not stir, 

but proposed going back into the house. This I prevented by entreaties, and I besought him to fly 

as others were doing; but no. A kind of apathetic despair had seized him, and he stood like a rock 

while the flames swept nearer and nearer, and my entreaties, and even my appeals to him to save 

me, were utterly in vain. Hotter and hotter grew the pavement, wilder the cries of the crowd, and 

my silk and cotton clothing began to smoke in spots. I felt beside myself, and, seizing 246 

Page  247 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. E, tried to drag him away. Alas! what could my 

womnan's strength do? There followed another shout, a wild push back, a falling wall, and I was 

half a block away and E was gone. " O God, pity those poor worms of the dust, and crush them 

not utterly!" was my prayer. iHow I passed the rest of that cruel Sunday night I scarcely know. 

Wandering, staring, blindly carrying along my poor parrot, who was too tired to make a sound, I 

seemed to be in a dream. Starting north to get help, running back as near to the flame as I could 

in the vain hope of finding E, bitterly reproachiig myself that I had ever left him an instant, I 

passed three hours of which I can hardly give any account. I know that as I turned wildly back 

once toward Dearborn street, I saw the beautiful Episcopal Church of St. James in flames. But 

they camne on all sides, licking the marble buttresses one by one, and leaving charred or 

blackened masses where there had been white marble before. But the most wonderful sight of all 

was the white, shining church tower, from which, as I looked, burst tongues of fire, and which 

burnt as though all dross of earth were indeed to be purified away from Godcl's house forever. 

As the tower camne crashing down, the bells with one accord pealed forth that grand old German 

hymn, "All good souls praise the Lord." I almost seemed to hear them, and to see a shadowy 

Nicholas striking the startled metal for the last time with his brave old hands. "If this is right, if it 

can be right, make me think so," groaned my soul, and the souls of many weeping women that 

night, as they fled homeless and lost through that Pandemonium of flame and tumult. Constantly 

faces that I knew flashed across me, but they were always in a dream, all blackened and 

discolored, and with an expression that I never saw before. "Why, C is this you?" some 

frightened voice would exclaim, and a kind hand would touch my disordered hair, from which 

the hat had long since 247 
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Page  248 ITSTORY OF'A T E GREAT FIRYE, fallen off, and some one, only a little less 

distracted, would whisper liopefully a word aibout E; that he might not be lost, that thie a(ctual 

presence of flame would arouse him, and so on; and I loved tlhe. for saying so, and tried to 

believe them. Very little selfishness and no violence did I see there. Neighbors stopped to 

recognize neighbors, and many a word was exchanged which brought comfort to despairing 

hearts. "Have you seen my wife and children?" would be askIed, and the answer given: "Yes, 

they are safe at Lake View by this time." "Won't you look out for my babv?" (or Willie or 

Johnny, as the case might be). Out would come tablets or papers, or names or inquiries would be 

noted down, even by the man who was making almost superhliuman efforts to save a few goods 

from his burning house., Some friend-it was days before I knew who-took my parrot and forced a 

little bottle of tea and a bag of crackers into my hand as I wandered, and I was enough myself to 

give it to a friend, whom I found almost fainting with heat and fatigue, and who declared that 

nectar and ambrosia never tasted better. At last I found myself opposite Unity Church. Dear 

Unity! will her little circle of devoted ones ever come together again, and worship some tines, 

and work for the poor sometimes, and sing and play in her beautiful untder-parlors sometimes, 

and love each other always? I know not, but I know that I wept and beat my hands together, and 

raged hopelessly, when I saw that the beautiful homes on the west side of Dearborn street were 

gone, and the Ogden Pub lic School was one bright blaze, while the graceful and noble 

Congregational Church, next to Mr. Collyer's Church, had caught fire. Nothing could save our 

pride and joy-our darling for which we had made such efforts in money and labor two short years 

ag,o, that the fame of Chicago munificence rang anew on our account through the civilized 

world. I was grieving enough, Heaven knows, over my private woes; but I awoke to new 

miseries when I saw our pastor's great heart, 24,' 
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Page  251 IN CIIICAGO AND TItE WVEST, which had sustained tle faiintiug spirits of so mai-

y, fireely give way to lamentations and tears as his precious library, tlhe slow accumulation'of 

twenty laborious and economical years, fell and flamed into nothliingness in that awftil fire. I 

turned away heart sick, and resiumed mIny mriserable searcei after thle face which I nrow felt 

almiost sure I shlould never see ag,ain. A new si,glt soon struckl my eye. AVhlat in the world 

was that dark, lurid, p irplisli 'all that lhung before me, constantly changing, its -ppearance, ilke 

some fieidlishl face mraking grimaces at our misers? I looked and looked, and turned away, and 

looked again. I..ay 5 never see the sun, the cheerful daily herald of comfort and peace, look like 

thlat ag,ain! It lookled devilish, and I pinchled mryself to seCO if I was not losing my senses. It 

did not seem ten minutes since ' hladi seei the little, almnost crescent moon, look out cold, quiet, 

apd pitiless, thlrou,lgh a rift in the smoke-cloud, from tle deep bltue of thle sky. Two dear 

clildren, whom I had taught peacefully on Friday in our] cheerful school-room on Clicago 

avenute, met me, crying, Oh! lhave 3you seen mother? We have lost her." This appeal b)rougTilt 

me to myself. I felt that I had sometlhing else to do thlan wailder and grieve; so I persuaded the 

lost lamibs to go withl me to a fliend oii La Salle street, where I felt sure we should find help and 

comifort, and whichl everybody supposed would be safe. Indeed, a very curious and rather 
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absurd feature of this calainity was that nobody thlought his house would burn till he saw it 

blazing, and also felt perfectly sure that this was the last of it, and that lie and his famnily would 

be safe a little further up; so thie Nortli-siders never began to pack up till the fire crossed tlhe 

river, and then the lower ones moved about to Erie street. six squares from the river, then 

stopped. Tlhen they were driven by the flames another hlalf-dozen streets, losing generally half 

of what they saved the first time; then to Division street, then to Lincoln Park, where heaps and 

heaps of ashes are all that 15 251 

Page  252 HISITORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES remain to day of thlousands of dollars' worth of 

eatables and furniture. Exliausted and almost fainting, weeping and sorely distressed, I finally 

landed in a friendly liouse, ftr up on La Salle street. As I stepped inside the door E appeared, 

quiet, composed, and alinost indifferent. -BuIrnt? Oh, no; hie wvats all righlt. Did i suppose lie 

was fool enoughl to stay and be burned? There was D,too, if I wanted to see her, in the parlor. 

Did I feel reverently thankful? Askl yourself. C We recall Byron's lines in Childe HIarold, 

althouil the situation is inverted: "Oh I who could guess if ever more should meet those mutual 

eyes, Since upon night so sweet such awful morn could rise I " The ni,ght here was "awfLl" and 

tlhe morn " sweet." We give another leaf fiom personal experiences of painful in,. terest. The 

narrator was a lodger in the St. Jamnes tiotel, and says: I was awalkened about three A. m. by 

sorne one pounding upon my door, and after springing fronm my bed, discovered thlat the whole 

city was in flames. I hastily put on my clothing, and going, into the corridor I saw a crowd of 

men, women, anid children clustered about the door. IPetiurling to my room, I gathered my 

goods quickly into boxes, and carried them dow-n to the sidewalk. Hlearilig, a shout, I seized a 

satchlel and a small trunk, and rushed out. As I reached the door, I saw SOluC men coolly 

loading my boxes into a wagon. I called to them, but they laughed and drove away. The street 

was full of people with bundles of every description on their backls. I pushed at once for the 

West End. Neither 3Iichigan nIor WabLashl avenues were then on fire, and I ruslhed down the 

former. The hot air almost burned mny face. The smnoke was stifling me, and my clothes were 

covered with ashes and cinders. As I passed along the avenue, I looked up 252 

Page  253 IN CHICAGO AND THIIE W,EST. each street to the west to see where the firie 

headed me off in that directione I hadl the fire behind me on the north, and the Lake was on my 

left. My object was to try and get to the west side of the city, near Union Park, where I knew a 

gentleman iamed Mason. The Lake was on my left, the city on fire behindrJ me, and as I passed 

along Wabash avenue I could see the fire raging furiously on West street, at the head of Lake, 

Randolph, Madison, Monroe, Congress, Adams, Jackson, and Van Buren streets, and away to the 

south as far as Fourteenth street. iere for the first time I saw a clear passage to the west. When I 

reached this point I was utterly wearied out, and 1 sat on imy trunk in the street. In a few 

moments I saw a man pass by, and I asked him to give me a hand with my trunk. He said lihe 

would, and we walked up Fourteenth street. After going a short distance I saw that I could not 

carry the trunk any further, and I told the man who was assisting me that I must give out. lHe 

urged me on, and after going about a block I saw a man standing at his own door, looking in the 

direction of the fire. I told him that I had been burned out, and that I was so wearied I could carry 

my trunk no further. I asked him for permission' to put it inI his yard until I should be able to 

convey it to a safe place. Hie gladly consented, and between us we took the trunk into the yard. 

ie and I then returned in the direction of the town. In the mnean time the fire had reached the 

great business quarter, and most of the streets from South Water street to the river were in 
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flames. After waiting until the progress of the fire was arrested, I made my way across Twelfth 

street bridge, which was then the only one standing on the south, to Union Park, on the western 

side of the city. Hiere I found my friend's house, and was joyfully and hospitably received. I was 

so wearied out that I remained there asleep all day on Monday. Such a gale never raged before as 

that which blew from the southwest in Chicago during the night of Sunday and the morning of 

Monday. O 5 3 

Page  254 HISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRE8 The only firagment of. literature saved from the 

immense stock of the Western lews Company was this CURIOUS MEMORIAL. A single leaf of 

a quarto Bible, charred around the edges. It contained the first chapter of the Lamentations of 

Jeremiah, which opens with the following words:-" How dothl the city sit solitary that was full of 

people! how is she become as a widow she that was great among the nations, and princess among 

the provinces, how is she become tributary! She weepethli sore in the night, and her tears are on 

her cheeks: amnong all her lovers she hath none to comfort her." It was a singular circumstance, 

that Rev. Mir. Walker, of Connecticut, upon hearing of the catastrophe at Chicago, preached 

firom this text, not knowing that this was all that remained of the store iln whichl his son was a 

clerk. There was only a general correspondence in the actual experience of our city to that of the 

city bewailed by the prophet, for we were not solitary nor widowed, neither did we become 

tributary. There was sore weeping, but our lovers did rise up and comfort us with solid comifort. 

The relic hunters were extremely busy, and some of them coined mnoney by the sale of their 

commodities to strangers and citizens who wished to retain some small remembrance of the 

powerful heat that melted everything in its progress. Glass two inches thick fell before it in 

streams. A gentleman found in the ruins a lot of dolls melted and run together. Ite called them 

fire-proof babies. In a store furnisl:ed with paints, oils, and glass, the specimens were elegant. 

Glass, in masses, was tinted with brilliant colors of every hlue. So great a variety of curiosities 

was never found unless in old Pompeii, where the ashes preserved objects in a more perfect state. 

It seemed sad to see the merchant princes succeeded by little boys, whose stands were upon the 

corners where the heaviest business transactions occurred, or the most elegant 254 

Page  255 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. go)ods had been displayed. It gives an air of 

romance to many spots, to remember that here and there men struggled for life, in the dark hours, 

and surrendered to the foe. Take, for instance, a scene like this which is vividly sketched by the 

Tribune: While Madison street west of Dearborn, and the west side of Dearborn, were all ablaze, 

the spectators saw the lurid light appear in the rear windows of Speed's Block. Presently a man 

who had apparently taken time to dress himself leisurely appeared on the extension built up to 

the second story of two of the stores. He coolly looked down the thirty feet between him and the 

ground, while the excited crowd first cried "jump! " and then some of them more considerately 

looked for a ladder. A long plank was presently found and answered the same as a ladder, and it 

was placed at once against the building, down which the man soon after slid. But while these 

preparations were going on there suddenly appeared another man at a fourth-story window of the 

building below, whichl had no projection, but was flush from the top to the ground-foir stories 

and a basement. His escape by the stairway was evidently cut off, and hlie looked despairingly 

down the fifty feet between him and the ground. The crowd grew almost fiantic at the sight, for it 

was only a choice of deaths before him -by fire or by being crushed to death by the fall. 

Senseless cries of "jump! jump!" went up from the crowd-senseless, but full of sympathy, for the 

silght was absolutely agonizing. Then for a minute or two he disappeared, perhaps even less, but 
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it seemed so long a time that the supposition was that he had fallen, suffocated with the smoke 

and heat. But no, he appears again. First he throws out a bed; then sorpe bedclothes, apparently; 

why, probably even he does not know. Again he looks down the dead, sheer wall of fifty feet 

below him. ie hesitates-andlvel! he may -as he turns again and looks behind him. Then he 

mnounts to the window-sill. Hiis whole form appears naked to the shirt, and his white limbs 

gleam against the dark wall in the briglt light as 255 

Page  256 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES he swings himself below the winidow. Somehow 

—hiow, none can tell-lie drops and catches upon the top of the window below him of the third 

story. iHe looks and drops again, and seizes the frame with his hands, and his gleaming body 

once more straightens and hangs prone downward, and then drops instantly and accurately upon 

the window-sill of the third story. A shout, more of joy than applause, goes up from the 

breathless crowd, and those who lhad turned away their heads, not bearing to look upon him as 

he seemed about to drop to sudden and certain death, glanced up at him once more with a ray of 

hope at this daring and skilful feat. Into this window he crept to look, probably for a stairway, 

but appeared again presently, for here only was the only avenue of escape, desperate and 

hopeless as it was. Once more hle dropped his body, hanging by his hands. The crowd screamed, 

and waved to him to swing himself over the projection firom which the other man had just been 

rescued. He tried to do this, and vibrated like a pendulum from side to side, but could not reach 

far enough to throw himself upon the roof. Then he hung by one hand, and looked down; raising 

the other hand, he took a fresh hold, and swung from side to side once more to reach the roof. In 

vain; again he hung motionless by one hand, and slowly turned his head over his shoulder and 

gazed into the abyss below him. Then gathering himself up hlie let go his hold, and for a second 

a gleam of white shot down fuill forty feet, to the foundation of the basemnient. Of course it 

killed him. I-e was taken to a drug store near by, and died in ten minutes. But by far the saddest 

ease here was that of a beautiful and refined woman, known in art and operatic circles, whose 

husband is missing, and who escaped herself in only a night wrapper; was! driven to distraction 

by the terrors of the wild flight, and was picked up in Lincoln Park in a state of more than half 

insanity. In the direst need of care firom her own sex, ready to die almost from extreme 

exhaustion, and wandering in mind most of the 256 

Page  257 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. time, she had had last night only the nursing and 

help which twe men could give, and now lay on a pallet upon the church floor, directly behind 

the rear pew on one side. A young woman cared for her during the day, but at night female 

imagination lent partial insanity too great terrors, and care which should have fallen to womanly 

sympathy, devolved on the rude, though kind and skilled hands of men. The man whose brave 

and clear head gave him chief charge had had experience in a hospital; but it was pitiful that 

womanly protection should not be at hand, and that the couch of such a sufferer should not be 

tenderly spread under a private roof. Unhlappily, the entire length of burnt Chicago intervened 

between all these sufferers, on the North Side, and that part of the city where suitable care could 

have been secured for them. The most disastrous event in the horrible whole seemed, for a time, 

to be thie destruction of the books of record in the Courtfliouse; but it is found, on examination, 

that the loss is by no means irreparable. Many of the essential books are safe, though in one case-

that of Messrs. Shortall & HIoard-the rescue was a marvellous achievement. This firm was 

located in Rooms 1, 9, and 10 Larmon Block, northeast corner of Washington and Clark streets. 

The following, account of the way in which the books were extricated was taken verbatim from 
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Mr. John G. Shortall, senior member of the firm, by a Tribune reporter: I had just come home 

from church, and had been sitting in my house, No. 852 Prairie avenue, and was going to bed. I 

looked out of my north window and noticed a very bright light in the sky. I had been, from some 

unaccountable cause, quite apprehensive in regard to fire for some time previous; and, on 

noticing the light, determined to go to the fire, although it was not in the direction of my office. I 

met a friend on the cars who was also going to the fire, and we crossed Twelfth street bridge, and 

got up to the side of the 257 
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block to block to Adams street We then got on Van Buren street bridge, and watched the 

progress of the flames for probably an hour and a half. I then had no idea that the fire would 

cross the river, and I argued wiith myself several times whether I had not better go home, but 

klept on staying watchling, the fire; and, while standing on Van Buren street bridge, I noticed a 

new body of flame-I should think there was an intervening space of fully half a mile untouched 

by fire. This new fire broke out, as it seemed to me then, in the vicinity of South Water street and 

Fifth avenue. When I saw this new light, I started for my office in Larmon Block immnediately. 

On reaching the office I found, as I apprehended, great danger existing, from the awnings, 

whichl were outside the building, th6 embers dropping down very thickly on the roofs of the 

buildings, and on the fronts, and signs, and awnings. I ran upstairs, got into the office and tried to 

cut away the awnings in front of our building and that of the building adjoining; but, owing to 

the absence of anything adequate, I had to give that up, and simply press them close to the wall, 

that the embers milght drop off them, and not be caughl t in them. Even then I scarcely believed 

it possible that the Larmon Block could take fire, and I requested the men in the upper portion of 

the building with buckets of water, to put out any embers that might fall there and endanger the 

building. In another half hour I felt more apprehensive, and went on the street to find an express 

wagon. This must have been an hour and a half before the building actually burned. I stopped 

probably fifteen different trucks and express wagons, offering them any pay to work fbr me in 

saving the books. Seven of them at least I engaged, one after another, they faithfully promis — 

ing me that they would come back when they had carried the load and done the work in which 

they were engaged; but no one came back. At this juncture I met a friend, Mr. Nye, who was 
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him, and he answered ime promptly that he was at my service. We both watched some time 

longer for express wagons, but could find none. At last, when the Court-House cupola took fire I 

told my friend that we must have an express wagon within the next five minutes or we were 

utterly lost. Ile stood on Clark street and I oni Washington, determined to take the first 

expressman we could find. The first one happened to come along on his side. He seized the reins 

with one hand, and taking a revolver firom his pocket with the other, "persuaded" the 

expressman to hlaul up to the sidewalk, notwithstanding his cursing and swearing. When I came 

back from my unsuccessful watch, I found the expressman there, and my fiiend, handing the 

lines and revolver to me, went upstairs to help our employes, who were then in the office, to 

carry down the volumes. We got round with the wagon to the Washlington street entrance, and, 

after filling the wagon, found that we had but about one-quarter of our property in it. Just at that 

critical moment I saw a two-hlorse truck drive up to where I was superintending the packling, of 

the books, and my fi'iend Joe Stockton, whose face was so covered with smut and dust that I did 
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not recognize him until he spoke, turned over the truck and driver to me, with the remark: " I 

think, John, this is just what you need." I never felt so relieved or so thankful for anything as I 

did at his appearance with that substantial aid at that moment. We unpacked our impressed 

expressman immediately and set him adrift with $5 in his pocket for his five minutes' work, and 

commenced to pile our property on friend Stockton's truck. AIeanwhile the flamnes were roaring 

and surging around us. Six of our boys were carrying down the volumes as -apidly as they could, 

and I, standing on the truick, was stowing away the books economically as to space. About that 

time they told me the Court-House bell fell down. It must have been about two o'clcck. I never 

heard the bell fall, 259 
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got our indices all down safely, and we were trying to save other valuable papers and books, 

many of which we did save, it was stated that Smith & Nixon's Building was about to be blown 

up. Our truck was headed toward that building. Tile sky was filled with burning embers, which 

were falling around us thickly. As soon, I think, as the information was given that that building 

was to be blown up, the crowd rushed past us down Washington street, toward the Lake, terribly 

excited, shouting and warning everybody away. My driver was very nervous, and, on one pretext 

oz another, would start his horses up for a rod or so, swearing that he wouldcl not be blown up 

for us or for the whole country; but I succeeded in stopping him eight or ten times during the 

excitement. In the mean time, our men were coming down the stairs laden with our property and 

returning as rapidly as they could. I was standing on the books, packing them in the truck, and 

the embers were flying on them, and I picked them off as they fell and threw them into the street, 

until, a rod at a time, we reached the corner of Dearborn and Washington. Messrs. Fuller and 

Handy were the last to leave the office, and they did not leave until Buck & Rayner's drug store 

was on fire. The store, as we believed, was full of chemicals and explosive matter. At that time 

the Court-House was a mass of flames, and our own building was burning, and other buildings in 

the immediate vicinity entirely destroyed. Three of us then started with thie truck for my house, 

which we reached about three o'clock that morning. I had our property unloaded and placed 

securely within; and, after giving the driver and others some refreshments, I started again for the 

fire to see what aid I could give other sufferers. There are three abstract firms who have saved 

portions of their books. Our own firm and Chase Brothers & Co. have saved their indices, digests 

of records, judgment dockets, and tax-sale records complete, together with many valuable 
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examinations of titles, which are sufficient, we believe, with the aid of propel legislation, to 

establish the title to every tract of land in the city of Chicago and Cook County. Mlessrs. Jones & 

Sellers, I am informed, have saved their books of original entries, but have lost their indices. 

They have also, I understand, saved many volumes of copies of abstracts made. All these 

valuable documents, in the absence of the records themselves, are a firm security for titles to real 

estate in the city and county, and are sufficient to prevent any iniquity being done. Without them 

we should have tc return to tl,e tomahawk, pre-emption, and possession. THE POST-OFFICE 

CAT. A sketch of the doings of the Post-office in connection with the fire would not be complete 

without a notice of the office cat. She (or hle) had been once before burned out, and was 

therefore, in a measure, prepared for this calamity. On the night of the fire the cat was present 

and assisted in the removal, though she did not go herself. When the work of removing the safes 
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was in progress, the tearing away of a portion of the ruin revealed the faithful public servant in a 

pail partially filled with water. She had rented this as temporary quarters, and apparently enjoyed 

the cool shelter whichll it afforded. From her position it appeared impossible that she could have 

gone away and returned after the fire, and so she may be set down as the only living being who 

passed Sunday night and Monday in the burnt district. A little before two o'clock on Monday 

morning, when the fire was raging, G. WV. Wood, Assistant Superintendent of Railway Mfail 

Service and Special Agent of the Post-office Department, arrived at the Post-office, convinced 

that the building would go. Hle was, of course. aware of the responsibilities which hlie would 

incur in removing anything firom the office; but chose to disregard the requirements of red tape 

in the interests of the citizens 261 
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When remonstrated with by a gentleman connected with the customs, he defined his position by 

saying that they might wait for an act of Congress if they chose, but he should do his best to save 

what he could. On this declaration of principles he proceeded to load everything portable into 

wagons belonging to the department. The force of men was large, the transportation ample, and 

the direction vigorous, the result being that every letter, both registered and common, in all the 

boxes and compartments of the office wan hastily dumped into sacks and removed out of reach 

of the fire. All the mails in the building, were rescued, with the single excep tion of a small one 

which came over the Fort Wayne road, and which, owing to the fact that it was four hours late, 

no one knew anything of. The registers and other matters belonging to the office, including the 

furniture in one of the private rooms, were also loaded in the wagons, and the whole was taken 

up town. Some of it had to be moved a second time, its first station having been on Harrison 

street; but everything eventually brought up in safety. On the evening of Monday, Mr. Wood 

telegriaphed to Postmaster-General Creswell what had been done, and on Tuesday was instructed 

by that officer to spare no expense to carry on the mail service as well as before. The work of 

getting out the safes belonging to the office froin the ruins was undertaken a day or two after the 

fire had passed over, and the result was, in the main, satisfactory. There were some $60,000 

worth of postage-stamps on hand, and these were rendered useless. Tlhough not totally 

destroyed, they were so badly charred as to render their use impossible. They were forwarded to 

Washington immediately. The most valuable contents of the safes-the books of accounts-were 

found uninjured and in perfect order. The only exception was the cash-book, which, through 

some inadvertence, was left in a desk. A gentleman says of the suffering: '.1 6 2 
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condition of Nortl Chicago. I entered by the northernmost of the bridges on the Northl Branch, in 

order to see first what was left. On my way to this bridge I came upon a young man, in the open 

lot, sitting on the ground by the side of a box of bread. Inquiring if he had gone into business as a 

baker, I found that he had been to some freight cars near by to procure some supplies, that his 

box contained meat and apples as well as bread, and that hlie was resting on account of 

feebleness produced by exposure after the terrible exhaustion of Monday. I shouldered his box 

and went withl him just over the bridge to the temporary refuge whichli he had found. Besides 

himself there were his wife, three young children, and a widowed aunt with eight children, the 

eldest a girl. Ile had had a good situation as a clerk in one of our leading dry-g,oods lhouses in 

State street, and, with his aunt, owned four small houses, the rent of two of whichll was the sole 

dependence of the widow and her eight children. The fire took all they had, except the clothes in 
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which they escaped, and about fifty dollars in money, which the young clerk had just invested in 

boards to build a shanty on their lots in which to house the double family of thlirteen. The chance 

of obtaining employment for the man seemed fair. lie slept out on the prairie the night after the 

fire, and was nearly helpless the next day from fatigue and severe chills. Probably great numbers 

laid that night the foundation of ague or consumption. The Sunday night had been very warm, 

and Moonday, until toward midnight, was so mild as to make sitting out not quite uncomfortable 

for a well person. But a sharp change occurred about midnight, rain came, with violent and very 

chilly winds, under which even the robust suffered severely. Those who had some covering 

found the wind too much for them, and many lacked even the chance to shield their wearied 

bodies from the blast, and their little ones from the chill unfriendliness of the dropping skies. The 

rain was not drenching, nor was the 263 
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point which makes excessive discomfort to the hardy, and to the enfeebled is the touch of distant 

but certain death." A lady from St. Louis found in her rounds of mercy a mother and her 

daughter under a sidewalk. The latter had been confined there, and her babe was in such distress 

that the little creature's eyes protruded upon its cheeks. They were instantly provided for, but the 

little one could not survive the shock. The world into which it came was too hot just then, and 

not the "cold world" of poetry and despair. I am told by the physicians here that as many as five 

hundred cases of premature birth have been reported, and the many helpless mothers who gave 

birth to children along the Lake can be numbered by scores. I can only weep as I hear this 

terrible tale. One told me last night is almost too much for human heart to bear. The daughter-in-

law of a clergyman here gave birth to a child in the flight along the shore, and was separated 

from the family, and neither mother nor child have been found. Another -a lady in the Sherman 

House-was carried out in the arms of her husband, the new-born babe clasped to her breast, and 

both died in the father's arms before reaching a place of safety. The poor man, crazed with grief, 

was last seen along the shore of the Lake, with his dead across his shoulder. Again, I heard of a 

finelooking woman in a night-dress being seen wandering along, the Lake shore with twin babes, 

all of whom have died without recognition, and been buried by the city. These are but a few 

among the many awful horrors of that night. FEARFUL ADVENTURES. A graphic writer, not 

wholly reliable, however, says he had been watching the fire for hours, till at length it began to 

approach his boarding-house on the avenue, when he became seriously alarmed for the inmates, 

many of whom were helpless women, and among 264 
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iust conciud ed a series of entertainments I had previous to this made no efforts to save my 

cffects, and it was now too late, as I found the balcony of tie iouse (a wooden one) on fire when I 

got down. The women were panic-stricken, and seemed utterly incapable of action, but we 

succeeded, amid great difficulty, in rescuing them from danger, and, along with them, we 

wended our way towards the Lake shore. IBut my feel ings were so much excited I could not 

remain long in any one place, and I again went citywards. I walked along Adams street, which 

had up to that time escaped, and found the Academy of Design, situated corner of Adams and 

Dearborn streets, still un touched. The Palmer ilouse, on State street, a little lower down, also 

stood, and for a moment a feeling of hope sprang up in my breast that something might be spared 

even then. But this was a short-lived feeling. The Hlonore' Block, in process of erection by the 

father-in-law of Potter Palmer, caught, and now the Post-office, which had acted as a barrier 
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against the progress of the flames eastward, was in imminent danger, and thie district around 

seemed abandoned to destruction. The utmost exertions were made to save the mails, papers, and 

valuable contents of the office, and in a great measure, I believe, they were successful. Finally 

the Post-office caught; but being a very solid and substantial structure, it withstood the fire 

longer than any other which I had seen. Its interior was completely gutted, but the walls remain, 

and on Tuesday they served me as a guide throughl the ruins. Familiar as I was with the city, I 

could not otherwise have found my way. ANo chance now remained for the Academy of Design, 

and we mournfully watched the rapidity with which the fatal element was surely encircling it. It 

was filled with valuable paintings, among others Rothermel's great picture of "The Battle of 

Gettysburg," which had been on exhibition for some weeks past. I heard thie picture was taken 

olit in safety, but it 265 
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of the renaining paint'ings hiad to be abandoned to the fire. The building was not fireproof. and, 

being built with more regard to display than utility, was quickly and effectually consumed. The 

walls toppled over with the heat, and fell with an awful crash, and it is feared many p)erished in 

the ruins whe had recklessly ventured too near. There were a large number of valuable stores in 

this district, and they with their contents were completely destroyed. I had a narrow escape for 

my life just then, and even now I can scarcely realize how great the risk was. I had, in my 

eagerness, gone too near the Hlonore' Block, when a falling timber struck me on the forehead 

and felled me to the ground. I was completely stunned for a moments but the love of life was 

strong, and I struggled up, minus a hat) a loss which I soon replaced, as there were hundreds of 

them flying through the streets minus heads. I picked one up which made my appearance more 

picturesque than flattering. The east side of State street, towards the bridge, was now in fames, 

and the block of buildings north of Field, Leiter & Co.'s extensive wholesale store (the largest in 

the West) was being rapidly consumed. The employes of the house, some five hundred in 

number, had been busily engaged all the night in removing the most valuable portion of the 

goods to a place of safety; but the heat had become so intense that they beat a retreat and 

abandoned the immense stock to its fate. The building itself belonged to Potter Palmer, and was 

the finest business house in the city. It could not be valued at less than a million and a half of 

dollars, only part of which was covered by insurance. It caught in the roof, and in an instant was 

enveloped in flames. Gunpowder had previously been placed in the basement, but the fire was 

long in reaching it. At length a terrific explosion apprised the spectators that the end had come. 

The fragments were scattered around for blocks, wounding and maiming many persons, and 

shaking the foundations of the solid earth on which we stood. 266 
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Page  269 IN CHICAGO AND TIIE WEST. Whlen I opened my eyes again (wlichl I hlad closed 

9n account of the flying s})arks) all I cold perceive was a siokling lieap of ruinss. Imiimediately 

adjoining Field & Leiter's stood thle book sellers' blockl of Chicago, iii wliclil thle largest book 

trade inl the A,rest was transacted. It remained intact at six o'clock, when everyvthini, around it 

had been burned but thle fi re, wtllicll by. this time liad madle its way east to W7abashl avenue, 

ignited it in the rear, and it burned up like tin,der, the stock, of course, b)eing per'fectly 

inflaimmable. The loss must have been immense, as, the book trade being unusually active, a 

tremendous stock was on hand. Previous to this tlhe water-works had been burned, and tlhe city 

was nowNv witlhout lighlt or water. The water-works were, in the opinion of the Chlicago 

people, the finest in the world; but whetlher this be so or not, thley were nmagnificent structures 

of tlieir class, fitted up withl all the modern impl)rovemenets, and in 1)eifect Nworking order. 

Whlen tley burned, the Fire Department, wNilielh lhad never rendered rmuch service, practically 

ceased to exist, and sevenI of the eingines were abandoned to tlhe fire. The panorama was now 

awftllly grand and magnaificent, and presented a Iyost imposing spectacle to those vwho had 

coolness enoul(,i left to appreciate the vividness of the scene. On every side, fa.r as the eye could 

reach, the forking flames were shlooting up, juilm)iln, entire blocks witli thle rapidity of 

lightning, fillin(, the air witti biurningi timnbers, seizing fragments and inflIamlmable material of 

every kind. Tlhe craslh of falling buildings woulld at swift intervals drown all otlher sounds, and 

almiost blind the spee* tators witll dense masses of snmokle, causing for a moment a darkness 

that could be telt. The e,tire northeast part of the city lead now been consumed as far as the river, 

and the interest became concentrated in the southlern part, towards which the fire was cleaving( 

its resistless way. It was daylight, but you could not distinguish the difference between day and 

nilght, as the t'ieets presented the same appearance, and the atmosphere and - 16 2(39 
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previous. Lower State street, south of Jackson,, was one vivid blaze, the ruine(t structures 

betlhing fortl wlhole columns of fire and smoke and ir the midst I perceived the Palmer House 

still standing. I was astonished that it had held out so long,. From its great height one would 

imagine that it would be one of the structures most liable to go, but it stood longer than others 

supposed to be coimpletely fireproof. Its entire contents had been saved, and 3Ir. Palmer 

remained in the building to the last. I was told by a gentleman that MAr. Palmner's wife, who 

was waiting outside the ibuilding for her husband, had been struck in the building with a blazing 

fragment and severely burned. I did not see this myself, but I have no doubt of its veracity, as 

occurrences lilke this were innumerable. When the hotel finally cauglit, it rapidly burned up, and 

communicated the flames to St. Paul's Universalist Church, situated on Wabash avenue, which in 

its turn carried tllem further on. Adjoining the hotel were a great number of saloons and some of 

the most disreputable bagnios in the city, and when the dwellings caullgt it was horrifying to see 

the rascally proprietors selling, liquor in the front part of their premises, and the rear on fire. 

Many of them nmet the fate they so richlly deserved, the buildings falling on them before they 

could manage to escape. The burning district was now abandoned by all who valued their lives, 

and all who could reach the Lake shore, where they hoped to be safe. Subsequent events will 

prove hlow flitile were their hopes. But I am anticipating the order of my narrative. Wabash 

avenue, adjoining the Palmer hlouse, was principally built of marble blocks, which were used for 

the better class of boardinghoutses. Just above, where the private residences conmenced, was 

loceated the Farwell Block, occupied by Farwell, Ilamnlin & IHale, and other prominent 
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merchants. It had been destroyed about a y~ear ago, in the great fire; but had been rebuilt at an 

enormous 270 

Page  271 IN CHIICAGO.&ND TE WEST cost anid made more magnificent than it had been at 

ally previous period. I thlou,ght it miglht llave been saved, but it was not to be; it seemed as if all 

that was valuable, costly, and noble must be sacrificed to the relentless and conquering element, 

which was imoinarell of all it siirveyed." I did not witness the burning of this block, but I was 

told tlfat it burned up with a rapidity that was perfectly terrific. On tlie opposite side the 

boarding-lhouses commenced, and in one of tlhem, No. 159, a lady was burned to death before 

slhe could be rescuted. Thell cross streets intersecting those running north and southl were 

everywhere igniting, and I saw that everythling was going to be swept clean to tle Lake. I had by 

this time found the ladies of our party, and a few of us set to work to erect a kind of breastwork 

as a protection against the blazing figa,inents, lwhichl were falling thickly around. The scene on 

the LLakle sllore was awful in the extremne. Hundreds and tlhousands of people llad(l carried 

wliat effects tlhey had saved down thlere, in the hope of safety; but the last hlopes they 

entertained were gone when thley perceived Iieliigan avenue, the last street east facing the Lake, 

tl)laze in several places. The terror and agony became intense; woineii were wildly screamingii; 

youngr girls, with dislievelled hlair and apparel all awry, could withl difficeulty be prevented 

firom throwiing themselves into the Lake. Chlildrern were seeking lost parents, and parents lost 

children; wives their husbands, and husbands tlheir wives. Strong men ftainted with the agony of 

despair; while high above all could be heard the brutal cries of wretches, whlo, maddened with 

strong drink, whichi was flowing like water, seemed bent on rapine and pillage in the midst of 

the universal dismay. I think history has never recorded a scene so full of all the elements of 

terror and dismay; for my part, tlle remiembrance of it sIhall hlaunt me as lorng as I live. The 

breakwater became ciowded with ftig,itives, and the trains of cars which were being taklen from 

the Great Central depot must have caused numerous accidents. 271 
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immersed them. selves in the water up to their waists, in the frenzy of the momient; and even 

here they were not for a moment safe. My position was immediately opposite Adams street, to 

Which the fire had not yet come. On the corner opposite stood the nmagnificent residence of Mr. 

IIonor6, the father-in-law of Potter Palmer. The next building was a Swedenborgian churlch, one 

of the strongest stone edifices I ever saw. So strong was it that I waa certain the flames could not 

penetrate it. They did, however, and now our danger was great, as the fire was directly opposite 

to where we stood. We made all the precautions possible to save our lives, as we knew when the 

fire should pass a given point we would be comparatively safe. We confiscated two large carpets 

which we found on the ground, and imnmersing tlhem in water, placed them on the tops of 

chairs, and got the five women of our party under them. We had not a moment to lose, as the 

fragments firomn the church and Mr. IIonore's house were rapidly coiming, in our direction. The 

heat was so intense thlat the carpets inmmediately dried up, but we had pails, and as fast as they 

dried we wet them again from the Lake. I had, on leaving my residence the night before, put on 

my overcoat, and I was congratulating myself all the time on my forethought; but even this had 

to go, as it took fire on my person, and I had to be baptized over again, adopting the plan of total 

immersion, for I jumped into the Lake. My companion's pants were on fire in several places, and 

he had to do likewise, so we were both in at the same time. We got out again, I mninus my coat 

and hlie with his pants in a tattered condition. The heat was terrific; my face was literally 
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scorched, and my eyes I thought would melt out of my head, but I was mercifully preserved, and 

I weathered the storm until the fire passed. When the smoke ]lad cleared a little I looked( north, 

and what attracted my attention first was the Pullman lIuilding, which had just caught fire. It 

burned to the ground in thirty 272 
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ornaments of the city, adjoining, Pullman's, was soon a living, flame. It was occupied by the 

Illinois Central, Michigan Central, and Chicago, Burling,ton & Quincy Railroads, and was thle 

head-quarters of the former and latter companies. Just beside were the two large elevators, in 

which were stored millions of bushels of grain; and taken as it was, all in all, it was one of the 

most valuable parts of the city. The depot burned up, and along with it hun dreds of cars of every 

description; but the elevators remained standing entire when the depot had been utterly 

consumed. I believed them, as did every one else, to be safe; but a new and unperceived danger 

soon attracted our attention and con vinced us that we had been too premature in our 

suppositions. There was a, large quantity of shipping anchored at the mouth of the Lalke, 

waiting, to be laden with grain from the elevators. No one tlhoughlt of these, as it was supposed 

they had made their escape out; but it was not so, and the tall masts catching fire firom the 

sparks, communicated with the nearest elevator and set it instantly ablaze. It made a terrific fire, 

burned the entire day; but, strange to say, its companion, just beside, escaped uninjured, and is 

preserved, with its immense stock of grain. The fire companies from other towns were 

beg,inning, to arrive, but owing to the scarcity of water they could accomplish but little. In one 

district they did good service, however, as they had a suplply of water fi'om the river, and, owing 

to their exertions, the fire did not spread to the West Side. All the stores of goods which were 

piled up on the banks of the Lakle had become ignited, and the entire ground was one sheet of 

fire; yet, ill the mnidst of all, fiends in the sllape of men were pursuing their llellish trade. 

lWhiskey barrels, which had been rolled down, were burst open, and men, and even women 

eagerly drank the fire in liquid form. 2 i3 

Page  274 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Free fights were, in numerous instances, indulged 

in, aid the ruffians, riolling over each other, were burned and trampled to death. We had 

succeeded (after paying a fabulous price for an express wagon) in removing our women firom 

the scene, and they made their escape to the southern part of the city, where they were for the 

time being safe. I remained, as I was determined to see ithe last of the spectacle, and I made my 

way, along with a printer on the Evening Journal, to the West Side. The task was one of no 

ordinary difficulty and danger, as walls were everywhere falling, and the ground was strewn witll 

burning embers. We found the bridges gone, and could not tell how we were to cross the river 

until we met an attache of the Joturnal, who told us we could cross at Madison street, a portion of 

tle bridge still standing. I was surprised to find the PittsbuTrg and Fort Wayne depot still 

unburnt, when the stronger built ones had perished but the fire on Saturday nighlt had cleaned a 

space around it, and this, probably, accounted for its preservation. On reaching Canal street, we 

found that the Evening Journal had, with commendable enterprise, secured the Interior Printing, 

IIonse, and had already commienced to get up an extra, whlichl they issued the same evening. 

My companion was called upon to work, and I was now left alone, and I went on towards the 

Galena depot of the Clicago and Northwestern Railroad, whichl I could not find, it hlaving been 

long before consumed. The freight houses attached to it had also been destroyed, so that 

wherever I went nothing but ruin, complete and awful, met my gaze. The fire seemed to have 
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spent itself on the South Side, and as the North Side then seemed safe, I thloughlt I would go and 

endeavor to find a place of refuge, which I did fair down Indiana avenue. I was so blinded with 

the smoke and scorched witli the flames that the two ladies of the house could not recognize me, 

and it was with difficulty I gained admittance. I could find no water; so I took a couple of pails 

and started for the Lake, which was more 0"74 

Page  275 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. than a mile away. I could scarcely drag my legs 

after me; but I managed to get back, and, as it was now pretty late, I retired to bed, but not to 

sleep. The leavens were more lurid than they had been the night before, and I was at a loss to 

imagine the reason of this, little dreaming that the whole North Side was being rapidly 

consumed. I rose early and went north, and I shall never forget the sighlts I witnessed on thl)at 

terrible Tuesday. When Twelfth street bridge was reached, the roads leading out of the city were 

perfectly blocked with people, hurrying away, while vehicles of every shape and description 

were engaged in carrying their effects. Aiany fires were still blazing, and around AMadison and 

Washliington streets immense coal hleaps were burning, the heat firom which was very 

acceptable, as the morning was bitterly cold. Crowds were gathered reading THE MAYOR'S 

PROCLAMATION, the first which had been issued, and a universal gloom seemed to have 

settled on all faces. We interrupt the story here to give this document, a full account of its origin 

being furnished in the next division of this work. Strange as it may appear, and the fact illustrates 

the completeness of the ruin, it was not for hours that a press could be found on which to print 

the proclamation. The following proclamation was issued, and gave confidence: "WHEREAS, in 

the Providence of God, to whose will we hlumbly submit, a terrible calamity has befallen our 

city, which demands of us our best efforts for the preservation of order and the relief of the 

suffering, "BE IT KNOWN that the faith and credit of the city of Chlicago is hereby pledged for 

the necessary expenses for the relief of the suffering. Public order will be preserved. The Police, 

and Special Police now being appointed, will be responsible for the maintenance of the peace 

and the protection of property. All 27..5 

Page  276 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES officers and nien of the Fire Department and 

Health Department will act as Special Policemen without further notice. The MIayor and 

Comptroller will give vouchers for all supplies furnished by the different Relief Committees. The 

head-quarters of the City Government will be at the Congregational Church, corner of West 

Washington and Ann streets. All persons are warned against any acts tending to endang,er 

property. All persons cau,lght in any depredation will be immediately arrested. "With the help of 

God, order and peace and private property shall be preserved. The City Government and 

committees of citizens pledge themselves to the community to protect them, and prepare the way 

for a restoration of public and private welfare. " It is believed the fire has spent its force, and all 

will soon be well. " R. B. 3IASON, I~ayor. GEORGE TAYLOR, CornptrolZer. (By R. B. 

MASON.) CIIARLES C. P. TIOLDEN, President Comnimm Council. T. B. BROwN, President 

Board of Police. "CmCAGO, October 9, 1871." We allow our reporter to continue his sad tale: 

The ground was so hot as to be almost unfit to walk upon, and in passing over it I tllought of the 

torture of olden days, when wretches were forced to walk on heated metals as an ordeal for their 

real or fancied crimes. Dead bodies were being everywhere picked up. In one group I saw as 

many as tIirty-ei,ght corpses which had been gatlhered togethler for interment. I went over the 

ruins of my former abode, on Wabash avenue, and, while doing so, stumbled over somethling 

whllichl I at first supposed to be a charred timber, but a nearer investigation proved it, to my 276 
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Page  277 IN CHIIICAGO AND THE WEST. horror, to be a dead body. The head, arms, and 

legs were gone; nothing remaiin d but the trunk. Who it was, whether one of the inmates or a 

stranger, I could not learn; but it was there, and I felt a sickening sensation creep over me I could 

not control. Tile Mlayor lhad issued another )proclamation directing tlre closing of the saloons, 

but no attention was paid to it; tlhe police made no endeavor to enforce it, and in nine cases out 

of ten were themselves intoxicated. Even had they been closed, there was plenty of whliskley 

left; barrels of it were to be found in all quarters, and tlhey certainly were fiecly broached. I 

never saw so many under tie influence of drink, and wlhere thie iroughs came from I cannot 

imagine. Full as Chlicago was with tihemi, I had never believed sie contained so many as I saw 

on the streets on Tuesday. MIany had come in from other cities; every train was br) ining its 

contingent, and many began to look anxiously for the military, as it was feared the ruffians 

would complete the destruction by setting fire to -what remnained. All the available citizens 

wvere enrolled as special constables and invested withi ex traordinairy authority, and they did all 

that men could do to sub due the disorderly element; but it was beyond their power to do so 

effectually, and outrages and rapine were hourly on the increase. As tlhe day wore on the exodus 

firom the city increased, the railroads filrniishing firee accommodation. All who had friends 

outside were leaving in lhundreds, and loing trains were leaving in rapid succession, carrying, 

their loads of living fieig,ht to all points. As the lines had been burned up near the scene of the 

fire, passengeris for the East and West had to go out to Twenty-second street to get their trains, 

and thle rush and jam around these places was somethingi terrific. I went to the temporary depot 

of the Mficlhigan Soutl)ern and saw tlhe afternoon train leave. The most pitiable sights were to 

be witnessed among the heart-broken refugees. I saw one woman, who had lost her child in the 

fire, seized (just before the train left) with strong 277 
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present said it was im possible for her to live. She was carried to the nearest dwelling, but I did 

not succeed in ascertaining her subsequent fate. This was no isolated instance. Scenes like this 

were so numrnerous, that after a time they ceased to cause any surprise. The train, whichl 

consisted of seventeen coalches, slowly steamed away, and in the annals of travelling a more 

sorrow-stricken multitude was never carried by a company. Thus abruptly breaking, off firom 

this narrator, we introduce our readers to one of the professors in the Academy of Design, Mr. 

Alvah ]B3radish, who writes the following letter concerning this institution and its recent 

destruction: — To the Editor of the Clticaqo Tribune: Sir: Among the more recent and cherished 

institutions of Chlicago that fell a victim to the late fire, none will be more missed than the 

Academy of Design. The artists of Chicago had been organized for several years, and were 

steadily advancing the cause of fine art. Within the year they had planned, and seen growing up 

under their fostering care, a most beautiful edifice, almost wholly devoted to art purp)oses. It was 

situated on Adams street, betwveen State and Dearborn, near by the Palmer House, and three 

blocks south of the Crosby Opera Ilouse. The academy building had been constructed especially 

to meet the wants of the artists. It comprised eighteen studios, all of which had been engag,,,ed 

before the building, was finished. It was, indeed, a beautiful home for the arts, and for those who 

were making art a profession. The gallery was spacious. For fine proportion, for a true elevation 

and clear light, it was not surpassed in this country. The lecture room was ample, and the 

handsomest in the city; the reception room and studios, the stair-cases, approaches, school-

rooms, were all fitted up in a style of elegane that speedily won the popular favor. Tihe 

Academly had been thus founded by 2'i'S 
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Page  279 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. an enlighltened body of artists, who were animated 

by the trnu ambition of adding te gtlory of art-culture to the other distinctions of the Garden City. 

Thlese artists are mostly mien of reading and culture. They foresaw the three essential conditions 

of a peiina lent and beneficent institution of fine art-an Academy of De sign founded on 

principles that would insure growth, durability, and popular favor; schools, life and antique, for 

the thloroulgh dis cipline of students; a 7gallery, open at all times for the display of the best 

works, pictures, and statuary; and lectures, both,,pecial and general. No academy can stand long, 

without the full recog nition of these three conditions; and they liad been abundantly discussed, 

recognized, and established. During the past twelve i)ontlths-the brief existence of their beautiful 

hlome-thle artists had given numerous public receptions, and lhad varied their collection of 

pictures. They had oflired to the public many rare wvorkls of thlle best modern masters, both 

American and European. Already the Academy had become the centre of art-attraction and art-

culture in Chicago. Her setlools, conducted by competent professors, had attracted a large nu 

ml)er of pupils. Applications fromr the country and from the city were numerous for the coming 

winter. A centralized home had united the artists. They were working, in good faithl. iemlbers of 

Council had, with unselfish enthusiasm, devoted a large portion of their time and tlloughllts to a 

wise administration of their trust. The younger imemnbers were makinig rapid progress in their 

studies, and felt the influence of a generous competition and the example of such rare worlks as 

the gallery contained, always open to their inspection. Already the Academy owned somne good 

pictures; some thelrs had been generously given. The Scammon collection of cntiques was the 

gift of a gentleman of taste —an example that would soon have been followed by otlhers. An art 

library was in contemplation. The irtists were proud of their success. I can declare that no 

institution in Chllicago had so speedily won such general favor. Its 279 

Page  280 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES influence on public taste, and on the life, labor, 

and future of the artists was so manifest and so admirable, that it was universally recognized and 

acknowledged. lIr. Rothlernel's great picture, the Battle of Gettysburg, ordered by the State of 

Pennsylvania, had been on exhibition for two months. It was an immense canvas, sixteen feet by 

thirtythrelce, and was drawing crowds of admirers to the gallery. Tlhe attendance had been on 

the increase for two weeks past, when, on the Saturday previous to tlhe destruction of a great part 

of the city, the visitors numbered one thousand. The coming, winter vwould lhave witnessed one 

of the rarest exhibitions ever seen west of New York. Atany pictures had arrived. The schools, 

thloroug,lily organized, would lhave been full; special lectures wvould have been enlarged and 

continued; and the course on the theory and history of the fine arts, first opened at the 

inaiuguration of the Academy, would have been given during the season. The leading artists 

were preparing pictures for the coming, reception in November. It should be observed that \tr. 

Potter P'almner was putting up an edifice next to tllhe Academy, with an iron front, of an elegant 

design, to be constructed especially for art purposes, studios, music rooms, etc. Alost of thesel 

had been already taken. The struggLle whilch the artists had thus made in the noble cause of art 

in Chlicago would be crowned with success; for this new building would be opened thlrotugh to 

the hlalls of the Academy proper,-tlius concentrating the entire art interest arnd artistic genius of 

Chlicago on Adams street. At this time tlhere were a great many valuable works of art in the 

gallery and scattered throughi the studios-Drury's large and precious collection Ford's beautiful 

Ohio wood scenes; Deilil's careful studies and designs; Jenks' conscientious labors; Elkin's world 

of Rocky AMountain studies; Bradishl's popular "Leathler StockLing,," his filll-leng,th portrait 
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of the late Douglass Ilotlughton, and numerous smaller works; Pine's attractive group of 

children; James 2SO 

Page  281 .- CHIC. AGO AND rHE WFEST, Gookin's charming'"F airy Weddiing," a gift to the 

Academy. Cogswell's studio contained some of hlis best portraits. Iteed & Son's studio was 

crowded with pictures and studies. I'ebl)le's studio contained numerous works of hi,,ghl promise. 

Other young artists, or students, occupied rooms and pursued their studies En the building; so 

that, with these hunldreds of pictures and out door studies, the Academy was emphatically the 

centre of art interest and the cherished home of the artists. On that memorable mnorning, the 

ninth of October, that wit nessed the most dreadful conflagration of mnodern times, somlne of 

the artists were at the Academy by one o'clock. The great fire had only reached Clark street at 

two o'clock. The artists were not yet alarmned. At three o'clock the fire had advanced greatly 

northward on La Salle and Clark streets; the wind was sweep ing thlrough the streets, and 

carrying the fierce element towards the Chlamber of Commerce and the Court-Ilouse. By four 

o'clock the great Pacific Jiotel and the Cock Island Railroad depot were enveloped in flames. 

Would the new Bigelow hIotel and the IIonord Block be saved? The artists, gathering on Adams 

street, waited in painful suspense. Would the wind, now more terrific and pitiless than ever, lull 

for a moment, or would it veer a degree north, and thus save all this portion of the city? These 

thoughts flashed through our brains or quivered on our lip)s. Soon the Pacific Hotel-a 

magnificent structure, and nearly finishled-was in ashes. The forked flames, made irresistible by 

the hurricane of wind, had struck the Bigelow Block, standing on Dearborn street, and wrapped it 

in a red winding sheet in a moment. The atmosphere was filled with brands, cinders, 

coinbustibles, all oni fire, careering through the air. The splendid Itonore6 Block was seized by 

the devouring element, the unfinished roof furnishing the ready kindling, and these two stately 

blocksthe pride and ornament of a new street-faced with new warble, five or six stories high, 

were all enveloped in a few mo 281 

Page  282 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES ments; were penetrated and swept by the fire 

fiend. Though we knew that oni Adams and Quincyv, AIoiroe and lMadison streets, west, to the 

river, the finest structures had sunk before the blast of fire, we still clung to some hope. But the 

wind was on the increase, if possible. The writer stood for an hour close by, and witnessed the 

approach of the awful tornado, advancing rapidly and with irresistible strides north, but with less 

violence east, and at times hesitating to cross a broad street or strike a new victim. But what 

power could resist this hurricane of fire that came, as it were, in isolated sheets of flame through 

the air? The interior of these two noble structures were like appalling volcanoes that swallowed, 

from moment to moment, heavy timbers, walls, columns, as they fell inward. It was a sublime 

sight. Before this awful conflagration, in which already some of the most beautiful and costly 

structures of the city had melted like soft metal, the artists stood helpless in their anguishl, but 

still hoping, praying, that they and their cherished home might be spared. A sli,ght change in the 

wind would do this, for as yet not a building east of Dearborn street had been touched. The 

Academy was still safe; the eastern walls of the two noble blocks, though all luminous with 

interior fires, were still standing. Especially the Honor6 Block, with its colonnade of white 

marble still firm, seemed to offer a solid bulwark to defend the more eastern portion of this part 

of the city. So intense was the heat of these edifices, all on fire from the pavement to their roofs, 

that the artists and groups that pressed forward toward Dearborn street to witness the sublime 

spectacle were obliged suddenly to retire and cover their faces. The south end of the Ilonore 
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Block, struck and torn by the blast, would give way. It bent, swayed, and surged for a moment, 

and finally twisting round, as it were, by the insatiable embrace, toppled over, stayed a second, 

then fell, with three upper columnar stories, carrying roof and cornice, crushing over into 

Adamns street, shaking the earth for many rods 282 

Page  283 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. about. Then shot up from the wreck a column of 

flame, through black smoke and cinders, tlhat lit up the Palmer IIotel and threw a ghastly light on 

the faga(le of the Academy. In half an houl these volcanic fires had )perceptibly decreased, and 

the artists were greatly encouraged. PBut soon the lBigelow Block became the centre of trag,ic in 

teriest; for here tlle fires, sweeping, over from the Pacific liotel, now in hopeless ruin, seizing 

every intervening building and every combustible object in its way, had acquired a vehemence 

and violence most appallilg. Now seemed the moment of great est danger; for the iBigelow was 

directly west of our block. Be tween us was one brick five-story building; the others were low 

wooden tenements. They were like ovens, but covered by a hose in the hands of two colored 

men, who, with unsurpassed lheroism, stood their ground. For a long time, by moistening the 

sides and roofs of these two buildings, the fires were kept at bay. They mi,lt burst into flame at 

any momient! Now tlle lofty walls of the Bigelow Hiotel were all a,glow withl the fire inside, 

that seemed to crackle and roar with a triumiphant sound as everythling was devoured; the 

windows and archways belchling forthl tongues of red and white flame that reaclled nearly 

across Dearborn street. ]But, even up to this moment, -lwhen we saw the walls of the Bigelow 

and Ilonore Blocks still standing firm, though greatly shattered, the artists took couracge. Thlese 

walls, that had risen like a dream of beauty under the eye of their archlitect, who stood now in 

our midst, seemed to offer a solid bulwark to the advancing enemy. Indeed, there was almost a 

shouit of gladness heard from the group of artists that gathered in firont of these torn and 

slhattered battlements. There was a momentone short momnent-of congratulation and joy. It was 

five o'clock -not quite daylight. The wild ocean of fire had gone far off northeast. The awvful 

destruction, the ruin, the dreadful hlavoc that followed that fierce march, cannot be told. We did 

not 283 

Page  284 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES dreamr of its extent; we might hope some 

beneficent power would arrest its progress. We could hear the cracklling of fiames, the hurricane 

that scourged every street —-tat sent the fierce fiend throtnrli wvlole blocks; we could hear the 

distant roar, overpowering like an ocean-sylmpllony, all near sounds. This sublime roar went 

moaning, like a storm at sea, tihrough all the beautiful structures on Washlington and the dense 

blocks north to the river. Who shall describe the swift horror that suddenly overwhelmed all 

those beautiful homes on the North Side? Happily, at that moment, we could not know of the 

dreadful scourge that was passing two miles north of us. In the mean time, by six o'clock, in the 

face of so imminent a danger, the artists had taken measures to save such pictures as could be 

reached. All the smaller pictures in the gallery had been cut o torn from their stretchers. Some of 

the artists were too far away to be present. Some, liviing, on the West Side, were cut off by the 

intervening fire. Up to half-past six, even, there was hope for us; but, before seven, some of the 

artists had gone sevcral blocks south on State street, to make observations. The fires were 

advancing directly across Dearborn alone Jackson-the wind unchanged, and blowing with all its 

untamed violence, and rolling an ocean of fire over whole blocks of wooden dwellings, 

devouring everything it touched. No lhuman power could save now the blocks south to Van 

Buren street, and we had become directly in range of this new danger; for no abatement could be 
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seen, but, if anythling, more fierce, more insatiable, this hated tornado carried whole roofs, 

planks, windows, all on fire, directly over the intervening tenements. And the Palmer Hiouse 

stood in range of this fiery storm, and the Academy but twenty feet from its walls, and 

overtopped by its stately Mansard roof. What pen shall depict the scene that appeared to our 

view?. Every stree(t and alley crowded with crazed, helpless fugitives; Adams and State, Quincy 

and Jackson, Van Buren and Wabash, one living, 284 
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Page  287 IN CHICAGO Ag THE WERE. moving, screaming mass; helpless families; decrep)it 

old age; infants on piilows in t-he streets; sidewalks circwcdea wltlh furni ture clests, glasses, 

bedding, horscs, wagons-all in coInfusion w'thout order, without kindness to neilghbor, and aone 

to direct or advise, but all fleeing from the brands and cinders thiat filled the atmnospI)ere; 

rushing from block to block, weighed dowvn )y household goods; driven from house to house, 

till they reached the Lake shore beyond Michig,an avenue, where hbiiidreds of loads had been 

left or thrown on the sands. A few houirs after this everythling along the water's edge ihere was 

on fire, —the poor, desperate owners escaping only with their lives. The artists had stood bravely 

by their beautiful teiriple, ready to aid if, by any chance, hope could come through any efiorts or 

sacrifice of theirs. Up to this hour when the flames crossed Dearborn street, the Palmer Ifouse 

and the group of t)uildings near by could be saved; but when word was l)rot,ught tinat State 

street was threatened south of us, all hope was abandoned, and the artists were obliged to look 

for personal safety. In the mean time, long, before this hour-by selvenr o'clock —Mr. Reed, our 

Secretary, had given orders to have Rotlernmel's great baittle-piece taken from its stretcher and 

saved from the approaelliing flames. There was ample time for tis, though, in talking it down, it 

has suffered serious injury. Its great wei,lght required several men to carry it out, and, in a bent, 

broken condition, it was taken to the steps of Trinity Church, Jackson street, and afterward to the 

university building, four miles south. Its srl)sequent fortunes for two weeks, to thle time it was 

delivered to the distinguished artist who had designed it, may be given to the public by Mr. P. F. 

Reed, in whose charge it was. The Academy had a policy onil it of $30,000. Such of the other 

pictures as were not carried by hand were placed on carriages and wagons. These were tied 

together, and, under the guidance of one of the artists, were moved by hand, by slow degrees, 

through the dense crowd, through Adams street 17 287 

Page  288 HISTORY OF TIIE GREAT FIRE8 and Micdligani avepnue, often blocked and 

arrested by opposing teamis, and the sufIering, crazed fugitives, but firom time to time Hping 

p)rogress, until, after infinite difficulty, thle precious loads reached Iaramoi court, out of danger. 

By eight o'clockl tlhe wide area firom Ilarrisoni street seuthl, and Dearborn street west to the 

Lake, was all threatened wvitli destruction whicll a fewv hours after witnessed. The writer of 

this, as lie saw the five or six vehicles loaded with their precious fiei,ght of pictures, framnes, 

books, trunils, and boxes beloni(rin(g to artists and others, did not feel too sure they could make 
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their way through such a confused mass oL huinan beings in a state of indescribable excitement 

and frenzy. AVIWhen the cort6(ge passed tlhe superb block klnown as Terrace row, ficiilg t!e 

LaLe, little did lie think that, witlhin twvo hours, all ttlose beautifl homes would be levelled to 

the earth. iHere lived Governor Bross, it'. Grig-,s, AIr. Scaminon, and other gentlciieie of 

wNealtli and culture. Tlhe block was muclh adtiiired tfor its stately gralndeur. The next day its 

location could hardly be identified,-a shapeless mass of undistinguishable, srmoking ruins. It 

ini,ght be nine o'clockl, and the Paltiner Ilouse wav.s still iiuntouched. An imp)osing edifice, 

surrounded by an ocean of fire, its lofty three-storied 5Tansard roof, with five stories beneath it, 

rose upreirec over all other buildings near by. But, soon1 after this hour, fromn paivement to roof 

it was one sliceCt of flane. Its walls swayed and1 trembled as the wind roared against its 

projecting portico, its windows and doorways beldling fortli to the north lo,ng s,ikes of red 

flamie, forked, lilke ten thousand scrpents, reaching, ouLt and lapping, the walls of the 

Academiy building- as in horrid derision. The lhotel tllus covered with a shleet of flanie,-its 

interior all red and da,zzlin g with inIextinguislbab)le fires,-the walls of the Academiy, onlly a 

few feet off, were lheated, and the lower windows and doorways pcenetrated by an eletienlt as 

irresistile:is fi-te. Was there any hope now left for the academy So.ii tl-ihrougli its brolken 

windows, down thlroughl its noble ex 288 

Page  289 IN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. panse of skylight, canme the whirlwind of flames 

and murky ele ments, downi-crushed timbers and walls, staircases. pictures, casts, -all the 

precious works that filled the studios of absent artists, -now all on fire, and( adding intensity and 

grandeur to the whirling volcano of the interior, —a blackened burned mass of art ruins for one 

moment, then shot up a sharp, dazzling spire of red flame, far into the impending smoke-cloud 

that rolled like a pall over the expiring structure, as though to proclaim a savage triumph over the 

fond hopes and labors of genius. TlSts perished the Cticago Academy of Design. From this letter 

it may be seen how widely the blow smote; and yet, even farther than many think, were these 

tidings like deep wounds piercing. In the studio of one of our Chicago artists in Rome, we sat 

and heard the future of the Academy discussed with enthusiasm. MIr. Leonard W. Volk, who 

stands pre-eminent in sculpture, and wsas President of the Academy, and had purchased several 

valuable workls for its use, has been cut to the heart by this loss. Far from home, and among a 

foreign people, this great sculptor has wept over the disaster which has come upon his own 

fortunes, and upon the career of his cherished institution. A gentleman who had been presented 

with an expensive watch, went abroad a few months since, and left this valued gift in his safe, in 

a fire-proof building. Doubtless he wishes he had even exposed it to all the dangers of a foreign 

tour now that it has been so thoroughly destroyed. One who has given his life to the examination 

of shell-fish, and had collected the materials of a scientific work on conchology of special value, 

and expected an appropriation from Government for the publication of his researches, has not a 

scratch of the pen nor the minutest shell left out of the conflagration. Such losses can never be 

replaced. In a great city, where everything was done by the representatives of all nations, there is 

an almost infinite variety of loss, firom the toy 289 I 

Page  290 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES all along up to the Medical College with its 

collections cf a quarter of a century of existence. "The lamentable tragedy at the tfistorical 

Society building is the darkest episode of this day. The people in the vicinity of this edifice, 

confident of its strength, gathered their most valued possessions and crowded the cellars in 

assurance of perfect safety. Among them were citizens of note, the venerable Col. Stone and 
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wife, Mr. and Mrs. Able and two daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter, Dr. Leai and family, with 

several others not so well known. While the frightened group were moving a trunk, the librarian 

caught sight of a flame, and shouting to the rest, rushed from the fatal place. The others, at least 

twenty in number, were not seen to emerge, and there is no doubt that they perished, as the 

building was soon tottering in utter wreck. The original copy of the Lincoln Emancipation 

Proclamation perished among the most cherished memorials of this Society. "Death came to the 

crowds in the open air as well as in the buildings. A great following of ruffians, emboldened by 

the absence of the police and half maddened with liquor, assaulted several saloons on the verge 

of the fire, and held the ground against the advancing flame. When the moment of need came 

they were too drunk to get away. In this portion the fire came on with such incredible rapidity, 

that mothers threw their children down from the windows and then leaped down after them. 

Throughout the day and night every foot of advance was a complete surprise. In Chicago avenue, 

a noble thoroughfare one hundred feet wide, the people were confident of escape, and took little 

or no precaution. Here, as on Wabash avenue, when the fire did come, panic aided the 

devastation. Thoughtless women piled mattrasses and fragile goods in the street, and the 

dropping sparks took but an instant to make the avenue a glowing pathway of fire. The side 

streets were built wholly of wood, and the thin walls burned like shavings. This region, over by 

the Lake and 290 
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great rusb was made foI- the park, and the refugees made themselves com. fortable in the 

delusion of security. After ravaging to the limits of the city, with the wind dead against it, the fire 

caught the dried grasses, ran along the fences, and in a moment covered in a burning glory the 

Catholic Cemetery and the grassy stretches of the great park. The marbles over the graves 

cracked and baked, and fell in glowing embers on the hot turf. Flames shet up from the resting-

places of the dead; and the living fugitives, screaming with horror, made for a moment the 

ghastliest spectacle that ever fell upon living eyes. The receiving vault, solidly built and 

shrouded in foliage, fell under the terrific flame, and the dead burst from their coffins as the fire 

tore through the walls of the frightful chllarnel-house. In the broad light of to-day the place is the 

most ghastly I ever saw, not even Cold Harbor exceeding it in awful suggestiveness. Above the 

graves charred stones stand grim sentinels of the dead, no more memorials of anything but 

disaster. Every inscription has disappeared, and even the dead are robbed by the flamtes. The 

park turned into a wilderness of fire, the crowds doubled backward and made for the avenues 

leading westward and to the south, to reach which they must cross the river. lIany of the bridges 

were in flames-the rest were already choked with the heavy wagons which, tearing the way 

through, cruelly aggravated the distress of the thousands ot foot-sore women and weary men. 

Fully 30,000 people were afoot in this quarter, and this mass densely wedged into barricaded 

streets between trampling horses, kept up a ceaseless stream far into the night. With the night 

new volumes of flame shot out on the air, and new crowds were hurled among the 2lying masses. 

There was no hope of saving the city: the struggle was simply for life. Half-clad women fled 

moaning through the streets, and at this time, it is asserted, robberies were perpetrated in some of 

the remote private residences. A vast 291 
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the ground; the air was filled with a torrid heat, and even at this great dis tance immense particles 

of cinders fell in showers. The dreadful agony of separated families came to add its horrors to the 
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calamity. Babies were found alone in the multitude, and countless little people crept about crying 

wildly for their parents. A blessed rain came down slowly, and the fire, stayed in its advance, 

rolled backward and flamed up with greater fierceness in the immense coal piles in the very 

centre of the town. Then a new agony came upon the people. The only untouched portion of the 

town was brilliantly illuminated, and for a timtle it seemed as though not a roof was to be left in 

the great city. " The first victims were the poorer classes, and as they were driven from their 

burning homes they hurried with the goods they had been able to save (or to steal) to the eastern 

and southern parts of the city, as if with an instinct that the fire must fall back before the stone 

and brick palaces of the rich. Thus the lower end of Wabash avenue became choked with the 

d6bris of disaster and flight. Cursing men, shrieking women, and terrified horses stumbled over 

the streets and sidewalks, pursued by the tempest of flame and the scorching blast of heat which 

swept on from the centre of the city. For one awful moment the whirlwind rushed through the 

beautiful avenue; but, happily, at Congress street its ravages were stayed. I-Iow shall any one 

forget that extraordinary scene, where the horrible and the ludicrous, the mournful and the 

grotesque, mingled like the visions of a nightmare? Ladies half-clad, but loaded with heavy 

burdens, rushed madly flom those luxurious houses, and joined the hideous throng of the 

struggling poor, inextricably entangled with wagons and horses, and trampled by thieves and 

outcasts. Some had just put on all their finery to save it. Mlany werc almost naked. Not a few 

carried infants nursing at the breast, and a great many were hugging Jap-dogs. Tipsy men, 

fantastically clad, made 292 
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been lucky enough to get trucks to cart away their valuables and bric-a-brac, sat disheartened on 

top of the load, Parties interrupted ill the midst of a carouse ran madly about, too drunk to knew 

what it all means All the while the motley throng pushed frantically southward. Thle weak were 

thrown down by the press and trod den under foot. For hours and hours the panic hegira 

continued, pushing out towards the prairie. From Monday mnorning at day li,ht the fear was for 

life, not for property. In this dire extremity the greed of man added to the horror of the scene. 

Drivers of carts and carriages crowded over from the divisions of the city presumed to be safe, 

and demanded outrageous rates for the slightest services. Yet it is to be said to the credit of 

human na ture that hundreds of honest men turned out heartily to aid their more unfortunate 

neighbors. In all the horror of this southward pressure there was a continual stream of curious 

people firom the distant regions crowding eagerly forward to see the vast illumination. Thie 

counter-eiurrents, as they met, caused frightful mishaps and confusion. Men and women, 

maddened by the red terror behind, fought ferociously for a pathway to safety. Near each church 

vast masses were assembled with a sort of assurance of safety in those sacred precincts. Presently 

rumor came that it had been resolved to fight fire with fire. Laird Collier's church was to be 

blown up, and the dense crowd in the vicinity broke frantically for a new refilge. "Late in the 

morning the people of the North Division were involved within the sudden horror of fire and 

death. A great crowd had assembled at one of the avenues leading to the burning region, where 

the close approach of the fire moved the bridgemen to turn the draw. The move was of not the 

slightest avail. The fire lapped the slender wood-work in the vicinity, leaped lightly from bank to 

bank, and before the bewildered peoplc could make a movement toward safety they were help 
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Page  294 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES lessly environed by raging walls of fire, the Lake 

rolled lazily be yond them, and with one impulse the great crowd made for its shelter, and buried 

themselves in sand and water. This scene was simultaneous with the Wabash avenue stampede." 

In illustration of the excitement that robbed some of their senses, and made them do the thing 

they did not care to do, and leave undone what they ought to have done, we mention the case of a 

lady who gathered her silver into a basket to place it in her husband's safe, as they could scarcely 

bear it away with them without danger of losing it. Whenl she came to the moment of depositing 

the valuables, she took instead of the silver a pincushion, worth half a dollar, placed it carefully 

inside, closed the safe, and ran out of the house. The safe preserved everything it contained, and 

the lady nownv possesses her pincushion as a relic of the Great Fire. Truly it must be considered 

a costly reminder of the agony and fright of that dreadful morning. We have heard of people 

becoming so upset in such a moment as to throw mirrors out of the window and carry cook-

stoves down stairs with particular care. In such heat it was difficult to keep cool. Men entered 

their stores in the rear, and before they could open their safes they were driven out of the front 

door by the pursuing flames. It became then a race for life, and sometimes the fire proved too 

swift for the unfortunate fugitives. Horses grew firantic, and refused to move until a blanket or 

robe was wrapped about their heads to hide the fearful glare. A mother, escaping withl her babe 

clasped to her bosom, suddenly plunged from the darkened staircase into the blaze of the 

approaching fire. Her darling, terrified and shocked by the quick flood of light, and partaking the 

mothler's alarm, made one quivering motion and died in her arms. This was worse than loss of 

home. What a burden did that mother bear through the horrors of that conflagration! A business 

man, who had seen his buildings and machinery sink 294 
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hour, was sumimoned a few weeks afterwards to bury a new-born babe. He was a strong man, to 

whom tears were strangers But when he communicated the sad news to his pastor, he exclaimed 

in the midst of sobs and weeping, "Oh, this is our first great sorrow. The loss of property is 

nothing; but our little one is gone, and I .eel so sorry for my poor wife." A business man, 

watching by the couch of his dying wife, knew that his books and papers were all burning; but he 

stirred not from her side, and ere the embers were cold amidst the ruins of his marble store, hlie 

saw the remains of his companion lowered into the grave. Everything seemed to combine to 

crush him, but he bore up like a Christian hero. A clerk of the Court, who must be a man of kind 

heart, since a merciful mnan is merciful to his beast, put his cats in a bag, and tied a string 

around the neck of his dog, and thus laden sought safety in swift flight. Another clerk of the 

Court, having put all things in order for removal, was about to leave his house, when his little 

rat-and-tan dog sprang fromn his perch and clasped his legs around the neck of his master, and 

there clung like a child, and thus was saved. Hte too perceived the danger, and loved his life too 

well to be sacrificed without a struggle. Doubtless dumb animals felt the horrors of that woful 

night as well as human beinigs. As an instance of the sagacity of the dog, so often observed and 

justly celebrated, a gentleman fleeing before the flood of fire ran down a street across which the 

flames were already pouring in torrents, when his faithful dog began to bark and jump up upon 

him, and hinder his advance in the fatal direction. The master at length perceived the animal's 

purpose, and stopped to take a view of the course before him, when he was able to discern the 

danger of further progress, and turned in time to escape by another way. In a bank vault under 

one of the great buildings 295 
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Page  296 MISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES that fell before the blast of heat, a mnouse was 

discovered safe and lively, without the smnell of fire on it. This relic may hope to become one of 

the " lions." The President of the Illinois Central Railroad, arriving early upon the secle, found 

that he could not reach his family on the North Side by the bridges, and, after arranging for the 

safety of freight-cars, bookls, papers, and other property, he employed a tug to convey him down 

the river, out into the Lake, and so along the shore till he could gain a landing, and thus access to 

his wife and children. But the fearful smoke and heat made the attempt a failure, and he returned 

bewildered and almost crazed by anxiety and the horrors of the time. He put every machinery in 

motion foi- the purpose of ascertaining the fate of those dear to him, and on Tuesday, at four in 

the afternoon, he learned that they were all safely housed in Evanston. Hiow many happy 

meetings like this occurred within that mournful week of the fire! A gentleman, living near the 

corner of La Sable and Madison, started early at the commencement of the fire to relieve his 

brother-in-law, near whose home it began. At midnilght he hastened back, fearing the progress of 

the devastating element, to provide means of escape for his own household. When he arrived 

within two blocks of his late dwelling, all was gone in smoke and flame. They had been in the 

very central line of fire, and now where were his wife and four children? Scouring Madi son 

street, he at last discovered his wife seated on her trunk in a doorway, and disconsolate as ever 

woman was. His joy upon seeing her -was swept away by the information that the children had 

gone north by La Salle, while she went east down Madison. The eldest, a girl of eighteen, had 

taken in charge the three boys and two trunks full of clothing, and sought escape or prctection 

with a friend at the mouth of the tunnel leading to the North Side. Leaving his wife in a place of 

supposed safety, the anxious father engaged a man to go round the blocks where they might be 
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Page  297 I CHICAGO AMD THE WEST. expected to have fled for refuge, while he also 

sought for them where he hoped they might be. He was compelled to return, baffled and 

disappointed. Removing his wife and the trunk stiLe further, he stayed and fought the fire till the 

water-supply failed, and then they joined the procession marching along the avenue southward 

out of the range of the fire, now rising again into uncontrollable fury. The crowd seemed orderly, 

solemn, and composed. Ladies of wealth and position were blackened by soot and dust, many of 

them dragged trunks by their handkerchiefs fastened into the handles, or carried bundles or 

boxes. All were intent on saving their lives and something besides from the general wreck and 

ruin. The purpose of those whose fortunes we are describing was to gain the West Side by way 

of Twelfth street bridge, and then to seek a refuge with old friends. There they hoped to meet the 

chllildren if they were yet alive. Twelve mortal hours elapsed before this worthy couple rested 

under the hospitable roof of their friends on Park avenue. Their children were not there. Their 

hopes were dashed, and whither to turn they knew not. The father, almost frantic, returned to the 

scene of desolation, hurried from place to place, made inquiries of all his friends, and got no 

tidings of his lost ones. At night he turned homewards with a heavy heart. But upon reaching the 

threshiold, there were the gleaming faces of his loved children. Two hours after he left the house 

of his friends they had appeared, bag and baggage. Their story was one of romantic interest. 

When the alarm of approaching peril roused them, the women wakened the other members of the 

family. With great difficulty they got their colored servant sufliciently wide awake to realize the 

situation. They at once resolved to save their best clothing, and the boys were dressed up in their 

Sunday best. They loaded themselves down with whatever apparel they could get on their 

persons. The mother wore away several skirts, and both were ar 29'i 
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Page  298 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES rayed in their finest silks. They also filled three 

trunks, and throwing their beds over the piano to save it from water in case the engines should 

deluge the house, they bade adieu to their home. The mother took one direction and the children 

the other, in hopes that between the two routes one would prove to be saife. They did not then 

apprehend the magnitude of the danger, nor conceive that the gigantic blocks could be melted by 

the flood that was sweeping across the city, driven by the hurricane. The young lady bethought 

herself )f the sewing-machine, and found two men willing to aid her in its removal. Back she 

went with her noble helpers. One of these had a wooden arm, which lihe lost without knowing it 

at the time, in aiding her to save the machine. Driven from the refuge she had hoped to be secure, 

at the mouth of the tunnel, she found a milk-wagon, and got herself and the boys and their 

rescued property conveyed to the North Side. The driver proposed to stop at his residence, 

believing it to be out of danger. But the young woman said no, and induced him to convey them 

still further. When he finally returned to his home, after they had been disposed of, he saw only 

its smoking embers. So fast had the demon wrought! Supposing themselves secure in their 

distant retreat, they began to thlink of father and mother. Soon, however, the tidings came that 

their refuge was threatened, and they were about to load up for a retreat still further north, when 

the heroine bethought herself of her West Side friends, and hiring a dray, she packed the goods 

upon it, and for ten dollars she and the children and property were conveyed to their asylum, 

which they reached some time in the afternoon. And at night the family were re united, glad and 

thankful, even thlough they were homeless and almost like beggars, upon the verge of winter. A 

whlite-haired Scotch lady, who was taken from the fiery furnace, and barely saved, said that her 

fathler's picture, an oil painting, and her mother's Bible, were consumed, and her 298 

Page  299 IN CHICAGO AND TtF WEST. eyes became moist and her voice choked, as she 

added, "These are the things that trouble me most." Choice mementoes of those dear to her heart, 

never to be replaced, were more precious than jewels and velvets. Oh, the diabolical energy of 

this fiend, which spared nothing sacred, nothing cherished, and smote, with human bodies, the 

idols of the heart, anid reduced to ashes fondest memorials of the past! B]ridal gifts I)resented to 

those who were about to become brides, and nuptial offer ings half a century old, were all melted 

and dissolved without mercy. And some who had expected to approach the altar in gorgeous 

array, stood up in calico, and were adorned with paper flowers. Doubtless they were as happy in 

these simple fixings as if they had been peers of Solomion in all his glory. Yet some courage was 

necessary on the part of those who plighted their faith and took upon them the yoke of 

matrimony amidst the ruin of their fortunes and prospects. And common sacrifices and struggles 

will knit them into closer and tenderer fellown ship. Among the peculiar losses by this fire were 

heir-looms long held in fiamiilies as sacred treasures, and never to be restored. Their value was 

inestimable to those who had them in charge. A man of gray hairs, describing to his pastor the 

events of that fearful morning when tlhey were hurried out to escape personal injury, said that 

they seized in their haste things least valuable, and left other articles that money could not buy or 

replace. "There was my father's picture, the only one owned by any of the family relations. It was 

forgotten and lost." As hle uttered these words his voice faltered, and he broke down in tears. A 

German musician of splendid abilities, who had lately come from his fatherland with his wife 

and five children, was driven to the prairie, where they lay out two nights exposed to the autumn 

blasts and dews without protection. iHis loss of personal effects 299 
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Page  300 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES was almost entire, and beggary stared him in the 

face; but kind f:'iends sought him out and relieved their necessities with abun. dant supplies. 

There was one thing no hand of mercy and charity could return. ie had brought with him a violin 

three hundred years old, for which Ole Bull had offered the family three thousand dollars, and 

been refused. It was a darling of the artist's heart, and vlwhen he feared lest it would suffer harm 

in the flight out of the flames, he resolved to bury it in the yard, and did so. Ordinarily such a 

precaution would avail much, even if the earth was but slightly piled above it. But, alas! the 

precious wood was consumed by the fierce heat, and lie found, upon returning for his treasure, 

only charred remnants. Who can ever describe or enumerate the losses of this kind ill such a 

sweeping, all-consuming conflagration, which allowed so little time for reflection or action? A 

gentleman who owned a choice library ordered the expressmen to load up with books. When 

another team canme for its load, the question was, What shall we bring out? The answer came, " 

Books!" And so he saved his whole collection, and has them intact, while all else was lost. Other 

men employed all the hands they could find to roll out their liquor caskls and save this fiery 

fluid, whose ruinous effects are worse than those of flame, because they burn up men's souls, and 

involve them in other evils than those which end with time. Some ladies resolved to secure their 

best clothing, and according,ly dressed themselves up in silks and velvets and jewelry, even 

putting on several skirts and dresses in order to carry away as much as possible by their only 

means of conveyance. It was the only thing possible to many to remove their families, and then 

they were "saved, yet so as by fire." One man brought firom an upper story his aged mother, and 

left her standing upon the sidewalk, while he hastened back for his sick wife. 300 
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missed his mother. The flame and smoke and confusion were so great that he had but a moment 

to search for her, and was obliged to fly and leave the spot. iHe never looked upon that venerable 

form again. She was lost, and perished. A gentleman in one instance was coming down the steps 

of his house, in perfect safety for the moment, as he supposed, when a vast sheet of flame 

whirled down over the whole building, striking him to the ground, and only not making an end of 

him because it was lifted up for a moment by a gust of fresh air, under cover of which he 

staggered away. A saddle-horse just left unhitched be fore the door dropped in his tracks with no 

attempt to get away, and died almost instantly. A house-owner went for a wagon and assistants, 

expecting to have ample time to remove all his goods; when the wagon was procured he found 

that it was hopeless to attempt so much; then he made up several bundles, only to find that the 

larger of these must be left behind; then the bundles first carried out were set on fire by the 

shower of sparks in the street, and the last man corning out was smitten down, as I have related, 

on the very steps; so that the party not only did not save their goods, but barely escaped with 

their lives. R,ememibering that in very many cases the getting away the family was similarly 

interrupted, sonme idea may be formed of the terrible fashion in which people were surprised 

and almost swallowed up. In the case of a family particularly known to me, the lady looked out 

of her window to get a glimpse of what she had heard of as a fire two miles off, and before she 

could summon her household and get on her clothes her house was in flames. She got away 

herself half dressed, with but a wrapper hastily snatched, as she hurried her little ones into the 

street. This was before day on Monday; but during that forenoon of flying terrors, great numbers 

had equal difficulty in getting out, after discovering imminent danger where it was supposed no 

danger existed. I have learned defi nitely 301 
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Page  302 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES since my last, that Robert Collyer and his family 

made their first removal to his church, then a second to the house of a friend several blocks west 

and a little north, where there was supposed to be no danger, and thence they were driven in a 

short time to find refuge eventually in the son's cottage, on the remote edge of the city, at a point 

nwhere something was spared. CHILD'S RELIC. A child of seven years went, at five in the 

morning, to her church, which was likely to be burned, and looked for some article which she 

might save. Her younger sister stole away with her, and they both fixed on the comnmunionl-

service as the most valuable and precious thing they could carry. This had been purchased by 

special contributions, and was sacred in the chlildren's eyes. The plates and cups were taken 

charge of by the eldest, and the flagoni by the youngest. Out into that cloud of smoke and dust 

these heroines marchled in that early twilight, and they faced it four hours- -the youngest, 

meanwhile, having lost her burden, and become separated from her sister. Three days after the 

fire the father found the eldest clhild, and she still clung to her treasure, and would give it to no 

one but her minister. Such an instance of pious love and devotion to the sanctuary has hardly an 

equal in the annals of time. Both these dear girls were dearer than ever to the fatler's heart, and 

we trust God himself looked on them with a smnile. The greater part of the fire in the North 

Division occurred after daylig,lt on Monday, and the spectacle presented in that quarter was such 

as would be presented by a community fleeing before an invading army. Every vehicle that could 

be got was hurrying firom the burning district loaded with people and their goods. Light buggies, 

baroutches, carts, and express-wagons were mingled indiscriminately, and laden with an 

indescribable variety of articles. Others were hurrying to the scene from curiosity, or 302 
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Page  305 IN CIIICAGO AND THIE WEST. to complete the work of rescuing friends and 

property before the monster could destroy them. People crovwded the walks, leading children or 

pet dogs, carry ing plants in pots, iron kettles not worth ten cents, or some value less article 

seized in the excitement; mnany looked dolefully upon tlhe lurid clouds, still far away, and 

wondered whether they and their homes were in danger; and otlhers looked as thoug,h they had 

spent the night in a coal-pit or a fiery furnace. There was such "hulrrying, to and firo "as the 

world seldom sees, with univer sal agony and distress. A gentlemnan on the train with several of 

our merchants going ihome fromn New York, says: A wretcihed cripple came into the train with 

a doggerel petition asking for aid to put himi on his legs again. " Just our affair," they laughed; " 

we're all cripples to,gethller; " but they showvered the " stamips" upon him, which he received 

with all the surly discourtesy of his race. Then they began to ask each other where they would 

put up, facetiously mentioning, the burned hotels. "Is tlhe Pacific Openl? " asked one. Yes, at the 

top," said another, and the jest was highly relished. At Laporte a man came on board, of whom 

one of the passengers askled: " Ilowv about my house? " "Burned," was the reply. The next 

question consisted merely of a searching glance, and the answer was, "She's all right at our 

fathler's; we got your papers out of the safe this morning; they are all rihlt, too." "Well," said the 
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merchant coolly, "when a man has his wife and his papers, what more does hle want? " A 

CHICAGO MAN'S GOOD FORTUNE. The first man I met on leaviing the train was the lHon. 

L. Swett. I asked if he was one of the few fortunates. le smiled. 18 V005 

Page  306 HISTORY OF rHE GREAT FIRES and nodded. I congratulated him on the safety of 

his house. Oh! tliat's another matter; my lhouse is gone, but my wife and children were saved." 

This spirit is too common to be remarked, yet vlwhe you compare it with what you see among 

other people, it seemns very adnirablle. A druggiist came to me one day in Madrid, half insane 

because he had boug,ht a soda-founta;n which lie could not work. He tore his hlair, bit his 

fingers, and called down maledictions on his birthday, because lie saw $300 in danger of being 

lost. "My ducats and my daulghter!" A Chlicago man is very fond of his daugliter, if he has one; 

if not, lie is equally fond of his neighbor's daughlter. As for ducats, lie likes the gaining of them 

remarkably well; but when he loses them, he thinks much less of them than of those lie intends to 

gain. The gloomiest man on the train was the representative of a great New York house, whlichl 

had large credits in Chlicago. Potter Palmer left horne on Sunday night worth:many millions; 

despatchles reached him at every station on his way East, and exvery despatch announced the 

loss of a fortune. But hle did not tear lhis hlair, nor did lie speak disrespectfully of the day he was 

born. Ile doubtless thloughlt very vigorously lhow hle was to go to work to get back those 

millions. A ladly who resided on the North Side, thus gives her experi ence: I do not speak or 

write of this terrible event as one who has only listened to the report that flew from lip to lipl), 

but as one vwho stood face to face withl death, and counted the leaden footed hlours as thley 

dragged by their endless lengthl, and prayed for the coming of the morn-that mnorning whose 

dawn was to re veal only nmore clearly than the lurid glare of the flames had done, how wide-

spread was the ruin that the fire had wroughlt. I had at tended service at St. James, and returning, 

retired early to rest. At twelve I was awakened by some of the boarders in the house coming in 

from the fire, and passing through the hall up to their 306 

Page  307 IN CHICAGO ALMD THE WEST. rooms in the story above mine. M1y room was on 

thle south side of the house, and the lig,lt shlone tlrough,l the shutters and fell in red bars on the 

opl)osite wall. I sprangi up and looked fiom the window. Tlle fire was a mile or nlore away, but 

tlhe croar of the flames and thle erash of falling buildings could be plainly hleard, while a 

meteoric shlower of sparkls fillcd tlhe air, and cinders fell like snow around us. The wind was 

blowing very hard, and con stantly increasing. At one o'clock footsteps were heard luiirryiug 

througli the house, doors opened anid shlut, and anxious faces peered out to ask, "What of the 

ni,ghlt." At two o'clock a mes sage was sent the round of the rooms, "Pack your trunkls." The 

fire was rapidly nearing us. At three, the order came to "bring ,)ut the biaggage "-ht, man 

strengthl was in vain-lhuman power was as a tiing of noughlt —human ing,enuity or courage was 

powerless before that angel of destruction whose red torelc lay at our doors. The fire could 

neithler be controlled nor checked. The gas, already burining low, wen)t out, and with a terrible, 

oppressive sense of tlhe impcnding d,angcr, we went outside the door, and sat downv on our 

trunkls, whlere they were piled awaitiTg transportation,o a place of safety. Our house, 364 and 

366, was in the centre of the last block of buIildings at the east end of Ohio street. Beyond that 

was a space of unimproved ground about two blockls in extent, then a lai-re lumber yard, tlhen 

the beachl and the Lake. Opposite us was a fine block of buildings, consisting in part of the 

residence of II. AI. A[iller, the wellknown jeweller, and a large,c first-class private boarding-

house. Like our own, it was the last blockl, and beyond it the unimproved ground spread down to 
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the water. Upon this space our trunks were placed, but the lheat and the falling cinders soon 

drove us down to the beach, to tlhec very water's edge. There -we again sat down, only, as it 

proved, to wait the coming of the hungry flames. At five o'clock, all that was left of what had 

been our pleasant home, was a heap of iron, brick, and 307 

Page  308 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES ashes; and even while we congratulated ourselves 

upoll our personal safety, and jested lightly about a "tent on the beach" for a temporary local 

residence, the cry was heard, " The ilumber-yard is on fire!" it was only too true. Like flashes of 

lig,htning, from the breast of some purple cloud, fire leaped forth red-tongued friom a score of 

points, then a broad sheet of dancing flames and flying cinders; and in a moment more the heat 

from the dry, seasoned pine lumber was intolerable. No pen can do justice to the scene that 

ensued. No imagination has power to picture the sickening, details. No tongue can convey to 

another an idea of its horror. As far as we could see to the north, the beach was covered with 

goods of every description. The household gods of the rich and the poor lay side by side, and the 

millionaire and laborer sat down together to guard them. If death is a leveller, what less can be 

said of a calamity like this? The lady who yesterday rolled by in her carriage with her coachman 

in livery, or who held her silken robes daintily aside, while some child of poverty crept humbly 

by in rags, hushed her own bitter lament to speak soothing and gentle, but groundless words of 

hope and encouragement to the homeless wretch by her side. The sparks fell amidst the piles of 

bedding and clothing, around us; fire broke out in every direction, and we were compelled to 

abandon everything, and fly as fast as our weariness would permit, toward the North Pier. What 

hand guided our flight, only the heart that is stayed upon its Maker, knows;-surely it was not 

reason, for that seemed to have utterly forsaken the mass of humanity that fled, amidst groans, 

and tears, and curses, and prayers, the neighing of frantic horses, the lowing of frightened cattle, 

the yelping of dogs, and the cries of cats that were half consumed by the fire while they yet lived. 

Neither the weakness of ag,e nor the helplessness of infancy were sacred in that hour when all 

were desperate. Suddenly, while we pressed on in our mad wild flight, a htriek-a woman's 

shriek-freighted with inexpressible agony, 308 

Page  309 rN CHICAGO AND THIE WEST rang out on the aii, rising above the Babel-like 

confusion that surrounded us, and, looking back, I saw a sight that chilled my blood, even in that 

moment When our terror was so intense as almost to preclude the possibility of another 

sensation. A pair of powerful horses rendered uncontrollable by the heat and smoke and 

confusion, had thrown down a boy of six or seven years of age, and the heavily-laden dray to 

which they were attached passed over his head, killing him almost instantly. The mother sprang 

forward and cau,ghlt utip her child, and, with the mangled and bleeding head pressed to her 

bosom, gave expression to her sorrow in most heartrending cries, that rose, shriek upon shriek, as 

she staggered on with her lifeless burden. Scorched by the intense heat, suffocated by the dense 

smoke, blinded by the sand and ashes and cinders, the crowd pressed on. Alas for him or her who 

fell by the way! There was a cry, a groan, and the tidal wave of humanity swept on, and all was 

over. Our fli,ght was stopped at last bT the river. Kind hearts had devised means to aid us, and 

kind hands drew from shore to shore a dry dock laden with its living frei,ght. I crossed with the 

first, and climbed from the dock to a schooner, thence to the shore, and then, over piles of hewn 

timber, over heaps of stone, and bricks, and rubbishl,-how, is known but to IHim who has 

promised that " as thy day is, so shall thy strength be." Three or four steamers lay moored at the 

North IPier that had come into port during the night, and our party went on board the Alpena, 
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lwhile others went on board the MIorning, Star and the Corona, and as many as could be were 

taken off by schooners and tugs, but yet the majority were left upon the beach. Soon the flames 

spread to the shllipping; several schooners were burned, then the flames were seen bursting from 

the windows of the steamer Navarino, and the miserable refugees who had sought shelter here 

fled panic-stricken from this new dang,er. For a time it seemed that our own boat must share the 

same fate, for 309 
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almost super human efforts of her offiecrs saved her. At nine o'clock we were safely anchored in 

the Lake, and the doomed city was hidden from our sight by the pall of smoke that enveloped it. 

We secured a state-room, and the three ladies and two children who made our party crowded into 

the berths, where we tried in vain to rest our thllrobbing temples and weary limbs. The day wore 

slowly by, and as the gray shadows of the early dusk crept over us, I went out on the deck to 

take, what it seemed then, must be my last look at Chicago. The long, low stretch of shore lay 

spread out before us, and as far as the eye could reach was an almost unbroken line of lurid, cruel 

fire. To the north and to the south the flames leaped, and swayed, and surged like hungry fiends. 

The wind still biew a perfect tornado, and, in spite of two anchors, our boat rocked to and fro on 

the wild waters, like a spirit that could not rest. One long look of sorrow and despair; one long, 

look of bitter, unavailing regret for her fate; one long, sad, unspoken look of farewell to the 

Queen of the West, that peerless city that was being, tried as by fire, and I turned to enter the 

cabin, when a group attracted my attention. In the centre was a woman who, under other 

circumstances, must have been very beautiful, crouching upon the floor, with her white hands 

fast lockled tog,ethller. Icr great brown eyes were tearless, but eloquent Witlh their dumb vwoe, 

and ever and anon moans burst from the quivering lips that spoke no word of the sorrow that had 

almost unseated her reason. They told me she was the mother of three little children; the 

youngest a babe of a few weeks old. I1cr husband had gone out in the night and had not returned, 

and when the fire drove her from her home, she started down the beach with the crowd, a little 

nurse girl, herself, a mere child of a dozen or fourteen years, assisting in the care of the children. 

One of them had fallen, and being injured, she had put her babe sio 
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child when the crowd pressed forward, and before she could recover herself she was parted from 

her helpless little brood. ]ackl and forthl thllrough the thllrong, she had run, calling aloud for 

them to come to her, until exhausted, when, she could not tell how, she had come upon the boat. 

Frantic with suspense as to the fate of her husband and children, she paced the cabin thlrough the 

long cold nilght, and her moans and tlle sullen plashl of the waves, as they broke a,gainst the 

boat, min,gled with my dreams, as in imagination I lived over again the scenes of that terrible 

ni,lght and day. At midnight suflicient raini had fallen to subdue the fires, already partially 

exhausted, and wh]en the b)leak, cold morning, brokle we looked upl)on a scene of desolation 

such as never was seen before in the New World. WVe had partaklen of no food since our late 

Sabbath dinner, the Alpena hlaviiing no stores on board, and indeed the excitement hlad 

stimulated us to that extent that it is improbable that even the nectar or ambrosia of the gods 

would have temp)ted us to break our fast, or that the royal banquets of Cleopatra would have 

provoked a tlhough,lt of hunger; but now a sickening faintness crept over us, and we were wealk 

and worn. At eleven o'clock Captain Samuel Slhannon, of the propeller "Toledo," came into port 

and visited the Alpena, and learning the facts, invited us, with a seaman's proverbial generosity, 
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to come upon lhis boat and eat a warm breakfast, to which lie had the satisfaction of seeing full 

justice done. At noon we left the boat and once more trod the streets of that city whose wealth, 

and prosperity, and luxuriant growth had been the pride of the world, as well as the marvel of the 

age. ]ut now, shorn of her glory by one fell blow, she sat, a queen indeed, but a queen whose 

emblems of royalty were broklen, whose robes of Tyrian purple trailed in the dust, whose 

shapely limbs were swathed in sackcloth, whose feet were buried in the ashes of her ruined 

palaces. Yet with all our hearts we did her homage, for the 311 

Page  312 HRISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES world of earth and air and water were her 

empire, and her throne was as enduring as the blue Lake that iay before her. A wholesale grocer, 

residing, on the North Side, was absent frn)m the city. T~is wife, a delicate woman, finding the 

flames suddenly upon her house, snatchec up a siiver cake-basket and a valuable little clock, 

took cne of ner two children in her arnis and anothe by the hand, and fled. As she sped before the 

pur. suing fire, she found her strength faiking, and becgged the driver of a passing express 

wagon, lightiy laden, to help her in her ex tremity. Ile would for the clock. She submitted to the 

exaction, was carried three blocks, and then forced to get downv. The cake-basket bought her 

another ride of about the same oistance, and then shle was forced to finisil her flight on foot, her 

mneans of satisfying, the rapacity of drivers beirg exhausted. Finaly, more dead tlhan alive, shle 

reached a place of safety. On Mlonday evening, a knot of men, from 35 to 40 years of age, stood 

or AIichigar. avenue, watclliilg the fire as it foulght its way southward in the teethl of the wind. 

They were locking grimy and dejected enough, until another, a broad-slouli'dered man of middle 

heilght, a face that might have( belonged to one of the Cliceryble brothers, sliining tlrough tl,e 

overspreading dust and soot, approached them, and clapping one of their nutmber on the 

shoulder, exclaimed cheerfully: "Wel1, James, we are all gone togethler. Last nigit I was worth a 

hundred thousand, and so were you. Now where are we?" "Gone," returned James. Then 

followed an interchlange, from whichll it appeared that the members of the gl'oup were young 

merchants worth from $50,000 to $150,000. After this, said the first speaker, "Well, Jimn, I have 

a home left, and my family are safe; I have a barrel of flour, some bushels of potatoes, and other 

provisions laid in fobr the winter; and now, Jimn, I'm going to fill my house to-night with these 

poor fellows," turning to the sidewalks crowded with fleeing poor, "chuck full from crllar to 

garret!" The blaze of 312 
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seeing in tbat man's breast Possibly the road to his heart may have been elhcked with rubbish 

before. If so, the fire had burned it clear, till it shone like one of the streets of burnished gold 

lwhiclh he will one day waJk. A wvoman!iving on Ontario street, between Mfarket and Frank 

lin, broughlt out hler two cliildren a,ged five and seven, safely, and then went for a baby. The 

children followed her back, and none came out a:LJve. The Quinn brothers went into their house 

while it was unitouch ed by the fire to secure some clothin,g, but inr getting out had to jumnp 

thlrotugh the windows. Mr. MAlaicomb, who died aoout two hours before the fire reachled his 

residence, was burned almost beyond recognition. A story is related of the proprietor of St. 

Caroline's Court, a hotel cn the -cst Side of Cli;cag,o, illustrat've of General S]leridan's idea of 

thec eternal fitness of thlings. The Geineral callea at the hotel and inqui:ed the price of board. 

"Six dollars per day," was the reply. " The piece before the fire?'" inquired the General. "Two 

dollars and a half." General Shleridan replied that he would run that hlotel himself, and at $2.50 

per day. Ile r)laced an orderly in chllarge, and at onlce put a stop to exorbitant chlarges. The 
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following curious incident is well autlhenticated: Mrs. ,tle housekeeper of a prominent hotel, had 

made up her mind to leave the city a few days before the fire. Shle lhad not drawn her salary for 

some time, and it amounted to $1,000. On Saturday this amount was handed to her by thle 

proprietor. The boarders at the same time got up a testimonial, amnounting to $150, and 

presented hler withl tlhe money thlat evening. Shle deposited tlhe greenbacks under the car)pet 

in a corner of her room. When the fire was raging, IMrs. rushed into her room and succeeded in 

saving a favorite canary-bird. But she forgot all about tllhe.money. 313 
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vf Chicago and of his laig,e-lhecarted sire. Everytling, was swept away except his wedding 

presents, which were at the house of his fiather. This house was saved. lie sold them to Tiffany & 

Co. for $5,000. With this money he will now re-establish himself, opening a stove store for the 

time being, in'the basement of his fathler's elegant residence. The young, man shows the real 

Chllicago pluck. A locomotive eng,ineer was on his ficilght-train, forty miles from the city, when 

lie heard the fire was ragingi on:Michigan avenue. IIc said, "I askled permission to go on with 

my train, and was forbidden; I put on steamn, and they put down the brakes, but I pulled my train 

as near to the depot as I could, and left it in chlarge of the fireman. I hurt nobody and did no 

harm to anything; I went straight to the place where I left my family, anld dragged out their 

bones. When I came backl to my situation they told me I was dischlarg,ed, and I am now 

homeless and help less." Mlen were desperate, and deemed almost anything justifiable. One who 

saw that lie could not escape, opened his veins that he might not know the horrors of death by 

fire. Another, probably rendered insane by losses and terror, wvas found with his throat cut firom 

ear to ear. iMen who were laboring to rescue their bools and papers firom the peril, were so 

involved in the mazes of the fire, that they tried several streets before they were able to escape, 

and then suffered serious inconveniences or injury in the final struggle that sa,zved them. One, in 

trying to gather a few thlings from his room, tell suffocated, and, recovering presence of mind, 

crawled to the window, and callinig on men to catch him, leaped firom the second story, and was 

able to rejoin his family. A fireman bro,ughlt a two-yearold child to a lady, whilch was snatched 

out of the upper story of a lofty building, in the heart of the fire. Tllhe little thling was scorched 

and singed, and when asked, "Where is papa? " hle aniswered, "Gone to church." 314 
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unexpected was the fire, that the parents had not timne to find their darling after church. Some 

300 were caged up near the river, and taken off by the steamer that lay close at hand. Others, 

lhurried out of their home and cut off from egress by any street, fled to tlhe Lake shore, and as 

the furious element closed around tlliem they were pressed into tle water, and kept themselves 

for hours by dipping their heads into tlhe cool element. Children wereC immersed repeatedly, in 

order to keep tlhemn from being scorched, and many caten from their wet refluges more dead 

than alive. A family whlo had spent several years abroad, and collected many valuable workls of 

art and souvenirs of tlhecir journeys, were driven from one place to another, and finally took 

refiuge in a stable. The proprietor begged them to take his carriage and drive it off to save it. InI 

this tlhey escaped several miles to a place of safety, having notlling left but what tley wore upon 

their persons. A man at the corner of D)ivision and Brandt streets had apparently secured his 

household goods in an open lot; but the flames mnercilessly attacked his effects, and seeing, 

there was no further chance of saving tlhem, hle knelt down arnd offered a brief prayer, after 

whicllh he arose, clasped his hands in wild despair, and looking to hleaven, exclaimed, " God 
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help nme now," and was soon lost to view in the dense smoke thlroulgh which he endeavored to 

make his escape. Mr. 1Kerfoot gives the following graphic account of his escape from the fire 

withl his wvife and children: "Being the owner of a horse andl carriage whlich I used to go to 

and fro fiom my business, when I becanme satisfied that my house would soon be en veloped, I 

broughlt my horse and carria,ge before the house, and placed my wife and children in it. There 

was then no room for me, so I mounted the back of the animal and acted as postilion. While 

driving, through the flame and smoke vllwhichl enveloped us on all hands, I came across a 

gentleman who had his wife in a 315 

Page  316 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES buggiy, and was between the thills hauling it 

himself. I shouted to him to hitch his carriage on behind mline, which he did, and then,got in 

beside his wife. I then drove forward as fast as I could, for the flames were raging around us. 

After proceeding a short distance, another gentleman was found standing beside the street, with a 

carriage, waiting for a hlorse, whichl was not likely to conme I directed him to fasten on behind 

the second carriag%e which he did, and in this way we whippe)cd up and got out of the way of 

the flames with our wives and children, thank Gods" A remarkable instance of courage and 

presence of mind is told of Mr. E. I. Tinkham, of the Second National Bank. On AIonday 

morning, before the fire had reached that building, Mr. Tinklham went to the safe and succeeded 

in getting out $600,000. This pile of greenbacks he packed into a common trunk, and hired a 

colored man for $1,000 to convey it to the MAilwaukee depot. Fearing to be recognized in 

connection withl the precious load, Mr. Tinklham followed the man for a time at some distance, 

but soon lost sight of him. Ile was then overtaken by the firestorm, and was driven toward the 

Lake on the South Side. IIere, after passing through several narrow escapes from suffocation, he 

succeeded in working his way, by some means, to a tug-boat, and got round to the Milwaukee 

depot, where he found the colored man waiting for him, with the trunk, according to promise. 

Mfr. Tinkhlam paid the man the $1,000, and started with the trunk for Milwaukee. The money 

was safely deposited in Marshall & Illsley's bank, of that city. MIr. Nathlanici Bacon, of Niles, 

Mliclhigan, student-at-law with Messrs. Tenney, MAIcClellan & Tenney, at No. 120 

Wasliington street, slept in their office. On waking at about one o'clock, and seeing the Court-

Hiouse on fire, hlie saw that the office, whlich was immediately opposite, would surely go. 

Judging that one of the safes in the office would not prove fire-proof, hle promptly emptied 316 
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building, and, filling it with the interior contents of the safe-books, valuable papers, money, etc.-

shouldered the trunk and carried it to a place of safety on Twenty-second street, losing thereby 

all his own clothing and effects except what he had on. That young man is a hero. In the midst of 

all that was sad and terrible, there was an occasional gleam of the humorous. One merchant, who 

found his safe and its contents destroved, quietly remarked that there was no blame attached to 

the safe; that it was of chilled iron, and would have stood, but that'he fire had taken the cA/ill all 

out. A firm of painters on Madison street, bulletin their removal a s follows, on a si gn-board 

erected like a guide-board upon the ruinm of their old establishment: :.................................... 

MOORE & GOE, : IIOUSE AND SIGN PAINTERS, Removed to 111 Desplaines st. Capital, 

$000,000.30. ~ e e e................... I.... * e ee An editor of a daily paper has received several 

poetical effusions suggested by the late disaster; but he declines them all, on the ground that it is 

wasteful to print anythling, which requires every line with a capital, when capital is as scarce as 

it is now in Chicago. A bride, who entered the holy married state on Tuesday evening, 
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determined to do so in a calico dress, in deference both to the proprieties and the necessities of 

the occasion. BIut she desired that her toilette de clambre should be, if possible, on a more 

gorgeous scale. Being destitute of a robe de nuit of suitable elegance, she sent out to several 

neighbors of her temporary 31 t' 

Page  318 IIISTORY OF TIIE GREAT FIRES hostess to borrow such a garment, stipulating that 

it must be a J'fZe onc. So peculiar is tlhe feminine nature. lhowever, that her miodest request 

excited no enthusiasm in her behalIf amnong the ladies to whlom it came This is not a jocke A 

sig,n-board stuck in the ruins of a building on Mladison street, reads: "Owing to circumstances 

over which we had no control, we have removed," etc. CIIICAGO, October 12, 1871. To the 

Editor of the CUticago E,vening Journal: The attention of Chlica,goans is called to the 8th 

chapter of Deuteronomy, and the cler,y of the city are respectfilly requested to talkec the same 

for a text on Sunday morning next. MERCIIANT. One of our merchants, reported insane, was 

heard from at ~Ncw York —where he had gone to bury a sister-in the following noble mnanner: 

Mrs. Potter Palmer: I hlave particulars of fire. Am perfectly reconciled to our losses. AVe slall 

not be embarrassed. Ilave an abundance left. ec cheerful, and do all possible for sufferers. Will 

return by first train after fiuneral. IOTTER I'ALMIER. The filgitives fiom our city were good, 

bad, and indifferent. The men of pluck and value to us generally stood by the wvreck to restore 

the town.:Many truly unfortunate could do no better than to leave for a time. Some found the 

place too hot for them. Among tllese may be reckoned the villain vwhllo thus ignobly perished in 

Ohio, where he had gone to retrieve his fortunes. Says the Lima Gazette: The firo in Chicago has 

be,gun to malkec itself felt in the rural 31S 

Page  319 IN CHICAGO AND TIHE WEST. districts. Additions are daily made to the 

population of the country towns. Tlhese additions consist generally of men with scarred faces 

and sinister lookls, who are lookling around for some opening in the way of business and trade. 

On last Saturday, October 2S, one of these enterprising unfortunates visited some of our farmers 

in Amanda, German, and Mlarion Townships, in this county. IIe was in tlhe horse trade. 

Whlerever lie went he wanted to buy horses. All day Saturday was consumed in fruitless 

attempts to buy a horse. Nig,lit found him in Marion Township, about three miles west of Elida. 

Between seven and eighlt o'clock in the evening hle entered the house of Andrew Stever. Stever 

is about sixty years old, a bachelor, and has tle reputation of owning considerable of this world's 

goods. IIe lives alone in a small log cabin, is the owner of the farmn on which the house is 

situated, and has resided here for twenty years past. Hle has the reputation of being a peaceable, 

quiet, inoffensive man. After enterling the house of Stever, our horse-buyer from the burnt 

district introduced tle subject of horses, and proposed to buy one from Stever. Stever had none to 

sell. Ilie then inquircd for matclhes, and requested Stever to furnrislh him with some. This Stever 

proceeded to do. The matcles had scarcely passed firom his hand before the stranger drew from 

his pockelt a revolver, and, presenting it at Stever, asked himi "if he saw that? " Stever replied 

that lhe did, but that " tllis was no place for it." Stever in the meatn time had observed that the 

features of his visitor were disguised 1)by daubing mud in his moustache and -whiskers, which 

were of not miore than a weclk's growth. Stever, therefore, by way of precaution (and whichl 

precaution had also probably been quickelned by the sirghlt of tlhe revolver), opened the blade of 

a pockelt-klnife, and kept it in his hand —his hand in his pocklet. A motion on the part of the 

stranger to present his revolver 319 
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Page  320 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES was the sig,ral on which Stever acted. Grasping, 

the hand that held the pistol vith his left hand, he told the man he must leave the house. A terrible 

strug,gle ensued. Tables were turned over and broken, and everything movable in the house was 

displaced. Stever keplt his hold upon the pistol-arm, while the stranger strove to beat him over 

the head with the pistol as severely as was possible under the death grip of Stever. While this 

was going forward, Stever continued with his right hand to ply the knife. This hie continued to 

do, although he was under, to so good purpose, that, to use his own language, he made him 

"grunt." Ilis hold upon Stever relaxed, when Stever rose from the floor, the stranger rising with 

him. On getting to their feet, the stranger reeled and fell in the portal of the door, when Stever 

jumped over him and ran to a nei,ghbor-a Mr. Carr. With Mr. Carr he returned to the house, 

where they found the nocturnal visitor where hie fell. Hie gave one or two gasps after they got to 

the house and was dead. The Coroner's inquest on Sunday developed the following facts: Before 

entering the house he visited the stable and procured a bridle. This, with his hat, overcoat, and 

shawl, hle left near a stack of straw. On his person were found six watches, two revolvers, one 

sin,gle-barrelled pistol, and $S2.50 in money. IIis arms were tattooed with India ink. IHe was 

apparently about forty-five years old, with as forbidding features as one seldom sees. There was 

nothling on his person to mark vwho hle was or whence hlie came. The Coroner's jury examined 

Stever, and the body of the unknown was disposed of by the Coroner. A policeman in New York 

City found four women and a child standing on the corner of Chambers and West streets. In 

answer to his inquiry they told him that they had just arrived from Chliicago by the eight o'clock 

train, and, being entirely destitute, they did not know what to do. The officer took themin to the 

stationhouse, and Serg,eant John J. Fitzgerald, who was in charge, 20 
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Page  323 IN IIItCAGO AND TIE WEST. examined the case. Finding the womeneii were just 

whiat they had represented tihemselves to be, sufilerers by the disaster in Ciii cago, hlie made 

every effort in his power to accotmmodate them the best way he could for a shIort time in the 

station-houlse. -le then sent men out to the neighborinh g houses to state the case of the poor 

people. Assistance soon came in the person of Mr. N. iuggins, proprietor of the Cosmopoiitan 

ilHotel, who desired the sergeant to send the women over to his house, and they should have 

everything they needed until the proper authorities came to look after them. The women were 

then sent to thie Cos mopolitan, and gave their names as Lina Alylo, Minnie Ditzler, Annie Fris, 

and B-ridget Mahon and child. They were sent up stairs, were properly cared for, and, being tired 

from the hard ships they had lately undergone, they all retired except Annie Fris, who made the 

following statement to a Ife rctl reporter of the scenes thlrough which she had just passed: Mly 

father was a silversmith on State street, and lived in the house withI my mother. I wanted to learn 

to cook, so Ir went out to the house of a youtng friend of mine to get taught. M[y father wanted 

to bring her into the house, but I did not want that, as I preferred to go to where she lived. ie tried 

to keep me at home, and bo,ught me a piano for $1,000, and I had olly just taken two lessons on 
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it wihen all was burned. I am the only child my father and mother had in this country. We 

belonged to Medo, irn ollemia, where I lhave a sister married tfow. On Sunday night, about nine 

o'clock, I weit to )ed, and had been asleep for about an hour, when the other girl woke me, crying 

fire. I jumped up and rushed to the windows, but everything all around where I could see was in 

a great big blaze. I pulled on something, and all ran down the street to save my father and 

mothler, but when I got within about half a block of them the fire was,ll in the house, and father 

was hanging out of the window, stretching his hands out to me, calling to me to help 19 ,-J'2 3 

Page  324 HISTOIRY OF TIIE GIEAT FIRES himi, but I could do nothing. Then I turned to go 

backl to my friend's house, but some men had come along, thle street, and they threw bottles of 

kerosene and matches into the place until everythling vas on fire. I don't remember vwhlat 

occurred after that, I was so frightened. When I saw my poor father burn up before me, and heard 

my mother shrielkingi, out to me, and I could do nothlin for them, I would have rushled into the 

house and died with them, Ibut some men pickled mne up, threw mei into a carriage, and tookl 

me away out to the other side of the city. I was on the college grounds with hundreds of other 

people. I did not know any one there, and no one knew me. I have no relatives in this country 

anywhere. I was two days in that place without anythilng to cat but some little bits of bread that a 

lady gave me. I did not want to eat. I was so distressed about miy funily, and lhain,r nonlwhere 

nor any one to go to, I went into the woods with all the other people, when the fire came to us, 

and there we had nothling scarcely for three days. WTe had to sleep on the grass when we did 

sleepl, but that was very little, as we had too much trouble to think! of it. On F'riday 1 left 

Chicago because I did not lknow whlat to do. Some ladies gave me a pass to New Yolrkl in a 

cliurchl, and I came on here. It made me so sad and sick to remain in Chicago that I tlhought t 

would rathler go anyiwhere than stay there. Two of thlese ladies whlo are with me promnisedcl 

to take me w\itl them, as they have some friends here, but tlhey are very poor themselves, and I 

don't know what they w.ill do. ]Iy father had some money in tile bank, but I don't knowi in whlat 

balnk, or ow melluch it was, so that I suppose that is gone too. I am just fourteen years of age, 

and I have nothing in the wo:rld but just what is on me. I think if I could get back hlome to ma 

own coutntry I mighn t get something. I don't know \what to do. I have scarcely tlhought abIout 

it yet, ior mny poor father and mother they did everything for me. All the people were verv kind 

to nme since I left Chicago. I got somnething to 324 

Page  325 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. eat at Buffalo, and then tlle people on the train gave 

us some tiing as we camne alo,. The police were iunusually kind to us when we came here, and it 

makes Lp a little to us to find so much charity and fcllig, ill the people. 3tiss Fris is an 

interestiing-looking young lady; shle speaks Englisli fieely; and as soo0n as the present grief of 

hler loss and the bewildermient of the strange situation she finds herself in wear off, would prove 

a great acquisition to many a p)rivate flamilv in some position, as she is willng to work. Our 

young city had many charitable institutions, and among thlem, on the extremIe nortli, was the 

Ilalf Orphan Asylum1n, where much good was being done by a few benevolent ladies, in 

relieving these unfortunate children whose natural protectors were unable or unwilliig to care for 

them in a tender and hlumiane manner. Tlhere were somie seventy odd children in the asylum at 

the time of tlte lirei, including about a dozen infants, and lwhen it became evi dent to the matron 

tl,at the building would hlave to be vacated, she at once milade preparations and looked about for 

thle safeist means of reinoviniig her cilarge of little ellildien. Thle N'ortll Side line of omnibuses 

had removed some half dozen of their vehicles to the leci'lt)bonllood of the Asylum for safety; 
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and Aiis. Ilobsoii at once sent a gentlecinan to secure the services of a few omnibuses inl which 

to remove tle chilidren to a place of safety. Illis eofibrts were ftruitless, and hle returlned to tlhe 

as3ylum with the intllience that the omnibuses cotild not be had, as the persons in cliarge would 

not allow thlem 0o be used. lirs. Ilobson immediately went herself to represent the urgenlcy of 

their claiii, but utterly f-tiled to procure even the use of one omnibus, to which numllber she at 

last redl,ced hier request. Faili", to secure assistance, Alrs. Hobson returned to lier chalge, and at 

once, witl the assistance of some kiid friends, got the children in readiness to find safer quarters, 

wlicl thley hloped to do in the new buiilding b)uilt for the Asylum on Northl Ilalsted 325 

Page  326 HEISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES street, near Centre, which wvas as yet in an 

unfinished condition About ten o'clookl on IO\II(lay miornling, the little troop of children started 

to find a newv place of shelter, each little one able to walk, carrying some article of furniture or 

utensil, endeavoring with their puny strength to save somiethling for the general good. They 

finally reached their destination in safety. With the aid of a cart, some ten loads of bedding, 

clothing, etc., vwere removed firom the old to the new quarters, and the little ones were made as 

comfortable as possible, and finally put to rest. But their sleep was to be of but a short duration, 

for the fire-fiend threatened to pay them another visit, and again the little ones had to be 

removed, and again they fled from before the line of fire whose progress no human p ower could 

arrest. The streets were crowded with a multitude of people who were frantically hurrying 

toward thle West Division, endeavoring to carry some of their household goods to a place of 

safety, disputing the right of way with teams of every description, loaded with every conceivable 

variety of household goods. Amid this thronging, multitude, and under a heavy rain vwhichl had 

set in, the poor little children had to endleavor to pick their way along,. At Clybourne avenue 

bridge, foot passengers and wagons had to mingle in one common road way, and nothing but an 

overruling Providence could have brought these little children in safety throug,h such a hurrying 

and dang,erous crowd. They crossed the bridge in safety and were now out of immediate dan,ger, 

and by twvo o'clock Tuesday morning a church building was reached, thl)e key found, and again 

the tired little crowd were in a place of shelter, but wet, hungry, and tired. The neilghboring 

people klindly assisted in lltlunting up bread and milkl for the children, and sleep once more 

kindly took possession of their weary frames. But H1rs. Iobson's task was not yet done. As soon 

as her charge was in safety she returned to the Ilalsted street building, only to find that the 

bedding, clothing, and provisions which she I'D' 2 6 

Page  327 IN CHICAGO AID THE WEST. and others liad saved with so much labor during the 

day had been stolen during her absence. Disheartened, but not discouraged, she sat down on the 

steps, wrapped in a blanklet, intending to keep guard over the butilding, the balance of the night. 

And wel it was she did so, for soon afLter a couple of fellows entered the inclosure and came 

toward the rear entrance of the building, ex. pecting probably to have matters their own way. But 

\lrs. lIob son was equal to the emnergency. Slhe called out to them to stop, as theyl had no 

business there. Tlhis did not intimirdate themi but bfor a momient, and they again advanced 

toward the building, when MIrs. Iobson raised her arm toward them and told them if they came 

any further she would blow their brains out. This frightened the scoundrels, and turning about 

they hastily ran away. Thus was the Asylum building probably saved, and the orphans placed in 

security through the efforts of the noble matron, M[rs. E. L. Ilobson, and a few devoted friends. 

Some people had a less noble mission than this, so nobly performed. Says one: It was almost as 

ridiculous as melancholy to watch the long stream of people who poured out of the tenements on 
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Adams street, Van Buren street, and the alleys near the river, both on the West and South Sides, 

and to notice what each bore. On Adams street the perambulators outnumbered every other 

article saved. About every third person lwheeled one, and al)bout every seventh perambulator 

contained a baby. One man in his shirt sleeves, and with but one boot, wheeled a child's 

carriag,e, in which was a baby, perhaps eighlteen rmontlhs old, astonished at its sudden 

awakening and the crowd, and sutcking lustily at a green paper lamp-shlade. These alone 

evidentlv remained of all his Lares and Penates. Another, perfectly fienzied withl exciteinent, 

rushled along IHarrisoni street, wNaving over his head the handle of an earthenwvare pitlcher, 

and shouting at the top of his voice. The women, with hardly an exception, carried a bundle in 

one arm and a baby in the other, and hl 327 
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couple of older children clung, fiihtened and crying, to their skirts. When the hotels'vere 

menaced, out poured fi'rom each a lobg string of guests, each withl a valise in one land and 

dra,ggig, behllind hliii a trunk. The f,te of these amateur baggage-smnashers is wrapl)ped in 

mystery, as hardly a travellitng trunkl was anywhere to be seen on Tuesday. If all our citizens, as 

MAarshal Williams suggests, hlad been as fertile in expedients as the one below, much more 

mi,ght have been spared. "One building on the West Side, which was saved after desperate 

exertions, owes its preservation to an agent, rarely if ever used before for such a purpose, and 

vlwhicli in efficacy was a formidable rival to the Babcock. The roof was covered with wetted 

blanlkets, and when water for this purpose failed, two barrels of cider were employed with 

success. Tlhe flames retired, and the proprietor on the roof caroled a joyous pean,'A little more 

cider, too.') A good story is told of Mr. Mlilligan's trotter, a splendid animal, worthy the 

industrious and successful owner, wlo had but recently rel)built his magnificent store after a fire 

had consumed it to the gro und. Peoriat sent a steam fire-engine to the relief of Chicago, and in 

one of the narrow streets it was so nearly surrounded by the flames that the men hald given up 

hope of saving it, and were about being forced to seekl their own safety in fli,lgt. At this juncture 

Mr. Milligan, of the firm of Ileathl & M[illigan, came along with his roadster. Perceiving, their 

peril, in a moment hle had hitched the fast trotter to one side of the pole, the men cau,lght the 

tongue, pole, and wheel, and with a cheery shout, out they whlirled tliroulgh the smoke and 

cinders at a four-minute gait. The Peorians saved their steamer, and vow that they will get up a 

subscription and purchase 3Milligan's sorrel if the city has to issue more bonds. 328 
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about the re porters' manrvellous tales of the fire and its merciless devastation, thus describes 

TilE SCENE OF DESOLATION. As I hlave said before, I had a sneakling idea, while I was yet 

in the suburbs, thlat the extent of the fire had been exa,ggerated in the Easterni papers, and that I 

would be certain to find a very differ ent state of afllairs from that which I had anticipated before 

I got out of thle cars. But how mournfiully was I disappointed! We entered the burned district by 

passing, tliroug,li State street. It was diusk as we got near where the Court-Ibluse o(nce stood, 

and the feeling' that came over me as I stopped my horse at this point and looked about me, was 

one of positive awe and dismiay. As far as the eye could reach was a waste, a desert, with here 

and there a standing wall of some great building, thiroughl whose open windows tlie lurid glare 

of the coal fires beiyond and around could be seen falling and risingr with the wind as regularly 

as if worked by machinery. I shall never forget the scene. On, on we went, turning hliere and 

there firom one street to another, pic.king our way carefully over the well-tried and yet perfect 
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wooden pavei,ent, lest by an misstep we should be plunged lheadlong into some cellar-way or 

vault screened from view by a pile of brick or stone that had once been a building. Atfter iakling 

all sorts of windings, with the same interminable vicew of gaunt walls and burning coal piles 

surrounding us whic]hever way we went, we reached a bridge whichl was solid enoughl to admit 

of our crossing to the Northl Side. Indeed, when I had (,ot to the bridg,e I was under the 

impression that I had reeacied thle full limit of the fire track; but how wonderfully mistaken did I 

find myself when, on getting to the other side, I sawv before me a plain two or three miles ahead, 

as clear of anything, lilke a house as the wild prairie itself! I noticed(, as we passed along the 

deserted streets south of the 329 
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hundreds of buildings, that here and there the walls of some stanch old pile had resisted the 

shock of the flames and yet stood-though mere skeletons monuments of the handiwork of the 

men who had put them together. But once we got to the North Side, how changed was 

everything! It is true that here and there a wall of some church yet reared itself above the level of 

the street. Yet for mniles about the perspective was that of a desert waste, with nothing to break 

the clear view of the horizon on every side but the tall blackened telegraph poles, and the 

innumerable trees which still stood charred and dead, with their despoiled branches stretching 

out over the streets, like skeleton hands pointing to the graves of the many who were lost and 

buried beneath the ruins. Way out to the north, way to the south, to the east, and to the west, the 

view was the sanme-nothing but a level plain, broken sli,lghtly here and there by a pile of 

marble, crumbling to dust, or a great mound of brick, once red, but now white as snow, and yet 

so hot that not even the sentinels stationed near the safes dared to stand within a yard of them. I 

don't think a New Yorker can have any idea of this awful scene unless hlie brings it home to his 

own city. Let him imagine a fire to have broken out on Tenltl avenue, near Twenty-eighthl street, 

to have crossed in a straight line to Third avenue, and then to have made a clean sweep between 

these two lines clear down to the Battery, not leaving over a hundred walls standing, every house 

being levelled to the gutter, and he can then have some idea of the ravages of the awful Chicago 

Fire. Then let him try to do as I did, travel thlrough thie awful waste on horseback and try to find 

out where this and that building stood, and I guarantee he would find the task no chlild's play. 

You would no doubt laugh if I should tell you that, if New York was ravaged as I have supposed 

it to have been, you could not drive down Broadway in the waste and point out where once 330 

Page  331 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. stood the St. Nicholas. Yet I assure you my guide 

had been a resident of Chlicago for twenty years, and, when we were about crossing to the North 

Side, so great was the desolation, so level the track the fire had made of wall and cellar, that he 

could not tell me where once stood the Sherman Hlouse. Can any bet ter idea than this be given 

of what a desert the great business dis trict of Chlicago was in? But to continue my narrative. 

During our exploration of the North Side for an hour or so we came across -will you believe it? 

—a frame house amid all the ruins intact and without a singe! There it stood, with the crumbling 

remains of a great granite building all around it, and a few blockls off; sur rounded by the 

blackened iron beams of a fire-proof brick build ing that fell a prey to the raging flames, was a 

neat little green house, with not a pane of glass broken, not a whitened sash blackened by the 

smoke. What a freak of the conflagration was this! But when we rode over to the South Side 

again what was our surprise to find intact a finame building that stood just in front of the barn 

where the great fire first was started, and which it had to leap over in order to devour the city 
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beyond. Before we had reached the North Side I was very much amused with many of the 

notices I caught a glimpse of as I galloped past among the ruins. There was one of a real estate 

man, lwho had been burned out, and who with wonderful enterprise had already erected a small 

wooden shanty as an office, upon the ruins of his former place of business. A.nd this was his 

sign-board: " All lost, except my wife, my baby; and my energy." Who dare assert that that man 

will ever fail in the struggle of business life? Another extraordinary scene I witnessed with no 

small amount of interest. The safes of a safe-depository company had the day before been dug 

out and opened, and their contents found uninjured; and, in answer to an advertisement in the 

morning papers, there were right in the ruins before my very eyes, crowds of merchants hauling 

over their valuables to be put into the safes amid the 331 
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treasure in a safe, surrounded by a thousand fires, and with the very stones about cracking fiom 

the yet unintensificd heat. Still, the guarantee of a guard of " blue coats" appeared to make the 

safe investment all the safer to the merchants. What a confidence in military authority wvas 

there! But here let me pause, for just at this point myself and my guide took it into our heads to 

go back to the North Side, and go we did! Before we had well left the river ten blocks to the 

south the darkness of ni,ght was upon us. The wind at the same time began to blow at a fearful 

rate, and in a second a dense volume of smoke from the fires to the rear drove across the river 

and separated us; and thus it was that I lost my way, and had to wander out to the prairies, where 

I witnessed the encampment of the reLfug,ees. I lost my way while talking a horseback ride 

through the ruins on Tuesday night. I was on the North Side. It was growing very late, and I 

knewv not what to do. To turn back would have exposed ine to dangers that I was unwilling to 

face, even with Sheridan's guards within a few hundred feet of every street, or rather roadway, 

one might traverse; so I chose the less of two evils, and made up my mind to keep straight 

aheLd. I knew that strai,lght ahead meant due north, and that by keeping, on I would be certain to 

come into "open land" sooner or later, and not tumble headlong into cellar-ways made bristling 

with glass and broken iron by the falling-in of buildings that once sheltered them. So on I went. 

It was along route still, altlough I thought that I was at the end of the city, or what I suppose most 

people call the North Side, when I first hesitated about my course; for I must have ridden fully 

twenty blockls afterwards, as I could tell by the resounding of the horse's feet on the pavement 

that the so-called prairie was still far out of reach. But this was not all. I could almost feel the 

darkness that surrounded me, rather wvhich confronted me, for behind me were thousands of 

ecal fires that 332 
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darkness ahead all the more dense by contrast-and, under the circumstances, my situation was 

not very pleasant. HIow long I continued to ride at a slow pace-for it was a funeral pace-firom 

the moment 1 found the blue fires getting to the rear, I know not; but this I do know, it was an 

age to me. The low rumble of the wind through the ruins to the south, and the distant hum as of a 

bustling city, far, far off to the westward, broken now and then by what I imagined to be a 

piercing cry of distress, but which proved to be the sudden rushing of the wind through the yet 

standing open walls of thle city that was, made me, it is needless to state, very anxious to get out 

of the wvilderness of the dead city to tie wilderness of the prairie itself. Suddenly the horse 

stumbled under me, and his hoofs made no longer an echo. At last I klnewv the unworked sod of 

the prairie had been struck. Cautiously I urged the beast to go a gentle trot, and in a few seconds 
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came to a very abrupt halt by running plump against a sort of fence, which some worthy farmer, 

as I supposed, had erected to mark off his legitimate domain from outside limits. Almnost at the 

same moment the darkness ahead of us began to clear away as the wind increased in strength (for 

it was the smoke from the smouldering fire to the rear that made the darklness ahead), and there 

right ahead of me, within a stone's throw, flashed over the plain a thousand twinkl.ing lights. 

What I had not heard before I now heard plainly-the commingling of many voices, some low and 

some boisterous, the clinking of ware, the hallooing in the distance of men to other men nearer 

by, and here and there the thud of a hlammer or the creaking of a cart-wheel. Dismounting, I tied 

the horse to the fence and jumped to the other side, and began slowly to pick my way over the 

field. An instant afterwards I heard a rustling ill the dead grass a few feet to the right, and then 

came a clang as of steel against steel, followed by a loud gruff voice crying out, "Who goes 

there? " 333 

Page  334 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES I knew by this time that I was among the lots and 

near the park where thousands of the refilgees had fled for shelter, and a feeling of relief camne 

over me. A pass signed by the chivalrous Forsyth, and endorsed by "Little Phil," made the gruff 

"Who goes there? " answer himself a friend of mine, and bid me go where I listeth. Now that I 

had got out of the wilderness of a city, where a silence of the desert reigned supreme, to the 

wilderness of the open plains, where everything was bustle and confusion, I was at a loss to 

know how to act, glad as I was to escape from one to the other. Owing to the darkness I was at 

first unable to see what kind of company I had fallen in with; but as I made a slow and cautious 

approach to the nearest light which glimmnered dimly through the chinks of what seemed to be a 

few planks carelessly nailed together, my ears were greeted with the cheering sounds of a 

woman's voice. It was a low and plaintive voice, broken by sobs that made my blood grow chill 

in that out-of-the-way place; but for all that it made me feel safe. From that moment my 

apprehensions of being attacked in the dark by the night-prowlers whose numbers the scared 

citizens had been for twenty-four hours increasing by hundreds, or falling into a den of 

encamped firefiends, vanished. I felt that the voice belonged to a woman who was a sufferer 

from the great sorrow of the great city, and the sobbings that came clearer and clearer to my ear 

as I felt my way nearer towards the light, were, I felt, my strongest guarantees of safety. I had got 

within a few feet of the light when in the dim distance I espied hundreds of formns moving about 

quietly and hundreds of others sitting upon the grass, and yet hundreds of others rolled up like 

mummies in blankets close to a fence, or half covered with such things as tables and chairs, and, 

in fact, every kind of household furniture which could be turned into a temporary roof. Shere 

were here and there lights, but they were not many, and as I went up to the first one that I had 

seen and exclaimed quite loudly: "Is there anybody here? " I felt a cold 334 
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second seem about, althoug,h through the misty smoke, driven into the plain bythe ever changing 

wind, I could still see the forms of many moving, moving, moving, never seeming to stand still 

for a single second, yet no one saying a word. Need I say that it was quite a relief to me when a 

quiet, gentle voice greeted me with " What is wanted? " and the light of a candle fell upon my 

face. She was a little girl, not over twelve years of age, that held the candle, pale as marble, with 

large black eyes and a wealth of black hair, all tangled and neglected, that hung and swung in 

drifts over her face as the wind ruthlessly threw it about her shoulders. She had a blanket wound 

about her and was barefooted, and the little feet were covered with blood. This scene I took in at 
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a glance, and for a moment I hardly knew what to say to the shivering little crea ture who stood 

before me, her teeth chattering with the cold and her pale face wearing such a pitifutl, oh, such a 

pitiful lookI Presently came from out of the "shelter "-for shelter it was composed of a high top 

buggy with several planks resting against it and the ground, having to stoop low as he came, a 

man about thirty years of age, with a lantern in his hand. He was the vcpicture of despair. His 

eyes were swollen; dark lines under there gave to them an unnatural, haggard expression, half 

wild, half pleading, and wrinkles that one would expect to find traced on the face of a very old 

man alone furrowed the otherwise youthful face. What passed between us I need not now repeat. 

Sufficient it is that my horse was secured to the buggy with a halter and I was permitted to 

occupy a corner beneath the shelter, after the man, trying to be humorous in his sorrow, had 

excused himself for " not having any blankets in the house." When I lay down the lantern was 

still burning, and before it was extinguished I saw that on the other side of the "house"' were 

huddled together, under one blanket and an old dress, a woman and two small children. I thought 

as I was falling into 335 
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passing like a panorama before my eyes, that I heard the same sobbing that had attracted my 

attention a few minites before, and every now and thenl a imanly voice soothingly saying, "It 

will not last forever." But it may have been a delusion. It was brig,ht dayigligt w-ihen I awokle, 

feeling rather stiff and cold, but, after all, considerably refreshed. The sun had not yet risen, and 

a keeni, cutting -wind swept over the lots, and what I discovered on getting up to be a large park 

adjoilingi. 3[y kind host and his little family had risen before me, and had talken the precaution 

on going out to thlrow over me the only blanket visible in the shelter. It took ime quite a while to 

collect my thoulits at first, and try to remember where I was and how I had got just Nwhere I 

was; but if I llhad not lknown anything about my whereabouts before, I certainly was not long 

left in ignorance once I had got outside the "shelter," where I had slept so soundly all nilltt The 

si,ght that met my eyes fairly took my heart away. If I siould live a thousand years I do not think 

I could ever efface it fromn my memory; and even now as I wvrite, the impressioni it imade 

upon me at the time comes back so strong that I seem to see staring at me firom every quarter of 

my room the same piale, li]aggard, woe-begone faces, the same huddling crowds, the same 

weeping women and crying babes, that I beheld on emergiig intc thle full lilght of the early 

morn. Words cannot describe the scene; and no one who did not behold it, without expecting to 

behold it, as was the case with me, can imagine anything, that could approach the reality. For a 

moment I stood rooted to the ground, as it were. -Iy good firiend, vwho had acted so gracious a 

part toward me the night before, met me at the very threshold; but as I grasped him by the hand 

in greeting, I stood sp-eclless before him, the scene that met my gaze beyond where we both 

were, striking me with an awe that was inspeak4)le. And how could it have been otherwise? As 

far as the 336 
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women, and chil dren, all huddled together over the Park and in the lots, amid wagons, hlorses, 

and carts innumerable. Illundreds were still lying sound asleep; some with a sort of wooden 

shelter over them; some nnder tents; and yet others, and by far the greater number, with no 

shelter at all but the canopy of dark smoke that came wafting along overhead in thick rolling 

masses, that one could almost imagine to hear moving in the air. I fancieed, even, in the midst of 

all the confusion that I witnessed among those who were already up and going about like ghosts 
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fromn place to place, seeking apparently for some articles they had mislaid the night before, that 

I could tell one family from another, so distinct in the hustling, bustling crowds that moved here, 

there, and everywhere, was each little group from the other. There must have been on all sides 

fully 30,000 persons; and yet one of the most striking features about the wonderful scene was the 

absence of that very thing which, under almost all circumstances, is supposed to be inseparable 

from a large and mixed gathering of men, women, and children-boisterous noise. There vWas 

ccfutision, there was pushing and there was crowding in places, there was talking and there was a 

moving of wagons and carts from one place to another; but otherwise over the whole scene 

reigned a sad quietness that reminded me of the quiet crowds I have often seen at a funeral in a 

large church. There was not a joyous face about me. It was in vain that I tried to iimagine I heard 

a laugh from some group which looked less disconsolate than another; but in every case the 

laughter I thought I heard, turned out to be a wail of aTnguish. AIy pen almnost refuses to write 

further of this terrible evide~e of vlwhat the disaster had done in one of its phases —of lhow,v it 

seemed to have stabbed to the heart, without actually puLtting, out of life, each one of the 

hundreds that were within calling distance of my voice, yet every cne of whom seemed as full of 

physical health as could be. I wandered about 337 
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groups and talking in low toneS together, feeling as thLough I were the only person with life and 

thought in me, and that all who passed mne, heedless howv I knocked ag,ailist them or got in 

their way, were so many automatons, with power of sorrowful speech only. It would be a futile 

task for me to attempt to describe the many little scenes that were so intimately interwoven 

wvithl the main scene of the encampment, and which made it the monrnful gathering it was. To 

the right and left-no matter what way I turned or how anxiously I tried to peer beyond the groups 

for a vacant space-my searching eyes were met with little knots of men, women, and children, 

some sitting, some standing, some lying on the ground, and all, even to the little prattling ones, 

wearing a look of suchi supreme sadness that my heart bled as I gazed and contunued to gaze, 

fascinated in a strange way by the sorrow and anguishl depicted upon every countenance. Did 

you ever look upon the face of a man who escapes from a shipwreck and gets to the shore, 

knowing that his wife and little ones had gone down, down nuder the pitiless waves, never to 

rise? Did you ever notice how, if hIe be a man of will, he says not a word; how his face, pale as 

the whitest marble, seems to you paler every time his eye meets the pitiful glare of his neighbor; 

how the lips tighten and the hands clench, and he thinks all the while he is concealing his great 

sorrow within his own breast? Such was the look of about every man I came across in this field 

of woe, for they had every one of them, it is true, escaped a danger that was past; but how many-

oh, how many, as they wandered about with that agonizing look upon their faces and turned their 

eyes toward the black clouds that hovered over where their homes were once, were tliinking, of 

those loved and dear ones who had tried to escape when they did, and who are now-God knows 

where? What if a child was missing, a wife not found, a sister not heard from since the roof of 

the little home fell in, was it not 338 
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Page  341 IN CHICAGO AND TIlE WEST. almost the same as actual death to them in their 

great desolation? They knew not where those they sought for were; and the mere thought that the 

sniouldering ruins Mwhlich lined.the distant road ways for miles around had hid the missing 

ones forever from their sight, was of itself as harrowing as the dread certainty itself. When I now 

recall the low, suppressed cries of anguish that greeted my ears from one shelter after another, as 

I passed my mournful way along through crowd after crowd of these victims of the great 

disaster; when the scenes that I beheld come now vividly back to my mind as I write; of the 

mothers that I met, with their babes closely pressed to their bosoms, and refusing, with a half cry, 

half shriek, the relief of food that kind hands prof fered; of the little children I found lying 

sleeping sweetly amid the whole confusion, as though their mothers had not been lost to them, 

and other mothers who had lost their own were caring for them in their stead; of the men who sat 

with their heads bowed on their hands, and swayed to and fro, and looked up at you when you 

spoke to them as though they heard you but saw you not; of the girls of a tender age who hid 

behind one another in their shelter as you passed, lest you would notice that they had reached the 

prairies with scarce enough covering to hide their nakedness; of the hundreds upon hundreds, 

that were about me in the park and out of it, all so sad, all so silent in their sadness, yet so many 

crying, strong men, too, crying in a stifling way for fear wife or child would see them so weak-

whien I recall all these things now, is it a wonder that I find difficulty to portray that terrible 

scene on the prairie, which probably, after all, had less of real agony, real suffering about it in 

itself than any other sorrow that befell the unfortunate people of Chicago during the fatal days of 

last week. Yet int it we saw reflected all the suffering, all the losses, all the heart-breakings, all 

the trials endured elsewhere and still to be endured; and that was what made it seem to nme, and 

what would have made it seem to any one who 20 341 
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witnessed during the wreck of desolation. I had scarcely the heart, as I went about among the 

people, to say a word to any one I met. It was no place for words of pity, and expressions of 

sympathy would have been horrid mockery; yet occasionally I plucked up courage enough to 

speak to a few of the men and women, careful all the while to speak feelingly of the great 

misfortune that had befallen the people, without for a moment making my sympathy look like 

pity for their own particular desolations; for, strange as it may seem, the more I wandered among 

these unfortunate, bravehearted refugees, the more did I become impressed that they felt their 

own sorrow so deeply, that a third person who dared to express sorrow for them in particular 

would have been treated to a quick rebuff. I sat down beside one young man and his wife in the 

park, and partook with them of the food which the young man had procured, I believe, from the 

place where the Relief Committee had sent food for distribution. I could not but pity the poor 

young wife as she sat with her head upon her husband's knees, and her face covered with her 

hands, while she cried, oh so bitterly! And clinging to her were three little children-one a girl of 

about seven and another about five, and a chubby faced boy about two years of age. They were 

all three beautiful children, and they seemed to know something awful had happened, without 

exactly knowing what, to make " mamma" cry so. And they toyed with her hair with their tiny 

hands, and the little boy would every now and then put his little arms round the mother's neck, 

place his lips against her cheek, and murmur: "Don't ki, mamma, don't ki." Do you wonder that 
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the man gulped down his food chokingly when lie behield this? I more than once saw him turn 

his head from me and wipe his eyes with his sleeve. I got into conversa tion with him after 

awhile, and he said to me, as I rose to go: "Well, sir, it can't be helped. I had a home and was 

worth 342 
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got between me and the grave;" and he put his hands in his pockets and showed me a two-dollar 

bill; and then pointing to his wife and children, and smiling through his tears, he exclaimed, as he 

laid his hand softly on his wife's covered head: "Thank God, I have not lost these. I am better off 

than many." This was but one of many instances of the same kind I came across in the camp; but 

now let me draw a veil over the picture. It is too sad even to think about. Thank God, most of the 

"campers" are now housed, and, let us hope, the time is not far distant when they will one and all 

have their own homes again. But what, oh what of those whose now missing ones are destined 

never to return? "Sorrow never comes single spies, but in battalions," is Shak speare's 

observation on human life, which many men find true to the last letter. And often a city attacked, 

as ours has been, be comes the field where those battalions deploy and assault success fully what 

remains of human joy and pride. Among several instances of the accumulation of disasters, we 

read the following: Dr. HIenrotin, who lived on the North Side a little more than a fortnight ago, 

was among the thousands who were compelled to pull up stakes and fly before the fiery breath of 

the great conflagration. IIe succeeded in accomplishing no less than six different moves, leaving 

some goods at every fancied place of security, until at last he found he had nothing left him but 

his family and a horse and buggy. He had congratulated himself on saving the horse and buggy, 

for the reason that both were of a superior quality. IHIis horse hlie had refused to part with for a 

large sum of money, and he put a high valuation on the vehicle. On Saturday he was driving 

along Ashland avenue, and, when about to cross the railroad track, found a locomotive almost 

upon him. The signalman's hat and a long line of fence had intercepted the view, 343 
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himself until the locomotive was close up. The horse was frightened, leaped across the track) 

threw the Doctor out of his buggy, smashed the vehicle to sticks and shreds, ran like a streak to 

Western avenue, plunged his head against a curbstone, and broke his neck. The Doctor had, on 

the previous day, invested in a pair of cheap shoes, which saved him friom injury, as the lines 

caught round his heel. He would doubtless have been dragged some distance had not the cheap 

heel come off. A New York paper describes a Fire-wedding: CAcAGo (October 18).-Among all 

the pictures of " Chicago as it is" which have been photographed with the pen, I wonder whether 

any one has seen the chronicle of a " Fire-Wedding "a wedding whose whole aspect and 

circumstances were so altered by the fire as to be inextricably connected with it forever after in 

the minds of the lookers-on. There was such a wedding in our poor desolated North Side the 

other day. The first house outside of the burned district on the north contained a m6st motley 

crowd for several days after the fire, for the owner had received everybody, high and low, till the 

house would have furnished excellent material for a new " Decameron" or " Canterbury Tales," 

if the fire had only unearthed a modern Boccaccio or Chaucer. As it was, wonderful stories flew 

about, rather monotonous as to tone, but evidently diversified as to incident: "ilave you seen the 

three-days'-old baby in the barn: they picked it up with the mother in the park." " That German, 

covered up with greatcoats, on the corner, was found almost dead with cold and exposure." " 

Three men have just come in who have had but four soda-crackers between them since Sunday, 
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and this is Wednesday morning." And so on, till one of our couriers brought in a story before 

which the others paled their ineffectual fires. A friend had just told him of meeting a woman, 

during the fire on Monday, who was struggling along under a heavy 344 I 
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said "Do you know what is in here? God help me! the bodies of my two children, who were 

suffocated in the fire; but I could not leave tlhemn to burn." The atmosphere was full of startling 

and blood-curdling rumors, and every hour brought a new excitement. Incendiarism was said to 

be rampant; frightful and summary vengeance was reported as meted out to even supposed evil-

doers. The house had twelve revolvers, loaded and capped, arranged on the parlor windows 

every nighit, and no one thought of sleeping in a house not guarded by a patrol. So, when it was 

whispered about that sweet Minnie T, a relative of our host, and who was to have been married 

according to the strictest sect of the fashionables, if Superior street had not been burned, would 

really carry out her intention and take the holy vows on the twelfth, the house was in the wildest 

excitement. Itow could they get a license? how find a clergyman? The trousseau was burned; the 

intended guests were burned out; the caterers and florists had neither flowers nor food. How 

could a fashionable young lady make up her mind to be married without these things? But she 

did! And what was more, being a girl of exceeding sweetness and womanliness, she did not seem 

to care a whit about her lost splendors. Thursday camne, and with it a tremendous sweeping and 

dusting of the house of refuge; for, let me tell you that a running fire of running guests does not 

leave a house swept and garnished, but quite the contrary. A license had been obtained, and 

Minnie's own burnt-out clergyman had come to marry her, but what should be done for 

decorations? The large house-parlor had never been furnished, and there was not even a 

mantelpiece in the roomn. But it seemed as if the fire had developed as much feminine ingenuity 

as it had destroyed feminine property. Theodore Winthrop said that if the order had been given in 

the Seventh New York Regiment, "Poets to the front," a goodly 345 
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now a call for decorators of burned property brought a perfect rush of talent to the rescue In the 

unsightly chimney-hole was placed an inverted soap-box, covered with a crimson cloth. On this 

sat a tall slopjar, cribbed from a bedroom, filled with lovely crimson and green autumn leaves. 

To be sure, a slop-jar is not per se a handsome ornament; but then some refugee had left a 

magnificent stag's head and antlers, which, set up in front of the objectionable crockery, left 

nothing to be desired. A white cravat, lost by some city exquisite, who probably found it was 

impossible to save both that and his neck, tied more autumn leaves into a truelover s knot of 

colossal size, and hung high in the pier. Branches of richest color filled all sorts of niches and 

corners, and the room was declared magnificent. Some one, however, suggested that there was 

no sort of table or altar for the minister's use. But fortune favors the brave; a pair of library steps 

was produced from somewhere, and a sheet pinned around them. Another treasure-trove was a 

scarlet cloth in illuminated work, with the motto, "Cast thy care upon Him, for He careth for 

thee." Our little white altar, with this pinned to the front face, and surmounted by a big Bible and 

prayer-book, made a very canonical appearance indeed. Then the room was ready and we had a 

rehearsal But, alas! what bride and groom of the present day could kneel on a bare floor and get 

up again gracefully? In vain blocks of wood, boxes, and books were tried-one was too high, 

another too low. At last a bright thought came-carriage cushions! For it must be said that in 

burned Chicago now there are forty carriages and pairs of horses to one house, as these first were 
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mostly saved; so that beggars ride where beggars never rode before. Four cusliions were brought 

from the barn, and an Afghan converted them into a lovely hassock. As it is (or was) impossible 

in these days to have a wedding without showing "the presents," a vine-wreath 346 

Page  347 IN CHICAGO AND THE WESI. ed table in one corner held a most elaborate display. 

A beautiful jewel-case contained what was set forth as the bridegroom's gifta set of exquisite 

pearls, which you had to look at very nearly to discover that they were moulded from the fine 

white ravellings of cotton clothe Other cases contained sets of pickle-forks, preservespoons, and 

so forth, cut out in pasteboard, with mnouldings and monograms in lead-pencil. Valuable jewelry 

was plenty, only unfortunately the lava earrings had been dug out once too often, and the cameos 

looked very black and queer round the edges. A pewter table-spoon, a germlan-silver fork, and 

some valuable aids to housekeeping in the broom and dust-pan line, completed the array, which 

certainly was unique, and interested the spectators much more than the usual show. But when it 

came to dressing the bride, serious difficulties occurred. Her wedding-dress and veil had never 

come from Field & Leiter's. Never mind, she had a white cambric mnorning-dress, which, 

looped over a nice petticoat, would make her slender figure look lovely, and her married sister 

had saved her own wedding veil. Some simple white flowers fromi a neighbors yard took the 

place of orange blossoms, and a set of pearls was borrowed from a friend who had brought them 

out of the fire in her hands. As for stockings, handkerchiefs, etc., the various guests provided 

these firom among them. So the pretty bride looked, after all, as sweet as a rose, and the long-

laidaway tulle veil became her soft, fair locks to a charmi. The groom was dressed in borrowed 

clothes from head to foot, as was the first bridesmaid, while the brother who gave away the bride 

complained that he, being five feet nine, was obliged to borrow the dress suit of a man who stood 

six feet six in his stockings, and that consequently, when he stepped forward to perform his 

brotherly duty, he was obliged to take a reef in his hliabiliments to prevent falling over on his 

nose. At last all was ready. I wonder if just such an assemblage ever met together at a wedding 

before. There were about forty guests, all but one of whom had been 347 
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of fire-the bride and groom had hastened their wedding so as to go away together among friends 

who could shelter and help them. The minister who married them had promised his congregation 

that he would stay among them, and work with his hands if necessary, being bereft of all he had 

in the world. And this was all that was left of one of the richest congregations in the richest city 

of the West. But never hlave I seen among rich or poor a sweeter and more hloly-seeming 

wedding; and when, after the solemn words were said, the congregation, at a sig,n from the 

minister, dropped on their knees and offered a solemn thanksgiving to the Almighty for their 

preservation through the horrors of the last few dreadful days, broken voices and tender heartfelt 

tones attested the reality of the service. And so the warm biscuit and cold water that stood for 

wedding-cake and wine were partaken of with a plentiful seasoning of cheerful words and even 

jests, and all felt that to be poor in such good company robbed ruin of half its sting. Before 

closing this chapter of incidents and individual experiences, we must allow the Fire Marshal, Mr. 

Williams, to give his vindication of himself, which was addressed to the Editor of the Se ibune: 

SIR: You, as well as the readers of your paper perhaps, have wondered somewhat at the non-

appearance of a card from me, as Fire Marshal, relative to the late conflagration. I deemed it best 

to wait until the excitement and bustle had quieted a little, and the community had time to settle 

again. I have noticed and read the suggestions anid articles in regard to the " man Williams." Tile 
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authors of those extracts being so modest as not to sign their iaiues, I cannot hope to see them 

individually, but take this iethod of extending to them my heartfelt thanks for the " praise and 

honor" they so kindly and profusely bestowed upon me in the high and noble mannier in which 

they have done. They should have considered well the difficulties that the Fire 348 

Page  349 IN Cl1ICAGO ANI) THE WEST. Department hadc to encounter on that dreadful 

night before try ing to " comment" upon it. They had just passed through a severe fire twenty-

four hours previous, and part of the companies had left the scene of the old fire but a few hours 

whene they were called again, tired and worn out from hours of hard labor, to another still more 

fearful than the one they had just dealt wifthi. While we were working on the original fire, which 

was surrounded and under our control, the fearful gale which was raging at the time, carried not 

only sparks but brands and pieces of boards on fire, the distance of two to four squares. To our 

surprise we were informed that a church over two blocks to the north was on fire. We were then 

obliged to form a new base of operations to protect the property around the burning church. 

While thus engaged in staying the fiery element, which we also conquered and had under our 

control, we were again informed that the fire had taken another leap, and had broken out in the 

match factory, lumber yard, and shingle mills of W. B. Bateham. People living in the vicinity 

had carried out bedding, furniture, etc., into the street for safety, which was soon all ablaze. The 

sti-ong wind carried the burning material to the east side of Canal street, communicating the fire 

to the wooden structures on that side of the street; these buildings being elevated to the lieight of 

five to seven feet above the ground, together with the sidewalk, formed a complete tunnel, and 

the draught carried the flames for a whole square without meeting even the resistance of a 

common board partition. In the mean time the intense heat drove us, and we were compelled to 

remove some of our apparatus, which occupied quite a length of time; also losing considerable 

hose. During this time the fire made fearful progress, and while trying to rescue one of the 

steamers from its dangerous situation, it was discovered that the fire had crossed to the South 

Division, into the second street east of the river. I immediately ordered part cf the Department, 

and went myself to the new field 349 

Page  350 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES of action. On my arrival there, I found not only a 

few buildings on fire, but the larg,est portion of two squares. So rapid did the fire spread, that the 

wooden buildings on Quincy street, the Ar mnory building, the square known as "Conley's Patch 

" (all composed of wooden shells), the Gas Works, and the roofing material yard of Barrett, 

Arnold & Powell, were one sheet of flame in a short space of time. This yard being composed of 

combustible material, together with the Gas Works, threw out a terrific heat, more especially 

after the gas was allowed to escape to prevent an explosion and the destruction of the works. 

Through the agency of the burning of this yard, large fire-brands, composed of tar and pitch 

felting some two or three feet in length, were whirled through the air for a number of blocks, and 

would alight on some building, anrid hardly a minute would elapse before the whole structure 

would be involved in one mass of fire, thus starting ill different parts of the city what you might 

call different fires, and all burning at the same time. I rallied the greater part of my force to the 

South Side, but it was of no avail. The wind blew so hard at this period as to cut a solid stream of 

water into spray before it had gone the distance of twenty feet from the pipe. The fire made such 

rapid headway that we were constantly compelled to move some of our steamers to save them 

firom destruction, and by so doing lost large quantities of our hose, so much so that we were 

soon short of a supply. When at work at Monroe street, I was informed that the flames were in 
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our rear as far as Madison street. I immediately repaired to that street, and found that a large 

building, known as the Oriental Block, was on fire in the rear, and in a few minutes the entire 

block was enwrapped in a sea of burning matter. The next to be seized in the embrace of the fire-

fiend was the CourtHlouse and Chamber of Commerce buildings, which burned very w ckedly. 

350 

Page  351 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Shortly after this I received intelligence that the 

Water Works were on fire. I then had no hope whatever of staying the flames Nearly four years 

ago, when I was appointed Fire Marshal, in my estimate of wants for the Fire Department I 

recommended to the Board of Police the necessity of having one or more " Floating Fire 

Engines," for the protection of the property along the river. They acquiesced in my 

recommendation, and asked for an appropriation to purchase the same, but without success. They 

have made several attempts since to obtain the necessary appropriation. This floating engine, or 

engines, would have done much in stopping our late great fire, as there could be two powerful 

pumps on board of each, throwing two or three streams of water, which would have been 

sufficient to keep wet the buildings on the sides of the river for a number of squares, and in 

protecting the elevators. The public are probably aware of the fact that the foot of our streets are 

leased from time to time for dock purposes, which has always interfered with the Fire 

Department in obtaining a supply of water from the river. We have been deprived of the use of 

these docks, and also of the floating engines, which we have had occasion to regret in this as in 

many other instances, as either would have rendered great aid to the department. One other 

circumstance that has greatly crippled our Fire Department, is the scanty supply of hose 

purchases from year to year; also an insufficient number of fire engines. I have always failed to 

obtain the amount of hose I have asked for ifrom time to time, as in the case of the present year I 

requested 15,000 feet, which was small enough an amount for the number of fires we are having 

in Chicago (amounting to nearly 700 during the last year) Instead of allowing me the full 

amount, I was cut down one-third, and allowed 10,000 feet. I was also cut short of one additional 

steamer. After all this, it has been stated by one of your correspondents 351 

Page  352 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES that, had there been some engines placed upon 

fiat-boats, canalboats, or scows, and propelled in the river by the aid of tugs, it would have 

prevented the fire from crossing. Allow me to ask, where were those scows? We tried to obtain 

one to enable us to extinguish the coal fires; none were to be found this side of Bridgeport, and it 

took from four to five hours to obtain it. What time did the Fire Marshal have to hunt scows and 

flatboats at that stage of the fire? Correspondents in different papers have asked why the Fire 

Department did not do thus and so? Why did not the people try to protect their buildings from 

sparks and embers as did the watchman at the crib in the Lake? Instead of standing in the way, 

and finding fault with the Fire Department, the drought of the season, the state of the 

atmosphere, and the high gale, they should have turned their attention to the roofs of buildings. 

Itow could the firemejl be battling the fire and watching buildings squares in their rear? To a 

careful reader of the Marshal's letter it becomes evident that discontent exists in the public mind; 

and, accordingly, as after a great battle, the vanquished firequently fall into disagreements, 

bickerings, and mutual criticism, so also now every one is ready to justify himself, if his 

neighbor suffers in the result, and many seek to cast blame upon parties who did the best they 

could in the peculiar and trying circumstances. The Fire Department suffered a great defeat; but 

their enemies were peculiarly powerfutl, and they were wearied out by a previous day and night's 
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struggle. Instead of ill-natured invective or attempts to shirk responsibility, there should be a 

calm determination to learn from experience how to avoid the recurrence of similar disasters. 

Such is the end the practical Chicagoans will reach. And now must close this long chapter of 

personals, which have served to reveal the breadth and characteristics of that suffering which 

was experienced by the multitudes, who went forth honme. 352 

Page  353 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. less and impoverished on the evening of the 8th 

arid the morning of the 9th of October, 1871. CHAPTER XXV. "This kingly Wallenstein, 

whene'er he falls, Will drag a world to ruin down with him; And as a ship that in the midst of 

ocean Catches fire, and shivering springs into the air, And in a moment scatters between sea and 

sky The crew it bore, so will he hurry to destructio Ev'ry one whose fate was joined with his." -

SCHILLER. IT is now in place to mention, more definitely and comprehensively, the losses, by 

this calamity, of property and life. This city and its interests are intimately bound up with those 

of the whole world. The losses by the fire were not local but well-nigh universal. The 

representatives of all nations were here, and of all States and communities in North America-the 

business world were here by their money or agencies, and the fall of Chicago sent a tremor 

throughout the whole fabric of society. This may account, in part, for the uprising of all 

Christendom to assist in the terrific exigency, and roll away the burden that was crushing us into 

the dust. It is scarcely possible to visit a city or enterprising village in our own country, or certain 

parts of Europe, without meeting persons, many or few, who say we have friends who sutffered, 

or we ourselves have lost, by the great conflagration. Our population was not native to the soil, 

and our capital was largely from abroad. As a place for investment of funds none was deemed 

preferable; and this drew heavily upon the resources of men who had money to spare in all parts 

of the country. Insurance companies had sought this field in great numbers, and their losses have 

been 353 

Page  354 HISTORY OF THE GREAT very widely felt. The home companies, having their 

assets very considerably, or perhaps entirely, in property burned, and the stockholders 

themselves being comparatively helpless from their private losses, are unable to pay their policy-

holders, and have lost their own capital and business. The following tables furnish an exhibit of 

all the companies doing business in Chicago There is a large number which have no connection 

with this city, and do not require to be named here. The latest data enable us to furnish a very full 

and accurate statement of the capital, gross assets, and losses of such as have offices and 

representatives in this city: NEW YORE COMPANIES. Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. $442,709 

246,120 397,646 741,405 277,350 405,571 556,179 261,851 370,934 473,577 270,081 293,766 

684,798 451,332 692,877 249,372 306,002 2,538,038 398,986 335,724 183,959 359,961 173,477 

NAiE. Caital. Etna, City....................... $300,000 Adriatic, City...................... 200,000 Albany 

City Albany................ American, City.............. American Exchange, City........... Astor, 

City........................ Atlantic, City...................... Beekman, City.................... Buffalo City, 

Buffalo............... Buffalo Fire and Marine, Buffalo..... Buffalo German, Buffalo............ Capital 

City, Albany................ Citizens, City...................... Columbia, City..................... Commerce, 

Albany................. Commerce Fire, City............... Commercial, City................... Continental, 

City................... Corn Exchange, City................ Excelsior, City..................... Exchange, 

City.................... Firemen's, City..................... Firemen's Fund, City............... * oended. 354 

Is88s,8. $660,000* 8,500 800,000* 25,000 58,000 400,000* 600,000* 350,000* 600,000* 

625,000* 5,000 270,000* 85,000 3,000 400,000 25,000 5,000 1,000,000 55,000 600,000* 2,500 
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15,000 25,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 200,000 200,000 304,222 200,000 

200,000 300,000 300,000 400,000 200,000 200,000 500,000 300,000 200,000 150,000 204,000 

150,000 

Page  355 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. $226,269 863,002 

1,077,849 571,123 279,688 700,335 235,242 4,578.008 783,851 251,186 302,589 1,329,476 

321,745 411.155 262,573 214,751 551,402 240,801 1,715,909 1,407,788 704,684 218,047 

460,002 273,399 442,690 282,671 432,638 392,278 1,304,567 770,305 443,557 1,890,010 

310,908 683,478 252,452 1,880,333 247,027 e NAME. Firemen's Trust, City....... Fulton, 

City...................... 200,000 Germania, City.................... 500,000 Glens Falls, Glens Falls............. 

200,000 Guardian, City.................... 200,000 Hanover, City.................... 400,000 Hoffman, 

City.................... 200,000 Home, City.......................2,500,000 Howard, City...................... 

500,000 Humboldt, City.................... 200,000 Importers and Traders', City......... 200,000 

International, City................. 500,000 Irving, City....................... 200,000 Jefferson, 

City.................... 200,010 Kings County, City................ 150,000 Lafayette, L. I., City............... 

150,000 Lamar, City....................... 300,000 Lenox, City...................... 150,000 Lorillard, 

City.................... 1,000,000 Manhattan, City................... 500,000 Market, City...................... 

200,000 Mechanics', L. I., City.............. 150,000 Mechanics and Traders', City........ 200,000 

Mercantile, City.................... 200,000 Merchants', City................... 200,000 National, 

City.................... 200,000 New Amsterdam, City.............. 300,000 New York Fire, City............... 

200,000 Niagara, City.................... 1,000,000 North American, City.............. 500,000 Pacific, 

City....................... 200,000 Phenix, L. I., City.................1,000,000 Relief, City........................ 

200,000 Republic, City.................... 300,000 Resolute, City.................... 200,000 Security, 

City.....................1,000,000 1 Sterling, City.................... 200,000 * Suspenoed 355 .L08-88. 

$5,000 900,000* 226,500 13,000 40,000 i 225,000 30,000 2,000,00( 275,000 24,000 22,500 

500,000 550,000* 42,500 31,000 7,500 450,000* 82,000 1,500,000' 1,250,000* 1,000,000' 

22,500 41,500 100,000 10,000 87,500 200,000 15,000 225,000 720,000* 12,500 350,000 40,000 

225,000 75,000 1,500,000' 7,500 

Page  356 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES NAMe. Capital. Tradesmen's, City.................. 

$150,000 Washington, City.................. 400,000 Western of Buffalo, Buffalo......... 300,000 

Williamsburg City, City............. 250,000 Yonkers and New York, City........ 500,000 Gross Asset 

s, Jan. 1, 1871. $423,181 774,411 582,547 539,692 868,933 MISSOURI COMPANIES. 

American Central, St. Louis......... $231,370 Anchor, St. Louis.................. Boatmen's, St. 

Louis............... Citizens', St. Louis................. Commercial, St. Louis.............. Excelsior, St. 

Louis................ Globe Mutual, St. Louis............ Jefferson, St. Louis................ Mafrine, St. 

Louis.................. Merchants', St. Joseph............. National, Hannibal................. North Missouri, 

Macon.............. Pacific, St. Louis................... Phoenix, St. Louis.................. i%t. Joseph, St. 

Joseph.............. St. Louis, St. Louis................ State, Hannibal.................... 

MASSACHUIISETTS COMPANIES. Bay State, Worcester............... $104,800 Boylston, 

Boston................... City, Boston....................... Eliot, Boston...................... Firemen's, 

Boston.................. First National, Worcester............ Franklin, Boston................... Hide and 

Leather, Boston........... Howard, Boston................... Independent, Boston............... Lawrence, 

Boston.................. * Suspended. 356 Losses. $25,000 900,000750,000* 60,000 700,000* 

$254,875 121,974 51,786. 271,373 43,896 19,815 150,793 121,842 210,925 79,682 147,738 

154,166 36,835 126,654 105,729 307,342 162,099 $275,000 27,000 20,000 25,000 20,000 
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15,000 65,000* 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 21,500 10,000 10,000 10,000 15,000 21,500 

105,225 106,530 175,000 40,660 73,087 125,000 101,272 150,000 60,636 111,201 134,050 

25,000 108,950 64,000 240,000 109,820 $196,275 $5,000 300,000 200,000 300,000 300,000 

100,000 300,000 300,000 200,000 300,000 250,000 933,256 399,427 672,212 1,038,330 157,356 

541,908 419,211 358,642 646,648 . 262,502 13,000 15,000 12,500 35,000 2,500 50,000 720,000 

27,500 1,100,000* 10,000 
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Page  359 IN CHICOAGO AND THE WEST, aash NAME. C,apital. Manufacturers', 

Boston..............$400,000 Gro ss A1ets, Jan. 1, 1871. $1,480,464 958,559 821,840 852,195 

1,080,973 601,747 887,756 549,806 930, 10 283,288 294,543 985,975 Merchant's, Boston....-

............. National, Boston................... Neptune, Boston................... New England Mutual M., 

Boston..... North American, Boston.............0.. People's, Worcester................ Shoe and Leather 

Dealers', Boston... Springfield, Springfield............. Suffolk, Boston..................... Tremont, 

Boston................... Washington, Boston................. RHODE ISLAXD COMPANIEF. American, 

Providence............... $200,000 Atlanmtic, Providence............... 200,000 City, 

Providence................... 50,000 Rlope, Providence.................. 150,000 Merchants', 

Providence............. 200,000 Narragansett, Providence........... 500,000 Providence Washington, 

Providence.. 200,000 Roger Williams, Providence.........200,000 OHIO COMPANIES. 

Alemannia, Clevel and............... $250,000 American, Cincinnati............... 100,000 Andes, 

Cincinnati..................1,000,000 Burnett, Cincinnati................ Butler, Hamilton................... 

Capital City, Columbus............. Central, Columbus................. Central, Dayton.................... 

Cincinnati, Cincinnati............... Citizens', Cincinnati................ Cleveland, Cleveland................ 

Commercial, Cincinnati............. Commercial Mutual, Cleveland...... 21 S59 Lm?es. $120,000 

10,000 400,000 60,000 1,000,000* 10,000 800,000 25,00,0 4-50,000 23,000 70,000 25,000 

500,000 300,000 300,000 200,000 200.000 400,000 200,000 500,000 150,000 200,000 300,000 

$374,969 326,614 72,150 211,6-13 372,199 792,947 415,149 278,966 $600,000* 325,000* 

7,500 325,000* 15,000 25,000 550,000* 225,000* $285,555 125,513 1,203,425 75,369 22,322 

78,000 55,541 29,896 209,223 67,690 530,208 158,9S7 349,624 $175,000 12,500 850,000 2,500 

...... ...... ...... ...... 60,000 25,000 7001000* 13,000 400,000 60,000 14,000 60,000 40,000 20,833 

150,000 52,500 414,400 100,000 210.,210 * Suspended. 

Page  360 HISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. $32,527 46,667 

24,142 131,626 55,770 123,366 225,600 126,893 132,465 88,071 281,260 28,347 127,858 

54,500 178,143 41,620 225,000 637,947 76,335 60,632 266,780 141,094 51,133 90,249 120,514 

49,092 54,818 79,921 48,928 301,340 237,016 46,572 105,837 130,845 148,747 178 550 

NAME. Cooper, Dayton.................... Eclipse, Cincinnati................. Farmers', 

Cincinnati................ Farmers', Jelloway................. Farmers & Bierchants', Dayton...... Farmers, 

Bier. t& M[fctrs.', Hamilton. Firemen's, Cincinnati............... Firemen's, Dayton.................. 

Franklin, Cincinnati................ Franklin, Columbus................ German, Cleveland................. 

German, Dayton.................... Germania, Cincinnati............... Germania, Toledo.................. 

Globe, Cincinnati................... Hamilton, Ilamilton................ Hibernia, Cleveland................ 
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Home, Columbus................... Ilome, Toledo...................... Jefferson, Steubenville.............. 

Merchants & Manufrs.', Cincinnati... Miami Valley, Cincinnati............ Miami Valley, 

Dayton............... Mutual, Toledo.................... National, Cincinnati................ Ohio, 

Chillicothe................... Ohio, Dayton...................... Ohio Valley, Cincinnati............. People's, 

Cincinnati................. Sun, Cleveland..................... Teutonia, Cleveland................ Teutonia, 

Dayton.................. Toledo, Toledo..................... Union, Cincinnati.................. Washington, 

Cincinnati............. Western, Cincinnati................. * Suspended. 360 calq7t Capital. $23,800 

27,350 23,360 100,000 32,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 70,000 200,000 22,500 

100.000 45,000 100,000 17,500 200,000 500,000 69,000 43,392 150,000 100,000 26,100 90,000 

100,000 40,000 85,282 50,760 20,000 200,000 200,000 25,000 75,000 100,000 129,100 100,000 

Losse& $2.,500 10,000 29,500 65,000 436,657* 3,500 7,000 40,000 360,000* 800,000 14,500 

15,000 3,000 3,000 32,000 5,000 175,000 1,000,000* 27,500 21,000 31,000 

Page  361 IN CHICAGO AND THE WFSL. Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. Cash CaGpital. 

CALIFORNIA COMPANIES. Firemen's Fund, San Francisco...... $500,000 Occidental, San 

Francisco........... 300,000 Pacific, San Francisco...............1,000,000 People's, San 

Francisco............. 300,000 Union, San Francisco............... 750,000 MICIIIGAN COMPANIES. 

Detroit Fire & Marine, Detroit...... $150,000 ILLINOIS COMPANIES. American, 

Chicago.................. $1,000 3,000,000* 3,000,000* 3,000,000* 3,000,000* 1,500,000* 227,000 

2,000,000* 1,100,000* 750,000* 6,000,000* 1,800,000' 3,500,000* ......o 3,000,(000 Aurora, 

Aurora..................... Chicago Fire, Chicago.............. Chicago Firemen's, Chicago......... 

Commercial, Chicago................ Equitable, Chicago.................. Farmers', Freeport................. 

Garden City, Chicago................ German, Freeport.................. German Ins. & Say's Co., 

Quincy.... Germania, Chicago................. Great WIVestern, Chicago............. Home, 

Chicago..................... Illinois Mutual, Alton............... Knickerbocker, Chicago............. 

Merchants', Chicago................ Mutual Security, Chicago........... Republic, Chicago.................. 

Rockford, Rockford................ State, Chicago..................... MARYLAND COMPANIES. 

Maryland, Baltimore................ $200,000 Merchants & Mlechanics', Baltimore.. 250,000 

National, Baltimore................ 100,000 * Suspended. 36-1 Lossea NA,4F,. $300,000 300,000 

1,500,000 400,000 450,000 $ i-99,627 474,095 1,777,267 500,000 1,115,574 $273,063 $175,000 

$150,000 200,000 101,800 200,000 180,000 100,000 100,000 150,000 101,000 132,900 200,000 

222,831 200,000 113,000 160,000 500,000 118,325 998,200 100,000 4-95,000 $548,875 

220,471 131,566 372,544 266,535 120,191 191,303 181,489 119,824 158,951 257,821 274,125 

245,338 850,016 170,129 878,252 145,584 1,132,812 235,44-9 460,000 $251,157 324,208 

224,000 $12,000 29 0, 000* 33,165 

Page  362 HISTORY OF TIHE GREAT FIRES Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. $190,388 113,094 

97,209 164,986 121,804 CO,9h NAME. Capit al. Peabody, Baltimore................ $125,000 

People's, Baltimore................ 100,000 Potomac, Baltimore................ 75,651 Union, 

Baltimore................... 100,000 Washington, Baltimor.............. 100,000 1 CONNECTICUT 

COMPANIES. iZ?tna, Hartford...................$3,000,000 City, Hartford..................... 250,000 

Charter Oak, Hartford.............. 150,000 Connecticut, Hartford.............. 200,000 Fairfield 

County, Norwalk.......... 200,0000 Hartford, Hartford.................1,000,000 Merchants', 

Hartford............... 200,000 North American, Hartford.......... 300,000 Norwich, 

Norwich.................. 300,000 Phoenix, Hartford.................. 600,000 Putnam, Hartford.................. 

500,000 MAINE COMPANIES. Eastern, Bangor................... $150,000 National, 
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Bangor................... 200,000 Union, Bangor..................... 200,000 PENNSYLVANIA 

COMPANIES. Alleghany, Pittsburg.... Allemania, Pittsburg... Alps, Erie............. Artisan's, 

Pittsburg..... Ben. Franklin, Allegheny Boatmen' s, Pittsburg... Cash, Pittsburg......... Citizens', 

Pittsburg..... Enterprise, Philadelphia Enterprise, Pittsburg... ............ $50,000 ............ 50,000 

............ 250,000 ............ 64,000 y............ 2,000 ............. 125,000 ............. 100,000 

,..........,100,000 ............ 200,000 ............. 25,000 ............. 175,000 * Suspended. 362 Lo,gse.s. 

$10,000 17,000 10,000 25,000 ...... $5,782,635 554,287 251,951 405,069 216,358 2,737,519 

540,096 456,503 381,736 1,717,947 785,783 $2,500,000 650,000 400,000* 600,000 25,000 

1,200,000 1,000,000* 800,000* 350,000* 806,000 1,000,000* $237,648 241,308 421,205 $7,500 

17,500 5,000 ....... ....... $265,524 ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... 611,654 ....... ....... ....... $185,000 ....... 

....... ....... ....... 325,000* ....... ....... Eureka, Pittsburg.... 

Page  363 IN CHICAGO AND TIlE WEST. Gross Assets, Jan. 1, 1871. ....... $3,087,452 ....... 

403,062 3,050,536 542,908 250,349 516,896 ....... ..-...... ....... o...o.. ...-.... ....... @ *o-ooe.,e. NA-

NME. Federal, Alleghany................. Franklin, Philadelphia.............. German, 

Pittsburg.................. Girard, Philadelphia................ Ins. Co. of N. America, Philadelphia.. Ins. 

Co. State of Pa., Philadelphia... Lancaster, Lancaster............... Lycoming, Muncy.................. 

Manufac'rs & Merchants', Pittsburg.. Monongahela, Pittsburg............. National, 

Alleghany................ Pennsylvania, Pittsburg............. People's, Pittsburg................. Pittsburg, 

Pittsburg................ Western, Pittsburg................. WISCONSIN COMPANIES. Brewers' 

Protective, Milwaukee...... $164,175 Northwestern National, Milwaukee... 150,000 

MIINNESOTA COMPANIES. St. Paul Fire and Marine, St. Paul.... $120,000 FOREIGN 

COMPANIES. Commercial Union................... $1,250,000 Imperial............................ 3,500,000 

Liverpool & London and Globe........ 1,958,760 North British & Mercantile........... 1,350,000 

Royal.............................. 1,444,475 It will be seen that the United States companies have lost 

$82,821l,122; the foreign, $5.,813,000; and grand total of losses by all companies is 

$88,634,122. Such a sum is almost incomprehensible, or altogether beyond the adequate grasp of 

any human mind. IIn this connection it is curious to observe how the stable institutions at once 

received an increase of business almost incredible, and hope to place themselves upon a more 

363 . Cash Capital. $20,000 400,000 50,000 200,000 500,000 200,000 200,000 lvlutual. 125,000 

140,000 50,000 115,800 76,000 100,000 98, 000 Lo88e,*. ...... $500,00C ....... 13,000 500,000 

25,000 34,000 500,000 ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... $183,681 $200,000 191,202 90,000 

$280,593 $100,000 $4,000,000 5,438,665 20,136,420 4,104,598 9,.274,776 $65,000 150,000 

3,500,000 2,000,000 98,000 

Page  364 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES solid foundation, which shall be practically 

immovable. Hiere is another illustration of the old truth —" To him that hath shall be given, and 

he shall have abundance; but from him that lhath not shall be taken even that which he seemeth 

to have." This was also verified in the case of the elevators that survived Their grain belonged to 

merchants who held checks for it. In many, perhaps most instances, these checks were destroyed, 

and the grain belongs to the elevator companies. Thus they must become immensely rich. In 

some instances, where the checks were not wholly burned up, Professor Wheeler, of the 

University of Chicago, took these charred and obliterated checks, and, by a chemical process, 

restored the numbers to a momentary existence, and enabled the owner to recover the property. 

Laying the thin black slip of paper on a plate, hle passed a liquid over it, which burned all but the 

writing and printing, and gave the eye a flying glimpse sutfficient to indicate the contents. This 
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fact reminds us of the almost utter worthlessness of safes not protected by vaults. It was sad to 

see these vaunted "safes" turn out so generally unsafe. "If nmy safe is all right," said one man, " I 

am worth ten thousand dollars." I-e opened it, and instantly, so intense was the heat, all the 

contents flamed up under the draft of fresh air, and consumed before his eyes, and under his 

grasp. Probably there was no difference in the powerlessness of safes to resist that burning. Miy 

attorney's safe, coiItaining my papers, fell into the coal bin, and lay there roasting, like a 

chestnut, till everything was just in a condition to be blown away by a breath. Some things from 

some safes in favor able positions were preserved. The little fire box within, in a few instances, 

appeared to attract heat, and left the contents in a worse condition than those that were outside of 

it. Men will hereafter trust to nothing less substantial than brick vaults, built underground, or 

upon foundations that rest on the solid 364 
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the vaults they supported, and their contents. A curious paragraph is worth preserving, to show 

how thio government deals writhl the charred currency. "I wandered into the Treasury 

Department a day or two ago to ask General Spilnner to let me see what was being done with the 

charred money fromn Chicago. I was shown to the room occupied by the ladies employed on the 

burned money; shall I call it cindei-cates? This room is very larg,e and pleasant, and was selected 

because, having a southern exposure with nothing near to intercept the light, it has special 

advantages for this kind of work, which needs the strongest light possible. The charred packages 

of money which have been almost reduced to cinders, and which crnmble at the slightest touch, 

are brought to the ladies skilled in dealing with such cases. The contents of a safe which was in 

Adams Express Company's building, in Chicago, were being counted when I went in. There were 

National Bank lnotes, United States Treasury bonds, nickels, railroad bonds, and postage-stamps 

upon the tables. All these must be sorted and arranged, counted, and the value estimated. Such 

work as this, as imay easily be believed, is no light task. The notes are baked to a crisp, and are 

perfectly black, and the idea of separating them, and deciphering the engraving, on their faces, 

seems at first utterly absurd. Some of the packages are in tolerable order, in other cases three or 

four hundred notes which have been carelessly thrown into a box, are so melted together that it 

seems impossible to separate them; in others, bonds have been tied up in a roll for convenience' 

sake, and are in the worst condition possible to be separated. And here I would give a word of 

warning. Anybody is liable to be burnt out; any fire-proof safe is subject to being brought under 

the test of extreme heat, and its contents roasted, so that all persons having notes, bonds, or 

postage-stamnps put away for safe kleeping,, should take the 365 

Page  366 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES precaution to keep them spread out their full size, 

one placed neatly over the other, and, in case of an accident or calamity such as that at Chicago, 

very little will be lost in the process of redemption. All notes, whose value can be made out, are 

redeemed at full value. There is no discount on burnt money. The safes or the boxes containing 

the money are sent at once firom the Treasturer's office to the ladies, whom long experience has 

proved qualified for the delicate and difficult task of handling it and decipllering its value. They 

take it carefully from its receptacles, and proceed to separate the notes with the utmost skill. 

Those notes which are so far gone that they crumble at the slightest touch, have their cinders 

carefully pasted together on sheets of tissue-paper. Great care is taken to prevent the loss of a 

single note. The ladies are supplied with various aids in their work. Each has a mnagnilifying-

glass and several small, thin, slharpl), steel instruments with flat blades, which last are 
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indispensable in separating the notes. With National Bank notes the name of the State, the bank, 

and the denomination of the note must be deciphered, that the money may be returned to the 

banks which issued it for redemption. The counter certifies to the number of packages, of pieces, 

dbnomination, and the total amount. In the case of the Treasury notes, the counter furnishes a 

schedule for the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, another for the Treasurer, and a third for 

the Register. These schedules are carefully looked over in these bureaus, signed, and afterward 

the notes are burned in the presence of representatives of the three officers above named. This 

work is not only complicated, but imposes great responsibility upon those having it to do; 

nevertheless, it is proper to state that the ladies receive but $900 per annum for their labor. The 

postage stamps found in the express safes are arranged, counted, and returned to the General Post 

Office; the railroad bonds are returned to the railroad companies who issued them, 366 
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banks which issued them, are sent to the agents of the banks in Wash ington, and by them sent to 

the office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in the Treasury Department. In the redemption 

division of this office they are counted by ladies, one a representa tive of the Secretary, a second 

a representative of the Comp troller, and a third a representative of the Treasurer, and lastly by 

the agent of the bank, making four countings in all. Accuracy is thus secured, and each counter is 

a cheek upon the rest. Afterward the certificates are signed by gentlemen repre senting the 

officers above namned, and the money is taken in strong boxes, securely locked, to be burned. 

There is a considerable degree of ceremony attending upon the burning of the notes, although 

they have already been cancelled and reduced to the value of waste paper. The representatives of 

the offices named and the agent of the bank whose notes are to be burned go down into the cellar 

of the Treasury building into a small rooni resembling a prison cell more than anything else. The 

furnace resembles an oven, and is set in the Wall. It has an iron door which is fastened with three 

padlocks. Each lock will open only to its own key. The gentlemen acting as representatives of the 

three officers before mentioned have each a key, and each in turn unlocks the padlock which his 

key fits. The boxes containing the money are opened by the Secretary's representative; the 

messenger in attendance sweeps back the ashes of yesterday's burning, piles shavings in the 

furnaces, throws in a package of notes as a first offering, closes the furnace door, and the fire 

begins to roar. The door is opened again, and package after package of notes is thrown in; 

mutilated notes, defaced and time;vorn notes, and the charred relics of the Chicago disaster are 

tossed in. There is a species of excitement in throwing money into the fire. There is a dash of 

recklessness in it which is fascinating to sober-minded persons accustomed to economy. I know 

361 
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forced lo look twice at every penny before spending it, than to be allowed te participate in the 

incremation of that money-god which has beer} tormenting you. You have your revenge on 

yourself for youi enforced niggardliness, and on the dire necessitv which has caused your straits. 

It is almost exhilarating to toss $20,000 that doesn't belong to you into the flames. Nothing 

equals it, except perhaps Artemus Ward's self-sacrifice in sending his wife's relatives into the 

army. After all the money is thrown in, the door of the furnace is locked with the same ceremony 

with which it was unlocked, and the money is left to burn alone. Once upon a time this draught 

in the furnaces used to burn Treasury notes and fractional currency, and was so strong as to carry 

notes up the chimney, whence they would fly a short distance in the air and fall in the court-yard. 
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It was discovered that these were picked up and used again as money, so measures have been 

taken to prevent any such occurrence in the future. This writer has not told us how the gold and 

silver coin that was melted into masses was separated by the experts, but it was ingeniously 

colnted, and as far as possible restored without remiinting. Vast sunis of money perished of 

which no record can be made. There were in the vault of the Sub-Treasury, at the time of the fire, 

$1,500,000 in greenbacks, $300,000 in National Bank notes, $225,000 in gold, and $5,000 in 

silver; making a total of $2,030,000, of which $230,000 was in speeie. In an old iron safe which 

was left outside the vault was deposited $35,000 consisting of mutilated bills and fractional 

currency. When the building caught fire, and blazed with fervent heat, the immense vault, with 

its fabulous treasures, fell to the basement, burying the insignificant safe and its mutilated 

contents. The contents of the latter were saved, while $1,800,000 in currency was burned to 

ashes and hopelessly lost. 368 
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and fused with the heat. There were lumps of fused eagles valued at from $500 to $1,000, 

blackened and burned, but nevertheless good as refined gold. The employe's raked the ruins of 

the whole building and recovered altogether about fivc-sixths of the whole amount. It was a 

fortunate circumstance that only a week before $500,000 in gold, and $25,000 in silver, had been 

shipped from the city. Not a single indictment was left on record by the fire against any rogue in 

Chicago; not a paper to show that there is a suit pending in any of the six courts of the county; 

not a judgment, not a petition in bankruptcy in the federal courts. And worse yet, so far as is 

known, all the records of deeds and mortgages are destroyed. The loss of deeds must entail 

imnmense trouble upon the owners of lands, and require special legislative enactments to secure 

proprietors of real estate in their titles. The wisest men are maturing plans to provide against 

losses and litigations, and make investments in real estate as safe as ever. INDIRECT LOSSES. 

A naked estimate of the value of property actually destroyed cannot contain any adequate 

conception of the immense damage sustained by the city in its industries and in near and remote 

business prospects. If we say that 1,100 squares, or more than 2,200 acres, were swept by the 

remnorseless flames in the space of twenty-four hours; that from 20,000 to 26,000 buildings 

were utterly devoured or left in heaps of unsightly ruins; that the value of the buildings alone was 

fully $75,000,000, and of their contents at least as much more, we are oppressed by the 

magnitude of our statements and really comprehend nothing. Regarding the $150,000,000 of 

property consumed as productive capital -anid most of it was that or its equivalent-the income 

therefriom, reckoned at the moderate rate of six per cent., was no less thar 365 

Page  370 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRE $9,000,000 a year.; a sum sufficient to pay 

perpetually the wages of 7,000 workmen at two dollars a day each, and 3,000 salaried men with 

salaries of $1,500 a year each; in other words, a sumn sufficient for the comfortable support of 

no less than 40,000 souls. In saying that the direct losses, regarded as capital, represented the 

wages fund of 10,000 men, and that the arrest of business represents for the tilne being a wages 

fund even greater, it is not by any means meant that more than 20,000 men are thrown out of 

employment, and 100,000 human beings deprived of the means of support. Thanks to the modern 

system of insurance, to the mnodern spirit of enterprise, and to the energy and large-heartedness 

of our own people, but very few willing hands will long remain idle. Common laborers and such 

mechanics as are willing to rough it for a season, will find plenty to do in clearing away the 

rubbish and erecting either permanent or temporary structures. The Chicago Law Institute reports 
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that, on the 8th day of October, 1871, it had acquired about 7,000 volumes of law books, valued 

at about $30,000. In October, 1867, it owned, by actual count, 4,681 volumes, which number has 

since rapidly and steadily increased, and embraced a nearly perfect series of American reports; 

all the reports of the English courts, and many of the most valuable Irish and Scotchl reports; all 

the law journals of the United States and England; most, if not all, the modern text-books 

published in this country and England, and also the old English digests, together with a large 

collection of rare and valuable works on the civil law. While the institute had been aided by 

many generous gifts from personal and professional firiends, yet most of the library had been 

procured with its own funds, derived from the sale of its stock and assessments upon its 

members. The library was the property of the shareholders, and freely used by them and all 

subscribers to the stock who were not in default in the payment of their dues, and was free to all 

judges 370 
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this or any other State. It had always been kept in rooms in the court-house furnished by the 

county of Cook; convenient to all the State courts, and freely used by all the judges holding 

courts in this city; and was in charge of a librarian and assistant, one of whom was always in 

attendance, and was insured for $20,000, divided among different companies, as follows.-Five 

thousand each in the Lumberman's, ~Ierchants', Firemen's, and Equitable Insurance 

Cornmpanies, all established in the city of Chicago, and organized under charters granted by the 

State of Illinois. Besides its library, the Institute had, on the 8thi day of October, 1871, $1,318.58 

in the hands of its treasurer, and owed only about $350 for all purposes. On the night of the 8thl 

of October, 1871, a memorable fire destroyed all the books, records, vouchers, and papers of the 

Institute, with every record of deeds and wills, and all the filet and records of all the State and 

Federal courts established and held in the city of Chicago. The Law Institute thus list everything 

it possessed, except its name and legal organization, the balance of $1,318.58 in the hands of its 

treasurer, and what may be realized upon its insurance, which will not, in the present judgment 

of this committee, exceed $1,500. In addition to their loss as members of the Institute, the 

lawyers of.this city, with, so far as now known, but one or two exceptions, lost at the same time 

all their private libraries and papers, although some of them saved a very few sets of reports-

mostly those of the State of Illinois and the Supreme Court of the United States. The following is 

a complete list of the breweries destroyed by the late fire. The insurance on the property was 

generally light, and much of it uncertain pay:Lill's Brewing Company........................ $500,000 J. 

A. ftuck.................................................a I 400,000 Sand's Brewing Company....................... 

335,000 371 
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Brewery................................ Schmidt, Katz & Co......................... Metz & 

Stage................................... Doyle Bros. & Co............................... Mloeler 

Bros.................................. K. G. Schmidt................................. George 

Ililler................................... Schmidt & Bender.............................. Mitinet & 

Puopfel............................... John Behringer................................. J. Miller....................................... 

William Bowman............................... George Wagner................................. $250,000 150,000 

60,000 80,000 45,000 20,000 90,000 35,000 25,000 12,000 15,000 8,000 5,000 5,000 

$2,025)000 The loss of Mr. Lill has been estimated at $240,000. Mr. Lill's residence alone was 

filled with furniture valued at over $10,000, mnuch of the furniture being made in imitation of 
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old English tfurniture, and constructed of the finest materials. There wei'e eighty-nine newspaper 

establishments burned, embracing dailies and monthlies. Thus eloquently has Townsend, "Gath," 

described the resistance of the fire-proof Tribune building, which long withstood but finally 

succumbed with everything around it. Oh! thou, my master, champion of the people, TRIBUNE 

august, who e'er kept righteous court, Long after fire had toppled church and steeple, Thou 

stoodst amidst the ruins like a fort. High and serene thy cornices extended, Though scorched by 

smoke, and of the flame the prey, Above the vault where, grim, and calm, and splendid The 

sleeping lions of thy preses lay; 872 

Page  373 IN CHICAGO AND) THE WEST. Till looking round on the wondrous pity, Thyself 

alone erect, intact, upreared, Disdaining to outlive the glorious city, With innate heat 

transfigured, disappeared The following estimate of losses of city property under the jurisdiction 

of the Board of Public Works, is given by Commissioner Redmond Prindiville, who has devoted 

considerable attention to the subject. This estimate does not include the school-houses, engine-

houses and apparatus, police stations, sidewalks, etc. The item of sidewalks only refers to those 

in front of city property, together with all street and alley crossings9 which are constructed by 

the Board of Public Works. The item of the City HIall embraces only the west half of the Court-

House, the remainder being owned by the County. The list is as follows: $470,000 15,000 20,000 

15,000 15,000 13,800 15,000 26,700 37,860 13,470 29,450 2.000 1,800 25,000 159000 250,000 

70,000 15,000 10,000 Chicago avenue bridge.................... Adams street bridge...................... Van 

Buren street bridge.................. Polk street bridge........................ Washington street 

tunnel.................. La Salle street tunnel..................... Lamp-posts.............................. Fire 

hydrants............................ Street pavements......................... Sidewalks and crossings................... 

Reservoirs............................... Docks................................ 373 
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service............................ 15,000 Total...................... $1,085,080 It is safe to estimate that the 

aggregate losses of the sevelat religious denominations by the Gieat Fire, by the destruction of 

churches, schools, and other property, approximate $4,000,000. The Roman Catholics alone lose 

$1,500,000, and the Mlethodists $600,000. The Presbyterians lose probably about $250,000. The 

other denominations do not lose so heavily, but the Congregationalists, Baptists, Unitarians, 

Swedenborgians, Universalists, and Israelites all lost valuable church buildings. In several 

instances not only the churches were destroyed, but all their members lost their homes. The Rev. 

Dr. Bolles writes from Chicago, under date of October 11, as follows:-" Our church (Episcopal), 

on the North Side, with its 70,000 or 80,000 inhabitants, is completely burned out of existence. 

Not only has every church edifice been destroyed, but there is not a single parishioner whose 

private dwelling has not been annihilated in the great conflagration, except that of Afr. Ogden. 

Among the sufferers are the clergy, and especially the Rev. Mr. Street, the Rev. Mr. Dorset, and 

the Rev. Mr. Bredburg the Danish missionary; all of whoml are reduced to the lowest depths of 

poverty and destitution." The Interior thus summarizes the Presbyterian losses by the fi e:-" Our 

three oldest, largest, and wealthiest churches are utterly destroyed; a number of our mission 

schools are burned up; the homes of nearly 1,500 members of our congregations are in asles; 

almost every prominent business man in any one of the ch irches-v-wlether of those destroyed or 

of those saved-is crippled if not ruined, by losses sustained by the fire; our Seminary is placed in 

straitened circumstances because of the failure of its in vested funds to yield a revenue sufficient 

to meet its expenses." ,-, i 
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Page  377 IN CHICAGO ND THE WEST, Out of two hundred and fifty families on my list,') 

said Rev. Mr. Parkhurst, of the Grace M. E. Church, " not one has a roof left. Church, parsonage, 

homes, all were gone, literally annihilated." Some idea of the proportion of losses may be gained 

from the following estimates: Dry Goods............................ $6,045,000 

Groceries.............................. 2,452,500 Clothing houses........................ 1,911,000 Stationers, 

blank books, etc.......... 1,110,000 Jewel]ers, watches and clocks............. 1,335,000 

Hardware.............................. 1,280,000 Millinery............................. 1,100,000 

Hotels............................... 1,210,000 Church societies and corporations......... 4,240,000 City 

property........................... 1,005,000 Railroads.............................. 2,000,000 Boots and 

shoes......................... 975,000 Drugs, paints, and oils.................. 621,000 

Books................................. 864,000 Hides and leather....................... 428,000 Restaurants, 

saloons, etc...................528,000 Furniture.............................. 510,000 Music 

dealers.......................... 775,000 Hats, caps, and furs..................... 423,000 Glassware, crockery, 

etc................. 133,000 Aulctioneers............................ 306,000 Tailors and outfitters.................... 

178,000 Commissions, etc........................ 128,000 Nothing gives a clearer idea of the magnitude 

of the great fire than the fact that no one man or body of men can, of themselves, give any idea 

of the damage done. Every man doing business in the city has it in his power to contribute a 

valuable chapter to the history which will some time be written of the conflagration. 22 377 
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have gone down into ashes. In addition to the hundreds of private libraries and collections of 

works of art, all our public libraries, and an immense number of law libraries, are among the lost. 

The collection of the Historical Society, which was among the largest in the country, cannot be 

replaced. It was the work of years to get it together, but a few hours served to destroy it. The 

Youn,g MAlen's Association Library, and the Farwell Hall Library, and several other lesser ones, 

have passed away. Many gentemen had extensive private collections of rare and valuable works. 

A large portion of the members of the bar were sufferers, in this respect, to the aggregate extent 

of tens of thousands of volumes of costly law books. And then many of the more wealthy of the 

citizens were liberal patrons of the fine arts, and had brought firom Europe valuable paintings 

withwhich to adorn their residences. These were left behind in their flight for life before the great 

sea of flame, which, with the irresistible tread of fate, was sweeping towards them. And last, 

there are the Sunday-school Libraries of at least half a hundred churches-all gone. And libraries 

of clergymen, and the great and the small bookstores, scores of them. There is scarcely any end 

to the loss of the literary and art treasures of the city. It will be long years before our people will 

be in a condition to restore these adjuncts of our civilization. Says a correspondent: "I walked 

down the avenue with Robert T. Lincoln, son of the late President. Hie entered his law-office 

about daylight on Monday morning, after the flames had attacked the bu'lding, opened the vault, 

and piled upon a table-cloth the most valuable papers, then slung the pack over his shoulder, and 

escaped amid a shower of falling firebrands. Hie walked up Michigan avenue, with this load on 

his back, and stopped at the mansion of John Young Scanrmon, where they breakfasted with a 

feeling of perfect se curity. Lincoln went home with his papers, and before noon the f 378 
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Page  379 IN CHICAGO AND TIIE WEST. houe of Scammon was in ruins, the last which vas 

sacrificed by the Lake side." Mr. Benjamin F. Taylor, the poet and lecturer, who was for merly 

the literary editor of the Journal, and one of the pioneer citizens of Chicago, was in Buffalo when 

he learned of the great falamity, and thus, in a note to a Buffalo editer, tells in a few words the 

feelings and the spirit of Chicago: "What time but this," he says, "ever showed the world an ex 

tinguLishled city and an extinguished press? It seems to me as terrible as the day of doom. I 

cannot realize it. To me it is as if a best-known, best-loved part of the planet had been stricken 

off with a hammer and lost in space. To speak of small things, but things very near home: here 

am I, a roll of paper I can carry in my pocket is all I have to show for twenty-one years of daily 

writing, such as it was. Not a paragraph but these few left to prove I ever penned a line. I feel as 

if somebody had set me adrift in a boat with a biscuit, and nobody in all the world to make a 

signal to. But for those who have lost their all-whose magnificent, tangible monuments of 

wealth, money, and skill, have perished like a wisp of smoke-those who are homeless on the 

footstool, there is no rhetoric to meet their case. They stand literally disastered in the world. And 

how much grander than eloquent words was the action of the city of Buffalo that sent aid and 

hope and good cheer to them that stand desolate on the shore of Lake M~ichig,an. God bless 

Buffalo! And yet I cannot think that the soul of the West is scorched at all-that there is so much 

as the "smell of fire" on the garments of the enterprise that found Chicago like little Moses in the 

bulrushes, and reared it into a mighty leader, and set'the star of the West upon its brow; for I 

believe the spirit of the little Scot, when'whelmed beneath the falling house in the Canongate of 

Edinburgh, is not extinctthe lad who cried out from his living tomb, and so lent muscle and heart 

to the rescuers,' Heave away, chaps; I'm not dead 379 

Page  380 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES yet!' I can hear that voice this morning from 

away there on Michigan, and even here rises the shout of a rescuer where she sits on the shore of 

Lakle Erie." The following paragraph is deeply interesting and painfully true: No calculation can 

begin to tell the tale of ruin. Banks, hotels, wholesale houses, all gone-this is indeed fearfully 

significant; but of the amount and multiplicity of losses no estimate can be brought home to the 

mind. A volume needs to be written to portray all that Burnt Chicago means. I sat at a railway 

station the other day by a gentleman who told me his story. He had had nothing burned up. But 

nearly all that he possessed was in the keeping of the banks. Twenty years ago he went into 

business with a dentist who has been of late among the first in the city. He prospered greatly, but 

worked too hard, and for three years he has been wandering into all lands and all climes where 

possibly he might find relief from intense pain. He looks a young man still, but is broken down, 

and WVll the Banks Pay? is his problem of existence. His case is a typical one in this respect, the 

illustration which he is of prosperity gained here by too great strain upon body and mind. There 

is no more terrible feature of this calamity than the condition, from excessive overwork, of many 

of the minds on which it falls most heavily. Can they look into the gulf of madness which this 

ruin opens at their very feet, sobered instead of crazed, or will they plunge over the brink, either 

into instant insanity or into utter madness of new excess of exertion? The rage of speculation 

which has run such a course here vastly complicates all the perplexities of our present situation. 

All these speculative values-boulevards, suburbs, South Side, etc., etc.-are gone for the present. 

What might have been available resources in the hands of active business men have been risked 

and lost. One move of fate has blocked the whole game. HIlere is my neighbor who was 

considered worth a million and a 380 
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Page  381 IN CHICAGO AMD TH WEST. half over his debts, yet was under so many 

mortgages that he must be penniless now; and he is away looking for the power to sieep. I might 

enumerate manry typieal instances of enterprise overwhlelmed by the descent of this storm while 

carry ing too much sail. The men that had great liabilities oD acconlt of real estate speculations, 

and those who had beer taxed in brain and nerve already to the breaking point, were far too many 

in our city, even compared with the average downward tendency of civilization, in this respect, at 

the present time Then there were very many, including many widows and heirs, who had 

obtained very comfortable means by the rise in value of cheap houses and lots, and whose 

property had behind it no habit or capacity of self-help. A great deal of the property of this class 

was in small loans on property. Now all is gone. Time may give some value to the titles or the 

claims, but all income is cut off, Even the' metes and bounds are blotted out. A description like 

this below, which some friend of the family has written, enables us to look into the inner circle of 

losses, and apprehend their exceeding greatness. Among the many beautiful homes destroyed by 

the great fire which laid Chicago in ruins, few, if any, were more attractive and home-like than 

that of Hon. I. N. Arnold. The house was a large, plain, double house, situated nearly in the 

centre of the block bounded by Erie, Huron, Pine, and Rush streets. The grounds were filled with 

the most beautiful shrubbery and trees, and entirely secluded by a very luxuriant lilac hedge. 

Perhaps the most noticeable feature was the vines of wild grapes, Virginia creeper, and bitter-

sweet, which hung in graceful festoons from every tree, and covered with a mass of foliage 

piazzas and summer-houses. There was a simple but quaint fountain playing in front-beneath a 

perfect bower of overhanging vines-a great rock, upon whose front had been rudely carved the 

features of an Indian chief, which had been pierced, and a way made for water, 381 

Page  382 H[ISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and through the head of the old chief the water 

of Lake Michigan was always throwing its spray. On one side of the entrance was a little green-

house, always gay with flowers. Two vineries of choice varieties of foreign grapes, a large green-

house and barn, constituted the out-houses. On the lawn was a sun-dial, with the inscription, " 

toras non numero n? 8er~f~s." ("I number none but sunny hours.") Alas, its tablet was broken 

with the destruction of the house it seemed to guard-but a brighter day may come, and "sunny 

hours" be again numbered. But pleasant as was the outside, it was the interior where its great 

attractions lay-and chief of these was the library. Here were the collections of a life-a law library, 

and a miscellaneous library of about seven or eight thousand volumes. Many of the books were 

specialties and the objects of pride and affection. The speeches of Burke, Sheridan, Fox, Pitt, 

Erskine, Curran, Broug,ham, Webster, Wirt, Seward, Sumner, etc., all superbly bound; a pretty 

full collection of Englishl literature, poetry and history. Among the notable books were the 

Abbotsford edition of Scott's novels in full russia binding, Pickering's Bacon in tree calf, six 

copies of Shakespeare, IKnight's illustrated edition, a fill set of the British poets, all of Bohn's 

Libraries, Milton, Bolingbroke, Hlume, etc., etc. In American literature and history the library 

was rich. Beautiful editions of the works of Irving, Cooper, Paulding, Willis, Bryant, 

Longfellow, Prescott, Holmes, the writings of Washington, Madison, Jefferson, Hamilton, 

Marshall, Story, Bancroft, etc. The pictures were not numerous, but of very decided merit. 

Landscapes by Kensett, Brown, and Mignot, family portraits by Healy, the original study of 

Webster's reply to Haayne, now in Faneuil Hall, Boston, in which were some forty portraits of 

distinguished Americans, many of them from life a portrait of Web 382 
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Page  383 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ster by Chester Harding, etc. Mr. A. had a very 

complete collection of the proceedings of Congress, and the debates, from the organization of the 

Federal government down. In this library was perhaps as full a collection of the books and 

pamphlets in relation to slavery, the rebellion, the war, and President Lincoln, as existed in any 

private hands. There were ten large volumes of manuscript letters written by distinguished 

military and civil characters, during and since the war of the rebellion, including many from 

Lincoln, McClellan, Grant, Farragut, Sherman, Halleck, Seward, Sumner, Chase, Colfax, and 

others, of great personal and historic interest. For the last ten years Mr. Arnold has been 

collecting the speeches, writings, and letters of Lincoln, for publication, and had many volumes 

of manuscripts and letters, the material for a strictly biographical work upon Mr. Lincoln, several 

chapters of which were ready for publication. These, with many rare and curious relics, prints, 

and engravings, have all perished. The failure of Mr. Arnold to save anything was thle result of a 

most determined effort to save his house, and a confident belief that he could succeed. This 

confidence did not seem to be unreasonable. The house standing in the centre of an open block, 

with a wide street, and Newberry block with only one house in front, the Ogden block with only 

one house directly in the pathway of the flames, it is not surprising that he believed he could save 

his home. Besides he had connections by hose with the hydrants both in the front and rear. Mlrs. 

Arnold had a better appreclation of the danger, and calling up the family and dressing little Alice, 

a child of eight years old, she left the house, and went to her daughter's, Mrs. Scudder's, leaving 

Mr. A. and the remainder of the family, consisting of a daughter, a lad of thlirteen, a school-girl 

of fifteen, and the servants, to fight the battle with the flames. There was a sea of fire to the south 

and southwest; the wind blew a gale, carrying smoke and sparks, shingles, 383 

Page  384 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES pieces of lumber and roof directly over the house. 

Everything was parched, and dry as tinder. The leaves from the trees and shrubbery covered the 

ground. The first thing was to turn on the water to the fountains in front and on the east side of 

the house to wet the ground and grass, and attach the hose. He stationed the servants on each side 

of the house, and others on the piazzas, and for an hour and a half, perhaps two hours, was able 

by the utmost vigilance and exertion to extinguish the flames as often as they caught. During all 

this time the fire fell in torrents; there was literally a rain of fire. It caught in the dry leaves; it 

caught in the grass, in the barn, in the piazzas, and as often as it caught it was put out, before it 

got any headway. When the barn first caughlt, the horses and cow were removed to the lawn. 

The fight was continued, and with success, until three o'clock in the morning. Every moment 

flakes of fire falling, touching dry wood, with the high wind, would kindle into a blaze, and the 

next instant would be extinguished. The contest after three o'clock grew warmer and more fierce, 

and those who fought the devouring element were becoming exhausted. The contest had been 

going on friom half-past one until after three, when young Arthur Arnold, a lad of thirteen, called 

to his father, "The barn and hay are on fire." "The leaves are on fire on the east side," said the 

gardener. "The front piazza is in a blaze," cried another. " The front green-house is in flames, and 

the roof on fire." " The water has sto)ped!" was the last apalliiig announcement. "Now, for the 

first time," said MIr. A., "I gave up hope of saving my home, and considered whether we could 

save any of the contents. My pictures, papers, and books, can I save any of them?" An effort was 

made to cut down some portraits, a landscape of Kensett, Otsego Lake, by Mignot-it was too 

late! Seizing a bundle of papers, gathering the children and servants together, and leading forth 

the animals, they started. But where to go? They were surrounded by fire 384 
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Page  385 IN CHIOAGO AND THE WEST. on three sides; to the south, west, and north raged 

the flames, making a wall of fire and smoke from the ground to the sky; their only escape was 

east to the Lake shore. Leading the horses and cow, they went to the beach. Here were thousands 

of fugitives hemnmed in and imprisoned by the raging element. The sands, from the Government 

pier north to Lill's pier, a distance of three-quarters of a mile, were covered with men, women, 

and children, some half-clad, in every variety of dress, with the motley collection of things which 

they sought to save. Some had silver, some valuable papers, some pictures, some old carpets, 

beds, etc. One little child had her doll tenderly pressed in her arms, an old woman a grunting pig, 

a fat woman had two large pillows, as portly as herself, which she had apparently snatched from 

her bed when she left. There was a singular mingling of the awful, the ludicrous, and the 

pathetic. Reaching the water's edge Afr. A. says he paused to examine the situation, and 

determine where was the least danger. Southwest toward the river were millions of feet of 

lumber, and many shanties and wooden structures yet unburned, but which must be consumed 

before there could be any abatement of the fires. The air was full of cinders and smoke, the gale 

blew the heated sand worse than any s'roco. Where was a place of refuge? W. B. Ogden had 

lately constructed a long pier north of and parallel to the United States pier, and it had been filled 

with stone, but had not been planked over, and it would not readily burn. It was " a hard road to 

travel," but it seemed the safest place, and Mr. Arnold and his three children worked their way 

far out on this pier, but it became so uncomfortable that he at length determined to cross the 

Ogden slip to the light-house, situated well out on the United States pier. With much difficulty 

the party crossed the Ogden slip in a small row-boat, and entered the lighthouse, and here they 

and all others met the kindest reception and hospitality. 385 

Page  386 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES The party remained prisoners in the lighthouse 

and on the pier in which it stood, for several hours. The shipping above in the river was burning; 

the immense grain elevators of the Illinois Central and the Galena railroads were a mass of 

flamnes, and the pier itself some distance up the river was slowly burning towards the light-

house. A large propeller fastened to the dock a short distance up the river caught fire, and the 

danger was that as soon as the ropes by which it was fastened burned off it would float down 

stream and set fire to the dock in the immediate vicinity of the light-house. Several propellers 

moved down near the mouth of the river and took on board several hundred fugitives, and 

steamed out into the Lake. If the burning propeller came down it would set fire to the pier, the 

light-house and vast piles of luinber, which had as yet escaped in consequence of being directly 

on the shore and detached from the burning mass. A fire company was organized of those on the 

pier, and with water dipped in pails from the river the fire kept at bay, but all felt relieved when 

the propeller went to the bottom. The party were still prisoners on an angle of sand, and the fire 

running along the north shore of the river. The river and the fire prevented an escape to the south, 

west and north. The fire was still raging with unabated fury. The party waited for hours, hoping 

the fire would subside. The day wore on, noon passed and one and two o'clock, and still it 

seemed difficult if not dangerous to escape to the north. Mr. Arnold, leaving his children in the 

light-house, went north towards Liil's, and thought it was practicable to get through, but was not 

willing to expose the females to the great discomfort and possible danger of the experiment. On 

this occasion Mr. A. saw his gardener with the horses and cow, which could not approach the 

light-house on account of Ogden's slip. The faithful fellow had ridden the horses far out in the 

Lake, and he sat on the horse's back several rods from the shore, holding the pony by the halter 

and the cow by the horn. He saved the animals. 386 
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Page  387 IN cuHICAGO AND THE WEST. THE GAUNTLET OF FIRE. Between three and 

four in the afternoon the tugboat Clifford came down the river and tied up near the light-house. 

Could she return-taking the party up the river-through and beyond the fire to the West Side, or 

was it better and safer to spend the night at the light-house? If it and the pier, the lumber and 

shanties around should burn during the night, as seemed not unlikely, the position would not be 

tenable, and might be extremely perilous; besides Mr. A. was very anxious to know that Mrs. A. 

and little Alice were safe. The officer of the tug said the return passage was practicable. Rush, 

Clark, State, and Wells,,treet bridges had all burned and their firagments had fallen into the river. 

The great warehouses, elevators, storehouses, docks on the banks of the river, were still burning, 

but the fury of the fire had exhausted itself. The party resolved to go through this narrow canal or 

river to the south bank, outside the burned district. This was the most dangerous experience of 

the day. The tug migiht takle fire itself, the woodwork of which had been blistered with heat as 

she camne down; the engine might get out of order and the boat become unmanageable after she 

got inside the line of fire, or she mnight get entangled in the floating timber and ddbris of the 

fallen bridges. Hiowever, the party determined to go. A fill head of steam was gotten up, the 

hose was attached to the engine so that if the boat or clothes caught it could be put out. The 

children and ladies were placed in the pilot house, and the windows shut and the boat started. 

The men crouched clear to the deck behind the butt works, and with a full head of steam the tug 

darted past the abutments of Rush street bridge, and as they passed State street bridge the pilot 

had to pick his way carefully among fallen and floating timber. The extent of the danger now 

became obvious, but it was too late to retreat. As the boat passed State street the pump supplying 

cold water ceased to work, and the exposed wood in some parts was blistering. "Snatching 387 

Page  388 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES a handkerchief," says Mr. Arnold, "I dipped it in 

water, and covering the face and head of Arthur, whose hat the wind had blown away, I made 

him lie flat on the deck, as we plunged forward through the fiery furnace. On we sped past Clark 

and Wells streets. "Is not the worst over? " he asked of the Captain, as the boat dashed on and on. 

"We are through, sir," answered the Captain. "We are safe." "Thank God!" came from hearts and 

lips as the boat emerged firom the smoke into the clear, cool air outside the fire lines. Going 

ashore near West Lake street, Mr. A. obtained a hack at the depot of the Northwestern Railroad, 

and drove to Mr. Geo. Davis', and leaving his children there he borrowed a horse and rode north 

on the West Side of the North Branch to get around and above the fire, which was still raging, to 

try and find Mrs. Arnold and Alice. He crossed at North avenue and went to Lincoln Park, but 

could get no intelligence of them until he reached General Stockton's, at the end of the Lake 

shore drive, whose house was filled with North Side fugitives. Here, on the Lake shore, a mile 

north of the park, hlie was relieved to learn of Mrs. A.'s safety, and he was advised that she had 

gone with sonme friends and neighbors to Lake View or Evanston. It was now dark, and Mr. A. 

returned to the house of Mr. Davis for the night. Early Tuesday morning he started to renew the 

search. Passing through Lincoln Park and the Lake shore drive, he went north, inquiring at every 

house until reaching Mrs. Snow's, where he learned that Mrs. A. had gone to the West Side. 

Returning, on his way he met friends who gave him the cheering words that Mrs. A. and Alice, 

with many neighbors and friends, had on the evening before taken the cars for Winfield, and 

were all well at the house of Judge Drummond, and there, Tuesday evening, the family all met, 

and returned thanks to God for each other's safety. 358 
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Page  389 IN CHICAGO AND THE WMEST. The fTribune's account of Allan Pinkerton's loss 

reveals a curious feature of our modern city life: Thousands of thieves, and hundreds of 

thousands of respect able people, were as fully acquainted with the name of Allan Pinkerton as 

of Thomas Jefferson, or Jack the Giant-Killer, and his detective agency was as famous an 

institution as Boston Common. The system over which he presided was the result of years of 

patient toil and persevering energy, and the reputation enjoyed by him was the fruit of that toil 

and energy and perseverance. With a huge central office in' Chicago, and branches in New York 

and Philadelphia, the champion thief-catcher had his prey so uncomfortably situated as to be all 

the time in the toils, only they didn't know it. The system was not destroyed, but a portion of its 

foundation has given way, and the savings of twenty years-not in dollars and cents, but in records 

which dollars and cents can never replace-vanished in about half an hour. Mr. Pinkerton started 

his famous detective agency in Chicago in 1852, and two years later, when it began to assume 

large proportions, the records were commenced. The most minute details of every case were all 

faithfully recorded; the statement of every applicant for assistance in receiving property; the 

detectives to whom the "job" was intrusted; his orders; his report of the operations; the 

disposition by the thief of the property stolen; the amount recovered, and indeed every detail of 

the case. Then, when the thief was brought to trial, the whole of the testimony in the case was 

taken down, and the final disposition of the prisoners duly recorded, so that from the time a 

complaint was made at Pinkerton's headquarters that money or property habd been missing, a 

complete history of the thief and his pursuers until the disappearance of the former in the 

Penitentiary or his acquittal, was recorded. The amount of matter thus created was astonishing. 

For the mere clerical work upon it more than $50,000 had been 389 

Page  390 HISTORY OF TIE GREAT FIRES paid. Of such curious records there were no less 

than 400 gigantic volumes of great value. These were nearly all stowed away in six of I-larris' 

largest safes, while the remainder were placed in wooden cases. It is needless to state that every 

one of them was destroyed. That in itself would have been a public calamity. Mr. Pinkerton also 

possessed complete records of the secret service of the Army of the Potomac. They were of 

immense value, being not only the complete, but the only set in existence. Mr. Pinkerton, whose 

facilities for obtaining correct information during those days were, of course, very much greater 

than those of any one else, valued them at $50,000. Tile government had already offered $30,000 

for them-59 volumes altogetherand negotiations were still going on. The whole set perished. 

That was also a public calamity. Pinkerton had in his employ a large number of preventive 

policemen, whose occupation was "to watch while all the city's sleeping,, to chase the rogues that 

prowl by night," as the two en.a es were wont to sing. These men had orders every night to make 

out a report when they came in. They had to give an account of their proceedings on their beat, 

the condition of the weather, what unusual circumstances they witnessed, who they saw, and 

what they said or did to him or her. These reports were all copied into the records. There were 

forty of these ponderous volumes, which were obtained at a cost of $40 each. Their value may be 

imagined. They were frequently consulted in court proceedings for the purpose of gaining 

information as regards the weather, the condition of the streets, the presence or absence of the 

moon, and other policemen. There were in all forty-eight patrolmen, who gave each an account 

of these particulars, and it is presumable that their accounts generally coincided so far as 

atmospheric conditions were concerned. Of course the records were all destroyed. In the first-

made rush, when the men seized everything on which they could lay hands, they carried two of 

these 390 
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Page  391 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. volumes down-stairs and threw them on a wagon, 

into which much other miscellaneous matter was thrown also. The remainder shared the fiery 

fate common to everything in the burnt district. In a small room adjoining AIr. Pinkerton's 

private office were a number of plain wooden cases in which were stored the files of the daily 

papers since 1854. There was not a copy of a daily or weekly paper issued since 1854 of which 

Mr. Pinkerton had not a duplicate. Many were bound together, and 105 volumes covered them 

all. There were printed instructions posted all round the wall, giving directions to the men, in 

case of fire,.to move these perishable goods first, trusting the safes to protect the records. It was 

supposed that the Ilarris safes, which cost $370 each, and a Herring safe which cost $600, would 

be worth something as a protection against fire, but the result proved them valueless. Only one 

safe preserved its contents uninjured, and that one by a fortunLate accident. Owing to some 

misconstruction in the building one safe, containing some of the aceount books and receipts from 

express companies of money restored, fell into the street, and escaped being melted. The 

contents were valuable in their way, but to Ai-. Pinkerton only. The other records were 

completely wiped out, and with them was wiped out the foundation for a complete and 

exhaustive history of the Northwest, besides matter enough for thrilling stories without end; 

groundwork for sensational stories innumerable. It was Mr. Pinkerton's intention to have some of 

them published in due time, when the parties were dead or forgotten. Indeed, many of them were 

already written, and were waiting but a favorable opportunity for introduction to the world. The 

recent heated term has interfered materially with his designs, and crumbled plans and papers into 

one common ruin. When the fire first broke out a rush was immediately made to save the most 

valuable property. All that could be moved in Mr. Pinkerton's room was transferred to a wagon, 

and the newspaper files were made ready for removing. But before the lowering 391 

Page  392 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES tackle could be put into satisfactory operation the 

flames were darting through the hatchway, and the wagon containing the trifling proportion of 

salvage drove quickly off to Mr. Pinkerton's home on West Monroe street. BPesides these losses 

there were others. The storeroom where the disguises and other paraphernalia of a detective were 

stored; the dormitory and the extensive household arrangements necessary for the 

accommodation of the small army of men in constant employ in the building also were burned. 

The greedy fire here did all the damage it could. In half an hour the best regulated office in the 

country, and the most accurate and probably minutely detailed records, lay in the basement-a 

redhot, indescribable heap of rubbish, the only recognizable article whereof, a fortnight later, 

was a heap of bricks, surmounted by the remains of a pen-holder. The damage to the telegraph 

system was such that every wire in the city was disarranged, all the instruments misplaced, dam 

aged and removed, and, to crown all, a half-dozen wires between Chicago and New York were 

completely broken down. To reestablish connection, the whole post of operators moved before 

the fire three or four times, and the bridgeless stream has been crossed by the reconstructed wire. 

Mr. MSullett, supervising architect of government buildings, after inspecting the Post-Office and 

Custom-Itouse of Chicago, says he is satisfied, from the appearance of the building, that if it had 

been provided with fire-proof shutters and a safe roof, its contents would have been preserved. 

Hie also says that if there had been a whole street of such buildings with fire-proof shutters, it 

would have stopped the fire and saved the rest of the city. Hie says the city should be divided 

into fire districts, so that tile firemen should have some rallying point, and that there should be a 

law requiring every building on certain streets to be built of materials to resist flames, and thus 
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prevent the annihilation of the city at a single conflagration. The government will not entertain 
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(.I'I'IE RU INS. 

Page  395 It is tlo1(,ulit thie friliii, ost'l-oi $2,00 to $,0, (,0(-),~ anid the land $1,000), Q()(. ~The 

C~iiea-o Libirar-~ i)o-sses,sed iiairy costly works, aii-oi'g wT~iT~ erethe record1s of the 

Eii,,Iisli Pateint Ofli~ce, ~ii'8, Y()]ol i ie,,. Th (lestr-uetioin of the files of the Ti,-ibzt~e is ai 

]iiiiiij(?se loss to Ciiiea~(), aii(,tji oilrla'4 e to tlle Y'ji<bi{ne. TI)ei-e. wa,-s a du,)Iieate col- 

p~reseiit(,,( to the Ilistonoial Society. Tl~iey e(,,itaiiied a eon-il)ete aiid exliaiustive Iiistoi-v of 

Chicago fl.()ill its fiirs,t settlemenit. The fo(loowii(- is a list of the pr-itcilal edifices destroyed: 

('~ieat Ce itral D~ep(-)t, St. Jamies hlotel, nel'ouise, i'\Iattesoni Itonise, l ~Ii~ildiing, Slieriian 

IlI~ise, PO-Lt-()ftICe, L~epitJl~lcan,l P-)ildiii g, I'li(~,elow lloiise Cliainl~er of Comi-merce, 

J(~;](I~o~t, Biildiig, ~ e~-a~a Ilotel, Ti-eiinioit Itonise, Gas WYorks, Conl]-t-lloiise, J I gsJoi-sc, 

JLoinl)al'id BlocT, Crosby's Op~era Ilouse, -77i~n,- P~tildinio Sla8,ettn Btiildin(, 

Terriace:Lcloc, — e~i cher-'s Thieatr~e, Ai- iitonr Plo(-Il~ Aood's:Niiscuin, ,b)u('nal ]Btiildiig, 

IDearborn Theatre, 

Page  396 ~Alecl'oi,,tCs':N-ati onal B- aiaMil,:,al Comci-yieI~e, N-ational1 Baik, Vni aia ak Ai-

ca41o l')l~idifl)icr(ge',~fk Alelcrcliaits' Natioiial ]3ai-il, Jl1osSvg~ttt~ I'o — Q Ti'uist Co.'s 

]3iiidiii- it aioa WT U. Tele —rapli Co. Bulildiii - ~ ~rs C. St. -iJai-N-'s Chutrch (Catliolic), 

Frt~.F irh I'liii Ilouse, Sugs~ok Fir-st National Banlk, e dNtia ak Ti-iiity~ Cliui-cl, Pii l Thirid 

N',ttioiial ]3aiik,orio F iftlTi Na-tional 13anlc, toniksFcoy I'iiei cI U)Ilock, Gln lvtr Lalke Sioi-c 

Dep)ot,GaeaTe)t Secoii(-'i~,e,,,yteri-ii Churchl, Grn~Tete ~'[er(4'~1tI'-is. 1-uiildiicni, 

Uiy.F,ad~siisc Acadeiiiy of D~esicn,Chce, IV,atei- A~ork-c,,Sseso IryCnet 13ill-iar l,'ai-well 

Ilall, LTiiioii Natioiial ]3a I\Ier. aiid Fai-ii-i.'s S -Badger's P)aiilc, lllii-iois Saviii(, Iiisti City 

National Laiil, Adains Express Co. AV. Fire ai-id ]\Iai-iii First 1\1. E. Clitii-eli, Stiir,es L'Ioclc, 

Secoiid National:P)a Plicei-iix Clilb, 1\loi-i-isoi-i P:)Iocl, Foiirtli Natioiial 13 CatlioIic Catliedi-

al, I\IcCol-ii-iiel's 11'acto Galciia ElcN-atol-, Galciia Depot, Gerii-iaii Tlieatre, -Ui-iit-v,, N,,. E., 

aiid Cliiirelies, Sistel-s of -Alerey Co ,Westiiiiii-,,tcr 

Page  397 Drakle-Fai arNell lo(dl Illinois street Clhurch, Stolic's I,lo(k, Jewish1 IJosl)ital, North 

al )tiSt Churllh, Northl Star Iission, Ilistorical Sc) icty Bitildiing. The )(cst Lauthorities coilcur iil 

estiznatilg tihe total ioss at from $19S$c)tg( ),() to l,C21,0C),00(0), t0aking the total insuraince 

to represent (oIe-tlild of the total loss. This may be divided as follows, o2 a i'-i(le ol)l)oxillate: o 

b)u oildi gs and property.......... $106,59)0,00O ()oil stock ad plant................ 74,560,000 Lo (I 

furniture and personal property.. 24,S50,000 T(tal............................ $206,000,000 SIicli 

stateienuts can oly t)e relative and proximate. Aetial tlosses ve iii some instaInces )eeIn made up 

by alIexpected,aiins. Interrupl)tionl to bnsiihss cannot be valued and may extend over years of 

the futuret. By snel a view as is ihere givell perso)ns liay ot)tain inlrcssions of great vaiue as to 

the iimmense destruction wr(lgil t. If first reports we,'e jxagge,rated in some rCesCts 5they tlave 

iver fully comIrprelicndd the situation, atld only a3 we travel o-ver the desolated regton of nearly 
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three +lionsand acres, can we litlty c0onceive what awful damage was constinummnated. Befoe 

s-)cakling, of the dead vwho lost their li-ves by the fire, we 

Page  398 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES give room to an appropriate paragt,raphl fiom the 

S. Y. TY-ibtine'. correspondence: There was more spared of the remote Northwest of this North 

Side of Chicag,o than the reports had any of them admitted-an explaination of which fact I shall 

presently mention. In 1S8S, the city limits were at Fullerton avenue, the length of which, from 

the Lake to the north branch of the river, is two umiles. North avenue, a mile back in the city, is 

but a mile and a half in length from lake to river. As far as North avenue there was little left, and 

clear up to Fullerton avenue, the more thickly occupied part was all swept away, but the limit of 

this part ran diagonally from near the west end of North avenue, to near the east end of Fullerton 

avenue. On the left or west of this limit is a large district mostly unoccupied, and yet sprinkled in 

various directions with residences of city people, as well as with the cottages of gardeners. 

Unpaved streets, deep with sand or with earth which is like ashes, are opened, and to a 

considerable extent sidewalks of plank are laid; and there are two or three small churches within 

the district. Thus in fact a territory, in shape an isosceles triangle, having the base nearly two 

miles long on Fullerton avenue to the north, and the sides (1) the river on the west, running there 

northwest and southeast, and (2) the limit of closer building on the east, running northeast and 

southwest, was not swept by the fire, and is now the equivalent of a small, very sparsely settled 

village. Oak openings covered with a y-oung and low growth of trees, squares bare even of 

fences and thlicklly covered with thistles, gardens occupying four to eight acres, make up a very 

large proportion of the district. The city limits were not long ago removed half a mile north of 

Fullerton avenue, adding a district of more than a square mile, the whole of which is as much 

"country" as if no city had ever been thought of in the vicinity. The fire actually crossed 

Fullerton avenue into this district, and ran across its southeast corner, near the Lake on the 11)98 

Page  399 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. east, and above Lincoln Parkl on the north. But it 

was the least possib)le snip of ground which was burned over here, and only one small building 

whicih was reached. The residence and grounds of SIr. Iluck, one of the great North-side 

brewers, who lost $500,000 lower down on the Lake shlore by the destruction of his brewery, 

occupies the Lake shore front on the northl side of Ful lerton avenue, his barn standing nearest 

the southeast corner of the premises, and just beyond it to the southeast is the small house 

wmhichl tlhe fire reached. Py great efforts, and aided by the police, -lwhom il3Ir. Iluck 

stimulated by the promise of $1,000 reward, the balni was saved, and the fire cheelked at that 

point. On the site of this olie small house, therefore, just over Fullerton avenue, and riglt at the 

ed,e of the wvide sands beyond which is the Lake, one stands at the finishling point of the 

conflagration. And here 1 may correct the common accounts even of persons resident at the 

extremte north end, in regard to the distance run by the fue. From Fullerton avenue south to 

liinzie street is two and onelhalf miles by the survey. lKinzie street is the second street north of 

the main channel of the river. From Iinzie street south, across the river, and as far as Ilarrisoni 

street, is exactly one mile. Nearly all of one block was saved north of Iharrison street, the last 

block to the east, directly on the Lake. Excepting this block, the distance due north from one 

limit of the fire to the other, or friom Ilarrison street to Fullerton avenue, is preciscly thlree-

andone-half miles. This, therefore, is the length of the broad sweep of conflagration. The average 

breadth on the south side is threeforthlls of a mile, until one reaches llandolph street, going north, 

which is the third street south of the river. Ihere the great Central Depot grounds, at the foot of 
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Lake and Water streets, push the lihe of breadth out to exactly one mile. Thus the conflagra tioii 

crossed tlhe main trunk of Chlicago Piver with one milie of frout. Over the river the line of 

breadth pushles still more into the Lalke, ceough to give the fire a front of a mile and one-sixth, 

399 

Page  400 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and this front is fully kept for tlhe first half mile 

no.-th, and nearly or quite kept for the second half-mile; it did not lose much of it for the third 

hlalf-mile. But for the last mile not more tlhanl half of the square mile was run over, the burnt 

half being a triangle, of which tlhelc base was about a mile in length, and the upper point was the 

finishing, point of the fire. This whole region was not burned by a direct northward progress of 

the fire, but in vast swaths from thl-e riv er on the west, diagonally across to the Lake. First one 

vast sweep was made of the triangle the base of wlich is thle main channel of the river, and the 

upper point of which is the Water Workls. After this there striek in a dozen other sweeping 

scythes of flame, the fire first creeping a block or two along the bnk of the north branch, and then 

tearing, madly across in a northeast direction to the Lakle. The swin(ging terrors did not sweep 

evenly forward, but sometimes one behind outran one which hlad the start, and they made 

horrible dashes into each other. As each new start was made higher up on the river bank, and the 

course was diagonally across, the effect was to maintain a general line of advance directly north, 

until the last start on the river was taken, when the front commenced steadily narrowing until the 

fire ended in a point as I have described. The effect of thus mnoving corps after corps of 

fireterrors, their racing side by side, and their fierce mutual interferences, was one of 

compounded horrors and of amazing sublimity. It seemed as if the earthl shookl with the awful 

breathlling of the fire monsters, while their voices roared in horrid unison or more hlorrid 

discord, as if earth and sky were rushing to ruini. The trampling, of the fire-chlased throngs, vast 

whirls of smnoke and sparks constantly sweepilig over them, frantic men dra,,gging bundles or 

truLiiks, women hurrying forward little clildren, teams dashling, reckllessly or choked by their 

own mad rush, women's clothes constantly talking fire, and combustible bundles bursting into 

flame, while sighs and groans and shrieks liuade an 400 

Page  401 TN CHICAGO AND TIlE WEST. nndertone to the fire-tempest-such was the scene at 

the momenf when the fullest and fiercest course of the manifold coifiagratior was reached, after 

successive starts of the fire had been made along the river bank, and when the full number of the 

reapers of destruction werl6 in mad career across the doomed plain. A morg,ue, or dead-houise, 

was early established, wvhere all coiTses were gathiered for recognition, previous to interment. 

Ihere were enacted scenes of patletic interest, as friends came to seek their lost ones, and w-vcrc 

disappointed; or, discovering the objects of their affection, were ovcrwvhellmed with grief. Two 

girls, looking for their father, recogiized him as he lay lupon his face, by the hliair and shape of 

his head. They were motherless before the fire, and this robbed them of their chief earthly 

protector. It was a sad funeral, when we buried him, amid all the excitement and tumult of the 

day succeedidg the conflagration. But, away in the grecn recesses of the cemetery, there was 

sweet rest. Let us hope that the repose of Ileaven is more sure and satisfying, after the excitement 

and agony of life. In the presence of death and woe will men forget tle better part? Ilow 

inisig,nificant seemed man as we stood by the dead in the morgue! Secre pailfuls of charred 

bones and flesh indicated the existence of those vwhlo but the day before were futill of lusty life. 

Oh! helpless man, call upon God, the living God. Ilere lay the body of a )eautiful young gilM, of 

perhaps two-and-twenty. This poor victim has a wealth of rich brown la.-, and brown eyes; she is 
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four feet in height, and posesses a handsome figure. She must in life have been exceedingly 

lovely. Not being burnt at all, she suffocated in the smolke, as did many of the other victims 

whose remains were afterware, consumed by the flames. The fire, whose intensity melte d all 

thinigs, was able to so destroy human bodies that not, trace of tllhem should remain. This fact 

serves to account for the utter loss of many persons known to have been in the vicinity where the 

fire appeared and wrought 401 

Page  402 HISTORY OF TI-IE GREAT FIRES most suddenly and rapidly. It will, therefore, 

never be knownv who peished, and how many, until God finally reveals all secret tlfings. 

Besides the actually burned, many were so shocked as to sink down into death. A lovely aged 

woman, AIrs. Wri-ilght, had long been ill, and was convalescing finally, vwhen her son came 

home, and said, " iother, everythingii is gone." The old lady answered with a smile, "James, then 

you won't have CIenough to bury me;" and immediately sle began to decline, and soon dropped 

away into that blessed sleep, "from vwhich none ever wakes to weep." A little girl, dying, said to 

her mothler, "I knew it woulld rain, because I aslked Jesus to send it;" and amnidst the falling 

drops, so griateful to a whole cityful, the trusting child went to her Saviour. 3Iany infants saw the 

lilght only to close their eyes upon it forever. And whilell hundreds were gathleredup out of tle 

ruins others have not been discovered, others sirvived the wreck for a few hours or days, and 

others linger, who will owe their decease tc the terrors, and anxieties, and sorrows of this signal 

calamity. Fair she rose, Lifting high her stately head, Victor-crowned, Stretching strong and 

helpful hands Far around; Full of lusty, throbbing life, In the strife Dealing quick and sturdy 

blows. Sudden swept Through her streets a sea of fire; Roaring came Seething waves, cinders, 

brands, All aflame; Blood-red glowed the brazen sky; Far and nigh Smoke in wreaths and eddies 

crept Oh I the cries Shrill, heart-rending! Oh I the hands 102 

Page  403 'E CHICAGO AND THE WEST Frantic wrung! Oh! the swaying buildings vast I Pen 

or tongue Ne'er the awful tale can tell How they feli Underneath the dizzy skies Low she lies, 

Bowed in dust her stately head, Desolate; Yet, by all her glory past, Let us wait, Stand beside her 

firm and true; Built anew, Watch her, help her upward rise. 403 I 23 

Page  404 HISTORY OF TIIE GROAT FIEm V.-MiLNISTERED TO BY CIIRISTIAN 

CIARLTY. CHIAPTER XXVI. THF. greatest human ills have their compensations. Every 

picture however dark, has its bright side. Pain and sorrow save fiomn evil. deeper and more 

enduring. Misery and sin develop pity, comIpassion, patience, and enterprises of recovery and 

salvation, which bring out the grandest heroes of history, and call forth tlc- most beautiful and 

sublime qualities of our nature. The war of R,evol-ution and the war against Secession, alike, had 

their compensations, so vast and real as to cover all the woe and loss they occasioned and 

entailed. As great exigencies develop great men, and peculiar sorrows cail forth the best elements 

of human nature, thus compensating for labors and loss in some measure, glorifying mankind, 

and bringing, down God's richest blessings, so on the bosom of this mightyltv sea of trouble rose 

a lilght that brightened into perfect dy,v and the people of this and other countries put forth their 

energies to relieve distress and provide for the army of sufferers. Severe and terrible thoughl our 

suffeirings were, and immense our losses, and the world's losses, yet the spontaneous and 

magnificent uprising, of our countrymen and of people across the ocean, to aid the poor, to help 

the fallen, to relieve suffering, and prevent despair, was a spectacle unprecedented in history, and 

may be productive of results that shall be an abundant recompense for so painful a catastrophe. 
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Persons abroad seemed to comprehend our case more perfectly even than we who were almost 

paralyzed by the shock. The telegraph made our situation known at once to all parts of the world; 

and while the grounds were red with the 404 

Page  405 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. embers of the conflagration, men and women began 

to take measures for the relief of the one hundred thousand sufferers iD Clhicago. Nor did they 

prepare a monment too soon. ft will be seen that such a destruction, so sudden, speedy, and 

complete, maust have left a great army utterly destitute of the comrlrrloniiest necessities of 

existence. Those who were able and accust)njed to provide for the needy were many of them as 

poor as the poorest they had ever assisted.'This was our extrenity. All were alike in a condition of 

partial dcmoralizat'on, and the rush of' needy ones from the flames was new turned towards the 

immediate supplying of their pressing wants. And thiey were destitute of everything but life and 

ilthe little they carried away in their hands and saved from plunder. On Monday and },Ionday 

nilght the farmers and inhabitants of the towns close at hand began to gatlher up clothlling,, to 

cook provisions, to empty their cellars, anid pour their l)ounty upon us by means of the railroads. 

"An old roan from Iowa no sooner heard of the conflagration than he took instant passage for the 

city to succor his son's family. It was his first visit to Chicago, and it is to be presumed he was 

ignorant of our geogi'apliical position. Still he meant well, so well indeed that on being informed 

at a way-station that the people were suffering from a scarcity of water, he alighted from the 

train, purchased a cask, filled it with water, and brought it to the city in triumph. It did not 

transpire, but is likely to lhave )een the case, that a philanthropic cxpressman chliarged him $100 

to convey it from the railroad station." "A clergyman;n Athol (iAlass.), whose home, we are 

soilry to say, is not given, was so enthusiastic in packling, clothing for the Chicago sufferers that 

he put his own hat by mistake into the box, and it has gone on with tlhe rest of the donations. 

This was a truly charitable gift, for it is evident that the left hland of the reverend gentleman 

didn't know what his right hand was 405 

Page  406 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES doing; and can there be a more unconditional 

kind of self-sur render than that which is implied in the formula,' Takle my hat'? " The papers 

told a good story of Mlr. Ed. Hudson, Superinten l ent of the P., P. & J. Railroad, and a 

gentleman well known tc railroad men. Upon lhearing of the burning, of Chicago, his first act 

was to telcegraph to all agents to transport free all provisions for Chlicago, and to receive such 

articles to the exclusion of freight. IIc then purchased a number of good hams and sent them 

home with a request to his wife to cook them as soon as possible, so that tley mi,lght be sent to 

Clicag,o. I-e then ordered the baker to put up fifty loaves of bread. IIe was kept b-:sy during, the 

day unLtil five o'clock. Just as he was startin,g for home the baker informed him the hundred 

loaves of bread were ready. "But I only ordered fifty," said Ed. " Mrs. Hudson also ordered 

fifty," said the baker. "All right," said Ed., and hle inwardly blessed his wife for the generous 

deed. Arriving at home he found his little boy, dressed in a fine clothI suit, carrying in wood. Ite 

told him that would not do; lhe must chan,ge his clothes. "But mother sent all my clothles to 

Chicago," replied the boy. Entering the house hle found his wife, clad in a fine silk dress, 

superintending the cooking. A remark in regard to the matter elicited thle information that she 

had sent her other dresses to Chicago. The matter was getting serious. ie sat down to a supper 

without butter, because all that could be purchlased had been sent to Chicago. There were no 

pickles-the poor souls in Chicago would relishl them so much. A little "put out," but not a bit 

angry or disgusted, Ed. went to the wardrobe to get his overcoat, but it was not there. An 
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interrogatory revealed the fact that it fitted in the box real well, and lie needed a new overcoat 

anyway, althlough he had paid $5C 406 

Page  407 IN CIIICAGO AND TIIE WEST. for the one in question only a few days before. An 

examination revealed the fact tlhat all the rest of his clothes fitted the l)ox real nicely, for not a 

"dud " did hle possess except those hie had on. While hlie admitted the generosity of his wife, lie 

thoughlt the ilatter wvas getting entirely too personal, and turned to her with the clharaeteristic 

inquiry: "Do you thinlk we can stand an encore on that Cllicago fire?" rival cities forgot all the 

hard words uttered by Chicago, and rallied to our aid with a magnanitmity unparalleled, and 

never to be forgotten. AIilwaukee, Cincinnati, and St. Louis were princely in their liberality, 

which has been eloquently celebrated in these ringuig lines: I saw the city's terror, I heard the 

city's cry, As a flame leaped out of her bosom Up, up to the brazen sky! And wilder rose the 

tumult, And thicker the tidings cameChicago, queen of the cities, Was a rolling sea of flame! Yet 

higher rose the fury, And louder the surges raved (Thousands were saved but to suffer, And 

hundreds never were saved), Till out of th,e awful burning A flash of lightning went, As across 

to brave St. Louis The prayer for succor was sent. God bless thee, 0 true St. Louis! So worthy thy 

royal nameBack, back on the wing of the lightning Thy answer of rescue came. But alas! it could 

not enter Through the horrible flame and heat, For the fire had conquered the lightning And sat 

in the Thunderer's seat I 40-7 

Page  408 HISTORY OF'THE GREATR FIRES God bless thee again, St. Louis! For resting 

never then, Thou calledst to all the cities By iightning and steam and pen. "II o, ho, ye hundred 

sisters, Stand forth in your bravest might I Our sister in flame is falling Her children are dying 

to-night! " And through the mighty repuablic Thy summons went rolling on, Till it rippled the 

seas:f the Tropic And ruffled the Oregon. The distant Golden City Called through her golden 

gates, And quickly rn'g the answer From the City of the Straits And the cities that sit in splendor 

Along the Atlantic Sea, Replying, called to the dwellers Where the proud magnolias be. From 

slumber the army started At the far-resounding call, "Food for,a hundred thousand," They 

shouted, "and tents for all." [ heard through next night's darkness The trains go thundering by, 

Tifl they stood where the fated city Ehone red in the brazen sky. The rich gave their abundance, 

The poor their willing hands; There was wine from all the vineyards, There was corn from all the 

lands At daybreak over the prairies Re-echoed the gladsome cry" Ho, look unto us, ye thousands, 

Ye shall not hunger nor die!" I I"i s 

Page  409 IN CHICAGO AND TIE WEST. Their weeping was all the answer That the famishing 

throng could give To the million voices calling " Look unto us, and live " Destruction wasted the 

city, But the burning curse that -ame Enkindled in all the people Sweet Charity's holy flame. 

Then still to our God be glory I I bless Him, through my tears, That I live in the grandest nation 

That hath stood in all the years. New York crowned her record of senevolencie by gifts that were 

positively enormous. The Old World, thlrilled to the heart, by the flash of the telegraph that 

showed our city burning and our people roofless, responded with promptness and munificence. 

Indeed, from one end of the land to the other there was a gencrosity, such as declared that Ile 

wllo "went about doing good " had not lived in vain. Even the " Ileathlecn Chlinee" hIas a heart 

In his bosom to feel for others' woes. The San Francisco Alta says that when the Commnittee in 

that city to solicit contributions fromn the Chinese merchants for the relief of the Chicago 

sufferers made known the object of their visit, the response was a credit to the representatives of 
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that race who have been treated with indignity on so many occasions, and are liable at any time 

to be assaulted hlien passing through t!che streets. In one case an intelligent merchant said to the 

collectors: " Mc leadee in Alta, Melican man town all same hap gone-bburnee up. Melican man 

wantee dollas; some time poor Mollcan man strikec Chinaman with blicks; Chinaman no care. 

Allee people Chlicago losee everytlling —wifee and childlen burn ou t. Cliiihaman say allee 

same my countree pecoplece-v-wantee help. Ilow muchlee dollas you wantee? Ilundled dollas? 

Alec light: you not find enough monee comne me again, give another 409 

Page  410 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES hundled." The contributions tllhus given by the 

merchants reached $1,990. From the Southl responses were slow and feeble. Yet Balti mnore, 

Louisville, and some other towns gave nobly, and their representatives labored personally with 

efficient energy and wisdom in the distribution of relief. Fromn Falkland, North Carolina, Annie 

Jones wrote this letter Dr. E. J. GOODSPEED, Chicag,o, Ill.: Ilaving just read in the keligious 

llerald of the great suffering of the Baptists of Chicago, by the late fire there, and wishiIng to 

give a little aid, you will please accept one dollar from a poor Baptist. Give it to some poor 

sufferer, and may the Lord open the hearts of many others to aid tlhem, is the sincere prayer of 

ANNIE JONES. This may offset some of those bitter words written upon our fallen city, and 

printed;n Southern papers, to "Show how its sins'invoked the Sovereign's frown." This seemed to 

have been a time for sympathy and the cemienting, of ties, and not for malediction and savage 

triumph. So dire a misfortune gave men opportuniti;.es to wife out a dark past; for charity hides a 

multitude of sins. And who, hence looking backward o'er his years, Feels not his eyelids wet 

with grateful tears, If he hath been Permitted, weak and sinful as he was, To cheer and aid in 

some ennobling cause, His fellow-man? If he hath hidden the outcast, or let in A ray of sunshine 

to the cell of sin If he hath lent Strength to the weak, and in an hour of need, Over the suffering, 

mindless of hix creed Or home, hath Dent 410 
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Page  413 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. He has not lived in vain. And while he gives The 

praise to Him, in whom he moves and lives, With thankful heart He gazes backward, and with 

hope before, Knowing that from his works he nevermore Can henceforth Dart. Among cities east 

of us, Cleveland was first to arrive with bread and raiment; among cities south, Springfield 

perhaps took the lead on that memorable morning; among cities north, Milwaukee; and, indeed, 

from every point of compass, and grade of life, help came, and the one aim seemed to be, to do 

the utmost, in the speediest possible way, for the miserable sufferers. Philadelphia, city of 

brotherly love, showed its fraternal spirit in ample gifts. Pittsburg, city of iron, rained gold upon 

us. Boston, seat of all noble charities and beautiful accomplishments, lavished her thousands, and 

gave her heartiest toil. Montreal, the American city of Canada, was glorious in her liberality. 

And so, all around the galaxy, every star seemed to excel in brilliancy to light our darkness; and 

when we begin to enumerate each bright particular star, they multiply, till we are dazzled and 

confounded. CHAPTER XXVIL THE following official communication sheds clear light upon 

the first steps of the citizens' course, and the initiatory acts of relief, which heralded the incoming 

of the river-like beneficence of mankind. It was addressed by the president, Hlon. Charles C. P. 
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Holden, one of our best citizens: To the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Chicago, in 

Common Council assembled: G=nrLErIEN: On the 8th and 9th of October last past the heart of 

our city was destroyed by fire. The territory covered 24 413 

Page  414 IISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES by this terrible conflagration, and the municipal, 

commercial, and private losses sustained by this fire are all familiar; many of you, having been 

embraced in its territory, know full well the effeet of this great calamity by sad experience. The 

undersigned desires to call your attention to the manner n which preliminary measures were 

taken and arrangements made for succor and relief. On Monday morning I tried to get the city 

government together, or portions of it, for the purpose of taking some action to meet the great 

emergency; in this we failed. The North Division was at the time being burned to ruins; its 

officers were busily engaged in trying to save their families and the lives of its inhabitants. The 

Mayor was in the South Division, using every available means to stay the further spread of the 

fire; indeed, at this particular time, all seemed to be in a state of chaos, and all who had thus far 

escaped the terrible calamity, expected hourly to be numbered ainong its victims. At noon of that 

evermemorable day, the undersigned called upon Orrin E. Moore, and after a few moments' 

conference with this gentleman, a general plan of action was fixed upon. In company with Mr. 

Moore, we at once drove to the Police Station, corner of Union and Madison streets, and after 

leaving word with Capt. Miller to have certain parties sent for, and to meet us at the 

Congregational Church, corner of Ann and Washington streets, at the earliest possible moment, 

we repaired to that church, and at a quarter to one o'clock, in the name of the City of Chicago, we 

took possession of the same. Capt. S. M. Miller, Deputy Super intendent Wells Sherman, of the 

Police Department, reported at once for duty. The Mayor was sent for, and before three o'clock 

the Mayor, Police Commissioner Brown, HIon. S.S. Hayes, Ald. Wilce, Ald. Witbeck, Ald. 

Bateham, IH. Z. Culver, Dr. Goodwin, and very many other citizens had assembled. Mr. Hayes 

drew up a proclamation for general distribution, 414 

Page  415 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. pledging the credit of the City of Chicago for the 

necessary ex. penses for the relief of the sufferers; calling upon the entire police force, the Fire 

Department, and the Health Department to maintain the peace and good order of the city; 

establishing the head-quarters of the city government at the Congregational Church, corner Ann 

and Washington streets. This proclamation was signed by the Mayor, Comptroller, the President 

of the Common Council, and President of the Board of Police. An organizeation was 

immediately effected for the great work in hand, and consisting of the following gentlemen: 

Orrin E. Moore, Ald. Buehler, Ald. Devine, John Ilerting, Ald. McAvoy, and N. K. Fairbanks. 

Orrin E. Moore was chosen President, C. T. Hotchkiss was made Secretary, and C. C. P. Holden, 

Treasurer. All the churches and school-houses were thrown open to the distressed. Delegations 

were sent out to relieve such as they could. Scouts were sent to all parts of the city to watch for 

incendiarism, and also to watch and report the progress of the fire, where it was then raging, and 

before midnight of Monday many thousands of special patrolmen had been sworn into the 

service, and were doing patrol duty. Major Phelps had been detailed to get together a corps to aid 

him in looking after the sufferers in the South Division. As daylight came on Tuesday, also came 

E. B. HIarlan, the Private Secretary of Gov. Palmer, tendering money, troops, and arms; in fact, 

John M. Palmer saw at once our situation, and took immediate steps to meet the trying 

emergency. Committees from the nation commenced arriving-at the head of them was the St. 

Louis delegation-headed by the I-Ion. H. T. Blow. Vast quantities of supplies commenced 
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arriving. Ald. Gill, Ald. MeCotter, and Supervisor Pierce took charge of the work to receive and 

distribute supplies from that point; Gen. Mann and Col. Ray took charge of receiving supplies 

from the railroads in the West Division, and Gen. Hardin had charge of all supplies arriving on 

the railroads in the South Division. 415 
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various churches schoolhouses, depots for supplies, etc., etc., to the end that all] the sufferers by 

the fire should be cared for at the earliest possible moment. Ald. Wilce was requested to cause to 

be erected at once from 100 to 2,000 houses, to be occupied by families then homeless. He was 

to take possession of any land suitable for this purpose. Most energetically did he perform his 

duty, in company with Ald. Bateham. The Water Works had been destroyed, and not only was 

there great suffering by those who had been burned out for this most important commodity, but 

the suffering was being felt by all classes. Water carts in various numbers, trucks, drays, express 

wagons, carriages, buggies, in fact every vehicle which would not volunteer to aid in the noble 

work was pressed into the service-water from the parks and artesian wells was distributed 

throughout the city. The sufferers were brought from the streets and other places to those where 

shelter was provided, and before eight P.M. of Tuesday it was reported by a well-known city 

officer that every homeless soul had shelter, food, and water, and when we recollected that 

100,000 or more of our citizens had been rendered homeless by the fire, the result of this day's 

work must be satisfactory to you. At a meeting of the Committee early Wednesday morning, the 

Treasurer made a statement to the effect that all moneys should be paid into the City Treasury, 

where the safety guard of our municipal government would be thrown around it; and further, that 

this would meet the approval of the country at large, whose moneys were then en route here for 

our succor. David A. Gage was therefore appointed Treasurer. Mr. Moore and his association 

had now the work well in hand, considering that the undertaking was less than forty-eight hours 

old. An arrangement had been made with the railroads, and a Bureau established for the issuing 

of passes to all sufferers by the fire, another for the lost and found, another for medical purposes 

416 
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departments working for the common good in that church, corner of Ann and Washington 

streets. During this day (Wednesday) numerous quantities of supplies were arriving by every 

train and on every road-commnittees from every principal city in the Union and Canadas kept 

pouring in, bringing words of cheer as they came. Governors of States, too, came-particularly do 

we remember the deep interest for the sufferers manifested by Gov. Hayes, of Ohio. The 

committee from the nation held their meetings in the church, and gave us such advice and 

information as was calculated to inspire us with courage. The Cincinnati committee commenced 

at once the erection of a mammoth soup-house, indeed it seemed that these committees from 

abroad comprehended the situation even better than ourselves. Everything that could be done in 

that hour of great distress, by them was done. At their meeting held in the evening of 

Wednesday, they had more than one hundred present; the result of the meeting was the issuing of 

an address to the nation. The effect of this address has had a wide-spread influence in making 

known to the country our real wants and needs. Thursday, the 12th, the Chicago Relief and Aid 

Society took charge of the great work then fairly commenced. On Friday evening the committees 

from abroad held theirfinal meeting. At this meeting they issued an address to the citizens of 

Chicago. In it they said: "We are perfectly satisfied to reco-mmend to the country that all moneys 
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intended for your relief be sent to the City Treasurer, because we believe they will not only be 

safe, but will be expended in accordance with the wishes of the contributors. It was signed: H. T. 

Blow, Chairman Western Committee; A. J. Goshoon, Chairman Cincinnati Committee; W. M. 

Morris, Chairman Louisville Comnmittee. The undersigned remained at the head-quarters first 

established until Thursday evening, Oct. 24, doing all that he could do in behalf 41'7 

Page  418 HISTORY OF TIE GREAT FIRES of the city to carry aid and relief to all the 

sufferers. In this great work there had been voluntarily engaged during the first week an army of 

our citizens, both male and female, and very many of them are still in the traces and at work. 

During this time great expenses were incurred in the procuring of lumber, nails, etc., for the 

building of temporary houses; the providing of all classes of vehicles for the moving of families 

and their supplies; during the same time the undersigned received numerous advices of the 

sending forward for the relief of the sufferers vast sums of money; he also received in person the 

sum of $42.50 in cash, to wit: Committee firom Valparaiso, Indiana, the sum of $40, and from 

twc ladies $2.50, all of which was immediately turned over to D. A. Gage, treasurer. Before 

closing this report I desire to call the attention of the Council to the great good performed by the 

Board of Health, who were at the head-quarters night and day till the 24th, doing all that could be 

done in the line of their profession to relieve the distressed. To all the members of your 

honorable Board I bear witness to the aid and efficiency rendered by you. Many of you lost your 

homes and places of business by the fire; even this did not deter or keep you from rendering aid 

and assistance to others, as well became those occupying the positions yuen do. To the ladies, 

who rendered great assistance on this most trying occasion, no words can express the encomiums 

they have earned-their names are legion. Gentlemen, I have deemed it my duty to make this 

statement to you of matters pertaining to the great fire and subsequent thereto, and would ask 

your kind consideration of the same. In connection with this important contribution to the history 

of relief; we publish the following address to the citizens of Chicago, written October 13th, 

which was referred to above: The undersigned respectfully call your attention to the following 

facts: The committees from the principal cities of the West, with food and supplies of all kinds, 

have been in your city since 418 
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quarters of the Mayor and City Council, corner of Ann and Washington streets, and have since 

co-operated with Alderman Holden and other members of the Council. Mr. Moore and his 

associates being the only organization known to them in the city for the relief of the sufferers by 

the great fire, the St. Louis supplies, with large quantities intrusted to the delegation from Indiana 

and Illinois, were distributed by General Hardie, who in person, under orders of General 

Sheridan, placed them, as we believe, most judiciously. We attest most heartily to the unselfish 

and arduous services rendered by Alderman Holden, Mr. Moore and his associate members, the 

Mayor, and many of the Common Council, Mr. Preston, of the Board of Trade, and especially 

General Shleridan and his aids, and yet deem it a duty to say to you that it is now absolutely 

essential that the work be systematically and economically extended, that ample arrangements 

should at once be made for the reception and careful distribution of coming supplies, by an 

organization which will satisfy yourselves and encourage your friends to continued action. We 

are perfectly satisfied to recommend to the country that all moneys intended for your relief be 

sent to the City Treasurer, because we believe that they will not only be safe, but will be 

exp)ended in accordance with the wish of the contributors; but from the facts presented we trust 
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you will see the actual necessity for the systematic arrangement alluded to; and now that your 

best men can calmly survey the condition without fear of the future, we again most earnestly beg 

that you will take immediate steps for a thorough and permanent organization, that will be 

entirely equal to the great work before them. iHENRY P. BLOW, Ch. of the Western 

Cormmittees A. T. GosnoNx, Ch. of Cincinnati Committee. WM. M. MORIs, Ch. of Louisville 

Committee. 419 
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which gave universal satisfaction: "I have deemed it best for the interests of this city to turn over 

to the Chicago Relief and Aid Society all contributions for suffering people in this city. This 

Society is an incorporated, oldestablished organization, and has possessed for many years the 

entire confidence of our community, and is familiar with the work to be done. The regular force 

of this Society is inadequate to this immense work, but they will rapidly enlarge and extend the 

same by adding prominent citizens to the respective committees; and I call upon all citizens to 

aid this organization in every possible way. I also confer upon them the power, heretofore 

exercised by the Citizens' Committee, to impress teams and labor, and to procure quarters so far 

as may be necessary for the transportation, distribution, and care of the sick and disabled. 

"General Sheridan desires this arrangement, and has promised to co-operate with this 

association. It will be seen from the plan of work detailed below, that every precaution has been 

taken in regard to the distribution of the contributions." Up to the time of this step towards a 

more thorough and judicious management of supplies for relief, there had been various points 

selected in the unburnt district, especially churches, where the hlouseless found shelter and food. 

The rush to these depositories of food, and places of rest for the outcast multitude, was in many 

cases overwhelming and fearful. In my own church, every lower room was occupied by the sick 

as a hospital, by mothers as a nursery, by the committee on distribution, and for storage of goods 

and provisions. Orders from our committee were honored at the Rink, where the supplies were 

gathered for general distribution, and immense loads would melt away like snow in the summer 

sun. There was no lack of helpers to succor the unfortunate. We could not find work enough for 

those who were anxious to assist in caring for their t20 
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comfortably lodged on the benches, which were cushioned. There was a record of missing, lost 

and found, kept in the church, and hundreds daily searched it; and in several instances the long-

separated met together in the sanctuary. A colored girl saved a charming white baby, and the 

exigencies of flight drove her here, and the mother found her beautiful child safely cared for by 

its nurse. Death came also to some who were hospitably entertained, and they gave up their lives 

in peace within the walls which often echoed to the message of eternal life. When shelter, tents, 

and barracks had been provided, one by one the lodgers left the church, every one being 

presented with a cushion and a blanket. The same scenes were enacted on every hand in the 

churches, which were homes, where the beautiful hand of charity gave cheer and aid, with kind 

words and tender acts. One learned to love the Chicagoans more, when we saw their self-

sacrificing devotion to the welfare of their neighbors, amidst their own desolation, losses, and 

forebodings of coming want, or fears of present peril. Yet there were instances of despicable 

thieving, pilfering, and hypocritical pretence, which outrivalled anything we ever read of in 

history. Some parties made raids upon the public bounty, and supplied themselves with a winter's 

stock. There was a woman in one of the churches who got upon her person and in her bundle 
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twenty-seven dresses. Wherever these instances were found they were speedily punished, and 

imposition was checked. But in the first hurry and pressure of want there was too little 

opportunity for discrimination; and people said, we must not let any one suffer, even though 

impostors share with the actually destitute. It was soon seen that there must be careful, faithful 

discrimination, or the supply would be gone and the want unrelieved. At this juncture the entire 

matter was committed to the organization called the Chicage Relief and Aid Society. 421 
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of the great-hearted American public made it possible to feed, clothe, and comfort one hundred 

thousand persons in an incredibly short period, so that the vera poor fared better than it was their 

wont to do, and all classes were blest in some measure, the necessity of an efficient association 

for permanent and deeper work was instantly apparent, and grew more urgent every hour. This 

was the crisis, too, for the machinery of our Aid Society to be applied to the greatest problem of 

the century; and nobly has it met the emergency. Under the superintendency of a warm-hearted 

and large-minded Christian gentleman, Sir. O. C. Gibbs, it had been for years efficient in 

providing for the large number of poor people always crowding around its doors, and so 

investigating their claims that imposition was well-nigh impossible. It was found all ready for 

indefinite expansion, and assumed the control of all contributions of every kind, except those 

sent to individuals. Its visitors were sent through districts to every house, and all applications 

were investigated thoroughly, and when worthy sufferers applied, they were at once provided 

with what they needed for the time, and arrangements made to issue them rations till they could 

become self-supporting. The accompanying directions and information were furnished by printed 

circulars: To all Superintendents, Assistants and: Visitors in the Service of the Chicago Relief 

and Aid Society: In the distribution of supplies give uncooked instead of cooked food to all 

families provided with stoves; flour instead of bread, etc. The Shelter Committee furnish all 

families for whom they provide houses and barracks, with stove, bedstead, and mattrass, and no 

issue of those articles to such families will be necessary on your part. 422 
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so keep an account of their disbursements as to give a correct report to me at the end of each 

week, the number of families aided during the week, and the amount, in gross, of supplies 

distributed. Superintendents will also ascertain and report, as early as possible, the amount of 

furniture, number of stoves, amount of common crockery, etc., which will be needed in their 

respective districts. Superintendents will also organize their working force as early as possible, 

retaining upon their force those who have proved themselves the most efficient and capable in 

the discharge of their duties, reducing the number of paid employes to the smallest number 

consistent with the efficient performance of the work of their districts. A special organization 

charged with the relief of special cases is being effected, to which all that class of persons whose 

previous condition and circumstances in life were such as to make it unsuitable that they should 

be relieved through the ordinary channels of relief, can be referred. No person in the employ of 

the Society will be allowed to receive for his own use any supplies of any kind whatever, except 

it be through the ordinary channels of relief, and recorded on the books of the office in which he 

is employed. In all cases of applicants moving into your district from another, you will, before 

giving any relief, ascertain, by inquiry at the office of the district from which they came, if they 

had been aided in that district, and to what extent. In the issue of supplies you will discriminate 

according to the health and condition of the family, furnishing to the aged, inifirm, and delicate, 
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supplies not ordinarily furnished to those in robust health. The following has been adopted by the 

Society as the standard daily ration for a family of five persons; you will vary from the 423 

Page  424 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES aniount according to the income of the family 

from labor or other sources: Bacon or pork................... 2 pounds. or beef,....................... 3 " 

Beans.... 1..................... pint. Potatoes......................... 2 quarts. Bread......................... 3 pounds. 

or flour....................... 2 " Tea.... 1... ounce. or coffee....................2... " Sugar......................... 4 " 

Rice.......................... 4 4 Soap.......................... 4 Soft coal......................i ton per month. The 

Department of Sick and Ihospitals have adopted the systein of Districts and Sub-Districts 

established by this department, and appointed a medical officer for each District. Visitors will 

report all cases coming to their knowledge requiring medical attendance, and the person in 

charge of each office will have such reports at all times in readiness for the medical officer of the 

District, when he calls. All possible aid must be given the medical officer of the District, and he 

is to be allowed free access to the office and books of the Society at all times. The bread now 

being furnished is contracted for by the pound. You will be furnished with platform scales, and 

required to weigh and receipt for all bread delivered to you. Superintendents and Visitors in 

those districts in which the Shelter Committee have furnished houses to men who were burned 

out, will inquire carefully into the condition and circumstances of all persons who have been 

furnished houses by the Shelter Committee, and report to Mr. Avery, Chairman, all cases in 

which parties have obtained lumber or building material by fraudulent representations. 124 
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coming winter have to provide for all of the poor of the city, as there will be no distribution of 

the out-door relief by the County Agent as heretofore. While your first care should be for those 

who have lost all by the fire, those that are not direct sufferers by it must be aided according to 

their necessities. The loudest complaints will come from those least deserving, who are always 

on hand for their share when any distribution is to be made or relief given. You will have to 

refuse the application of many worthy people, who, having lost heavily by the fire, will think 

themselves entitled to a share of the relief fund, although still possessed of the means or ability to 

meet their present wants. You will explain to such as kindly as possible that the relief fund is not 

intended to make good losses by the fire; that it can be used only to prevent and relieve actual 

suffering. We are not yet in a condition to be even liberal in disburse ments. Three months hence 

we will be in better condition to decide how far we can be liberal than now. In the matter of fuel, 

soft coal only will be furnished to those whose stoves will burn it; hard coal only to those who 

cannot burn soft. No wood will be furnished, except for hospital use, and in case of sickness in 

families where it is necessary. Those having wood stoves will be furnished with grates to enable 

them to burn soft coal. The Chicago & Wilmington Coal Company, and the Chicago Relief 

Society's yard can furnish only soft coal; until further orders hard coal will be furnished by Ames 

& Co. and B. Holbrooke & Co. As fast as your stores will permit, give out a week's supply of 

food to those families whose cases have been thoroughly investigated-this can soon be increased 

to two weeks, which by so largely diminishing the number of daily applicants will enable you to 

dispense with a large part of the working force in your offices 425 

Page  426 I'STORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES and stores, and relieve the applicants of the 

humiliation of daily attendance upon your office to obtain their supplies. You will instruct those 

families who have been visited and found worthy, and who will require aid during the winter, to 
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make their applications to you hereafter in writing, either through the mail, or by the hand of a 

child, or some other messenger. It is a terrible trial to a sensitive woman or honorable-minded 

man to be compelled to make a personal application at a relief office, and we must so arrange our 

work to relieve such as far as possible of this necessity. On receiving such application the 

necessary orders for supplies can be made, and the supplies sent directly to the family. To fill 

these orders you will require the services of an experienced retail grocery clerk, and one or more 

express or grocery wagons for delivery. I am informed that large numbers of servant girls are 

unemployed in the city, who refuse to go to employment at good wages in the country or other 

cities. Be sure that none such are fed by the Chicago Relief and Aid Society. If there was ever a 

time when every person capable of earning his or her own support should be made to do it, it is 

now. HIelp must even be withheld from families who harbor persons able to work, but who are 

unemployed. In all cases where help is discontinued or refused to families, your books must 

show the reason for such discontinuance or refusal. There are several thousand men and boys 

working this week whose families we are feeding, who will be paid for their work on Saturday 

night, sufficient to meet all the wants of the family for food or fuel next week. Be sure that every 

such family is known in f,our district, and reported at the office, so that no more supplies be 

given to it. Our supplies are going at afeafSul rate. If any men, boys, or women are not workling, 

apply St. Paul's rule: "If any man among you will not work, neither let himn eat." I think it will 

be conceded that the generous confidence be 426 
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New York editorial, was justified by the manner in which these funds were distributed, and the 

supplies continue to be dispensed: "To feed, shelter, and clothe these suffering thousands, 

without waste or misapplication, will require all that executive capacity which the Chicago 

people eminently possess. But no one need fear that the relief so generously poured out will not 

be judiciously distributed. Difficult as must be the organization of a force to superintend and 

move the machinery to be called into operation, we know enough of keen, practical Chicago, to 

confide to the hands of its business men all the gifts which they are to receive in trust for the 

whole suffering people." There were cases where men, dressed in a little brief authority, or 

impatient under the accumulation of petty annoyances from the vast stream of applicants at the 

depots for distribution, gave just cause of offence on the part of sufferers. There were insults 

given and hardships endured. Wild rumors of extensive peculations ran over the city. Fault-

finding was as prevalent then and there as might have been expected; but the gentlemen 

connected with the Society labored zealously and with extraordinary judgment and patience to 

satisfy the clamors of the eager thousands who thronged them. In their instructions to employes 

the Society said: In all your intercourse with applicants for relief, your man ners to and treatment 

of them should be kind and considerate. You will have to render aid to many families whose 

condition is one of chronic pauperism, resulting from their vices or improvidence. This class you 

can never satisfy; like the daughters of the horse-leech, their constant cry is "give,"' but the great 

majority of your applicants will be people who have suddenly been reduced from a condition of 

self-support, and in many cases of affluence, to one of partial or entire dependence. Their case is 

a sufficiently painful one without anything in your intercourse with them to 427 

Page  428 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES remind them that they are now dependent upon 

charity. You will give such persons the preference over the class first named, so far as it is 

possible for you to do so, in receiving their applica tion and supplying their wants, and let your 
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intercourse with them be such that they will ever after look upon you as a friend in their time of 

need. While you may not be able to supply all their wants, convince them, by the kindness of 

your manners and your interest in their behalf, that you are doing all that is in your power to do 

for them. In the press of business at your office, you will not be able to give much personal 

attention to a statement of their wants and necessities, but the visitors at their homes can do so; 

hence it is of the utmost importance that your visitors be persons fitted by character and 

experience for these delicate duties. The Superintendents will be required to dismiss from their 

further employ any person whose manner has been uncourteous or unkind to applicants for relief. 

The Bureau of Special Assistance is now in active operation, with head-quarters at the Church of 

the Messiah, Wabash ave nue, near Hubbard court. Applications to this Bureau can be made 

either in person or by letter, addressed to its head-quar ters, or through any pastor of the churches 

of the city, as may best suit the inclination or convenience of the applicant. Superintendents of 

districts and sub-districts will fill from their stores all orders addressed to them by this Bureau 

without ques tion, the necessary investigation having in all cases been made by the Special 

Bureau. This allusion to the Bureau of Special Assistance requires a few words of explanation, 

since it grew out of the exigencies of the situation and supplemented the regular society's work. 

There was a vast number of cases where families or individuals had suffered the loss of all 

things, whose circumstances in life had been above all need, and whose delicacy of feeling 

would not per ! I 128 
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Page  431 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. mit them to stand in line with hundreds of the very 

poor, degraded, and foreign applicants who unblushingly pushed themselves into the front ranks. 

Many had been educated to abhor dependeice as something worse than death. I recollect one boy 

of seveniteen, who said one morning after sermon, "I can't stand it any longer, pastor; we six are 

eating from a wash-stand, and sleeping o<-)n the floor; I must tell you about it. I thought to work 

and g,et along, but we can barely get enough to eat. We were burnt out and lost everything 

except what we had on, and I have my th ree younger brothers to look after." "Of course," I 

replied, "y ou shall be attended to at once," and before forty-eight hours things were changed in 

that house, and no application was made t o the Society. This boy has no father or mother, and I 

wrote of t h e case, a fter we relieved it, to a friend, who writes "To the b o y who takes care of 

his helpless brothers": "EAST ORANGE, N. J., NOV. 27, 1871. "MY YoLTNG FRIEND: —I 

do not know your name, but Rev. Mr. Goodspeed, in a letter to me, spoke of you as one of those 

worthy ones who had suffered by the fire. Hie spoke of your courage and brotherly care over 

some younger brothers. "That letter I read to some of my friends, and one of them, some days 
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after, handed me these same bills, "for the boy who took care of his younger brothers." Fidelity, 

my young friend, will always be rewarded. "Very truly yours, "WM. D. HEDDEN, "Pastor of E. 

O. B. Ch." To meet the multiplying cases of this kind that were known and suspected, a meeting 

of pastors and rel resentatives of benevolent organizations took place, at which a committee was 

chosen, by consent of the Relief and Aid Society, to constitute a 25 431 
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of assistance has proved of incalculable benefit to thousands, who otherwise must have suffered 

alone, and unknown to any but God who seeth all. At first there was a delay in securing men who 

could give their time to this important service. When the Committee had been filled, another 

meeting was held, at which these resolutions wore passed, and the New Bureau was fully 

launched: Whereas, The great exigency of public relief demands immediate, large, and constant 

service in special council and assistance, and WThereas, We learn that a portion of the Executive 

Committee originally appointed by this Bureau has been unable to meet the demands of this 

great work, on account of their inability to serve at all, and of others to give any considerable 

service; therefore, Resolved, That the Bureau cordially endorse the action of the Executive 

Committee in filling the vacancies in that body by adding to its members gentlemen widely 

known as wise, efficient, and eminently fitted to carry on the work. Resolved, That the Church of 

the 3Iessiah, the depot of special supplies, be also the place of special meeting of the Committee, 

and that said Committee be hereby instructed to make arrangements among themselves so as to 

have at least three of their members, two gentlemen and one lady, in attendance at the office 

during all the hours in which the depot is open for distribution. Resolved, That all churches and 

beneficial societies should regard themselves as special bureaus for council and relief, and feel 

responsible, not only for looking up and bringing to the relief supply through the appointed 

channels those who have been overlooked and are deserving, but also especially to guard the 

munificent bounty of the nation from plundering waste and ravaging imposture. And they are 

hereby earnestly exhorted to use their easy approach to the masses, through necessary meetings 

and supervision, to prevent the Executive Committee of this Bureau and the Gen 432 
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countless multitude of unworthy or doubtful applications. This gave pastors and others great 

opportunities, and imposed grave responsibilities. Their hands were soon full, and the revelations 

of need yet unprovided for, after three weeks had elapsed, were truly startling. We had not 

realized the appalling magnitude of the calamity, though in its very midst. And we may ask, who 

will ever apprehend it, in all its gigantic proportions? The "Special Relief" committee, charged 

with aiding cases of peculiar delicacy, from the former respectability of the sufferers, learned of 

a gentleman who, before that terrible night of the fire, was worth between $150,000 and 

$200,000. He boarded with his family at one of our splendid marble palaces known as hotels, 

where his elegantly furnished apartments and luxurious table, indicated his wealth and 

ministered to his ease. The next that was heard of him was some days after the fire, when he 

applied to the committee, saying that the fire had literally burned up every dollar of his fortune, 

and he had no money, no home, no clothes, no furniture, and no food! HIis family were living in 

a stable, sleeping on the hay, and eating the cold potatoes and bread which the children begged 

from the neighbors! The duties of applicants were thus set forth in a notice by this Bureau, which 

shows the public what care was exercised with their bounties. All applications to this Committee 

for Special Relief, must be certified by the pastor of a church, or proper officer of some 
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organized benevolent society, or by a member of the Executive Committee of the Relief and Aid 

Society, or of this Committee, who shall state in such certificate that the condition and needs of 

the applicant have been duly investigated, to the satisfaction of the persons so certifying, and 

stating what amount and kind of relief should be afforded to such applicant. 433 
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relief district in which such applicant lives should be plainly written. Such application should 

state whether the applicant is married or single, the number of persons in the applicant's family, 

the age and sex of each member, and should set forth in detail the articles which are wanted, and 

the number, amount, or quantity of such articles. In applications for clothing, the kind of 

clothing, and number of pieces needed of each kind, should be distinctly stated, the proper sizes, 

where necessary (as of boots, shoes, and other articles), given. Applications for groceries should 

state specifically the articles wanted, and amounts of each article, and where crockery, or 

furniture, or bedding is needed, the specific articles wanted, and the number of such articles 

should be stated. The committee desire to call the attention of the applicant specially to the 

following points, in regard to which information will be desired, and which should be stated: The 

present and former occupation of the applicant, whether burned out and what loss they suffered, 

amount of insurance and in what company, what property applicant has, and what aid they have 

received from any source, or expect to receive. Careful attention to these requirements will save 

the applicant delay and trouble, and insure prompt action in the case. The railroads gave free 

transportation to seven or eight thousand persons, who left the city for refuge under friendly 

roofs elsewhere, or to obtain employment, and brought in the stores that were contributed 

without charge, thus conferring benefits of immense value upon our people. On the eleventh of 

October, two days after the fire, the Erie Railroad had its relief cars on the way at ten in the 

morning. The train consisted of seven cars heavily laden with provisions. MIr. George Crouch 

went with it as supercargo, and delivered the freight to the Mayor of Chicago. The train averaged 

about fifty miles an hour to Port 434 
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was last reported at Elinira, making unprecedented time to that point. Dense crowds of 

enthusiastic people were assembled at the depots in the principal towns, and many attempted to 

throw bundles on the train as it flew past. On the evening of that day, Col. James Fisk, Jr., writes: 

We received to-day, since the departure of the lightning relief train at 10 o'clock this morning, 

over 10,000 consignments for the sufferers at Chicago, which were forwarded by the express 

train at 7 o'clock this evening. It would be almost impossible to enumerate the contents of the 

packages or their value; but as far as we can judge, taking the entire shipment, nothing could be 

more appropriate had a month been occupied in the selection. I find that in a single consignment 

there were shipped 100 coats, 100 pairs of trousers, 100 vests, while another consignment 

included 400 barrels of sugar and coffee, and still another consisted of 100 barrels of flour. A 

person competent to judge, who inspected the goods forwarded to Chicago by this single train, 

estimated their cash value at over $100,000. We have, fromn appearance, as much, if not more, 

to receive to-morrow, which we shall forward by our express trains only at 9 A.M., 12 M., 51- 

P.M., and 7 P.M. It were idle to attempt an enumeration of the kindly offices of the railways, 

which made Chicago, which have ministered to it in distress, and must recreate and secure the 

future. AMIOUNT OF MONEY RECEIVED. From the appended circular it will be seen what 

had been received in contributions from every source, down to November 7, 1871. The 
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Executive Committee of the Chicago Relief and Aid Society are aware that the public desire to 

know the amount of the sibscriptions to the Relief Fund. It is impossible at present to 435 
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reason that pur. chases made in some cities, invoices of which have not yet reached us, are to be 

deducted from the gross amounts of the subscriptions. The previous report of our Treasurer 

stated the amount actually received at that date. We are now able to give the amount received to 

this date, November 7th, and the probable amount of the entire subscriptions, with approximate 

accuracy. We have actually received two million fifty-one thousand twentythree dollars and 

fifty-five cents ($2,051,023.55). Arrangements have been made by which the Society draws five 

per cent. on all balances in bank. So far as our present information goes-and we think we have 

advices of all sums subscribed-the entire fund will vary but little from three million five hundred 

thousand dollars ($3,500,000). This includes the funds in the hands of the New York Chamber of 

Commerce, amounting to about $600,000, and the balance of the Boston Fund, about $240,000, 

both amounting to $840,000, not yet placed to the credit of this Society, but which may 

undoubtedly be relied upon to meet the needs of the future. As to our disbursements, we can only 

say that we are at present aiding 60,000 people at our regular distributing points. Some of this 

vast number we relieve in part only, but the greater portion to the extent of their entire support,. 

This is in addition to the work of the Special Relief Committee for people who ought not to be 

sent to the general distributing points, and which is largely increasing upon our hands. It is also 

in addition to the expenditures of the Committee on Existing Charitable Institutions. The great 

matter pressing upon the Committee is shelter for the coming winter. We may feed people during 

the mild weather, but where and how they are to be housed-permanently housed -we regard as 

the serious question. To this end we have been aiding those burned out to replace small but 

comfortable houses upon their own, or upon leased lots, where they can live, not 436 
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work in rebuilding the city. Of these houses-which are really very comfortable, being 16 by 20 

feet, with two rooms, one 12 by 16 feet, and one 8 by 16 feet, with a planed and matched floor, 

panel doors, and good windows-we have already furnished over 4,000, making permanent 

homes, allowing five for a family, for 20,000 people, and with the 7,000 houses which we expect 

to build, shall have homes for 35,000 people. These houses and some barracks, in both of which 

there is a moderate outfit of furniture, such as stoves, mattresses, and a little crockery, will 

consume, say $1,250000, leaving $2,250,000 with which to meet all the demands for food, fuel, 

clothing, and general expenses, from the 13th of October last-when we took the work-until the 

completion of the same, which cannot possibly end with the present winter. We may say that 

particular attention has been paid to sanitary regulations. The entire work in this respect, as in 

others, is district ed. Medical visitors, dispensaries, and hospitals are provided. The Committee 

need hardly say, that if the demand should continue as great as at present, the fund would be 

exhausted by midwinter; but we hope to cut this down very largely as soon as we can get people 

into houses, so that they can leave their families and find work. Indeed this is being done already. 

Within a few days we shall arrive at the exact daily expense of food and fuel rations; but the 

demand, as might be expected, is a fluctuating one. If the weather is good and men can work, it 

falls off; if cold and stormy, it at once increases at a fearful rate. The work has so pressed upon 

us, night and day, that we cannot present a detailed report to the public, but furnish this statement 

for the purpose of affording a general idea of what we have done and are trying to do, with an 
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organization necessarily composed largely of unskilled forces, but the only one at hand for the 

emergency. Within the next ten days we shall be able to give a detailed report of the work as well 

as all sums contributed. 437 
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$2,508,000, with the current still flowing steadily into the treasury. Of other gifts, the value is 

known to One, who sees the widow's mite as well as the millionaire's mightier help. But we 

cannot estimate the worth of all that vast store which was made up as rivers are-by ten thousand 

rivulets, brooks, and streams incessantly emptying in their precious contents. CHAPTER XXIX. 

IN addition to these organizations, there were moveinenti Amnong the citizens, and the Young 

Men's Christian Association early entered the field, with their forces generalled by Rev. Robert 

Patterson, D.D., who labored during the war in the Christian Commission. Their head-quarters 

were at the Seventh Presbyterian Church, and their charities were immense. Parties from Boston 

came on and superintended the distribution of the supplies from that city. Their work was largely 

among those who were not well served at the general relief depots, or who were looked up and 

searched out, on account of pride, or sickness, or some inability, moral or physical, to make 

application in person. There was also the Woman's Christian Union, a society particularly 

concerned with the employment of women, who now supplemented this service with a relief 

duty, always aiming at securing means by which the poor women could become selfsustaining. 

They rendered most valuable aid to the suffering. Societies sprang into being on all sides, and 

made their appeals to the churches and benevolent societies, and their acquaintances throughout 

the land. They obtained clothing, made up gartienits firom new cloth, nursed the sick, and gave a 

helpful hand 438 
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miserable beings that overflowed into every street, alley, garret, and cellar of the unburnt city. 

Private citizens donated from their own houses all that they could spare, in many instances, and 

vied with the outside public in liberality. It was pitiful to see the burned-out parties, the morning 

of Monday and of Tuesday, begrimed, soiled, scorched, bearing a little truck, a trifling remnant 

of their possessions, to the homes of their friends, and begging for temporary shelter. But it was 

grand to observe the nobleness of the many, and their perfect sympathy with the distressed. And 

rising to the height of their obligation, our people are preparing fbr a campaign against poverty 

and misery, by leaguing in societies for service to the poor, that shall relax no effort during the 

long winter now marching down upon us. Rich and prosperous communities become greedy, 

selfish, covetous, and money-worshippers. It remains for us to prove the benefit of adversity by 

opening our hearts and hands to give and not to save. "Alms the salt of riches," is an old proverb. 

I know a man ruined by this fire, who was very rich, and refused to lend a poor woman fifty 

dollars, in an extremity, to save her house and furniture from the sheriff. iHe had known her for 

many years, and she had claims upon him; but no, he loved his money, and turned the poor 

woman off with stern denial. The week before the fire, she came to the gentleman who lent her 

the money-a poor man, and a minister-and paid it with interest, thanks, and tears. This gave the 

clergyman spending-money after the fire. And how must the miser feel-yea, and many others like 

him-who have been close-fisted, hard-hearted, niggardly, and avaricious? The worldling saves 

his money, yea, and the Christian too, for his children. But how often does its possession curse 

them. An eccentric D.D., in the course of a sermon in behalf of some charitable object, once said, 

"There are twenty men in this con 439 
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Page  440 IMSTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES gregation who can give $20,000 each to this 

charity, and then have money enough left to ruin their children." Now there is an opportunity for 

the young men and women to show the quality of their characters. We shall be a better people for 

this triMal, it we give with full-handed generosity, and learn that "To give is to live, To deny is 

to die." Among the impossibilities is any just account of the aid received by the sufferers; 

because large amounts of moneys and supplies have been sent to private individuals, for personal 

use or disbursement; and thousands have gone home to their friends, who have proffered shelter 

and food for the winter. In time a book will be written, acknowledging these grand charities in a 

befitting manner. From a New York paper we clip the story of the reception of certain refugees 

from the fire. A few evenings ago eight newsboys of Chicago arrived in this city and sought 

shelter at the Newsboys' Lodging-House in Park Place. On Saturday six more arrived and went 

to the same home, and on Sunday four more. The ages of these youths were from sixteen to 

nineteen years. One of them, a lad of eighteen, had his face very much scorched by the fire, and 

some of the others were disfigured to some extent from the same cause. Those who arrived on 

Friday night left the next morning to seek friends in this city or in Brooklyn, the six who came on 

Saturday, with the four who arrived on Sunday, remained in the Lodging-House until Monday 

afternoon, when they, too, left in pursuit of friends. The New York boys gave their brothers of 

the West a very cordial reception, and as far as their little means allowed, lavished upon them a 

generous welcome. The New York boys, all so much younger than the Chicagoans, were profuse 

in their expressions of sympathy, albeit uttered in the vernacular of the profession, and poured 

out volleys of inquiries 440 
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sports of the evening were stopped immediately on the arrival of the immigrants, and each 

visitor, after a hearty meal, formed a centre of attraction for a score of boys, each of whom had 

something to learn of the great fire. Sunday was a great opportunity for the exchanging of notes, 

it being comparatively a dull day, and the new arrivals of the evening previous were escorted to 

favorite haunts and lionized to an extraordinary degree. Those of the boys who had belonged to 

the boot-blacking profession very warmly discussed the depression of prices in that line, and 

though it was unanimously agreed upon that the profession should be on all occasions retained 

by a "choker" fee, yet, all things considered, it was deemed best just now not to enter upon that 

dangerous experiment, a "strike." The Chicagoans were loud in their admiration of Peter B. 

Sweeny, who, they said, deserved the presentation of a set of complimentary resolutions on 

account of his great services to the shine-emn-up boys in beautifying the City Hiall Park. Regrets 

were expressed that all the fountains were not in working order, as they are very inviting to 

customers. The Chicagoans urged upon their New York brothers to establish their headquarters 

around the fountain in front of the City Hall when completed, and not under any circumstances 

to yield their right on this point. It was also suggested that as many portable chairs as possible be 

provided, with a view to placing business on a footing more conformable to ordinary mercantile 

pursuits. It was said that the experience of a series of years has demonstrated that "chairs are 

good." The newsboys learned with great satisfaction that the people of Chicago were a 

newspaper reading community, and did not stick at trifles. All that was necessary to do in case of 

small change was to delay a few minutes in procuring it, and the "gent" was sure to "get." 

Harmony among members of the profession was also an admirable feature in Chicago, 

everybody "working his own 441 
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Page  442 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES route" on the square and with no nonsense. The 

Chicago dele gation was enlightened as to how trade stood in New York, and a comparative 

estimate given as to the daily receipts afforded by every evening paper in the city. Discussing 

these topics and similar ones the boys passed the day, and after a hearty supper at the Lodging-

House in the evening, again resumed the entertainment. Cordial invitations were extended to the 

Chicagoans to join the honorable brotherhood of New York, and assurances extended that a most 

friendly reception awaited them in the arena of competition. No decisive answer was given to the 

New Yorkers' offer; but evidently the Chicago boys were deeply impressed with the tone and 

boyish bearing of their new acquaintances, and promised that if ever they should again return to 

"that line of business" New York City should be the theatre in which their ambition should have 

a chance. When it was approaching bedtime it was felt by New York that it was necessary to do 

something grand on an occasion like that then being celebrated, and why should not the 

newsboys have a say of sympathy as well as every other branch of business? This idea became 

so impressed upon the mind of one of the boys-a sort of leader of a set-that he summed up 

courage, and, rising, said: GENTLEMEN,-You know about the Chicago fire, and that these 

gentlemen (pointing to the ten Chicagoans) are sufferers. I now want to tell'em that we're sorry 

for'em. Our subscription list is making up, and I heard Mr. O'Connor say'twill amount to $8.25, 

which they will get, though it's small and not as much as we'd like to. That's all I have to say, 

except that if these gentlemen stay here we'll post'emn. ANOTHER BoY.-Billy, propose a 

resolution. BLLY.-I move that we're awful soriy for the sufferings of the newsboys and black-a-

boots of Chicago, and that if they stay we post'cm, and that anything we can do we'll do to 

help'em, and that we're sorry it ain't more than $8.25. 442 
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One of the Chicago youths then rose, after some hesitation, and said: "Thankee, gents, for what 

ye've done, an if it weren't that we had to go and see some friends we'd like to stay. Maybe, 

though, we'll come back." At this moment the Superintendent appeared on the scene, anid this 

was the signal for the adjournment of the meeting s'ne die. The boys then went to their "little 

beds" and to sound sleep, New Yorkers to dream of Chicago, and the Chicagoans of the great fire 

and their recent hardships. A little Irish boy, Tim, employed in a bake-shop, sent five dollars 

from East Orange, N. J. And here speaks a voice from Old England: " CONYNGHAM-ROAD, 

VICTORIA PARK, " MANCHESTER, Oct. 16, 1871. "MY'DEAR MR. MAYOR: As you have 

convened a meeting, to be held to-morrow, of the inhabitants of Sheffield, to consider what 

measure should be taken to relieve the sufferers at Chicago, in the United States of America, 

under the calamity which has so suddenly befallen them, I beg leave, as a native of the borough 

over which you worthily preside as Chief Magistrate, to offer a contribution of two hundred 

guineas to the fund intended to be raised, for which sumn I inclose a check payable to your order. 

I am gratified to learn that the people of America will accept the expression of sympathy and 

sorrow in this country, in the kindly sense in which it will be offered to them; and I consider it to 

be a privilege to have the opportunity of uniting in this undoubted sentiment of affection and 

regard of the inhabitants of Great Britain and Ireland towards the people of Amerin }. "May we 

and they ever be one people under our respective 443 

Page  444 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES governments; and be bound together as lovers of 

freedom to the end of tinle. I have the honor to be your very obedient servant, " GEORGE 

HADFIELD. "To the Mayor of Sheffield." The good Queen has thought of us and given for our 
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relief. She reads every word of the tidings from our city with intense interest. Hler subjects have 

also responded, in a most creditable manner, to the silent appeal of our distress. There is a very 

pro. found regard for our country in the old world, and the ties that bind us together are 

strengthened by these expressions of active charity. Scarcely a hamlet in the British Isles can be 

found which has not its representative here, either among the humble or the influential. We are 

essentially cosmopolitan, and the world have taken us up, to nurse and cherish in our fall. It is 

true as ever, that one touch of nature makes the whole world kin. The natural feelings of all 

Christendom have been touched by the unvoiced woe of Chicago. The magnitude of this 

generous work, and the spontaneity of the timely giving, fitly symlnolize the community of 

interest and feeling which now bind the human family together. CHAPTER XXXY. BEsIDEs 

the magnificent gifts for the body and for immediate comfort, there have been systematic and 

general efforts in aid of the churches and educational institutions, which must result in placing 

them once more in a position of usefulness and stability. It is impossible to chronicle these 

donations, as the tide is still flowing in upon us. Orders and societies are rising in their might, all 

over the land, to rebuild and re-establish the institutions lost in Chicago. Christians, surely, will 

prove their profound interest 444 

Page  445 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. in their cherished cause, by responses that shall 

make the future of our city worthy of the Lord Jehovah, and a centre of evangelical power. 

Capitalists came forward instantly, with offers of money and credit to any extent, for the 

reconstruction of what was their pride as well as our own. Merchants and business men received 

the heartiest assurances of sympathy from those to whom they were indebted, from their 

creditors and customers; and every leniency was afforded and extended, compatible with safety 

and creditable to the heart. Governors of States took up our cause, and commended us to the 

philanthropy of their citizens. BY THE GOVERNOR OF WISCONSIN. To the People ojf 

WTsconsinn: Throughout the northern part of this State fires have been raging in the woods for 

many days, spreading desolation on every side. It is reported that hundreds of families have been 

rendered homeless by this devouring element, and reduced to utter destitution, their entire crops 

having been consumed. Their stock has been destroyed, and their farms are but a blackened 

desert. Unless they receive instant aid from portions not visited by this dreadful calamity, they 

must perish. The telegraph also brings the terrible news that a large portion of the city of Chicago 

is destroyed by a conflagration, which is still raging. Many thousands of people are thus reduced 

to penury, stripped of their all, and are now destitute of shelter and food. Their sufferings will be 

intense, and many may perish unless provisions are at once sent to them from the surrounding 

country. They must be assisted now. In the awful presence of such calamities the people of Wis 
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Page  446 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES consin will not be backward in giving assistance 

to their afflicted fellow-men. I therefore recommend that immediate organized effort be made in 

every locality to forward provisions and money to the sufferers by this visitation, and suggest to 

mayors of cities, presidents of villages, town supervisors, pastors of churches, and to the various 

benevolent societies, that they devote themselves immediately to the work of organizing effort, 

collecting contributions, and sending forward supplies for distribution. And I entreat all to give 

of their abundance to help those in such sore distress. Given under my hand, at the Capitol, at 

Madison, this 9th day of October, A.D. 1871. Lucius FAIRCHILD. BY THE GOVERNOR OF 

MICHIIGAN. STrATE OF MICHIIGAN, EXECUTIVE OFFICE, LANsING, October 9. The 
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city of Chicago, in the neighboring State of Illinois, has been visited, in the providence of 

Almighty God, with a calamity almost unequalled in the annals of history. A large portion of that 

beautiful and most prosperous city has been reduced to ashes and is now in ruins. Many millions 

of dollars in property, the accumulation of years of industry and toil, have been swept away in a 

moment. The rich have been reduced to penury, the poor have lost the little they possessed, and 

many thousands of people rendered homeless and houseless, and are now without the absolute 

necessaries of life. I therefore earnestly call upon the citizens of every portion of Michigan to 

take immediate measures for alleviating the pressing wants of that fearfully afflicted city, by 

collecting and forwarding to the Mayor or proper authorities of Chicago supplies of food, as well 

as liberal collections of money. 446 
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Page  449 IN CHICAGO AND THIE WEST. Let this sore calamity of our neighbors remind us 

of the uncertainty of earthly possessions, and that when one memnber suffers all the members 

should suffer with it. I cannot doubt that the w-lole people of the State will most gladly and most 

promptly (ild most liberally respond to this urgent demand upon their ymnpathy; but no words of 

mine can plead so strongly as the calamity itself. HENRY P. BALDWIN, Governor of Michigan. 

BY THE GOVERNOR OF IOWA. To the People of Iowa: An appalling calamity has befallen 

our sister State. Her mietiopolis-tlithe great city of Chicag,o-is in ruins. Over 100,000 people are 

without shelter or food, except as supplied by others. A helping hand let us now prormptly give. 

Let the liberality of our peopl)e, so lavishly displayed during the long period of national peril, 

come again to the front, to lend succor in this hour of distress. I would urge the appointment at 

once of relief comnittees in every city, town, and township, and I respectfully ask the local 

authorities to call meetings of the citizens to devise ways and means to render efficient aid. I 

would also ask the pastirs of the various churches throughout the State to take up collections on 

Sunday morning next, or at such other time as they may deemn proper, for the relief of the 

sufferers. Let us not I)e satisfied with any spasmodic effort. There will be need of relief of a 

substantial character to aid the many thousands to prepare for the rigors of the coming winter. 

The magnificent public charities of that city, now paralyzed, can do little to this end. Those who 

live in homes of comfort and plenty must furnish 26 449 

Page  450 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES this help, or misery and suffering will be the fate 

of many thou sands of our neighbors. SAMUEL MERRILL, Governor. DES MOINES, Oct. 10, 

1871. BY THE GOVERNIOR OF OHI O. CIICAGO, Oct. 12. To the People of Ohio: It is 

believed by the best informed citizens here that many thousands of the sufferers must be 

provided with the necessaries of life during the cold winter. Let the efforts to raise contributions 

be energetically pushed. Money, fuel, flour, pork, clothing, and other articles not perishable 
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should be collected as rapidly as possible-especially money, fuel, and flour. Mr. Joseph Medill, 

of The Tribune, estimates the number of those who will need assistance at about 70,000. R. B. 

HAYES, Governor of Ohio. BY THlE GOVERNOR OF ILLINOIS. STATE OF ILLINOIS, 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT. John X. Palmer, Gove),nor of Illitnois, to the People of the State 

of llinoi8s: A fire of unexampled magnitude has devastated the city of Chicago, depriving 

thousands of our citizens of shelter and food and clothing. Under these painful circumstances, I 

call upon you to open 150 

Page  451 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. your hearts for the relief of the suffering. 

Contribute of your abundance everything that you can-food, clothing, money; organize 

committees and systematize your efforts. Remember those, our fellow-citizens who have always 

responded so nobly to every call. In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the great seal of State to be affixed. [SEAL.] Done at the city of Springfield, this 10th day of 

October, A.D. 1871. JOHN M. PALMER. By the Governor, EDWARD RUMELL, Secretary of 

State. STATE OF ILLINOIS, } EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT. John Zf. Palmer, Governor of 

lliinois, To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting: Whereas, in my judgment, the great 

calamity that has overtaken Chicago, the largest city of the State; that has deprived many 

thousands of our citizens of homes and rendered them destitute; that has destroyed many millions 

in value of property, and thereby disturbing the business of the people and deranging the finances 

of the State, and interrupting the execution of the laws, is and constitutes "an extraordinary 

occasion" within the true intent and meaning of the eighth section of the fifth article of the 

Constitution. Now, therefore, I, John M. Palmer, Governor of the State of Illinois, do by this, my 

proclamation, convene and invite the two Hlouses of the General Assembly in session in the city 

of Sprin,gfield, on Friday, the 13th day of the month of October, in tile year of our Lord 1871, at 

12 o'clock noon of said day, to take into consideration the following subjects: 451 

Page  452 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES 1. To appropriate such sum or sums of money, or 

adopt such other legislative measures as may be thought judicious, necessary, or proper, for the 

relief of the people of the city of Chicago. 2. To make provision, by amending the revenue laws 

or otherwise, for the proper and just assessment and collection of taxes within the city of 

Chicago. 3. To enact such other laws and to adopt such other measures as may be necessary for 

the relief of the city of Chicago and the people of said city, and for the execution and 

enforcement of the laws of the State. 4. To make appropriations for the expenses of the General 

Assembly, and such other appropriations as may be necessary to carry on the State Governmenet. 

Ilt testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the great seal of State to be 

affixed. [SEAL.] Done at the city of Springfield, this 10th day of October, A.D. 1871. JOHN M. 

PALMER. By the Governor, EDWARD RUMMELL, Seoretary of State. In response to the call 

of the Executive, the Legislature assem bled, and received this further message from the 

Governor, whose contents met the warmest approval of all our citizens: STATE OF ILLINOIS, 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, | SPRINGFIELD, October 16, 1871. Gentlemen of the Senate 

and I-Iouse of Representatives: On the 8th day of the present month a fire broke out in the city of 

Chicago, which, in a few hours, destroyed a large portion of that city. It is useless to at tempt to 

describe the awful and saddening 452 

Page  453 IN CHiICAGO AND THE WEST. spectacle of the destruction of the most wealthy 

and populous parts of our great city. The destroyer came suddenly, and under circumstances well 
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calculated to impress us with a sense of our littleness. Chicago is situated on the shore of a great 

lake; it is inter sected by rivers; it was provided with all the means for protec tion against fire that 

are the product of the united efforts of the advanced science and skill of modern civilization; yet 

in the presence of the destructive element men were powerless, and it pursued its course until 

nothing was left for it to destroy. In the course of this remarkable conflagration, which has al 

ready taken its place in history with the greatest calamities that have afflicted mankind, the 

flames, with unexampled fury, swept over the eastern half of the devoted city, destroying many 

lives, (consumed churches, hospitals, schools, dwellings, warehouses, stores, bridges, and 

structures of every kind. Everything perished at their touch, and whole wards of the city were left 

without a house or an inhabitant No reliable estimate of the number of lives lost can be made, but 

the amount of property destroyed is estimated at three hundred millions of dollars. In view of the 

circumstances, I felt it to be my duty to convene a session of the General Assembly, and, 

accordingly, on the 10th day of October, 1871, issued the proclamation which I have the honor to 

lay before you. At the time of the meeting of the General Assembly, all were still so far under the 

control of the feelings excited by this extraordinary calamity, that no scheme had been formed 

for the employment of the powers and resources of the State to meet the duties that are imposed 

upon it by this unexpected condition of, affairs. But before proceeding to invite your attention to 

the details of the business of the session, I must be permitted, in the name of the people of the 

State, to exDress their orateful thankfulnesa fot 453 

Page  454 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the exhibition of outpouring sympathy and 

benevolence that this great and sudden calamity has excited in all civilized lands. Not only have 

our own people and the people of our sister States distinguished themselves by an active 

liberality that is without a parallel, but in foreign countries the hearts of men and wormen have 

throbbed with pity for Chicago, and their hands, filled with contributions, have opened to supply 

the wants of its suffering people. Where all have aided, and all have done so much, it is 

impossible to give even the names of our benefactors. Their example, so honorable to them and 

to human nature, is worthy perpetual remembrance, and I trust that the General Assembly will 

provide for the preparation and publication of a memorial volume, in which their names shall be 

preserved. The people of the State should be permitted to know the names of those who, when 

their brethren were hungry, fed them, and when they were naked, clothed them. The first 

question to be decided by the General Assembly, after a careful review of the situation, is, what 

can be done for the relief of the people, and for the discharge of the duties of the State? In 

finding an answer to this question, there are some difficulties and causes of embarrassment that 

are yet to be stated; and these are, the court-house, jail, and public offices, and records of Cook 

county are destroyed. The tax-books are consumed, so that the collection of unpaid taxes cannot, 

without great difficulty, be enforced. The courts are powerless. The utmost confusion, as to the 

titles of lands, must soon prevail. All the offices and most of the records of the city of Chicago 

are lost. Still the question, What can be done by the State? presses for an answer-and all the 

wisdom, experience, and patience of the General Assembly is invoked to furnish a full, complete, 

and satisfactory response. The general political proposition, that that government is to be 

regarded as the best that interferes with the people the least, will remain forever true; and 

experience has conclusively shown 454 

Page  455 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. that intelligent men and women are, under all 

ordinary circum stances, more capable of providing for their own wants, managing their own 
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affairs, and regulating their own conduct, than any government can be, however organized or 

administered. It seems to me, then, that the people of Chicago and Cook county, who have 

suffered losses, require nothing from the State but to be left free to employ their unexampled and 

unbroken energies in the great work of rebuilding their homes. They need no loans or gifts from 

the United States or the State of Illinois; and, unless I greatly mistake them, they will ask no 

more than that the State shall assume the discharge of its own proper duties, and relieve them 

from burdens-that, from theiri peculiar situation, were always heavy, but have been cheerfully 

borne-so that they may be left to apply all their resources to their own great task. It is primarily 

the duty of the State to provide for the poor, the blind, the insane, and all other helpless classes, 

and for the enforcement of its laws everywhere within its limits. It is also its duty to provide for 

the construction of its highways, building bridges, and the support of schools. The State of 

Illinois has always recognized the obligation of these duties, and for the more convenient 

performance of many of them, counties, townships, cities, towns, and other organizations have 

been established by law. They are but parts of machinery employed in carrying on the affairs of 

the State, and the authority and the duties of each are confined to certain well-defined territorial 

as well as leg,al boundaries, that may be modified or destroyed, as the exigencies of the public 

may demand. And whenever, from any cause, any of these agencies become unequal to the 

discharge of the duties assigned them, or the public duties imposed upon them become too 

burdensome or oppressive to the people embraced within their limits,it is the duty of the State to 

provide other means for their performance. It is a fact that requires no proof, that the county of 

Cook and the city of Chicago, two of the most $ 455 
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which they respect. ively belong, are, from causes that are well understood, unable tc continue 

the full discharge of all the duties that were imposed upon them. From an inevitable accident, 

their resources are diminished and their local burdens vastly increased, so that they are no longer 

available to the State as governmental agencies for all the purposes for which they were created, 

and it follows from that fact that to the extent that the requirements of such duties are in excess 

of the legal resources of the county and city-such duties must be resumed by the State, and the 

General Assembly mniust devise other methods for their performance. It is a most remarkable 

illustration of the difficulty of providing for every possible contingency by constitutional 

regulations, that certain provisions of the constitution of 1870, that were intended to restrict the 

powers of municipal corporations, and were resisted upon that ground, will be found to operate 

to relieve the county of Cook and city of Chicago of what would otherwise be intolerable 

burdens. Every part of the constitution abounds with proof that its framers regarded the 

municipal organizations of the State as mere administrative agencies, and that they intended to 

deprive them of all emergent or discretionary authority, except within very narrow limits. ]By the 

twelfth section of the ninth article of the Constitution it is provided that "No county, city, 

township; school district, or other municipal corporation shall be allowed to become indebted, in 

any manner or for any purpose, to an amount, including existing indebtedness, in the aggregate 

exceeding five per centum of the value of the taxable property therein-to be ascertained by the 

last assessment for State and county taxes.".... And by the eighth section of the same article, 

county authorities are prohibited from assessing taxes, the aggregate of which shall exceed 

seventy-five cents on the hundred dollars valuation. Then, whatever power to raise mo]ey for 

necessary public pur 456 
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Page  457 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. poses the State has denied its local or municipal 

organizations it hlas reserved to itself, to be exercised by the General Assembly. The financial 

resources of municipal and local organizations are necessarily limited to their powers to contract 

debts and to impose taxes. When these powers have been exerted to the utmost legal or possible 

limit, and are inadequate to the complete performance of their duties to the State, they must be 

relieved of such duties altogether; for the accepted construction of the constitution forbids the 

General Assembly to pay, assume to pay, or to become responsible for the debts or liabilities of; 

or in any manner give, loan, or extend its credit to or in aid of any public or other corporation or 

individual-(Sec. 20, Article 10, State Constitution). This provision of the Constitution was 

adopted for reasons well understood, and but few will doubt its policy or wisdom, and no one 

will, I apprehend, be willing to relax its stringency, or narrow its interpretation bv constructions 

however ingenious or plausible. It has been proposed to give immediate aid to the city of 

Chicago, by discharging the lien of the city upon the Illinois and Michigan canal, authorized to 

be created by the act approved February 16, 1865; and it is claimed that if the State should now 

refund to the city the amount of money secured-upon the revenues of the canal, with the interest 

thereon (which would be, in round numbers, about three millions of dollars), the city would be 

enabled to rebuild its bridges and public structures, remove the obstructions from and repair its 

streets, pay the expenses of its government, and other expenses pertaining to its own 

organization, and discharge its general duties to the State. I am not prepared to express an 

opinion upon the question: whether even that sum of money would be sufficient to supply all the 

essential wants of the city; but my impressions incline me to admit that it would; and I am 

prepared to say that while, under ordinary circumstances, influenced alone by my views of 457 

Page  458 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the proper policy to be pursued by the State, I 

would not advise the acceptance of the option secured to the State in the fiftli section of the act 

of 1865, to refund to the city the sum of two millions and a half dollars, with interest thereon. 

Under present circumstances, if the money can be raited by any satisfactory means for the 

purpose, it seems to me that it should be done. The county of Cook, alone, has heretofore 

contained nearly onesixth of the taxable property of the State, and a proportion of this, which 

falls very little short of the whole, was situated in the city of Chicago. Now, nearly one-half of 

the productive property of the city is detroyed, and its present resources are crippled; but the day 

is not distant when its walls will be rebuilt, its wealth and population not only restored but 

increased, and instead of requiring aid from the treasury of the State, it will be again its chief 

resource, and money now appropriated to meet its necessities, will be bread cast upon the waters, 

to be gathered again after not many days. But while policy as well as duty concur in support of 

the propriety of an appropriation from the State treasury, either to discharge the duties heretofore 

imposed upon the city, and which unaided it can no longer perform, and for that reason they now 

devolve directly upon the State-or to refund to the city the sum of money used by it in deepening 

the canal, and fbr which it has a lien upon the property of the State-it remains to be considered 

how the money is to be raised to meet such appropriation. Two methods have been suggested for 

the accomplishment of this object. I am informed that the amount of the taxable property, as 

reported to the Auditor, for 1871 is about five hundred millions of dollars, which is probably less 

than one-tenth of the actual cash value of all the property in the State. From that sum will 

probably be deducted fifty millions, on account of the destruction of property in the county of 

Cook. Calculating, then, upon the basis of an actual assessment of four hundred and 458 
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Page  459 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. fifty millions, the rate of taxation required to raise 

three millions of dollars is sixty-six and two-thirds cents upon the hundred dollars; and when to 

this is added the probable rate of fifty-five cents, that may be required for revenue and school 

purposes, the rate of taxation for the year 1871 will be one dollar and twentyone and two-thirds 

cents upon the hundred dollars. And I confess to a preference for this mode of raising all money 

required for public purposes. It is simple, direct, and, of all modes of raising money, it is the 

cheapest. It proposes that each generation shall discharge its own duties, and it conforms to the 

golden rule of business morality: "Pay as you go." But the demands of the city of Chicago, for 

whatever sum may be appropriated for its use, are urgent and immediate, and months may elapse 

before the proceeds of taxation can be realized, and it may be the judgment of the representatives 

of the people, that the rate of taxation that it will be necessary to impose is, under present 

circumstances, too heavy to be conveniently borne; and for some or all of these reasons, some 

other method of raising the requisite sum may be preferred. The only other mode of raising 

money that has occurred to me is that of borrowing the amount required. But it has been asked, 

with some degree of anxiety, under what clause of the present Constitution is the exercise of the 

power to contract a greater debt by the State than $250,000 to be justified? and to find a 

satisfactory answer to the question, is thought by some to be a task not altogether free from 

difficulty. The provision of the Constitution relied on by those who question the power of the 

General Assembly to borrow money (and thereby contract a debt) to a greater amount than two 

hundred and fifty thousand dollars, is found in the proviso to the eighteenth section of the fourth 

article. The language of this proviso is: "The State may, to meet casual deficits or failure in 

revenue, contract debts never to exceed in the aggregate two hundred and fifty thousand 459 

Page  460 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES dollars; and moneys thus borrowed shall be 

applied to the purpose for which they were obtained, or to pay the debt thus created, and no other 

purpose; and no other debt, except for the purpose of repelling invasion, suppressing 

insurrection, or defeuding the State in war,... shall be contracted, unless the law authorizing the 

same shall have been submitted to the people at a general election." Those who deny the power 

to contract a debt to raise money to discharge the lien on the canal insist that the amount of 

money expended by the city of Chicago to deepen the canal does not, when tested by the proviso 

of the thirtyseventh section of the third article of the Constitution of 1848, constitute a debt 

against the State, and that now to borrow money to discharge the lien of the city would be to 

create a debt in violation of the eighteenth section of the fourth article of the Constitution of 

1870; and they contend that the words employed in the section last referred to, that prohibit the 

General Assembly from contracting debts, "except for the purpose of repelling invasions, 

suppressing insurrection, or defending the State in war," are to be construed literally and strictly, 

and that their effect is to absolutely prohibit the State from contracting debts except for the very 

purposes and uinder the precise circumstances specified. It must be confessed that if those who 

thus reason are correct, the only mode that can be adopted to afford either direct or indirect aid to 

the city of Chicago, is that of direct taxation; and it is an argument in favor of the last-mentioned 

mode of raising money, that we thereby avoid the necessity of giving any other than the precise 

and literal construction to the words of the proviso that is insisted upon. But, as has often been 

suggested, with reference to other instruments, "the true construction is the only one that is 

admissible;" and a literal construction is not necessarily true, for the object of construction is to 

ascertain the sense and purpose for which the words in question were introduced -60 
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Page  461 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. into the instrument, and that sense, when 

discovered, is to be accepted; and in that sense the instrument, if a Constitution, is to be obeyed 

and enforced. I do not believe that those who insist upon confining the power of the General 

Assembly to contract debts to the precise o.ccasions of invasion, insurrection, or war, do justice 

to the purposes of the framers of the Constitution. They did intend, beyond all doubt, to deny to 

the General Assembly the power to contract debts beyond the sum of two hundred and fifty 

thousand dollars (which they have authorized it to do, substantially, at its own discretion), except 

under circumstances of extreme peril to the State. In defining the degree of peril that they 

intended should warrant the exercise by the General Assembly of the power that had been so 

much abused, they employed the strongest language; but it cannot be inferred that they intended 

that the State should be defended from invasion-that it might employ its resources to suppress an 

insurrection, or to prosecute a warbut should be powerless to resist the greatest evils, or prevent 

the most threatening dangers that might arise from any other possible cause. It seems to me that 

they intend to define the degree of urgency, rather than to express the particular occasions when 

the power in question might be employed. The firamers of the Constitution were statesmen 

familiar with the practice as well as the science of government, and well understood, from the 

examples in which history abounds, that occasions might arise in the future of the State, when 

money would be required to be raised before the people could be consulted at a general election, 

to meet other exigencies than those of actual invasion, insurrection, or war. They knew that the 

safety of a State is often imperilled by the feebleness of its Government-by its inability to 

respond to the requirements of extraordinary duties, and that dangers sometimes impend over 

States, and evils overtake them (of which the dangers and evils produced by invasions, insurrea 

461 

Page  462 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES tions, and wars are but types and examples), that 

might require that all its resources should be employed at once to prevent or remove them; and 

with that knowledge, it cannot be presumed that they intended that the State, abounding in 

wealth, should submit to an unhappy fate, or invite an invasion, excite its people to insurrection, 

or engage in a war, to find a pretext for employing its own resources to avert it. It was not the 

purpose of the framers of the Constitution to deprive the State of the power to discharge its vital 

and essential functions, as the narrow interpretation of the Constitution I am disputing 

undoubtedly does; and the circuinstances of the case of the city of Chicago, now under 

consideration, serves all the purposes of the most complete and satisfactory illustration. In that 

city, within a few hours, many millions of property was suddenly destroyed; nearly or quite one 

hundred thousand of its inhabitants deprived of food and shelter; the ordinary agencies created 

by the State were, by the same overwhelning calamity, deprived of their power and resources, 

and were helpless to feed or shelter them. The Legislature of the State was convened by the 

Governor; they find the moneys in the treasury inadequate to meet the demands upon the State, 

but its credit is practically limitless, and the means to feed and give protection to the hungry 

multitude abound on every hand. The General Assembly cannot, as is claimed, draw upon the 

resources of the State, or anticipate its revenue beyond an amount limnited-inot by the urgency 

of its duties, but by certain technical words contained in the Constitution. If this is the proper 

conclusion, and the people were not otherwise relieved, one of the conditions upon which the 

power to contract debts is said to depend, would be soon supplied, for the cravings of hunger will 

madden alny population on earth to the point of insurrection. It is to be borne in mind that the 

State of Illinois is so far independent of all other governments that it must at all times be 162 
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Page  463 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. equal to the perfect discharge of its owna 

obligations. It cannot rely upon the voluntary charities of the benevolent to feed or give shelter to 

its destitute population without at the same time ceasing to exist. It cannot and has not abdicated 

the most essential function of its existence, of raising moneys required for the discharge of its 

mnost imnportant duties, by regular modes, for the safety of all the interests of the people forbid 

it. To claim that the people of the State have locked up their property so it cannot be reached by 

constitutional methods, to be used for the most urgent purposes of government and discharge the 

highest social obligations, is not only to do injustice to their character for humanity, but to their 

intelligence and discernment; for the power to raise money to meet the great and sudden 

emergencies in the affairs of States is essential to their existence. Entertaining these views of the 

proper construction of the languag,e of the proviso of thee 18th section of the 4th Article of the 

Constitution, I feel no hesitation in recommending that if that course is deemed by the General 

Assembly most judicious, the amount necessary to meet the urgent demands upon the resources 

of the State be borrowed, and at the same time provision be made for its early and prompt 

repayment. It is proper that I should also invite the attention of the General Assembly to the 

necessity of providing by law for the reassessument of property in Cook County for State and 

county purposes, and it is probably true that some legislation will be necessary to enable the 

authorities of the city of Chicago, and of the school and other minor districts of the county, to 

enforce the collection of taxes. I am not prepared to express an opinion as to what legislation is 

necessary, but feel that my duty is discharged, though imperfectly, by commending the matter to 

your attention. There is too much reason to apprehend that the destruction of 463 

Page  464 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the public buildings and records that pertain to 

the county of Cook and the city of Chicago have resulted in producing much mischief. How far 

such anticipated mischief; losses, and inconvenienlces can be remedied by legislation, 1ust 

remain a matter of uncertainty and doubt. Invoking your sympathies for that portion of our 

people who have suffered such unexampled losses, I can only express my most earnest desire to 

co-operate with you in any proper plan that may be devised for their relief. JOHN M. PALMER. 

The members of both Houses adjourned to visit Chicago, and there saw what was needed, and 

returned to pass, with great unanimity, the following Act:"A BILL for an'Act to relieve the lien 

of the City of Chicago upon the Illinois and Michigan Canal and revenues, by refund img to said 

city the amount expended by it in making the im I)irovenient contemplated by an Act to provide 

for the comple tion of the Illinois and Michigan Canal. upon the plan adopted by the State in 

1836, approved February 16, 1865, together with the interest thereon, as authorized by section 

five of said Act, and to provide for issuing bonds therefor.' " WHEREAS the city of Chicago has 

expended a large amount of money, to wit: the sum of two and a half millions of dollars, to 

secure the completion of the Summit division of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, under and 

pursuant to the provisions of said Act, so approved February 16, A.D. 1865, and Act 

supplementary thereto; and whereas the said city has a vested lien upon the said canal, with its 

revenues, subject to any canal debt existing at the time of the passage of said Acts; and whereas 

said then existing debt due by the State has been fully paid and cancelled; and whereas the canal 

trustees have delivered to the State of Illinois possession and control of said canal; and whereas it 

is provided by section five of said Act, as follows:' The State of Illinois may, 464 
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Page  467 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. at any time, relieve this lien upon the canal and 

revenues, by refunding to the City of Chicago the amount expended in making the contemplated 

improvement and the interest thereon.' Now, therefore, "SEC. 1. Be it enacted by the People of 

the State of Illinoi8, represented in the General Assembly, That the sum of two million nine 

hundred and fifty-five thousand three hundred and forty dollars ($2,955,340) with interest 

thereon, until paid, be and the same is hereby appropriated, for the purpose of relieving the lien 

as aforesaid, being the principal expended and the interest thereon; which said sum is hereby 

refunded to said city, and when paid, said city shall execute and deliver to the State of Illinois a 

proper release of said lien to the satisfaction of the Governor; and the auditor of State, under the 

direction of the Governor, is hereby directed to draw his warrants for said sum of money and 

interest, payable only out of any moneys in the Treasury belonging to the fund hereafter 

provided, to be known as the Canal Redemption Fund.' "That for the purpose of providing said 

fund, any funds that are now or may be hereafter in the State treasury, paid in on the settlement 

of the canal commissioners with the trustees'of the Illinois and Michigan canal, as well as from 

the revenue of the canal, also all funds that are now or may hereafter be paid into the State 

treasury, known as the "Illinois Central RPailroad fund," shall be transferred by the State 

treasurer, upon the auditor's warrant drawn for that purpose, to said redemption fund; that a tax 

of one and a half mills on each dollar of the assessed value of all the taxable property of the State 

be levied as a special tax for the years 1871 and 1872, and to meet any deficit in said revenues to 

meet said appropriation, the governor, auditor, and treasurer are hereby authorized to issue bonds 

of the State of Illinois, to the amount of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars; said bonds to 

bear interest at the rate of six per 27 467 
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city of New York, and shall be paid at pleasure of the State, at ally time after three years after the 

date thereof, and shall be of such denominations as the governor may deem advisable, and be 

known as the'Revenue Deficit Bonds,' and shall be delivered to the city authorities of the city of 

Chicago, at par, as a part payment onl above appropriations: Provided, however, that not less 

than one-fifth, nor to exceed one-third of said sum so appropriated, shall be received by said city, 

and be applied in reconstructing the bridges, and the public buildings and structures destroyed by 

fire, upon the original sites thereof, as already provided by the Comrnmon Council; and the 

remainder thereof to be applied to the payment of the interest on the bonded debt of such city, 

and the maintenance of the fire and police department thereof. "WHEREAS, by reason of a great 

conflagration in the city of Chicago, the public buildings, bridges, and other public 

improvemnents have been totally destroyed, and the business of the courts is suspended, 

whereby an emergency exists as a reason why this act shall take effect before the first day of July 

next; therefore, " B2 it further enacted, That this act shall take effect and be in force from and 

after its passage." This bill having received the Governor's approval became a law, and will work 

out its measure of relief. In addition to material aid, there fell upon our ears grand, cheering 
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utterances from the pulpits, platforms, and presses of the world, which stirred again the pulses of 

charity, and gave strength and courage to a staggering people enshrouded in the smoke and 

gloom of battle and defeat. The muse of poetry thrilled to the tale of woe, and sent her sweet 

voice through the pall of grief, and woke the pride and hope of our people by her glowing and 

tender strains. Rebuking those who would attribute our disaster to God's anger against our 

special sinfulness, the poet proceeds: 168 

Page  469 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Bright, Christian capital of lakes and prairie, 

Heaven had no interest in thy scourge and scath; Thou wert the newest shrine of our religion, 

The youngest witness of our hope and faith. Not in thy embers do we rake for folly, But like a 

martyr's ashes gather thee, With chastened pride and tender melancholy, The miracle thou wast, 

and yet wilt be I Not merely in the homages of churches, Or bells of praise tolled o'er the inland 

seas,Thou glorifiedst our God and human nature. With meeter works and grander melodies, Of 

cheerful toil and willing enterprises, Of hearty faith in freedom and in man; The hoar old capitals 

looked on in wonder To see the swift strong race this stripling ran. How like the sun he rose 

above the marshes, And built the world beneath his airy feet, And changed the course of 

immemorial rivers, And tapped the lakes for water cool and sweet. How skilfully the golden 

grain transmuted To birds of sail and meteors of spark, And, like another Noah, bade creation 

March in the teeming mazes of his ark. Yet in his power, most fi-ank and democratic, He roused 

no envious witness of his joy. And in the stature of the Prince and hero We saw the laughing 

dimples of a boy. Still wise and apt among the oldest merchants, His young example steered the 

wary mart, And amplest credit poured its gold around him, And trade imperial gave scope for art. 

His architectures passed all heathen splendor, The immigrating Goth drew wondering near; To 

see his shafts and arches tall and slender Branch o'er the new homes of this pioneer. t69 
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In vastness equal and in style as pure, The merchants' markets like a palace gilded, With marble 

walls and deep entablature. His twoscore bridges swinging on their pivots, The long and laden 

line of vessels sped, While he, impatient, marched beneath the sluices His hosts, like Cyrus, in 

the river's bed. Then, when all weak predictions proved but scandal, And the wild marshes grew 

a sovereign's home, A dozing cow o'erset an urchin's candle, Once more a fool fired the Ephesian 

dome. The artless winds that blew o'er plains of cattle, And cooled the corn through all the 

summer days, Plunged like wild steeds in pastime or in battle, Straight in the blinding brightness 

of the breeze. And down fell bridge, and parapet, and lintel, The blazing barks went drifting one 

by one, The mighty city wrapped its head in splendor, And sank into the waters like a sun I 

CHAPTER XXXI. How did our people accept this widespread sympathy, and its godlike 

manifestation? It was a surprise as great as the conflagration. We scarcely believed it possible 

that our calamity could take such hold upon the universal heart of the race. And as the stream 

kept swelling till millions had been provided, and all inimediate wants were supplied, and 

something was left for the stern winter's trials, our wonder grew. We were humbled by the 

spectacle. We knew not our losses, but we felt buoyant with tile consciousness that the whole 

world felt our loss to be its own, t7o 

Page  471 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. and was rallying to succor and save from crushing 

oveithrow. The primitive fraternity seemed to be revived, which is described in the Acts of the 

Apostles, when "no man said that aught that he possessed was his own, but they had all things 
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common." WVrecked by a surging ocean of flame, with peril overhung every hour, we heard a 

cheering voice sounding through the gloom, and our hearts bounded like the hearts of mariners 

ready to perish, when a sail is discerned upon the waters bearing down towards them. "There are 

men among us who have lost their all, who have seen the labors, the plans, the hopes of a 

lifetime annihilated in a moment, who have stood unmoved amidst universal desolation, and who 

have witnessed all with tearless composure, and yet whose eyes have been often splashed with 

the spray of tears as they read of the unanimity, the cordiality, the lavish generosity with which 

people everywhere have contributed to our relief. Oftener from among these ghastly walls and 

smoking desolation has there been heard a fervent "God bless our sympathizers!" than a "God 

pity our sufferings!" Men who had not shed a tear till then, shook with uncontrollable emotion 

and wept for joy. The gratitude was equal to the charity, if such an equalization were possible. 

We began to realize how intimately the interests of Chicago were bound up with those of the 

whole country and the world. We were brothers in distress. The feelings of her citizens were well 

expressed in the Trib6ne, which said: "Amid the general gloom, the public distress, and the wide 

spread wreck of private property, the heart of the most impoverished man is warmed and 

lightened by the universal sympathy and aid of his fellow-countrymen. There were cities that 

looked upon Chicago as a rival. Hier unexampled success had provoked hostility,-amounting at 

times to bitterness. In the ranks of municipalities Chicago stood pre-eminent, and that eminence 

had 471 
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natured jea, lousies, of her supposed rivals. But the fire ended all this. HIardly had the news 

reached those cities before our sorrows were made theirs. The noble-hearted people did not wait 

for details; they suspended all other business, each man giving of his money and his property to 

be sent to Chicago. Before the fire had ceased its ravages, trains laden with supplies of food and 

clothing had actually reached the city. St. Louis and Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Detroit, Pittsburgh, 

and Louisville were active, even while the fire was burning, in providing for the relief of 

devastated Chicago. Every semblance of rivalry had disappeared. Not an ungenerous or selfish 

thought was uttered-everywhere the great brotherhood of man was vindicated, and our loss was 

made the loss of the nation. "In the light of this experience, how absurd are the criminations and 

controversies of men. The hospitality and humanity of those in our city who have retained their 

homes, toward their less fortunate neighbors, though marked by every feature of unselfish 

charity, has failed even to equal the zealous efforts and generous actions of the people of the 

country, who have laid aside all other business to feed the hiungry, clothe the lnakled, and give 

shelter to the roofless of Chicago. "The national sympathy for us in our distress has shown that in 

the presence of human suffering there are no geographical lines, no sectional boundaries, no 

distinction of politics or creeds. The Samaritans have outlived the Levites, and there has been no 

such thing as passing by on the other side. The wine and oil have been distributed with a lavish 

hand, and the moneys have been deposited to pay for the lodging of the bruised and homeless. 

"Words fail to express the grateful feelings of our people. Men who braved the perils of the 

dreadful Monday, who witnessed the destrucetion of all their wordly goods, and who with 472 
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dr.Ting the awful destruction, and bravely endured it all, could not restrain the swelling heart or 

grateful tears when they read what the noble people of the country had done for Chicago; how 

the rich and the poor, whites and blacks, all-men, women, and children-had done something to 
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alleviate the distress and mitigate the suffering of fellow-beings in far-off Chicago. Jiow true is it 

that' one touch of pity makes the whole world kin.' In some cities the contributions have 

exceeded an average of a dollar for each member of the population, and in the abundance that 

has been given unto us the aggregate is largely made up from the prompt offerings of the humble 

and the poor as well as of the rich. Future statisticians may compute in tabular array the 

commercial value of the donations to Chicago; but only in the volume of the recording angel will 

be known the inestimable blessings of that merciful, generous, humane charity which this 

calamity has kindled in the hearts of the whole American people. " In due time there will be a 

formal and complete acknowledgnient of donations, public and private; but in the mean time let 

the nation rejoice that underneath all the conflicts in which men are forever engrossed there is a 

latent sparkl of universal brotherhood, which needs but the occasion to develop into the most 

genial warmth. Property may be lost, wealth may be obliterated; but that people must be great 

who have hearts in which charity for human suffering cannot be stifled in any event." It was felt 

to be a most appropriate recognition of God, and His mercy, and of the goodness of our fellow-

men to us, when the following proclamation appeared: "In view of the recent appalling public 

calamity, the undersigned, Mayor of Chicago, hereby earnestly recommends that all the 

inhabitants of this city do observe Sunday, October 29, as a special day of humiliation and 

prayer; of humiliation for those past offences against Almighty God, to which these severe afflie 

4,79 
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of prayer for the relief and comfort of the suffering thousands in our midst: for the restoration of 

our material prosperity, especially for oul lasting improvement as a people in reverence and 

obedience to God. Nor should we ever, amidst our losses and sorrows, forget to render thanks to 

I-timn for the arrest of the devouring fires in time to save so many homes, and for the 

unexampled sympathy and aid which has flowed in upon us from every quarter of our land, and 

even from beyond the seas. "Given under my hand this 20th day of October, 1871. "R. B. 

MAsON, Mayor." The day was generally observed and the churches were filled. The writer 

preached on a theme appropriate to the former part of the proclamation in the morning, and in the 

evening on Good Deeds, to be Held in Everlasting Remembrance. J[at. 26:13. "Verily I say unto 

you, wheresoever this Gospel shall be preached in the whole world, there shall also this that this 

woman hath done be told for a memorial of her." This prophecy and command illustrate the 

divineness of our blessed Lord, because He predicts the world-wide spread of His Gospel, and 

stakes his reputation upon it; and because I-e exhibits so delicate and perfect an appreciation of 

the generous care which this woman offers Him. The event has justified His grand prophecy, for 

the aroma of that noble woman's name has spread throughout the world. The recognition of her 

offering by the Saviour, and His award of praise, have given us an example which is equivalent 

to a rule, that we should treasure in griateful remembrance, and also commemorate the good 

deeds of our fellow-creatuLres. He has also further said, "And whosoever shall give to drink unto 

one of these little ones a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you 

he shall in no wise 474 
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people, however common and simple the deed of mercy, bestowed in the spirit of Christian love, 

shall be rewarded by Him. Possibly there may be some intimation of that Great Day when Christ 

shall judge men according to their doings, and confer eternal honor on the workers of mercy, 
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saying, " Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of these My brethren, ye did it unto Me. " 

We read, also, that the works of the blessed dead do follow them, accompanying them into the 

very presence of God to speak for them and claim the reward. The Bible itself, God's own Word, 

is a history and memorial of some of the best actions ever performed among men. It is therefore 

godlike to remember and to celebrate good deeds, especially when we ourselves are the objects 

of beneficence. Ingratitude is the foulest, basest of sins; gratitude the fruit of a noble nature. It is 

most becoming in us, who have been recipients of the clharity of the world, to manifest our 

appreciation, to dwell upon the benevolence, to magnify the bounty, to love the donors, and 

glorify IIim who is the Great Author of all good in man and the universe. 1. Let us notice the 

spontaneous overflow of sympathy and beneficence. Scarcely had the tidings gone forth to the 

surrounding country, and the extent of the evil become known, when we heard that car-loads of 

cooked provisions were on the way to our city; that women sat up all night preparing food for 

our homeless thousands; that the d6po6ts were full of supplies; that distant cities were filling 

their trains with necessary articles for our comfort; that corporations and communities were 

raising moneys for our relief; that England was moving to our rescue, and Germany, and all 

Christendom, indeed, had been touched, and the lines of communication were given up to the 

Chicago relief-work. Never in history was there a calamity so great and sudden, and never an 

uprising of mankind so gene 475 
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as the crys tal flood from the mountain-spring, gracious as the perfume from the flowers, cattle 

all the sympathy and all the help we could possibly receive and use. 2. We may dwell upon the 

magnitude of the world's charity toward our suffering people. Whatever we had need of poured 

in upon us without measure, and the quality was unexceptionable. The poor never lived so well 

as during the first few days after the fire; at least we may reasonably suppose that they seldom 

had bread so white, biscuit so light, ham so sweet, preserves so rich, and everything eatable in 

such abundance. The munificence of the people at large provided all that heart could wish of 

food, bedding, clothing, and household furniture. The railways were taxed to their utmost 

capacity, the churches were filled with material, and all the depots of supplies testified to the 

magnanimity of the American public. Immense contributions of money followed upon the heels 

of these gifts for immediate use. God opened wide men's hearts and unclasped their purses in our 

behalf. Across the water our necessities appealed to the generosity of foreigners and strangers, so 

that quantities of money will flow to our relief from lands beyond the sea. Churches gave, after 

the general fund was raised in popular assemblies, their collections, and gathered their boxes and 

bundles, much of which will be privately disbursed to the actually needy in the various Christian 

congregations. Farmers and merchants came in to open their houses to the homeless, and doors 

everywhere stood wide to welcome those suddenly left without a roof. Instances might be named 

and incidents given of the most interesting nature, all of which reveal a humanity and 

philanthropy which shed glory upon the age, and show the power of Christianity upon the world. 

"For this is the Lord's doings, and it is marvellous in our eyes." Hie has made all this overflowing 

beneficence possible, and lo hIim be the glory! Our thanks must be given 476 
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these times of distress. They have done everything in their power to mitigate and relieve the 

horrors and evils of our situation. We must not say, henceforth, that corporations have no souls. 

Our own citi zens have shown a magnanimnity worthy of all praise, in opening the churches to 
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the homeless, distributing with what care they could exercise in the press of need the public 

bounty, offering hospitality and sympathy to the sufferers, to their own discomfort, 

inconvenience, and loss; cheering and helping one another by brave words, kindly offices, and 

lenient treatment, insomuch that there never was such a calamity accompanied by less actual 

suffering, or followed by such ample relief. The immensity of the loss was met by prompt and 

efficient assistance, unexpected and unparalleled in history. The offers of pecuniary aid to men 

crippled in business were on the largest scale, as if men rose to the height of the emergency, 

under the inspiration of the Almighty. The Alabaster box was full of costly ointment, and when it 

was broken upon us, the fragrance filled the world, and will perfume the age. Its sweetness ought 

to possess mankind with a sense of brotherhood and draw them into closer fellowship. It is here 

most fit to mention the boundless charity of cities heretofore our rivals; instantaneous and 

magnificent was their response to our deplorable need, and never can we cherish anything but 

gratitude to their warm-hearted, generous people. All feelings of bitter rivalry must die and 

perish forever, and only a lofty emulation characterize our mutual endeavors. Let the memory of 

their good deeds live in our hearts, and be transmitted as a precious inheritance to our children 

and the generations that follow. The considerate action of our Governor and Legislature deserves 

from us a particular recognition, and must knit our people more closely to the mass of our 

fellow-citizens in other sections of the commonwealth. And doubtless the magnitude 477 
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never be known until the Books are opened at the great Day of Accounts. Nor can our gratitude 

and thanks be too comprehensive and deep, too constant and fresh, towards our Heavenly Father, 

and those whom hlis grace prompted to unexampled works of mercy. 3. Now, again, to heighten 

our conception of obligation, we must reflect from what possible evils we were saved by the 

spontaneous and magnanimous action of the American people and the civilized world. The 

scenes of Sunday and Monday, during the conflagration, were often of such revolting depravity 

as to remind us that a portion of our population were fiends incarnate, or beasts in human form. 

The dregs of a great city contain elements of destruction that rise to the surface when any storm 

or convulsion shakes it. Nothing is then safe from their raging frenzy. The helpless community 

become their prey; and they especially attack the better classes, because from them they expect 

plunder, and their envy of the more fortunate satiates itself in their ruin and distress. Besides, 

when disaster is abroad, and riots occur, a demoniac passion for devastation seizes on the 

ignorant and excitable, and they assist the elements in their fatal sweep. When law and its 

restraints are thrown off suddenly, it is like unchaining and unloosing a menagerie of wild 

animals and serpents. This is not too much to affirm; because history confirms the statement, and 

shows bad men the worst at the very time when they should be most gentle, considerate, and 

kind. People without roofs, or raiment, or food, would not long brook the sight of comfortable 

homes and abundant supplies, without forcibly compelling a division. We shudder to think what 

might have been, without the ample bounty of which we were recipients. And again also the 

suffering that would have occurred but for this speedy and gigantic provision for all the homeless 

:78 
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dealt out the food needful to prevent starvation; nor would it have been in our power to furnish 

money and clothing, bedding and furniture; abject poverty would have overtaken and swallowed 

us all down into a gulf of hopeless misery; famine and death would have held sway over this 
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proud metropolis. If we have thus far happily escaped, and feel measurably secure, let us praise 

God, for this unstinted liberality, and all the blessings it has insured us,-especially deliverance 

from dangers of unseen horror and magnitude. 4. Again, let us hold in grateful remembrance 

what has been done for our relief, that we may act worthily before our benefactors. It would be a 

shame for us to be avaricious and narrow, from this time forth. "Freely ye have received, freely 

give." The world expects every man to do his duty in this emergency. Cowardice or meanness 

now and henceforth must appear doubly degrading and despicable in a citizen of this city. " I will 

live so they shall remember me For deeds of such Divine beneficence As rivers have, that teach 

men what is good By blessing them." There are some persons, who sit down and fold their hands 

in idleness, eating the bread of charity till such time as it shall cease to be given out. They are an 

excrescence upon society, a burning disgrace to humanity; such men discourage benevolence, 

and thus curse the deserving. Any one who in any manner imitates them, must share their deep 

damnation.. This, also, is no time for despondency, but rather for heroic action, in view of a 

helping world, whose aid cheers us to greater exertions than ever, and lays us under solemn 

obligations to prove our manhood. And it is one of the best things in life, that "a man's life 

consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth." The poor are happy, they are 

often great; their deeds 47S 
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sin; and if we were to take a survey of history, it would be found that, what men have nobly 

done, not what they have gotten for themselves, makes them remembered as a blessing to the 

world. Never mind whether you succeed ill hoarding again, or in regaining your former position. 

Do not fall down in the dust and cry, or hesitate to do your duty, because all is swept down to 

ashes, and flung to the winds in smoke. " Nay, never falter; no great deed is done By followers 

who ask for certainty; No good is certain, but the steadfast mind, The undivided will to seek the 

good. * *.* * The greatest gift the hero leaves his race Is to have been a hero. Say we fail! We 

feed the high tradition of the world." Our names will brighten the list of those who have suffered 

patiently, toiled manfully, and sought, through misfortune and trial, a higher and better destiny. I 

have sometimes dreamed of the days of old, when our fathers were alike pool' and struggling, 

and had little time for frivolous amusements. They were happier and truer then than people are 

now. And if there is any life that seems to me loathsome and detestable, it is that of the mass of 

the population of great towns. The very high are all gayety, fashion, folly, and luxurious vanity; 

the very low are given over to cheap amusements, vile pleasures, and empty nothing. The large 

middling class are industrious, earnest, useful persons, who form the balance-wheel of the 

machinery, the conservative element in society. Reduced as we are to a level, and brought back 

to first principles, we must humbly confess our indebtedness to our generous helpers, and order 

our future to please the Great Giver, and to honor those who have saved us from total wreck. 

Piety, prudence, industry, charity, I80 
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will form the best memorial we can raise to the remembrance of the world's great beneficence. 5. 

Finally; the offering of that precious ointment was love's gift to Jesus Christ; and the Christianity 

of the Bible made men's hearts so tender, that when our calamity smote upon them, they broke 

and gave forth the generous offering, whose odor smells sweet in our nostrils. Christian brethren, 

be it ours to promote this same holy, humane religion, of which we have been made to partake, 

and whose fruits in a thousand ways we enjoy, and shall enjoy forever. We seem to labor 
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sometimes in vain. But by patient kindness, bold persistence, and earnest fidelity, we make 

impressions which affect the deepest elements of society, and mould the public mind. We must 

be true and energetic; and the ever present recollection of Jesus' love in dying for us, and of his 

latest exhibition of the influence of IIis example and spirit upon the race, will especially spur us 

to new exertions, inspire constancy and zeal, and enable us to give a good account to Him, and to 

Christendom, of the stewardship with which we are entrusted. As Mary was reproached for her 

beneficence, as Christ was crucified for his mission of love, we shall not find the path of 

benevolence one of flowers. We shall meet opposition and many a rebuff; but looking unto 

Jesus, let us go forward doing with our might whatever our hands find to do, and HIis 

recognition and approbation shall be our exceeding great reward; for no well-doing shall fail of 

His well-done. Amen! Most happy are we to bear testimony that the sentiments of this discourse 

accord with those of the people at large. And while there may be difference of views respecting 

the administration of affairs and the disbursement of funds, there is a unanimity of gratitude. 

This variance of opinions, and occasional asperity of temper concerning the disposition (if 

moneys and supplies, arises from the extreme generosity and eagerness of some, 481 
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practical wisdom of those actually at the helin. Men of power and men of benevolence are 

guiding the relief work, and the people will yet admire the tact, courage, and self-sacrifice of 

these men. With the supplemental offices of the good Samaritans in private life, and individual 

local societies, there will be no great amount of suffering, unless the winter should be unusually 

long and rigorous. It is gratifying to know that the people who have aided, are satisfied with the 

manner in which their bounty has been bestowed. We enjoy the ring of the following paragraph 

from a city paper, where the gifts have mounted up into the millions: "No clear-sighted observer 

can have read the record of the weeks first following the great Western calamity without feeling 

that the effect of the great outburst of sympathy for the outcasts of Chicago has been most 

wholesome and elevating upon the national temper. We had all begun to look at human nature 

too much through the medium of Tammany thefts, Ku-Klux Klans, and trials for adultery and 

murder. They had almost put out of our sight the actual framework of social and domestic life, its 

silent modesties, and pure affections, and the myriad unselfish ties which in real life bind men 

together. Only such a disaster as that of Chicago could call this hidden ground of humanity to 

light in its most generous work. The country has had her moments of justifiable pride before 

now, in the display of her strength, or wealth, or success of arms; but she was never so great as 

when in the spirit of her Master she went into the highways and byways and compelled the 

homeless and destitute to come into her royal feast-be warmed and clothed and fed. It will need 

many years of squabbles and thefts and international jealousies to blot out this glimpse of the 

substratum of manliness and kindliness in ordinary human nature, or to make us forget how from 

every nation came the quick response when the great city sat in ashes, and cried aloud, like 

Job,'My bone cleaveth to 482 
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Page  485 IN CHICAGOO AND TE WEST. my skin and my flesh. Have pity on me, O ye my 

friends, for the hand of God hath touched me."' We close this division of our subject with regret, 

because so much is left unsaid of necessity, and here we leave a theme of the sweetest and most 

absorbing interest. If to give is more blessed than to receive, then indeed has there been a wave 

of joy rolling over the great human soul; and the experience of this century shall be illumined by 

a light above the flames of Chicago's burning. As they paled before the sun, so has our gloom 

fled from the sunburst of a world's beneficence. In the language of Tiny Tim, in Dickens' 

Christmas Carol, "God bless you every one! " "Yet, from the grave Chicago's wondrous spirit 

Comes forth all brightness, o'er the darkened town, To say again: "Lo! I am with you, brethren; 

With all my thorns, I wear my civic crown." "To die is sweet embalmed in your compassion; 

Your oil and wine make life in every rent. Oh I let me lean a little while upon you, And walk to 

strength in your encouragement' 28 485 
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Chicago's been burnt down in timber to-day, Chicago'1 be built up in marble to-morrow; 

Chicago has capital losses to pay, Or Chicago has credit her losses to borrow. No fabulous 

Phoenix, with flames circled thick, Give us henceforth, as swift resurrection's imago: In its stead 

paint up, heralds, an Illinois Chick, With the legend in gold letters tacked to it-" Ago." For this 

Illinois Chick, from her circlet of flame, Looks calmly and coolly, victorious o'er ruin, And this 

word has a right to, in more than in name, For Ago's " I do," and Chicago is doing. -PUNCIEL 

THE reputation of this city for boasting was such that people always allowed a margin for 

exaggeration in statements made by our citizens. It was usual to observe an air of incredulity 

upon the countenances of those who listened, when Chicagoans told of their exploits and 

advances. Yet underneath all this apparent doubt, and mingled with this idea of vaunting, there 

was a growing sense of the amazing energy of the western people. Other cities in the same region 

reproached one another with want of enterprise and spirit, and pointed hither for an example of 

what was needed to give them equal or greater prosperity. The world, too, had begun to realize 

that the Young Giant was a power in A86 

Page  487 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. the realm of commerce and of al] activity. A lady 

said of her own great city, "If we had been burnt out as you has e, our people would have sat 

down with folded hands and made no effort to recover. Or if they had done anything, they would 

have waited till spring before they commenced." A St. Louis party tried to induce a friend on his 

way to Chicago, the day after the fire, to wait a little for them. "No," said he, "those fellows will 

have it all built up in less than twenty-four hours, and I want to see the ruins." And on he went. 

This revealed the real reputation of the city among those who knew, in the clash of contest for 

trade, the stuff of which our merchants were made. The London Spectator, looking at Chicago 

after the fire, speculates in an interesting way on the elastic energy displayed by business men: 

Not a little of the surpassing energy and spirit displayed by individuals after the fire may be 

traced to the absence of that appreciation of the weight of circumstances which, like his liability 

to the laws, presses so heavily upon the Englishman. Mr. Joseph Medill, for example, is one of 

the proprietors of the Chicago Trib?rne. It was thought that the Tribune office, a huge block of 

marble, might resist the fire; the neighboring journalists sent in their presses, and the staff 

seemed to have waited for the flames as they would for an enemy's attack. Despite the strength 

of the building, however, the flames "licked in," and Mr. Joseph Medill walked out, to purchase 

there and then a store at some distance, and a couple of machines, with which, before his old 
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office had grown cold, he was circulating Tribunes to the public. It is impossible not to admire 

such energy, and impossible not to suspect that one source of it was indifference; that Mr. Medill 

did not really care, as an Englishman would have done; that his heart was not choking, or his 

brain bursting with a sense of defeat and pain, as an Englishman's would have been. There is 

something of " Nhat does it signify?" in it all, as there is in the Mayor's 487 

Page  488 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES vigorous and benevolent leap through the laws. A 

nerclhant hurrying back to Chicago to see what had become of house and home, is said to have 

met a friend and asked him of their fate. " Hlouse burned, wife safe at our father's, papers all 

right," was the reply, whereupon the merchant remarked, "Well, when a man has his wife and his 

papers, what more does he want?" "Heroic stoicism," says the listener, and there is heroism, and 

stoicism too, in the speech; and so also there is indifference, easiness, fluidity of feeling on 

points which would have touched an Englishman very deeply. The American cared about his 

wife and about his papers, but about his house and its associations, and their sudden 

disappearance out of his life, hlie did not care at all Even the burnt-out multitude seemed after 

the first shock to have turned to work again with an ease which is in itself admirable, but which 

would, we suspect, be impossible if the chances of life weighed there as they do here. Life, as 

well as the law, presses more lightly across the Atlantic, and men struck by misfortune turn to 

work again, not with the dogged resolution of the Englishmian, not by a supreme effort of the 

will, but with a light elasticity and heartiness which resemble frivolity, even while they have 

with frivolity nothing in common. It would be a benefit to mankind to ascertain, if only such 

ascertaining were possible, how far this elasticity is due to American institutions. If it is due to 

them, that would be the best argument ever advanced in their favor, one object at least of human 

institutions being human happiness, and there is something to be said for American theories on 

the subject. The American social system is a result, in part, at all events, of the American 

political system; and its tendency is to lighten life by increasing sympathy, and diminishing that 

sense of isolation which so greatly intensifies the impression of any calamity, and which is, we 

suspect, one of the greatest causes of the depressed tone visible in English life. But we believe 

that a much stronger 488 

Page  489 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. cause is one with which institutions have very little 

to do, the visible presence of innumerable chances in life, the sight, as it were, of endless 

potential wealth besides that which has been destroyed. A great English peer is not very 

heavyhearted if one of his houses is burnt down and no life is lost, and that is very much the 

American feeling about a similar calamity. The house he lives in is only one of his houses. iHe 

has no other just at present, but he will have, and in that certainty he loses the sense of the 

irreparable character of any loss not involving a human life. Prosperity is sure to come back to 

Chicago, or if not, then to Milwaukee, and Milwaukee will do just as well as Chicago; and the 

American, as certain of that as he is of to-morrow's sun, feels misfortune not as a wound, but as a 

grain of sand in his eyes, annoying, no doubt, but sure to be out in a minute. It is not the present 

men really fear, but the future; and to the American, taught from childhood to appreciate the vast 

and certain rever sions which belong to him, the future is always pleasant, and life therefore 

never without light. The burning of his house or of his city matters no more to him than the 

wearing out of his furniture to the English rich man; hlie has only to get some more. If his 

chleque-book is right, all is right; and to Joseph Medill his paper is his cheque-book, and the 

grand office old furniture soon to be replaced. Americans have not developed a new strength, 
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they only exert the strength they have through a lighter medium. The London Times closed an 

article with these words: "When Mr. Cobden complained that English school-boys were taught 

all about a trumpery Attic stream called the Ilissus, but nothing of Chicago, it should have been 

remembered in fairness that at that time Chicago had hardly existed long enough to be known by 

any but merchants. It will now not soon be forgotten. We may be confident, however, that the 

natural resources of the place and the native energy of the Americans, will more than repeat the 

marvels of the original development of the city. 489 

Page  490 HISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRE3 The novelty and rapid growth of American 

civilization iender the people far more indifferent to such calamities than dwellers in older 

countries who are conscious that their possessions are the accunmulation of centuries. At the 

same time with the news of the fire the telegraph informed us that its mercantile effects were 

already being discounted in New York, and we have no doubt there are numbers of enterprising 

speculators who see their way to fortune through the speedy reconstruction of the city. The most 

cordial sympathy will be felt in this country with individual sufferers, and we can only wish the 

great mercantile community of the West the prompt recovery which their energy deserves." The 

Daily Telegraph, in a characteristic article, says: It is idle to suppose that such a city is destined 

to become a Tadmor in the wilderness, or to sink into the chronic decadence of Sebastopol after 

the bombardment. " Resurgam" might be written upon every brick of the burned-up houses of 

Chicago. It will rise again, and with a vengeance. Luckily no venerable cathedrals, no historic 

palaces, no monuments of art, no hoary relics of antiquity, have perished in the colossal fire. 

Chicago has blazed away with the rapidity of lace curtains, or of ornainments in a drawing-room 

grate. The articles were handsome and expensive, but they can be replaced. To repair the injury 

done, all that is wanted is a certain amount of resources, energy, and pluck; and in pluck, energy, 

and resources the American people will never be bankrupt. The London Daily News has a two-

column editorial on the fire, in which it says: "Nowhere in the world-not in Manchester, not in 

London, not in New York were busier streets to be found. A river, hardly better than the Irwell, 

flowing through part of the business quarter of the city, and spanned by innumerable 

drawbridges, did, indeed, make hideous some of the city scenes, which showed like an 

uproarious Rotterdam or a great commercial Konigsberg 490 

Page  491 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. But the streets of shops and banks and theatres and 

hotels might stand a rivalry with those f any city in the world. Enormnoue piles of warehouses, 

with handsome and costly fronts; huge 'stores,' compared with which Schoolbred's or Tarn's 

seem dimin. utive, hotels as large as the Langham or the Louvre; bookshops which are 

unsurpassed in London or Paris; and theatres where Christine Nilsson found a fortune awaiting 

her such as the Old World could not offer-such were the principal features of that wonderful 

quarter which has just been reduced to ashes. Nor was Chicago wholly given up to business. Hier 

avenues of private residences were-some, we trust, still are-as beautiful as any city can show. 

Michigan avenue and Wabash avenue were the streets where her merchant-princes lived; and 

there is nothing to be seen in Paris, London or iNew York to surpass either avenue in situation or 

in beauty. Michigan avenue is a sort of Piccadilly, with a lake instead of a park under its 

drawing-room windows The other great avenue was distinguished from almost any street of the 

kind in Europe or the United States by the variety of its architecture. Mr. Ruskin himself might 

have acknowledged that in this civilized and modern street, at least, the curse of monotony did 

not prevail, and the yoke of the Italian style was not accepted. Let it be added that Chicago, 
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having the advantage of newness, and the warning of all the world before her, had but few 

narrow streets and lanes. The thorougfares were, as a rule, nearly al] of the same width. The 

inexperienced traveller often found himselt sadly perplexed as he wandered through a city of 

broad white streets, each looking just like another, and any one seeming as well entitled as its 

neighbor to claim the leadership in business or fashion. "Chicago will not remain in her ruins as 

an ancient city might have done. Already in the thick of all the wreck and misery we may be sure 

that active and undaunted minds are planning the reconstruction of many a gutted and blackened 

building, the 491 

Page  492 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES restoration of many shattered fortunes. It is only 

a few years since the city of Portland, in Maine, was destroyed by fire; and the traveller to-day 

sees there a new, busy, and solid town, where the story of the conflagration has already become a 

tradition. The people of Illinois are still more energetic and fertile of expedient than the people of 

Maine, and they will not long leave the city, which was their pride, to lie in her smouldering 

ruins. The claims which Chicago used at one time to urge for the transference of the national 

Capital to the shore of her lake are, indeed, put out of court for the present; and her rival, St. 

Louis, will, for some time to come, have the advantage of her in the race for commerce, wealth, 

and population. But the city whose rate of growth distanced that of any other on the earth, will 

not be long in recoveriilng, the effects even of the present calamity. So much at least of 

consolation may be found. Before the widows and orphans, whom this catastrophe bereaves, 

shall have put aside the robes of mourning, Chicago will be rising from her ruins, perhaps more 

magnificent than ever. Her restoration, we may feel assured, will be in keeping with the 

marvellous rapidity of her rise, and the awful suddenness of her fall." While these generous 

words were heard from across the water, and we knew what men really thought of us, like one 

who leads his own obituaries, there was no lack of similar expressions fiomn our fellow-citizens. 

The language of the New York Tribune was: Chicago may be taken as a fair type of American 

material energy. We are proud to claitm her as a representative city, so f~,r as vigor, boldness, 

self-poise, industry, and far-reaching enterprise are the characteristics of the American Republic. 

The destruction of three hundred millions of substantial property is a lamentable disaster; and we 

shudder at the statement that hundreds of human lives went out with agony in the midst of the 

fiery furnace; but the indomitable energy of the great 492 
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representative city in the nation, so it shares in all the recuperative qualities of the Republic. The 

city which has been laid waste was not alone that of the three hundred thousand people who 

inhabited it; it was the city of many nmighty States whose messages of cheer and trains of relief 

are this moment speeding to it from every quarter of the Republic. A nation that has survived a 

great rebellion, and has grown stronger and mightier in the work of replacing the wreck of a four 

years' war, has an interest in rebuilding Chicago, and in making it stronger, nobler, and more 

admirable than before. Thoug,h this is a great calamity to the City of Chicago and to the whole 

country, we shall doubtless be surprised to see how soon both city and country will recover from 

it. The elasticity of a community which built a city by the Lake within the limits of a brief 

lifetime, raised its foundations again and again fiom the morass, drove a tunnel under Lake 

Michigan, and turned the course of a river against its natural flow, will be equal to even the 

present emergency. There will be no panic, but the audacious and cheery confidence of the 

people-not of Chicago alone, but of the United States-will sustain the enormous burden; and 
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mutual forbearance, help, and co-operation will tide over the disaster. Already there are 

comfortable indications that the Insurance Companies will weather the sudden storm; and that 

the two hundred millions of dollars which are represented in the risks in Chicago may be 

forthcoming when the recovering city shall demand this prudent provision. For a time, of course, 

trade will suffer, and the multitudinous interests inwrought with the prosperity of Chicago will 

languish. Rival cities will divide among themselves much of the business which Chicago has 

heretofore absorbed. Then the St. Louis Democrat, a few weeks after the fire, thus recognized the 

recuperative force of the smitten Giant of theWest 493 

Page  494 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES The funeral sermon over the remains of Chlicago 

mrnay be post poned for the present, owing to unmistakable signs of animation on the part of the 

corpse. If dead, she yet speaketh, and that, too, in the loudest and most understandable Saxon. 

Through the columns of her leading newspapers she tells the great Nortliwest-and is careful to 

make herself heard in bailiwicks which nature and art seem to have set apart for St. Louis-that 

her merchants are ready with larger stocks of goods than ever before, and that they are prepared 

to sell cheaper and deal more justly with the general public than any other city, especially St. 

Louis. All this is done at a cost to the merchants and a gain to the newspapers of many thousand 

dollars per diem. The merchants of Chicago have a lively faith in the efficacy of printer's ink. 

They recognize it as an unquestionable truth that the long, columns of advertisements, for which 

they have so liberally paid, have had more to do in giving to Chicas.o her proud commercial 

position than any other instrumentality whatever; and, so believing, they make the investment 

with a cheerfulness which sometimes quite overpowers the facilities of the newspapers. In 

Chicago the advertising merchant is the rule; in St. Louis he is the exception. Up in that big city 

on the Lake the merchant has read and believes what Thomas Jefferson once said of the 

Richmond EJzuirer, when it was published by his friend Ritchie-that a man who put down a 

newspaper without reading the advertisements often missed the best part of it. And so they do 

not coincide with their wiser brethren of St. Louis, who seem to think that men's wives are more 

interested in police items than in discovering where they can find the cheapest and best silks and 

shawls, and other indispensables of the female form divine. They never made a greater mistake 

in their lives. Bless their unsophisticated souls, let them follow the female eye as it traverses to-

day's IDemocrat. First, marriages and deaths-with a smile for the first and a tear for the last; then 

the latest fashion notes; then an 494 
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careful scrutiny of the advertising columns, to see who has the largest and best stock for to-

morrow's shopping. Tlte country merchant living near Cincinnati, Terre Haute, Indianapolis, or 

other point within trading distance, reads the market reports first, and then turns to the 

advertising columns to see from whom he can get what he wants. If he can find more information 

on this subject in the Chicago papers than in the St. Louis papers, he will be very apt to patronize 

Chicago merchants in preference to those of St. Louis. Chicago understands this and acts upon it. 

Her business-men keep themselves before the people in flaming capi tals on the first page of her 

newspapers. In all this, we discover a sidewise blow at the dilatoriness of the citizens of the rival 

metropolis, the Queen of the Rivers. A gentle rebuke was administered, here and there, to those 

who looked chiefly on the retributive aspects of the calamity, and recalled the peculiar sinfulness 

of our way. As e. g. the following paragraph: People who see a Providential judgment in the 

conflagration of Chicago, have very limited knowledge of Divine economy. God helps those 
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who help themselves, and if two elements of nature-fire and wind-have torn down a mighty city, 

He who masters these elements and moves the seas and keeps the prairies fertile, has resolved 

that the city shall be rebuilt. The prophets should seek another occupation. In the next chapter we 

shall see how the kind opinions entertained concerning us were fulfilled and verified, and how 

"Chick -Ago " is " doing" according to Punch. 495' 

Page  496 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES CHAPTER XXXIII. " The street shall be built 

again, and the wall, even in troublous times." DRIEL. THOSE who have kept the thread of this 

story have become impressed with a sense of the perfect desolation of the scene, and conceive 

the horrors of our situation when the enemy finished his victory. The water was everywhere 

about us, yet we were destitute of the precious element. Hydrants were dry, reservoirs and 

cisterns empty, and the atmosphere still parched and the wind raging. People resorted to the Lake 

and parks with tubs, buckets, pails, pitchers, and cups, a motley array, for enough to prevent 

thirst and filth. This continued for a week and more, until the water works and machinery were 

restored. The hungry and homeless were all about us by tens of thousands. Dread wninter, a stern 

foe in our northern climate, stood near with menacing aspect. Men were in an agony, lest banks 

and all associations slihould fail, and they become totally bankrupt. Business, too, was imperilled 

and might be lost forever. It was a season of Egyptian gloom. Houses stood with furniture 

packed and doors ajar, ready for another alarm of fire. All was confusion and uncertainty. Some 

said, we must leave the city, as there can be no more to do here for years. Chicago is ruined and 

lost. But this was not by any means a general feeling, or one that received encouragement. "The 

strange people that built Chicago," as some one terms them, were not daunted by adversity; 

neither did they believe that God had any plans of destruction to execute, by which the site 

should become a desert. They accepted the situation with better grace than could have been 

expected. They did not attribute the disaster to anybody's malice. Some, indeed, said the guerillas 

have done this, and some charged it on the Mormons; but sensible people all scouted any thought 

of in 496 
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dispensation of Divine Providence, which was permitted, and occurred in accordance with well-

known laws of nature. There they left it for the time being, and turned their attention to the 

sublime charity of the hour-care for the poor-and then to the work of reconstruction. As in 

Nehemiah's day, when the fallen wall of Jerusalem was rebuilt, men worked with a weapon in 

one hand and a tool in the other; so now a part of the day was devoted to benevolence, and a part 

to recovery from commercial ruin. It was a sad but noble spectacle! The fires were not 

extinguished when some men had rented new places for the transaction of business, and 

advertised themselves as prepared for customers. Others began to clear away the debris for new 

foundations. "Already," wrote one, "from the smouldering embers, the city is gathering strength 

for a renewed career of prosperous activity." But that which was everywhere apparent in spite of 

the horrors of the scene and its sad hopelessness, was the indomitable pluck which the Chicago 

men showed, all which no losses could damp and no wretchedness subdue. "Chicago will be hard 

up for a time," said one; "but we niust try and pull through." "It will take a long time to build all 

this up again," said another. "I thought I was pretty well off yesterday," said a young man, 

cheerfully smoking a cigar; " now all I have in the world is the suit of clothes I have on." " I 

think I might have saved my law library," said a rising young lawyer, "but, by Jove! it did not 

seem the thing to do, when everybody else's property was burning up; so I picked up a few 
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papers in my office, took some volumes of Kent given me by a friend, took off my hat to my old 

books, and left them to burn." The spirit of the people is shown by the tone of the press, which 

gave no uncertain sound, but spoke confidently of the resurrec. tion in these words: 49C 

Page  498 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Whoever has permitted himself to think that the 

great calamity which has befallen Chicago would paralyze the energies of hel people, and check 

her rapid march to the commercial great ness which is her destiny, has taken but an imperfect 

measure of the character of this city and of the men who, with nature's aid, have created it. The 

men who built Chicago still live. The city was not their inheritance; it was the work of their own 

hands. What they have achieved they know they can achieve again. They have not to wait to 

consider how to begin; they are beginning. They have already taken off their coats and 

commenced the work of rebuilding Chicago. The foundation upon which they have to begin 

exists in the remaining value of the land. It is impossible, of course, to express anything more 

than opinion as to depreciation in this value which will be the result of the conflagration. A 

number of facts and circumstances combine to render it probable that no ruinous depreciation in 

prices will be witnessed. One of these is the value of insurance. If the value of good insurance 

should prove equal to one-half the aggregate loss, then the actual loss to the owners would be 

reduced fronm $150,000,000 to $75,000,000. But probably the whole amount of insurance is 

under rather than over fifty per cent. of the total loss, so that if fifty per cent. should be realized 

upon the total amount of insurance, the loss to owners would still amount to over $100,000,000. 

The indications certainly are that, upon the average, considerably more than fifty per cent. of the 

insurance will prove good; it is even hoped that seventy-five or eighty per cent. may be realized. 

Whatever the amount may be, in reducing the personal loss to owners it becomes an element of 

strength in the value of the land. The land value is still more strengthened by the existing city 

improvements; the sewers, the water and gas mains, the pave ments, etc. Twenty years ago none 

of these necessaries of a 498 
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are all finished and in readiness for use. But more than by all else the land value is strengthened 

by the fact that here, in the " burnt district," was the business heart of Chicago, and here, in the 

very nature of things, it must be again. Here, in the region bounded by the river, the Lake, and 

the southern limit of the conflagration, is the locality where convenience and accessibility for all 

parts of Chicago, and for all parts of the country, meet in a common focus. Here the commercial 

heart of the city has been fixed by nature; and here it must and will remain in spite of fire and in 

spite of every adverse influence. And here it is the duty and interest of every citizen to 

concentrate all his influence and exert all his moral as well as physical force to lift up Chicago 

from its ruins. This is the feeling and the common sentiment among all classes of men who " take 

stock" in Chicago, and among none has it been more promptly or vigorously manifested than the 

railway companies. All the railway companies having their termini in the South division are 

making preparations to rebuild immediately upon our old foundations. The companies on the 

Lake shore desire, indeed, to proceed at once to enlarge their facilities to three or four times their 

former capacity. The Illinois Central company effected a contract on Friday for bricks to rebuild 

their freilght houses. They have already advertised for 400 brick layers to commence work 

immediately. The work of clearing the ground is already begun. At present all their trains, as 

well as those of the Michigan Central and the Chicago Burlington and Quincy, start from the 

Twenty-second street station; but their plan is to immediately erect a temporary roof upon the 
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walls of the Union depot at the foot of Lake street, and return with their passenger trains to the 

old premises. So soon as it shall be possible to get new freight houses under roof, their freight 

trains will do the same. 499 

Page  500 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Again the voice of prophecy was fortified by 

such living tkcts as the following paragraphs describe: Persons travelling upon the prairie have 

noticed the mounds thrown up by the ants, and have wondered at the incessant activity of the 

multitude of laborers. Hlardly less activity is to be witnessed among the ruins and upon the 

streets of the burnt district in the South Division. Never in all the previous history of Chicago 

was such a scene of thriving activity witnessed. Even those most familiar with the wonderful 

resources of this city are forced to wonder at the multitude of wagons which are employed in 

hauling off the debris to make room for the workmen putting up the new structures. Workmen 

are everywhere at labor, delving amid the ruins to reach the old foundations, that the masons may 

set to work. Thousands of men and boys are cleaning, wheeling, and piling bricks, while hod-

carriers are supplying them to the masons. Teams loaded with lumber and lime throng the streets, 

carpenters and masons are working bravely; the gatherers of old iron are busily employed 

collecting their material and carting, it away. The removal of safes has ended; every safe has 

been opened; those which were really safes have been carried off, the others abandoned to the 

purchasers of old iron. Broken walls have been levelled, and the tottering fragments of once 

stately buildings have been overthrown. But amid the smoke, the dust, the rain and the fog, there 

is an incessant throng of busy men, boys and teams, working as energetically as if the whole 

burnt district was to be restored before Christmas, and they were charged with the duty. The days 

seem all too short, and work goes on long after dark. An idea of the number of teams and men 

employed may be had from the fact that 5,000 loads of debris are emptied into the Lake basin 

daily, and this work can continue all through the winter, giving continuous labor to the thousands 

now employed. So great is the demand, that hundreds of boys from fourteen to 500 
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Page  503 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. eighteen years of age are hard at work wheeling, 

cleaning, and piling bricks. All honor to the brave men who have met mnis fortune by resolutely 

beginning the work of reconstruction, and all honor to the men and boys who have gone to work, 

preferring to earn the bread and the shelter they enjoy, than to compete for the same with the sick 

and helpless at the churches. The man who thinks Chicago has been destroyed, has only to cross 

the river into the burnt district to be undeceived. Labor and skill, directed by energy and 

enterprise, are working. like bees in the hive, and, when the spring comes, the desolate places 

will be desolate no longer, and from the ashes will have arisen new monunments of industry and 

faith. Where the proud miles of white marble once extended, there are now ghostly and tottering 

walls, and a chaos of infinite ruin. One hundred thousand of our people have been rendered 

homeless, and men who were yesterday princes are to-day beggars. But, in view of this 

tremendous transformation, there is no faintness, no cowardly disposition to yield the battle. We 
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have here won one of the grandest conflicts known to history, and although our defeat is without 

parallel, we shall marshal the remnants of our routed but not demoralized armies, and shall 

march once more to victory. Chicago may be beaten, but it cannot be conquered. In a week, or a 

month, or three months, may be, we shall be once more in line, shoulder to shoulder, and the 

world shall see us marching on as cheerily and determinedly as though naught save victory had 

ever perched on our banners. Seven days after the fire a gentleman wrote to the New York 

Evening Post, assuring the public that our debts were to be paid, and said: We are coming on 

well. There is a lull after the storm; all eyes are now on the future, and our city is a scene of 

activity unusual even for us. Residences are convertilig, into offices and stores, temporary 

buildings are erecting, and all is hurry and bustle. 29 503 

Page  504 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES In one form or another, in municipal bonds, in 

mortgages or in commercial accounts, we owe a large amount in the Eastern States, and 

especially in your city. A word of assurance to our creditors: Chicago abhors repudiation. Our 

citizens detest that word. I attended a meeting of bankers and merchants in Standard Hall three 

days after the fire, when an insurance seemed worthless and our complications ruinous. The 

situation was looking desperate, and the matter of a general stay-law for the relief of debtors 

came up. It met with a burst of opposition that was electric. It was affirmed, amid rounds of 

applause, that the business men of Chicago would tolerate no such relief, and, whenever it 

became necessary for the payment of their debts, their remaining property also should go. Men 

lately of large fortunes declared they could not yet see in what condition their present troubles 

would leave them, but they were resolved every penny they still had should be turned over to 

meet their liabilities. Then the applause would be renewed; and this in a room where scarcely a 

man believed himself to be solvent. Everywhere in the city you meet with but one sentiment 

among our crippled and ruined men -that they may have to go down, but if they do it shall be 

honorably and with their colors flying. To the large holders of our city and county bonds let me 

sayhave no fears about Chicago or Cook County. Every dollar of the principal will be paid, and 

the interest as fast as it falls due. Our people are already inquiring about this indebtedness, and 

affirming that whatever else is delayed, the interest on borrowed money must be paid the day 

when due. We are heavy losers, we are poor, but we have some money left in our city and 

county, and we will tax ourselves down to the last shirt sooner than have our public obligations 

dishonored. Even if our commercial honor were not what it always has been, any other course 

would be suicidal, for we shall want more money and must protect our credit. 504 

Page  505 IN CHIICAGO AND THE WEST. This was an expensive city to build. Materials and 

labor were cheap enough, but our site was a swamp. The business portion of the town was many 

feet below its present level. The buildings there are gone, but every dollar expended for street 

elevation remains. There are the heavy curb-walls, the graded roadways, and the long miles of 

Nicolson pavement; there, too, are the costly sewers, and gas and water-mains. We still have our 

river-tunnels, the lake-tunnel, and the water-works, the expenditure of many millions, almost 

unharmed. Had our buildings remained, and what is now left been taken, the loss would have 

seemed ruinous. No man is to be reckoned out of the fight until his spirit is broken; and to-day 

we are more full of energy, hope, and confidence in ourselves than in our most prosperous times. 

Emerson speaks of a high order of courage which is attracted by opposition, and which is never 

quite itself until the hazard is extreme. I am not boasting, but you ought to know we have some 

of that courage here. You might walk about our streets for hours and never read in men's faces a 
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word of our hard story. The lines about the mouth are stern, but the eyes are bright and hopeful. I 

am proud of our city in its meeting with desolation. On the firelit avenues in that early Monday 

morning I saw gentlemen stop in the hurryiiig crowd and salute their lady friends with a word of 

cheer and all the formalities of a promenade, while they responded with eyes as bright and 

cheeks as unb]anched as they had ever shown there in the sunny afternoons. Through the terrible 

hours until dawn, and amid the hurrying thousands in the long burning day, I saw but one woman 

in tears. The men saved theirs until the telegraph told us how the news was receiving elsewhere. 

Your sympathy was the only thing to unman us. Since our visitation I have mingled with all 

classes, in public meetings and in private intercourse. I have not heard one word of complaint. 

505 

Page  506 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES We are face to face with our ruin; we owe you 

eastern mien much money, and I am writing to let you know how we feel. The day after the fire I 

determined to open a new office at once, so as to do what little I could by example to restore 

public confidence. After a long search, I was unsuccessful, because everything suitable had been 

already taken since the fire, the landlords said. No one can understand Chicago who does not 

remember that we have few old men-least of all among our prominent business men. The capital 

and influence of the city are in the hands of young men, or men in the prime of life, and these 

can face beggary more courageously than if their steps were feeble and their best working-days 

gone. Do not say we are still resolute because we do not realize our misfortunes; we feel what 

none can feel who have not seen our ruins; but we think that with unbroken courage, untarnished 

honor, and God's help, we can do again what you saw us do before. Now, for our commercial 

liabilities we ask no releases, no staylaws, no compromises. We are honest, we are energetic, and 

we have an enormous trade already established. Give us a little time, that is all we ask. The 

election is with you. If you do not press us, we can pay you, we hope, every dollar. If you do 

press us, you shall have what is left. And the editor responded cordially, recognizing the 

situation, and acknowledging the splendid fortitude and recuperative energy displayed in all our 

departments of enterprise and service: Those Chicagoans are people to be proud of-they are 

essentially American. The indomitable pluck they show under their calamity, and the manly 

cheerfulness they display amid the wreck of worldly fortunes, are grand. They have as good a 

right to sit down and grieve as ever Caius A]arius had to mourn over the ruins of Carthage. But 

there does not seem to be a Caius farius in all Chicago. Nobody thinks of sitting down; and as for 

grieving, they 506 

Page  507 IN CHIICAGO AND TIHE WFST. haven't time. They are burned out, but they refuse 

to continue so. They are impoverished, but they won't stay poor. On all sides they are up and 

doing. The activity with which they are covering the blackened, smoking plain with fresh frame 

buildings; the vigor with which they proceed to dig bank vaults from the hot ashes, and resume 

payments out of them before they are cool; the philosophic composure with which laboring men 

go to put more money into the savings bank, instead of beginning a "run" on it; the prompt 

decision with which the millioniare of yester day, beggared to-day, resumes business by writing 

his name on a shingle and hanging it outside of his shanty; the resolute energy with which the 

wholesalse merchant, finding his store gone, opens his parlor windows and announces his 

readiness to retail goods there at the usual prices-all these are illustrations of a spirit which no 

misfortune can appall. Mr. Bradish, one of our artists, after describing in eloquent language the 

burning of the Academy of Design, exclaims: Thus perished the Academy. But, thank God! not 
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the courage or the hopes of the Chicago artists. For the moment they are disheartened,-they are 

not dismayed. The great calamity has destroyed their art business. Many have families, and the 

citizens of Chicago are not able now to buy pictures. But the artists do not ask for charity; they 

need and will accept orders. There can be no more suitable occasion to promote the cause of art 

than liberal offers to Chicago artists. This winter will be a severe one for those who must remain 

there. But already the burnt districts are alive with the pleasant sights and sounds of busy 

artisans. A great city still exists; another one, as imposing as the first, will soon occupy the 

desolate places. Within the past month, more than 3,000 buildings have been erected. A generous 

people, enterprise, genius, credit, indomitable spirit, the firee flow of Eastern capital, the outburst 

of universal sym 507 

Page  508 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES pathy,-all these give assurance of the rebirth of 

Chicago. And speedily will be seen a new edifice, a new Temple of Art, not less beautiful, that 

shall continue to be, for the coming years, the home of art, and the cherished abode of the 

stricken artists of Chicago. There was fear of a rush on the Savings Banks, and the police were 

guarding faithfully the avenues of approach, and all, with ludicrous gravity, awaited the coming 

of the deluge of excited depositors to clamor for their money. But, as the day wore on, now and 

then one straggled in to claim the proffered twenty per cent., but the number who came to 

deposit was altogether unexpected. There was no run on any bank, and every one of these 

moneyed institutions commenced doing business within a few days of the fire, and all stand on a 

permanent basis for the future. Rents advanced to very high figures on account of the immense 

demand, and some men re-rented at an advance of five hundred per cent. A shrewd man hired a 

place, after he saw his building going into ashes and smoke, for twelve hundred, and leased it 

again for twelve thousand dollars. A correspondent of the New York press said: As early as 

Wednesday morning, when the fear of further danger had ceased, the work of reconstruction 

began. On the smoking ruins of their great edifices these unconquerable people set the signs of 

revived industry. The needs of so vast a body, homeless as they are, make a great market, and the 

thriving trade of old times commences at every uncovered corner where a temporary roof can be 

raised. Inspired by the opportunity, the thriving Shylocks came out Wednesday, resolved to turn 

the misfortunes of the city to golden account. Bread went up to fabulous rates. All sorts of 

provisions, though by no means scarce, were put up to extravagant prices; the remaining hotels 

doubled their former rates, and general dismay fell upon the helpless community; but General 

Sheridan fell upon tlhe vam 508 

Page  509 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. pires with a general order, and routed them with 

real live words. To the baker he proclaimed cheap bread. To the hotel men, living rates, or he 

would run the machines himself. This restored the natural state of things, and the city under the 

new impulse fell into a more healthy attitude. Presently the newspapers, The Journal first, The 

Tribune and ]evublicai6 following, came to life again, and a glimpse of what the country was 

doing for Chicago reached the suffering people. The splendid record of beneficence aroused a 

new hope, and the people give evidence in unmistakable ways that they are neither crushed nor 

disheartened. After struggling through the mob of newsboys who were besieging newspaper 

offices, I met the Hon. N. B. Judd, who was returning home after an unavailing search for an 

insurance company in which he is interested. He spoke lightly, after the Chicago manner, of his 

losses, but indulged in some enthusiastic expressions about the beauty of the ruins on the South 

Side. The front faiade of the Bigelow House gives an exquisite hint for a triumphal arch, and the 
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south angle of the Palmer House looks a little like the Campanila of the Duoino at Florence. I 

checked his flow of artistic appreciation long enough to ask him about the prospects of the 

situation. He answered with hopeful but seasonable words: " The city will be rebuilt; its removal 

from the sphere of the commercial activity of the age is not possible, in view of its geographical 

position; it is yet too early to predict with absolute certainty whether the future fortunes of the 

city are to remain in the hands of those who have so long controlled them, or whether new men 

are to guide the new destinies. There will be ruin of individuals; whether of classes or not, is as 

yet unknown; but the commerce of the world demands that there shall be a city here, and, by the 

hands of one and another, the city will be rebuilt. "It was only yesterday that I spoke of the 

desolation of that 509 

Page  510 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES beautiful line of palaces called Michigan Terrace; 

to-day the garden and residence is covered with a crowd of mechanics, and the air is filled with 

the sound of hammers and chisels. The indefatigable owner is everywhere present, ordering and 

directing everything, and shedding about him a fresh and breezy atmosphere of hope and energy. 

His losses, of course, are enormous; l)nbut he owes nobody, and everybody owes him, so that 

there will still remain a large balance of this world's goods to one of the men who best know how 

to use them. He is building three houses for business purposes on his vacated lots, and has 

contracted to have them ready for their occupants in a week." While business menl were 

providing for the resumption of trade, or were renewing it, in twenty-four hours, some had to 

furnish shelter for their families. All things had to be done at the same time. Within a month 

there were five or six thousand houses, if such the extemporaneous tenements can be called, in 

course of erection or occupied by families. There were also contracts for several thousand 

permanent buildings for business purposes, while hundreds of temporary structures rose like 

mushrooms on every side, for the accommodation of those who were determined to re tain their 

trade by supplying their customers at the earliest possible moment. And the people outside came 

to the rescue like true brothers in adversity. They proffered help in every form, promised to stand 

by the merchants and manufacturers, and gave their orders as freely as though nothing had 

occurred. Our misfortune was felt to be theirs, and they made it as light as possible upon us by 

receiving a portion of it themselves. It was interesting to see how the marriage statistics showed 

convalescence. The young people were not to be daunted by so small an obstacle as the Great 

Fire, and hundreds took the yoke upon them, in order to prove whether two were not better than 

one to pull a load. "A Chicago girl wrote to her lover in Springfield, Massachliusetts, just after 

the fire, saying:'Our wedding was set for next 610 

Page  511 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. week, and if you will stand up with a woman 

dressed in a cotton skirt and her father's overcoat, come on.' The brave youth telegraphed in 

reply,'Get ready; I'll be with you.'" Another of our ladies, when offered a velvet cloak by her 

mother at the East, replied that she would be ashamed to wear one this winter, when economy 

was the necessity and watchword of the hour. Not display, but work, frugality, charity, are the 

offices of our noble women, till Chicago is redeemed and our debts are paid. In accordance with 

this purpose, the papers warned off concert and theatre mnanagers, and summoned the lovers of 

pleasure to seek cheaper amusements. The Christians also resolved to restore the lost edifices, by 

an appeal to the public at large, and exhibited a heroic spirit in undertaking to go forward with 

their Master's cause in unidiminished efficiency and enthusiastic earnestness. The universal 

watchword was -Resuryam; and the world's answer is Resurget. Already, seeing that we mean to 
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rise again-and the counti-y means that we shall rise again —multitudes are flocking hither, to 

enter upon business with their capital, to invest money in real estate, and to join in rebuilding our 

city. Thus the wall rises, by the blessing of God, even in troublous times; fear has given place to 

hope, and convalescence is written on every feature and movement of the Young, Giant. As a 

matter of history, it is necessary to record that the poor people in their hasty dwellings were 

made as comfortable as circumnstan(es would permit. An unusually cold winter would entail 

much suffering, as many of them lack the fertility of invention and enterprise of the genuine 

American, who is not content to live in squalor and discomfort, when tact and industry can give 

relief and better his condition. We close this division by quoting fioom a Liverpool paper, whose 

prognostications and comments have been evidently justified to the fullest extent: bil 

Page  512 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES If anything could be more remarkable than the 

rapidity with which Chicago sprang into existence, it was its sudden destruc tion. There seems 

every probability of its resurrection being more remarkable than either. The recuperative power 

already developed is unequalled by anything in ancient or modern times. No sooner are the 

flames of the burning city extinguished, than workmen are busily engaged in clearing away the 

smouldering cinders, and making preparations for the erection of buildings as magnificent and 

costly as those which have been swept away. One is reminded forcibly of a colony of ants, 

which, when disturbed by the ruthless passer-by, no sooner recover from the panic of the 

moment than they set to work to repair the damage which has been done. The Chicago disaster 

was assuredly enough to have appalled the bravest, and disheartened the most sanguine. Such a 

calamity, breaking with such abruptness on a community, might well have paralyzed their 

efforts, and led to their practical annihilation. But there is about these mushroom cities of the 

West an energy of which we in the Old World know nothing. While Englishmen would be 

stopping to discuss the rival plans for rebuilding, and schemes for raising the money, and 

wasting time in long-winded speeches, America would have the whole thing done. This 

extraordinary energy and elasticity which enables its people to rise like giants refreshed from 

every disaster, is one of the most wonderful characteristics of the New World. It was developed 

to a remarkable extent after the War of Independence; it was developed to a yet more remarkable 

extent after the lamentable civil war of a few years since. Losses, both in men and money, which 

would have broken the credit of many countries, were to the Americans only stimulants to call 

forth their extraordinary qualities. Chicago is a splendid exam ple of this splendid energy. 512 

Page  513 ]nL OCHAGIO AND THE WEMT. YII.-THFE FUTURE CHAPTER IV. Ms:EN said 

at vespers: "All is well I" In one wild night the city fell; Fell shrines of prayer and marts of gain 

Before the fiery hurricane. On threescore spires had sunset shone, Where ghastly sunrise looked 

on none. Men clasped each other's hands, and said: "The City of the West is dead I " Brave 

hearts who fought, in slow retreat, The fiends of fire from street to street, Turned, powerless, to 

the blinding glare The dumb defiance of despair. A sudden impulse thrilled each wire That 

signalled round that sea of fire; Swift words of cheer, warm heart-throbs came; In tears of pity 

died the flame I From East, from West, from South and North, The messages of hope shot forth, 

And, underneath the severing wave, The world, full-handed, reached to save Fair seemed the old; 

but fairer still The new the dreary void shall fill With dearer homes than those o'erthrow, For 

love shall lay each corner-stone. 513 
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Page  514 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES Rise, stricken city!-From thee throw The ashen 

sackcloth of thy woe, And build, as to Amphion's strain, To songs of cheer thy walls again I How 

shrivelled in thy hot distress The primal sin of selfishness I How instant rose, to take thy part, 

The angel in the human heart I Ah I not in vain the flames that tossed Above thy dreadful 

holocaust; The Christ again has preached through thee The Gospel of Humanity I Then lift once 

more thy towers on high, And fret with spires the western sky, To tell that God is yet with us, 

And love is still miraculous I JOHN G. WHITTIEIL There were predictions of ill omen 

concerning the probability of resurrection within a brief period. To many the very removal of the 

wreck seemed an insuperable obstacle. The view of such gigantic ruin overwhelmed them; and it 

is true that there is much that years alone can reproduce. The beautiful trees, that had slowly 

rooted and grown to towering majesty, cannot be soon replaced. For years the newness and 

rawness of a primitive city must again be suffered. Yet so much remains uninjured as to give us 

ground to expect that the resurrection may be far speedier than the first upbuilding. The 

representative energies of the great North-West still hover amid the crumbling ruins of what but 

yesterday was Chicago; and as busy hlands are already effacing the scars which now disfigure 

the site, so surely will they make for this noblest exponent of the free, elastic growth of the 

North-West a Future more brilliant than her past. There is not the remotest probability of our 

sinking back intc 614 

Page  515 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. insignificance, or dwindling into extinction. The 

voice of the people * the voice of God, and they have said, by their capital, their charities, their 

grand utterances, that here must stand a great city, whose future no mind can fitly conceive. 

After visiting the Golden City of the Pacific, and riding through the region traversed by the new 

railroad that bound East and West into closer fraternity, the Ion. Benjamin F. Wade, the 

Statesman of Ohio, said in 1866: "Again I say to you, that the importance of this location 

transcends what most now think of it. It will never have but two rivals. San Francisco, on the 

Pacific, may contest the palm of greatness with it, and New York has got to run fast to get out of 

its way. You may deem that an extravagant expression, but recollect that New York had to 

struggle for one hundred and fifty years before she had the population and wealth Chicago has 

to-day. No people of this country have more of intelligence, more of enterprise, more of the 

American Yankee go-aheadativeness than the people of Chicago. I say again, that there are but 

two cities on this continent that can compete with it for the palm of greatness. Thirty-two years 

ago it had a few rude buildings, and I have been amazed to-day, as I passed through and viewed 

the wonderful progress that has been made; I am sure I have had no conception of the'nportance 

of this point, and, what is still more important, of the vastness and richness of the great country 

that lies West, and which is bound to contribute in the future so much to build up the second, if 

not the first, city on this continent." If this man could have looked upon our city five years later, 

he would have seen more to admire, and to fortify him in his lofty expectations. And now we are 

to forecast the future in the light, not of blazing destruction, but of the glorious past and the 

actual present. 515 

Page  516 HISTORY OF TEE GREAT FIRER CHAPTER XXXV. CIcAGO must be great, yea, 

far transcend all former greatness, because of several reasons; among which is the marvellons 

faith which inspires those who have had the largest experience, and occupy posts of influence 

and power. It was, of course, a playfil remark which an old gentleman made after visiting New 

York City, upon being asked what he thought of the metropolis. Why," said he, "it is a fine place, 
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but it lacks one thing. That is the only fault I find with it. It is too far from Chicago." Hlere was 

the spirit that gave us our prominence, gone to seed. But the real creators of this amazing 

prosperity were animated by an intense conviction that here was the central focal point of 

America, and they must not rest until manifest destiny was consummated. There seemed 

something almost irreverent in the confidence which men cherished and expressed. Says an 

eminent clergyman: I recall the conversation of a leading citizen of Chicago with me at my last 

visit there, and his words still ring in my ears: "There is no possibility of checking the growth of 

this city; its future is as fixed as God's throne." This language was not intended to be considered 

boastful, nor did it deserve to be termed blowing: to the minister it seemed extravagant, 

inasmuch as things had been slower in New England under his eye, nor did he see, as the 

enthusiast saw, the immense resources upon which the city would build its future. I recollect a 

similar remark made to me by a gentleman connected with the railroad interest, as I was 

returning home after six months' absence: " Nothing can stop Chicago now." Such was the belief 

of influential men, and they naturally imparted their zeal and hopefulness to others; so that the 

entire population were combined in a mighty effort, not to inflate public expectation, hbut co 

give the city a position worthy its advantages. 516 

Page  517 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. " All things are possible to him that believeth," is 

the solemn statement of Holy Writ. And our Saviour said, "According to thy faith be it unto 

thee." Of faith there was abundance and of works no lack. For in no city were men of ability and 

earnestness worked harder, and nowhere did talent and industry reap quicker and larger rewards. 

But is there the same firmness of faith in the future, since the sudden arrest of its onward career? 

Do the wise and far seeing men anticipate a growth like that of the past? Doubtless there was 

anxiety in the minds of many lest the crown should be plucked from the brow that wore it so 

proudly. But that soon gave place to the same marvellous confidence which made every man a 

hero, and banished slavish, enervating fear. The language of the press was like this which 

follows: "Away with despondency! With a world to comfort us, why should we not hope? Fire 

has destroyed one-half of our substance; but twenty-five years ago one-hundredth of that 

substance did not exist, and every cause which contributed to the making of our wealth then, 

exists in an improved form to-day! We then had a marsh, with malaria and fever; we now have 

highgraded streets and pure, bracing air. We then had ox-carts and canoes; we now have 

railroads and a mighty merchant fleet. We then had a foul river, whose stench was in our nostrils, 

and a short and shallow canal that half defeated its aims; we now send a tide from the Lake to the 

Gulf, and our clear rolling river runs to the sea, while a lake tunnel fills our reservoirs with sweet 

water. We then stru,ggled with Nature to gain a little by Art; now Art and lNature have become 

one in thle physical advantages whichl no conflagration can destroy, and Chicago, with her great 

business division in mournful ruin, is greater, in the resources of regaining what she has lost, 

than any city ever built by human hands on a site possessing the greatest possible advantages of 

nature Moreover, there is in the history of all great fires a lesson whose 617 
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bewildering present. It is this: From the de6bris of all great conflagrations has sprung a sequel 

greater in everything that constitutes human good than was that which preceded the ruin. The 

great fires of London, without a single exception, increased the city's population and swelled her 

commerce. Every burnt portion of Constantinople, the city of fires, has been rebuilt so much 

better, that fire in the East is looked upon as an agent of civilization; the new in every case is 
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greater and stronger than the old. " New York, by her great fire, has gained ten times more than 

she lost. Yortland, which lost $9,000,000 worth on July 4,1866, now considers that conflagration 

a blessing, for the number of her people, their commercial prosperity, and her home and foreign 

trade have been enhanced in five years as they could not have been save by the occurrence of so 

tremendous a catastrophe. "Already the ring of the carpenter's hammer and the click of the 

mason's trowel tell of renovation. The ruins are being brushed away, and marts where busy trade 

will reign before a month has passed are springing up as if by magic. The marvel of Chicago's 

growth has been equalled only by the magnitude of her downfall; but both will be surpassed by 

the miracle of her resurrection. We have lost, it is said, more than $200,000,000. All that we had 

a week ago was made by these agencies: "1. Individual energy, pluck, and enterprise. "2. The 

Lakes. "3. The Railroads. "Is any one of these three agencies destroyed I NOT ON! " 518 
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of energy and courage, remain to guide the destinies and uphold the character of the city. In this 

the fire was merciful. Ilad a plague or other epidemic cut down our men, and decimated our 

population of leaders, this would have been a worse calamity than loss of property. The press is 

still in the field, unconquered, and binds its mag nificent powers to the re-creation of trade and 

confidence. The architects, builders, merchants, manufacturers, mechanics and artisans are 

working together manfully, and the future seems big with promises of superior excellence and 

grandeur. Several of these founders have all eady been namied and out lined on former pages of 

this book; those who are to follow are but specimens of hundreds equally deserving as models in 

those qualities and deeds which have raised our city to its princely. eminence, and shall lift it out 

of ruin illto increased glory and greatness. These memoirs we have compiled from " 

Biographical Sketches," published in 1868. Mr. J. Y. Scammon, whose name has occurred in 

connection with the burning of his mansion in Terrace Riow, was a Maine boy, and after 

finishing his studies, he left his native State for a tour of observation. "In the course of this 

journey he reached CThicago, in Septem ber, 1835. Hie made the voyage on a steamer from 

Buffalo v/a Green Bay, and the passengers were landed at Chicago by means of small boats, the 

steamer being unable to enter harbor. Ie put up at the old Sauganash Hiotel, which was reached 

fromn the landing by a devious path through prairie-grass and deep mud. The hotel was crowded, 

the weather horrible, and large numbers of the people were sickl with bilious fever. Chicago 

presented no very invitiing prospect to the stranger. At that time the late Colonel PRichard I. 

Hamilton was Clerk of the Court of Cook County, and 30 521 
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When the weather had improved sufficiently to justify his travelling, Mr. Scammen made ready 

to depart; but on the very eve of his leaving, Mr. Moore called upon him, stating that the Circuit 

Court had commenced its session; that he could no longer servwe as deputy; that the person 

employed in his place had been stricken down with fever, and therefore he desired Mr. Scammon 

to assist Colonel Hamilton during the term. The request was complied with. In the rooms of this 

building Mr. Scammon performed the duties of Clerk of the Court, received his clients, and 

lodged at night. In 1836, he entered into partnership with B. S. Morris, Esq., in the law business, 
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which continued for eighteen months. A year later, he formed a law partnership with Norman B. 

JLdd, which continued until 1847. At that time Mr. Scammon had become largely interested in 

the Galena Railroad enterprise, and devoted his time principally to that business. "The men of the 

present day can hardly be expected to comprehend fully the courage and enterprise necessary at 

that time to keep alive the project of a railroad extending westward from Chicago. The 

construction at the present day of two or more railroads across the continent, with branches and 

cross-roads, is not one-half so imposing and startling an enterprise as that which in those days 

was projected by Messrs. Ogden and Scammon. When these gentlemen came to Chicago, Illinois 

was in the full glow of excitement upon the grand question of internal improvements. This 

system, which, so far as railroads were concerned, excluded Chicago, culminated in 1837, and 

sunk rapidly. A most disastrous torpidity of enterprise followed. Capitalists avoided Illinois, and 

the hope of any railroads was abandoned by even the most sanguine. Messrs. Scammon and 

Ogden stood almost alone amid the ruins, unappalled by the overwhelming disaster. The 

Michigan Central Railway eventually extended its line to Lake Michigan, at New Buffalo, and 

there it had stopped. 522 
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succeeded in reviving an abandoned Indiana charter, giving the exclusive right to construct a 

railroad from Michigan City to Chicago, and to this law is Chicago indebted for its first 

continuous railroad communication eastward. "Previous to this, these gentlemen had travelled 

repeatedly from Chicago to Galena, holding meetings in every village and at every cross-road, 

urging the people to a united effort to secure a railroad communication from the Mississippi to 

Chicago, and thence east. They both had invested largely in the enterprise, and they, by personal 

pledges, eventually succeeded in obtaining subscriptions to stock to an amount sufficient to 

authorize the commencement of the railroad, being the pioneer railroad in the vast combination 

of roads which now bring the treasures of the West to the lap of Chicago. "One of the early 

settlers of Chicago, he has been one of the early founders of many of its institutions. He was the 

first of the New Church or Swedenborgian body of Christians in Chicaro. He and his wife and 

one other person were the founders of that body of Northern Illinois, and he has lived to see 

himself surrounded by a numerous circle of religious associates, and worshipping in one of the 

finest church buildings in the city. He organized the Church of the New Jerusalem in Chicago. 

iHe was also the first man of any prominence ill Chicago who favored the practice of the medical 

school of ilahnemann. He was, as we have seen, a pioneer in the railroad system; he established 

the first bankl under the general banlking law of the State; he was one of the original founders of 

the Chicago Academy of Sciences, and of the Chicago Astronomical Society, and is the 

President of the Board of Trustees of each of those societies The Dearborn Tower, the western 

tower of the grand edifice of the Chicaago University, in which is placed the Alvan Clark 

Telescope, the largest refracting telescope in the world, was 523 
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deceased wifei whose maiden name was Dearboirn. ie wvas elected one of the Trustees of the 

Chicago University on his return from Europe, and one of its professorships was endowed by his 

munificence. The family of Mr. Scammon consists of one son and two daughters." This man still 

lives to consecrate his genius and experience with undivided earnestness to the rearing again of 

our fallen metropolis. From this sketch we can see through what difficulties Chicago rose to 

power, and easily believe that the present obstacles are far less imposing than those which he 
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materially helped to overcome. Hle may have less to give than before the fire, but having 

experienced the blessedness of large liberality, he will not be backward in renewing his labors in 

behalf of the institutions imperatively demanded by'a vast population. The future appearance and 

character of the buildings of the new city must depend on its architects, among whom, 

representative names are William W. Boyington and John M. Van Osdel. When we have looked 

on the ruins of the superb edifices designed and erected under their supervision, we have felt 

sympathy for these men, whose monuments seem to have crumbled into dust. In the old world 

we see the names of architects imperishably connected with the massive and elegant structures 

which are historic; when these fall, the work of the builders passes away, and appeals no longer 

to men's admiration and reverence. It is the fortune of our architects that they live to renew these 

memorials of their skill and power, and to write their names indelibly upon the future of 

Chllicago; and, already, their heads and hands are full of plans and contracts for buildings which 

shall rival those that have melted and perished. The men who have means eagerly place them 

again in brick, iron, stone, and mortar, d(lemonstratinig their unshaken faith in the inevitable 

greatness of the new city and in the ability of the architects whose work tihe fire destroyed. 524 
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Chicago stands the subject of this sketch-William W. Boyington-a true representative of his 

class, and an acknowledged leader in that great architectural reform wvhichl, during the fourteen 

years of his residence here, has been in progress in Chicago, appropriating her waste places to 

occupancy by the busy multitude, and changing her shanty dwellings to palaces, wherein operate 

and dwell the real kings of the Great West-her business men. IHe has been a power in shaping 

the destiny of Chicago in its external aspect. From him has gone forth the fiat which has set at 

work and kept busy thousands of intelligent workmen, whose every movement was in harmony 

with the one great idea of the author, and ever tending to its completion. Dozens of draughtsmen 

and clerks have detailed his conceptions on paper, and thousands have given them more enduring 

form in wood, brick, cement, or marble. A vast number of our largest, most stately, and most 

useful edifices are the realizations of his thoughts on architecture. "In the spring of 1853 Air. 

Boyington came out to Chicago, to see the chances offered in this city, which was then just 

beginning to be talked about in the East. lie returned home, and after some months' delay, wound 

up his business in Massachusetts, and in November removed hither. Ihis first work here was to 

make out a plan for Charles Walker, Esq., of the ground on which the great Central Union Depot 

now stands, showing the character of the buildings which could be placed upon it, the Railroad 

Company being then about negotiating for the site for the depot grounds. Hie has been ever since 

that period most prominently identified with the history of our civic growth, as the city was just 

ready for architectural style, finding ample scope for the exercise of his talents, and generally 

meeting with the recognition which his ability deserved, especially after the first few months, by 

which time he was generally conceded to be a man of extraordinary talent in his profession. IHis 

success during the subsequent thir 525 
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any architect ix the whole of the United States. "Up to the year 1853, when Mr. Boyington came 

to Chicag,n the city could boast of but very few buildings worthy of note in an architectural point 

of view. Hiere and there a structure was visible possessing some claims to notice, but, with a 

limited range of exceptions, the buildings in the city were little better in appearance or comfort 

than the old log-house, and not one-half so substantial. Hiow wonderfully the scene hat changed! 
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The revulsions of commercial panics, the universal suspension of banks, the almost entire 

stagnations of trade, the terrible excitements of war, none of these have stayed the successive 

piling of bricks, the aggregation of slabs of marble, and the rearing of massive timbers, to form 

our city into one great system of architectural beauty." Mr. Boyington is not past his prime, and 

with all his immense experience he can outdo his former achievements, and leave himself many 

monuments by which his famne will be transmitted to posterity. Fortunate for the city is it that he 

lives, and men like him, to reconstruct the public and private buildings, which shall be our honor, 

our profit, and our joy. Hiis colaborer and competitor is also in the vigor of an energetic 

maturity, and has plunged anew into his profession. "In the autumn of 1836 Mr. Van Osdel 

formed the acquaintance of HIon. William B. Ogden, of this city, which resulted in his removal 

to Chicago. Mfr. Ogden at first engaged his services simply as a master-builder; but soon found 

that he was every way competent for the responsibilities of an architect, and engaged him to 

design as well as construct a residence for him in this city. The house which he built on Ontario 

street, thie following season, was for several years the best in the city, and is still occupied by 

.Mr. Ogden." We have read the sad story of Mr. Ogden's attempt to find it after the fire. " Mr. 

Van Osdel also turned his attention to ship-joinery, and 526 
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finishing of the first vessels that were built in Chicago, being the two steamboats ' James Allen,' 

and'George W. Dole.' Our lake commerce was a mnere trifle at that time; but it had begun to give 

promise of its gigantic future. In 1838 he constructed several large pumps on the Archimedean-

screw principle, for the purpose of lifting water out of the excavations then in process for the 

Illinois and Michigan Depot. During the following winter Mr. Van Osdel invented a horizontal 

wind-wheel, which was extensively used in working these canal-pumps. The first important work 

in which he engaged on his return to Chicago, which was in the spring of 1841, was the erection 

of grain-elevators. IIere, too, he was the pioneer. "In 1843 he entered into partnership with Elihu 

Granger, in the iron foundry and machine business. This partnership continued until February, 

1845. I-is wife dying at the time, and his own health being impaired by over-work, he was 

advised by the leading builders to devote his time to architecture, they pledging him their 

support. Hle therefore opened an office on Clark street, over Mrs. Bostwick's millinery store, 

precisely where is now the main entrance to the Sherman I-ouise. His receipts during the first 

year were only five hundred dollars, although he did all the business of the kind which there was 

to be done in the city. As the city grew, and his skill as an arclitect became more widely known, 

his business increased, until his net profits for the three years ending in 1859 were thirty-two 

thousand dollars. "To enumerate all the public buildings, private residences, and extensive 

mercantile blocks which were designed by Mr. Van Osdel, and built under his superintendence, 

would be to give a long list, including many of the best edifices, not only of Chicago, but of 

Illinois. WVe will only miention as specimens, the Cook County CoLurt-HIouse, the Chicago 

City Ihall, the Tremont House, all the five-story iron-front buildings in the city, being over 

eleven 5 2,' 
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residence of Peter Schuttler, corner of Adams and Aberdeen streets, Chicago; the residences of 

cx-Goveruors Matteson, of Springfield, and Wood, of Quincy-the three finest residences in the 

State. Mr. Yan Os del has accumulated an ample fortune; he has not suffered him self, however, 

to be placed upon the retired list, but is to-day one of the most active men in the city. iHe is at 
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present architect for the completion of the State Penitentiary. Iis report on the progress of the 

work, with estimates of work done and to be done, received the unanimous approval of the last 

General Assembly of Illinois, which pointed him out as the architect best deserving a place 

among the Trustees of the Illinois Industrial College, located at Champaign. Hle was elected by 

the Board as a member of the Finance and Executive Committees, also of the Committee on 

Buildings and Grounds, three of the most important conmmittees of the Board. AIr. Van Osdel 

was mainly instrumental in having a Polytechnic School established in Chicago as a branch of 

the Industrial iUniversity, of which he is Treasurer." Since the above notes were made, he has 

built the most magnificent stores in Chicago, and is Potter Paliner's architect for the new hotel, 

which is designed to eclipse anything in the world. These men are prominent supporters of the 

church, and eminent for their liberality. From them we turn to the merchant princes, and select 

Mr. John V. Farwell and M3r. C. T. Bowen as men of whom the city is justly proud. The name 

of "Farwell HIall" was a fitting recognition of his generosity towards the Young Alen's Christian 

Association, which had its headquarters in that building. And Mir. Bowen had begun a 

foundation for a Youth's Library in that Ihall, which would have been as useful to the generations 

to come as it was honorable to his head and heart. " In the spring of 1845 MIr. F. left off his 

books and came to Chicago with exactly three dollars and twenty-five cents in his pocket, 528 
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was a canal of imnd. Driver and passenger frequently had to put their shoulders to the wheel, or 

their hands to the lever. They made their ninetyfive miles in four days, without losing their 

temper or calling upon HIercules, who, if lie were a witness of the spectacle, must have 

wondered afterwards, as he saw in the affluent merchant the youth who pried the load of hay out 

of the prairie-mud. Reaching Chicago, he drifted into the City Clerk's office, and got 

employment at twelve dollars per month. " his aptness for business was soon apparent. tie had 

skill in tradiing,, in managing and in planning, and energy adequate to the carrying out of his 

plans. Besides this, he was one of the few who realized the possibilities of the Northwest, and 

fully foresaw the destiny of Chicago. Whlile others conjectured, he was conNinced; while others 

stood by wondering whether to invest, lhe went forward and proved his faith by his works, and a 

great, high faith he had in this city and this section when he became a partner in the firm he had 

served as salesman. his hand was felt upon the hehn immnediately, and his word had weight in 

the councils of the concern. That was in 1851, when the house did a businless of about $100,000 

per annum. Its business now foots up $10,000,000. The entire dry-goods commnerce of the city 

had a new impetus under the leadership of Mr. Farwell. For lead he did, witlh such boldness as to 

confoemd the wisdom of the wise in trade, and to make the most enterprising among them shake 

their heads in an admonitory fashion. "In 1856, through MIr. Farwell's irresistible persistency, 

the wholesale mart on Wabash avenue was built, now occupied by the firm of Jolhn V. Farwell 

& Co., which, after several changes, came to be the name of the firm in 1865. The enterprise was 

stoutly opposed by the oldest member of what was then the firm, and was set down by the 

longest heads in the city as a project that must oring its owners to ruin. But time has 

demonstrated the wisdom 529 
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goods cause of the Northwest what the memorable raid of Sherman was to the cause of the 

National Government. If it was daring to look forward to, it was grand to look back upon. "The 

men who built a commerce are to be honored with those who found a conmmonwealth. 
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Commerce is the corner-stone of the commonwealth. First ships, then schools; first trade in corn, 

then in books. What are dwelling-houses without warehouses? "But for commerce there had 

been no Chicago. Once a commer cial capital, and Chicago became a seat of learning and of 

literature, a market for knowledge as well as for breadstuffs and dry-goods. This is the 

metropolis which the man of this sketch helped mightily to build by his enterprise, and then to 

adorn with his philanthropy. And such men have a fame which Chicago will never let die. Their 

renown is indissolubly linked with hers. And as we ramble through this buzzing and busy dry-

goods hive on the Avenue, with its hundred of men and its piles of fabrics from every part of the 

commercial world, we cannot but feel a thrill of pride in the mnan who founded and built it all. 

But we have a livelicr and a nobler satisfaction when we contemplate this man as" the servant 

who was found faithful' to his stewardship, as well as the merchant who was found equal to 

every exigency. Prosperity did not quench the ardor of his convictions, deaden his sensibilities, 

nor blunt his moral sense. When poverty departed it did not carry conscience away with it; when 

riches came they did not bring penuriousness along, but openhandedness instead. The merchant 

had an end beyond his merchandise, the tradesman was not content with trade. AffluenIlce was 

made no excuse for self-indulgence. The miserable cupidity which brings a man to his knees 

before the golden calf was held in scornful detestation. The grovelling avarice which makes a 

business man a slave to his business was equally despised. The love of Christ constrained the 

love of money. The love of God induced the love of man, and the love 530 
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amelioration and elevation. Mr. Farwell increased in philanthropy as he increased in means for 

exercising it. The world which lieth in wickedness, and the church which is as a net to save it, are 

the objects of his alerit solicitude and unremitting liberality." tIis brother, C. B. Farwell, is the 

member of Congress from Cook county, and is a man of brains and energy. They have gone 

forward with accustomed sagacity and pluck in the restoration of the coinmmerce of Chicago. 

Mr. Bowen was born in New York State, and at the age of seventeen was a clerk in Little Falls. 

"From thilere our future merchant came to Chicago, and entered the service of Mr. Wood, who 

was the first to introduce into the village the system of trading, on strictly cash principles. Never 

was a clerk better suited for his position, and the duties which devolved upon him were 

admirably adapted to fit him for the part he was afterwards t~ sustain in the commercial 

development of this city and the Northwest. Before he had been in Mr. Wood's employ three 

months, hlie was placed at the head of the establishment. The proprietor was absent the greater 

part of the time, and the whole responsibility rested upon the shoulders of young Bowen. lIte 

gave his personal attention to every department of the business. IJe was at once cashier, 

bookkeeper, and head salesman; the first man at the store in the morning, and the last to leave at 

night. But his labors were not confined to the counter and the desk. Nlot content with seeing that 

customers were well served and books accurately kept, he added largely to the custom of the 

establishment by pursuing a system of advertising and' drumming' peculiarly adapted to these 

pioneer days. At that time it was the custom of the farmers from the country to come to Chicago 

with their produce, and camp out for the night in what was then the southern suburbs of the town, 

in the vicinity of Eighteenth street, and it was Mr. Bowen's practice, mornings, before it was time 

for trades 531 
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advertising circular among the campers, setting forth the superior inducements of 'The People's 
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Cheap Store.' Not content with merely scattering these, he would, by a few words fitly spoken, 

win upon their personal favor. In that way he became widely and always favorably known to a 

large circle of customers, whose trade added materially to the profits of his employers. The 

personal popularity of young Bowen was very great. The farmers liked to trade with him better 

than with a kid-glove couniiter-jumper, who fancies the condition of mercantile success is good 

clothes and fastidious drawing-room manners. And we may add that the same good sense which 

characterized Mr. Bowen then, has ever since. Not only so, but lie has been careful to surrround 

himself with associates and assistants similar in character. At this day there is no one connected 

with his establishment, from the senior member of the firm to the porters, who does not by his 

workls show his faith in the dignity of labor, of whatever kind. " Mr. Bowen's theory in regard to 

advertising was then, and always has been, that no promises in regard to quality (of goods or 

their price should be made that he could not fulfil. Enterprise noay reap an ephemeral reward, 

even when dishonest; but great, lasting success is conditioned on probity. " Ir. Wvood was not 

slow to testify his appreciation of the services. The salary for the first year had been fixed at two 

hundred dollars, but at the end of the year Air. Bowen found six hundred dollars credited to his 

account, without anything having been said by either party upon the subject. At the same time his 

salary was, without solicitation, raised to one thousand dollars. This was nobly generous of Mr. 

Wood. Yet he could richly afford to do it, for the young man's services, even then, were 

remarkably cheap, considering the amount and kind of service rendered. "In 1853, Mr. Wood 

retired from business. Hie was succeeded .by Mills, Bowen & Dillingbeck. The members of the 

firm were 532 
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Bowen, and Stephen Dillingbeck. The business continued to be conducted on the same plan as 

before, only on a much larger scale, and even more profitable. This firm was in 1856 succeeded 

by the famous house of Bowen Brothers, of which George S. and Channcy T. were the co-

partners. In July, 1857, their oldest brother, James II. Bowen, came on from Albany, New York, 

arid joined them. The business of this house during the last t,,,n years has been immense. There 

is not a merchant in the West who has not heard of Bowen Brothers, and the majority of those 

who have been in trade any length of time have, doubtless, had mere or less dealings with them. 

The enviable reputation of Chicago as a centre for wholesale supplies is largely due to the 

enterprise and scrupulous honesty of this house. Its sales for the last three years amounted to 

more than fifteen million dollars. Neither St. Louis nor Cincinnati, cities which once looked 

down in disdain ipon Chicago, has a house that can make any such showing into several millions. 

About a year ago the firm of Bowen Bros. retired from business, and erected one of the finest 

mercantile blocks in the city." Men who began at the bottom and climbed to the top, know well 

how to repeat their efforts when reverses come. Along with these pioneers and founders have 

come uLp a host of young men of sterling stuff, whose opportunity has now arrived, and who 

wrill have before them a grand career, worthy of being written out or the admiration and 

encouragement of succeeding generations CHAPTER X-TVII. " The West cannot exist without 

Chicago; her natural situation and advantages give her control of the Western States, and in 

future times, seated in all the majesty of empire, on Lake Mlichigan, she shall look back, as to a 

fearftl dream, upon the recent conflagration, and in all probability remember it as a blessing 

rather than a curse."-ANo;. 533 
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the pulses of great or common men, could not produce grass on the top of a bare rock, or create a 

city without people and without the cooperation of nature. We have no king to dictate where 

towns shall be established, and compel them to be inhabited. In this free country, men gathlier 

into the best locations, as naturally as water runs down hill. And probably there is no spot more 

adapted to the wants of the commerce of the Northwest, in all its vast domains, than that on 

which Chicago stands. The energetic and wise mraster-builders have planned well and executed 

firmly, and they need profound wisdom and limitless energy to fulfil all the hopes of mankind; 

but it would seem as though Providence had provided a place for the confluence of nations, and 

given every possible suggestion to guide and encourage our citizens. The fire has altered no 

natural laws, changed none of the causes of growth that inhere in the geographical position, left 

materially uninjured much that has been done to promote the transaction of business and the 

comfort and ease of living; while it has advertised ius to the world, and opened to us their 

symtpathies, as nothing else could have done. True, there is much latent selfishness in the world, 

and men will go where they can buy for the least money what they want-in short, where they 

think they can do the best for themselves. If we keep the largest stocks, and sell for the smallest 

profits, and convince the world about us that this is true, our city will continue to command the 

attention of buyers and sellers, and grow into increased greatness. These results are possible, 

because of our magnificent harbor for the Lake shipping. Already we have thirty-four miles of 

dockage, with opportunities for indefinite expansion, by means of slips, and are at the head of the 

grandest inland navigation on the globe. "During eight months of the year there is an average 

daily ar rival and departure of some fifty sailing vessels and steamers. 534: 

Page  535 IN CIHICAGO AND THE WESt. These bring coal, iron, wood, lumber, and heavy 

goods. Of these Lake craft, three hundred and ninety-eight are owned in Chicago. These are of 

an average capacity of 214~ tons; the exact aggregate is 85,313 tons. Vessels bringing coal and 

iron from Buffalo and Cleveland are much larger. The entire fleet entering and clearing from the 

port of Chicago average 239i tons; and the total number during the eight months of 1870, from 

April to November, both inclusive, was 12,546; while the arrivals and departures, during the 

same eight months at the ports of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, San 

Francisco, Mobile, and Savannah, were 12,259-287 less than at the single port of Chicago. It is 

true, the sailing vessels and steamers entering New York are much larger- averaging 5991 tons; 

but even their aggregate tonnage is far less than the port of Chicago I The fleets of deeply-laden 

vessels that daily arrive and depart from our youthful city would greatly surprise even a resident 

of New Yorkl or Liveripool." The deepening of the canal to the Illinois River, which is thus 

connected with Lake Michigan, must greatly increase the already enormous trade which floats on 

its bosom. This all remains intact; and five of the grain-elevators stand erect and ready for 

business. So that the great expectations of Chicago cannot fail, unless nature fails, and the world 

burns up. Our system of parks will be needed in due season; and the continuous drive through 

parks and boulevards of twenty miles, all round the city, will yet be thronged with the prosperous 

and happy people of our reconstructed metropolis. The railroads of the Northwest are all vitally 

concerned in the new Chicago's prosperity, and each added mile is directly or indirectly tributary 

to the markets of this city. Besides the great rival lines to the Pacific now in operation, the 

Northern Pacific commands an immense territory, a vast empire of fertile lands rich in mineral 

resources; and this must become a source of 535 
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Page  536 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES wealth, also, to us, bringing not only that 

splendid region to our doors, but aiding us to control the Oriental trade which has enriched so 

many cities of the world. Our manufactures have begun to acquire root and strength, and are 

destined to develop indefinitely, because the labor, coal, and materials are all here waiting the 

call of capital to convert them into immense profit.' The following table shows what nationalities 

are here, and suggest the various industries they pursue, and the ties which bind us to the Old 

World. The numbers represent families: United States............................. 28,839 

Ireland................................... 19,145 Canada................................... 3,167 

Norway................................. 2,910 Austria................................... 1,426 

Denmark.................................. 655 Poland................................... 370 

Italy...................................... 275 Germany................................. 28,870 Eng,] 

and................................ 4,947 Sweden................................... 2,940 

Scotland................................... 1,750 France....................................722 

IIolland................................... 527 Switzerland................................ 337 

Wales.................................... 247 Besides these, there are families from twenty-seven other 

countries. Whatever business any man may wish to follow or carry on, which appertains to 

civilized communities, he can find the artisans here who know how to aid him. These peol)le are 

mainly inhabitants of Chicago still, and their presence will attract and employ the capital of the 

world. The actual indebtedness of Clicago is under fifteen milliona 536 
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Page  539 IN CIIICAGO AND TII WEST. and the largest pairt of tile improveimenits remain for 

wllichi tilis mioney was exlpendced(l. According, to tle best estimates, our tota..1 loss will 

amounit to two liiundred and ten millions. A portion o' this will be recovered as a basis of 

operaltions, so that we al're better off to-day tlnli we were fifteen, or p)ossibly ten, years ago. 

The instantaneous cal) fob-lrward, after tlhe first touchll of the lbaiid of' a world's clarity, and the 

successive strides of tle Young Giant, towairds foirmer supremiacy, assurc us that the fuiture 

shiall be as tihe past, and incireasing,ly glorious. AGE AND POPULATION OF WESTERN 

CITIES. Settled. Population, S1870. I)Detioit........................ 1700 79,5S0 St. Louis........... 1 

6...1T 4 310,S64 Pittsbu i.l.....................17S4 8G,235 Louisville......................17S5 100,754 

Cinicininati......................1 4S9 216,239 Cliicago..................... l...S30 t0 Chlicago, )present 

popuilation..... 1S871 334,270 Facilities for tile cattle trade have been furnished by the Union 

Stoclk Yards, which the fire did not hlarm, and are of such importanec as to justify the insertioii 

of tilhe following description I'robl)ly Ino eniterprise in the history of Chlicag,o has combined so 

many coIrporations and capitalists tocgether into one great comp),ny as the Great Union Stock 

Yards. Railroad companies that hlave heretofoire been rivals for the live stock trade of the West, 

and often at war with each other upon this sub ject, are now a unit, workling, to,gether as 

architects of this great undertaking. Their trackls have been extended to a conmmon centre, and 

nine of the former coimpel)cting roads now connect directly with the Great Union Stock Yards. 

The broad prairie that stretches southward friom the city is now traversed and retravercsed by 

thieir different branches, alt tending toward the great bovine city of the world 31 539 
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Page  540 IIIS'lSTOrY OF T''iE GRE,AT FIRES Packers and cornrnission dealers, whose 

extensixe establishments have heretofore demanded their entire attention, are now found at this n 

clens, prospecting upon the results of the enterprise, laying plans for the future, and 

prognosticating the prosperity tlat is to follow the ope,ning of this great cattle mnart. Their 

estimates for the future migllt be considered chimerical by the Rip Van Winkles of otl-her and 

less go-ahlead cities; but Western men know the extent of the broad prairies of Illinois and 

neighboring States, which stretchl away like the pampas of South America, yielding pasturage 

for innumerable herds of cattle, found nowhere else in the country. Anong the first business 

transactions of the hamlet, now grown into this great city, vas buyi g, and selling cattle and 

swine, large lerdls of whichl were easily driven to inarlket here, slaughtered, and slipped to other 

points. TIe paelkin)g business was only another braneh of tlie trade, and beef packled in 

Chlicago was to be found in the nmarts of Liverpool long before the growing Western town fi-

oin wrheice it came had a " local habitation and a name " amlong the cities of the continent. At 

the AVWorld's Fair, held inl London several years ag,o, the attention of Queen Victoria and 

Prinee Albert was called to several tierees of beef from the packing establishment of the Houghs, 

in Chlicago anid they were awarded a premium. Thus the produce of the new city begtan to grow 

in the estimation of foreign dealers, and an impetus was given to the trade. Steadily advancilg, 

tlhe exports from our harbor began to look likle those of much older cities; and St. Louis and 

Cincinnati lost their laurels-the latter ceasing, to be the recognized "porkopolis" of the land. 

iecachingl out like a young giaint, the new commercial port seized upon the produce of the 

prairies of Illinois and the West, and put ,n emnbargo upon the growthl of older towrns less 

centrally located. D)ealers in live stockl soon left their old landmaks in Cineinnati, St. 

LTouis,,Luisville. and establisled thense,l:es in the Garden 540 

Page  541 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. City; the places that had known them knowing 

them no more, unless it was to hear of their prosperity and increasing wealth. Railroads sprang 

into existence, and cut the prairies in every direction, while the lakes were whitened by the 

unfurled sails of thousands of vessels; and the great rush of business which now blesses Chicago 

as a metropolis was established permanently, upon a basis having for its foundations millions of 

acres of productive lands, great natural resources, and untold commercial advantages. On the 

first of June, of the present year, ground was broken for the new yards. The first thing to be done 

was to drain the land-a work of no small importance. An immense box sewer was constructed 

along Halstead street, to serve as a main discharge for the drains and sewers. This structure is 

half a mile in length, running north and south, and four feet in the clear. Constructed on the most 

improved plans, these drains and sewers, underlying the yards in every direction, perform their 

work in the most admirable manner. The soil is now in good condition, and no inconvenience 

will be experienced from wet land or standing water. In this particular, the great bovine city will 

be far ahead of the populous and crowded human city which it adjoins, and of which it is 

destined to become an important part. The total length of the drains and sewers is about thirty 

miles. They have caused a wonderful transformation in the level, wet land on the prairie, which it 

has heretofore been considered impossible to drain. The argument deduced from this is, that all 

the low land surrounding Chicago is valuable for building purposes, and that it can be thoroughly 

drained, so as to afford a solid foundation for structures of any size. The tract of land selected as 

the site of the yards was now thoroughly drained, and what a short time before was a marshy 

prairie, covered with rank grass, appeared dry and firm, admitting of the passage of loaded 

wagons, and the laying of railroad 541 
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Page  542 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES trackls over it. Lines of rails were soon 

constructed, leading from different railroads, which were to transport the immense amount of 

lumber required for the construction of the yards to the spot. Large sills of tinmber were placed 

upon the ground, across which were laid tlhree-inchl joists. Upon this foundation the planking 

was commenced. That portion of tlhe yards to be used for cattle pens was planked vwithl thlree-

inch pine planks, placed firmly ulpon the joists and nailed thereto. Two-inchl plank was similarly 

placed upon those portions -where the hogs are to be kept. The plankling, being raised fiom the 

ground, affords the water and refiuse fi'om the yards an opportunity of draining off to the 

ground, where it immediately finds its way into the drains and sewers which underlie the -whole, 

thence into the main sewer on Ilalsted street, and into the river. The entire plankling, liLke the 

draining, was done in the most substantial manner, no expense or pains being spared to make it 

firm and solid, so that no accidents might result in the future firom its siinking or breaking 

through, beneath the tread of the lherds destined to pass over it. A portion of the planking was 

done by contract, and the remainder by the con,pany. As many as 1,000 men were employed 

upon it at one time. The entire 345 acres comprised in the yards are laid out into streets and 

alleys, in the same manner as a large city. TliroughIl the centre, from northl to sou'th, runs a 

broad avenue, which has been named E street. This great central thloroughlfare is one mile in 

length,l and seventy-five feet broad. It is divided into three sections, like a bridge, to facilitate the 

driving of cattle through it. Droves passing to the southl will take one section; those passing, to 

the north, another, meeting on the way without the sliightest inconvenience or stol)lppagec. The 

drover's whlip will not be called into requisition in passing throught this avenue, as all will be 

"fa-ir sailing,." This street runs thro(ugh tlhe entire grounds, and is paved withl Nicolson 

pavement; the blocks used 642 

Page  543 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. beinig the refuise ends of plank, etc., which 

economy greatly reduced the expense. There is not a finer or smoother drive in Chlicago tlhan 

this well-paved and finely rounded street. RPunning, parallel to Avenue E are other streets, 

leading to the railroads that surround the yards on all sides but the south. These streets are 

crossed at right angles by others, running east and west. The principal one of these passes by the 

Hotel, and has been named "Broadway" by the worlkmen. It is, indeed, a broad avenue, and will 

probably retain the name, as it leads from tlhe IIougl I House to the Bank and Exchlange 

building, where the life and excitement of the yards will centre. It is sixty-six feet wide, pla,nked 

with heavy timber, and travrsed on the soutlh b)v a raised sidewallk. There are five hundred of 

these enclosures, all lying on tlhe different streets, lilkec the buildings of a city, and all probably 

numbered. In size these enclosures vary from 20 x 35 to 85 x 112, vlwhilc others are precisely 

the size of a car, calculated to hold just one car-load of stock. The cattle-pens are open, but tlhosc 

designed for lhog,s are, covered with sheds, and so arranged as to prevent the hogs " piling," 

vwhichl they are iinclined to do in cold weather. The yards are provided with six lhay-barns and 

six corn-cribs, situated on different parts of the enclosure, convenient to different sections of 

pens. Perhaps the greatest feature of these yards is that of the different railway accommodations. 

Nine of the principal railroads of the West find a common centre lhere. Thlere have been 

construceted fifteen miles of track, as branches, which connect tlCheso roads with tlhe yards, 

besides many switchll-trackls and side-runs. Upon the north are tracks of four railroads-thelc 

Great Eastern, the iclhig,ani Central, the Miclig,an Southern, and the Pittsburg, and Fort Wayne. 

These roads all run in firom the east, and their tracks are so arranged by the side of "' slhoots" 

that vlwhole trains can be unloaded at once. On the north, and parallel to tlhe 543 
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Page  544 IIISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES "shoots" belonging to these roads, are others 

running nearly par. allel. They are for the accommodation of two roads, the Chicago, Burlington, 

and Quincy and the Illinois Central, which also approach the grounds fiom the east. The east and 

west sides of the yards describe an inward curve, along which are platforms and "shoots." The 

Chicago and Rock Island Railroad owns those upon the east, and the Chicago and Northwestern 

and the Chicago, Alton and St. Louis those upon the west, where their tracks are constructed. By 

the act of incorporation all the roads have the privilege of running over each other's tracks, but so 

ample are the arrangements that this will seldom, if ever, be necessary. The yards are provided 

with water-taniks for the engines, wood-yards, turn-tables, and everything that is required at a 

great depot, which in fact these grounds are-the greatest in the world. The facilities for loading 

and unloading cargoes of cattle at these yards are unsurpassed. Each road has 1,000 feet of 

platform, which is provided with " shoots" leading directly into the yards and pens of the 

division appropriated to the use of such road. When a train of cars loaded with live-stock arrives, 

it draws up in friont of the "shoots." Gates are so arranged that they open across the platform 

extending to the cars, and thus form an enclosure through which the stock passes directly into the 

yards. These gates enable a whole train to unload as quick as one car. Several of the " shoots" are 

made double, so that the upper and lowver floors of a carload of hogs can be passed out at the 

samne time. This arrangement is so perfect that there is little chance for an accident to happen to 

the stock as they pass down the avenue formed by the gates, and are thence driven into the pens. 

As many as 500 cars can be loaded or unloaded in this manner at the same time, the whole 

operation occupying only a few moments. This fine arrangement is considered one of the 

greatest features of the yards. Water is furnished in ample abun. dance by Artesian wells on the 

place. 544 

Page  545 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. Since their opening, these yards have verified the 

opinions expressed above, and constitute a system as nearly perfect as human skill can construct. 

The Hough IIonse has become the Transit ilouse. A neat chapel, erected by the Second Baptist 

Church, and patronized and sustained in part by that body, opens its doors and affords religious 

privileges to the residents and visitors there, who take a deep interest in the exercises of the 

Sundayschool and the preaching of the gospel. Who shall deny that Chicago must go forward 

more swiftly in the fuiture than the past, when these vast facilities for business which we have 

named, and these surroundings of country and population are fully considered? The testimony of 

our rival city, St. Louis, is a generous recog nition of our geographical supremacy. Said the 

Jfissozuri Reh publican:-" Chicago, though stricken in purse and person as no other city recorded 

in history ever has been, is not crushed out and destroyed, and her complete restoration to the 

place and power from which she is temporarily removed is only a question of time. It would be 

sad, indeed, if a conflagration, though swallowing, up the last house and the last dollar of a great 

commercial metropolis, could fix the seal of perpetual annihilation upon it, and declare that the 

wealth and prosperity which once were should exist no more forever. Such might be the case, 

perhaps, were there none other save human forces at work; but into the composition of such a 

city as that which the demon of fire has conquered, enter the forces and the necessities of nature. 

Chicago did not become what she was, simply because shrewd capitalists and energetic business 

men so ordained it. That mighty Agent, who fashions suns and stars, and swings them aloft in the 

boundless ocean of space, marks out by immutable decree the channels along which population 

and trade must flow. When the first settlers landed at Jamestown and Plymouth, and began to 

hew a path for civilization through the primeval forest, it was 545 
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Page  546 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES as certain as the law of gravitation, that if this 

continent were destined to be a new empire, fit to receive the surplus millions of the eastern 

hemisphere, and contribute to the progress and en. ,lghtenment of mankind everywhere, there 

must and would be a few prominent centres, so to speak, around whlich the vast ma chline could 

revolve. Those centres were determined by the geographly and topographlly of the country; and 

when the ad vancing tide of immigration touched thliemi they began to develop as naturally and 

irresistibly as the flower does beneath thelo genial influences of sunshine and shlowers. For 

practical purposes neithler Jamestown nor Plymouthl were of any special consequence; thereforc 

the one lias ceased to exist altocgether, and the other remains an insignificant town. But the inner 

shlore of of Boston lhalrbor, the Island of Manhlattan, the site of Phlliladelphlia, Baltimore, 

Cincinnati, New Orlecans, St. Louis, and San Francisco, filurnishled the required facilities, iand 

we see the result to-day. Nature declares where great cities shall be built, and man simply obeys 

the orders of nature. "The spot where Chllicago river empties into Lake lMichigan belongs to the 

same categoryv as those we have mentioned. It was designed and intended for the location of a 

grand mart to supply the wants of tlhe extreme northl-west-tlthat portion of tllhe central plateau 

lying on the line and to the north of the Union Pacific Railway, alild the WVestern part of the 

British possessions. The trade from tl)ese sections seeks an ont]et there, and finds it better and 

more available than anywhere else. This fact was settled before the first brick was laid in 

Chlicago; was settled lwhen Chlicagt rose to the rank of the fifth city in the republic, and is 

settled just as firmnly now, wllen, to all human appearances, her destruction is welluighi 

accolnplislied. "Natnural advantarges, then, imust compelcl the reconstruction of Chicago, evr 

tlhougll every foot of its soil passes out of the lhands of the?rcscnt proprietors. And if we 

examrnine vlwhat the fire 1has 546 

Page  547 IN CHICAGO AND TIE WVEST. spared, it will be found that the nucleus of a new 

and rapid growth is not wanting. " If we add to these resources the railway lines converg,ing to 

that point, which represent an aggregate capital of $300,000,000; and remember that every 

railway is directly interested in the process of reconstruction, and will aid it in all possible 

vways, it may not be difficult for even the most incredulous to see why and how Chicago must 

grow again. That she is absolutely ruined or 'permanently disabled is slheer impossibility, which 

no sensible person will for a moment credit."' CPTER XVIII. CIIAPTER XXXVIII. IF it were 

possible to obtain a commission of true, honest, publie-spirited citizens, to whom all general 

affairs were entrusted, with power to makle laws for the city, and determine the ciharacter of its 

future, they would doubtless greatly change many thlings, and introduce reforms and establish 

customs of incalculablc benefit to all coming generations. In the nature of things this is 

impossible, and all Utopias exist but in the brain of enthlusiasts, never probably to issue into 

living, realities, while men are prone to error and sin. Education should be the ri,ght and duty of 

ever, child of the city; in other words, all persons should enjoy, either freely or compulsorily,. the 

advantage,s of learning. The principal temptation of city life should be put away by the 

prohibition of all sales of intoxicating liquors, and by such careful legislation as to prevent any 

drunkard friom cxisting, amnong us, or any dram-seller plying, his trade amolig our citizens 

openly or by stealthl. Gambling should be made a crimc and absolutely crushecd out, and forever 

prevented. JIarlotry should be trampled under toot, and kept down by every resource 547 

Page  548 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES of law. Honesty should be encouraged, and 

justice magnified by the officers and judges, whose example should be above reproach. The 
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Sabbath should be regarded as a sacred institution of universal obligation, and defended from the 

encroachments of power or the perversion of selfishness and ignorance. Religion should be the 

voluntary choice of all men; and its ordinances and machinery, simply protected from the rude 

hand of violence, should be given free scope in the improvement and satisfaction of the people. 

Literature, science, and art should enjoy every encouragement, and be made to minister, not, as 

in Paris, to the worse portions of our nature, but to the ennobling, gratification, refinement, and 

culture of the whole community. In the material improvements there should be care exercised to 

guard against the recurrence of fires. In the French capital, the man in whose house the fire 

begins that consumes property, recovers no insurance. The buildings also are constructed slowly, 

and with such regard to the destroyer's ravages that, in the last ten years before the Commune, 

the damage by fire did not amount, according to the testimony of an American merchant there, to 

two hundred thousand dollars. It should, therefore, be an offence to build, in the heart of the city, 

of anything combustible. Let a city grow to stand half or twice a thousand years. This would be 

economy, and our liberty should not be construed into license to prepare, under our neighbor's 

eaves, a tinder-box to burn him down or do him damage. Water arrangements should be made as 

perfect and safe as ingenuity could devise and money procure. Immense engines and accessible 

reservoirs should be provided, by which whole blocks could be flooded and placed beyond peril, 

as gigantic barriers against the progress of conflagrations, lhowever furious. The Fire 

Department should be organized and drilled to an efficiency like that attained among soldiers of 

the regular army. Hiow magnificent might be the future of our city under a sys 548 

Page  549 IN CHICAGO.AD THE WEST. tern like this! Our influence would extend on every 

railway and highway, borne by the billow and the breeze to remote districts, and wherever it was 

felt, the tone of public sentiment would be exalted, and men would turn to us as the mariner to 

his compass or chart, for laws, sentiments, principles, and fashions, and the whole conduct of 

life. Our example would be such that the Republic, energized and purified, would pulsate with 

new life, and her glorious career would prolong itself to the end of time. We close with this 

pleasant picture drawn by another's hand: "Then shall our fair city rise out of her ashes, and sit 

beside this lake for ten thousand years to come, beautiful for situation, the joy of the vlwhole 

earth. The fair Garden City, the centre and glory of the garden of the world, one of the fairest 

jewels in the diadem of America, the strong right hand of our noble na tioni, where our children 

will live in great peace and prosperity when we are dead and gone, where starvation and squalor 

shall be known no more, where the poorest home will be filled with plenty, and the poorest child 

have an equal chance with the richest to come to the knowledge of the truth, as it touches our 

whole life here and hereafter. Where all homes will stand close to all temples, and all temples 

near all homes-a city like that John saw in his great vision, that standeth four square, and the 

height, and the length, and the breadth of it are equal." 549 

Page  550 HI[TORY OF TIU GREAT FIRE TIIE FIRES IN WISCONSIN. CHAPTER XXXIX. 

WiILE wo were strucrglin, in our agony, neighboring States and communities were also visited 

by the raging monster, and siflbred a scour,ge as keenly felt and more destructive of life. The 

droulgt, whlose pernicious influence had desiccated the air in our own vicinity, and p)archellcd 

everythlling to a state of prel)ara tion for fire, was very general in the western country. Water, for 

ordinary purposes of family use and for cattle, had becoime a luxury in many places, and even an 

expensive one. The streams and springls were dry in large sections, and the people unprotected 

from suell a foe as chllarged down upon them. Occasional conflagrations were occurring in the 
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woods of Wisconsin and MIichigan, caused by the hlunter's carelessness, or as a natural 

consequenceo of hlis sport. In this way, the wadding lodging in the dry grass, prairie fires have 

originated which desolated the fairest regions of our country, year by year. But upon the 

blackened soil tlero atppeared again in the vernal season a fresh growthl that made all look fair 

when summer came. So we may hope our desolated regons will bloom again when the forces of 

nature and the cenergices of man combine in hlarmony to develop the seeds and roots of beauty 

and wealth that now lie dormant. The smoke firom thlese stray burnings increased until the 

bosom of the Lake was veiled, and tlhe country inundated by its volume. Thlese thiiig, were of 

comnmon occurrence, and did not seem to be precursors, 550 

Page  551 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. as tlhey were, of that devastation which has 

befallen northern Wisconisin and western Mtichigan. In actual loss of life we suf fetled less than 

the people)lc of tllose districts; while the protracted nattureC of their visitation and their 

remoteness fiomn lines of travel mIiade tlhe individual sufiering more keenly felt. IHere we had 

everCy comfort tlhat a sympathlizing world could provide speedily birouglit to our doors; but 

there aid came more slowly, as the tidings of their calamity lingered longer on the way to the 

cars of the world. WIND, FIRE, AND SMOKE. It is difficult to al)prehend vividly enoulgh tlhe 

rush of the wind over our prairies, and especially at such a time when the fire drew the air 

towards itself with accelerated velocity-each devel. oping tlhe force of the other. Accounts 

inform us with unifoirmity coincerning the density of the smoke-cloud, and the intensity of the 

fire torrent. A firiend, lwho was in a sailboat on Little Sturgeon Bay, doscribes the fire blowing 

off the shlore as terrific, so much so that trees on an island about half a mile fiom shlore were set 

on fire, and the island burned over. HIe says that after the fire he could ihave picked ul) a 

yawlboatfuil of birds in the bay, that had got burned in their flig,lt, and dropped into the water. A 

passenger on one of the Lakel boats running across to Green Bay gives somo faicts of interest 

whlichl serve to confirm the dreadful nature of tho timeC we are describing. The boat was 

greatly detained on her ulpward trip on account of liigh wind and smnoke, and the latter was so 

dense that tlhe boat l.ad to be steered cntirely with the compass. The fire on the cast side of the 

Bay extended in an almost unbroken line from tlhe eastern shiore of Lake Winnebag,,o to the 

northern extremity (t tlCe Etastcni l'eniinsula, filly 150 miles, burning up in its course febces, 

barns, houses, and an endless quantity of cedar telegraph 551 

Page  552 5HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES poles and tan bark, the latter of which was piled 

in immense heaps on the docks. So deep and dismal was the darkness caused by the immense 

volume of smoke. that the sun was totally obscured for a distance of 200 miles. This midnight 

darkness continued for a week. The boat, of course, was delayed, but she left Escanaba for Green 

Bay on the fatal Sunday night at twelve o'clock, but only made her way twelve miles out when 

forced to return on account of the stormy sea beneath and the sea of fire overhead. The air was 

red with burning fragments, carried all the way from l1eshtigo and other places along the shore, a 

distance of nearly fifty miles. The boat laid in Escanaba harbor until six o'clock A.M. Monday, 

when she was again started, the storm having but slightly subsided; but the course was pursued, 

and Menomonee was reached with great difficulty. As they approached Menomonee they passed 

vessels loaded with furniture, etc., all being ready to leave if the place took fire. It was here the 

passengers learned of the destruction of Peshtigo. A correspondent writes, twelve days after the 

event: This letter, to give it a local habitation and a name, is dated where Peshtigo was. In the 

glory of this Indian summer afternoon I look out on the ghastliest clearing that ever lay before 
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mortal eyes. The sandy streets glisten with a frightful smoothness, and calcined fragments are all 

that remain of imposing edifices and hundreds of peaceful homes. This ominous clearing is in the 

centre of a blackened, withered forest of oak, pine, and tamarack, with a swift river-the Peshtigo-

gliding silently through the centre, from northeast to southwest. Situated seven miles from the 

Green Bay, on the Peshtigo River, the town commanded all the lumber trade of the northern 

Peninsula, and grew rapidly into importance as a frontier mart of Chicago. Built by an 

enterprising but lately singularly unfortunate Chicago sufferer, William B. Ogden, the town has 

had but one purpose, to make money for its founder and keep up the lumber interests. But one 

552 
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running seven miles to the bay, connected the little city with the great chain of lakes. Great 

foundries and machine-shops rose on the banks of the river, and a busy mill stood in ceaseless 

operation in the centre of the town. The banks of the Peshtigo teem with a rich and various 

growth of timber, and a trade of years stood always in prospective to her busy people. The great 

Northern Pacific Railroad was to be tapped by a road even now building to the place where 

Peshtigo was, and every hamlet and town in Northern Wisconsin envied and admired the 

wonderful little city. The keen eye of trade and speculation was not deceived; population flocked 

in amain, and fully 2,000 people had established permanent homes. The site was well chosen for 

beauty as well as business; the river at this point runs through a slight bluff, which breaks into a 

low fiat before the stream escapes from the borders of the town. The excellent water-power as 

well as the lumber interest had determined the spot, and a mill was one of the first establishments 

ill operation when the walls of the village began to rise. Below the mill the ground on either bank 

sloped gently into low, pebbly fiats, which joined the water's edge a few rods from the centre of 

the town. The business and residence streets were wide and well laid out, the houses prettily built 

and carefully painted, and little ornamental gardens were frequent. The river cut the town pretty 

fairly in twain, the works and shops of the Peshtigo Company covering most of the northeastern 

shore, while trade and business for the main part held themselves on the southwestern bank. The 

site was, and is to this day, unmistakably a clearing. A solid wall of pine, oak, and tamarack 

hedge in the desolate waste, even now. As it stood, the pretty bustlin: village combined the 

orderly enterprise of New England and the irrepressible vigor of the typical Western ' city." 

Roads cut through the forest communicated with a long line of prospering lumb)ering hamlets 

and thriving farms, to tlhe 553 
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interspersed withl innnumerable open glades of crisp brown herbage and dried fuirzc, -whiclh 

had for weeks glowed with the autuLmn fires that infest these regions. Little lheed was paid 

them, for the first rain would inevitably quench the flames. But the rain never came, and finally 

valiant battle was wa,ged fair and near against the slowly increasing fires. In this, as in other 

towns, the danger was tlhought well warded off by the cgeneral precautions. The fire had rag,ed 

up to the very outskirts of the town weekls before that fatal Sunday, and the fires were set 

outward to fi,ghlt the enemy. Evcythling, inflammiable hlad apparently been taken out of lharm's 

way on that memorable Sunday. One careful citizen traversed thellc western outskirt, and 

assured his people that no danger could come firom that quarter. The shlarp air of early October 

had sent the people in from thle evening church services more promptly than usual, althllough, 

numbers delayed to speculate on a g,reat noise' and ado which set in ominously from the west. 
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The housewives looked tremblingly at the fires and lilghts within, and tlhe men took a last look 

at the possibilities without; for many it was truly a last glimpse. The nioise grew in volume, and 

came nearer and nearer with terrific crackling and detonations. The forest rocked and tossed 

tumultuonsly; a dire a,larm fell upon the imprisoned village,c for the swirling blasts came now 

from every side. In one awful instant, before expectation could give shape to the lhorror, a great 

flame shot up in the western heavens, and in countless fiery ton,gues struck downward into the 

villagec, piercing cevery object that stood in the town like a red-hot bolt. A deafening roar, 

min,gled with blasts of electric flame, filled the air, and paralyzed every soul in the place. There 

was no beginning to the work of ruin; the flaming, whirlwind swirled in an instant thlrough, the 

town. There is no diversity in general experience; all heard the first inexplicable roar; some aver 

that the earth shook, while a 554 
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Page  557 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. credulous few avow tlhat the heavens opened, and 

the fire rained down friom above. Moved by a common instinct, for all knew that the woods that 

encircled the town were impenetrable, every habitation was de serted to the flames, and the 

grasping multitude flocked to the river. On the west the mad hiorde saw the bridge in flames in a 

score of places, and turning, sharply to the left, with one accord, plunged illto the water. Three 

hundred people wedged themselves in between the rolling booms, swayed to and fro by the 

current, where they roasted in the hot breath of flames that hovered above them, and singed the 

hlair on each head momentarily exposed above the water. Ihere despairiing, men and women 

held their children till the cold water came as an ally to the flames, and deprived them of 

strength. IMeantimne the eastern bank was densely crowded by the dying and the dead. Rushing 

to the river from this direction the swirl ing blasts met the victims full in the face and mowed a 

swath through the fleeing throng. Inhalation was annihilation. Scores fell before the first blast. A 

few were able to crawl to the pebbly flats, but so dreadfully disfigured that death must have been 

pref erable. All could not reach the river; even the groups that fell prone on the grateful damp 

flats suffered excruciating agony. The fierce blaze, playing, in tremendous counter currents 

above them on the higher ground, was sufficiently strong to set the clothing aflame, and the 

flying sand, heated as by a furnace, blistered the flesh whlerever it fell. All that could break 

through the stifling simoon had come to the river. In the red glare they could see the sloping 

bank covered with the bodies of those that fell by the way. Few lining, on the back streets 

succeeded in reaching the river, the hot breath of the fire cutting them down as they ran. But here 

a new danger befell. The cows, terrified by smoke and flame, rushed in a great lowing drove to 

the river brink. Women and children were tramplbd by the frightened brutes and many, 32 657 
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under the waters. This was the situation above the bridge; below, a no less harrowing thing 

happened. The burning timbers of the mill, built at the edge of the bridge, blew and floated down 

upon the multitude assembled near the flats, and inflicted the most lamentable sufferings. The 

men fought this new death bitterly; those who were fortunate enough to have coats flung them 

over the heads of wives and children, and dipped water with their hlats on the impronised shelter. 

Scores had every shred of hair burned off in the battle, and many lost their lives in protecting 
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others. The firemen had made an effort to save some of the buildings, and the hose was run from 

the river to some important edifice. The heat instantly stopped the attempt, but not before the 

hose, swollen with water, had been burned through in a hundred places. Although the onslaught 

of fire and wind had been instantaneous, and the destruction almost simultaneous, the fierce, 

stifling currents of heat careered through the air for hours. These currents were more fatal than 

the flames of the burning village. Ignorant of the extent of the fire, and the frightful combination 

of wind and flames, many of tle company's workmen, some with wives and children, shut 

themselves up in the great brickl building and perished in the raging heats of the next half hour. 

Others on the remote streets broke for the clearing beyond the woods, but few ever passed the 

burning barrier. Within the boundaries of the town and accessi)le to the multitude the river 

accommodation was rather limited, and when the animals had crowded in the situation was full 

of despair. The flats were covered with prone fi,guLres with packs ablaze and faces pressed 

rigidly into the cooling moist earth. The flames played about and above all with an incessant, 

deafening roar. The tornado was but momentary, but was succeeded by mael stroms of fire, 

smokle, cinders, and red-hot sand. Wherever a building seemed to resist the fire,c the roof would 

be sent whirling 558 

Page  559 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. in the air, breaking into clouds of flame as it fell. 

The shower of sparks, cinders, and hot sand fell in continuous and prodigious force, and did 

quite as much in killing the people' as the first ter rifle siro.cco that succeeded the fire. The 

wretched throng, neck deep in the water, and the still more helpless beings stretched on. the 

heated sands, w,ere pierced and blistered by those burning particles. They seemed like lancets of 

red-hot steel, penetrating the thickest covering. The evidence now remains to attest the incredible 

force of the slenderest pencils of darting flame. IIard ironwood plow-handles still remain, 

perforated as though by minni6d balls, and for the main part lunburnt. When the hapless dwellers 

in the remote streets saw themselves cut off from the river, groups brolke in all directions in a 

wild panic of fright and terror. A few took refuige in a cleared field bordering on the town. hIere 

flat upon the ground, with faces pressed in the sand, the helpless sufferers lay and roasted. But 

few survived the dreadful agony. ThQ next day revealed a picture exceeding in horror any battle 

field,-mothers with children hugged closely lay in rigid groups, the clothes burned off and the 

poor flesh seared to a crisp. One mother, solicitous only for her babe, embalms her unutterable 

love in the terrible picture left on these woeful sands. With her bare fingers she had scraped out a 

pass as the soldiers did before Petersburg,, and pressing the little one into this, she put her own 

body above it as a shield, and when the daylight camne, both were dead,-the little baby, face 

unscarred, but the mother burnt almost to cinders. The hardy lumbermen are not wont to 

exaggerate, and the perfeet accord of every story and incident confirms every episode of this 

tragedy. Faitlhful to the helpless, a stout woodman carried out on his shoulders one deadly sickl 

of fever. lie burrowed for the helpless body a sepulchre, and then began the struggle for his own 

life. lie had lingered too long, and his scarred body was found near the refuge of the man his 

heroism had preserved. 559 
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streets, and swept the river and the low land adjoining. The timnber of the mill floating 

down'among the people, made additional labor and danger, and daylight broke terribly on the 

saturated survivors before they dared drag their cramped limbs from the icy waters. The min,gled 

crowd of men, women, and children, cows, and swine had held this watery refuge since 10 
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o'clock of the night before. Of the hundreds of human beings that entered the waters not all 

escaped; the frig,htened cows trampled many under tho waters; the blistering heat blinded many 

who groped hopelessly about in the ceLjrent, and finally sank. To this day none can tell how 

great was the slaulghter in the waters. After the bunling, heat of thle night, a numbing cllill 

followed, and the water-soaked group crawled over dead bodies and hot sands to the only blazing 

building in all the waste about them. Groups of dead bodies were found within a stone's throw of 

the water; families rushing, down for a breathing place had been blown upon by the rushing blast 

and struck lifeless. The,ghastly thllroing huddled shrieking and bewailing about the flariing, 

embers, and the terrible roll of the missing, was soon called from end to end of the ashen waste. 

No vestige of human habitation remained, and the steaming,, freezing, wretched group, crazed by 

their unutterable terror and despair, plead with each other to restore the lost ones. The hlot blasts 

of the night had blinded them, and they could but va,guely reco,gnize one another ill the murkly 

li,ght of the lnewv day. Long, after the flames had died out, when there was no more to feed on, 

the hot sands rendered moving about an exquisite torture, and long, into the dismal mnid-day the 

survivors were confined to the narrow circuit near tlhe river. As the day wore on, help came in 

slowly from the northward. Several railroad gangs had escaped amnlihilation, and one ganig, led 

by an ex-prize-figliter named MLtlligan, camne with promptless and efficien(y to the rescue, 

tlnougl1 nmiles of burning prairie and blockaded roads. On Sll 660 
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were assembled within the confines of this industrious, prosperous city; the dreadful morning 

light came upon a haggard, maniacal multitude of less than seven hundred. When the work of 

rescue began it was found that a great number had escaped by the bed of the river and the 

northern road to the port, and as the day advanced, halfnaked stragglers, unkempt and blackened, 

began to stream into the sparse settlement. As the molten sands cooled off, the woful work of 

recognition began. Peering into blackened faces, mothers, fathers, brothers tremblingly sought 

out missing, ones. Some, in the immeasurable anguish of the moment, had dashed themselves 

against the sands and let out the life with their own hands that the licking flames coveted. Men 

too distant from the river to hope for rescue or safety, had cut the throats of their choking, 

children, and were found in groups sometimes unscarred by the flamnes. In the streets, full 

twenty corpses were found with no apparent injury or abrasion. Fatuous tradesmen, in the sudden 

rush of flame, had thrown their valuables into wells for security. Every well in the city was 

turned into a flaming pit, and the very waters half evaporated by the heat. Survivors attest that 

women and children, cut off from the rivers, were put into wells and covered with bedding. I 

have looked into every well in the ash-covered clearing, and there is no possibility that a living 

thing could have endured the flames that boiled and seethed in them. For hours the unreasoning 

search was continued by the famished-dying remnants, but to little avail; the dead, when 

recognizable, lay where they had fallen in the streets; where the houses stood, the ground was 

whipped clean as a carpet, and all hope of identifying, human ashes was idle. The next night the 

long-prayed-fol rain camne, gratefully to the living, and kiAdly to the fleeting ashes of the dead. 

The great dread that hovered over the bay cities and towns was allayed, and the threatened 

danger nearly gone. Bo 561 
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the neighlbor ing villages. The wounded were taken by boat to Green Bay, whence some were 

forwarded to MIilwaukece. From 9 o'clock Sunday night until dusk of Monday may be .taken as 
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the time of the main action of this terrible drama. By Tuesday the sweeping miles of fire had 

been quenched by MIonday night's rain. A slight drizzle still further aided the work of rescue. 

The ravages of the one night's tornado left uLnmistaklable traces on every hand. Through the 

solid growth of timber a clean swath of blaclkecned stumps and roots marked the course of the 

fiery tempests. The roads were cumbered with roasted cattle, and frequently with the carcases of 

bears and deer, while the ditches and cleared fields were strewn with smaller game and wild 

birds. Nearing the vicinity sadder relics were found, for those who pene trated eastward through 

the wall of flame met equally fierce flames in the clearest places. Remote dwellers on the 

highroads, warned of the great danger, with their families safely packed on their great farm-

wagons, made northward through the highways for security; but the flames engulfed them in the 

heart of the woods, and the fragments of stout vehicles, burned to the irons, now strew the road 

hither from Marinette, the last town on the Northern Wisconsin border. The highroad enters 

Peshtigo from the north, tliroug,h a break in the encircling belt of woods, where the pretty 

Episcopal Church stood-the last to burn in the fatal place. Even before this was reached, a putrid 

hecatomb of dead eattle cumbered the wooded street. Among the pines, scores lay, not burnt, but 

smothered to death. Through this underbrush thirty bodies of men and children were picked up, 

more or less in jiLired by fire. In a great many instances the human remains were distinguished 

from animals by the teeth alone. One horror-stricken relative recognized the relics of his nephew 

by a pen-knife im bedded in an oblong mound of ashes. What does it avail to nar rate 

circumstantially the inexpressible horrors of these succeeding 662 
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upward through the caln waters; or the piteous circumstances of a hundred heartwrenching 

tragedies during and following that treacherous Sunday blast? No moral underlies the terrible 

story; all that frightened human nature was capable of came into play that direful night; the 

slauglhter resulted from no sin of omission or commission on the part of man. No unseemly 

panic aided natural causes in achieving, comparatively, the completest devastation in human 

annals. On the contrary, superhuman daring and energy were put into active operation to mitigate 

preternatural horrors. The immensity of visible destruction at Chicago surpasses the 

completeness of this devastation, but Chicago, with all its woes, has not two-thirds of its citizens 

to deplore as dead. With one of the men who passed through that night of destruction, I 

wandered over the pretty rising plain where Peshlitigo spread its thriving stores and handsome 

houses. Save where the houses were built with cellars, which was very rare, there is no trace of a 

former habitation. Here and there are metallic remnants of sewing —machines and cracked 

stoves. The hardware and drug stores leave almost the only reminders of things that were, a 

blackened mortar stands idly in a wild confusion of melted glass and lead, with the pestle ready 

for a new decoction. Two or three men with troubled faces were moving about put. ting up a 

shed for the Relief Committee. They answered civilly and sadly that they had been in the fire, 

but saved themselves and nearest kin. They should have starved to death if the outside world had 

not stepped in, and now hoped to be shortly on their feet again. They despaired of the bright 

cheery little town ever being again as it was, but complacently "reckoned," if the scared ones 

didn't drive newcomers away by their silly stories, a new people would make a new Peshtigo. If 

you ever walked over the ground where a camp had been burned, and there are few tha. served 

during the war that have not, you found there as much) 663 
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Page  564 HIISTORY OF TIlE GREAT FIRES semblance of a substantial city as now marks the 

sl)ot where Peslitig,o's 2,000 people carried on the business of life a few days ago. On the bank 

of the river fish killed by the lusting flaie are still to be seen, which the day after the fire were 

soft and white and unwounded. Crossing the frail remnants of the bridge on timbers charred and 

fragile, my nei,lghbor said, "It was as like the Judgment Day as I can imagine. Friend IIansen, 

with his wife and four children, believed firmly that it was, and while the fire rained down he 

began to walk composedly up and down his parlor with his family about him, and I have never 

seen him since." The material loss is estimated at $3,000,000, the greater part of which falls on 

William B. Ogden, who suffered simultaneously greater losses in Chicago. But undaunted by his 

accumulating misfortunes, that energetic man instantly sent an agent on to rebuild the mills and 

shops, and gather a new people in the place if possible. There are 400 dead authentically 

accounted for there, besides half as many missing who cannot be accounted for, and probably 

never will be. Many of the mill hands and company's employes were utter strangers in the place, 

and the majority of them, something like 100, trusting to the stout walls of the company's 

building, perished en masse. It is a significant fact, as shlowing the character of one of Chicago's 

noblest and most valued citizens, that, in the midst of his immense misfortunes, and his extended 

and complicated business responsibilities, Ilon. William B. Ogden could lay aside all these for 

the sake of writing the following letter, in the hope of assisting in the recovery of the lost child of 

one of his Pcshtigo people: To the Editor of The Chicago Tribune: DEAR SIR:-Fraiik Jacobs, a 

Liungarian of Kossutli's party, and now about eighteen years in Peshtigo, escaped, with liiie rife, 

the death that oveioo(k so many on the night of the dreadf il fire 561 

Page  565 IN CHICAGO AND TIE WEST. here; but his wife's sister, Miss Charlotte Seymour, 

who left hit house in advance of him, taking his only child, was drowned in the Pcshlitigo River, 

and the child, a little boy about two and a half years old, has been missing since. The boy's name 

was Frank, and they called him "Frankic." It was reported that some one who saw Miss Seymour 

go down between the logs she was clinging to, failed to save her, but did seize and save the 

child; and that it with a great many others was taken to Menomonee on the morning after the fire, 

and there took the steamer for Green Bay. Mrs. John De Malsh, of Pcshtigo, tells Mr. Jacobs that 

she saw the child on the steamer, on its way to Green Bay, in the care of some kind gentleman 

passenger on his way to Chicago, who asked when she told him that she knew the child, and 

whose it was, if its parents were still living. She did not then know whether they were or not, and 

very likely left him with the impression, at that time of great distress and confusion, that they 

were probably not living, as she had not seen them since the fire. The gentleman caring for the 

child said to her that he should take it to Green Bay, and to Chicago, if he did not find its parents, 

and should take care of it mntil he did find them. Mrs. De Marsh does not know who this 

gentleman was, but if she is not mistaken it would seem that the child was saved and is still alive. 

The object of this letter is to askl, if admissible, that The Tribune publish these facts, in the hope 

that the child may be found thereby, and his very distressed parents relieved from their painful 

state of uncertainty and suspense about their boy and only child The child was perhaps two and a 

half years old; has lightbrown hair and blue eyes. The only word he spoke plainly, his p)arelts 

say, was "Ike," the name he gave to a favorite uncle; and if asked " Where Ikc is." lie will show, 

his parents think, an interest, and that hlie understands the meaning. 565 
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white checked flannel shirt, a red flannel dress, and red, brown, and white checked apron, with a 
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band of ptrple and white check. In the hope that this child may have escaped death on that fearful 

night,lt and that this statement of the circuinstances of the case, as related to me, may lead to his 

discovery and return to his unhappy parents, I remain, dear sir, with great respect, very truly 

yours, W. B. OGDEN. A citizen of Green Bay who passed through the fire at Peshtigo, who 

saved himself and a woman and clildren lie hap pened to meet, by getting on a low spot of 

ground or in a ditch, and covering over with wet blankets, tells this stolry:-They had got well 

covered up in this burrow, when a half-frantic woman rushed along with a great bundle in her 

arms. She had been well dressed, but her clothes were half burned off. She stopped and deposited 

her bundle, which consisted of a child and a lot of clothling, and then shrieked, "Great God, 

where is my baby!" At this the narrator sprang up, and saw, a few rods off, a baby in its night-

clothes, lying on the road and kickling, up its heels in great glee, while a billow of flame rolled 

over it, striking the ground beyond and leaving the baby in the centre of a great arch of fire. The 

baby had slid out of the bundle, unperceived by the mother in her haste. IIe immediately sprang 

for the child, and with difficulty rescued it. It is no wonder that the mother fainted when she 

secured the child. Wal. Ileath was one of the proprietors of the Peshtigo IIouse. When the fire 

occurred, his family, with the girls employed in the house, escaped from the hotel by a team, and 

were saved on the low land below Ellis's house. IHeath got into the rivoe 566 
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pier oi the bridge. The wind blew the fire from the hotel to where he was. The hotel was near the 

south end of the bridge and on the west side of the street. At the north end of the bridge and east 

end of the street was the Peshlitigo Company's water mill, and the flames from that also blew 

directly to his position. Thus it seems that the wind on the two sides of the river blew in exactly 

opposite directions. I-Heathl was saved from the fact that being on the west side of the pier, the 

flames from the water mill divided at the pier and passed him on both sides. The bridge being on 

fire, he dared not swimn through with the current, but when the fire on the bridge had got 

uncomfortably close, he took off his coat, pulled off his boots, and swam up stream to a place of 

safety. IIe had a very narrow escape from death, and has not yet recovered from breathing the hot 

air and smoke. iHe tells us that the most vivid imagination cannot picture the scene of the 

calamity as bad as it actually was. In hIis opinion as many as 1,000 people lost their lives on the 

Peshtigo; that 752 bodies have been buried, and that many were entirely burned up. The names 

of half the dead will never be known. They are buried all over Peshtigo, and the boards that mark 

their graves are marked "2 unknown," "3 unknown," etc. Much has been said of the intense heat 

of the fires which destroyed Peshtigo, Menekaunee, Williamsonville, etc., but all that has been 

said cannot give the stranger even a faint conception of the reality. The heat has been compared 

to that engendered by a flame concentrated on an object by a blow-pipe, but even that would not 

account for some of the phenomena. For instance, we lave in omu possession a copper cent, 

taken from the pocket of a dead man in the Peshtigo Sugar Bush, which will illustrate our point. 

This cent has been partially fused, but still retains its round form, and the inscription upon it is 

legible. Others in the 567 

Page  568 HISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES same pocket were partially melted off, and yet 

tae clotAing and the body of the man was not even singed. We do not know how to account for 

this, unless, as is asserted by some, the tornado and fire were accompanied by electrical 

phenomena. The house, barn, and fences of Mr. Ilill, of the upper Sugar Bush, were burned, and 

Mr. Ilill and his family all lost. By the side of the family was a narrow alley, just wide enough to 
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drive through. In this alley stood a wagon, and while the barn and fence were entirely destroyed, 

the wagon box was not even singed. Alf. Phillip's house, in the upper Sugar Bush. was destroyed, 

but the family escaped. They state that two opposite currents of air apparently struck the house, 

which was 16 by 24 feet, and carried it bodily into the air, they think about 100 feet. In the air it 

burst into flames, and in a few minutes was entirely des troyed. The house was not on fire when 

it left the ground. We do not believe that any other explanation of the great calamity can be made 

than that it was caused by fire, wind, and electricity. Another correspondent says: The story of 

the Wisconsin fires has never yet been told, and from the suddenness of the calamity ana the 

intensity of the clouds of fire, its fullest extent can never be knomwn. From Mr. J. IIarr's, chief 

messenger of the Ilouse of Representatives, who was an eye-witness of the fury of the flames on 

the fatal Sunday night of the 8th of October, and who has just returned from Green Bay, Wis., we 

are enabled to give to the public a statement of the number of the families who were totally 

swept away in that terrible ltolocaust of fire. In the towns of Brussels, Union, Nasewautpee, and 

Gardner, in Door county, on the east shore of Green Bay, six families, numbering forty persons, 

were burnt to death; also, thirteen other families, of from two to four in each family. In these four 

towns in Door county, the total is 117 persons burned to death, besides a 10 118 

Page  569 TN CHICAGO AND THE YEST. large number severely and slightly burned, and 

there are 167 families rendered homeless, with loss of all they possessed. ln the town of 

Peshtigo, in Oconto county, on the west shlore of Green Bay, twenty-five families, numbering 

157 persons, were burnt to death; also forty-six other familics, of from two to four in each 

family. At Pcslitigo, inclutding the upper, middle and lower Sugar Bush farming settlements, the 

number of bodics identified and buried was, at the last account, 530, whlile the number of bodies 

reduced to ashles by the intense lhecat can never l)be known, and the destitute persons number 

over 1,200 souls. The foreg,oing, statements apply only to Door and Oconto coun ties, hnd do 

not include the destruction of life and property in Kewaunee and Brown counties, from which 

only partial lists of the losses have as yet been gathered up; but the loss of life there is said to 

exceed one hundred, and there must be many hundreds of destitute persons to provide for. Many 

persons express surprise that so many human bcings perished ill the flames, and ask, "Why could 

tLhey not escape?" Mr IHarris, who resides in that part of Wisconsin swept by the fire, explains 

this by showing on the map that the Sugar Bush settlements, where the greatest loss of life 

occurred, were located in the dense forests, entirely surrounded by timber of large growth, and 

are situate from three to five miles away from the Pcslitigo river, which was the only chance for 

escape. The fiery tornado came upon these people with such fury, and so suddenly, that there 

was no escape, and thlis fact accounts for so many families being swept away. The same holds 

good for the frightful loss of life at Williamson's MIill, in the town of Gardner, in Door county, 

near Sturgeon bay, where the sawmill and other buildings, with about seventy men, women and 

children, were located in the woods, surrounded by the dense hemlock forest, throughl which 

there was b)uIt one read, and that choked up with debris from the shingle-mill of the most 

combustible kind, leaving no chance for escape when the 569 
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fact that, of tll6 seventy persons hemmed in there by walls of fire, sixty-one, including the 

Williamson family, were burned to death. The village of Peshtigo being built on both sides of the 

Peshtigo river, the latter afforded means of escape to several hundred of the inhabitants, of 

whom, but for that opportunity, numbers more would have perished. So, too, at the village of 
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Menekaulne, the whole place, including the splendid new saw-mill of Jesse Spalding & Co., just 

built at a cost of $80,000, was swept clean in less than an hour; but being located on the shore of 

Green Bay, the inhabitants all escaped by taking to steam-tLugs, sailboats and other craft, and no 

lives were lost. Our informant, Mr. H-Iarris, was at Menlekaune on the night of the fire. IIe 

visited Peshtigo after the fire, and subsequently the other burned towns on both sides of Green 

Day, and says that no pen can describe what lhe saw on that fatal nilght, nor can tongue tell of 

the sufferings of the hlundreds who perished in the flames, or of the thoiLsands who escaped. In 

going thro,ugh the burnt towns back in the woods, and witnessing the wide-spread desolation, 

the wonder is that so many escaped alive, and many of those who did escape were saved by 

throwing dirt on each other to keep from burning. Another reason for the great destruction of life 

and property in Wisconsin, is found in the fact that no rain had fallen for three months before the 

8thll of October; the clearings, and the woods, and even the swamps, were as dry as tinder, and 

the people had been fig,liting the fires in the woods for several weeks before; all that part of 

Wisconsin was full of fire and smoke, andl when the tornado came upon them it swept all before 

it, travelling faster than the people, who were struck down while running, for a place of safety. 

The intensity of the fire may be gathered from the statement made by Mr. Ilarris, that vlwhen he 

was at Peslitigo, after the fire, his attention was called to a mass of ashles at the spot where was 

the kitchen of the large boarding-hiouse,. It 570 
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numbers of people fled therc for safety. It is said that the kitchen was full of people, and that an 

immense sheet of flame struck the house so suddenly that none arc known to have escaped. All 

that remains is a pile of human ashes, from which can be picked out pieces of human bones, the 

largest not two inches long, and these split and brolen. The village of Peshtigo, with its saw-

mills, factories, hotels, chm'ches, school-houses, storcs, and fine residences, were all in flames in 

half an honr, and the whole is swept clean as a prairie. As soon as daylight came on the Monday 

morning after the fire everythling was done that could be done for the sufferers by the few 

surgeons living there, but to add to the anguishl of the hour te telegraph poles were burnt down, 

and they were sixty miles from Green Bay City, the nearest telegraph station in operation. The 

Lalke Superior steamers not running a boat on MIonday, it was Tuesday forenoon before 

despatches could be sent away for help. Mr. Ilarris sent despatches by that boat to Governor 

Fairchild and to the 3layors of the cities of Green Bay, Oshkosh, Fond dn Lac, and Milwalukee, 

calling, for medical aid and supplies for the survinvors, but the despatches did not reach those 

gentlemen until Tuesday night, and it was Wednesday noon before tlhe surgeons and nurses and 

supplies arrived, andi it was near the end of the week before the outside world knew the extent of 

the calamity and the sufferings of the people of Wisconsin. The great calamity at Chicago was 

known whlerever the wires penetrated by the Monday night, while the fires were yet burning; 

and towns, and cities, and States vied with each other in forwarding instant relief of all kinds to 

the sufferers, wlile to Wisconsin's fearful and greater sacrifice of human life was superadded the 

loss of the telegraph: the loss of which prevented a large amount of relief being forwarded to 

Wisconsin, so much needed by her siliffering, people. Large amounts of money were instartly 

raised 571 

Page  572 HISTORY OF TIHE GREAT FIRES for the relief of Chicago by benevolent and 

wealthy individuals, by corporations, and by cities and legislatures, a portion of which would 

doubtless have been given to Wisconsin had her calamity in all its fearfulness been known earlier 
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throughout the country. Chicago will need all that is being poured into her lap; but while this 

generosity is flowing, in upon her, do not let the sufferings of Wisconsin be forgotten. Governor 

Fairchild has visited the burnt towns on Green Bay, and gathered up the facts of the condition of 

the sufferers, and says that all are now supplied with food and clothiing, but that from 3,000 to 

4,000 people will have to be housed and fed for the next six to nine months, until they can get 

back on their farms and raise the next year's crop. WhIile the supply of food and clothlling 

forwarded to WVisconsin has been generous and ample, the amount of cash funds in the hands 

of the Relief Committees will be wholly inadequate to meet the demands made upon them. 

Further contributions of money will be needed to feed these people, to rebuild their houses and 

furnish them with farming tools, furniture, seed, and feed for the cattle saved from the flames; 

and looking to what has already been done for these sufferiig people by the outburst of American 

generosity, we have full faithl that it will be as generously continued until the afflicted are able to 

help themselves. What a period of terror and destrnction for the Northl-west, unparalleled in our 

history, and quite unexampled in the annals of time, if we consider the brevity of its duration and 

the immense losses of property and life! While our blinded eyes witnessed the destruction of our 

homes and business in the Garden City, the same heart-breaking, scenes were transpiring in other 

places on either side of Lake Zlichigan, in Indiana, anid Ontario. There was a carnival of death. 

A (Chicago man, who lost heavily, had a small farm in 3iichigan, and there were his wife and 

son. The forest igniting, fire drova 67-91 
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Page  575 IN GHICAGO AND THE WLEST. through his beautiful timber land, roared aromund 

his dwelling, almost compelling the desertion of all to the flames. It was saved only by heroic 

exertions, and the farm was a waste. It seemed as if sorrows were never to cease, and yet he held 

up his head like a Christian hero, trusting in God the good provider. Afore fortunate he than 

thousands whose all was stripped from them as the autumn winds disrobe the trees. Like these, 

thanks to God, the miserable victims will put forth life and vigor, and yet stretch out their 

thriving beauty to Heaven, and bask in the summer of His mercy who heals and restores whom 

He has smitten. The accounts of whole regions smoking like a volcano are not exaggerated, as no 

pen can fitly describe the occurrenes of that memorable week from October 7th to the 14th 33 

575 
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XL. "AFTER making a deduction for exaggeration, I supposed that 500 would cover the number 

of the dead on the west side of the Bay. I now learn from reliable sources that the actual number 

of interments up to Monday night counted up to 504. Add another hundred for remains of ashes 

and charred bones at Peshtego, and I think we have not far from the true number on the west 

side. Add one hundred and fifty for the east side — mnaking 750 in all-and the death roll is 

nearly complete. "It is impossible to figure the aggregate losses of pine timber and farm property 

with any degree of closeness. It is to the interest of mill-mnen to underrate the amount of fallen 

pine that must be secured this winter to save it. A medium estimate of damage to pine lands in 

the Green Bay region is $400,000. The damage on the Wolf is figured at $300,000. The loss of 

the fifteen saw-mills burned is put at $225,000. The loss of cordwood, ties, hemlock bark, etc., is 
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set at $200,000. The loss of fences, buildings, wagons, cattle, crops, among the six hundred 

farmers cannot be less than $600,000-making a total aggre gate of more than $3,000,000, aside 

from those at Peshtego. "The country through from Brown county north to Big Sturgeon Bay, for 

four hundred square miles, is utterly devastated. At least four hundred farms in this tornado 

section alone are left 576 

Page  577 IN CHICAGO AiD THE WEST. d(solate-stripped of every improvement. Fences, 

barns, dwellings, implements, furniture, wagons, harness, and crops, all went up in a whirlwind 

of fire. It will take thirty years in that cold, hard soil, for their timber to grow again. In the 

aggregate, their losses must foot up to one thousand dollars a family. Farmers here have saved 

half of their tealns, that were let loose in the woods, and a third of their stock. But they have no 

hay, straw, grain, or feed of any sort- not even the poor chance of browse in the woods. Nearly 

all, with large families, have lost their last cow and pig. In a ride of six miles, or nearly a straight 

line, I saw but three hens and a fanning-mill-the only farm implement left in the town. In the 

Belgian settlement, on Red River, sixty-two families were burned out in a row! Not a house, not 

a shed, not a coop-not one fence rail left upon another. The families had fled, almost naked and 

breathless, to the few cabins on, the outskirts that were saved. "There are three hundred, or more, 

wounded sufferers remaining in hotels, boarding-houses, and hospitals about the Bay. Fifty of 

the Peshlitego sufferers were at the Dunlap House, Marinette. Half of them were able to be 

about. Burned ears, faces, hands, and feet were common to nearly all. Many in roomns could 

hardlv stir in bed. There were women with great burns on the sides and limbs, with faces like 

kettles, and hands like claws, burned to the bones. "MIen could fight better, and dare more than 

women. Most of them perished by suffocation. Little children are sadly maimed in their feet and 

faces. I saw one with a heel gone, and another with an eye. Nearly all will recover without loss of 

sight or limb. I could fill a book with stories of the hospital. Most of them suffer more from hurts 

of mind than body. I have a sad memory of a poor widow who lost her crippled boy who went on 

crutches, and a sprightly little girl who fell between the burning logs. They were all of her 

family.'The screams of both,' she 677 
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is a future and, no doubt, compensations for all these suffering ones. "M ost of these cabins that 

are left are crowded with two and three families each. I saw one with four men, five women, and 

sixteen children-two of them suckers. They had just received an outfit of clothing-warm 

stockings, knit hoods, thin shawls, thin gaiters, and light-colored dresses for the women and 

girls; odd-fashlioned hats, bursted boots, thin jackets, and summer coats and pants for the men 

and boys. There were some occasions of laughter, but none of ridicule; all were glad and 

surprised at getting what they did. I saw no immediate want of provisions. Flour, pork, and hard 

bread are distributed to all, packages of tea and coffee to most. There are nearly potatoes enough 

in the country, if distributed. Their stock that is left has been driven off to meadows and fields 

not burned over. One large-hearted old fatrmer was keeping eighty odd cattle belonging to his 

unfortunate neighbors. Without stopping to consider the ways of Providence, or the uses of 

philosophy, these simple-minded people seem to have understood the art of helping one 

another." Captain W. R. Boutrne, M ho has recently returned from a visit to the Wolf River 

pineries, tells us that, in his opinion, the pine damaged by the recent fires on the Wolf River and 

its tributaries (the Shioe, Embarrass, and Red Rivers) will amount to 50,000,000 feet. If this pine 

is all cut the coming winter and got into the streams, the damage to it will be about $1.00 per 
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thousand feet; but if not cut the loss will be almost total, as it would be bored by worms another 

season and destroyed for every purpose but fencing. There is very little pine injured above 

Keshena. Thus the lightest estimate of damage to the Wolf River pine is $50,000. The pineries 

along the bay shore have suffered to a still greater extent, but the damage is easier repaired, 

provided the lumbermen can raise the means to put into the river two or three years' stock 578 

Page  579 IN -CHICAGO AND TIE WEST. of logs, for a much greater amount of logs can be 

put into the Menomonee, Oconto, and Peshtego Rivers, which are not navigable, than into the 

Wolf, where they would interfere with navigation. One lumbering firm down the bay estimate 

their loss at $50,000. Lucile Mechand tells the story of the family's adventures in thrilling words: 

On the morning of the 11th of October, just as we were sitting down to take breakfast, Mr. 

Richardson, a neighbor of ours, camne running into the house and told Mr. Mechand that he 

must come out immediately and see what could be done. During the night the wind had risen, but 

not so greatly as to amount to anything like a gale, but rather did it resenible the ordinary fall 

wind. Mr. Mechand did not seem at all uneasy, and leisurely swallowed his breakfast before 

following Mr. Richardson, who had disappeared as soon as hle had stuck his head into the room 

and called my husband. Mr. Mechand went into the woods and stayed till about noon, when he 

came running back and said that he climbed up to the top of Brown's Hiill, where the wind was 

blowing a gale, and from there had seen the fire, which was coming toward us at a tremendous 

pace. Indeed, I had feared as much, and had been exceedingly uneasy all the morning, for the 

smoke which for days had been in the valley where we lived had become more and more dense, 

and occasionally hot puffs of wind had blown down over the hills, driving the smoke in a dense 

cloud before it. I asked my husband if he thought there was any danger to be feared; he shook his 

head and answered, "No;" yet I knew by his face that he was far from being devoid of fear. He 

ate his dinner hastily, and then ran out again, and was met at the door by a neighbor, who said 

that the fire was advancing with frightful speed. Indeed, the air had now become sultry as it 

never had been before, except on some hot days in summer immediately before the coming of a 

thunder-storm. The air was stifling, and the smoke got into one's lungs and nostrils in such a way 

as to 579 
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corner holding little Louis in her lap, and I noticed that she seemed restless, and that her eyes 

shone with a light such as I have sometimes seen in the eyes of a wild beast, and had only seen in 

hers in the old days when she was about to have an outburst of fury. I was frightened and fidgety, 

and didn't do anything in the right way. I went and took the boy away from mother, who 

relinquished him readily; and then, as I had afterwards terrible reason to remember, although I 

hardly noticed it at the time, she went to the cupboard and secreted something in the bosom of 

her dress. Mr. Mechand stood at the door speaking hurriedly with the man whom he had met, 

when a burning branch of pine fell at his feet. Instantly the air darkened, a violent puff of wind 

rushed upon us, and smoke poured in volumes about the house. Then, following the gust, a bright 

sheet, or rather wall, of fire seemed to be pushed down almost upon us, and instantly everything 

was in flames. Mr. Mechand cried out to me to bring Louis with me, and seized mother by the 

hand, and we all four ran in terror out into the woods ahead of us. I ran on blinded and choked by 

the smoke, and carrying Louis in my arms. He was pale with terror, and did not utter a single cry, 

but clung to my neck as I hurried on, stumbling and tripping almost at every step. So suddenly 

had been the rush of the fire that we had no chance of saving anything but our lives, even if we 
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had cared to do so. I kept calling to my husband to keep in sight, but, poor fellow, there was no 

need of doing so, for I could see that mother was a great worry to him, and that he had almost to 

drag her along. She kept looking from side to side, and trying to I)reak away from him; even then 

I thought how terrible it would be if she should become furious again. What on earth could we 

do with her. We must have gone on this way for at least three miles, and I was almost exhausted. 

for Louis was a boy six years old and large 580 

Page  581 IN CCIOA(O AND THE WEST. for his age, and I had been carrying him all the way. 

The trees were compact, and in some places the undergrowth was close and stiff as wire. Mother 

kept getting worse, and Mr. Mechand, who was a short distance ahead of Louis and me, had the 

greatest difficulty to make her obey him. Presently he stopped, and evidently was waiting for me 

to come up. So I put Louis down and told him to keep alongside of me, at the same time taking 

him firmly by the hand. The fire had come much slower than we, and I believe we must have 

been at least two miles ahead of it, although there was no telling, for I could see nothing behind 

or far before me but smoke cumling like a mist in and out of the trees. Behind us, indeed, it was 

heavier and looked a sullen, dirty white. We could not have been six feet from my husband when 

my mother broke away from him, and with a loud cry darted off into the woods, and then I knew 

that what I had dreaded had indeed come to pass, and that excitement and danger had bl )ught 

back an old sickness upon her. She was a maniac. MAr. Mechand darted after her, and in the 

terror of the moment I forgot all else, and I followed him, leaving poor little Louis behind. I must 

have been crazy to do so, but on I rushed, and soon saw that mother was cunning enough to 

attempt to escape by doubling on her tracks, for I saw her dress dart past the bushes at my side as 

she ran diagonally away from me. I sprang after her, and after running for about five minutes 

found to my horror that I had not only lost her, but Louis and his father. Madly I tried to retrace 

my steps, but there was nothing to guide me-no path, no blazes on the trees. The wind shook the 

trees and almost bent them double; the sultry air filled with smoke, and all the horrors of my 

terrible condition made me frantic. I rushed about helplessly, crying and screaming, " Louis!" 

"Louis! " "Father!" But that last word made me calm for an instant, and I felt that I was not 

alone-not utterly lost in the burning woods, for the 581 
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guardian angels. 1 knelt on the ground, took my crucifix from my neck, and prayed. In kneeling 

down I found to my great joy that my dress was wet. I had knelt near a spring. I bathed my face 

and hands, and soaked my hair and the upper part of my dress. But then my boy-my little Louis! 

I sprang to my feet, and callirng, on the Virgin to direct me, dashed on in the direction of the fire. 

I had not gone more than a quarter of a mile when I found my darling standing with head erect, 

and flashing eyes filled with angry tears, trying to beat away some wolves, which, hungry though 

they were, seemed bent only on flight. I cried, "Louis, Louis, c'est moi, ta mere!" and clasped 

him to my heart. It was my boy, and he was saved. He had not seen his father, though once he 

had heard a man's voice calling, but the voice seemed to have come fiomn an immense distance. 

" Oh, Louis," said I, "we are lost unless we find him. We must run for our lives." The boy began 

to cry, and then I was ashamed of what I had said, and tried to cheer him up. The fire must have 

been very near us then, for I could not only feel its heated breath, but above my head, among the 

tree-tops, sparks and firebrands were whirling in the air. I took Louis in my arms, determined 

that never again should he be separated froit me, and pressed onward with some vague idea that I 

should soon reach Wolf River. Night was coming on, and since noon we had had nothing to eat. I 
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did not feel hungry, but was tormented with thoughts of what might happen if we should not 

soon reach a place of safety; for I feared that Louis would give out, and that was one of the 

reasons which made me carry him. My arms ached, and my limbs were scratched, bruised, and 

bleeding. Still I made good headway, and soon came to a natural clearing, on the thither side of 

which we sat down te rest. By this time night had come out, and what a night! No moon, no 

stars; but the cloudy heavens 582 
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woods. Thle clearing in which we sat was the dried-up bed of a stream which, for some 

unaccountable reason, had no thickly-wooded shores, and we were at least two hundred feet from 

the edge of the forest in flames. All this time Louis, manly little fellow that he was, had not even 

asked for food; nor had he cried since I myself foolishly frightened him. We sat there a lonig 

time while I was trying to think where we were, but I could come to no conclusion. I had heard 

my husband speak of a stream which had run dry, but that was in a northeasterly direction from 

our house; and notwithstanding the fact that I was lost, yet I had a general notion I was 

approaching Wolf River. The stars could give me no information, for I could not see them. What 

to do I scarcely knew; but when the heat of the fire became such that I could not doubt that it was 

near I determined to press on away from it, and taking Louis's hand I set out. On ordinary nights 

it should now have been dark; but there was a nameless glare, yet not a glare, a horrible rej,et 

which came down firom the sky and mingled with the smoke. Hardly had I risen f,om the ground 

when in the direction of the woods on the other side of the clearing, I heard a clashing noise, a 

mingled gnashing and hoarse barking, which I instantly recognized as that of wolves, and I 

scarcely had time to snatch up Louis and run behind a magnificent pine tree, whose trunk was at 

least six feet in diameter, before I heard them scrambling up the side of the hill and felt them 

rtush by me. I looked out and could see their eyes coming toward me like the wind. They did not 

stop for an instant; and when they passed there came in their track a herd of deer, uttering cries 

that seemed almost human in their intense agony. They ran blindly, for something more terrible 

than wolves was behind them; they struck the tree and were hurled back by the shock, some of 

them falling back upon those below The stampede seemed to last for full ten minutes; and 583 
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dared once more to emerge firom my refuge and look across the clearing, I saw the woods at its 

edge already burning-saw it lurid through the smnoke, and felt its terrible heat upon my face. I 

turned and fled, in the wake of the deer and the wolves. My shoes were stripped firom my feet, 

and my ankles were torn and bloody. Fallen trees lay in my way, but I clambered over and 

crawled under them in my desperate fight. I was agonized with terror and despair, and finally 

sank to the ground with my boy in my arms. I must have fainted, for I knew nothing of what 

passed till I was rudely shaken by the shoulder, and heard a wild, gibbering laugh. I opened my 

eyes, and above me stood my mother with a drawn knife in her hand. The woods seemed all 

ablaze, although the air was not so intolerably hot as it had been. The forest beyond the clearing 

must have been burning at its edge, and the strong wind carrying the smoke upward and above 

our heads. My mother looked down upon me with eyes blazing with that hated light of insanity. 

"Ho, ho!" said she, "fine time of night for a mother and child to be running through the woods! 

Fine night this! Nightit is day! Look at the red light-'tis the light of dawn! Le jour! le jour du 

jugement est arrive'! And the rocks are burning! Call upon them to fall upon you! The clouds of 

thundei and the day of doom! The Lord is coming, and the wheels of his chariot burn with his 
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mighty driving. Let us go up to meet him in mid-air. Let us ride on the smoke and thunder, and 

sweep the stars from the heavens. Come, you shall go with me!" And she seized Louis, who had 

thrown himself upon me, and was clinging in terror to my breast. I sprang to my feet and cried, 

"Mother, mother, what would you do-would you kill me and Louis a" "Kill you! yes! why wait? 

The Lord calls and the devil drives. He hap let loose his imps against the world. The trees 584 

Page  585 IN CH-iCAGO AND THE WEST. fall crashing in the forest; for all hell's demons pull 

them down with hooks of fire. I have seeni them as I followed you. I have seen you all the way. I 

rode over on a wolf;'twas a loutp-g,aron. an old friend of mine, brought me over safely, and kept 

me from the deer. I will kill you; would you burn to death? You shall go uip-up higher than the 

moon, and beyond the fire. Come, let us go! " and again she seized Louis while the knife 

gleamed in the air. I sprang at her, and with all the strength of ten mothers in my arms, I 

struggled with her. Torn, worn, and bleeding, as I was, the thought of my child and my husband 

gave me the strength of a giant. I overpowered the mad woman, and forgetting that she was my 

mother-that she was anything but the would-be murderess of my boy-I seized her by the throat 

when she wvas down rolling on the ground, and I would have strangled her. 1Her insanity had 

almost made me mad. I felt then what a mur derous maniac feels. But then I thought my mother 

was lying almost dead and powerless, and the fire would soon advance and perhaps over. whelm 

us all. My hand was stayed, and when nmy mother rose to her feet, all of her wildness was gone, 

and in its place had returned that calmness-almost imbecility-which had characterized her for the 

last few years. She was ready and willing to do everything that I told her, but I kept that knife 

fast in my hand. The wind had fallen, and a slight rain was dropping among, the leaves overhead, 

as we went on for an hour or two longer, and then, overpowered with exhaustion, and no longer 

greatly dreading the fire, we lay down in a hollow and fell asleep. When we awoke, it was 

morning. I was sick and completely exhausted, and hardly knew that there were men around us. 

Yet there were, and good, kind men, too, who gave us food and drove us to a place of shelter, 

whence, as soon as we were able, we went to Green Bay, where I sooi1 recovered from the 

sickness and 585 

Page  586 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES terror of that dreadful night. My mother 

continues in that sanme state of imbecility which the doctor says will soon become complete 

dementia. Louis was not long in recovering, but as yet I have heard nothing from my husband. 

LUCILE M/ECHAND. The Boston Relief Committee speak as follows of the work of charity 

and of ruin: In this State, as in Michigan, the work of relief is done by two distinct committees, 

appointed by Governor Fairchild, one at Milwaukee and the other at Green Bay. We visited the 

committee at Green Bay, who were in full commuinication with the committee at Milwalukee. 

The Green Bay committee consists of six gentlemen, with W. R. Bourne as president. In general, 

it may be said that the region burned embraces the lower half of the peninsula between Green 

Bay and Lake Michigan on the one side and the region on the west side of Green Bay, which 

extends northward from the Oconto River across the Menomonee River into the upper peninsula 

of Michligan. The Lake Michigan coast of the peninsula, as far south as Manitowoc County, and 

the upper peninsula of Michigan, are under the charge of the relief committee at Milwaukee. 

Abundant supplies have poured into the Milwaukee committee, so that nothing further is needed 

by them, as we were informed by the Green Bay committee, who have received a portion of their 

surplus. The remainder of the burnt territory, which is situated on both sides of Green Bay, is 

under the care of the relief committee at the city of Green Bay. The peninsula was inhabited 
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principally by Belgians engaged in farming, which was their only resource, although near the 

coast were some small towns engaged in the lumber business. 586 

Page  587 IN COIICAGO AND THB WEST. The fires had been burning here as in Michigan for 

weeks, when on that fatal Sunday night the gale, increasing to tornadoes, swept in currents for 

one or two hundred miles across farms and villages with fearful destruction of life and p)roperty. 

The whole -)opulation of the peninsula was twelve thousand, out of which at least four hundred 

perished. In the little village of Williamsonville seventy-ifour out of seventy-eight persons were 

destroyed. The colnmmittee has ol its books the names of about four thousand persons who are 

utterly destitute, who must receive aid until the next harvest. The committee informed us that a 

sufficient supply of general clothing has been received, but more is greatly needed of some 

articles to be hereafter specified. Money is, however, the great want, as much that is both of 

immediate and future need can only or much more profitably be obtained there. We visited 

Peshtigo, on the west shore of Green Bay, where the greatest loss of life occurred. The town of 

Pesltigo, which has been largely built through the intelligence and capital of the Hon. William B. 

Ogden, was declared by all to have been the best built, most prosperous and happy town in all 

that region. It had a population of at least 1,700 in the town itself, and about 1,000 more in the 

"sugar-bushl," or farming region outside. The origin and progress of the fire is similar to that 

described in other places, but the devastation was far more complete. In less than ten minutes 

after the first alarm, which was at nine o'clock, Sunday evening, October 8, the town was 

enveloped in flames. The people camne rushing in from the neighboring farms wild with fright, 

followed by cattle and horses in a confiused rout. The aroused inhabitants ran from their houses 

and their beds, and attempted to fly before the tornado of smoke and fire, which not only kindled 

into a flame the houses, but filled the air with flying bricks and timber. The inhabitants believed 

the last day had come. The tornado swept in currents and eddies of fire, in which 587 

Page  588 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES many were caught and smothered on the spot, 

while others with great difficulty worked their way, some to the river and others to an open field 

on one side of the towhi. The destruction was complete. Not a building remained except one 

half-finished franme house, which had been seized, charred, and left. Hundreds remained 

through that fearful night along the banks of the river or immersed in its waters awaiting the 

daylight. The scene the next morning exceeds the power of description. Families which had been 

separated in the fiery darkness sought their scattered menibers; but hardly a family was left 

unbroken. The ground was strewed with the charred bodies of men, women and children, and 

animals. Outside of the town the devastation was nearly as completebuildings, fences and trees 

were thrown to the ground and burned; but three houses remained in the township. The exact 

number of lives lost can never be known. It is variously estimated at from 600 to 1,000. The 

inhabitants all asserted that there were currents of air on fire. The atmosphere seemed saturated 

with inflammable gases from the pitch-pine forests which had been burning for weeks. The heat 

was far greater than that of any ordinary conflagration, melting iron and bell-metal at a distance 

of many rods firom any burning buildings. The heaviest loss of property falls upon the Peshtigo 

Lumber Company, who had here some of the best mills in the world; but the entire property of 

the inhabitants is swept away, adding absolute destitution to their other afflictions. They fled for 

refuge principally to Marinette and Peshlitigo Bay, where their immediate necessities were 

supplied. Most of these people are determined to rebuild their homes in Peshtigo. Thie men will 

find employment in the woods during the winter; but yotw assistance is needed to render their 
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families tolerably comfortable in the shelters which, for the present, they must call their homes. 

In regard to the distribution of the supplies which 588 

Page  589 IN CHICAGO AND TrHE WEST. we found most needed, we made arrangements 

with responsible persons on the spot, who are intimately acquainted with all the people; so that 

you may be assured that they will be bestowed with care and discrimination. The destitution has 

been so generously provided for that, on tlhe 1st of November, the authorities were able to 

publish the accompanying, reports: Mr. George Godfrey, sent out as a special agent of our Relief 

Committee, returned from the north on Saturday, and made the following report of his trip and 

the progress of the work of sup plying the destitute with the necessaries of life: MILWAUKEE, 

October 30, 1871. aairman Milwaukee Belief Cornmittee: DEAR Si R:-In accordance with your 

request I went north on the propeller St. Joseph, on Wednesday, with some articles for the relief 

of the sufferers by the late fire. Finding Mr. Wing, County Clerk of Kewaunee County, at the 

boat, in charge of the goods for Kewaunee, it was arranged that I should go on to Ahnepee, 

which I did, arriving there on Thursday evening, when I transfoired my charge to the Relief 

Committee of Ahnepee, Mr. E. Schwartz, Chairman. On Friday morning, in company with Mr. 

Schwartz, I set out to visit the burned district, and we spent the day in exploring the region. The 

weather was severely cold and flakes of snow filled the air. The tinmber land, much of it very 

valuable, had been ravaged by previous fires, and looked very desolate; but the pathway of the 

great fire, which swept up from the south on that memorable Sunday night, presents a heart-

sicklening appearance. From two to four or five miles wide in places, and extending north and 

south indefinitely, so far as I could see, forests, fences, barlns and houses were swept away. 

Farming tools and household furniture, carried out into the fields, fared no better than those left 

in 589 

Page  590 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES the house. Pumps in the wells were burned off to 

the ground. In many instances the wells are artesian, from which it is impos. sible to get water 

wvithlout pumps. Large quantities of live stock were burned to death. Of the loss of life the 

public is generally informed. In one spot in the town of Brussels some thirty-six persons were 

found and buried. Other more isolated instances were discovered; in one place three or four 

children were found on their hands and knees, with their heads against a large stump, dead in this 

position. In most instances the victims had apparently died without a struggle, probably killed 

outright by the first hot breath which they inhaled. In all probably one hundred persons have 

perished in the towns of Lincoln, Brussels, and Forestville. I have the names of some thirty-four 

families in the town of Lincoln, aggregating some one hundred and seventy personis-imenei, 

women, and children-who survive, but in a homeless and destitute condition. In the towni of 

Forestville, and contiguoiIs to Ahnepee, and looking to that place for relief, are some twelve 

families, aggregating about sixty persons. There is also a portion of the town of Brussels which is 

easily reached from Ahlnepee, but I did not succeed in getting a list of the sufferers in that 

locality. On the county line between Door and Kewaunee Counties, and between the towns of 

Lincoln and Brussels, goods were arriv ing and were being stored in the barn of Eugene Naze, in 

the town of Lincoln. These goods were from Green Bay, and were consigned to Charles Mape. 

Some nine or ten wagon loads arrived there on Friday, consisting chiefly of flour and provisions, 

with some clothing. These, in addition to what was already in store at that place, would go a 

good way to relieving the immediate pressing necessities of the people. In the way of food they 
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are tolerably well supplied for the present. Of old cast-off clothing there is a good store, but the 

cry is for blanlkets, quilts, and bedding. Hay and feed for the surviv 590 
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Page  593 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. iig cattle are absolutely necessary. In order that the 

people may help themselves they must preserve their cattle. There is no grass nor "browse" in the 

woods. Boards to cover the log cabins which they are now putting up, are indispensable; stoves 

to warm them and cook their food, are lacking; these, with all their utensils, must be supplied. 

Many of the inhabitants, astounded and bewildered by the calamity, were about to flee from the 

country; but, upon learning that relief was coming, they have plucked up courage and are going 

to work to repair, as far as they can, the great damage, and get upon their feet again. The rational 

and best disposed of the community are doing all they can to encourage them in this resolution, 

and, with the aid from outside and their own endeavors, I have no doubt but in a few years 

smiling plenty and peace will again dwell in that now stricken land. HEADQUARTERS 

MILWAUKEE RELIEF COMMITTEE, MIILWAUKEE, November 1, 1871. To a Benevolent 

Public: Through the spontaneous liberality of a sympathizing people, especially of our women, 

from Maine to San Fiancisco, we have now on hand and in transit an ample supply of clothing of 

every description for men, women, and children, to meet the wants of the sufferers by the fires in 

Northern Wisconsin and the peninsula of Michigan. Money is still greatly needed for purchasing 

provisions, building material, tools, and farming implements, horses, oxen, cows, hay, feed, etc. 

The money may be sent to Alexandei Mitchell, Treasurer. H. LUDINGTON Mayor. M. P. 

JEWETT, Chairman. J. R. DUTCHER, C. J. KERSHAW, Executive Committee. 34 593 
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ON the opposite side of the lake the forest fires have apparently been quite as bad. We are told 

that almost every county in Michigan has suffered from them. The lumbering town of Manistee 

has been nearly consumed, two hundred and six buildinlgs having been burned on Sunday night, 

with a total loss of over a million dollars. Hiolland, about twenty miles south of Grand Haven, 

has been literally reduced to ashes, and the flames seem to have eaten across the whole breadth 

of the State to the foot of Lake Huron. The disaster, according to our present advices, was most 

complete on the peninsula between Lake Hiuron and Saginaw Bay. All that part of the State 

lying east of the bay and north of a point forty miles above Port JIuron has been practically swept 

bare. This district, covering a region about forty miles square, was the seat of an extensive 

lumber trade, and all along the shores of the lake and bay were prosperous settlements, large and 

small, at which lumber was sawed, planed, stored, and shipped, and depots maintained for the 

supply of the woodmen and other persons employed in the business. The flames, approaching 

from the west and south, must have hemmed in these villages and cut off all escape except by 

water. How many of the luckless inhabitants were able to avail themselves of this avenue of 

safety we do not yet know. Two or three steamers $94 
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Page  595 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. fromn Detroit have been cruising off shore to pick 

up the fugitives, and about sixty have thus been rescued, some severely burnt, and all destitute. 

At one place five children are known to have perished, and there is reason to fear that the worst 

has not been told. Simultaneously the forests and prairies of Western and Northwestern Indiana 

have been on fire, and though there has been no loss of life, so far as reports are yet at hand, the 

destruction of the harvest has been enormous. There is somethilng, more awful in the thought of 

a burning forest or a prairie in flames than even in a catastrophe such as that which has fallen 

upon Chicago. The most stupendous efforts of man seem hopeless of arresting a conflagration 

which rages unlceasingly through two or three entire months, and sweeps in its fierce wrath over 

thousands of square miles of territory. lNothing checks such a visitation but the exhaustion of the 

combustible material, or the blessed rain, which at last stayed the flames in the woods of 

Michigan, just as it quenched the glowing cinders of Chicago. The destruction of the great 

commercial city of Illinois was a disaster of almost incalculable pecuniary magnitude, but it will 

be repaired in a few years. The burning of the grand primeval forests means far less to the banker 

and the tradesman; but it is a misfortune which can never be repaired. October 11th, a 

correspondent telegraphed: The news from St. Clair and IHuron counties of this date is of the 

most distressing character. All that portion of the State east of Saginaw Bay and north of a point 

forty miles above Port Huron has been completely swept by fire. A nmnber of persons perished, 

and it is feared we have not heard the worst. The flourishing villages of Forestville, White Rock, 

Elm Creek, Sand Beach, and Huron City are entirely destroyed. Rock Falls and Port Hope are 

partially destroyed. Nothing has yet been heard from Port Austin or Port Crescent; but it is 

hardly possible they escaped. At all these towns there were large stores, many 59R5 

Page  596 HISTORY OF THIE GREAT FIRES of which were filled with winter stocks; 

extensive saw-mills, shingle-mills, and docks covered with lumber, all of which have been swept 

away. It is stated there is but one dock left on the shore about Forestville. A steamer which left 

Port Huron last night for the relief of the sufferers returned this evening with about forty men, 

women, and children, five of whom are severely burned. The revenue cutter Fessenden, which 

started for Port Austria, picked up a sail-boat on the lake, containing Isaac Green, principal 

owner of Forestville, together with his family, and eighteen or twenty others, who had escaped 

the flames at Forestville. The telegraph operator at Foirestville escaped through the fire back into 

the country. All the telegraph offices along the shore have been destroyed, but communication 

will be restored as soon as the damage done to the lines can be repaired. Five children are known 

to have perished near RLockl Falls. R. B. ilubbard, at Hluron City, shot all his fine horses and 

cattle to prevent their perishing by fire. He loses very heavily, having had a large store, mills, 

docks, etc. The extensive property of Stafford & Hayward, at Port Hope, is about the only 

establishment that escaped. $5,000 were subscribed to-night for the relief of the sufferers of this 

State. The light rain of yesterday seems to have greatly abated the fires throughout the State, and 

it is believed the worst is passed. There is scarcely a county in the State but has suffered more or 

less from fire, and the loss will amount to nearly a million of dollars. The damage to the pine 

land is incalculable. The town of Bridgeport was saved from destruction by a shower of rain 

yesterday morning. Charles Chandler's barns, on his farm near Lansing, were burned yesterday, 

together with several fine horses. The cutter Fessenden reached Port Huron this morning with 

seventeen refugees from the lake shore, two of whom are fatally leurned. Port Austin escaped the 

flames. $96 
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Page  597 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. A Mr. Brady, of Detroit, who was in the village of 

White Rock, Huron County, when it was burned, says, that after vainly striving to keep the fiue 

out of the town, the inhabitants, hastily gathering the few valuables that came nearest to hand, 

fled to the most open places away from the houses, and, driven from these, rushed into the water 

itself, and even here were not safe from the scorching effects of the heated air without occasional 

plunges beneath the surface, or frequent washings in the surf. Mr. Brady was in the water eight 

hours, lying part of the time on a log, over which the light surf dashed. About him were men up 

to to their waste in water and holding children in their arms, women but poorly protected by their 

clothing from the chill of the water, which was their only security against the burning heat of the 

air. The inhabitants, of course, saved almost nothing. Not only were their houses, fences, barns, 

and stocks destroyed, but their furniture and clothing, and even the deeds by which they held 

their lands, and their insurance papers. From their painful position in the water they were 

released by the subsidence of the fires; but there was neither food nor shelter within miles, and 

for many of them naught but beggary apparently remained when shelter should be found. The 

fire at White Rock occurred Sunday night, and it was not until Monday afternoon that the 

sufferers were taken off the shore by the steamer Huron, which took them on board, and, coming 

down the shore, released from similar straits others who had lived in Forestville and Cato, which 

towns were also burned on Sunday night. The steamer, after taking on board as many as she 

could carry, left many for a second trip. The sufferers were cared for by the citizens of Port 

IIuron, and the steanlier went back for another load. Besides the towns named it is supposed that 

Center Harbor and many other smaller villages were destroyed, and it is feared that the loss of 

life has been considerable. The pecuniary loss at White Rock is more than $250,000; that at 

Forestville is still greater. 597 

Page  598 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES A letter from Saginaw City reports that a large 

fire occurred there on the night of the 8th inst., which destroyed the large steam saw-mill, salt-

blocks, and a number of houses adjoining, together with a large quantity of lumber. The loss will 

not fall short of $400,000. At latest reports the woods were all on fire in the vicinity of Saginaw, 

and the entire city was in danger. Business had been suspended, and the entire population were 

doing everything in their power to save their property. Between Saginaw and Birch Run the loss 

had been heavy; many cars had been burned and trains delayed. A letter from Port Ihuron, dated 

the 10th, says: The fires are still raging on all sides of the city, and a fierce south wind has been 

blowing for three days. Yesterday afternoon teains were employed in carrying water to the south 

part of the city, where the most danger was apprehended, and at a late hour last evening the 

flames were very much checked. Between here and Lexington fires are raging fearfully, and 

many of the telegraph poles between this city and that place are destroyed. Along the Grand 

Trunk Railroad, and the Port Huron and Lake Michigan Railroad large piles of wood are on fire, 

and the fences for miles are consumed. Travelling is very much interfered with, and at some 

places it is impossible to pass the roads. Fires were also reported to be raging in every direction 

around Lansing, and, on Sntmday, the students of the Agricultural College were called upon to 

help fight the flames. They were divided into squads, which relieved each other, and on Monday 

night the danger was supposed to have passed. A Detroit report says: A score or more of men, 

women, and children arrived in this city yesterday by boat and rail fr-om the uLp-country 

counties, and the statements made by them in regard to the woods' fires are appalling. All cf 

them have suffered the loss of every dollar of proper 598 
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Page  599 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ty, and some of them show sears and blisters to 

prove how closely they were pursued by the flames. John Kent and wife were living about ten 

miles above Forestville and about five from the lake. IHe states, as do all the others, that fires 

have been running in the woods for months, but have travelled more rapidly and have created 

greater destruction within the last ten days than in all the time before. For weeks the smoke in 

Sanilac and Huron counties has been so dense that women and children have been made sick, 

and every human being has been! half blind. Fowls were smotherd as long as three weeks ago, 

and the effect on cattle and horses was to render them unfit for work. Although Kent had reason 

to apprehend danger to himself, wife, and two children, he did as nearly every one else did, stood 

by his little property in the hope to preserve it. He had a considerable clearing around his house, 

and imagined that the flames would not reach him. Hie had plenty of water near his house, and 

filled barrels, tubs, crocks, and everything which would hold water, and placed them where they 

would be of service in extinguishing sparks and cinders. Friday last he could hear the roaring of 

the flames and the falling of the trees from his house. At night the heavens were rendered so light 

that he needed no lamp in the house. His dog left him early Friday morning, and the house cat 

disappeared two days before, the animals seeming to have a better knowledge of the danger than 

the man. Towards noon the flames appeared on the outskirts of Kent's farm. His children, two 

little girls, the youngest not a year old, were left in the house, and husband and wife repaired to 

the fire to try to beat it back. With anything which would strike or smother they fought the 

advancing flames, and for a distance of twenty rods kept them in check. But while busy here, the 

flames crept over the dry gound from other diretioIs unheeded and neglected. Fighting with all 

their strength, father and mother gave no heed to anything but the fire before 599 

Page  600 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES them, until they were at last startled by a scream 

from the house Instinctively they felt that the flames had seized it, and they started to the rescue 

of the children. But the smoke had settled down so thick that they ran in all directions without 

finding the house, and knew not its locality until the fall and crash of the roof told them that the 

little ones had met an awful fate. "I tell you, mister," said Kent to our reporter yesterday, "it 

made us crazy. The fire was all around us except to the west, house gone, barn burning; hay and 

everything destroyed. There was only one thing to do-I got hold of Mary and plunged through 

the fire and smoke until we got out into the Lake road, and then we had hard work to keep ahead 

of the fire before reaching the water. It was awful, sir, to hear that screaming from those burning 

children, and it was dreadful to go away and leave them roasting there." Many of the others had 

almost as bad experiences. Wvhile some of the farmers left the woods ten or twelve days ago, 

seeing that nothing could prevent the progress of the flames, others like Kent hoped for a rain, 

and trusted that the fire would not advance over the cleared lands. There was a family named 

Cross, a man living about a mile back of Kent's, and as he did not see them eome out, and knew 

them to be at home at the time his house burned, he is certain that every one, five in all, were 

roasted in the flames. A Detroiter named J. P. Parkler returned to the city yesterday after an 

absence of ten days in the counties on fire. IIe states that no one can form an idea of the desolate 

scene unless he was a spectator. For several days Parker was right on the borders of the fire, 

being driven back six or seven miles some days, and meeting with scores of people who were 

driven out of their burning houses. He states that one day, while he was making a great effort to 

get through the woods to see about the fate of a saw-mill, hIe encountered an Indian and his 

squaw, the latter having a pa 600 
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Page  601 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. poole strapped to her back. Parker tried to halt them 

for a mo ment to make inquiries, but they passed him on the keen run, the Indian yelling out, " 

No more wigwam!" The only avenue of escape was the Lake. Many of the settlers along the 

shore packed their goods on rafts and anchored them out in the Lake, some being thus afloat for 

many hours before being taken off by steamers. Others who were fleeing for their lives, and had 

no time to build rafts or hunt for boats, had no other resource but to plunge into the water and 

wait for the fire to burn itself out. All the telegrams and letters received from the Lake shore 

region confirm the statements of these people. There is reason to apprehend that very little 

property, lying anywhere near the great fire belt, will escape, and that the fire will constantly 

increase and travel in new directions. There is already a piteous appeal for help, and the cry will 

continue for weeks to come. Every effort of our citizens and of the people throughout the State 

must now be directed towards raising money, food, and clothing for our unfortunate sufferers. 

Detroit has already raised a considerable sum, and more is being raised every hour, while large 

collections of clothing are being made in various quarters of the city. If any citizen has a shilling 

in money, a pair of boots, cast-off clothing, a blanket, or anything else that will cover and 

comfort the poor victim, it is hoped that he will call at the City Clerk's office and leave it. The 

steamer Marine City arrived in Detroit about seven last evening, and from Captain Robertson we 

obtain some further particulars about the fires on the shore. In the counties of Alpena, Alcona, 

and Iosco the people had, up to the time the Marine City passed, succeeded in keeping the fire 

out of the villages, though in some cases the struggle was for a long time a doubtful one. In 

Alcona on Monday the furniture and other movables were taken out of some( houses, in the fear 

that the efforts to keep out the fire would not be successful, but the houses were finally saved 
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uncomfortably near to the dwellings, but the people had thus far succeeded in keeping it cff. 

Between Au Sable and Tawas there was a great deal of fire in the woods, but the villages had not 

yet suffered. At Alpena there was a report that there was fire above Devil River, and that it was 

working its way toward the village. In all of the villages mentioned the inhabitants felt 

reasonably secure in case there should be no high wind; but in the event of a gale, without rain, 

they considered the danger very great that they would suffer the same fate as other villages 

further down. They had a slight rain on Tuesday, but not enough to afford much security against 

the spread of fire. All along this coast there was such a dense smoke that it was impossible to see 

more than a few feet, and the eyes suffered severely from its effects. At Alpena it was necessary 

to light the lamps in the cabin, as the smoke caused a darkness as great as that of early evening. 

At Forrester, where the Marine City stopped, one of the sufferers from the interior came on board 

in order to go as far as Lexington and procure provisions for his friends in the country. Ile had 

walked down to Forrester from a place six miles back of Richmondville, where there were 

twenty-five families in one house, with only two days' provisions on hand, and he was the only 

man in the whole number who felt able to get as far as Forrester. The rest of the men were 

suffering from fire blindness,. burns, or exhaustion. The house in and about which they had 

gathered was the only one saved in that vicinity, and the two days' rations which they then had 

were all that they had been able to save from the fire. An effort will be made to bring them away 

as soon as possible, but the means of transporting them down to the shore are very scanty. 

According to the latest news that the Marine City could obtain, there have been nine villages 
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burned on the coast, viz.:-New River, Huron City, Port ilope, Sand Beach, Center Jjarbor, Rock 

Falls, White Rock, Elm Creek, and Forrest 602 

Page  603 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. ville, while nothing is known of many of the 

villages back from the coast. The only dock left between Richmondville and Point Aux Barques 

is that at White Rock. In Huron City there is one public house standing, that of it. Winterbottom, 

while the remainder of the village is burned. Port Hope is all burned, except the fine residence of 

Mr. Stafford, his store, and the Masonic Lodge. Mr. Gunning, living back of Cato, is burned out, 

and it is feared that the same fate has befallen the Luddington settlement back of Sand Beach. On 

Monday Port Austin was all right and supposed to be secure. We get by the way of Saginaw a 

rumor that it has since been burned, but the rumor comes in such shape as to lead to the belief 

that it is incorrect. The tug Frank loffat arrived at Port Huron Wednesday night, with forty 

passengers from Sand Beach, five of whom were badly injured. She reports that Verona was 

entirely, and New River partly destroyed. It was reported that many lives were lost, and also that 

there was a large destruction of cattle, hogs, and horses. R. B. IhIubbard & Co., of IHuron City, 

owners of large numbers of choice imported stock, shot the animals down to pre. vent themn 

from burning. The steamer IIuron, which left Port hturon Tuesday night, returned to that place 

last evening with another load of rescued villagers, the second that she had brought down. She 

starts up the shore again this morning to continue the work of mercy which she has carried 

forward so efficiently, and will be devoted by her owners to this duty as long as there is any 

apparent need of her services. From the Saginaw Valley it is reported that everything between 

Pine Run and Bridgeport has been destroyed. On all sides of Saginaw-indeed, throughout the 

whole valley-t]ie woods were burning fiercely, and the flames were continually sweeping rapidly 

onward, carrying destruction to property of all. kinds. In East Saginaw five buildings were 

burned at midnight, Sunday. 605 
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originated were with great difficulty rescued. Some of them had their feet and hands almost 

roasted. While the fire was raging a fire broke out in Saginaw City, which destroyed the entire 

property known as the "Island" and situated between the river and the bayou, on the side of the 

river. The fire originated in the shingle-mill of Burnham & Still, just above the upper bridge. 

This mill, drill-house and boarding-house were entirely destroyed; also a house owned by a Mr. 

Burnham; the saw-mill, drill-house, kettle and steamn salt blocks of Chapin & Barber; a lot of 

lumber and two thousand cords of wood, owned by Chapin & Barber; the shinglemill of Lathrop 

& Inscoe, and several dwellings. Total loss, $75,000. The woods between St. Charles and 

Chesaning are all afire. Nearly a thousand cords of wood were destroyed at St. Charles. Above 

Midland the telegraph poles are all burned down, and much valuable timber is destroyed. At 

County Line four buildings have been destroyed and more are in danger. Four or five hundred 

cords of wood and twelve miles of fencing are burned near Birch Run. In all the valley cities the 

most intense excitement prevailed since the terrible fires have given us a foretaste of what the 

future must inevitably be if rain is not soon graciously vouchsafed to us. So soon as the 

proclamation of the Mayor was made public the mills were all shut down, and the men sent to 

such points as they were supposed to be most needed in. It was but a short time after the call of 

the Mayor was promulgated ere hundreds of men with spades, hoes, axes and rakes were on their 

way to the various points of danger. Necessarily disorganized as were the men in the first 

excitement of gathering, it was not long ere they were systematically at work in the thus far 
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successful endeavor to stay the progress of the fire. Clerks in the stores and laborers in the 

workshops and mills united side by side in preventing the advance of the flames. Yesterday was 

indeed a day of terror in our val 604 
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water, men with pails and axes and other implements with which to fight the rapacious monster, 

could be seen eagerly pressing to and fro in their mission. Occasionally a countryman could be 

seen imploring men to go with him miles into the country to save his property, but almost 

everybody had too much to do near his own dwelling-place. In the doorways and yards anxious 

women eagerly inquired for the latest news, and more than once our reporter was asked with 

apparent earnestness if, in his opinion, " this was the great and final day." Anxiety was depicted 

on every countenance, and we fear it will but deepen if the much-desired rain does not speedily 

fall. From the Saginaw Enterptrse we take another account of a city saved by courageous and 

well-sustained endeavor: The report that Midland was in flames was not correct. The city 

suffered no damage; but had it not been for the extraordinary exertions of the people, we would 

have had a different story to tell. The whole place on Monday night was entirely surrounded with 

a vast sheet of flame, and the crackling of the fire and the crash of falling trees made the scene a 

fearful one. Valiantly did the people fight the flames, but so steadily and surely would they 

spread that all the exertions of the people appeared quite futile. The fierce wind added to the fury 

of the flames and carried sparks and burning fragments through the air. At one time the whole 

heavens appeared one mass of fire, and the destruction of the place appeared inevitable, but the 

unceasing labors of the people kept the fire within bounds, and the city of Midland escaped. The 

Enterprise also has the following additional disasters: Late last night we received the news that 

four shingle-mills were destroyed between three and four miles from Midland. They belonged to 

Messrs. George Rockwell, Collier & Garber, Dowlers, and Reardon & Andrews. Besides these 

mills, all the 605 
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and a large quantity of shingles were also consumed. The flames made a clean sweep, and men 

and cattle were driven in all directions to seek a place of safety. The total loss is estimated at 

$50,000. So fierce were the flames and so rapid did they spread, that before the men working at 

the mills were aware of it, they were completely surrounded by the burning woods, without the 

remotest hope of escape. They rushed in all directions, but they could not find a way out of their 

dangerous location. The burning circle around them was gradually but surely growing smaller, 

and there was no time to be wasted. Some lowered themselves down into wells and others dug 

holes in the ground, in which they sought protection. In these uncomfortable positions they 

remained all night, not daring to move for fear of the falling trees. Yesterday a gang of men with 

wagons was sent out from Midland to their relief, and all escaped without serious injury. 

Kawkawlin is entirely surrounded by fire. John Gordon came to Bay City for help. His eyebrows 

were singed, his hands were blistered, and a piece of his buggy was burned. A hotel half-way 

between Bay City and Rifle River was in imminenlt danger from the rapidly approaching fire. It 

became so smoky that the family were in danger of being suffocated. The proprietor, Barney 

Shoots, went to the railroad and hired a man for $20 to bring himself, his wife and Mr. Jay's little 

daughter, who was visiting them, to Bay City. He left a man to take charge of the horses and 

cattle. The man arrived yesterday morning and reported the horses and cattle safe, and the house 

still standing. The railroad bridge across the Pinconning River has been burned. Yesterday 
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morning a train carried out the material and men to build a new one. On the eastern coast of Lake 

Michigan half of the flourishing town of Manistee, with 4,000 inhabitants, has also been burned 

The loss is computed at $1,300,000. 606 

Page  607 IN CHICAGO AND THIE WEST. In Minnesota the loss of life has been least, though 

the area of destruction has been probably as great as in Wisconsin. The conflagrations have 

extended to within sight of St. Paul, and have swept irresistibly over the greater portion of 

Wright, Meecker, McLeod and Carver counties; and from thence out as far as Breckinridge there 

is an almost continuous belt of burned country. The towns, however, have generally managed to 

escape, and it is believed that the worst of the danger is over. The lives lost will not, probably, 

foot up to fifty, all told. Still, the devastation among the woods has been fearful, and thousands 

of square miles have been reduced to a charred waste. SAVED BY HEROISIM. A large portion 

of Gratiot County, Mich., was overrun by the late fires, destroying dwellings, fences, timber, 

saw-mills, and other property. The only mill saved in that section was that belonging to I). L. 

Case and James M. Turner, of this city. An old Englishman in their employ, named Jacob Laird, 

saw that the mill was in the range of the fire, and that it was speedily coming upon him, and he 

made preparations to meet and fight it like an old soldier, for he had served the Union cause 

gallantly during the late rebellion. Taking all the movable property from the mill, blacksmith 

shop, and boarding-house, he buried it where it would be safe from the devouring element. Then 

he dug a series of wells, inclosing the mill and hundreds of thousands of feet of lumber, placing 

by the side of each well a barrel filled with water, a pail in each well and another in the barrel. 

These wells were dlug, thick as needed for the speedy protection of the property. One well he 

dug deeper than the others, that in case his efforts to save the property should be in vain and his 

own life in danger, he could jump in as a last resort. The fire came down upon him like a 

tornado. With his force of hands he met it, and where it crossed the line here and there 60,7 

Page  608 HISTORY OF THiE GREAT FIRES setting fire to piles of lumber, the water ready at 

hand quenched the flames. At last he came off victorious, for he saved the mill, lumber, and all 

the property, with the loss of his own hair, eyebrows, whiskers, and even the woollen shirt from 

off his back. When rallied by his employers as to whether he "didn't find it hot work," his reply 

was, "It was not much of a soldier who couldn't face the fire, after facing as many cannon as he 

had." As a reward, Laird's wages have been nearly doubled, and he was furnished with a fine suit 

of clothes, and told that he could remain there as long as he chose. During Monday the city of 

Grand Haven was full of terrible rumors as to the fire in Holland City, but nothing definite or 

reliable could be learned until the arrival at two o'clock of a train from the north side of Black 

Lake, containing several passengers, among whom were Miss Jennie and Miss Clarie Pennoyer, 

two young ladies who have been engaged in teaching in the doomed city. The statement of these 

young ladies is nearly as follows: The fire broke in upon the city from the woods about three 

P.M., Sunday, but no buildings of any consequence burned until dark in the evening. No one 

thought the city was in any special danger until ten or eleven o'clock, but at that time a strong 

wind setting in from the woods, the fire swept over the city with wonderful rapidity. The main 

part of the city was soon in flames. The house where the Misses Pennoyer were staying caught 

fire about three o'clock Monday morning. The ladies had packed their trunks, and, hastily 

dressing themselves in wrappers, just managed to escape. The Lake View Hiouse went next, and 

then the fine City Mills of Wakeman, Gerlings & Co. The ladies, after leaving the house, ran to a 

small mound near by, and soon found themselves surrounded by fire. Mr. George Hioward, 
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whose efforts were indefatigable, managed to assist them out of their precarious position. ' The 

portion of the city where Professor Charles Scott resided 608 
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Page  611 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. was completely destroyed, and the Professor not 

being found, it was generally feared that he had fallen a victim to the flames. MAr. Joslin, of the 

firm of Breynan & Joslin, another of the best citizens, was engaged in rescuing persons from the 

flames. iHe insisted on going once more to the rescue; friends advised him not to venture, but he 

would not be dissuaded, thinking there were still lives to be saved. Ile did not return, and is 

believed to have been suffocated and burned to death. The livery stables were emptied of the 

horses which were taken to the public square, as the only place of safety. Thousands of people 

were collected there. Women and children were then running about the streets, wailing and 

crying, unable to find their husbands and fathers, brothers and sisters. Many females barely 

escaped with their night-clothes. A child ten years of age was picked up on the street burned to 

death. It is impossible to tell how many lives are lost. Some nine or ten citizens are missing, but 

some may yet be founld. When the Misses Pennoyer left, men were trying to keep the fire from 

the College buildings, but the succeeding train reported that these buildings, although of brick, 

were burning; also the Union School building and all the churches, except the " Seceders" or the 

"True Reformed Church." One woman iIn leaving her house tied her baby in a bundle, but in her 

hurry she took the wrong bundle, and to her dismay discovered her mistake when too late. Of 

seven children she could find only two. Fortunately, however, the bundle containing the live 

baby was picked up in the street, and it was believed that the other children were also found. Mr. 

M. D. Howard, when he saw the fire rapidly approaclhing his residence, visited every room in 

the house for the last time. The house was elegantly furnished, and the fine piano, together with 

every article of furniture, was destroyed. Nothing was saved but a little personal clothing. The 

family took refuge on a 35 611 
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Lake to a place of safety. George Howard was very diligent in licking up children and women 

who were running frantically about in places of danger and removing them to a place of safety. 

In this way he saved numerous lives. IHe sometimes had to capture them by main force to save 

them from destruction. The City Hotel at first was considered by Mr. Myers out of danger, but 

his most valuable articles he fortunately buried in the ground, and these were all that was saved 

of the best hotel in the city. The house was in flames when the family and boarders escaped. The 

other hotels all shared the same fate. Mr. George hIoward, at the very commencement of the fire, 

took fourteen spades and handed them each to Hollanders, who were standing around, and 

requested them to use them in throwing sand on the fire, so as to prevent it from spreading to the 

destruction of the city. They actually refused to work, giving as a reason that it was Sunday, and 

it would be wrong to do any work on that day. hIad they gone to work like men, this terrible 

conflagration and suffering might possibly have been prevented. The woods along the line of the 

Michigan Lake Shore Railroad, between Iholland and Pigeon River, were in flames. The miles of 

marsh were one sheet of flame, and it was with great difficulty the train came through. The heat 
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inside the cars was intense. A message from Mr. A. D. Howard was received by the train, stating 

that the people were in danger of starving, as all the stores were destroyed, and asking that a 

supply be immediately shipped. Mr. D. Cutler immediately called on the stores and ordered a 

supply of crackers, and all the cooked provisions that could be collected sent to the depot. The 

train did not get off till Tuesday morning, when rain came and subdued the flames a'ong the line 

of the road. We felt profound sympathy for children in these seasons of terror 612 
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the peril in the skies by day and night, and passed through the bitter struggles for life which so 

often terminated fatally, and always brought suffering and distress. A Port Huron correspondent 

of the Detroit Post says: — You have already been told the story of the little boat-load of 

children carried from Rock Falls to Canada, and saved in spite of storm and hunger and 

exposure. I saw Mrs. Mann, the mother of these children, who arrived here yesterday morning on 

board the Huron. She had given up all of them for lost. But, mother-like, though four were saved, 

she mourned deeply for the lost one, who, half-clad and shivering in the cold water in the bottom 

of the boat, sailed away upon an unknown and measureless sea almost in sight of land and 

deliverance. There were five children ill this boat belonging to Mrs. Mann, and four to the owner 

of the boat who took them away, making nine infant voyagers, who for three days, without food 

and drenched to the skin, floated across Lake Huron in a boat which was kept from going to the 

bottom by means of an old boot and a shoe, which were the only vessels for baling that these 

unfortunate travellers had on board. The mother's heart seemed deeply touched and troubled 

because no last offices and loving ministries could, in the nature of the case, be paid to the little 

one whose voyage of life was at once so brief and eventful. When these four children were put 

on a tug at Kincardine, Ontario, to be returned to their parents, it struck a rock just as it was 

getting under way and went down. The children were rescued and sent homeward by the cars. 

They have at last reached Port Inuron, after adventures by field and flood almost equal to 

Othello's, and it is hoped that they will arrive home without further accident. The babe of bMrs. 

Shubert, of Paris, one of the Polish settlers, was carried from its burning home by its 

grandmother, while its mother stayed behind to fight the fire. The grandmother was 613 
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twenty others, where they passed the night, it being the only refuge from the flames. The infant 

was only three months old, and required nourishment. Luckily the fire had driven a cow to seek 

company and shelter with these human beings. A big tin pan was found in a wagon, and the 

animal was milked. The baby's aunt took the mushy compound which the flying sand, cinders, 

and ashes made of the milk into her mouth, and fed the child in that original manner. During the 

recent terrible fires in Western Michigan, there were three brothers, owners of valuable mills and 

buildings, which they and their neighbors (some of whom were Christian men) were defending 

from the fire until all were exhausted and in despair. One of the owners, a frank, rough, wicked 

man of huge frame and generous impulses, said many hard words about God's permitting the 

destruction of so much property for no good to any one, etc., etc. Finally, he gave up and said to 

his neighbors: "Go home, go home; nothing more can be done for us; God can do as he pleases." 

Just then a few drops of rain fell; looking up, they saw the cloud, and all redoubled their efforts. 

A slight rain fell, and the fire was checked, and the mills saved. The rough man dropped upon his 

knees, great tears rolled down his face, his hands were clasped, head bowed, and he agonizing to 

express his thanks. Suddenly he sprang to his feet, vigorously swinging his hat, and with the 
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most intense earnestness shouted, " Iurearh for God!' IIURRAH FOR GOD!" ONE COUNTY IN 

MICHIGAN. Beginning below Port Austin, HLuron County, Grindstone City, a place of three 

hundred inhabitants, is half destroyed; then follow New River, three buildings burned; hIuron 

City, five hundred inhabitants, totally destroyed; Port Ihope, six hundred inhabitants, half gone; 

Forest Bay, two hundred inhabitants, every house 614 

Page  615 IN CIIICAGO AND THE WEST. gone; Sandbeach, four hundred inhabitants, all 

destroyed; Centre Harbor, one hundred and fifty inhabitants, everything gone; Rock Falls, three 

hundred inhabitants, half of the town burnt; Elm Creek, one hundred and fifty inhabitants, totally 

destroyed; White Rock, six hundred inhabitants, every house consumed; Verona Mills, three 

hundred inhabitants, every house in the place gone, except the minister's. Thus were the little 

villages of this region scourged. The destruction in the country was proportionately great; the 

farming townships of Sheridan, Bingham, Paris, Verona, Sherman and Sandbeach were traversed 

by the flames, which lapped up everything in the shape of houses, barns, fences, stock, farming 

implements, etc. A more particular account thus locates and estimates the misfortunes of this 

single county: The total number of persons and families burned out, and of losses in Huron 

County are as follows, in the townships named: "Verona-Twenty-seven families, one hundred 

and fourteen persons, loss $42,150. "Bingham Township-Thirty-five families, comprising one 

hundred and sixty-eight persons, burnt out. "Sigel Township-Twenty-one families, one hundred 

and five persons, loss $6,300. "Grant Township-Four families, twenty-one persons, loss $1,700. 

"Colfax Township-Four families, twenty-two persons, loss $2,000. "Sheridan Township-Four 

families, nineteen parsons, loss $1,100. "Sherman Township-Twenty-five families, one hundred 

and sixteen persons, loss $16,150. "Huron Township-Twenty-three families, ninety-seven 

persons, loss $8,550. "Dwight-One family, seven persons, loss $2,000. 616 
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"Hume-Three families, nineteen persons, loss $1,800. "Mr. W. it. Stafford lost $53,000 by the 

fire. "In Port Hope, Rubicon and Gore townships, there are three hundred and thirty-eight 

persons burned out, with a loss of $176,825. "The total number in the families that are losers in 

this county alone is not.ess than 3,000. "There have been eleven school-houses burned in this 

county, as follows: all in Paris township, four in number; one at Vernon Mills, Gibson school-

house in Sherman, one at White Rock, one at Centre Hiarbor, one at Sandbeach, one at Forest 

Bay, and the Hiellem's school-house in Dwight. "The loss by the burning of bridges across 

streams and crossways, through swamps, coupled with the almost total destruction of fences, will 

amount to thousands and tens of thousands of dollars. There is hardly a farm in the county but 

has had a portion of its fences burned, and this is true even in those sections where but few or no 

buildings have been destroyed. "The loss to this county by the burning of pine and other valuable 

timber is very great. It is too soon to make anything like an accurate calculation of the total loss 

from this source, but from converse during the week with the Supervisors and others from 

different parts of the county, we know we are safe in saying that it will exceed $1,000,000." A 

gentleman, writing of Tuscola County, gives a forlorn picture: The fire through this county has 

destroyed nearly all the pine, and thousands of acres of hemlock timber. There are a large 

number of individual cases of suffering by the fire, some losing all they possessed in the world 

but the* land, others losing nearly all their fences, others barns, with their contents of hay, wheat, 

oats, etc. The destruction of hard timber is also enormous, that more 616 
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Page  617 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST, especially on low grounds. Here the fire has burned 

so fiercely that the roots of the trees have been burned off, and hardly a tree is left standing. 

There is a strip of country east of Cass City, embracing a portion of Tuscola County and nearly 

all of IHuron and Sanilac counties, which is probably the worst burnt district in this State. Hardly 

a building is left, and the pine and hemlock lands are all destroyed. Whole townships of timber 

are burned up by the roots and have fallen in every conceivable shape, rendering it next to 

impossible to lumber it without more expense than the actual worth of the timber. I saw and 

conversed with a gentleman from this district, who was there during the whole fire, and who had 

several very narrow escapes from being burned alive, being twice carried by others who were 

with him from the fire in an insensible condition; and finally, after there was no further hope of 

saving his home, it was then too late to make his escape with his famlily, and they took refuge in 

an out-of-door cellar, which is a hole dug into the ground and then covered over with slabs, and 

dirt thrown upon this. They were compelled to remain there for twenty-four houis without food, 

and almost suffocated by the dense smoke. This is but one instance of many equally as narrow 

escapes. Every par ticle of anything like hay, corn-stalks, or straw was burned, and many of 

those who had oxen and cows are now selling them for ten dollars a head, because they have 

nothing to feed them, and there is not a green thing in the woods or fields for miles. The people 

of Watrousville have been active in raising supplies and forwarding them to the sufferers. 

Yesterday Rev. MIr. Goodman, of East Saginaw, was on his way into that county as a committee 

of one to prepare the way for large supplies to be sent from that place. Business of all kinds has 

been entirely disarranged by the fires, and there is a general complaint of dull times. But the prob 

ability is that the rain, which commenced falling this afternoon 617 
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ten P.m., con. tihues, will entirely extinguish the still smouldering fires, and give a permanent 

relief from the anxiety and feeling of insecurity which has pervaded thLe whole people of this 

section for the past three weeks, and in a short time business will be resumed with more vigor 

than ever. The breadth of wheat sown in this county is very small, probably not one-fourth of the 

usual amount. But a small portion of the last wheat crop has been disposed of, farmers generally 

holding it for a higher price. Ilay, and all kinds of coarse fodder and coarse grains are very high, 

and it will require a good deal of economy to get their stock through the winter. In Chicago a 

man took refuge in a water-pipe and was roasted; and now we have the story of a man in 

Michigan, who found his death in a hollow log. SKELETON FOUND IN A LOG. Some three 

months since an Englishmari, named Halvry, after a short stay at Quebec, came along to Detroit 

to visit his brother-inlaw here, Mr. John Gloveson, a produce buyer, living on Twelfth street. 

iIalvry left England with the intention of purchasing a farm either in Canada or the States, and 

when he came to Detroit he left his family at Quebec. As G]oveson was considerably acquainted 

in the Lake Shore counties, he induced his relative to think of going into some of them and 

buying him a farm, and agreed to go up with him on a prospective trip. They were both ready to 

start-in fact, had left the house-when Gloveson was handed a telegram, which called him to go to 

Jackson, or run a risk of losing several hundred dollars. He, therefore, reluctantly abandoned the 

trip, and gave HIalvwy such instructions as induced the man to make the voyage alone. This was 

just a week previous to the news of the fires in the wools which created such loss of life and 

damage to property in 618 
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Page  619 IN CHICAGO AND THiE WEST. Sanilac, Huron and other counties. I-Ialvry wrote 

from Forrestville, two days after reaching there, that he liked the locality very much, and had had 

three or four offers of partnership in business, which he was considering. He also stated further 

that he was going back into the country to look at some farming lands, and should not probably 

come down the Lake for several days. When the fire came, interrupting communication, 

Gloveson was in Illinois, and he did not return home until several days after the news of the 

destruction of Forrestville and other towns. Waiting from day to day for news or for the 

reappearance of his relative, and hearing nothing, he at length decided to go up there, having 

found by telegraphing to Quebec that IIalvry had not joined his family. HIe accordingly 

proceeded on the trip, and, after a hunt of thirteen days, returned three or four days ago, bearing 

only evil tidings. Gloveson found plenty of people at Forrestville who remembered the 

Englishman, but for tluhree days could not find any one to tell him where the man went when 

leaving the town. Itie at length found a farmer, whose property had been swept away, who had 

shown Ilalvry around his farm, situated about four miles from the town. This was only two days 

before the advent of the flames, and the smoke was so thick as to cause many complaints from 

the new arrival, and he declined purchasing in a locality subject to such a nuisance. Another man 

remembered meeting and talking with the Englishman in the woods where men were getting out 

some timber, and the last heard of lHalvry was that he was looking at some wild land on the 

afternoon before the fire, seven or eight miles back of Forrestville. Day after day, until he had 

travelled hundreds of miles, Gloveson rode and walked over the blackened and desolate country, 

finding no further news of his relative. One day, when travelling across a bit of forest where the 

fires still smouldered and flickered in the ground, and where the flames had done great damage, 

he sat down to rest. In a moment he becar.me aware of a horrible stench, and looking about him, 

he 61i) 
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away was a large log, or the remains of one, for the fire had burned up all but the end which had 

become heavy with water from resting in the neck of a small marsh, dry then, but fed by a creek 

at other times. Sticking out from the hollow of this log were the feet and legs of a skeleton, 

nothing but the bare bones left, and beyond the skeletoll feet was the roasted body of a man, the 

flesh cooked and shrivelled down, but emitting a smell which Gloveson could stand only for a 

moment at a time without retreating. At length he seized hold of the bones and drew the body 

out, when the sight and the stench were still more horrible. At the shoulders the fire seemed to 

have stopped; leaving the flesh half cooked, and it was now ready to fall from the bones. The 

hair was gone from the head, the countenance so disfigured that there was no identifying it, and 

the bones of one hand were as clean and white as chalk. Every particle of clothing was gone, and 

down in the ashes below Gloveson found a number of boot nails. Although not certain that the 

roasted body was that of his relative, Gloveson secured no other evidences of the man's death, 

and yet fails to find that he is living. It seems that the victim, whoever he was, had been caught 

in that vicinity by the fire, and having no other resort, crawled into the log, hoping that the 

flames would sweep over it. The dry end caught fire, and he was roasted alive, enduring the most 

horrible death imaginable. There was an excavation close at hand, madrby the uprooting of a 

tree, and into this place the skeleton was dragged and the bank caved in on it as a covering. 

Returning to Forrestville, Gloveson made such inquiries as led him to believe that the skeleton 

was not that of any resident of that locality, and he then ended his search. 620 
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Page  621 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. CHAPTER XLII. HON. WM. A. HowARD, 

writing to Hon. Alexander H. Rice, of Boston, concerning the needs of Michigan, says: If you 

will now look at Port Huron, at the foot of Lake Huron, and follow the shore northerly clear 

around and up Saginaw Bay, and extending back from the shore into the cotmtry for miles, you 

will find a country where the horror and suffering is almost past belief. The loss of life is very 

great. Fifty dead bodies were found in the rear of our town alone. Women and children saved 

their lives by rushing into the Lake, with their hair burned off. These people are being cared for 

by Detroit and all the eastern portion of this State, nobly aided by Toledo, Cleveland, and, 

indeed, all over Ohio, New York, and last, but not least, glorious old New England. Excuse the 

contradiction, but she seems to me not only the best but the oldest country in the world, perhaps 

because I first saw the light there. If you would now find the field of the western branch of our 

State Committee, you will please place yourself at Grand Haven, at the mouth of Grand River 

and the western terminus of the Detroit and Milwaukee Railroad. If you go north along the coast 

about ninety miles, you will find the place where Manistee was. If you go south from Grand 

Haven about twenty miles, and turn inland and cross a little lane, you will find the ruinis of 

Holland. Of the villagers you will find three hundred families, in all per haps two thousand 

persons, who were utterly destitute of food and shelter, and of clothing, except what they had on 

their persons when they fled for their lives. Instead of finding succor from the surrounding 

country, the country itself is devastated. One hun dred and thirty farms were stripped of 

buildings, fences, crops, and their inhabitants were driven before the fire to the village. But I 

need not describe the scenes at Holland or Manistee. They simply needed everything there. But 

the lilberality of the 621 
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railroads in carrying free, and giving preference to cars loaded with supplies, has en abled the 

committee to accomplish more than could have been expected. I inclose a printed slip that has 

some suggestions deemed valuable for Holland. The people of Manistee will more readily find 

employment in getting out lumber. When once provided with shelter, bedding, and the men set to 

work, we shall be relieved to a great extent. The fire extended across the whole State. I have tried 

to point you to the shores. It was less severe in the interior, although there are many cases that do 

and must secure attention. At Manistee and Holland we have depots, and earnest, faithful men 

and women working to distribute to the necessities of the people. Our great depot is at Grand 

Haven, from which point we readily replenish smaller ones. We seek local contributions in kind, 

food, second-hand clothing, cooking stoves, etc. I hope $1,000 of your bounty has reached 

Peshtigo or vicinity. Some of it is at HIolland, in the shape of ticking for straw beds, or cheap 

prints and wadding being made into warm comfortables; hammers, nails, putty, glass, flour, 

pork, etc.-a few dollars in a shanty here and barracks there. When a people finds the wolf at the 

door, and is fighting him for life, it can spread a little money very thin. Our operations must 

continue a long time. We feel as though we had entered on a winter's campaign. We are very 

thankful for your people's liberality. We invoke your sympathy and aid in the future. I beg leave 

to say that if some of your wealthy men would loan to those Holland farmers some money to aid 

them in building, they would combine business with charity. Probably prompt payment of 

interest could hardly be expected the first year, but the whole principal and interest could be 

made very safe. They3 are the most industrious people I ever saw. They settled twenty-five years 

ago on that fiat land, densely covered with large timber, and, with nothing but their hands, they 

converted nine townships into a garden. 622 
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Page  623 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. This was written Oct. 30th, and on Nov. 15th the 

committee of Boston relief reported upon Michigan as follows: On the 16th of October, 

Governor Baldwin appointed two State relief committees, one for the eastern shore, and another 

for the western shore. (1) The committee for the eastern shore is located in Detroit and consists 

of four gentlemen, of whom Charles M. Garrison is chairman. This committee has charge in 

general of the peninsula between Saginaw Bay and Lake Huron, the burnt region of which 

comprises twenty-three townships severely, and eighteen partially burned, and embraces an a;-ea 

of more than 1,400 square miles. In the parts severely burned the committee say that nine-tenths 

of the houses were consumed. Extreme drought had prevailed throughout the West for many 

weeks, and there had not been a rainy day since the beginning of June. During this time fires 

were raging in the woods in many localities. The same gale which blew upon Chicago on Sunday 

night, October 8, swept over the burning woods of MLichigan and Wisconsin, and in places 

increas ing to tornadoes, fanned the scattered fires on the east side of AMiclhigan into a general 

conflagration. Its fearful power may be illustrated by the case of White Roclk, on the coast. 

Tilere the population, that had fought the fire for weeks, were aroused at one o'clock at night by 

the roar of the tornado, and fled before it. They waded out into the Lake up to their necks and 

remained there until seven in the morning, when, exhausted, they returned to the beach and slept 

till noon. Boats which went to relieve the sufferers were unable to go within miles of the shore 

for nearly two days, on account of the dense smoke and fiery cinders. And yet we were told that 

not more than twenty lives were lost in this eastern division, althougl-h from three thousand to 

four thousand people were rendered utterly destitute. The Detroit committee has thoroughly 

canvassed this whole district. Lists of all the needy inhabitants are in the hands of 623 
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individual wants are ascertained. This committee has established seven stations along the shore, 

at the most convenient points for distribution. The region is almost inaccessible for supplies 

during the winter; and the committee is endeavoring to accumulate, before the closing of water 

communication, sufficient stores to last until spring. The clothing which we saw was much of it 

poor and unassorted, but the committee believed that there was a sufficient supply both for 

present and prospective use. There was not, however, money enough to meet the requisitions of 

the agents on the ground, and further contributions are especially desired for the purchase of such 

articles as can best be obtained there. (2) The committee for the western shore, whose 

headquarters are at Grand Rapids, consists of five gentlemen, with Hon. Thomas D. Gilbert as 

chairman. The territory under its charge lies in two distinct sections, and embraces the region 

around Holland and the region around Manistee. Manistee, which is situated about one hundred 

and fifty miles north of Grand Haven, is a lumber settlement. About one-half of the mills and 

one-half of the houses of this town were burned. Of these burned houses one-half were owned by 

the wealthier millowners, and the remainder by the inhabitants of Manistee. These latter were 

stripped of everything. Nevertheless, as regular fall supplies were on their way, and the mill-

owners were giving employment to the laboring population, we did not deem it necessary to visit 

this place. Holland, a fine town of about 3,000 inhabitants, was settled twenty-five years ago by a 

poor Dutch colony under the lead of their religions teacher, Rev. A. C. Van Raalte. In a quarter 

of a century, by their thrift and industry, they had changed the wilderness into nine prosperous 

townships. The fire had been raging for several days in the immediate vicinity previous to 

Sunday, October 8. That night it struck the town and rated from a little after midnight until 624 
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Page  625 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. six o'clock the next afternoon, laying waste about 

two-thirds of the whole town, including the business portion of the city. There were destroyed 

five churches, three hotels, sixty-eight stores, and more than three hundred dwelling-houses; all 

of which were a total loss in consequence of a religious prejudice of the people against 

insurance. Although the inhabitants had to flee suddenly in the night, but a single life was lost. 

Besides, more than one hundred and forty farms were swept of everything, buildings, fences, and 

trees. These sufferers, both in town and country, were left almost entirely destitute, and what is 

worse, without work for the immediate fuiture. The committee at Grand Rapids informed us that 

sufficient clothing had been received, except some special articles, but that contributions of 

money will be very acceptable. The Grand Rapids committee agreed with the principal citizens 

of Holland that the most efficient aid that could be rendered to that section is a loan to the burnt-

out tradesmen and farmers, of from fifty thousand to one hundred thousand dollars, in sums of 

from five hundred to one thousand dollars each, on good security, with interest. We have made 

arrangements with reliable persons for extending relief to special cases which would not 

otherwise be reached. It should be added that isolated fires throughout the northern portion of 

Michigan have caused no inconsiderable loss and suffering, which must needs depend for relief 

chiefly on local charity." Through the liberality so universal and divine, the pressing necessities 

of this immense army of sufferers have been supplied, and now that winter is upon them with its 

snow and icy blasts, they must be remembered still in their poverty and loneliness. If it be asked 

what their neighbors and fellow-citizens are doing, we could answer by telling this story: A well-

(IIown Detroit lawyer, while conversing with a gentleman, incidentally learned that the latter had 

been driven out of 62b 
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cf clothing except a single suit. The lawyer. without waiting to hear anything more, hastily pulled 

off a new beaver-cloth overcoat and gave it to the Chicago man, with the remark that he had 

another, and could buy more if need be. It was a spontaneous act of charity, and one which the 

recipient seemed to fully appreciate. The Western people are generally free-hearted and 

sympathetic, and will share the last loaf with the unfortunate. Everything that can be done they 

will do for the victims of these awful calamities. CHAPTER XLIII. OuR sketch of Western fires 

we bring to a close, with notices of the remoter districts where the population was sparse. A 

party from Dakota says: For some days previous to leaving Cheyenne River, in Dakota, at a point 

seventy-five miles west of the crossing of the Northern Pacific Railroad at Red River, a dense 

smoky atmosphere prevailed, which each day grew more dense, warning us that immense " 

prairie fires" were approaching our quarters rapidly, and our party deemed it prudent to move 

eastward as fast as possible. We made immediate preparations, but found that we were in the 

saddle none too soon. The intense heat and weight of smoke affected us very much, and soon 

after starting we were forced to ride as rapidly as it was possible for our beasts to carry us. All 

through that long day we toiled along, our eyes nearly blinded; with parched throat and cracked 

lips and intense thirst we rode on and on, till at nightfall we came in sight of Red River, having 

ridden seventy-five miles without rest or halt but once. Glad were the hearts of our party, and 

much rejoicing 626 
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Page  629 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEVST. was tl,ere at our escape from great danger, if not 

from loss of life. At points along the route the wall of flame would be quite near us. Its roar 

could be heard many miles, and its rapid motion was surprising. The line of fire seemed to be a 

solid wall of flame of about twenty to thlirtv feet in heilght, and moved as rapidly as a fileet 

horse could run. Occasionally a portion of the line would break away in bodies of forty or more 

feet square, and be carried with almost electric rapidity a distance of fifty or a hnndred rods 

ahead, and then strike the high,I dry grass, which would immediately ignite and add its 

destroying force to the already gig,antic conflagration. After resting at Red River, our party, 

reduced to three persons, moved on castward and southward, passing, over a district but lately 

burned. We could not distinguishl any object fifty yards away, great, heavy clouds of smoke 

hanging, like a pall throu,lgh all the distance of 250 miles we travelled before reaching the 

Mississippi River, and even there the smokle wvas very oppressive. We deviated somewhat from 

a usual route travelled, and found at different points the charred remains of three human beings, 

nothing left but the bodies, and those burned to a crisp. The sight was horrible in all particulars, 

and not a thling could be found that would in any way identify the burned corpses. We heard of 

one case that showed great presence of mind and ,much calmness. A man who had been with 

Sherman in his "4 march to the sea," was caugh,lt in the midst of a fire which was approaching 

him from all sides. I-Iaving no matchles to create what is called "setting a backl fire," and death 

staring him in the face, his wit su,(ggested a "g ophler hole." Setting at worl with the will that a 

man would use who was working, for life, lihe attacklcd the sod with a large hunting-klnife. 

Cutting, a large piece away, hle rolled it baclk, and at o nce commenced thlrowving the soft, dry 

earth upward and outward, and soon had a hole dug of tufticient size to admit his body. Carefully 

drawilng the sod 36 629 

Page  630 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIREB toward him, he succeeded in drawing it over his 

body, and then illed lip the "chinks" with dirt from within. He lay there until the fire passed over 

him and was speeding furiously on its way miles distant, then slowly he crawled out of his living 

grave, heated fearfully, but injured in no way whatever. His soldier experience had saved his life. 

No one who has not witnessed this besom of destruction on the "plains," can form any adequate 

idea of its magnitude, its velocity, its fiendish-like cruelty, its thundering roar, and its vast, 

destruction. The prairie fires in the section of country above and below Yankton, Dakota, on 

Wednesday, were terrible. In the afternoon of that day the flames swept into the village of Bon 

Homme with resistless fury, and the terror-stricklen and helpless populace saw a mill and three 

or four dwellings disappear in the fiery blast. Among the latter was a house occupied by a widow 

woman as a boarding-house, and while she was expressing to our informant her fear that the fire 

would reach the town, a wave of flame came whirling on like a frightened steed, and before an 

effort could be made to save anything in or about the premises, the house was wrapped in flames 

and everything was lost. The down coach found the country pretty well burned over to within a 

mile or two of Yankton, and the fire is still burning in various directions. The ruins of four 

smouldering houses were seen, grain and hay stacks were blazing on all sides, and burning 

fences swept across the country in all directions. At one point a little girl, some ten years of age, 
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appeared at the roadside and piteously petitioned the people in the coach for help, saying that her 

father and mother were away from home, and that she had two sisters and a little brother, all 

younger than herself, in the house, and the premises were in immediate danger of destruction. 

Leaving one of the passengers to watch the horses, the rest ran to 630 

Page  631 IN CHFICAGO AND THE WEST. the house, and by starting a contrary fire 

succeeded in saving the place. Another terrible fire raged the same day this side of Yanklton, and 

within a few miles of that city. The flames swept toward Yankton, and in their course devoured 

several houses, besides nu merous barns, sheds, and stacks of grain. The coach due in Yankton 

on Wednesday evenling had ani exciting time of it. It was discovered that the fire was coming, 

and a race was instituted. The driver plied his whlip, and away the horses went on a gallop. 

Nearer and nearer came the fire. The red glare filled the sky; the forked tongue shot out; the 

terrible'hissings of the demon were in the ears of the aftrighted passengers. The driver gathered 

his lines, drew the leaders from the road, the horses gathered, jumped, a rail fence was beneath 

the wheels of the coach, the coach was on a piece of ploiughed ground, and the fire went by with 

a roar like a cataract. Thle particulars of a miraculous escape from death from a prairie fire were 

related to us by two gentlemen who arrived here last evening from Grant County, Wisconsin, 

]Messrs. J. L. Finley and W. Kinney. They came the entire distance with a mlule team and 

wagon across the country. Their trip was without any incident of note until they reached a point 

upon the prairie about six miles east of Le Mars, where they were surrounded by a prairie fire on 

Wednesday, the 4th inst. They were encamped upon a small bottom, preparing their noon meal, 

when the fire miade its appearance. As soon as the fire was discovered approaching toward them 

Mir. Kinney ran firom it and attempted to start a fire and follow after it, while Mr. Finley set 

himself to work hitching the team to the wiagon, but owing, to the high wind Kinney was 

unsuccessfuTl in his effort. The fire was now fast approaelching, them, and they abandoned the 

attempt of setting another fire, and ran for their lives. Mr. Kinney struckl out on foot, and his 

coinpanion put the whip upon the mules and attempted to malke his 631 
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reined his team around toward the fire, and, after repeated attempts, succeeded in running them 

through it, with no damage to himself and h)ut a little to the mules. Mr. IKinney, who had 

become separated from his companion, ra. into the bed of a dry stream, on the balnks of which 

the fire was raging. He was nearly suffocated wvithl the smoke, and wild witlh terror, and in his 

attempt to get out of the stream lie fell into the fire, burning, his hands seriously; after which lhe 

lay close to the bed of the stream until the fire passed over, whlqn lhe came out and found his 

companion, who was some distance from him, uninjured. They had two dogs with them, one of 

which was burned to death, and the other one took reftlige in a deep sink hole or well, near 

where they had taken their dinner, and he was saved. In view of all the miseries and calamities, 

crimes and casual ties of the past twelve months, T/le Cticago Tribune christens this T/le Bllack 

Yecar. The year 1871 will hardly be considered in history a year of grace. In point of fatality to 

human life, and destruction to material valtues by extraordinary natural causes, no year in the 

history of the world can equal it. Overwhelmed as we are by our own disaster, we have given 

little attention to what has been transpiring abroad, and have almost come to consider ourselves 

the only suflere's. The retrospect, lhowevver, is a terrible one. War, fiamine, pestilence, fire, 

wind, water, and ice, have been let loose, and done their worst, and with such appalling resuIlts, 

and wvitli suchl reimarkable lphenomena accompanying them, that it is not to be wondered at 
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imen have sometimes thloulit tlle end of the world had come. We have scen our own fair city 

laid in ashes, throughout almiost its entire business limiits, and seventy thousand lpeople left 

homeless. On that same nighit the confia,gra tion swept tlirougii( Norlteral Wisconsin anid 

Michliganl, sweeping village after vill-age withi horrible loss of life, and ruirmingr tILon 632 .4 

Page  633 IN CHICAGO AND TEE WEST. sands of acres of timber, the cutting and mnail]ing 

of which formned the main industry of that region. Illinois, Mlinnesota, Indiana, New Yorkl, 

Pennsylvania, Kansas, A]issouri, and California, the All,eghanies, the Sierras, and the Rockly 

lIountains have been avaged by fire, destroying immense amounts of property and clltailing 

wide-spread suffering. Chlicago is not the only city which has suffered. Peshtigo, lfanistee. 

Cacheville, and Vallejo, Cal., Urbana, Darmnstadt, and Geneva, under the Alps, have all been 

visited by terrible fires; and the torch of tlie incendiary has been applied successively to 

Louisville, St. Louis, Toronto, Ifontreal, and Syracuse. The pestilence has walked at noonday. 

The cholera has steadily travelled from Asia westward thlrough Europe, and our despl)atches of 

yesterday announced its arrival at New York Quar antine. One of the most appalling plagues of 

modern times, arising from yellow fever, has swept over portions of South America, and in 

Buenos Ayres alone 2S,000 bodies were buried in one cemetery. Persia has been almost 

depopulated by thle plague, which has been rendered all the more terrible by the added horrors of 

famine; and now, in our own country, smallpox has appeared as an epidemic in nearly every 

large city. Stormns, in their various manifestations, have never been so destructive before. In one 

night, a river in India suddenly rises, swollen by a storm, and sweeps away an entire city, 

destroying 3,000 houses, and utterly prostrating the crops. Thle little French seaport town of 

Pornic has been almost utterly (-lestroyed by a tidal wave. The iceberg,s of the Arctic have 

caulght and imprisoned within their impassable walls thirty-three whlalers, intlicting a loss of a 

million and a half of dollars upon the city of New Bedford, and seriously crippling an important 

branch of indnstry. St. Thonmas has been devastated by a hurricane whllich left 6,000 people 

homeless, and strewed its coasts with wrecks, A typhoon of terrible power has swept along the 

Chinese coast 633 
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shipping, and life. A hurricane at Halifax has inflicted a severe blow upon English shipping,. The 

storms on the English coast have never been so severe before, nor so fruitful in maritime 

disasters. A tidal wave at Galveston swept off all the shipping in port. A tornado has swept 

through Canada, doing serious damage in Toronto, Montreal, and Quebec. The Island of 

Formosa has been nearly de stroyed b)y an earthquake. Add to these the unusual crop of murders 

and suicides in this country, the alarming increase of railroad and steamboat disasters, the 

monstrous villanies which have been brought to light in public offices and private corporations, 

the Franco-German war with its attendant horrors, and the statement of the astronomers that 

there has been all explosion in the sun, and that two or three comets are just now in danger of 

losing their tails by their proximlity to that orb,-and we may be justified in assuming that the year 

1871 will be known in future calendars as the Black Year. 634 
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PAST. OCHAPTER XLIV. FIRE i. a good servant, but a bad master, says the old proverb, and 

this has been the experience of men in all ages. Virgil, the Latin poet, in his poem the /Eneid, 

introduces his hero,fneas as the narrator of the Siege of Troy by the Greeks, and its final fall, and 
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destruction by the torch of the incendiary. The reader will observe the abundance of supernatural 

machinery which accompanies the description, for in those days, as Paul observed in Athens, 

men were very religious, and had as many gods as occasion required, to account for the events 

which transpired, and the conduct of men. The Greeks had long besieged Troy in vain. They 

contrived at last a huge wooden horse and placed it near the gates, filled with armed men, their 

bravest and best. To induce the Trojans to admit the monster, they persuaded one Sinon to throw 

himself in the way of capture, and enter Troy and explain the object of this horse in such a way 

as to secure its admission. The treacherous scheme succeeds, and here we let the hero tell his 

own tale of woe We premise that Priam is king of Troy, Calchas is a soothsayer of thie Greeks, 

and Laocoon is a Trojan warrior, who has hurled his spear against the horse in disdain. Laocoon 

and hlis two sons were sacrificing at the altars, when lo! two serpents, with orbs inmmense, bear 

along the sea, and with equal motion shoot forward to the shore. They, with resolute motion, 635 

Page  636 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIR advance towards Laocoon; and first both serpents, 

with close embraces, twine around the little bodies of his two sons, and with their fangis mangle 

their wretched limbs. Next they seize himself, as lie is coiing, up with weapons to their relief, 

and bind him fast in their mighty folds; and now grasping, him twice about the middle, twice 

winding their scaly backs around his neck, they overtop him by the head and lofty neckl. He 

strains at once wvith his hands to tear asunder their knotted spires: at the same time he raises 

hideous shlrieks to heaven. Afeanwhlile, the two serpents glide off to the high temple. All urge 

with general voice to convey the statue into the city. The fatal maclhine passes over our walls, 

pregnant with arms. Four times it stopped in the very threshold of the gate, and four times the 

arms resounded in its womb; yet we, hleedless, and blind with frantic zeal, urge on, and plant the 

baneful monster in the sacred citadel. The Trojans, dispersed aboutt the walls, wvere lhushled: 

deep sleep fast binds them weary in his embraces. And now the Grecian host, in their equipped 

vessels, set out fi'om Tenedos, making towards the well-known shlore, by the frienrdly silence of 

the quiet moonshine, as soon as the royal galley had exhlibited, the signal fire; and Sinon, 

preserved by the will of the adverse gods, in a stolen hour unlocks the wooden prison to the 

Greeks shult up in its womb: the horse, from his expanded caverns, pours them forthl to the open 

air, and with joy issue firom the hlollow wood Thlessandrus and Sthlenclus the clliefs, and dire 

Ulysses, sliding down by a suspended rope, with Athlamas and Thloas, Neoptolemus, the 

grandson of Pelcus, and Machlaon lwho led the way, with Menelaus, and Epeus the very 

contriver of the trick. They assault the city buried in sleep and wine. The sentinels are beaten 

down; and with opened gates they receive all their friends, and join the conscious b)ands. 

Meanwhlile, the city is filled with mingled scenes of woe; and thoiugh my father Anchises' 

house stood retired. and inclosed 636 

Page  637 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. with trees, louder and louder the sounds rise on the 

ear, and the horrid din of arms assails. I start from sleep, and, by hasty steps, gain the highest 

battlement of the palace, and stand with erect ears. Then, indeed, the truth is confirmed, and the 

treachery of the Greeks disclosed. Now Deiphobus' spacious house tumbles down, overpowered 

by the conflagration; now, next to him, Ucalegon blazes; the Straits of Sigaeum shine far and 

wide with the flames. The shout of men and clangor of trumpets arise. My arms I snatch in mad 

haste. I hurry away into flames and arms. Who can describe in words the havoc, who the deaths 

of that night? or who can furnish tears equal to the disasters? Our ancient city, having borne 

sway for many years, falls to the ground; great numbers of sluggish carcasses are strewn up and 
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down, both in the streets, in the houses, and the sacred thresholds of the gods. Nor do the Trojans 

alone pay the penalty with their blood: the vanquished, too, at times, resume courage in their 

hearts, and the victorious Grecians fall; everywhere is cruel sorrow, everywhere terror and death 

in thousand shapes. I stood aghast; the image of my dear father arose to my mind, when I saw the 

king, of equal age, breathing, out his soul by a cruel wound; Creiisa,* forsaken, came into mind, 

my rifled house, and the fate of the little Iiilus. I look about, and survey what troops were to 

stand by me. All had left me through despair, and flung their fainting bodies to the ground, or 

gave them to the flames. And thus now I remained all alone. Then, indeed, all Ilium seemed to 

me at once to sink in the flames, and Troy, built by Neptune, to be overturned from its lowest 

foundation. Down I come, and under the conduct of the god, clear my way amidst flames and 

foes: the darts give place, and the flames retire. And now, when arrived at the gates of * Creiisa, 

daughter of Priam, and the wife of tneas, who was lost in the streets of Troy, when 2Eneas made 

his escape with his father Anchises and his son Ascailu 637 

Page  638 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES my paternal seat and ancient house, my father, 

whom I was de. sirous first to remove to the high mountains, and whom I first sought, obstinately 

refuses to prolong his life after the ruin of Troy, and to suffer exile. Such purpose declaring, he 

persisted, and remained unalter able. On the other hand, I, my wife Creilsa, Ascanius, and the 

whole famlily, bursting forth into tears, besought my father not to involve all with himself, nor 

hasten our impending fate. " Now, son, I resign myself indeed, nor refuse to accompany you in 

your expedition," he said; and now throughout the city the flames are more distinctly heard, and 

the conflagration rolls the torrents of fire nearer. "Come then, dearest father, place yourself on 

my neck; with these shoulders well I support you, nor shall that burden oppress me. However 

things fall out, we both shall share eitlher one common danger or one preservation: let the boy 

Ifilus be my companion, and my wife may trace my steps at some distance." This said, I spread a 

garment and a tawny lion's hide over my broad shoulders and submissive neck, and stoop to the 

burden: little Iuilus is linked in my right hand, and trips after his father with unequal steps; my 

spouse comes utp behind. We haste away through the gloomy paths; and I, whom lately no 

shlowers of darts could move, nor Greeks inclosing me in a hos tile band, am now terrified with 

every breath of wind; every sound alarms me anxious, and equally ill dread for my companion 

and my burden. By this time I approached the gates, and thloug,ht I had overpassed all the way, 

when suddenly a thick sound of feet seems to invade my ears just at hand; and my father, 

stretching his eyes through the gloom, calls aloud, "Fly, fly, my son, they are upon you; I see the 

burnished shields and glittering brass." Hlere, in my consternation, some unfriendly deity or 

other confounded and bereaved me of my reason; for while in my journey I trace the by-paths, 

and forsake the known beaten tracks, alas! I know not whether my wife Creu'sa was 638 

Page  639 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. snatched from wretched me by cruel fate, or lost 

her way, or through fatigue stopped short; nor did these eyes ever see her more. Nor did I 

observe that she was lost, or reflect with myself, till we were come to the rising ground, and the 

sacred seat of ancient Ceres: here, at length, when all were convened, she alone was wanting, and 

gave disappointment to all our retinue, especially to her son and husband. To my friends I 

commend Ascanius, my father Anchises, with the gods of Troy, and lodge them secretly in a 

winding valley. I myself repair back to the city, and brace on my shining armor. I am resolved to 

renew every adventure, revisit all the quarters of Troy, and expose my life once more to all 

dangers. First of all, I return to the walls and the dark entry of the gate by which I had set out, 
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and backward unravel my steps with care amidst the darkness, and run them over with my eye. 

Hiorror on all sides, and at the same timne the very silence affrights my soul. Thence homeward 

I bent my way, lest by chance, by any chance, she had moved thllither; the Greeks had now 

rushed in, and were masters of the whole house. In a moment the devouring conflagration is 

rolled utp in sheets by the wind to the lofty roof; the flamnes mount above; the fiery whirlwind 

rages to the skies. Now adventuring even to dart my voice through the shades, I filled the streets 

with outcry, and in anguish, with vain repetition, again and again, called on Creiisa. While I was 

in this search, and with incessant fury ranging through all quarters of the town, the mournful 

ghost and shade of my Creiisa's self appeared before my eyes, her figure larger than I had known 

it. I stood aghast! my hair rose on end, and my voice clung to my jaws. Then thus she bespeaks 

nme, and relieves my cares with these words: "My darling spouse, what pleasure have you thus 

to indulge a grief which is but madness? These events do not occur without the will of the gods. 

It is not allowed you to carry Creiisa hence to accompany you, nor is it permitted by the great 

ruler of heaven supreme. In 639 I7 1 

Page  640 IIISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRE S long banishment you nmuLst roamn, and plough 

the vast expanse of the ocean: to the land of Hlesperia you shall come, where tlhe Lydian Tilber, 

with his gentle current, glides through a richl land of heroes. There, prosperous state, a crown, 

and royal spouse, await you: dry up your tears for your beloved Creiisa. And now farewell, and 

preserve your affection to our common son." With these words she left me in tears, ready to say 

many things, and vanished into thin air. There thrice I attempted to throw my armns around her 

neck; thrice the phantom, grasped in vain, escaped my hold, swift as the winged winds, and 

resembling most a fleeting dream. Thus having spent the nilght, I at lengthl revisit my associates. 

And here, to my surprise, I found a great confluence of new companions: matrons, and mien, and 

youths, drawn together to share our exile, a piteous throng! CHIIAPTER XLV. SENATOR Tiu, 

of Ohio, in a speech made in behalf of the contributions for Chllicago, thus alluded to the 

burning of Ancient Ronme The memorable fire at Rome, in the reignl of Ncro, destroyed nearly 

five-sevenths of the city, antd included within the ruins were her most stately temples and public 

buildings, and her rarest and most valuable collections of literature, science, and the arts. But it is 

not probable thlat tllhe pecuniary loss was as'great as that at Chicag,o. And the inidividual 

suffering, drcadftl as it was, was tmitigated by the warnmth of a sunincer sun, for the fire 

occurred in July3. Yet it was lhorrible; aInd, in order to recall the scene to your memories, adi 

bc'.ause in many points it resembles that at Chicago, I cannot refrain from reading, the vivid 

description of it by Tacitus: 640 

Page  641 IN CIlCAGO AND TIHE WEST. ' A dreadful calamiity," says he, "followed in a short 

time after by some ascribed to chance, and by others to the execrable wikedness of Nero. The 

authority of historians is on both sides, and which predominates it is not easy to determine. It is, 

however, certain, that of all tlhe disasters that ever befell the city of Rome from the rage of fire, 

this was the worst, the most violcent and destructive. The flames broke out in that part of the 

circus which adjoinls on one side to MIount Palatine, and on the other to Mount Celius. It caught 

a number of shops stored with combustible goods, and, gathering force from the wvind, spread 

with rapidity from one end of the circus to the other. Neither tha thick vwalls of holmscs, nor the 

inclosure of temples, nor any other building, could check the rapid progress of the flames. A 

dreadful conflagration followed. The level parts of the city were destroyed. The fire 

communicated to the higher buildings, and again, laying hold of interior places, spread with a 
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degree of velocity that notllicng could resist. The form of the streets, long and narrow, with 

frequent windings and no regular opening,, accordiilg to the plan of ancient Rome, contributed to 

increase the miscliief. The shlriekls and lamentations of women, the infirmities of age, and the 

weakness of the young and tender, added misery to the dreadful scene. Some endeavored to 

provide for themselves, others to save their friends, in one part dragging along the lame -;ad 

impotent, in another waiting to receive the tardy or expecting Tclief theimselves; they lingered, 

they obstructed one another; they looked behind, and the fire broLke out in front; they escaped 

from the flames, and in their place of refilge found no safety; the fi-Ce raged in every quarter; all 

were involved in one general conflagi-ation. The unhlappy wretches fled to places remote, and 

tloihlit themselves secure, but soon perceived the flamcs raging roinmd thlem. Whiclh way to 

turn, what to avoid, or what to seek, no one could tell. They crowded thle streets; they fell 

prostrate 0lf the g-roimd; they lay stretched in the fields, in consterratio;i 641 

Page  642 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and dismay, resigned to their fate. unmbers lost 

their whole substance, even the tools and implements by which they gained their livelihood, and, 

in that distress, did not wish to survive. Others, wild with affliction for their friends and relations 

whom they could not save, embraced a voluntary death, and perished in the flames. "DuLring the 

whole of this dismal scene no man dared to attempt anything that might check the violence of the 

dreadful calamity. A crew of incendiaries stood near at hand denouncing vengeance on all who 

offered to interfere. Some were so abandoned as to heap fuel on the flames. They threw in fire-

brands and flaming torches, proclaiming aloud that they had authority for what they did. 

WhVether, in fact, they had received such horrible orders, or, under that device, meant to plunder 

with greater licentiousness, cannot now be known." I male no apology for reading to you this 

lengthy extract, written nearly 1,800 years ago, to describe what befell Rome in the sixty-fourth 

year of the Christian era. It presents to your imaginations a more lively picture of what happened 

to an American city, within the present month, than anything I could say. When it was written 

the American continent was unknown. More than seventeen centuries after it was written, the 

city of Chicago sprang into existence; and yet, so similar are mankind in all ages, and so 

invariable at all times are the laws of Natire; that the words of the Roman historian describe, with 

almost equal fidelity, the destruction of the ancient mistress of tlhe world and of the commercial 

mistress of an American State. 642 

Page  643 IN CHICAGO.AND THE WEST. CHAPTER XLVI. THE BURNING OF 

MOSCOW. WE reproduce from the pages of Sir Archibald Alison, whose history is deservedly 

ranked as standard authority, the following description of the burning of the ancient capital of 

Muscovy, an event which, more than all others combined, broke the power of the first Napoleon: 

At eleven o'clock on the 14th September, 1812, the advanced guard of the French army, from an 

eminence on the road, descried the long-wished-for minarets of Moscow. The domes of above 

two hundred churches, and the massy summits of a hiundred palaces, glittered in the rays of the 

sun-the form of the cupolas gave an Oriental aspect to the scene; but, high above all, the cross 

indicated the ascendancy of the European faith. The scene which presented itself to the eye 

resembled rather a province adorned with palaces, domes, woods, and buildings, than a single 

city; a boundless accumulation of houses, churches, public edifices, rivers, and parkls, stretched 

out over swelling eminenies and gentle vales as far as the eye could reach. The mixture of 

architectural decorationi and pillared scenery, with the bri,,ght-green foliage, was pecu]iarly 

fascinating to European eyes. Everything announced its Oriental character, but yet without losing 
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the features of the West. Asia and Europe met in that extraordinary city. Struck by the 

magnificence of the spectacle, the leading squadrons halted, and exclaimed: " Moscow! 

Moscow!" and the cry, repeated from rank to rank, at le.n(,th reached the emperor's guard. The 

soldiers, breaking their array, rushed tumultuously forward, and Napoleon, hastening in the midst 

of them, gazed impatiently on the splendid scene. His first words were: "Behold at last that 

famous city!" the next, "It was full time! " Intoxicated with joy, the army descended from the 

heights. The fati,gues 643 

Page  644 HIISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES and daLels of the campaign were forgotten in 

the triumph of the moment, and eternal glory wvas anticipated in the conquest which they were 

about to complete. Murat at the head of the cavalry speedily advanced to the gates, and 

concluded a truce with Milaradowitch for the evacuation of the capital. But the entiy of the 

Frenchl troops speedily dispelled the illusions in which the army had indulgecd. Moscow was 

found to be deserted. Its long streets and splendid palaces resoLunded only with the clang of the 

hoofs of the invaders' horses. Not a sound was to be heard in its vast circumference; the 

dwellings of three hundred thousand persons seemed as silent as the wilderness. Napoleon 

waited in vain until eveningi for a deputation from the magcistrates or chief nobility. Not a 

human being came forward to deprecate his hostility, and the mournful truth could at length be 

no longer concealed, that Moscow, as if struck by enchantment, was bereft of its inhabitants. 

Wearied of fruitless delay, the emperor, on the morning of the 15th, advanced into thle city, and 

entered the ancient palace of the czars, amidst no other concourse tlhan that of his own soldiers. 

The Russians, however, in abandoning their capital, had resolved upon a sacrifice greater than 

the patriotism of the world had yet cx]hibited. The Governor, Count Rostopelhin, set tlhe 

example of devcotion by preparing the means of destruction for his country palace, which was 

splendidly furnislhed, and adorned with the finest works of arlt, which lhe set fire to by 

applyingitie torch with his own hands to his nuptial clambcr; and to the gates of the palace he 

had affixed the following inscription: "Dui'ing eight years I have embcellished this country-

hxouse and liverl happily in it in the bosom of my famiily. The inhabitants of this estate, to the 

number of seventeen lumndrcd, quit it at your approachl, in order that it miay not be sullied by 

your presence. Frenchmren! at MIoscow I have abandcloned to yoli my two houses, with their 

flll-iitulc, worth half a miillion roubles; hero you will find nothing but ashes." 644 

Page  645 IN CHICAGO AND THIE WEST. The nobles were prepared, in a public assembly, to 

have imitated the example of the iNinmantians, and destroy the city they could no longer defend, 

and IKutosoff had promised to give Rostopchin three days' notice before he evacuated the city, 

in order that it nLighlt be held. But owing to the advance of the French being more rapid than 

had been anticipated, the notice was not given or the meeting held, and the governor was left to 

act on his own re sponsibility. Everything, however, had been prepared for that noble sacrifice. 

The authorities, when they retired, carried with them the fire-engines, and everything capable of 

arresting a confla,gration, and combustibles were disposed in the principal edifices to favor the 

progress of the flames. The persons intrusted suitls the duty of firing the city only awaited the 

retreat of their coun tryluen to commence the work of destruction. Iostopchin was the author of 

this sublime effort of patriotic devotion, butt it in. vol-ed a responsibility greater than either 

government or any individual could support, and hlie was afterward disgraced for the lheroic 

deed. The sight of the grotesque towers and venerable walls of the Kremlin first revived the 

emperor's imagination, and rekindled those dieams of Oriental conquest which, from his earliest 
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years, had floated through his mind. His followers, dispersed over the vast extent of the city, 

gazed with astonishment on the sumptuous palaces of the nobles, and the gilded domes of the 

churches. Evening came on, and with increasing wonder the French troops traversed the central 

parts of the metropolis, recently so crowded with passengers, but not a living creature was to be 

seen to explain the universal desolation. It seemed like a city of the dead. Niglit approached; an 

unclouded moon illuminated those beautiful palaces, those vast hotels, those deserted street-all 

was still;: the silence of the tomb. The officers broke open the doors of some of the principal 

mansions in search of sleeping quarters. The found everything in perfect order; the bed-rooms 

were fully 37 645 

Page  646 HISTORY OF TIE GREAT FIRES furnished as if guests were expected; the drawing,-

rooms bore the marks of having been recently inhabited; even the work of the ladies was on the 

tables, the keys in the wardrobes; but not an inmate was to be seen. By degrees a few of the 

lower class of slaves emerged, pale and trembling, from the cellars, showed the way to the 

sleeping apartments, and laid open everything which these sumptuous mansions contained; but 

the only account they could give was that the whole of the inhabitants had fled, and that they 

alone were left in the deserted city. But the terrible catastrophe soon commenced. On the night of 

the 14th a fire broke out in the Bourse, behind the Bazaar, which soon consumed that noble 

?difice, and spread to a considerable part of the crowded streets in the vicinity. This, however, 

was but the prelude to more extended calamities. At midnight on the 15th, a bright light was seen 

too illuminate the northern and western parts of the city; and the sentinels on watch at the 

Kremlin soon discovered the splendid edifices in that quarter to be in flames. The wind changed 

repeatedly during the night, but to whatever quarter it veered the conflagration extended itself; 

fresh fires were every instant seen breaking out in all directions, and Moscow soon exhibited the 

spectacle of a sea of flame agitated by the wind. The soldiers, drowned in sleep or overcome by 

intoxication, were incapable of arresting its progress; and the burning fragments, floating through 

the hot air, began to fall on the roofs and courts of the Kremlin. The fury of an autumnal tempest 

added to the horrors of the scene; it seemed as if the wrath of heaven had combined with the 

vengeance of man to consume the invaders of the city they had conquered. But it was chiefly 

during the nights of the 18th and 19th that the conflagration attained its greatest violence. At that 

time the whole city was wrapped in flames, and volumes of fire of various colors ascended to the 

heavens in many places, diffusing a prodi gious light on all sides, and attended by an intolerable 

heat. These 646 I 

Page  647 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. balloons of flame were accompanied in their ascent 

by a frightful hissing noise and loud explosions, the effect of the vast stores of oil, resin, tar, 

spirits, and other combustible materials with which the greater part of the shops were filled. 

Large pieces of painted canvas, unrolled from the outside of the buildings by the violence of the 

heat, floated on fire in the atmosphere, and sent down on all sides a flaming shower, which 

spread the conflagration in quarters even the most removed from where it originated. The wind, 

naturally high, was raised by the sudden rarefaction of the air produced by the heat, to a perfect 

hurricane. The howling of the tempest drowned even the roar of the conflagration; the whole 

heavens were filled with the whirl of the volumes of smoke and flame which rose on all sides, 

and made midnight as bright as day; while even the bravest hearts, subdued by the sublimity of 

the scene, and the feeliing of human impotence in the midst of such elemental strife, sank and 

trembled in silence. The return of day did not diminish the terrors of the conflagration. An 
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immense crowd of hitherto unseen people, who had taken refuge in the cellars and vaults of their 

buildings, issued forth as the flames reached their dwellings; the streets were speedily filled with 

multituides flying in every direction with their most precious articles; while the French army, 

whose discipline this fatal event had entirely dissolved, assembled in drunken crowds, and 

loaded themselves with the spoils of the city. Never in modern times had such a scene been 

witnessed. The men were loaded with packages, charged with their most precious effects, which 

often took fire as, they were carried along, and which they were obliged to throw down to save 

themselves. The women had often two or three children on their backs, and as many led by the 

hand, which, with trembling steps and piteous cries, souilght their devious way through the 

labyrinth of flame. Many old men, unable to walk, were drawn on hurdles or w elUarrows by 

their children and grandchildren, while their biuni .647 a 

Page  648 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES beards and smoking garments showed with what 

difficulty they had been rescued from the flames. Often the French soldiers, tormented by hunger 

and thirst, and loosened from all discipline by the horrors which surrounded them, not contented 

with the booty in the streets, rushed headlong into the burning edifices, to ransack their cellars 

for the stores of wine and spirits which they contained, and beneathl the ruins great numbers 

perished miserably, the victims of inltemperance and the surrounding fire. Meanwhile the 

flames, fanned by the tempestuous gale, advanced with frightful rapidity, devouring alike in their 

course the palaces of the great, the temples of religion, and the cottages of the poor. For thirty-six 

hours the conflagration continued at its height, and during that time above nine-tenths of the city 

was destroyed. The remainder, abandoned to pillage and deserted by its inhabitants, offered no 

resources to the army. Moscow had been conquered; but the victors had gained only a heap of 

ruins. It is estimated that 30,800 houses were consumed, and the total value of property 

destroyed amounted to ~30,000,000. CHAPTER XLVIL THE GREAT FIRE IN LONDON. WE 

must go back more than a couple of centuries to find a parallel to the terrible fire which has 

wrapped the city of Chicago in a sea of resistless flame. On the 2d of September, 1666, thl city of 

London was almost entirely destroyed by what has since been known as the Great Fire. This 

awful conflagration gained headway with the same terrible rapidity as that of Sunday night, and 

in five dreadful days of ruin and terror and panic laid two-thirds of the English metropolis in 

ashes. Like the fire at Chicag,o, it broke out upon a Sunday, though at a different hour-two 

o'clock in the morning. It originated in a 648 
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of Farryner, at Pudding lane, near the Tower. At that period the buildings in the English capital 

were chiefly constructed of wood, with pitched roofs, and in this particular locality, which was 

immediately adja cent to the water side, the stores were mainly filled with materials employed in 

the equipment of shipping, mostly of course of a highly combustible nature. To add to the 

conspiring causes of the immense mischief in which the fire ultimately resulted, the pipes firom 

the New eRiver-the source of the water supply of the city-were found to be empty, and the 

engine which raised water from the Thames was amoing the first property destroyed. The 

vacillation and indecision of the lord mayor aggravated the confusion. For several hours he 

refused to listen to the comunsel given him to call in the aid of the military, and when the 

probable proportions of the fire were plainly apparent, and when it was clear that the destruction 

of a block of houses was absolutely necessary to the preservation of the city, he declined to 

accept the responsibility of destroying them until he could obtain the consent of their owners. All 
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through Sunday the wind increased in violence, and the fire sped with incredible rapidity from 

house to house, from street to street, on its work of havoc. We cannot now do better than 

transcribe the account of the further mischief caused by the fire, given by Mr. John Evelyn, in his 

"diary." It reads as follows: "Sept. 3. The fire continuing, after dinner I took coach with my wife 

and son, and went to the Bankside, in Southwark, where we beheld that dreadful spectacle-the 

whole city in dreadful flames near ye water side: all the houses from the bridge, all Thames 

street, and upwards towards Cheapside down to the Three Cranes, were now consumed. "The fire 

having continued all this night (if I may call that night which was as light as day for ten miles 

round about after a dreadful manner) when conspiring with a fierce eastern wvind 649, 
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place, and saw the whole south part of the city burning, from Cheapside to the Thames, and all 

along Cornelill (for it kindled back against the wind as well as forwards), Tower street, 

Fenchurch street, Gracious street, and so along to Bainard's castle, and was now taking hold of 

St. Paul's church, to which the scaffolds contributed exceedingly. The conflagration was so 

universal and the people so astonished, that, from the beginning-I know not from what, 

despondency or fate-they hardly strived to quench it, so that there was nothing hearde or seene 

but crying out and lamentations, running about like distracted creatures, without at all attempting 

to save even their goods, such a strange consternation there was upon them-so, as it burned both 

in length and breadth, the churches, public halls, Exchange, hospitals, monuments and 

ornaments, leaping after a prodigious mannei from house to house and streete to streete, at greate 

distance one from ye other; for ye heate, with a long set of fair and warme weather had even 

ignited the air, and prepared the materials to conceive the fire which devoured after an incredible 

manner houses, furniture and everything. IIere we saw the Thames covered with goods floating, 

all the barges and boats laden with what some had time and courage to save, as on ye other, ye 

carts, &c., carrying out to the fields, which for many miles were strewed with moveables of all 

sorts, and tents erecting to shelter both people and what goods they could get away. Oh, the 

miserable and calamitous spectacle such as haply the world had not scene the like since the 

foundation of it, nor to be outdone till the universal conflagration. All the sky was of a fiery 

aspect, like the top of a burning oven, the light scene above forty miles round about for many 

nights. God grant my eyes may never behold the like, now seeing above ten thousand houses all 

in one dame; the noise and crackling and thunder of the impetuous flames; ye shrieking of 

women and children, the hurry of people, 650 
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hideous storme, and the fire all about so hot and inflamed that at last one was not able to 

approach it, so that they were forced to stand stille and let the flames burn on, which they did for 

neere two miles in length and one in breadth. The clouds of smoke were dismall, and reached 

upon computation near fifty miles in length. Thus I left it in the afternoone burning-a 

resemblance to Sodom or the last day. London was, but is no more! "c Sept. 4. The burning still 

rages, and it was now gotten so far as the Inner temple, olde Fleete streete, the Olde Ba;ley, 

Ludgate Hill, Warwick lane, Newgate, Paule's Chain, Watling streete, now flaming and most of 

it reduced to ashes; the stones of Paule's flew like grenades, ye melting lead runnming downe the 

streetes in a streame, and the very pavements glowing with fiery rednesse, so as no horse or man 

was able to tread on them, and the demolition had stopped all the passages, so that no help could 

be applied. The eastern wind still more impetuously drove the flames forward. Nothing but ye 
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ahlmighty powers of God was able to stay them, for vaine was ye helpe of man. "Sept. 5. It 

crossed towards Whitehalle; oh, the confusion there was then at that court! It pleased his majesty 

to command me among the rest to looke after the quenchiniig otf Fetter lane, and to preserve if 

possible that part of Holborne, while the rest of ye gentlemen tooke their several posts and began 

to consider that nothing was so likely to put a stop but the blowing up of so many houses as 

might make a wider gap than any that had yet been made by the ordinary method of pulling them 

down by engines." Then after a description of the abating of the wind, and she gradual dying out 

of the fire, the quaint old diarist con tinues: "The poore inhabitants were dispersed about St. 

George' 651 
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several myles in circle; some under tents, some under miserable hutts and hovels, many without 

a rag or any necessary utensils, bed or board, who from delicatenesse, riches and easy 

accommodation in stately and well furnished houses, were reduced now to extreamest misery 

and poverty." And again: "I then went towards Islington and Highgate, where one might have 

scene 200,000 people of ranks and degrees dispersed and lying along by their heapes of what 

they could save from the fire, deploring their losse, and though ready to perish from hunger and 

destitution, yet not asking one penny for relief, which to me appeared a strangel sight than I had 

yet behleld." Hiow vivid an idea of the suffering and misery entailed by this terrible visitation we 

find in this simple but expressive narrative! Nearly two-thirds of the entire city was destroyed. 

Thirteen thousand houses, eighlty-nine churches, and many public build ings were reduced to 

charred wood and ashes. Three hundred and seventy-three acres within, and sixty-three acres 

without the walls were utterly devastated. Well might Mr. Evelyn compare the fire to that which 

overwhelmed Sodom and Gomorrah, or that other and yet more awful one which will engulf the 

entire world at the Day of Doom. John Howe preached a sermon on tlhe rebuilding of London, 

taking for his text these words, " The street shall be built again, and the wall even in troublous 

times." In a note to that discourse the editor thus describes the fire and the restoration of the city: 

" The dreadful fire so often alluded to began on September 2d, 1666, near the place where the 

monumnent now stands, by which one of the noblest and most magnificent cities in the world 

was turned into ashes in a few days. A raging east wind, we are told, fomented it to an incredible 

degree, which in a mo 652 
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the houses, and scattered prodigious flakes in all places, which were mounted so vastly high into 

the air as if heaven and earth were threatened with the same conflagration. The fury soon became 

insupportable against all the arts of men and power of engines; and besides the dreadful scenes of 

flames, ruins, and desolations, there appeared the most killing sight under the sun-the distracted 

looks of so many citizens, the wailings of miserable women, and the cries of poor children and 

decrepit old people, with all the marks of confusion and despair." The inscription on the pillar 

erected by that famous archlitect, Sir Christopher Wren, in memory of this calamity, tells us: 

"The fire, with incredible filury and noise, destroyed eighty-nine churches, among which was the 

Cathedral of St. Paul; many public hospitals, schools, libraries, a vast number of stately edifices, 

thirteen thousand two hundred dwelling-houses, four hundred streets, etc. Thie destruction was 

sudden; for in a short time the same city which was seen in a flourishing condition, was reduced 

to nothing; and in a few days, when the fatal fire had, ill appearance, overcome all means of 

resistance and human counsels, by the will of Heaven it stopped and was extinguished. All 
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persons were indefatigable in the work of rebuilding, and making provision for the resurrection 

of this city; and Sir Jonas Moor, after having raised Fleet street according to the model 

appointed, from that beginning the city advanced so hastily towards a general perfection that, 

within the compass of a few years, it far transcended its former splendor." 653 
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FIRE. THAT great event in the history of New York, the " Great Fire," occurred on the night of 

the 16th of December, 1835. It was declared by the croakers of the time a damper upon the city's 

prosperity and a clog to the wheels of its progress towards its present position. But though the 

people lost a great part of their capital, they did not lose their strength, energy, and enterprise, 

and the proper application of those qualities caused their city to rise Phcenix-like from its ash%, 

more beautiful, stronger, and fuller of life than before. At between eight and nine o'clock of the 

evening above stated, the fire was discovered in the store No. 25 Merchant street, a narrow street 

that led from Pearl into Exchange street, near where the Post-office then was. The flamnes 

spread rapidly, and at ten o'clock forty of the most valuable dry-goods stores in the city were 

burned down or on fire. The narrowness of Merchant street, and the gale which was blowing, 

aided the spread of the destructive element. It passed firom building to building, leaped across 

the street, between the blocks, urged by the gale and in nowise deterred by the feeble forces 

opposing it. The night was bitterly cold, and, though the firemen were most energetic, the 

freezing of the hose and the water in their defective engines, combined with their sufferings from 

the weather, made their efforts of little avail. The flames spread north and south, east and west, 

until aimost every building on the area bounded by Wall, South, and Broad streets, and Coenties' 

slip, was burning, gutted, or levelled to the ground. There was not a building destroyed on Broad 

street, nor on the block on Wall street front William to Broad street, the fire taking an almost 

circular course just at the rear of the buildings on the streets named. The scene in the night was 

one of indescribable grandeur, the glare 654 
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time burning brightly lighting up the whole city. In all five hundred and thirty buildings were 

destroyed; they were of the largest and most costly description, and were filled with the most 

valuable goods. The total loss, estimated at about $0,000,000, was afterwards found to be about 

$15,000,000. Of the buildings destroyed the most important were the Merchants' Exchange, the 

Postoffice, the offices of the celebrated bankers the Josephs, the Allens, and the Livingstons, the 

Phoenix Bank, and the building owned and occupied by Arthur Tappan, then miuch despised for 

his anti-slavery sympathies. The business portion of the city was alone that burned over, so that 

few poor were rendered otherwise than without employment. NEW YORK, 1845. The greatest 

fire since that of December, 1835, that has devas tated property in New York, began on the 

morning of the 20th of July, 1845. The fire originated in the sperm oil store in New street, near 

the corner of Exchange place, about three o'clock on the morning named, and spread over a great 

part of the territory which had been the scene of the conflagration of 1835. The flames were 

communicated to a chair factory adjoining and nearer to the comier of Exchange place, whence 

they passed along Ex. change place to Broad street. There they enwrapped a building in which 

was a quantity of saltpetre, or gunpowder, on storage. When the building had been burning for 

about fifteen minutes a most awful explosion took place, which shook the city like an 

earthqllakc. The building was blown up, and with it some other buildings. Immediately after the 

explosion fire was discovered in four different places, and shortly the rear of the entire block was 
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blazing. Soon the fire leaped to the south side of Broak street, passing at the same time to 

Broadway. All this time the firemen, although making the most strenuous efforts, had effected 
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Broadway they spread downward toward the Bowling Green; and on Broad street north toward 

Wall street and south to Beaver street, along which they passed to New street, both sides of 

which had been devastated. The fire was checked ere it had reached the inagnificent Merchants' 

Exchange on its way to Wall street. Both sides of Exchange place, from Broadway to Broad 

street and half way down to William, were burned. Every building on Broadway from Exchange 

place down was levelled, and then the flames turned into Mlarketfield street, where they were 

checked. Altogether about three hundred buildings were destroyed, among which were the costly 

shrines of commerce and finance, and the abodes of the poverty-stricken. A liberal estimate of 

the total loss is made at $6,000,000, but this is belittled when the lamentable loss of life of which 

the explosion was the occasion is thought of. The number of persons whose lives were destroyed 

never was accurately ascertained; but it was generally believed at the time that about six persons 

perished. A REMINISCENCE OF THI GREAT FIRE OF 1835. On the night of the 16th of 

December, 1835, I was sitting with a literary friend, about nine o'clock, in one of the private 

boxes of flamblin's magnificent Bowery Theatre. Suddenly the big bell of the City Hiall boomed 

loud and long over the metropolis, and "Fire! fi-e!" echoed around and within the theatre. WVe 

were off in an instant, rushing out of the slamming doors, and onward toward the scene of the 

conflagration, wlhich was "glaring on Night's startled eye" away down town. When we reached 

Wall street, near Water, the Tontine Coffee H[louse had caught, and dark smoke in huge masses, 

tinged with flickering flashes of bright flame, was bursting from all the upper windows. The 

night, as all who were out in it will well remem ber, was intensely cold. There was but little 

wind, but as the fire 656 
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fire" in the air, as I firmly believe there always is in all great conflagrations; something 

mysterious as yet,- and unexplainable. It was so in our great fire, for I saw its evidences myself, 

and I see that reports of the same evidences are mentioned as features of the still more terrible 

and vastly greater conflagration in Chicago, wlich has "roused the world." Science, there is little 

doubt, will find out, by and by, what this mysterious power is, and tell us how it is worked and 

how it may be guarded against, if not conquered. Whether it is atmospheric or electric, or 

whatever else it may be, is yet to be determined. A word or two more concerning this a little 

further on. Our great fire travelled south and west faster than a man could walkl. Water froze in 

all the gutters; thick ice coated the hydrants; crunched in the hose-pipes that encumbered the 

streets, and lay in " floes" where there was a shadow from the heat and the flame. But in a little 

while no water was wanted. Engines were soon useless, and no energetic "Sykesy" was required 

to "take the butt." Clouds of smoke, like dark mountains suddenly rising into the air, were 

succeeded by long banners of flamne, rushing to the zenith, and roaring for their prey. Street 

after street caught the terrible torrent, until over acre after acre there was rolling anid booming an 

ocean of flame! "All of this I saw, and part of it I was." The printing-office of the KYnJiter-

bocker, at first in South William street, was moved three timhes far beyond the prevailing fire, 

but was gradually followed by the rag,ing enemy, and finally devoured. As we were standing 

upon the roof of the Excliange, looking down upon the scene when in mid-progress, buildings far 
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beyond the line of fire, and in no contact with it, burst in flames from the interior. The same 

thing, I observe, happened ill Chicago, and was attributed to incendiaries; but there were no 

inendiaries suspected in ouLr great fire. What latent powver enlkiidlled the in 657 
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they were un touched? A scientific writer at the time contended, I think in the old Daily 

Advertiser, that at a certain period there is what he called an "inflammable vacuum" in the air, 

which is self-igniting and irresistible. Perhaps, a hundred years or so from now, some safeguard 

against this mysterious element, now lying latent and sleeping in nature, may be discovered. It is 

not so very long since the old tea-kettle first lifted its lid to the science of steam, and talking 

round the world under water is a much youngei wonder. CHAPTER XLIX. rI'rTSBURGn, 1845. 

PITTSBURG, Pa., was visited by a most destructive conflaration the 10th of April, 1845. By it a 

very lage portion of the city was laid waste, and a greater number of houses destroyed than by all 

the fires that had occurred previously to it. Twenty squares, containing about 1,100 buildings 

were burned over. Of these buildings the greater part were business houses containing goods of 

immense value-grocery, dry-goods, and commission houses and the spring stocks of the latter 

had just been laid in. The fire commenced in a frame building at the corner of Second and Ferry 

streets, and the prevailing strong wind urged it with fearful rapidity through the city. So short 

was the time between the discovery of the flames and their spread through the city, that many 

persons were unable to save any of their household goods, while others, having got theirs to the 

walk, were compelled to flee and leave them to be seized and destroyed by the element. The 

merchants were equally unsuccessful in saving anything from their warehouses. The loss was 

estimated at $10,000,000 658, 
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an immense amount of property was destroyed, took place in Philadelphia, on the 9th of July, 

1850. It began about four o'clock on the afternoon of that day, in a store at 78 North Delaware 

avenue. The fire was beyond control when discovered, and soon spread, despite the most 

strenuous efforts to prevent it, to the store-houses adjoining. When the fire had reached the cellar 

of the building in which it had originated, two explosions occurred, which rent the walls of the 

building and threw flakes of combustible matter in all directions, setting fire to many other 

buildings. Delaware avenue and Water street were covered with persons who exhibited little fear 

at these evidences of dangerous substances being stored in the building. Suddenly a third and 

most terrific explosion occurred, by which a number of men, women, and children were killed, 

and several buildings demolished. This disaster caused a panic among the firemen and 

spectators, and in the efforts of all to escape from danger many were trampled upon and injured. 

Some were til-own into the Delaware, and others jumped in to get away from the falling bricks 

and beams sent up from the burning building by the explosion. The number of persons who lost 

their lives by the explo sion was about thirty-nine persons who jumped into the river in a fi-ight 

were drowned-and about one hundred persons injured. The area over which the fire spread 

contained about four hundred buildings. Its locality was one of the most densely populated in the 

city, and a large number of the residents, having been poor people, the slffering caused was 

immense. The loss was about $1,000,000, and the fire would be a comparatively small one had 

there been no loss of life. PHILADELI'MA, 1865. The most terrible conflagration of which 

Philadelphia was the theatre, after that of July, 1850, occurred there on the 659 
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predecessor, it brought death to many, and in the most horrible and painful manner. The fire 

originated among several thousand barrels of coal-oil that was stored upon an open lot on 

Washington street near Ninthl. The flames spread through the oil as if it had been gLnpowder, 

and in a very short time, 2,000 barrels were ablaze, and sending a hugoc volume of flame and 

smoke Lpward. The residents of the vicinity, awakened by the noise of the bells and firemen, and 

affrighted by the glare and nearness of the fire, rushed in their night garments into the streets that 

were covered with snow and slush. The most prompt to leave their homes got off with their lives, 

but those near the spot where the fu-e commenced, and not prompt to escape, were met by a 

terrible scene. The blazing oil poured into NPinth street and down to Federal, nmakling the entire 

street a lake of fire that ignited the houses on both sides of the street for two blocks. The flames 

also passed up and doorn the cross streets, and destroyed a number of houses. The fiery torch 

was whirled back and forth along the street at the pleasure of the wind, and as it passed destroyed 

everything in or near its course. People leaving their blazing homes, hoping to reach a place of 

safety, were roasted to death by it. Altogether, about twenty persons were roasted in the steets or 

houses. Firemen making vain endeavors to save the poor creatures from thieir horrible fate were 

fearfully burned. The loss of property amounted to about $500,000, and fifty buildings were 

destroyed. From Washington street to Federal, on Ni th, every building was burned. SAN 

FRANCISCO. The city of San Francisco was retarded in its progress toward its present proud 

position by many causes, but by nothing more than fire. The most destructive of the many 

confla.grations which have occurred in that city began on the 3d of May, 1851, ik 660 
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until the 5th. The loss that was caused by it amounted to $3,500,000, and it destroyed 2,500 

buildings. The fire began in a paint-shop on the west side of Portsmouth Square, adjoining the 

American House. Although but a slight blaze when discovered, the building( was within five 

minutes enwrapped with flames; and before the fire-engines could be got to work, the American 

House and the building on the other side of the paint-shop were also burning. The buildings 

being all of wood and extremely combustible, the fire spread uip Clay street, back to 

Sacramento, and down Clay street towards iKearney, with fearful rapidity. Soon the fire 

department was compelled to give up every attempt to extinguish it, and to confine their work to 

making its advance less rapid. I Pursuing this plan, they checked the flames on the north side at 

Dupont street. But in every other direction it took its own course, and was only arrested at the 

water's edge and the ruins of the houses that had been blown lip. The sllipping in the harbor was 

only protected by the breaking up of the wharves. Thousands of persons were made homeless, 

and for a long time after lived in tents. The custom-house, seven hotels, the postoffice, the 

offices of the steamship company, and the bankinghoase of Page, Bacon & Co. were destroyed. 

During, the continuance of the fire a number of persons were burned, and others died firom their 

exertions toward subduing it. Another large fire devastated a great portion of San Francisco in 

June, 1851. It occurred on tlie 22d of that month, and 500 buildings were destroyed by it. The 

loss was estimated at $3,000,000. PORTLAND (ME.1, 1866. The terrible fire which laid in ruins 

more than half of the city of Portland, Mfe., commnenced at five o'clock on the afternoon of 38 
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shop, at the foot of High street, caused by a fire-cracker being thrown among some wood 
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shavings, it swept through the city with fri,ghltful rapidity. With difficulty did the inhabitants of 

the houses in its path escape with their lives. Little effort was made to save household goods 

when this saving involved a possibility of death. Everything in the track of the flames was 

destroyed; and so completely, that when they had been overcome even the streets could hardly be 

traced. For a space of one mile and a half long by a quarter of a mile wide, there seemed a 

straggling forest of chimneys, with parts of their walls attached. From the place of beginnitng the 

fire was swept by a violent gale in a devious way, sparing nothing in its passage until it was 

checked by the ruins of the houses which had been blown up. The utmost endeavors of the 

firemen of the city, aided by those from other cities and towns, were of little avail until the plan 

of blowing up had been carried out, and then only to prevent the fire from spreading, and cause it 

for want of fuel to burn out. One-half of the city, and the one which included its business portion, 

was destroyed. Every bank and all the newspaper offices were burned; and it is somewhat 

singular to note that all the lawyers' offices in the city were swept away. The splendid city and 

county building on Congress street was considered fire-proof and safe, and was filled with 

flirniture from the neilghboring houses, and then the flames catching it laid it in ruins. All the 

jewelry establishments, the wholesale dry-goods houses, several churches, the telegraphl offices, 

and the majority of other business places were destroyed. The customhouse, tlough badly burned, 

was not destroyed. Alost singularly a building on Middle street, occupied by a hardware firm, 

was left unscathed by the sea of flame which surged and devastated all around it. Two thousand 

persons were rendered houseless, and were sheltered in churches and tents erected for them. 662 
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was but in small part covered by insurance. CHARLESTON, 1838. Charleston, S. C., was, on 

the 27thll of April, 1838, visited by one of the mioss destructive fires that have ever occurred in 

any city in this country. A territory equal to almost one-half of the entire city was made desolate. 

The fire broke out at a quarter past eight o'clock on the morning of the day mentioned, in a paint 

shop on KIing street, corner of Beresford, and raged until about twelve A.M. of the following 

day. It was then arrested by the blowing up of buildings in its path. There were 1,158 buildings 

destroyed, and the loss occasioned was about $3,000,000. The worst feature of the catastrophe 

was the loss of life which occurred while the houses were being blown up. Thlrough the careless 

manner in whlichl the gunpowder wvas used, four of the luOSt prominent citizens of the city 

were killed and a number i jured. CHICAGO, 1857, 1859, 1866, 1808. On the morning of the 

10th of October, 1857, a fire occurred in Chicago, whiche, thloulgh notable from the amount of 

property destroyed by it, was made awful by the loss of hunman life which it caused. The fire 

broke out in a large double store in South Water street, and spread east and west to the buildings 

adjoininfg, and across an alley in the rear to a block of new buildings. All these were completely 

destroyed. When the flianies were threatening one of the buildings, a number of persons 

ascended to its roof to there fight against themtn. Wholly occupied with their worlk, they did not 

notice that the wall of the burning building tottered, and, when warned of their dang,er, they 

could hot escape ere it fell, crushing through the house on which they were, and carrying them 

into its cellar. Of the number four 66,3 
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property caused by the fire amounted to over half a million of dollars. A fire, the most disastrous 

after that of October, 1S57, took place oni September 15, 1859. It broke out in a stable, and, 

spreading ill different directions, consumied thle block bounded by Clinton, North Canal, West 
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Lake, and Fulton streets, on which the stable was situated. From this block the fire was 

communicated to Blatelhford's lead works and to the hydraulic mills, whlience it passed to 

another block of buildings, all of which were destroyed. The total loss was about five hundred 

thousand dollars. Property to the amount of $500,000 was destroyed by fire on the o10th of 

August, 1866. The fire originated in a wholesale tobacco establisllhment on South Water street, 

and passed to the adjoining buildings, occupied by wholesale grocery and drug firms. The first 

two buildings and contents were utterly, while the other was but partially, destroyed. A fire, 

which destroyed several large business houses on Lake and South Water streets, took place 

November 18, 1866. It originated in the tobacco warehouse of Banker & Co., and the loss caused 

by it was about $500,000. The fire which occurred on the 28th of January, 1868, was the most 

destructive by which Chicago had ever been visited. It broke out in a large boot and shoe factory 

on Lake street, and destroyed the entire block on which that building was situated. The spaiks 

firom those buildings set fire to others distant firom them on the same street, and caused their 

destruction. In all the loss was about $3,000,000. 664 

Page  665 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST. CHAPTER L. TABLE OF FORMER GREAT 

FIRES. NOIFOI.K, Va., destroyed by fire and the cannon-balls of th6 British. Property to the 

amount of $1,500,000 destroyed. Jan uary 1, 1776. City of New York, soon after passing into 

possession of the British; 500 buiildings consumed. September 20-21, 1776. Theatre at 

Riichmnond, Va. The governor of the State and a large number of the leading inhabitants 

perished. December 26, 1811. City of New York; 530 buildings destroyed; loss, $20,000,000. 

December 16, 1835. Washing,ton City; General Post Office and Patent Office, with over ten 

thousand valuable models, drawings, etc., destroyed. December 15, 1836. Phliladelphlia; fifty-

two buildings destroyed; loss, $500,000. October 5, 1839. Quebec, Canada; 1,500 buildings and 

many lives destroyed. May 28,1845. Quelbec, Canada; 1,300 buildings destroyed. June 25, 1845. 

,{ City of New York; 300 buildings destroyed; loss, $6,000,000. June 20, 1845. St. Johln's, N. F., 

nearly destroyed; 6,000 people made home less. June 12, 1846. Quebec, Canada; Theatre Royal; 

47 persons burned to death June 14, 1846. Nantucket; 3(0 buildings and other property 

destroyed; values $800,000. July 13, 1846. At Albany; 600 buildings, steamboats, piers, etc., 

destroyed; loss, $3,000,000. August 17, 1848. Brooklyn; 300 buildings destroyed. September 9, 

1848. 665 

Page  666 HISTORY OF THE GREAT FIRES At St. Louis, 15 blocks of houses and 23 

steamboats; loss esti mnated at $3,000,000. May 17, 1849. Fredericton, N. B.; about 300 

buildings destroyed. Novem. ber 11, 1850. Nevada, Cal.; 200 buildings destroyed; loss, 

$1,300,000. March 12, 1851. At Stockton, Cal.; loss, $1,500,000. May 14, 1851. Concord, N. H.; 

greater part of the business portion of the town destroyed. August 24, 1850. Congressional 

Library at Washington, 35,000 volumes, with works of art, destroyed. December 24, 1851. At 

Montreal, Canada, 1,000 houses destroyed; loss, $5,000,000. July 8, 1852. Harper Brothers' 

establishment, in New York; loss over $1,000,000. December 10, 1853. Metropolitan Ilall and 

Lafarge Ilouse, in this city. January 8, 1854. At Jersey City, 30 factories and houses destroyed. 

July 30, 1854. More than 100 houses and factories in Troy, N. Y.; onil the same day a large part 

of Milwaukee, Wis., destroyed. August 25, 1854. At Syracuse, N. Y., about 100 buildings 

destroyed; loss, $1,000,000. November 8, 1856. New York Crystal Palace destroyed. October 

5,1858. City of Charleston, S. C., almost destroyed. February 17, 1856. At Quebec, Canada, 

2,500 houses destroyed; loss, $2,500,000. CONCLITSION. The tales of horror with which this- 
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book is filled are relieved by the deeds of heroism and mercy which have been faitfiftlly 

rehearsed. I-Iumnan experience repeats itself from ag,e to a,ge 666 

Page  667 IN CHICAGO AND THE WEST The tlhingi, that is, is that which hath been and shall 

be, so that there is nothling, new under the sun. Lessons of human insufficiency, and weakness 

and vanity, mingle with lessons of'nan's greatness and nobleness. The heart turns to God in the 

midst of all this confusion and unrest, and finds unchangeable perfection, excellence,'beauty, and 

joy. Though vanity of vanities is writteni on all that is earthly, there is in God pure satisfaction, 

absolute rest for every soul that seeks IHim with a sincere purpose. 667 

Page  668 I I 

Page  669 APPENDIX. K?ECIAL REPORT OF THE RELIEF AND AID SOCIETY. IT will be 

a matter of interest to the generous donors to know how the money which they BO kindly gave 

Chicago in her hour of need has been expended. The following report gives the fullest reliable 

information on all points, and we append it to this work as a memorial to the Christian charity of 

the world, to stand through all ages. The Committee who gave their services to the herculean task 

of providing for the wants of 80,000 homeless people are as follows: Dinectors-Henry W. King, 

President; Wirt Dexter, E. C. Larned, T. M. Avery, T. W. Harvey, Marshall Field, John V. 

Farwell, N. S. Bouton, Murry Nelson, J. T. Ryerson, N. K. Fairbank, George M. Pullman, Dr. H. 

A. Johnson, H. E. Sargent, Julius Rosentha], C. H. S. Mixer, A. B. Meeker, B. G. Caulfield, J. 

McGregor Adams, I. B. Mason, C. G. Hammond, Joseph Medill, ex-o'lcio. [Elected Mayor Nov. 

7.] Executive Comzmittee-Wirt Dexter, Chairman; Colonel C. G. Hammond, Henry WV. King, 

T. x Avery, T. W. Harvey, N. K. Fairbank, George M. Pullman, Dr. HI. A. Johnson, E. C. 

Larned, N. S. Bouton, J. McGregor Adams. SHELTEI. Concerning the work of providing the 

first requisite-shelter-for the honseless thousands, the Executive Committee says in its report: 

The Bureau of the Shelter Committee is very thoroughly organized, with an efficient corps of 

clerks and examiners, through whom the claim of the applicant goes for a careful and thorough 

examination, with all possible checks to detect impos'tion, while all are listened to with the 

utmost sympathy and patience. The houses given are of two sizes; one of 20x16 feet for families 

of more than three persons; the other of 12xl6 feet for families of three only. The floor joists are 

of 2x6 inches timber, covered with a flooring of planed and matched boards; the studding is of 

2x4 inches, covered with inch boards and battened on the outside; the inside walls are lined with 

thick felt paper; and each house has a double iron chimney, two panelled doors, three windows, 

and a partition to be put up where the occupant pleases. The establishment is completed in a 

simple but sufficient way for comfortable living, by the addition of a cooking-stove and utensils, 

several chairs, a table, bedstead, bedding, and sufficient crockery for the use of the family; the 

total cost of the houtse, when thus furnished, is $125. The majority of those who receive 

prepared material for these houses are mechanics enough to put them together for themselves, or 

have the means to hire builders; but for the large class of widows, infirm or otherwise helpless 

persons, the house is built and put in complete readiness for the proposed tenant by the 

Committee. There were on Saturday, the 18th inst., 5,497 of these houses put up, or in process of 

erection, most of which are completed and occupied. The applications for them, at the same date, 

numbered 7,246; and it is calculated that the demand for them which it will be prudent for the 

society to meet, with the means at their disposal, will be about eight thousand. This wvill 

provide, at the usual estimate of five to a family, and, as the houses chosen are almost entirely of 
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the larger size, respectable and comfortable homes for flom thirty to thirty-five thousand pert 

ons. Whiere the Committee think that the circumstances just ify it, the house and its furnishings 

are an )utright gift. In the majority of applications this is the c.u But whore I i i I i 

Page  670 APPEXDIX. the Committee have reason to know or to believe that the applicant has 

means that will become avaIl able, or that he will soon be able to command, he is requested to 

give an obligation to repay in one year, but without interest, three-fourths of the value advanced 

him. So far is this from being considered a hardship, that the applicant, in most cases, prefers to 

accept the obligation to return the money, that it may again be used to aid others who may be in 

need; as it frees him from eing the recipient of public bounty, and allows him to retain an 

honorable feeling of independence. HIe may refund the amount before the year expires, if it shall 

suit his convenience; but if it shall appear at the end of that time, upon a reinvestigation of the 

case, that he is evidently unable to refund it, he is simply considered by the Committee as 

belonging to that class from which no return could be expected for bounty bestowed. The actual 

rental of these houses may be estimated as worth $10 per month, based upon what the society is 

paying, in many instances, for similar accommodations to keep people from being turned out of 

doors. This rental for six months would amount to $60, and as the cost of the "shelter houses," 

exclusive of farniture, is nearly $100, they will have paid, by the 1st of May next 60 per cent. of 

theis cost. It must not be understood, however, that this is a rental charged, but only a rental 

estimated, and which is saved to the owner of the house in six months. In no case is any rent 

taken from the occupants of these houses. The stock of lumber destroyed in Chicago by the fire 

w-as not less than sixty-five millions of feet, and the supply destroyed in the lumber regions, 

ready for shipment to this market, was also immense. The price of lumber, consequently, has 

rapidly enhanced, and since the 26th of October has been $20 per thousand. By the wise 

forethought and activity of the Shelter Committee this rise in value was anticipated, and all their 

purchases have been made at an average price of $16.50 per thousand( They have used, thus far, 

nearly twenty-seven millions of feet with this large saving in cost. THE BARRACKS. Besides 

the isolated houses, there are in different sections of the city four barracks, in which are lodged 

one thousand familiec They are mainly of the class who have not hitherto lived in houses of their 

own, but in rooms in tenement houses. Each family in these barracks has two separate rooms to 

itself, and they are furnished in precisely the same way with the isolated houses. Their occupants 

are undoubtedly very nearly, if not quite, as comfortable as they were before the fire; and as only 

one thousand two hundred and fifty people are gathered together in one community, and those 

are under the constant and careful supervision of Medical and Police Superintendents, their 

moral and sanitary condition is unquestionably better than that which has heretofore obtained in 

that class. There has been among them but a single death up to the 25th of November. 

DISTIBUTION OF SUPPLIES. The checks upon waste or fraud in the issue of supplies of food, 

etc., arc thus detailed: The first step was to district the city tunder the direction of 0. C. Gibbs, 

who for years had been Superintendent of the I'elief and Aid Society, and it,,as accordingly 

divided into five large districts, made as nearly equal as possible with regard to population. 

These were subdivided, at first, into thirteen smaller subdistricts, but which are now, as 

rearranged from time to time, and as rations are given out at longer intervals, six only. The whole 

are under the General Superintendent; but to each district is given a Superintendent, with 

supervision over his whole district, and to each sub-district a Sub-super intendent, with 

supervision over his immediate depot of supplies. Sufficient assistance is given to each 

Superintendent, averaging about ninety men and women to each district, the duties of a part of 
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whom are to administer to the wants of applicants for food and clothing. Another part of this 

force is made up of a corps of visltors who are constantly busy in visiting all whose names are 

registered in the books at the offices of the relief stations, and in searching for sufferers who 

need aid, but do not know where to find it. It is the business of the visitor to keep himself 

constantly informed as to all the persons who are thus entered in his district, and to make 

periodical returns at the office. He is to learn by observation and inquiry the exact condition of 

the registered; whether they are well or ill; whethen they are idle or industrious; whether they are 

voluntarily idle, in which case they are peremptorily cut off from aid; whether they are entitled to 

entire or only partial support; whether they have other means of support than public bounty; and 

in short, any circumstances in relation to their condition or habits, or character, which will be a 

guide as to the care which should be given them at the stations. There a ledger account is opened 

with each of them, in which appear the returns of the visitors, the supplies given, with their dates, 

and when they were cut off, if discontinued, and the bsons why. 670 

Page  671 APPENDIX. The Superintendents are required to keep a strict account of all their 

requisitions ~ r supplies, as well as of their distriibution: and as they are accountable for a 

judicious andl eliergetic discharge of their duties to the General Superintendent, so they hold 

their own subordinates strictly accountable for all their actions. Full and careful reports are made 

daily from each district, and the g sperinteidents meet one evening in the week with the 

Executive Committee to make or hear sulggetions, te answer criticism or complaints to report 

progress and suggest improvements, if possible, in the work. ing machinery. The districts are 

frequently visited by a general inspector, to examine into their condition and management; and a 

Comfnittee on Complaints is always ready at headquarters to listen to any complaint of neglect 

or improper treatment, and to provide for their immiediate correction, if found. on inquiry, to be 

well founded. NrU=EBI OF FAMILIES AIDED. The total number of families receiving aid 

from the Society on the 11th of November was, 12,765; on the 18th, 14,137; on the 25th, 15,122; 

total number since full reports were had, 18,478. The number increased as the cold weather came 

on, notwithstanding many families, having been enabled to earn their livelihood, dropped off the 

rolls of'the Society. IATIoNs. Food was given at first not only indiscriminately, but in uncertain 

quantitie.s, for want of conveniences in measuring and weighing. As soon as possible, however, 

it was reduced to fixed rations, and as the system of distribution was perfected, these were given 

out at intervals of two or three days, and now of a week. The following ration for a family of five 

persons has been found to be sufficient for one week. At first bread was given instead of flour, as 

the people had few conveniences for cooking, at an increased cost of forty-two cents to the 

ration. This is now almost wholly saiveld, as most of the applicants are supplied with stoves, and 

can bake their o,vn bread. Coffee or tea is given, as the applicant prefers; but tea, which is the 

cheaper, is the more usually chosen. The cost of the ordinary weekly ration glven for a family of 

five is $1.98, as shown by the following exhibit: EXHIBIT OF THE AMOUNT AN-D COST 

OF ONE WVEEK'S IIATION FOi Two ADULTS AND THRER CHILDhEN. Three pounds 

pork, at 53 cents...................................................1.........16 Six pounds beef, at 5 

cents.................................................................80 Fourteen pounds flour, at 3 

cents..........................................................42 One iand a quarter pecks potatoes, at 20 

cents...............................................25 One-qutarter pound tea, at 80 

cents........................................................20 One and one-half pounds sugar, at 11 

cents..........................................1........fi One and one-half pound rlce, at 8 cents, or 3J pounds 

beans, at 354/ cents...................... 12 One and one-quarter pounds soap, at 7 
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cents...............................................09 One and one-half pounds of dried apples, at 8 

cents.........................................12 Three pounds fresh beef, at 5 

cents.........................................................15 

Total................................................................................$1.98 If bread, at 4 cents per pound, is 

used instead of flour, the cost is increased....................42 If crackers, at 7 cents per 

pound.......................................................... 1.05 If 1, pounds of coffee instead of 

tea......................................................17 To the cost of the xrweekly ration of food for a family of 

five should be added the allowance of one ton of coal a month, or a quarter of a ton a week. 

Fortunately for such an exgency as this, the supply of bitesm-nots coal for Chicago is ample, 

through the Wilmington Coal Company, which owns and works extensive coal mines in Will 

County, Illinois, with sufficient means of transportation at their command over the Alton, St. 

Louis and Chicago Itoad. With this company the committee has made a contract for the delivery 

of coal by the ton or half ton, at the door, for $4.50 lier ton. This brings the weekly cost of coal 

for the family at $1.12,Y, which, added to the cost of the weekly ration, brings the cost of food 

and fuel at $3.10J,. As the demand for fuel is as constant and next in importaince to that of food, 

a large depot of coal from other sources is kept in reserve for emergencies, as in case of 

interruption to railroad transportation by snow-storms, or other causes, during the winter. 671 I I 

II 11 II 

Page  672 APPENDIX. CLOTHInG. The demand for clothing has been, and continues to be, 

incessant and immense. The larger InO portion of those who were sufferers by the fire lost all 

their personal apparel and their household goods. Immediate and urgent need was only very 

partially met by the bountiful supplies which were sent forward from all quarters. Much of this 

supply was of second-hand summer clothing, which was all that people could lay their hands on 

in the first emergency. It answered a good, though only temporary purpose, and the necessity of 

substituting for it better and warmer garments is constant and imperative. The markets of this 

country cannot supply the' demand for blankets alone. Where the supply of realy-maile clothing 

has been insufficient, piece goods are given out ill measured quantity to applicants to make up 

for themselves. In this work great assistance is rendered by associations of ladies, as the Ladies 

Relief and Aid Society, the Ladies' Industrial Aid Society of St. John's Church, the Ladies' 

Christian Union, Ladies' Society of Park Avenue Church, and Ladies' Society of the Home of the 

Frielndless.all of whom employ a large number of sewing women, thrown out of employment by 

the fire, in making up garments, bed comforters, bed-ticks, and other articles, from piece goods 

supplied by the Relief Connnmmittee, and returned thus manufactured, to the several depots for 

distribution. But a comparatively small portion of those in need of warm and sufficient clothing 

for the winter i s as yet s upplied, and the labor and expenditure to meet this want must be very 

large for some time to come. Of the actual quantity received by gift from abroad and distributed, 

it is impossible to make a detailed statement, as much of that received was given out in the first 

calamitous days of destitution t o all comers and without count. The United States Government, 

through the active efforts of General Sheridan, has furnished us seven thousand blankets, and has 

also on the way for our use five thousand each of undershirts, drawers, and socks. We are 

promised by President Grant, through the Hon. W. V. Belknap, Secretary of War, who has 

recently visited Chicago, such further supplies as w e may need, so far as the government may 

have them in store. This branch of the work, however, is being red luced to a system, like the 

rest, and the following table is condensed from the reports of the several districts for the week 

ending November 25, giving the number distributed of several articles of prim e necessity. To it 
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is added the number previously reported since an accurate record was kept: OEE 25. Pa evio7tsly 

repor,tedi. 8,(606 20,7'4 2,131 3,795 .... 45,S83 57,091 35,953 

Mattre.sses....................................................... 2,131 Blankets......................................................... 

4,615 Coal, tons........................................................ 1,522 

Stoves........................................................... 644 Shoes............................................................ 

22,5,31 Men's wear....................................................... 8,846 Women's 

wear.................................................... 8,895 Children's wear................................................... 

8,984 The above table does not include the stoves and mattresses given out by the Shelter 

Committee, who furnished both articles to the large proportion of their houses and the barracks. 

Neither does it include the furniture and crockery, both large items of expenditure, the aggregate 

of which is not yet reached. rAY-ROLS FOB THE WEEK ENDING NOVEMBEIL 18. Persons 

Districts. e)o,ployled. No. 1.................................................................... 142 No. 

2.................................................................... 116 No. 3.................................................................... 

106 No. 4.................................................................... 50 No. 

5.................................................................... 75 Special 

Bureau............................................................ 9 Superintendents' 

salaries.................................................. Warehousemen, receiving, storing, and delivering 

supplies.................. 111 Trhmsportation........................................................... Total for 

distribution............................................ 672 Tota IO, 7,7 2 5, 3,',' 9 4,653 4,459 22,539 54,729 

65,986 44,9,-,7 Amou7it. 01.549 00 1,190 17 1,347 75 531 82 855 66 118 50 225 5Q 1,259 81 

2,148 8-, $9,2-26 64 

Page  673 APPENDIX. Employment Bureau...................................................... 2 Clerks in 

offices of Treasurer, Auditor, Transportation Committee, PuIrchasing Committee, and Executive 

Committee................................... 32 Total general business............................................ THE 

BURIEAU OF SPECIAL IRELIEF. No branch of the work has given the committee so much 

anxiety and perplexity as that which has come to be known as "The Bureau of Special Relief." 

Among the sufferers by the fi e is a large class of persons who, it was soon apparent, would not 

be reached by the established meth( d of relief, but who were the least accustomed to deprivation 

and hardship. They shrank from an c:posure of their poverty, though it was no fault of their own, 

and. though sufferers in common with tens of thousands of others, from a great public calamity, 

they would perish rather than appear as the recipients of public bounty. If they were to be helped 

at all, they must be helped in some special way. It was no time to stop and consider whether the 

feeling was altogether reasonable or not. It was painfully evident that a want existed, growing 

out of previous conditions in life of the sufferers, and public opinion, as well as private feelong, 

made it necessary to devise some way to meet it. It was believed that the personal and 

confidential relations between pastor and people, and between the officers and members of 

benevolent and fraternal societies, would reveal a great many cases of this sort; and many, it was 

thought, would ask aid for themselves, if encouraged to do so by being permitted to seek relief 

where publicity cosld be avoided, and the shock be lessened to their sensitiveness and reserve. 

Moved by these considerations, the committee invoked the aid and counsel of clergymen and the 

representatives of the societies just referred to. By the establishment of a bureau, to be devoted 

exclusively to sp)ecial relief, and to be undler the control of a committee appointed by this body 

of our fellowv-citizens, it was proposed to bring into line all effort on behalf of the unfortunate, 

that none should be left to perish for the want of sympathy and help. Most of those whose aid 

was invoked entered heairtily into the work, and with a sincere desire to lighten the general l-
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bors of the Society. Perhaps it was too much to expect, even in a cause involving only the single 

purpose of feeding the hungry and clothing the naked. that the plan should succeed in satisfying 

all those who sought to make use of the nucans in the hands of the Society. It is by no means 

easy to say always where the obligations of those entrusted with the delicate task of deciding 

between the cla'.ms of different classes begin or where they end; and the most careful judgment 

and the most even justice will not save their decisions from sometimes seeming invidious. But 

nevertheless, since the Special Bureau, E. C. Larned, Chairman, was opened at the Church of the 

Messiah, its usefulness has become daily more and more manifest, and more and more 

appreciated. Mr. Larned has been assisted by Rev. Laird Collier, B. G. Caulfield, Rev. E. P. 

Goodwin, Louis Wahl, G. R. Chittenden, Orrington Lunt, Mrs. Joseph Medill, Mrs. David A. 

Gage, and Mrs. J. E. Ryler, all of whom give their timne without complensation. Up to the 25th 

instant, aid has been given to one thousand five hundred and twenty-five families. Very few, if 

any, of these had previously sought for relief through the ordinary channels, and would, no 

doubt, some from pride and some from inability through sickness or infirmnity. have suffered the 

very extremnity of distress beforo they would or could have looked for succor in that direction. 

While great care is taken that there shall be from its stores no duplication of supplies from other 

distributing points, all alpplications are received and considered with all the delicacy and reserve 

that the nature of the business admits of; and there can be no doubt that it has relieved the wants 

of thousands who would otherwise have been left uncared for, or dependent upon the chance 

charity of those who should happen to know of their condition. One of its methods of relief, 

especil]y, has saved miany worthy women from penury and despair, by putting into their hands 

the means of immediate ~nd comfortable subsistence. Arrangements have been made with all the 

prinicilal manufacturers of sewing machines, by which they generously agreed to accept a large 

discount on the usual price for a single machine. A payment of twenty dollars is made as the first 

instalment on that price, and one hundred and thirty-two mrachines have thus been purchased 

and given to that number of deserving women who brought satisfactory evidence that they had 

been sufferers by the fire. So many are reinstated, and many more will be in the same way, to 

their former means of eanling a livelihood. I i ! CHARI'ALE INsroNa The Committee on 

Charitable Institutions, N. S. Bouton, Chairman, have cextended aid to the following 

institutions:-The Home for the Friendless, the Protestant Orphan Home, the St. Joseph 673 $36 

co 496 34 $9,758 91 rI 4 ,.I II I 

Page  674 APPENDIX Aiylum for Orlihans,-the Old Ladies' Home, the House of the Good 

Shepherd, the Foundlings' Home, the Half-Orphanls' Home. To all of these institutions a monthly 

allowance in money is given, and those which have been burned out have been supplied, in 

addition, with food, clothing, bedding. and stores sufficient for their immediate necessities. Still 

further aid will be extended to them all, if it should be found requisite to carry them through the 

winter. There were other institutions of a similar character which were destroyed and their 

inmates dispersed. These have not yet provided themselves with permanent residences, and the 

Committee do not feel justified, by the means at their disposal, to advance the large sumins that 

would be required for their re-establishment. They can only undertake to supplement, in some 

measure, to those whose responsibilities are still existent, the resources of which they are 

deprived by the general disaster. The Sailors' Home only was mnade an exception to this rule. 

Though thaLt institution lost its house by the fire, the inmates were kept together, and the Shelter 

Committee has offered to put up a temporary building for them, at a cost not to exceed $5,000. 

EMPLoYMENT BURtEAU. There has been no lack of employment, particularly of unskilled 
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labor, since the fire; but as that could not be foreseen, it was thought prudent to establish an 

employment bureau in connection with the general work. An employment committee, N. K. 

Fairbank, Chairman, was therefore appointed, with headquarters in a temporary building in the 

Court-House yard. This has been a sort of labor exchange in the very heart of the burnt district, 

where those wanting mechanics or laborers could find them, and where those in need of work 

were provided with it. The Superintendents at all the points of distribution are instructed to send 

every able-bodied man or boy who applies to them for aid to the bureau of the Employment 

Committee, and the ticket he takes becomes a certificate of character. If labor is found for him-as 

is almost invariably the case-he surrenders the ticket, and it is returned to the Superintendent who 

issued it. If the ticket is not presented at the Employment Bureau, and not returned, therefore, to 

the Superintendent, it is presumptive evidlence that the bearer prefers to eat the bread of idleness 

rather than work for his own subsistence, and if he atgain presents himself at the distributing 

station, his claim for relief is rejected. If, having obtained work-of which the returned ticket is 

evidence-he asks again for relief, the proper inquiry decides whether his labor is not sufficient to 

sustain himself and hil family, if he has one, or whether he has asked for bounty of which he is 

not in need. Most of the mechanics who apply at the Employment Bureau for work are in want of 

tools, without w hich they can do nlothing at their trades. This want the committee has supplied, 

and by giving the applicant from ten to twenty dollars' worth of tools, he is at once made self-

suliporting, and ceases to be dependent uponl the Relief Society. A large niunber of carpenters 

have thus been effectively and permanently helped, as the demand for their labor is greater than 

for that of any other class. Bricltlayers, gas-fitters, shoemakers, and other mechanics have also 

been aided in the same way. The Bureau has not underttken to find employment for women, but 

has turned that class over to the organizations that have hitherto made its care their special 

business. Excepting seamstresses-who are received and cared for by the Bureau of Special 

Relief-women seeking employment have been left under the direction of such societies, and 

especially of the Ladies' Christian Union, which in this part of the work has been a valuable 

coadjutor of the Relief and Aid Society. NATIONALITIES OF BENEFI=CAS. The following 

table is an accurate return from the books kept at all the distributing stations:-j N~ationality. Yo. 

families. fI _ioit.. famizlies. I Ntlonality. go. far.ilies. Americans................1,724 

Swiss....................30 Welsh.................... 10 English................... 5) Danis...................... 1 

lian............... 23 Scotch.................... 15 Spanish.................. 2! Holland.................. 5 Irish........... 

5.12 lolish................... 9. Greek................... 1 German.................. 7,280 Russian.................. 2 

Scandinavian.............,104 French.... tf cis |Arcn..............92 Gek................... 

French..................I.14 Jewish..................43 African.241 ltalian................... 112 

Hiungaian.............. 4 Canadians................ 4 ohemian................ 203 1 Total.................l,478 

FUTUE EXPENSES. The Committee makes the following estimate of expenditures for six 

months, from October 9, 1T71, to April 9. 1872: 674 t t iI 1i. i I I I I I I 

Page  675 APPENDIX. Food ad per Shelter Barrack Hospi t a Stoves, Special Charita Dedicti 

nis~ mat clot Current General $1,220,799 06 1,243,000 00 te5,000 00 250,000 80 25,000 00 

thing, shoes, furniture, beds and bedding, at a cost of........ 866,966 00 t expenses, at $!),758.9S 

per week, twenty-six weeks........... 253,733 48 1 expenses Shelter Committee................................ 

42,000 00 295,733 48 $3,976,498 54 Total of contributions....................................................... 

3,418,1S8 20 Deficit...................................................................... $558,310.4 HOW CERTAIN 

ARTICLES WERE PROClED. If, say the Coinmittee, the fund at our disposal were sufficient to 

buy all needed things, it is simply impossible to purchase in so short a time any considerable 
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portion of the necessary articles that were to be found in the houses of a hundred thousand 

people. Take as an illustration the article of stoves. No stoves were saved from the fire. To 

replace them a medium-sized soft coal cook-stove was needed. No other would answer. To some 

extent wood stoves were sent, but we had no wood. Under the active direction of A. B. Meeker, 

the Society has managed to buy, between the Atlantic and the Missouri Rliver, eight thousand 

five hundred stoves of the kind demanded, and here and elsewhere has obtained pipe and 

furniture for them. But with the stoves purchased, our difficulties were by no means 

surm,ounted. We have been subjected to delays in railway transportation and movement of goods 

about the city, in common with our merchants, many of whom had merchandise lying three 

weeks within a few miles of Chicago, which could neither be received nor stored. Every possible 

fa(cility and courtesy has been extended to this Society by railway and express companies 

connected with Chicago, and also by the Western Union Telegraph Company and the Atlantic 

Cable Company, in transmitting free our answers to despatches and orders for goods. Yet, with 

all these advantages, we have been able to actually deliver, up to November 25, but six thousand 

six hundred stoves. There is precisely the same difficulty mr. the delivery of mattresses, blankets, 

and many articles furnished by the Society which have been drawvn from Buffalo, Detroit, 

Montreal, St. Louis, Indianapolis. Louisville, Cincinnati, and other points. With this delay in the 

arrival of goods, the best we could do was to give applicants orders to be filled in turn, informing 

them at the same time of the situation. Some of these orders, we regret to say, were many times 

presented at our depot without being filled; but this was not the result of any defect in our 

system, but simply because a supply of the article asked for was not to be had. Nor was there any 

delay in contracting for these things. Within three days from the time the Society assumed the 

work of relief, large engagements were made both in the United States and Canada for supplhes 

which it was plain would be needed. We refer to these facts in order 4bhat applicants as well as 

the public at large may form some idea, if possibie, of the difficulties surrounding the 

tranlsaction of all business in Chicago during the last few weeks. Yet we may be allowed to call 

attention to the fact that we have just passed through two weeks of unusually severe winter 

weather, accollmpanied by snow, but that the needy are provided for and the sick and infirm 

attended to. TnEASUIER'S IEPORT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. From the Report 

of George M. Pullman, Treasurer, we make the following extracts, which embrace the receiplts 

and expenditures of the Society passing through his books since the 14th of Otober, when the 

duty of Treasnrer devolved upon him to November 1Sth, the date of the Report. Space permits us 

only to give the total amounts received from the States and, Countries that donated, without 

entering into detail, and only cash receipts are embraced: 675 

Page  676 676 APPENDIX. STD TATES. Delaware............ $8,070 70 W'est Virginia....... 

$15,526 40 aKentucky h........... 6,108 90 Nebra6 ka........... 12,89 00 Iowa............... 4,59)6 25 

Colorado............ 12,653 03 Arkansas........... 2,536 5 Nev Mexico.....5... 1,496 50 Georgia............ 

2,065 75 Florida............ 1,049 21 Vermont............ 8,(i)2 20 South Carolina...... 1,001 90 

Nevada............. 1,505 83 Michigan.......... 632 25 Dist. Columbia...... 34,065 65 Washington 

Ter..... 600 00 Indiana............. 24,750 84 Wisconsin.......... 856 00 Minnesota........... 24,108 40 

Nrth Carolina...... 105 00 Tcnnesee............ 2:3,(io5 20 Mississippi............ 48 50 New 

Hampshire..... 21,834 85 Alabama.............. 5 00 Kansas............. 21,257 85 Missouri............ 

16,974 70 Total........$1,875,062 80 FOREIGN. New Yor k.......... $401,556 96 

Massachusetts....... 297;,.305 12 Pennsylvania........ 228,''63 37 California........... 148.281 60 

Maryland........... 179,327 84 New Jersey.......... 124,464 32 Connecticut......... 65, 968 68 
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Ohio............... 50,714 71 Rhode Island....... 45,179) 70 Illinois.............. 45,!)950 9)6 

Maine............... 11,6'1(; 26 Louisiana........... 11. (604 80 Virginia............ 11,2:'8 41 

Oregon............. 1O,000 (0 England............ $358,410 72 Scotland............ $31.000 00 

Miscellaneous......... 327 20 Canada............. 82,6)5 57 Austria............. 12,500 00 France...........:. 

42,200 00 Cuba............... 10,000 00 Total...........$6;10,821 75 Ireland............. 86,')48 18 

Italy............... 271 38 United States.......1.85,062 80 Germany............ 36,356 70 Holland............ 

112 00 Grand total... $2,485,884 55 LEDGER STATEMENT. The following is the ledger 

statement to November 18, inclusive:Donation 

find......................................................................$2,485,884 55 Cash on 

hand....................................................................... 189,864 93 Pay 

rolls............................................................................ 34,009 20 

Insurance......................................................................... 697 50 

Expense............................................................................ 809 22 Office 

furniture..................................................................... 1,503 31 

Postage......................................................................... 261 15 Transportation (city 

teaming)....................................................... 2,927 34 

Freight........................................................................... 800 91 Stationery, printing, and 

advertising................................................. 2,557 22 Suppliesof clothing, food, stoves, bedding, 

etc., etc.................................. 130,870 71 Shelter-lumber and building 

materials............................................... 311,162 46 Hospital 

expends.................................................................... 1,984 80 Rents-of supply depots and 

offices................................................. 2,174 83 

Buildings......................................................................... 85 64 Cash 

advances...................................... 3,033 00 Employment 

Committee............................................................. 5 80 Bureau of slc(ial 

relief............................................................. 2,555 27 Passenger 

fatres................................................................... 22 00 Deposits in 

banks...................................................... 1,800,559 26 

Total..........................................................................$2,485,884 55 BANK BALANCES. Chicago 

Third National Bank............................................................ UJnion National 

Batk........................................................... Northwec.tern National 

Bank.................................................... First N.tional Bank............................................................ 

Merchants' National Bank...................................................... Mechalics' National 

Bank..................................................... Geriii..ii National 

Bank.........................................................3,5 4 Secondl NLtionnal 

Bank.......................................................... Fifth National 

Bank............................................................ Manufacturers' National 

Bank.................................................. Total................................................................... New York 

National City Bank............................................................ Bank of 

Commerce.............................................................. Drexel, Morgan & 

Co........................................................... Toa.....................................$99026 Boston Kidder, 

Peabody & Co......................................................... $128,461 84 Second National 

Bank......................................................... 82,239 30 

Total.................................................................... $210,701 14 Bank of 

Moultreal............................................................... (i,8S03 09 Provideoe,. 

L....................................................... 28S,000 00 



Total....................................................................$1,800,559 24 All the above bank balances are 

drawing 5 per cent interest $103,0, 25 103,0(;o 24 33,017 15 87,667 92 58,340 97 3,)100 00 

33,257 74 19),39,4 33. 46;.752 31 6,285 12 $523.963 03 $275,109 78 20U),000 00 4!,3,982 22 

$969,092 (0 Total.................................................................. 
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